THE LITTLE BLACK HEN
Said the little red rooster, ‘‘Gosh all hem-_ The rooster vainly spent his day, through
habit, by the ways
lock! Things are tough,
Seems that worms are getting searcer, and |
eannot find enough.
What’s become of all those fat ones 18 &a
mystery to me;

Where fat round worms had passed in squads

back in the rainy days,
When nightfall found him

supparhoss, he

vroaned in accents rough,

There were thousands through that rainy
spell—but now where can they he?’’

hungry as a fowl ¢an bo. Conditions

The old black hen who heard him didn’t

He turned then to the old binek hen and

grumble or complain,
She had gone through lots of dry spells, she
had lived through floods of rain,
So she flew up on the grindstone, and gave
her claws a wet,
As she said, ‘‘I’ve never secn the time there

weren’t worms to get.”’

She picked a new and undug spot; the earth
was hard and firm,

The little rooster jeered, ground!

That’s no place for a worm.’’
The old black hen just spread her feet, she
dug both fast and free,
‘it must go to the worms,’’ she said, ‘‘the
worms won’t come to me.’’

sure ure tough.

sald, worse with yout.

For you’re not only hungry, but you must
be tired too.
I rested while | watched for worms, so I fee?

fairly perk;

But how are you? Without worms too? And
after al} that work?’’
The old hen hopped to her perch and dropped
her cyes to sleap,

And murmured in a drowsy tone, Young .
man, near this and weep.
I’m full of worms and happy, for I’ve dined
hoth long and well.
The worms are there, as always—but I had

to dig Bke hell!’’

L’BENVOI

Oh, here and there red roosters stil] are holding sales positions.
they cannot do much business now hecause
of poor conditions.

But soon as things get right again theyll
sell a hundred firms—
Meanwhile the old black hens are out ana
gobbling up the worms.
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PLANT EXTENSION

An additional contract has been let to
Armstrong, Morrison & Company, covering
the eonstruction of Grinder and Generator

Building, foundations for Grinder and for
the exeavation and supports for Number 4
Penstock, along with the necessary exten-

sions to the sea wall in front of the Mill
buildings on the water front.
An immediate start will be made on this
work; in fact, the preliminary work of tearing down. a portion of the existing tin shed

(No. 3 paper storage) and the removal of
the railway track, is now under way.
This work is necessary owing to the fact

tend from the west side of the new tailrace, running approximately parallel to the

present crib wall in front of the tin warehouse.

Armstrong, Morrison & Company will be
proceeding immediately with the construction of the two last-mentioned sea walls, so
as to provide space for.the disposal of the
excavation from the Grinder Room and Penstoek Gut.

The work of remodelling the dam and
head-gate works and the construction of the

new pier, as called for hy the contract entered into Jast Mareh with Armstrong, Morrison & Company, is now practically finished.

that the new Grinder Room. will encroach on

the Paper Storage Shed to the extent of

about 150 feet. In order to take care of the

paper thus removed, a temporary galvanized
iron shed has been erected on the dump and

the necessary railway track laid. Paper 18
already moving into the new shed.
The Grinder and Generator Building men-

figned above will eonsist of the Grinder
Rvom proper, with block tanks, space for

grinder wheels and an extension to the existing Grinder Room, the approximate over-

dimensions of the building being 252 ft.

by 60 ft. It also includes an adjoining lavatory and Pump Room Building about 126 ft.
by 21 ft., and a Generator Room Buuding,
56 ft. by 37 ft. The present block tank will
be converted into a Switeh Room and Transformer

The buildings will be constrveted of reinforced concrete from foundations to roof,
the roof being supported by struetural steel
trusses.

The new Steel Riveted Penstoeck wi)! he
approximately 14 ft. in diameter and 1650
ft. long from the head-gates down to the
Grinder Room eonnections. It will be earried on reinforced concrete eradies spaced
approximately eight ft. apart.
The final Plant Extension plans eall for
three rock-filled Sea Walls, one of which will
¢xtend south-westerly from the present generator room tail-raece in a long eurve, which
will serve to divert the flow of water from
the generator wheels away from the wharf.
The second section of sea wall will be he-

tween the present third tail-race and the

new tail-race, and the third section will ex-

MAK RLEN DS
If we seek friends, we must ourselves be

friendly. Jf we seek friendship we must

ourselves give of friendship. All of life that
is honest is based upon compensation; 1f we

would reeeive we must give. To take anything without giving value in return is dishonest; to receive benefit or material things
without compensating the donor is pauperism. These truths apply pomtedly to friendship, but the compensation 1s not in terms
of dollars and cents or material things, but

consists of friendship, that most highly

prized of al] things within the power of man
to give, given in return.
In the present-day struggle for financial
supremacy, man 1s prone to overlook the

finer things of life which go to make up

real happiness. He does not always stop to
consider the inestimable worth of true personal friendship, but rather seeks that which
"Ss commonly known as business friendship,

friendship that will help him in a business
way in return for business favors granted or
services rendered. And the value of business
friendships is not to be under-rated, for they

are valuable. LIlow much more valuable,

however, is the real, true personal friendship

whieh includes not only business
but all other relations as well.

What are the things vital to the creation
of friendship? Furst: He who seeks friends
must first show himself to be a friend. He
must be loyal and true and must demonstrate
these traits before he may expect friendship

in return. He must give in order to receive.
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‘Second: To make a friend it-is not enough
to do unte others as you would have them

de unte yeu—that is only justice, which

every man has a right te expect. The golden rule. will-not always bring friendship, because our desires, our. viewpoints, our estimates of values, our ideas ef what is: desirable, Just, and fit, may all, er in part, differ
from the desires and ideas of the one whose
friendship we seek. To do unto: such a one

as we would be done by, would be to do
unte him as he would not.be done by, and
therefore would not be pleasing te him.
Therefore it. would seem to be a better policy, in seeking friendship, to do unto others

as they would be done by. Gratify their
desires 1f you would have them do as you
desire.
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A G@OP THING T@ START THE NEW

A Mex
Lerd, let me bring a Httle. grace
To every dark and- gloomy place; _
Let me rejeice that I can give
Some splendor. te the life I live.
A little faith when I am tried,

A little joy where I abide,

A. touch of friendship new and then
le mark my comradeship with men. -

Lord, let me bring a little mirth
Lo all whe share my days on earth;
Let something I have said or dene

Remain, when I have travelled en,
lo. prove the man [I tried te be
And make men glad they walked with me;

A flower, a smile, a werd ef” cheer,
‘Make these my gifts frem. year.te year.

Third: Compensation is as necessary in
friendship as in honest business, and the
mest highly valued compensation between
friends is appreciation. When one fully ap-

Lord, let me carry where I go
Seme little joy to all I know;
Let these into my life be wrought—

preciates a friend he thereby cements firmly
the friendship, for included in appreciatien

To glorify the commonplace.
Lord, let. some little splendor shine
To mark this earthly course of mine.
—Author Unknown.

are loyalty, staunchness, and reciprecity,
lasting devotion and a true valuatien ef

A little faith, a little thought,
A little mirth, a little grace

friendship’s worth.

Friendship is not usually a thing that

springs into being overnight. Those friendShips which have the lasting quality are, ag
a rule, of slow regular growth. Slow as the
gtowth of the oak and as sturdy and lasting
when they have reached maturity. Mutual

Magazine.

WEDDING BELLS
On December 31st, in North Vancouver, at

St. John’s Anglican Church, the Rev. Mr.
Grettoen officiating, Leonard Hawkins and
Miss Violet Leon Stoney, beth of. Powell

River, were joined in the holy bonds of matrimeny. The bride was given away by her

father. Miss Helen Hardy, of Nerth Vancouver, acted as bridesmaid, and the groom
‘was supported by Mr..Carl Derring of Cortez Island.” The young couple are spending
their honeymoon in Victoria. On ‘their return to Powell River they intend to take up
their residence over at the Shingle Mill on
Powell Lake. Everyone joins in wishing the
young. couple bon voyage on the sea of mat-

-rimony,.with the hope that. fair weather and
favorable winds prevail,

A BALANCE ARTIST
Ihe above is reproduced from a picturé.
taken of Tony Piton and his offspring, Armeda, 8 months old. Armeda has all possibie’
confidence .in Daddy. No one can realize.
what
perfect
balance
needed in a peise liké
this until
it has
beenistried.
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CHILDREN’S ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
RE.

Monday, December 22nd last, will long be
remembered by the children of Powell River
and district surrounding. The annual Christ-

mas Tree festival was held both afternoon
and evening. Over 700 children participated
and received presents frem the Company ’s

Santa Claus. Two beautifully decorated

trees adorned the upper end of the hall, and
the stage was piled high with an assortment
of presents‘and candy, balloons and other attraetive novelties.

The children from 7 down to tiny tots in
arms were looked after during the afternoon.
Long before the appearance of Santa Claus

was due the hall was filled with eager and
expectant children and parents. All were
keyed up to concert pitch with excitement

and anticipation, and when Santa Claus made
his spectacular appearance from the fireplace

at the back of the stage, a roar of applause
fairly shoek the building.
The evening’s fun began at seven o’clock,

when the older children were given their
presents. The hall was mere than crowded
and excitement was at its highest pitch as
Santa Claus made his second appearance.

After about twe hours of very strenuols
work on the part of Santa Claus and the
committee, all the good things were distributed, and happy and satisfied children and
parents wended their way home.

Many of the parents expressed their

thanks to the Company in nicely chosen

words for the thoughtfulness and generosity
extended towards their children.
The Welfare Department desires to thank
all those who were so kind and so helpful in
making the Children’s Tree such a success.
Many hands make labor light.

Overheard in the office one day last
month:
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First Stenog.—The photographers never do
me justice.
Second Stenog.—You want mercy, my dear,
not justice.

Aren’t they the sweet things?
WAN TE D

Will our readers look over their shelves,

and if there be any numbers of _ the
‘¢Digester’’ of the following dates, we ask
the owners to either hand them in to the
office, or leave word, and we will eall and
get them.. ‘‘Digester’’ for December 30th,
1922; ‘*Digester’’ for January, 1923; ‘*Digester’’ for September, 1923; ‘‘Digester’’ for

December, 1923; ‘‘Digester’’ for March,
1924; ‘‘Digester’’ for July, 1924; and °° Digester’’ for August, 1924.
We have spare numbers of the ‘‘ Digester’’
for all months of 1924 with the exception of
March, July, August and December; and will
be glad to have anyone call for them.
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THE PAPERMAKERS’ BAT,
The eleventh annual Papermakers’ Ball,
held on December 31st, in Central Hall, was
an unqualified suecess. Everyone who went
sald so, and those wko were so unfortunate

as to remain away missed the time of their

lives. A programme of 22 dances, with
some eight extras, was given.

fhe orchestra from Vancouver, consisting

of six players, led by Messrs. Austin and

Maddams, played tip-top music and was most
generous in responses to the demand for encores. Dancing commenced at 9:30 p.m. and

was kept up without a break till 5:00 a.m.
New Year’s morn. There were in the neigh-

borhood of 250 couples in the hall, not
counting many spectators. The pace was
fast and the fun infectious. Good feeling
and jollity was pre-eminent throughout the
dané€e.

The committee, consisting of Messrs. W.

Hutchison, W. Snyder; Gus. Schuler, Al.
Hatch, W. MeKnight and E. L. Deller, deserve great praise for their untiring efforts
Im carrying out the arrangements in such ex-

cellent manner, Al. Hatch made a good
Master of Ceremonies.

The work of decorating the hall was done
entirely at the Company’s expense, under the

able direction of Mr. John McIntyre, Tha
results obtained were gratifying in the. extreme. The Papermakers wish to place on
record their ‘sincere appreciation of the advice and help they were so generously given

by both Mr. N. R. Lang, Managing-Director,

and Mr. A, HE, McMaster, Mill Manager,
out which the dance would not have been

the unqualified success it was.
Phe refreshments, ably looked after by My.
J. N. MeLeod, of Avenue Lodge, were good,
and: lavish.in quantitv. The novel manner in

which they were served caused no delav in

carrying out the dance programme. The

liquid refreshment, yclept the punch, was an:

excellent brew, and Tom Carney proved a:
most able and generous purvevor.

Taking al} things into consideration, the
was one of the very best and. most en-:
joyable ever held in Powell River, a fitting:
ending of the Old and a splendid beginning
for the New Year.

FANCY WORK AND SEWING CLASS
During December last Miss Laxton gave

an exhibition, in the schoolroom, of the
fancywork done by her sewing elass. The
work, considering it was done by girls under
14 years, was most ereditable. The judges
were Miss. Blaine, Mrs. Ritchie and Mrs. J.

R. McIntyre. The first prize was awarded
to Alice Denton, second prize to Dorothy
Burgess, and the, third prize to Dorothy
Poole. The girls asked Miss Blaine to express their thanks to Miss Laxton, which she
did, and also, on the part of the elass, pr2-

sented Miss Laxton with a beautiful sewing
basket.
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and authority. Governing bodies are bringing in measures to relieve the pressure of
want and distress. Associations, clubs, fraterna] societies and individuals are studying
problems regarding the welfare of all people;
questions that a few years ago would be c¢oa-

RE PORTORIAL STAPF

R. Woodrulf
T. D. Rees

al outbreaks against recognized government
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OUR SLOGAN

‘¢Goodwill in the Mill’’ is a slogan that
still
Holds good, and is sense without glamor.

We help out a friend, for we know it will
tend

To banish all grouching and clamor.
¢¢Goodwill in the Mill’’ is a slogan that will,

In spite of the work and the worry,
Ilelp make us forget, and have no time to
fret;
While the hours fly by in a hurry.
GOODWILL TOWARD OTHERS

sidered, by even the most benevolent and
charitable, to be entirely outside their provce.

Men and women are going back to and

accepting that old but true saying, ‘‘We
are our brothers’ keeper.’’ People are be
ginning to realize their share in the responsibility for the well-being of thetr neighbor.
It is being borne in upon us that we cannot
enjoy the good things of this life unless ‘‘the
other chap’’ has a portion dealt out to him.
We are becoming more considerate of the

condition of others. We are realizing that
selfishness is not the mainspring of happtness, and we are beginning not only to look
for occasions to help others less fortunate
than ourselves, but to create opportunitics to
that end. It 1s good.
Every day in every way the people of good
old Mother Earth are getting better, broader
and more sane, The younger generation 1s
being better educated and equipped for life’s

struggle. It is the «dearest wish of all parents to see that their bovs and girls are given

greater advantages than their parents ever
enyjovect.

Never before could these be so eas-

ily obtained by the children. Here in our
little communitv we are speeially favored.
The good things of this earth are here in

We are starting the New Year with the

abundanee; and by ‘‘good things’’ we do not

wish that our people and our readers everywhere will enjoy good health, happiness an.
a generous measure of prosperity the coming
vear; that goodwill prevails and love abides.
Each succeeding. season this sentiment 1s
becoming more and more apparent. Every
vear there are new movements amongst the
nations and the peoples of the earth for the
betterment of conditions. The general tendeney is upward. This in spite of rumors of

We have harmony and peace. We have free

disagreement between nations, and occasion-

mean merely that which fills the ‘‘bellyv.’’

worship and the exereise of our franchise.
We have edueation and reereation, and we
are blessed with a temperate climate and a

delightful location that is the envy of our
visitors, and a constant source of enjoyment
tg those who live here.
Rejoice and be gtad. Let goodwill emanate
from you, and peace will alwavs be with us.
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RK. H. Campbell, Principal.

As the Elementary Scheel develeped and

its pupils succeeded in passing the High

Scheol entramce examinations and thus ebtain their Pligh Scheel certificates, it became
necessary to provide facilities fer more ad-

vanced werk. Accordingly, in September,
1919, under the: priacipalship -of Mr. W. T.
Arthurs the Elementary Scheol was raised
to the rank of a Superier Scheol and first
year High School werk wis begun. At first
this more advanced werk was carried on im
cenjumction with the werk ef the Entrazuce

Class, the principal being responsible fer
peth; but in September; 1929, a separate
High School class roem iu charge of Principal F. L. Murphy was epened with an en-

roliment of 11 pupils divided into two

Helen A. Ruddick, Assistant.

grades and receiving the full -attention ef
thee teacher.

:

In September, 1921, BR. H. Campbell suc- ..

ceeded Mr. Murphy. As the number of pu

pils then deing High Scheoi werk had reael-

cd 19, divided inte three grades, the Pre
vincial Department ef Education raised this:

pranch ef the werk to the status of a.
regular High Scheel. Thus the Superior,
Schoel, which had lasted two years, came t¢:
an emd and the Mliigh Scheol became entirely’
separate frem the Elementary scheel.
In September, 1922,: although the attend-.

amce was then enly 24, the lecal scheel-.:

beard, realizing that one teacher could
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scarcely de justice te three high scheel

grades, and being determined that the, pupils sheuld be given every pessible eppertunity te achieve success, secured the serv‘ces ef Miss Helen A. Ruddick as assistant
teacher.

The scheel year beginning September, 1923,

did net shew any imcrease in attendance;
but a much higher class ef werk was dene
than had been pessible previeusly.

This was

clearly shewn by tke results ef the unt-

versity matriculation examinations held last

June. The whele third-year class wrete

these examinations and every pupil passed

successfully with a standing censiderably
abeve the average fer the prevince.

A 1@@

per cent. pass list is unusual. Only three
ether scheols in the prevince attained that
distinction last year.
The scheel epened this year en September

2 with an enrellment ef 34, a2 big increase
ever that ef any preceding year. On Octeber lst the High Scheel Inspector, Mr. J. B.
DeLong, made his efficial visit and expressed

himself as being highly. pleased with the
general tene ef the scheel and the quality

ef the werk. The future leeks bright. Next
year the enrellment -is- almest certain to be
40, er more. The scheel is grewing with the
grewing tewn, and larger classes mean greater emulatien, mere interest and better werk.
The scheel beard prevides freely all the accemmedatien and equipment required, ana is

evidently ambitieus te make Pewell River
High Scheel the best scheel ef its size in

the prevince. With the hearty co-eperatioen
ef teachers and pupils that ambition is likely
seen te be ebtained.

Ww. P. BEAL, Principal Public School
The fellowing table fer the menth ef September is used as a basis en which te figure
the average attendance during the scheopl
years 1923-4.

Attendamce for month of September, 1923—

BDivisien 1 .................. 23 ~° 27.58
oo
oD
3... BR 34.164
4

weed schoel which was just. epened.

35.29

4139

34.57
37.39

233.33

Attendance fer month of September, 1924—
Divisien 1
34.52

>... BB 36.02

Bo 38 33.81

4 a 46.29
5D

33

34.93

298s

975.380

g ......... 35 33.67
DT Ol 23.23
gS ................ «= BBD : 34.38

POWELL RIVER PUBLIC SCHOOL
The schoel centained six divisiens in 1921,
seven in 1922, and eight in 1923. In Marck,
1923, over 30 pupils left to attend the Wild-

3@

5 Le QQ 37.72
6—7

31 63

The abeve menuthly average shews a gain

ef 46 pupils of all grades; an imcrease ef
18.25 per cent.

This necessitated the epening

ef a new division abeut February 1, 1924.

‘Lwenty

passed inte High Sckoel in June, 1923.

Twenty pupils began school ef the first

NOUNCEMENT OF @ONCERT

High Schoel in June, 1924. Eighteen new

@nu Monday, February Sth, the Jovial Jesters will put om a vaudeville show at Central

pupils started scheol in September, 1924.
Over 30@ are in attendance at the present

Hall, in aid of the. Pewell River Retursed
Seldiers’ Benevelent Fund.
Admissier-——

time.

Adults, 5@e; children, 35c,

time in September, 1923, and 16 passed into
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TEACHING STAFF, POWELL RIVER PUBLIC SCHOOL
Standing:

Sitting:

Ellen O’Hearn, Isobel Clague, Elizabeth O’Hearn, Grace B. Brett
Ethel M. Laxton, Beatrice N. Smith, Jean Seater, Ethel T 1.
CORRECTIONS

FOOTRALI, LEAGUE

St. Andrews
Biks ......

Indians

The league race is becoming more interesting as the weeks pass. The Saints continue
in the lead, but the Elks are pressing hard
for this honor.
The Indians are now playir2
a much better game, and proved it by run-

We wish to make a correction re the Intermediate Bascball Statement for 1923-4. It
is our mistake, and we apologize. During the

handling of the ‘‘eopy’’ the figures got

mixed. The balanee in the bank to the e¢redit
of the elub should be $31.96 instead of $92.76.
—See December issue.
BASKET BAL, I,

Vancouver against Spencers of the Wednes-

The Powell River Tuxis basketball! tcaim,
during their recent visit to Vaneouver, vanquished the Weslev and St. Mark’s teams.
The seore for the first game was 67-19, and
for the second, 27-25. Our boys have been
eoached here by Mr. Harry Andrews, They
show wondertul improvement over last season’s form. Jack Hill was the star perform-

a fine pace right from the kick-off and

er for the home team, getting id baskets.

ning the Saints to a goalless draw. They
will have to be reckoned with before very
long, On December 26th, St. Andrews, with

Drury of the Elks as right back, played in
day League. The Powell River boys struck

romped home easy winners to the tune of 4
goals to L.

The sehedule for’ February is:—lIst, Nt.

Andrews vs. Elks; 8th, Elks vs. Indians;
15th, St. Andrews vs. Indians; 22nd, Elks vs.
St. Andrews,

The Powell

River Boy Scouts lost their

game to the Fourth Seymour Troop, Vancouver Seout champions, on January 2nd. The
score was 28-24, nothing to be ashamed of.
Our boys put up a splendid game. Ceeil Atkinson was the star player for Powell River.
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MANY HAPPVY RETURNS TOC THE FOLTOWING BMPLOYEES ON THIS THE
MONTH OF THEIR BIRTH

Sth John M. Mitchell
“7th D. MeKenzie
tst B.Castrellan
2 nd KF. Floree
6th MM. Mora
16th W. Graham

[9th J. D’Angio

6th F. Bressanutti
30th FP. Trudeau
22nd G. MeLaughim
6th G. R. Munroe

20th J. Drury

Sth <A. Morris
13th G. Pappas
28th <A. Lewthwaite

15th F, W. Allenby

21st C. MeQuarrie
28rd W. Malnieck
7th J. Coeeola
28th W. A. Valentine
Mth A. Gilehrist
25th L. Pashes
16th T. Carney
94th W. Devereaux
289rq G. F. Russell
th J. Nickitoff
%5th A. Deviesehower
Oth J. Nadeau
lst D. Irvine
ond A. W. Fairbairn
Oth A. MePrPherson

19th J. Brand
ith H. Anchor
Sth SS. Dice
Sth KE. Bidin

3rd J. Kadoft

21st A. Adams
94th G. Chiracossi
10th J. F. Smith
%0th L. N. Woods
12th EF. Dawson
23rd <A, C. Sweeny
4th EE. Sadler
Sth V. Ceeeonl
2nd W. H. McKenzie
W7th A. Marzoeei

2th +f. Feeny

23rd <A. Apriles
7th A. D. Watts
{st PP. Courtney
12th FF. Kemp
1st <A. Hall
20nd Il H. Woodward
Sth

H. E. Cooper

8th H. M. Blnaek
10th FEF, Morton

3rd L. Ducharme
5th D. Ried
A. S. Farnden
4th G. Robinson
3rqd W. J. Allen
6th E. Haecaigne

J. Stenberg
(x. Li. Jones
S. Foster
loth tH. S. Sandifer
19th E. G Benner
2 Ond
Pe srad

lst

sist J. Melntyre

13th W. A. MeLeod
31st

JI. C.. Jaekson

Oth H. B. Viears-:
°Oth WW. B. Zumwalt

29th G. Cooney

294th G. Beotolin
oth MM. Andrews
srd <A. Franeeseuttl
2lst Marie Cameron

24th J. Clayton
‘lith 8S, H. Coyle
Sth

4th

L. L. Davis

C. EF. Denne

16th V., Doaust
Sth R. Gibson
6th D. M. Morrison

Zist J. MeAulv
l2th L. L. MeRillop
Ist A. Pighin
16th G. Roberts

goth <A. C. FL. Sweenv

SMALL FIRE LOSS DURING 1924

Powell River has been extremely fortun-

ate during the past twelve months in the

very small loss by fire in the Mill and
Townsite.

With the exception of the burning of a
small shack at Lutzville and an incipient
blaze at one of the houses at Riverside, the
reeord sheet is clean.

A few small bush fires oceurred during
the dry season but these were easily taken

care of by our efficient fire brigade.
We are proud of our fire-fighting equipment and have complete confidence in our
Fire Chief and his competent brigade. On
every occasion when calls were turned in the
brigade was right on the spot in record time
and their good work prevented what might
have resulted in serious loss.

Eternal vigilance is the price of safety,
however, and the public is asked to observe
the greatest possible care in the prevention
of fire, thus co-operating with and assisting

the Fire Chief and lessening our fire hazards to the vanishing point. This practice,
together with the efforts of the Fire Chief

and his brigade, should do much to place eur
town on reeord as a fire-free town.

PQWELL RIVER DIGESTER
FIRE RECORD FOR 1924

It may be interesting te note the amount
of our fire lesses fer the past year.
The fire causes in Mill premises and yards
were as follows:
Blew and acetylene tore:es
Electric appliances

mire. Through taking part in the varied

The causes of the various fires in the townsite were as noted below:
Sparks on roof frem chimney .......................- l
3
Chimney and stove pipe
Smoking
Inspecting gasoline tank with naked light.. 1
Children playing with matenes .................... 9
}

l

Unknown causes

in heartily for the activities of seouting,

boys are helped to preserve and develop the
manly qualities which they themselves aqa-

Cigarette smoking eee

False alarm eee eee

well as in the erdinary reunds ef daily life.
Ne other scheme ef welfare work is more
aeceptable te the boys themselves. Through
leving and obeying Sceut Law, and going

programme of scouting, good habits are formed, good associations are enjoyed, and geod

character is developed. Is there anvthing
better worth sustaining by personal service
than a movement through which so many
real blessings are brought within reach of

boys in such a way that they will eagerly
make them their own? Won’t vou help in

this work for the sake of the boys? We
need assistant secoutmasters, instructors, and

examiners; come and give some of vour
SCOUTING
What It Is—And What it Does

Seouting is a character-forming, recreational edueation, carried on te a large extent

in the great healthy school of the Out-ofDoors. It develops the spirit and habit of
resourcefulness and of cheerfully faeing difficulties. Those were the qualities possessed
by the noble pioneers of this fair Canada of
ours, and, embodied in their descendants, have

given us a large number of the great names
of Canadian history.
Scouting continues to get boys interested
in doing, by their own choice, things whiecn
premote good health, good habits and good

character. Notwithstanding that, the purpose and methods of Sceuting—its real mean-

knowledge and experience to the bovs. No

one 1s too old to help seouting. Mr. H. T.
Thrift, of Surrey, B.C., undertook the duties
of scoutmaster at the age of 64, and suecess-

fully earried on the work until the fall of
1923, when he resigned, being 72 years. The
boys developed a deep fove and attachment
for their aged scoutmaster.
The Hon. Rodolphe Lemieux, M.P., said:—
‘*T wish all Canadians would join the Boy

Scout movement. If they do they will help
establish the higher ideals of hfe. Thev will
become true sportsmen, courageous and falr,
and learn to lead a elean life.’’

A series of short talks on Seouting will ap-

pear in the ‘‘Digester’’ during the next few
months, in an endeaver to inform the publhe
of its true aims and objects.—Contributed.

ing and influence in the life of the boys—
are net understeed by the bulk ef eur peepir,
the natty uniferm, the smart appearance ef
the Seouts and their goed manners, commend
scouting te even the casual ebserver. These
superficial evidences are worth having, but

The fellewing books have been added to
the list at Pewell River Library:—Mv Lady
Nieotine, by J. M. Barrie; The Definite Object, by Geoffrey Farnel; The Wagon and
the Star, by J. Hocking; Rugged Waters, by
J. E. Lineoln; The Priceless Pearl, by A. D.
Miller; Silk, by S. Merwin; East of the Set-

mest with the boys.
The enly way te understand what scouting is and does, is te observe the change it

ting Sun, by G. B. McCutcheon; The Passionate Guest, by E. P. Oppenheim; The Singing

hener and responsibility, in self centrol, in

Smoking Flag, by R. Stead; Dalla: The Lion

they are not the REAL thing ef scouting.
The Spirit of sceuting is what counts for

brings abeut in boys. In their sense of
courtesy and geed manners, in interested and

intelligent use of spare time, in being pre.
pared fer useful service in emergencies as

Season,’”’ by Il. Paterson; Tempcramental

People, by Mary RR. Rinehardt; The
Club, by C. Steckley; After Thirty, by J.
Street; Gordon ef the Lost Lagoon, by R.
Watson.
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JEAN COCOLA

While not old in years, Jean is an old-

timer in Powell River. He arrived here on
January 4th, 1913, quite a youth. He was
born in Bastia, Island of Corsiea, made famous by being the birthplace of Napoleon
Bonaparte. After coming to British Colum-

bia Jean went to St. Jean College, New

Westminster. Qn his arrival in Powell River
he started work in the Finishing Room, afterwards being transferred te the Mill store,
and finally landing up in the Machine room,
where he is holding the job of fourth hand.
He ais a good, steady werker and of a studious (Wisposition, having an aptitude for lan-

guaves. Whilst overseas he, owing to his
linguistic abilities, served as interpreter
with «different Italian regiments on _ the
French front. During 1918 he was’ made
prisoner by the Germans and was an enforced guest of Kaiser Bill, who was looking
for 2: place in the sun—and found it in the

‘‘set.’’ Jean improved his time by learning
the German language. He uses it now as a
vent when he 1s ‘‘addressing’’ the ball.
Jean has twe relatives in British Columbia

very prominent in the Reman Catholic

Church as old-timers and missienaries: the
Rev. EF. Cocola, of Grand Ferks, and the Rev.
N. Cocola, O.M.I., of Fraser Lake.

Swimming and tennis are Jean’s summer
recreations, and in winter he can always he
found where there is 1ce enough to skate on.

He is only 27, girls, and not married. His
picture shows he has a reasonable share of
cvood looks. Nufsed.

GUSTAVE JOHN SCHULLER

If a stranger should happen to ask for

Gustave John Schuler he would very likelv
receive 2 shake of the head as an answer, but

if he asked for ‘‘Gus,’’ ‘most evervbodv
would sav, ‘Why, sure, I know him.’’ He
wis born in Auckland, New Zealand, on Februarv 10th, 1896. Some time in June, 1913,

he arrived in Powell River. At present he
is working as a machine tender, and is a general favorite with his co-workers.

Gus is an all-round athlete. In the gym.
he is, to use a western expression, the cat’s
whiskers; good at basketball, on the apparatus, and verv good with the gloves and on
the mat. On the traek and at most all out-

deor sports he exeels. He was married to
Miss Gertrude MeLean on April 7th, 1920.
His pastimes are shooting and fishing. Gus
is always ready to lend efficient assistance
at athletic meets, children’s dav and publie
functions.

J. N. McLeod, to tipsv visitor during the
holidays—My good friend, I wish you would

not spit on the floor.
Tipsy One—’S’matter, floor leak?
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WALLER ALBERL SN Y DER

Another of the old-timers of Powell River

Green Valley, North Carelina, U.S.A., 18

is Tem Carney, who hails from Mishoppi,

where Walter Albert Snyder first saw the

Wyoming, where Tom spent eight vears in a

light of day, theugh Walter cannot swear to
it from personal observation. He says the
state was enriched by his being added to the
population on July 17th, 1894. He is 1 good
specimen of the Southerner. Is an all-reunil

paper mill before coming west. He then

took the notien to come out to Comox and
work in the woods, but after a season at
that he decided to move to Powell River and

go back te his first leve—paper-making. At
present he is holding down the pesitien ef
machine tender on No.4. He iw a good worker

and an agreeable companion to these he is
ascgeliated with. He was married mn 19807 te

Miss Edna Mae Bradferd, ef Austin, Penn.
There are three children—Leroy, Frank, and
Raymond, all attending scheol here.

Tom is quite an amateur gardener and he
spends a great deal of his spare time getting

goed results from the soll. As a hunter he
ranks among the best, and possesses many 4
trophy of his skill with the rifle. When it

comes to fishing his ereel 1s usually leaded
aown. He knows how te use his tackle. His

favorite dish is not tripe and onions.

sport and a geod fellow. Prier te his arrival
in Powell River he worked at paper-making
in the mills at Lebanon, Oregon. He has al}ways been a paper-maker, and is satisfleil
that the paper game offers a fine ene as a
calling te any yveung man whe will take the

time to study and stay with it.

Untfertu-

nately, Walter is net married—yet, but lus
friends say he is shewing an increasing interest in the heusing question. Se we may
vet see him mowing the lawn and throwing
in the steve wood, in his spare time after
shift. He has our best wishes in this behalf.
We mean marniage, and all that goes with it.
He is a fisherman, and also enjeys a trip in

the hills with a rifle; a round of golf, and a

turn on the tennis courts. Walter gets a

good healthy kick out of lfe. He says:

‘“Whatever happens, smile, and everything

will eome out all nght.’’
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‘sRBROWNIE’’ ACTIVITIES

The Brewnie motte is ‘‘Lend a Hand.’’
While this is the principal aim of the mevement, quite a number of valuable lessens
are taught, such as kunot-tying, bandaging,
hemming, darning, tracking, etc.
The First Pewell River Brownie Pack had

9 total enrelment of 8. Nine of these have
been edvanced into the Girl Guide Company.

One was transferred to Vancouver. Seven
recruits joined the Pack and are nearly all
well on their way to becoming 2nd-Class
Brownies. Several of the older ones, having
obtained their 2nd-Class badge, are now
working for their Jst-Class.
Charlie Rushant

Amongst the old-timers of Powell River
we have Charles Rushant. Charhe, as he
is more familiarly knewn, is from England;
bern in the vear 1884 at Southampton, says
he has been a earpenter since he was old

eneugh te work, and still likes his jeb.
During the course ef his life he has werked most everywhere in the South of England and alse in Wales.
Before ceming te Powell River he spent

three years working at his trade in Vancouver, and was married to Miss Hattie A.
Midgley at Chilliwack en Dec, 15, 1920.
There are ‘two boys at the Rushant home,

and Dad has te hide his tools when they
ave ground er the furniture would not last
as long as it should.
Charhe was with the 24th Canadians, and
is very much oppesed to war and anything
pertaining te it.
A good day’s fishing er a hunting trip up
the lake constitutes the favorite pastime of

this eld-timer, though his faverite spert is
lawn bewling. Judging by the garden he

Betty Gebbie, having passed her tests fo1
the lst-Cluss badge, was made Pack Leadet
shortly after Pack Leader Ada Russell was
fransferred. to the Girl Guides.

The Brownies took part in the fellowing
Girl Guid» aetivities:—On May 10th, on the

oecnsion of the visit of Mrs. Kinloch; on

May 24th, they joined in the Rally c:

Seouts, Guides and Wolf Cubs, at which the
Flag was raised and saluted, and the Spiral
formed.

Mrs. N. R. Lang treated the Browntes to a
trip on the ‘‘ Norsal’’ to Savary Island. The

sail on the water, the appetising refresh-

ments, and the fun and frolic on the beach
will long be remembered. The Girl Guides
invited the Brownies to a birthday party on
October 1lith. During the opening exereises
Dorothy Burgess was presented with her
‘¢Brownie Wings’’ badge, and flew into the
Girl Guides Company.
Thirteen Silver Service Stars have been
earned. This requires attendance at 75 per
cent. of the meetings held during the year.
Just before closing for the summer vacation
a pienie was held at Second Beach. In spite

of the threatening weather most of tne

has at his residence on Maple St., beth he

Brownies came out to enjoy the day. On De-

and Mrs. Rushant spend a great deal of
time, theught and care ever this part of

cember 22nd, a Silver Tea was held in the
Annex, at which $33.50 was raised.

dit to them and the town as well.

the Daily Province of Vancouver,
The Brownies wish te thank all those whu
bv contribution and attendance helped to
make the past season a success. To Mrs.

the household; and it is indeed a great cre-

First Gelfer: ‘‘Confound it, sir, yeu nearly

hit my wife.’’
Seeond Dub:

shet at mine.’’

Did I? Well, you take a
—Exchange.

This was

forwarded to the ‘‘Santa Claus Fund’’ of

Gebbie and Mrs. Powell special thanks must
he given.—Mrs. W. J. Ritchie, Brown Owl.
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HeW MUCH @F A NUISANCE ARE YOU?

Mrs. R. D. Armstreng, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Zumwalt, whe has been, with her
twe children, Elaine and Bruce, visiting her
parents ever the heliday seasen, returned to
her heme in Portland, Oregen.

Miss Louise Sheehan and Miss Gladvs
Harbke, ef Pertland, spent part ef the holl-

days at Pewell River, the guests ef Mrs.
Charlie Leng.

Mrs. W. A. MeLeed spent the holidays in

Vaneouver.

Dr. GC. R. Marlatt and Mrs. Marlatt had a
gathering of the Clan Marlatt at their heme
on Christmas Day. Nineteen guests partook
of the good things provided.
Mr. and Mrs. A. BE. MeMaster entertained
a number of guests beth at Christmas anil
New Year danees; and Mrs. MeMaster and

Mrs. Nelsen were ‘‘at home’’ to a great
manv callers on New Year’s Day.

By David Grimes
(Inventor ef the Inverse Buplex System)
Continued frem last issue.

Fairly well satisfied with these tests, we
preceeded to ‘‘blow-up’’ the three-circuit

fallacy. We had often heard that ‘‘of
eceurse the radiation frem a single-circuit re-

ceiver was bad, but that a three-cireuit receiver will eliminate this.’’ So, accordingly, |
a new distributing set was installed.
Geing back to the original listening post
only two blocks away frem set no. 2, but
slight imprevement was neticed. It was s0
slight, indeed, as to be hardly detectable-—
the oselllation whistles on the three-tube
test receiver still being most exasperating.
At the five- and ten-mile stations, it was the
general epinien that the imprevement, 1f any,

was net worth considering. So, if there he
any ef yeu who still think that simplv Deeause yeu have a three-circult tuner, you are

Mrs. Wilfrid Law entertained a few friends
with cards and Mah Jongg the early part ef

the menth. Afterwards, when tea was
served, an infermal discusslen ececurred en

‘‘How te Raise Children.’’ Mr. George

Bingham expatiated on the subject te seme
considerable extent. Amongst those present
was Kent Geldsmith, who seemed to take an
absorbing interest in the speaker’s remarks.

Miss Frances M. Frampton, whe held the
position of Matren of St. Luke’s Hespital at
Powell River fer many years, has taken on
the positien of night superviser at the Kamleaps General Hespital. Her many friends
will wish the goed lady suceess in the undertaking, and the very best of luck all the
time.

Mrs, Jehnston, of Dawsen, Y.T., 1s visiting
her sen, Bert Johnston, manager of the hardware department in the Cempany’s store.

Henry Mellwaine, who held the pesitien of
manager ef the Canadian Bank of Commeree
in Pewell River for seme years, was a guest

at the Papermakers’ Ball, Dec. sist, 1924.
Henry was busily engaged shaking hands
with his many friends

net an abselute nuisance, let it merely be

published and known that you are only
ing vour conscience.
@f course, most of this 1s common inferm-

ation among radio manufacturers and considerable credit is due the regenerative set
producers in that they have censeientiously
tried to reduee this inherent defect in the

system of reception. As a result, we new
see mest of the medern regenerative sets
made with a stage ef radio frequeney amplificatien separating the oscillating detecter frem the aerial. It can be said in all
fairness that if this stage ef radie frequency
amplification is se built as always to remain
as pure radio amplification rather than a regenerative combinatien, the ugly action ef
the eseillating detecter tube is seemewhat
The set 1s nowhere near as bad 2
disturber ef the publie peace.
The previous tests made with oscillating
detecter tubes having 22%-velt plate battery,
astounding as they were, faded into dim nothing as compared with the results obtained
with a first-class, rip-roaring regenerative
radio frequeney amplifier. The ninety veits
of plate batterv instead of the 22% prebably
sereenec.
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accounts fer the iInereased anneyance evrr
much greater distances. All ef the phenomenon is not quite clearly understeod, as yet,
as cemplete data has net been tabulated. On
the receiving set No. 2 installed two blecks
frem the oscillating radie frequency model,

the whistling appeared te be quieter and
smoother than when the escillating detector
set was employed. This might be explained
by the absence ef a grid cendenser and leak

in the radio tubes. Hewever, it was foun

to be about as disturbing five miles away as

at the nearby test station. At ten miles, it

was still geing strong and, to eap the climax,
we ran 130 velts en the plate and commun!i-

cated by telegraph with an amateur about
100 miles awav.

OPTIMISM V. PESSIMISM

We take the liberty of quoting extracts
from an article published in the ‘‘ Vancouver

Provinee’’ of a recent issue, written by
Sir Jehn Willisen, ene ef the foremost writ-

ers on matters Natienal and International.
Some people loek, and do not see; Sir John

looks and sees with eyes of understanding;
speaks with ceurage, and frem experience.
The artiele 1s headed ‘‘ Hang the Alarmist
and Cease Whining, Sheuld Be Canada’s

Slogan.’’ The writer deals with conditions
throughout Canada from the Atlantic to the

Pacific. He eliminates the useless and petty

hysteries that frighten the lighter draft
among men, and points out the true course
to be followed in the development of ‘‘this

Just think that over, and then dare wonder why England, France, Japan, Australta
and other countries have prohibited, by law,
the use of a radio receiving set that creates
oscillations in the antenna eireult. Something has got to be dene on this distressing
situation or radio will] receive, even as it is

otr native land.’’ Taking the _ provinces
from east to west, he tells ef their inter-

now receiving, a severe setback. It is no
one persen’s job—it belengs to all of us!
And hew are we te start te elear the air
of ‘*‘bedlam’’? First, it must be recognized
as a howling erime for anyene te build or
anv manufacturer to sell a straight esecillating receiver. Every radio listener within at
least five miles ef such a set is the victim.
Second, it must be reeognized as a howling
crime for anyone te build er any manufarturer to sell an escillating radie frequency
receiver, Every radie listener within at least
fiftv miles ef such a set is the victim. Third,

with stabilization of international exchanges,

steps sheuld be immediately taken te enac?
proper laws to foree the selfish ones in the
abeve greups te play the game fairlv.

All of this weuld seem lke a eruel, hard
move against seme manufacturers, but It
isn’t. The neneseillating radie frequency
patent is ewned by the U.S. Navy and is
available to all. It is net the special privilege of anyene. While regeneration may give
increased pewer to your set, the days when
automebiles were built with muffler cut-euts

are forever over. The resulting noise and
publie disturbance ferbid the use ef the
slight inerease in pewer when the muffler is
removed or garden-variety regeneration is
enipleyed.

dependeney—how the condition ef one affects

the whole. Speaking of British Columbia,
we quete the last part of his article:
‘*But with the prospect of seme return to
normal in Eurepe under the Dawes plan,
with present indications that British capital
is once more looking to Canada for investment, with the eonclusion of sveh treaties as

the Australian-Canadian trade agreement,
we are justified in anticipating an industrial
and commercial revival that will employ surplus labor and justify a less restricted 1mm!igration poliev.
‘‘Tndeed it seems that in place of pessimism we should exhibit optimism; in place of
dorbt, confidence. Surely Vancouver is still

entitled to dream, as it dreamt before the

war, of its pepulation ef a million. Not

only the eity but the provinee at large must
benefit materially frem the increased pros-

perity which the new Australian trade

avreement must bring to the great Jumbering
and pulp and paper industries of the Coast.
Avain, the remarkable expansien of wheat
and flour shipments te the Orient in the last
year alone justify great expectations. Surely
with inereasing control of world grain markets, with its known resourees of coal, with
its eil and tar sands, its clays, its assurance
ef new people te till its lands, the West need
not be dewnhearted.
‘We need to whine less. We do well te

encourage eonstructive criticism, but we
should hang the alarmist. We are right in
rigidly serutinizing publie expenditures, but
we are far frem right in deubting the prefitable outeeme of reasenable investments in
the natienal interest. ’’
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STUMP FARMERS

enough dry wood to have the fire circle the
stump, the process of burning will go on like
that of a charcoal pit. Dr. Marlatt assures

us that the fire will follow down the big

Sop ON TOP
OF PITCH DEAF

roots-and consume them completely.

Should a pitch seam be in the stump and

the fire run up it in advance and_ break

Pron SEAM

SECTION OF
. A\TrRee AN O OrtcH

through the top, the remedy is to put on some
wet grass or branches and cover with sever!
inches of soil. This will choke back the fire.
We wish some other of our neighboring set-

tlers would try this method and be good

enough to come in and report progress. We
are most anxious, if this process is aS good as
elaimed, to pass on the good news.

When we stop to think, and to view the
improvements and changes that have taken
place the last decade, we are dumbfounded

There are numbers of the mill employees
who have settled on small parcels of land in
the neighborhood of Powell River, on Wildwood flats and to the east, as far as Weatview. About the first and greatest obstacle
they run up against is the removal] of stumps

from the logged-off land. ’Tis a tedious

process.

We are going to suggest a scheme, new to

us, we admit, of making it easier to get rid
of stumps. This information is given us by

Mr. Roy Marlatt, Manager of the Local

Lumber Company at Cranberry, through the
medium of Dr. C. R. Marlatt, who is himself
a stump farmer, by proxy; having some acrcs

of very fine land on the Wildwood flats.

This new scheme, so says the Doctor, has
been tried out with a gratifying degree of
success by Mr. Erickson, his manager.

We print a sketch of a stump with the

detail drawn in, so as to quicken the understanding of the reader.

The first thing to do is dig a trough or

trench around the stump, close up, and about

a foot and a half deep, more or less. Fill
this with kindling wood. and small pieces of

dry bark, anything that will burn readily.
When the trench is filled, cover it with

at the spectacle. At a period, not so long
ago, when a certain work was finished, it
was acclaimed the ‘‘ultima thule,’’ the last
and best—and progress would go no further
nor invention improve. Shucks! Nowadays

a man gets credit for his endeavors and
praise for production. But it does not rest
at that. Not much. Capable men with active and inventive brains immediately take
this product as a starting point and begin

experiments and tests to the end that thoy
may improve. And so the endiess ehain ot
Progress goes link by link—for ever on.
SEA SCOUTS
The local Boy Scouts have organized a Sea

Seout Troop under the leadership of Mr. A.
C. Crawford. All seouts who may be interested in the movement should get in touch
with either Mr. Crawford, Lawrence Smith
vr Felix Nicholson. Seamanship and navigation will be taken up.

An invitation is given all lawn bowlers of
Powell River to join and help boost the cluh

along. We may add that it is the only one
of its kind in existence being played with

about 1% foot square, at the lowest portion

lawn bowls, and was introduced by four enthusiastic lawn bowlers—C. Hill (King Tut),
James Caw, W. Neilson and J. W. Friend.
The entrance fee to the club is three dollars,
one dollar going to the Indoor Bowling Clun

If the trench is made right and there is

letic Association.

grass or small boughs, and on top of that pile

earth, wet, if possible. Leave an opening
of the trench. Light up and let burn away.

and two. dollars to the Powell River Ath-
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THE USE OF A DECK OF CARDS IN LIEU
OF A PRAYER BOOK.
There was once a soldier charged before
a magistrate with playing cards during divine service. The parson read out the prayers

and took the text. The soldiers who had
bibles took them out, but this one had neither bible or prayer book, so he took out a pack
of cards. In defense, he told the magistrate
he had been six weeks on the march, ‘’and
I have neither prayer book or bible, nothing

but a pack of cards, but I will satisfy your
worship of the purity of my intentions,’’ and
spreading the cards out before his worship,

he began with the ace. ‘‘When I see the
ace, it reminds me there is but one God.

When I see the deuce, it reminds me of the
Father and Son. When I see the tray, 1t reminds me of Father, Son and Holy Ghost.
When I see the four-spot, it reminds me of

the Four Evangelists that preached, viz.,
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. The fivespot tells me of the five wise virgins, who
trimmed their lamps. There were ten, but
five of them were wise, and the other five
were foolish, and were shut out. When I
see the six, it reminds me that in six days
the Lord made heaven and earth. The seven-

spot tells me that it is the seventh day, and
the Lord rested from the work He had ecreated and hallowed it. When I ‘see the eight-

spot it reminds me of the eight religious
people that were saved when God destroyed
the world, viz., Noah and his wife, with three
sons and their wives. The nine-spot reminus
me of the nine lepers that were cleansed by
our Saviour; there were nine out of ten who
never. returned thanks, When I see the ten,

knave.’’ The soldier said: ‘‘I’ll give your
honor a description of that, toe, if you'll not

be angry.’’ ‘‘I will not,’’ said the magistrate, ‘‘if you do not term me to be the
knave.’’ ‘‘Well,’’ said the soldier, ‘‘the
greatest knave that I know of is the constable that brought me here.’’ ‘‘I do not
know,’’ said the magistrate, ‘‘if he is the
‘greatest knave, but I know he is the greatest fool.’’ ‘*‘When [I count the cards in the
pack,’’ continued the soldier, ‘‘I find there
are fifty-two, the number of weeks in a year,

and I find there are four suits, the number

of weeks in a month. 1 find there are twelve
pictures in the pack, representing the number of months in a year, and on counting tie
tricks, I find there are thirteen, the number
of weeks in a quarter, so you see a pack of

eards serve for a bible, prayer book and
almanae.’?’

ICH SKATING
The ice skaters of Powell River and vicin-

ity were able to enjoy that pastime last
month, the ice forming on Cranberry Lake on
December 21st and continuing good for about
. week.
Harry Middleton. has a red-headed Scote:man in one of his crews. Scotty was sent up

to one of the residences to do some trifling

bit of repair, so the story goes. He was a
comparative stranger in town. A short time
afterwards the telephone in Harry’s office
began to buzz. This is about the conversa-

tion that took place. ‘‘Hello, is that Mr.

Middleton?’’ ‘*Yes,’’ was the reply. ‘‘Say,
have you a red-headed Scotchman with one

it reminds me of the ten commandments.
When I see the king, it reminds me of the

of your gangs?’’ ‘‘Yes.’’ ‘*Well, this savage walked into my house when I was

When I see the queen, it reminds me of the
Queen of Sheba, who visited Solomon, for
she was a wise woman and he a wise man.

on him,’’ ‘*‘Great Seott!’’ shouted Harry,
‘vou didn’t shoot him?’’ ‘‘No, I haven’t;
but I want my gun back.’’

King of Heaven, which is God Almighty.

She brought with her fifty boys and fifty
girls, all dressed in boys’ apparel, for King
Solomon to tell which were boys and which
were girls. King Solomon sent for water for
them to wash. The girls washed to the -lbows and the boys to the wrists only, so Solomon told by that.’’ said the mazistrate, ‘‘you have given a good description

of all the cards but one, and that is the

asleep. I was so startled that I drew a gun

Rumor has it that Angus Armour intends
holding an auction sale of his working outfit. If it were not for the large open seams
and holes in the overalls, they would be at-

tractive. In fact, they are rather good for
the shape they are in. The eyelets in the
shoes are still intact. No reasonable offer
refused.
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WHY BXCUSES?
There 1s no excuse for. the existence of
the man who produces excuses instead of

results. In this busy world he’s superfiuOusS.

A BAD CASE
Some people believe everything they hear,
some don’t. This is the way the story goes:
Myles Case had not been feeling well for
a couple of days—probably been eating too

Doctor Samuel Johnson had such poor. eye-

many clams or toe much ‘‘mowitch’’ (that’s

find his way home from school on his hands

Myles to drink hot water an hour before he
ate his meals. On Sunday he thought he
would give this advice his attention, as he
would have plenty of time. One of the boys
getting back for dinner about a °* quarter to
twelve’’ saw Myles sitting ovtside the door
with his head in his hands. ‘*‘ What’s the
matter, old top, don’t you feel well?’’ was

sight as a child that he had frequently to

and knees. Later in life he became totally
blind and almost totally deaf. Yet he was
one of the greatest scholars that England
ever produced.

Beethoven became stone deaf and after-

wards composed several of his greatest masterpieces.

Julius Caesar was an epileptic; yet he
conquered the greater part of the known
world.

Napoleon Bonaparte was tortured ‘with
cancer of the stomach; yet he bacame a see-

Chinook for deer). Some kind friend told

the query. ‘‘I should say net,’’ groaned
Myles. Some damphoo] told me to drink
hot water an hour before my dinner. I’ve
been drinking for just thirty-five minutes.
I can’t hold another drop and I feellikehell.

ond Caesar.

Thomas Carlyle was a confirmed dyspeptic;

yet he was easily the most prolific as well
as the most. profound writer of his time.
Admiral Nelson was an anaemie little man
with chronic liver trouble, and only one eye
and one arm. But he was the greatest sea
fighter the world has ever known.
The spineless will object that these men
were exceptional. Of course they were! But
our Creator has planted within every normal

man one divine tribute. That attribute is
the power of being exceptional. —Remprint.

Is this true?

A mother living on Cedar Avenue said to
her boy: ‘*‘Why can’t you be a good. boy,
Tommy ?’’

The Boy: ‘‘ Well, mother, I’ll be good for

9 nickel.’’

The Mother: ‘‘For shame, Tommy, you

ought to be like your father, good for nothing! °’

BED TIME
‘‘Do angels have wings, mummy?’’

darling.’’
Did you ever see:
stone step?

peanut stand?
ginger snap?
sardine box?
sausage roll?
day pass by?
hair dye?
house fly?
brick walk?
snake dance?

night fall?
mill run?
rolling pin?
bed tick?
eloek run?

An ink stand?
A chicken dressing?
A horse with a buggy behind?

‘‘Can they fly?’’
‘‘Yes, dear.’’
‘‘Then when 1s nursie going to fly, ‘cause
Daddy ‘called nursie an angel last night?’’
‘‘Tomorrow, darling.’’
—The Times of Cuba (Havana).

At a golf club one Sunday morning a
member turned up late. Asked why, he said
was really a toss-up whether he should come
there that morning or go to church.
‘¢And I had to tess up 15 times,’’ he added.
The very latest expression in regard to an
automobile we read in the Saturday Evening

Post of Saturday, November 8th. In a term

of derision, it was called ‘‘a mechanical cockroach.
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DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The Hon. Dr: Earl Page, Federal Treas2rer

of the Australian Parliament, paid Powell

River a brief visit on Januury 10th. He was
accompanied by his wife and daughter, and

by Mr. Heathershaw, Federal Accountant,
and Mr. Bagot, his secretary.

The party arrived about 9 p.m., being
brought from Vancouver by Mr. Lang and
Mr. S. D. Brooks on the Company’s motor

yacht ‘‘Norsal.’’ Dr. Page and his party

devoted the remainder of the evening to a
comprehensive trip through the mill, and in
the morning motored through the townsite
and saw the new construction work at the
dam before returning to Vancouver.
They were much impressed with the complexity of our newsprint process and. other
activities, and with the size and character of
the town as a whole. Dr. Page, being interested in several Australian newspapers, 1s
well conversant with the paper-making art,
and expressed himself as grateful for the
opportunity of seeing the methods of manu-

CROSS WORDS

Alex. Bader says he is going to stop taking the daily paper unless they cease printing
the cross-word puzzles. He cannot sleep at

nights trying to figure out that ‘‘ Australian

bird.’’ To make things worse, one of the

younger members of the family got his hands
on the dictionary and rendered it practically

useless. Alex. now has a harder time than
ever locating the emu’s next move. Louis,
our crack wet-machine man, must be posing

to the folks at home in sunny Italy as Mus:

solini II., of Powell Rived, judging by the
distimpguished looking moustache he 1s exhibiting these days. He promised several of
the boys he would shave it off (thank goodness!) as soon as he has his picture taken.
a3; he wants:to send it to the famous Italian

premier so he can see the striking resemblance between himself and ‘‘our Louis.’’

Stay with it, Louis; it sure takes an ‘‘iron
man’’ to try and raise a real ene with waxed
end in everything.
Arthur Woodward was bitterly disappoint-

facture used at our mill. :

ed at not getting a pair of kilts off the

One of the boys in the ‘‘bull gang’’ was
downtown over the holidays. He had been

bribed a youngster to write Santa Claus for
a pair, but when the size was mentioned it

visiting some friends and was feeling me)llow. Entering a restaurant and seating himself at a table he enquired of the waiter: ‘Ia

gave the show away. Sinev Art has been
playing football for the Caledonian Society

this a first-class restaurant?’’ ‘‘Yes,’’ answered the waiter, ‘‘but sit down. I’!l take
a ehance and wait on you.’’
Can anyone imagine this conversation
taking place between George Wasp and his
son a few years hence?
George—My son, I’m sorry, but I punish
you because I love you.

Son—I’m sorry, Dad, I’m n-not b-big

enough to return your leve.

One of Walter Patrick’s gang of painters,
of Hibernian lineage, was wielding his brush

Christmas tree. Some of the boys say he

team he has acquired quite an accent. One
of his friends suggested he would hurry up.

his brogue if he take some stuff out of a
bottle, but Art says he will feel more at
home among the Scotties when he gets a
‘Sokirt’’? on. Some change from a Yorkshire

‘*tyke, ’’

We’ve got to admit the joke is on us this
A few days ago we asked Fred Owen
to contribute to our columns. Who says a
Welshman has no sense of humor? It took
our steno. and an assistant the better part
time.

of an hour to untangle the mess.

Talk about

& cross-word puzzle. Here is what he
sprung. Stand clear of the recoil: ‘There
is a village in North Wales, Lianfairpwllg

with unusual energy. When asked why he
was in such a hurry, the reply was: ‘‘Sure,
I’m afraid I’il run out of paint before I get
through with my job.”

wyngyllgegerychwyndrobwllantysiliogogogoch,

Let us speak of a man as we find him,
And heed net what others may say;
If he’s frail, then a kind word will bind him,
While coldness would turn him away.

velope had been addressed.’’ —

the only place in Great Britain where there
are no remittance men. They would be too
tired to write home for money after the en-

Note—If any of our readers doubt the

spelling, see Fred.
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A PIONEER PASSES

The death of Mr. John Lewthwaite, of
West Linn, Oregon, which took place on the

lith December last, was an event of pathetic interest to many in Powell River.

APPRECIATED

On behalf of the patients and staff of St.
Luke’s Hospital, Miss Smith, the matron,

wishes to thank all those who so kindly
helped to decorate the rooms and wards over

the Christmas and New Year holidays; and
also to the K. of P., Elks, Boy Seouts and
October, 1944, he crossed the Atlantic in a others who generously sent gifts and gave
sailing ship, about 1858, to join his parents freely of their time. The ladies’ committee
in New York. Taking up the oceupation of
on decoration was headed by Mrs. Foote and
his father and forefathers—-papermaking—he
Mrs. J. R. Meintyre.
had only started when the Civil War broke

Born at Douglas, Isle of Man, 19th of

out. He enlisted when 17 years oid and

took part in some of the heaviest engagements of the war. Turning his steps west-

ward in early manhood he travelled to

California by the Panama route in 18067.
For many years he was superintendent of
the Taylor paper mill at Stoekton, and about
1888 he undertook the partial supervision of

the uew mill at Oregon City (Williamette
Pulp & Paper Co.). He removed to West
Linn, Oregon, for permanent residence in
SOS.

Mr. Lewthwaite is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Alice M. Lewthwaite, his daughter, Mrs.
Alice Carey, and his son, John B. Lewthwaite,

of Portland. A. J. Lewthwaite, vice-presi-

dent of the Crown-Willlamette Company, and
GC, R. Lewthwaite, Townsite Superintendent
af Ocean Falls, B. C., are nephews.

The funeral services, largely. attended,
were held at St. Paul’s Episcopal Chureh
and Mountain Vicw Cemetery, on Sunday,
the 14th of December.

GRINDING ROOM GLEANINGS

ELKS ENTERTAIN
The Elks Lodge of Powell River held a
whist drive and social in the Central Hal}
cn the evening of Jan. 14th. T'wenty tables

were in use, 12 of them being loaned by

Brother Charles Long, the balance by menibers of the Lodge and their friends, During
the evening the Elks Orchestra gave some

fine seleetions and at 10 o’etock refresh-

ments were served and done ample justice to

by all.
The floor was in charge of Brother Dr.
Fletcher, who presented first prizes to Mr.
and Mrs. Schoenaman and the consolation
ones to Mrs. Parry and Mr. Anthony.
The Elks have arranged to hold socia!
affairs of a varied nature on the second
Wednesdays of the month durmg 1925, at
which the pubhe will be cordially welcome.
There will be a court whist drive on Febru-

ary llth, the prizes for which will be on
exhibition in 2 loeal store window at an
early date.
TS If SO?

Rev. Hugh Graham, to one who had been

The year 1925, according to the would-be
prophet, bas mueh in store for us, one of the
bolder ones even going so far as to predict

prolonging the New Year celebration: ‘‘1

sure the fatal hour 1s approaching when we

‘“Gosh!’’ was the astonished rejoinder;
‘‘so that’s where I landed up.’’

the ‘‘end of the world.’? We will all be
SPOS

Mat Ursick quit chewing snoose.

Bill Bailey give up dancing.
Joe Biasutti getting excived.
Alex. Bader keeping out of the hospital.

Bill MeGillivray get down. early in the
morning.

Jim Armstrong taking things easy.
John Yoeydyk in a hurry.
Jack Parkin without some new invention.
Cecil Kelly giving up golf.

was glad to see you at service last Sunday
night. ’’

ADVICE
To the Thin: Don’t eat fast. .
To the EF'at: Don’t eat. Fast.

LOTS OF THEM DO

Tom: ‘My girl got Austria the: other
night on her _new five tube radio.’’

Jerry: ‘**That’s nothing. My ‘girl gets

Hungary every night without any -radio.’’
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There was a young fellow named Charlie,
Who made home-brew without barlie;

As he pour out the beer,
So nice, cool and clear,

Says, ‘‘I find a dead bottle so rarlhe,’’
(They all have to be killed)
There was a young fellow named Ratty,
' Who evoryone knows 185 no fatty;

Played golf with his chief,

Till they both came to gricf,
And now they don’t speak; they’re so catty.
There was a young man of Powell River
Who reclined on a board with a sliver;

With a grunt of surprise
He did quickly arise,
And he kneels now when driving his flivver.

A young lady of Wilmington, Delaware,
Of the high cost of living was Welaware;
said she, I suppose
I ean save on my elothes
If I don’t giveadam what the Helaware.
A canner exceedingly canny
One morning remarked to his granny,
‘‘A eanne@r can ean

Anything that he ean,

But a canner can’t can a ean, can he?
A tutor who tooted a flute
Tried to teach two young tooters to toot.

Said the two to the tutor,
‘‘Ty it harder to toot or
T’o tutor two tooters to toot?

This advertisement recently appeared in a
town newspaper: ‘**The ladies of the Plum
Creek Chureh have disearded elothes of all
kinds. Call at 44 Plum Street and inspect
them. ?’

A eolored woman one day _ visited the
eourt house in a Tenneéssée town and said to

the judge, ‘‘Is you-all the reperbate judge?’’
‘‘T am the judge of probate, mammy,’’
‘‘T’s come to you-all cause I’s-in trubble.
My man—he’g done dicd detested, and I’s
got.t’ree little infidels, so I’s come to be appointed exceootioner. ’?

What is the latest thing in shirts?
Nightshirts.

TIN SHED TINKLINGS
Whilst our waterfront reporter was wandering about near the tin shed a short time
ago he heard coming from that structure a
sort of dirge or lament which ran like this:
Oh, give us room, oh, give us room,
To store these rolls of paper;
Or cut it out, yes, eut it out,
This paper-making caper.

Oh, do it soon, yes, do it soon,
Or vou’ll choke this storage hadly;
We huve no room but on the boom,

And there we’ll chuck 1 gladly.
LEABNED IT OUT OF SCHOOL

‘‘My boy,’’ asked the school inspector,
‘‘what is the plural of ‘mouse’?’’
sid Jimmie.

‘Right,’? said the inspector. fo now

what is the plural of ‘baby’?’’

‘cl said Jimmie.

A DEFINITION OF SUCCESS
At a business men’s meeting not so long
ago I heard a speaker give the following dehfi-

nition of sueeess. I wrote to him for a copy

of it. It is by Bessie M. Stanley. I think
it covers the subject thoroughly:

has achieved suceess who has lived
long, laughed often and loved much. Who

has gained the trust of pure women, the
respect of intelligent men, and the love of
little children. Who has filled his niche and
accomplished his task. Who has left the
world better than he found it, whether by
an improved poppy, a perfect poem of a
rescure soul. Who has always appreciated
earth’s beauty and never failed to express
it. Who has always looked for the best in

others and always given the best he had.
Whose life was an inspiration; whose memory 2 benediction.’’
Worry less and work more.
Ride less and walk more.
Frown less. and laugh more.
Drink less and breathe more.
Eat less and chew more.
Preach less and practice more,
—Hxchange.
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WHAT PEQPLE

NRe SAVING
>>

THEY SAY -

WHAT DO THEY sAY
LET THEM oAY
THAT

the Festive Season was well and fittingly observed—as one of the best yet.

THAT the children had a mighty time—the various Christmas tree parties reaching

quite up to expectations.

THAT the Company’s Christmas Tree earried gifts for over seven hundred children of

the community.

THAT along with the Church trees and all the private trees Powell River came mighty

near being a btsh town.

THAT the Papermakers’ dance proved just a little bit too popular—it being the most

thicKly populated danee ever held in this town.

THAT both the punch and the Hall were tastefully decorated, and the music really
splendid.
THAT six hundred attended and the merrymakers only dispersed after going strong for

eight hours.

THAT the more devout members of the community availed themselves of the regular

services held in the various churches late New Yegsr’s eve.
THAT they, too, had a really good time.
THAT numerous house parties were held—‘‘friends among friends’’—ushering out the

old, ringing in the new.

THAT

THAT

THAT
THAT
THAT

like any other well balanced community we all duly celebrate the Holidays each
in his own way, and with the right- measure of abandon.
anyway most of us appear to have survived the celebrations—so now to make
the New Year truly prosperous,
this looks like even a more busy year than the last—development work being
again well under way.
‘$Dad’’ Watson of the ‘‘Dry’’ goods store has now time to eat his lunch, though
business is again picking up since the local opposition has gone into the clear.
a door ceases to be a2 door when it 1s ajar.
the only jarring elements at present known in Powell River are the swing doors
leading to a much-needed and highly-valued public institution.

THAT Ruskin says: ‘‘there is no wealth but life’’ squander it, aye, but not with a

pair of swing doors.

THAT the manager of the Patricia theatre has a blessing and a curse coming to him.
THAT we hand it to him for giving us an opportunity of seeing that wonderful picture

‘¢North of 36’’—more especially since we were served ahead of the other prom-

inent B. C. port city.

THAT in popularising the cross word puzzle via the back of his ‘movie programmes
he has wrought untold harm—may his chickens never lay.
THAT | the Old Country has recently suffered the most terrific gale in 31 years—it has
nothing on the ‘‘Gale’’ Vancouver had a few years ago.
THAT Heaven helps those who help themselves.
TH A'T a neighboring city has ushered in an era of increased prosperity by voting itself
money by-laws aggregating over a million dollars. Atta boy.
TH AST the neighboring towns of Cranberry, Wildwood, Westview and Michigan . Land-.
ing are all eager competitors for the new provincial courthouse.
THA'T Cranberry appears to have the: lead and we are told that it maintains a powerful
lobby at Victoria.
THAT by far the most important industry in this wide continent of ours is the raising
of men.
THAT the whole of the educational system of the province of British Columbia is being
surveyed with a view to possible improvements,
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THAT we are quite hopeful for the future and cannot but feel that this is a step in

the right direction.
THAT the great Edison may not be an expert in pedagogy but we all concede him a
a

lareé. measure of wisdom.

THAT he says: ‘‘We have taught Democracy to read, but not to think.’’

THAT if this is true of us as a nation we are far from proud of it.
THAT a foundation of thinking parents and a corps of thinking teachers are a prime

necessity—towards a better national balance.
THAT a ehild has no choice in the matter of parents neither does it determine its own
handicap.

THAT this makes the right type of teacher imperative.
THAT we read a lot about sub-normal children, and moron-parents—let us spread the
honors.

THAT the imposing of a burden of home-work on the pupils of elementary classes is
rather an outrage—and possibly illegal.

THAT this practice looks like a futile attempt to bolster up a faulty system, a badly
organized school, or an indolent and inefficient teacher.
THAT corporal punishment might well be maintainéd, but strictly confined to responsible
authority whom a blue Monday whim cannot sway.

THAT surely there 1s more to schooling than the three ‘‘R’s,’’ these are vita] but not

all-important.
THAT the members of the teaching profession are loved and respected in every centre
in B. C. and their lives are not always easy.
YTHAT we are especially fortunate in the personnel of our teachers.
THAT on rare occasions instances have been noted where the habit of raving in the
presence of pupils has become almost fixed.

THAT this reveals a lamentable lack of mental] poise, and the province cannot afford
to have the teaching of the three ‘‘R’s coupled with exhibitions of this order.
THAT however this is a rare and out-of-date method of teaching and has almost disappeared—yet not quite.

YHAT parent-teachers’ associations are more often than not a hindrance than a help,
but on rare oceasions have secured adjustments.

THAT we were ahead of the ‘‘eight-hour’’ bill, consequently no adjustments were necessary.

THAT the housewives are now talking of an ‘‘eight-hour’’ day—but what is sauce for
the gander might possibly kill the goose.
THAT a Vancouver taxi driver was held up and robbed by his fare. Well! Well!
INDOOR BOWLING
The King Tut Indoor Lawn Bowling Club
is having a very successful season, and the
Christmas competitions furnished some exciting games. The winners of the turkeys
were J, Friend and H. L. Hicks; C. Hill and
W. Linton, as runners-up, each received a box

of cigars. The draw for the annual competitions has been made, with the following results:—Singles—Askew vs. Rushant, Hill vs.
Pell, Paterson vs, Dice, Linton vs. Lumbard,
Wilson vs. Tyzaek, Farnden vs. W. Parkin,
Alexander vs. Brown, W. Parkins vs. MeCulloch, Gebbie vs. Milne, Clark vs. McGregor,
Coverdale vs. Black, Donald vs. Cullin, Radford vs. Anthony, Caw vs. Friend, McLeod
vs. Hicks, Hastings vs. Russell.
Doubles—Wilson and Pell vs. Rushant and
Radford; W. Parkin and McLeod vs. Tyzack
and Clark; Farnden and Hill vs. Linton ani
Hastings; McCulloch and Askew vs. Donald

and Anthony; Russell and Coverdale vs. Wm.
Parkin and Caw; Dice and Alexander vs. Me-

Gregor and Friend; Cullin and Lumbard vs.

Hieks and Gebbie; Brown and Black vs.
Milne and Paterson.
Rinks—Hieks, Pell, Alexander and Paterson vs. Farnden, Walt. Parkin, Radford and

Blaek; Cullin, Hill, Milne and MeLeod vs.
Donald, Russell, Anthony and Friend; Rushant, McGregor, Hastings and Caw vs. Brown,

Dice, Askew and Gebbie; Wm. Parkin, Tyzack, Lumbard and Clark vs. Linton, MeCulloch, Coverdale and Wilson.
There will be a total: of 21 prizes divided
amongst the winners of all events.

Customer—Where_ shall I find ladies’
waists ?

Mr. Lamont—Between the neckwear and
hosiery, madam,
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ing on at the present time, the Husband-andThe Golf Club wishes to extend te all Wife tournament is the nearest to being fin-

ished. Te get inte the semi-finals, Mr. and
townspeople who are interested in-gelf and Mrs. Schuler defeated Mr. and Mrs. Plumnot now members of the club, an invitation

to join before the next annual meeting,

which will take place the first week in February. The entrance fee is now $2.00, but
there is a possibility that it may be raised
at the time of the meeting. An excellent opportunity therefore presents itself to come
in at this time, acquire the privileges of the
Club, and discover the pleasures of a game
which is sure to continue increasing in popu-

mer, 2 and 1. They then won from the

Weods by default,. thus putting themselves
in the finals, where they are waiting forthe

finish of the other half of the bracket.
In the Ladies’ Foursomes totrnament
there are three teams in the semi-finals. The
Misses ©@’Hearn defeated Mrs. Mackenzie
and Mrs. Andrews; Mrs. C. MeLean and Mrs.
Sehuler defeated Miss Seator and Miss Till,

larity, especially with the opening of the and Mrs. Peacock and. Mrs. Shirley won

from Mrs. Bell-Irving and Mrs. Plummer, 3
and l. This competition is being played for
is the Men’s Fourball Tournament, which a very handsome eup which Mr. W. B. Zumwas won on December 2ist by C. F. and J. walt was generous enough to donate this
H. Kelly, playing in the finals against Lang year as an annual trophy’for ladies’ fourand Brouse. The mateh was a close one, somes. The winners will be presented with
being concluded on the last green, and the replicas in addition te having thelr names
standard of play was good, the best ball of engraved on the Zumwalt Cup, and the runthe foursome being either a par. er a birdie ners-up will be given prizes, as will be the
on every hole except one of the entire eight- ease in all future club competitions.
Not- a little ef the excitement incidental
een. At the end of the first six heles the
match was all square, Breuse taking the te this cempetition is caused by the sweepfirst hole and C. F. Kelly the’ third, the stake, which was inaugurated immediately
others being halved. In the second round before-the start. The 74 entrants were sold
C. F. Kelly annexed the third hole, and from by lot at $1.00 each and_ the tickets then
this point on his team was in the lead until auetioned off to the highest bidder. About
the end of the match. At the end of the 9 dozen of the competitors were sold in this
second round they were 2 up, J. H. Kelly way, bringing in some 40-edd dollars, half
having won the 5th hole. On the first hole of which went toward increasing the size ef
of the last round, C. F. Kelly sank a birdie the pot, which now amounts to very nearly
2 for a win, Lang narrowly missing his. putt $100.00. This means that the winner. wil!
for a half. On the next few holes the op- bring his owner almost $50.00, and the runposition rallied slightly, taking the second ner-up half as much, leaving the remainder
hole with a birdie 2 and the third with a
te be split between the two semi-finalists.
par 4. The next two heles were halved in The Greens Cemmittee has just opened
par, C. F. Kelly getting dewn long putts in twe of the new as a means of
each case. Being dermie ene en the sixth cutting dewn the excessive wear which
tee, the Kellys won the last hele with a par is taking place on seme of the old
4, thus finishing the mateh 2 up and.win- greens, notably on the first and fifth.
new fairways.
An important club event recently finished

ning the tournament. The winning team
displayed fine approaching and _ putting
threugheut the match, the most: netable shet

being a long side-hill putt for a half made
by.C. F. Kelly on the Sth green in the last
round. The victors will take possession of
the cup donated for annual competition by
the Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, of
Vaiicouver, and held since last year by Flett
and Mitchell.
Of the various competitions which are go-

Teurnament play will take place on the
original six holes exactly as at present.

Ordinary matches will, hewever, start with
the present 2nd hele, playing it and the 3rd
befere crossing the read and playing the
first of the new ones. From a tee near the
first new green members wul play to the
green just beyond the old cemetery, after
which they will. play the present Noe. 4 and
No. 6 holes to complete the reund. The new

fairways are still very rough and not yet
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properly turfed, and one ef the new greens

13 in poor condition, but it 1s heped that

these disadvantages will be offset te some
degree by the pleasure ef playing the longer

holes. The old greens will have a_ better
chance to reecever from the effects of the

too heavy traffic, and the congestion prevalent on the old eourse should be somewhat

relieved. Play on the new fairways will no

doubt be difficult at first on account of

their present rough state, but they are certain to improve with use.
The Men’s Handicap Singles is now well
under way, many of the early matches having already been played. In the preliminary
reund, Gwyther defeated Hamilten, Graham
defeated Claud Kelly, Lang beat R. G. Hen

derson, J. McIntyre won rrom Tyzack by

default, Woodley wen from McLeod, A. Henderson defeated J. H. M. Smith, Barr defeated Tompkinson and A. 8S. MeLean defeated
Plummer.

In the first round Graham § defeated
Gwyther, Lang defeated McIntyre, Rawson
defeated Andrews, McLaughlin defeated
Hyde, Chalmers beat Goldsmith, McKenzie
beat Shirley, Yeung defeated Hanning, C. F.
Kelly defeated Schuler, Kyle defeated Marr,
Lockie won frem C. R. Marlatt, Black won

from Goddard, Flett beat Ceccola, J. H.

Kelly beat B. McIntyre, Feete defeated Craw-

ferd, Gardiner defeated W. R. Smith, Jackson. defeated Condit, Rattenbury defeated
Corbett, Zumwalt won from A. B. Cameron
by default, Lee defeated Barclay, Armour

absolutely essential for the present welfare
and future development of the Club that
we do more toward our own support. <ASs
we all know, the Company has made a heavy
eutlay of money in the past to build the
course.
Moreover, they stand ready to make

further expenditures in the future to complete the full nine holes. But the Company
cannot justify its large investments or continue its support except on one condition—
namely, that the Golf Club shall bear, from
now on, a fair share-of its maintenance
ecsts. In the past the Company has paid,
besides all construction costs, the entire time
of one greenskeeper. When the new holes
are opened, we shall probably need the servicg of an additional man for possibly 8 or
9 months in the year, and it is certainly
only reasonable that the Club should .pay
the wages of at least one greenkeeper. To
make this possible and to cover other expenses, which will have to include the

purchase of a new mower, for example)

the dues will have to be raised to $12.00
a year for men and $8.00 a year for women.
For the above reasons, therefore, the Executive Committee recommends that the following alteration to by-laws be adcpted at
the Annual Meeting.
Alteration to By-Laws.
That paragraph 21 of the By-Laws of the
Fowell River Golf Club be altered to read—
The entrance fee shall be—
. Ordinary
$5, 08
Ordinary members,
members,gentlemen....$5.00
ladies
Junior members

That
paragraph 22 be alterec
‘The dues shall be according to tne

following schedule—
Ordinary members, gentlemen..$12.00 per year

Ordinary members, ladies ....... 8.00 “ “
Junior memopbers
Non-resiaent members

of full dues, provided that he shall
be liable for ful] dues for the entire
quarter year in which he resumes
lay.
when properly introduced,
shall be accorded the use of the

beat Mitchell, R. W. Peacock beat Woodward,

Macken beat Bledsoe, and A. S. MeLean
defeated Barr.

links by paying a green fee of 50c
per day.
“Officers of the Company may extend the privileges of the links to
all Company guests Dy giving them
a card provided for the: purpose..
The guests will present this card to

In the. third round Mackenzie defeated
Young, C. F. Kelly defeated Kyle, Black
defeated Flett and Armour defeated R. W.

Peacock.

the Professional befcre going on the
links, the card to be marked for the
period over which the privileges are
extended, and initialled by the Company officer.” :

TO THH MEMBBRS:

AS we Nave‘ all knewn fer seme time, it
Will be necessary te raise the Golf Club
dues at the Annual Meeting in February.
ithe ques whicn we have been paying since
the beginning of the Club are really only
rominal in amount and much tee smal) to
allew us to do. our fair share toward the
upKeenv of the course. When the golf links
were first opened and in their erinigal crude
State, it would have been unreasonable to
exrect the members to pay more. At that
time the Golf. Club had very little to offer.
Af the present date, however, we have an
interesting, sporty six-hole course, which is
Plavable almost every day in the year, and
there is no reason why we should not pay
dues mcre nearly in proportion to what we
are getting in return. Further to this, it is

5.00 °° ”
. 200 * #*

. 200 *
Non-playing members
“These fees shall be paid in advance quarterly, in February, May,
August and November.
‘Any member intending to give up
golf for some time, may, upon application to the Secretary, change to a
non-playing
membership,
the change
to take effect.
at the beginning
of
the ensuing quarter year. He may
regain his full playing privileges at
any time by resuming the payment

The above
will be moved
and
seconded
at resolution
the next General
Meeting
by

McKenzie and John McIntyre, respectively.
BAKHCUTIVE COMMITTEE, |
Two other alterations to By-Laws recommended by the Executive Committee are as
follow s—
That paragraph 10 of the By-Laws be altered to read—
“The affairs of the club in general
Shall be administered by the Secretary, and the financial affairs by the
Treasurer, both under the direction
' of the Board of Directors. The TreasR.
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urer snall be a member of the Acceunting Department of the Powell

River Company.”
That paragraph 17 be altered to read—
“rhe duties of the Secretary shall be—
(a) Tofalrs
administer
the general afofr the Club in accordance
with the provisions of the ByLaws and instructions issued
by the Board of Directors.

(db) To collect all fees, dues and
subscriptions in
accordance
with instructions issued by the
Treasurer; such collection when
(c)

made to be turned over to the
Treasurer.

Lo keep a record of all matters
transacted at the meetings of
tne Board ot Directors and
members in a book provided for
that purpose and to attend to
such correspondence’ asthe
Board may direct.

‘The duties of

tne Treasurer

shall be:

(a) To deposit to the credit of

the Club with its Bankers all
money collected and turned

Over to him by the Secretary
and to pay all accounts ap(i)

proved Dy the Board.

To be responsible for the prop-

er administration and accounting of the Club’s financial af-

fairs, and to kKe@p aie proper
record of all transactions, makIingg a report at the end ef the
year.”’

That paragraph 7 of the By-Laws be altered to read:
“The Board of Directors shall consist of President, Vice-Presiment.
secretary, Treasurer, and six other

members, all of whem will be bona
fide male residents of Pewell River.
these six members shall be elected
for a period of two years, three being elected each year, when the three
oldest in service retire, but remain
eligible for re-election.”’
A Park avenue apartment house which goes

in for flunkeys, recently blossomed out with
a new doorman. When a gentleman called
and asked te see Mrs. Brown, the new at-

tendant, true to his calling, detained him
with the customary, ‘‘But is Mrs. Brown
expecting you?’’
The caller withered him with a glance.

‘*My good man,’’ he said, ‘‘Mrs. Brown
was expecting me betore I was bern, She is

my mother.’’

The track supervisor received the: follow-

ing note from one of his track feremen:

SCOTS GREYS vs. BLACK WATCH

The 1925 golf season was fittingly and officialiy opened on New Year morn by a most
brilhant match between John MelIntyre, re-

presenting the Scots Greys, and ‘‘Bill’’
Barclay, of the Black Wateh. Just se to
make it a.wee bit more thrilling there was
a wager of five cents a hole, besides which

the loser was to forfeit his right to wear

‘f‘nlus fours’’ and forthwith denude himself
of his nether garments and present same to
his successful opponent. Rumor has it that
John offered ‘‘Buill,’’ as a cempromise, a
half interest in some mining shares of doubt-

ful value, as well as the address of the
maker of his fameus ‘‘plus fours.’’ ‘‘ Bill’?

was ebdurate, and it was then discovered
that Mac. had on his riding ‘‘breeks’’ beneath! The final result of the match—
Barelay, 2 and 1. It was a clese game—
naturally.

‘I’m sending in the accident report on
Casey’s foot when he struck it with the

There is a story going the rounds that an
Aberdonian staying at the Avenue Lodge

spike maul. Now under ‘Remarks’ de you
want mine or do you want Casey’s?’’
—B, R. & P. Railway Life.

they got te the ticket booth near the en-

asked one of the girls to the Movies. When

trance there was a great big sign, which read
—**The Woman Pays,’’
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ST. PAUL’S CHURCH

Church Jan. 25th: Cenversien of St. Paul.
Seasons—Feb. 2nd: Purification B.V. Mary.
Feb. 17th: Septuagesima.
March 5th: Ash Wednesday.

The Rector and Mrs. Thompson did not
send out Christmas ecards generally this
year, so take this opportunity of thanking
all who so kindly remembered them and
their little daughter Marjorie at Christmas.

April 18th: Geed Friday.
April 20th: Easter Day.

The Christmas Tree

St. Paul’s Sunday School Christmas Tree

A Happy. New Year te All! May it be

and entertainment took place in Central

happenings be crowned by conscious

with a good attendance of parents and

happy in the best sense of the word. May

Hall on Saturday evening, December 20th,

fellowship with Him whe 13 ‘‘above all and
through all and in yeu all.’’ . Then it must
be happy. Edison says: ‘‘We need to take
the Ten Commandments out of moth balls
and put them to work.’’ But God is greater
than the Ten Commandments. God is the
Great Living Reality, greater than morals,
greater than the passing of the years, great-

friends.

er than the facts and happenings of life.
What we need to make our life more happy

A fine programme of vocal and instrumenta: music was given, with readings

and recitations and fairy dances. Santa
Claus appeared in due course and was very

witty. He distributed the awards for the
year out of his ‘‘pack.’’ Unfortunately, the
awards for regular attendance were not
ready, 1.e., Cross and Crown Buttons and
Wreaths, but these have since been given
out in Sunday School. Bag of candy, nuts

and oranges were distributed at the close of
wills happiness and health and peace for all the entertainment to all the children.
whom He has created. And the more eon- ~
N. J. Thompson, Rector.
tact we can get with God the more we ean
understand. His will fer us, the more faith
ST. JOHN’S UNION CHURCH

is a greater faith in the Living God, who

we have in His will fer our goed. His wish
for our happiness, the nearer will we come
to that for which every soul yearns.
The question has been asked: ‘‘Is God
really bigger than the troublesome facts of

life?’’ We say that He is all-powerful and
He is good, but do we mean it? It may take

men some time to realize it, but when you

do really come to know that you have a

Great Friend right in you, so that you know,
however hard and seemingly invincible the
facts of life are, nevertheless God is bigger

than the facts, then you have the thing
ealled ‘‘Faith,’’ and faith remeves moun-

tains now just as it did in Jesus’ day. May
our ‘faith in the Goed God remove many
meuntains that we eurselves, and the world

with us, raise up against the possibility of
Ifis helping us in the year to be.
Christmas Day and New Year’s Eve watch-

night services were all well attended, and
on the Sunday after Christmas the choir
rendered a beautiful carel service interspersed with well-known Christmas hymns,
and a Christmas anthem.

A good motto for all as we proceed with
the New Year:—
‘*Kach one, win one,’?

Members and friends of our congregation
are asked to check the following items indicating the position they intend to occupy in
the church during the year. W hich ?
An attender or an absentee?
A pillar or a sleeper?

A wing or a weight?
A power or a problem?

promoter or a provoker?
A giver or a getter?
A lifter or a leaner?
A friend or a fault-finder?
A helper or a hinderer?
The superintendent ef the Sunday School
announces the approach of our next Fatherand-Son banquet. Watch for notices. Meantime, may we present some
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. CALLED AWAY

Geod Advice For Dad

Be more than his Dad, be a chum to the lad,
Be a part of his life every hour of the day.

Find time to talk with him, take time to

walk with him, .

We are grieved to announce the death of
Harold Gerhart, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. F.
Gerhart, of 100 Oak Avenue. The young
man had been breught te. his home some few

Share in his studies and share in his play.
Teach him the things that yeu want him to

weeks ago with the hope that he would re-

Don’t live apart from him, don’t keep your
heart from him.
Be his best comrade, he’s needing you so.

been out for a walk shortly before he passed

know.

We are trying to secure the services of
Rev. J. Williams Ogden, F.R.G.S. (who has
just accepted an important Baptist pulpit in
Vancouver), fer a secend lecture, entitled:

‘‘Mighty London — The Wonder of the

World,’’ illustrated by 150 first-class slides.
The date we have suggested is Thursday,
February 26th. Those who heard his lecture

on ‘*Pompeii’’ will not fail te hear him

again. Watch fer announcements.

The sermon-topics for the next few Su:-

cover from an attack of sickness. He seemed

te be making favorable recovery and had

away. We are given te understand that
paralysis was the cause of death.

The funeral services were held at St.

John’s Chureh and at the graveside, Rev.
Hugh Graham officiating: The family have
the sympathy of the community in their bereavement.

Mr. Gerhart, father. of the deceased, 18
foreman millwright in: the woodmill.

Mr.: and Mrs. H. F. Gerhart and family
wish te thank their friends for all the kind
expressions ef sympathy shewn.

‘Alvin Hareld Dahl, the 10-menths eld son

days follow: January 25th, ‘‘Beauties of of Mr. and Mrs. I. Dahl, of Mowat Bay,
Burns’’; February Ist, ‘‘Words, Words, Powell Lake, died at St. Luke’s hospital
Words’’; February 8th, ‘‘Christianity’s Qbject Lesson’’; February 15th, Three Great
Surprises’’; February 22nd, ‘‘What Do We
Believe About Heaven?’’

The Choir, under the leadership of Mr.
David Smith, continues -to render splendid
music at all the regular services, <A special
effort will be made te raise funds - to purehase a new organ. We hope the congrega-

tion will rally to the support of this worthy
Be A Booster All the Time
I would rather be a booster than a knockar
any day.

I’d rather praise than criticize in what 1
have to say.

I’d rather not be wise at the cost of other’s
sighs.

I would rather see the goed things than the
evil that men do;
I would rather far be wrong when I boost a

Saturday, January 12, at 2 p.m. Rev. Hugh
Graham econduecting the services at the
vraveside.

SILK MADE FROM WOOD PULP
Many older people can scarcely believe yet
that most of the paper. used is made of wood

pulp. It is hard to imagine that the delicate
sheet of notepaper a lady uses was once part

of the wood of a tree. Now this same pulp
is being used te make silk, or something that

leeks very much like silk. It is being mixed
with eetten and with woel in many fabrics.
Already the trade in this substitute for silk
is worth milliens ef dellars.

It is thought, tee, that as cotten grows
scarce its place may be taken by this new

material. It is more likely, however, that

ecotten plantations will .be cultivated mere
widely. It takes many years to grow a tree
te be greund into pulpwood, and we are always being warned that unless we take better care of our forests they will disappear.

man along,

It is interesting, however, to learn that
the silkworm, whe has made man’s mest

everybody blue.

beautiful garments for centuries, has now a
helper, if not a rival.—Clipped.

Than be perfect in my judgment but make
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AMERICA IN ACTION

To illustrate the wastefulness ef a2 rich
country like America, Dr. M. S. Rice ef Betroit says that one time a parisiener ef his
gave him a barrel of apples.

‘‘New,’’ says Dr. Rice, ‘‘I have a gang

comparison with many of the industrial centres to the west and north.

The very latest addition in our midst is

the ‘‘Aneient and Venerable Order of the
Sacred Cow.’”? The birth of this noble Order
dates back to antiquity, te the time when,

of beys in my house just at the apple-barrel

in the Garden, the wily eld serpent introduced the ‘‘bull’’ to Adam and caused his

never saw such a vanishing thing in my life.

dewnfall, and innecence to suffer ever after.

stage. Yeu ought te see them ge toe it. I

We had an apple-barrel time of it while it
lasted.

@

Since then, all good citizens have looked
askanee at, and fought shy of the ‘‘bull,’’

when the ‘‘ Ancient and Venerable Order
°*T weuld come heme and find an apple and
of the Cow’’ was started, there was such a
with a bite out of it, and abandoned on the
front perch; an apple with a bite out of it, cClamgr for membership that only the best
and abandoned en the back porch; one up- type of citizens, showing a high degree of
butter-fat in the test, were permitted to
stairs, one downstairs. I found them going ‘join, thus keeping up to the very highest
down every alley and street, having the time standard in this noble Order. The serub and
of their life, but that barrel of apples was the skim milk variety are entirely elimins00n gone.

‘**New I’m buying apples by the bag, four
apples te the bag, and the beys stand around

me and | cut the apples in quarters. They

don’t get out of their tracks, and they
gobble down the seeds, peelings, everything

their fingers.and rub it all over their
mouths as if they hadn’t had any for a long
time. ”?

=

In a great many ways America is just like

that. We are a rich nation; therefore, we
are a wasteful nation. Having little knowledge of real poverty, such as that with
which most of the Eurepean nations are acquainted, we ‘haven’t mastered the great art
ef being economical, either in our private or
our publie businesses.

It’s a good thing for each of us individuals to stop now and then and ask ourselves
whether we are.living according te an apple-

barrel philesophy, or whether we are living
according. to the philesephy of one whe has
to buy his apples by the bag, four apples to
the bag.

ateci.

Throughout the ages, in all countries, the
Cow has been held in veneration and esteem
for her gentleness, her productivity,.and her

beauty. The emblem of the noble Order is
a milk bueket rampant, on a three-legged
stool, and a pitchfork crossed with a scythe
blade, on a green field dotted with clover
and cowslip.

It is the intention of the officers of the

new Order to take steps to secure for meet-

ing purposes the old barn standing in the
centre of the golf course. The rural surroundings, the atmosphere and aroma, the
peace and quietness prevailing, make this an
ideal corral for the members, and will go far

to make them feel entirely at home.
Follows a list of these holding office:—

‘Very Venerable Chief Extractor’ ’—

John McIntyre
‘*Kxalted Examiner of Lactic Liquid’’—
Maurice Dunn
‘*Honorable Tail-Bearer and Secretary ’’—
Harry Middleton
‘‘High Chamberlain of the Bed and Bath’’

Breezy Moterist (caught speeding): ‘‘Geod

morning, Judge. How are yeu?’’
Judge:

‘Ri ne!

$25.00.7?

‘‘Tllustrious

—R. L. Doidge

Dispenser

of Provender’’—

W. A. MeLeod

‘*Worthy Knight of the Bueget’’—
ANOTHER FRATERNAL ORDER
"Iwill not be long befere Powell River be-

comes knewn througheut the length and

breadth of the land as the home of fraternal
orders. Even now, with our modest showing

as regards population, we bear favorable

Robert Southeot

‘‘Trusted Receiver of Revenue and Residue’’
—F rank Radford

‘‘Guardian of Corral and Silo’

Ss. O. Marshall

*“Seullions and Companions of the Shovel’?
—W'. Loukes and C. L. Cullin
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ACCIDENT RECORD

The following table shows the number of

disabling accidents occurring in the Mull
during November and December, and the days

lost in each department. It should be noted
that the ‘‘ Days lost’’ are computed from the
doetor’s estimate.

POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEES’ SICK BEN Hie
ETT

Statement as at November 30, 1024
Asset s—

$10,872.02

Hospital
“quipment
Current Assets:

Cash in bank’ ..................$ 2,373.19
Acects. receivable

Supplies on hand
Petty cash
Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance ....$
Ins. premiums unexpired

17,644,77

104.11

Liabilities

Hog Pond eee

—|==

— —=

Wood Room .............-.----..---- 2 98%

cece
Sulphite Dept.
Sereen ROOM cococececcccccccccccce ecco cece 1 10
Beater Room cece cone 1 3
a

Machine Rooms

Finishing Room, Core

Room and Rewinders.... ....

Other income
Employees
Hospital
......................
Fees..$1,298.76
1,696.08
HS O99 4.8 4

430.56

® 3,425.40

Icx pense—

Wharf and Paper Storage

Salaries and Doctor ..........81,661.26
Operating Expenses ......... 1,762.64

And SCOWS L 9O 1 = 6
Steam Plant and Boiler
sacs

3 3,425.40

SICK BENEFIT FUND, NOV. 1024
incone.«§“

Generator Reom and Electrical Department ........... ....

$29,220.96

HOSPITAL OPERATING, NOV., 1924

sncome—»

Balance—Loss for Nov. ..............

BC HOC OC CCS OCHO SS

TOWNSI1GCC cle nce cece

Accounts payable
Reserve for depreciation
Reserve for bad debts
Surpius

Empleyees Fees ................$ 878.67

1 12

Planing Mill, Lbr. Yard

Co., Ltd. ey. = 489.34

—_—_———§ 1,318.01

ix pense—
Benefits paid ......................$ 562.40

and Carpenters’ Shep.... ....

Profit for November ..........

Machine Shop, Blacksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop and
FOUNATY ooo cece eee wesc eee cee ee

(srant from Powell Rived

4Dd.61

——_————-$ 1318.61

=

Miscellaneous (Yard Crew,

Mill Store, Dept. Store,
Icehouse, Avenue Lodge,

CCC.) L 12

Totals OOO 2124 41
Minor accidents, such as slight cuts, abrasions, burns, ete., have not been tabulated.

EFFICIENCY OF PAPER MACHINES
No.l No.2 .No.3 No.4
Highest per cent ......99.0 100.0 994 100.0
92.2 87.1 93 9
Lowest per cent ......87.4

Average per cent ...92.7 95.2 95.1 98.8
Hours and Tonnage Lest—Dec., 1924
Lost
Average

Hours Lots Daily Lonnage
No.. 1—1700 83 37.93
iyo. 2—1575 ld 30.14
No. 3—2250 ~ 2.11 64:83

Ne. 4—1525 750 43.94
Paper Production, Dec. 1924
No. 1 .............. 781.52

No. 2% ..............1125.36

NO. .............-1816.16

NO. 4 1082.31

No. of patients in hosp. as at Oct. 30.......... 20
No. of patients admitted during -...ov.........
No. of patients remaining in hosp. Nov. 30 23
Benefits paid to members.
VITAL STATISTICS

13—Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Wasp—Son.
16—Mr. and Mrs. A. Casey—Dauzhter.
20—Mr. and Mrs, S. Hughes—Son.

?21—_Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Baxter—Son.

In the department store on Christmas Eve.

Hubby—What? $6.30 for garters? Why,
that’s robbery!
Wife—No, my dear; only a hold-up.
WEATHER REPORT FOR 1994
97.0?
Average maximum temperature
Average Minimum temperature .......... 44.44

Lotal rainfall _.......................................... 32.699

Total snowfall — 2.2.0. 183.750
We have every reason to be proud of the
above record. It will compare most favorably with that of any part of the province.
And, without any great risk, we could take
in a lot more .territory.

—With apologies to The Bystander.

iil

—_—

Orin

WT

An aftermath of New Year’s Morn,

AVOIDING THE WATER HAZARD

POWBHRLLEL RIVER DIGHSTER

PLANT BXTEBENSION
The contractor is away to a good start on
the new work recently authorized, a resume
ef which appeared last month. The site for
the new Grinder Room has been cleared and
the econstructien of the flume down whieh will
be slutced the earth exeavated has been com-

pleted, as shown in the picture above. In
order to supply water for this sluicing, Wally

quarry wil] run, dumping the rock into the
sca, In connection with the construction of
the sen wall.

A quarry has been opened up about 200
yards from the mouth of Powell River, where

the contractors are boring into the solid

rock and bringing down the necessary material for the construction of the sea wall.
A

Wilshire’s men have tapped into the mili
waste flume running into the river mouth.
The end of the new flume will be moved

road has been built along the east bank of the

along as the work proceeds so as to distribute the material being excavated.

locomotives used on the dam.
The Horton Steel Works have been award-

river and a three foot gauge track installed.
The rock will be handled by one of the gas

bring down the exeavation from the penstock

el the contract covering the fabrication and
erection of the 14 ft. diameter steel riveted

cut, this flume running over the roof of No.

penstock, the contract calling for commence-

A larger flume has been constructed to

3 wurehouse and discharging into the sea be-

hind the rock fill wall whieh is being econstructed to retain the fill. The construction
of the sea wall and the excavation for the
Grinder Room foundations and the penstock eut will proceed simultaneously.
Good progress is being made on the temporary trestle which is being constructed just

off the mouth of the river and which follows
the eurve of the sea wall above mentioned.

A track will be laid over this trestle upon
which the cars carrying rock from _ the

ment of the erection of steel by June _ Ist,
BOYD.

Additional contracts covering Generator
and Grinder Room equipment wil] be let very
shortly.

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

The new Telephone Directory has been
distributed. In Gase anyone entitled to a

list has been inadvertently overlooked,
please call at the Townsite office and the
want will be supplied.
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FOR EBLIMINATION OF WASLSE

The following article was written as an edi-

torial in the ‘‘Stuff Chest,’’ published by the
employees of the Crocker-McElwain Chemie:!
Paper Manufacturing Company.

It is a splendid analysis of the problem of
waste, and is of the constructive kind, because remedies are suggested for the evil.

Leyalty, honesty and intelligency wil

overcome this most objectionable feature in
the industrial world. The human element
bears the biggest percentage of responsihility for waste.

of the most knotty problems which

modern industrialists must solves is the problem of waste. All along the line of the production process, from the receipt of the raw
material to the shipment of the finished yea:ts
this problem thrusts up its unwelcome head-—-

now appearing in the guise of spoiled or
lost material and equipment; now i1n the
aspect of wasted energy and lefficiency;
snon in the manner oft subtle e«onfliet or laek

of co-operation between the various human
members in the process.

The problem of waste 1s called a ‘* knotty’’
problem. There is an obvious reason for this.
It lies in the fact that waste is fundamentally a ‘‘human’’ problem; one that cannot be
dealt with without dealing quite considerably

in ‘‘personalities.’’ The mechanical problems in production lend themselves quite
readily to solution upon the appleation of
mathematics; but, when we find ourselves
facing a problem more or less suffused with

human frailty, we are, indeed, put to it to
find a proper method of subjugation.

The problem of waste in industry is not
one that can be laid at the.feet of any par-

ticular group. It may be, and often is, a

combination of errors perpetrated by all the
members in industry — ownership, management, and employees. Even competitive conditions in the market, economists tell us, contribute something to the total result.
It has been intimated that all the menrnbers in industry* are more or less to blame
for the problem of-industrial waste. But this

fion, Ownership readily recoenizes its port
1 the problem; also does utanagement inl
eniplovees. The big job Hes in getting each
group to assume its particular duty, and in
co-operation with the others, bring sbout the

necded

lt will not be a tutile effort, perhaps, for
us fo consider, for a moment, just what the
respousiilities’of each group are for efficient
and thrifty produetion. {ft 1s Obvious that
ownership provides the plant and equipmens,
nud, 1 @ general wav, establishes what eélass

of product will be manufactured.
ment earries the direetion ot these properties; looks out for their upkeep; and formelites the conditions under which production
will be carried on. The emplovees perform
the actual meantpulation of the plant and
equipment, and generally assist manavenent
m achieving the desired quantity and quality
of tne product,
tloywy

(FOES

waste arise out of these re-

As has been. mentione:, jit
sometimes appears in the guise of spoiled or
latiouships ?

lost material and equipment; sometimes :t
appears in the guise of wasted energy ani
efficiency; and sometimes in a lack of ¢ooperation and subtle conflict between the
varlous human members in the process,
How can waste be eliminated? Only when
al] the groups—ownership, management sand

employees—unite thelr common duties to
conserve material and equipment; to us:
energy wisely; and to build up a relationship
of mutual confidence and co-operation. Carelessness, unfriendliness, prejudice, mistrust,
abuse, false pride, dishonesty—all these milformed qualities of personality must be elim-

inated 1f we would eliminate waste, for
the common profit of all the group in industry. ’’
A REMINISCENCE

P

truth does not justify ‘‘passing the buck’’
by any particular group; nor does it admii,
on account of the overlapping aspects oi
waste, any doubt concerning the peculiar responsibility of each group for waste elimina-

Not so very. long ago a man told us of an
oecurrence down at the Mill which we think

is worthy of repetition and comment. Ile
is a man who his knocked about to a econsiderable extent. He is not a meehanie, but
in years of experience ut different kinds of
work since he came to this country he has

pecome what might be termed a ‘skilled
helper.’ The morning he started to work

RIVER DIGHSTER
he was put on a job new to him. For a
moment he paused to size up the job and decide which was the best wav to begin. Right
then something happened which, he says, he

will never forget nor cease to be grateful!

for. One of the men who was elose bv

stepped up and proceeded to show him the
best and easiest way to handle the situation.
This was done quickly, efficiently and with-

out any unnecessary talking. When the
good Samaritan was through he gave a wave

of his hand and was off without a word.
The beginner kept on at his work. He had

tinct advantage over the old system. Mr. Ed.
Smith, the wharf superintendent has a private
oftiee. A good sized room is provided for the
Kingeombe Navigation Company, and a simtlar one for the yacht ‘‘ Norsal.’’ These rooms
are intended for storage of spare gear and fittinys so that in future the persons concerned
will be independent of the wharf sheds. The

whole building is well lighted and fitted with
steam heat. Wash rooms and toilets are installed making for comfort and convenience.
The same are greatly appreciated.

no more difficulty. Getting off to such A

WATCH US GROW

good start had a most inspiring influence

A perusal of the letter following shows a
very gratifying state of affairs in regard to

over him. He felt kindly toward his fel-

low workers because of the readily protfered help of one of them. It was only 2
matter of time when he was familiar with
his surroundings and able to make a goo4d

showing for the wages he received. He
never forgot his introduction and has since
then looked for an opportunity to repay by
giving some other new man a helping hand.
And this is no fable.
This 1s the right spirit. Manv men are
quite capable, but strange surroundings and
different systems, topped off with a nervousness on the part of a good many, tends
to hamper efficiency for a time at least. A
word to the wise from a fellow worker sometimes saves many minutes and banishes the
dread on the part of the stranger of making
mistakes.

WATERFRONT NOTES

January 28th was an eventful day on our
raterfront, being the date when the wharf
staff moved into their new and spacious quarters erected at the junction of the two pliers.
The addition of the Dominion and Canadian

Nutional Express agencies to the duties of
the wharfingers made their old office far too
smnall for the work.

The new building houses

our local public school.
The natural increase goes on apace. During the year past some 60 children were born
‘yn Powell River and suburbs. The 1924 census

shows some 2200 names. If this ratio was

maintained throughout Canada we would soon

be a rival, in point of population, with our
cousins to the South.
POWELL RIVER RURAL SCHOOL DIST.
Office of the secretary
Powell River, British Columbia
“Willard FP. Beal, ESsq.,
Principal Powell River Public School,

ai, Powell River, B.C.
At a Rural
meeting
of the Board
Trustees
of the
River
School
held
thisPcwell
aiter-~ir:e

noon, it ‘was decided that it would be

necessary to procure the services of another

teacher, in order to take care of the un-

usually large number of admissions to the
receiving class at this pericd of the school
year and arrangements are being made
co that this class may be instituted on
Monday the. 16th Inst.
The Board desires at this time to express
io vou its pleasure and Satisfaction at the
so0d showing which the various Classes
have made under your care assisted by a
well balanced staff of teachers, endorsed by
the
School
Inspector
and further
evidenced
hy the
raising
cf the school
to the
status
which it now occupies, as one of the best
equipped and best taught graded schools in
the Province.
In conveying to you and the teachers this
cote of confidence in your efficiency, exerted
as it is so often under trying and unappreciated conditions, the Bcard wishes you
tc feel that it is its earnest desire to assist
vou in every way possible towards malintaining the school’s present standing.

the wharf superintendent, the head paper
cheeker and the wharfingers under the one
root. All business is now transacted over the

Yours very truly,
ANDREW HENDERSON,
Powell River, B.C.
secretary.
February 3rd, 1925.

eounter and the varnish is alreadv showing
signs of wear through the forgetfulness of
some of the partons pawing for the brass rail

CHRISTMAS DIGESTER
We still have a few numbers of the Christ-

whieh is not there. Berth signal lights are
al] regulated from this office and as the signals ean be seen from the office it 18 a dis-

Anyone wanting a copy or two
to send away may have same by ealling at.
Room 8, Central Building.
mas issue.

Powell River Production

1. Louise Venutti
)». Kenneth Hutchison

>. Robert Bader
4. Earl Bradford
6. Norman Thompson

3. Alfred Andrews
/. Roy Hembroff
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to give
expression to the spirit of harmony

writing about it, then pay a visit to the
office and confide in the editor; he wil] not
abuse your confidence.

and co-operation existing dDetween

all iundividuale in our organization and community.
C".. L. CULLIN, Editor
meron OR IAL,

XR. Woodruff

T. D. Rees

STArE

W. McGillivray J. McIntyre
Ka. Smith

G. T. Kynock CM McK. Cole

R. CC. MacKenzie
W. Hutchinson

Photographers—Lane Studio.

We have received a communication from

Westview. This has no signature. It is

against the rules to publish any article or
letter unless it 1s signed, or a eard sent along

with the name of the writer. It is also a

rule not to divulge the name of any corre:
spondent.

Kach and every member of the organiza-

NOTICE REGARDING RADIOS

t on is invited to contribute. Copy must be

the office of the Editor, Welfare Dept.,

; Gymnasium Building, not later than the 10th
of each month.

We should strongly advise any members of

the community intending to instal a Radio
Instrument in their homes to ask the advice

sincere Invitation, we almost used the word

of the Electrical Superintendent before doing
SO.
Mr. Craighen would be very glad to give
intending purchasers the benefit of his knowledge and experience in Radio Engineering.
It is necessary to obtain permission from
the Townsite Department for the erection of
outside aerials before any construction work

tion for the columns of the ‘‘ Digester. ’’
The magazine is published with a view of
being a benefit to the community, and the
self same community is hereby invited tu
express opinions and ideas in the columns of

Notiee is given that on or about March
Ist, certain heavy blasting may be carried

POWELL RIVER BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vol. 4
No. 2
February, 1925
AN INVITATION
Tio our readers and friends we issue a most

to come forward with contribu-

it’s paper. All must realize the impossibility of the editorial staff covering everything
of interest that occurs 1n our midst. Also,
sensible people will realize that we, like all
newspapers, magazines and periodicals, re-

serve the right to exercise a watchfu] eye
on all and every article submitted.
We invite constructive criticism, somethiny

that will help and make us think, anything
that is interesting to our community, and
amusing to all. There is no desire to hurt
the feelings of anyone, far be it from us to
do so, or to contribute to anything that would
cause a pang or a heart-ache. Common sense

must govern. On the other hand, if any
one desires to have comment made or notice
drawn to any subject, and does not feel like

Iw done.

NQ } e OUSEHOLDERS

on by the contractors around Riverside.

It 1s not yet known how heavy this bliasting may be, but it is considered advisable
to warn householders in order that at the

time of the blasting they may leave ail
windows open, and unchecked, in order that
any excessive concussion which may take

place wil] not injure the glass in the windows.

Notice will be posted on the bulletin board
about 24 hours before such blasting takes
place, and householders are advised to look
for such notice when posted, and when this
is done, to take the precaution of opening
all windows in the house during the operations.

POWELL RIVER COMPANY LIMITED.

POWHLL DIGHKSTHR
GRINDING ROOM RUMBLINGS

Jimmy Fell-is still celebrating the happy

event of his wedding, judging by all the
fireworks on Cedar Avenue the other mght.

Most of the town turned out. Jim says he

elther has too good a stove or the local dealers sell a superior kind of firewood, anyway
the eook is not to blime for the fire 1n the
chimney.

One of the late menibers of the Grinding
room staff on leaving town was able to dispose of all his surplus property with the exception of a perfectly good marriage license.
There are very good indications that one of
our sereen tenders will be needing the abovementioned article soon, and we thought if the

fact was brought to his attention he might
be glad to get it—szt a bargain.
We do not intend to mention anv names
but 1£ Nick is interested all he has to do
is to get in touch with the editor. He has
been spending much of his spare time lately

with the ‘*weaker’’ sex, and admits that

‘he is getting along fine.’’ Stay with i,

Niek, faint heart never won fair lady.
While making tests in the Sereen room a
few days: ago one of the engineering staff
missed his stop watch. After looking in vain
for some time it was discovered that one of
the boys in the Grinding room was ‘‘holding’’ the wateh on Charlee Brown while lie
was making his rounds for samples. Charlie
claims he can do the 28 grinders in next to

nothing flat and stil not exert himself,
Harry Mitchell seemed to take an unusual
interest in the last copy of the ‘‘Digester.’’
On making enquiry, however, we found it
wasn’t the editor’s notes he was reading
over and over, but the article on ‘‘Stump’’
farming, telling how Dr. Marlatt burnt his
stumps. Harry says he will give it a trial
because he 1s anxious to get rid of his stumps.

POPULAR MECHANICS

All the boys who attended the Burns’ ban-

quet and dance agree that 1t was a huge
success. George Higgins reported the loss
of his wrist watch during the early part ot

He prizes the watch very much,
not so much for the intrinsic value, although
the evening.

it did not cost him anything, but for the

sentiment involved. It was presented to hip.
by a corned-beef-and-cabbage piant in the

East. One Paterson, who had been very
chummy with George during the evening, was

taken in charge bv the plain-clothes men.
Upon strict search being made there was
found several large lumps or chunks of hag.

gis, but nothing resembling a wrist watch.
He was let go with a warning. Mr. Higg1
has our entire svmpathy.

will be found. After the banquet, Jim ARthony and several of the boys indulged in a
foot race along 2nd Street. Rumor has ath

that Jim is training for a race with Nurmi,
the Finnish wonder and champion. If this
can be arranged it will be a Finnish finish,
because Jim had it all over the boys here
and would have without doubt won the race
easily but he mistook the course and got
tangled up in a fence. He says he did not
lose, the others won. If it had not been for
the fence the results would have been dItTferent. The only thing that makes him sore
is the breaking of a perfectly good thermos

bottle he had had with him al] evening.

Charlie Hamilton and *‘*‘ Dad’’ Benner have

placed a standing order for pokers at the
blacksmith shop. The bovs believe that these
weapons are far superior to the old fashioned

rolling pins with rope handles.
This 1s the very latest on Gus Courte. Last

Sunday one of the boys called on Gus. As
the visitor approached Gus’ place he noticed
a number of young pigs weaving back and

forth across the road, squealing in an exeited manner.

‘(What the dickens 1s the

But, oh, how he hates to tackle the stones.
He gets enough of them on the job, being a

matter with the pigs?

The Grinding Room artists wish to draw
the attention of the other departments in

I used to call them to feed by tapping the

the Mill to the faet thatc‘*‘For The Past
Five Months There Have Been No Accidents

In The Grinding Room.’’ Can you beat it?
Safety First, Last and Always.

Have they gone

Crazy?’ Then Gus started to explain. ** You
see,’’ said he, ‘when they were quite young

side of the barn, and now the woodpeckers
have got them going.’’
FAMILIARITY BREEDS CONTEMPT

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
GOOD SPORT

FATHERS AND SONS BANQUET
Those who attended the banquet Saturday,

February 7th, surely had an enjoyable and

an interesting evening. After a Grand Mareh

Every one will wish good luck and suc:
cess to the boys of Powell River who are
coiling to Westminster on the 17th of March

led by Mr. Jim Mathieson all present ranged

next to take part in the events held under

spread with meats, beans, salads, pies, cakes,

the auspices of the Provincial Amateur Boxing and Wrestling Association,

up alongside the tables, which were well

cookies and fruits. ‘‘O Canada’’ was sung,

and a blessing asked by Rev. Hugh Graham,
Mr. R. B. Linzey, as chairman, carried things
gleong with a hum. Immediately supper was

finished Curley Woodward, in a few very

apprepriate and well-chosen remarks, propesed the toast to ‘‘Our Dads,’’ which was
responded to by Mr. C. L, Cullin. Mr. George
Wilsen entertained the company with two
cheice songs receiving well-merited applause.

Mr. Ralph Lett, of Vancouver, gave a very
interesting 15-minute talk on ‘‘ International

Boy’s Work in Canada and the United

Stateq?? *‘*QOUR BOYS’’ was ably given
by Mr. James Innes. Response was made

to this by Billie Mathieson in reg»-

lar ‘*‘home-run’’ fashion, bringing rounds
of applause. Messrs. Innes and Benner
then treated the company to a saxophone
duet. ‘*‘Hob’’ Sholto Marlatt proposed the
tonst to ‘‘Our Mothers’’ in a most nalve
and charming manner. Mrs. H. EK, Benner’s
response to this grand toast and theme was
the masterpiece (or mistresspiece) of the evening, though the good lady did make most

startling statements. Jack Hill proposed a
vote of thanks to those who were responsible

fer the work of arrangement and preparation, the chairman supplementing several
names, Mrs. Scott being given well merited

thanks for her aetivities. The orchestra,
under the direction of Miss Ruth Ketchun,
deserve special mention.
The Vancouver Wesleyan Intermediate ‘‘A’’

basketball team defeated the Powell River
Tuxis boys by a score of 41 to 26. Lhe game
was a good one for the spectators, being very

fast and showing splendid combination,
especially on the part of the visitors. The

local boys rallied the first part of the second
period but were not able to sustain the pace.
A varied programme of basketball, boxing
and wrestling, and:some exhibitions of blinda-

fold boxing, and barrel boxing by the girls
sent the spectators off into roars of laughter.

Taking it altogether it was an evening well
spent. There should be more of the kind.

There is nothing in the line of sport that
will more quickly develop the man in the boy

than participation in just such contests.
Early in the game a boy learns that he must

keep his body in a healthy and clean condition. He becomes wrapt up in his ambttion to succeed. There is no room in his mind

for anything else. He is a stranger to dissipation and late hours, and as he acts so
he thinks—cleanly. There is an old saying
in England something to this effect: ‘‘the
battles of Great Britain were won on the
erieket field.’’

We don’t want to think any more of battles, as generally understood, but we do need

to bear in mind that those who are fitting
themselves for the ‘‘battle of life’’ with a
clean wholesome body will have a consideruble advantage over those who are not Ss»
fortunate.

Let us give the boys all encouragement
possible.

SUITABLY REWARDED
We wish to express our appreciation to
the three boys who so promptly extinguished
the fire set by some malicious persons near

the Telegraph Battery House during last
week. ‘‘Safety First’’ badges have been
presented to Ernest Ardley, Ernest Clyde

Campbell and Joseph H. Davenport, for their
timely action in preventing what might have
resulted in a serious fire for the Government
Department, and we wish to publicly express
our appreciation of their action.
POWELL RIVER COMPANY.

Boy (to tradesman): °*A paper in yer

window says ‘Boy Wanted.’ What kind of
boy do you want?’’ Tradesman: ‘A nice,
quiet boy that doesn’t use naughty words,
smoke elgarettes, whistle when he’s on his

errands, and when he isn’t get into mischief —’’ Boy: ‘*Garn, you don’t want no
boy; you want a girl!’’

POWHRLL RIVHR DIGESTER
IF VOU WERE BOSS?

We would grieve did one think our readers

entertained the idea that we ‘‘preached’’ in
this magazine. It is not the intention. But,
once in a while it harms none of us to in-

dulge in a little introspection. To put ourselves in the other fellow’s place and wonder
how we would conduct ourselves.

discipline. That is good for our souls; if
we cannot learn to take orders, we will never
get 1n proper shape to give them.
If you are planning for a Boss’s job, study

your Boss and see if you can measure up
to his specifications; usually you will find

that you stil] have quite a ways to go—
but don’t let that keep you from trying.”’

The Kodak Magazine prints the following
article, which may help jog us out of ourselves and set us thinking.
‘‘Have you ever considered just how you
would measure up if you were the Boss? Lf
you were the Boss, and someone under you
made a plain darn fool mistake would you
be as tolerant as your Boss?—or would you
blow up and raise Cain generally?
When something comes up that you do not
understand or you are not certain as to just
what course to pursue you consult with the
Boss, not so much because he is the Boss,

but because you know that he can point
the right way out. If you were the Boss
could you do this?

You many times have things that worry
you; you may have a serious illness in your

family, or be under the weather yourseif.
In such cases can you always be smiling and

pleasant? If you cannot, why expect it of
the Boss?

When the day is done your responsibilities

cease, you do not have to give your job

another thought; the Boss cannot get off sa

easily though he would like to. He carries
his job—and yours—with him every hour he

is awake. That is one of the unpleasant
things that goes with the Boss’s job. The
Boss 1s just as human as you are; he has
the same assorted likes and dislikes, the
same susceptibility to aches and pains; the
same regard for his fellow men, and probably a much greater interest in your personal welfare than you may suspect.
Some day you may get to be a Boss your-

self. If you do you will have earned the
job, and. maybe there will be times when
you wish you were not a Boss. No matter
how high a man may climb he will always
find a Boss over him. The president of the
United States has more Bosses than anyone
else, millions of them, including you and me.

The Boss has authority and has to enforee

Do not oil a truck on a conerete floor. If
you cannot do the job over a wooden drain,
be sure and wipe up any oil that spills over.

Think of the other fellow.

When you get nails from the mill store,
pick up any you may drop whilst you are
carrying them to the job. We recently had
two small accidents, within an hour, froin
this cause. Pick up any edd nails you may
see lylng around.
There are still numerous cases where em-

ployees do not use goggles when working at
emery wheels. Goggles are supplied at each

wheel for this purpose and it cannot be too
strongly pointed out that in the event of an

accident not only do you run the risk of
losing your sight but your claim on the
Workmen’s Compensation Board is thrown
Out. It pays to work safely from every point
of view—it relieves you from pain and saves
you dollars and cents,
Guards are made for your protection. Be
sure and see that they are in place before
starting up.
There once was a tug with a crew,

That crew, not the tug, had the flue.
When they hit the cold breezes
The bally crew sneezes,
’Cause the name of the tug is ‘‘ Teeshoe.’’

suitor: ‘‘ Your daughter has just promised
to be my wife. Is there any insanity in the
family ?’’

Parent (emphatically): There must be.’’
it ail depends on how one reads the notice.
Charlie Wright, the erstwhile genial engineer
of the tug ‘*‘Teeshoe’’ advertises as follows:
‘*Anyone wanting a good theroughbred Airedale dog, come and see me.’’
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MANY HAPPY RETURNS TO THE FOQOi-LOWING EMPLOYEES ON THIS THE
MONTH OF THEIR BIRTH

21 'T. Rawson

22 K. Bransby

22 Wm. MekKkenzie

ANNIVERSARY

A

Sutter

kK. Wara

(Z1DSOon

Polson
BramuZzo

W. Donnenworth
Mel. Gordon
Hurrell
Smith
kk’, Wasp

I’, Davenport

Challis.
DeGroot
D. Maclsaae
MM. Morrison
Jones
Robertson

A. Baker

M. Clapp
Ethofer
Goldsmith
Randali
Seendo

C. Thomson
Baisutti

W. Godfrey
RK. KWreig

b. Smythe
EF. J. Wiliams
P. Marin

}
10 A. J. MeCormack
G. Sehuler

W. Dawson
J. J. Fullerton

C. P. Kelley

EK. J. Radford
Ki, Lapp

H. W. Frith
QM. Fabris

A. H. Gerhart
Annie MelLeod
G. B. Thomas

W. H. Davenport

L. Aprilis
T. HK aecos

W. K. Law

23 K. Taylor

24 <A. Campbell
24 G. Cansian
24 KR. Craig
2A H. J. Davies
24 kf. Perin
24 G. Potter

24 A, D. Praij

27 A. PRP. Eraser .
lo st. Kes

20 <A. Longstaff
a
O N. Hammerton

2 A, Marin

2f KR. MeBain
J. H. Phillips
27 P. Reilly

. 26 JJ. Watson
2706S. Ziprick

28 SS. Chambers
28% tL. A. Meleombe
2S J. H. Norman

28 G. Quarin

oS J. H.Wilson
51 A. SS. Farnden

BIRTHDAY PARTY
Mrs. W, P. Alexander entertained on Saturday afternoon, January 3lst, in honor of
her daughter Margaret’s seventh birthday.

/fter ample justice had been done to the
good things, the afternoon was spent in

games and music. The prizes were won by
Alex Reld and Mina Holmes. pongs and recl-

tations were given by Harold Foster and
Myrtle Jones. Thelma Hutchison delighted
the company with a dance. Taking it altogether a very enjoyable afternoon was
spent by the children,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Donigan were the

Tl. V. Lidston
A, MeCullough
T Prentice
D. Robertson
J. Hinge
R. R. Watson
W. Jamison
D. MeMaster
R. C. Bledsoe
O. lLyzack
W. D. Howe
L. MeCubbin ~
R. Read
J. Caw
Hannah L. Donkersley

simon pure host and hostess at the dances
given at their home on Friday and Saturday
evenings, January 23rd and 24th.

A. Commi1zz1

other.’

W. Bell Barelay

We are, most of us, very lonely in this
world. You who have any who love you,
cling to them—and thank God.

‘‘My little boy is quite well, I thank you,
Mr. Smith,’’ replied the proud mother.

it’s a boy!’’ exclaimed the bachelor

in confusion, ‘‘I knew it was. one or the

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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UNDERSTOOD AT LAST

FINISHING ROOM

The erew of the Finishing Room consists

ot nbout 35 able-bodied men. The word ablebodied is used because it takes men to handle

the work. The rolls of paper are taken from
the machines and covered for shipment. This
work 1s done by hand and requires dexterity
and skill to accomplish. Great care must be
exercised. Whether a roll of paper reaches
its destination in good conditien largely depends on how it 1s covered.

Part of the work of the finishing room
crew 1s to eut and wrap the flat paper used

in book and job printing offices. Also any
rolls that have the slightest defect or flaw
are re-weund and cut to length. Cores, on

Two Scets were staying in a London hotel

for the first time in their lives. When they
had been shown to their bedroom, one of
the visitors discovered that there was no
soap in the dish, so he rang the bell and

chambermaid quickly appeared. ‘' Ye
micht bring up a wee bittie o’ sape,’’ requested the Seot. The girl looked at the

guest in open-mouthed bewilderment, unabte

to understand a word he said. ‘‘Dom it,

lussie,’’ thundered the. irritated gentleman
from the North, ‘‘ecan ve no’ understand

plain Seoteh?’’ The maid gave a sigh of
relief and departed, to return in a few moments with a bottle and two glasses.—Ex-

which all rolls are wound are mace in this
department. It 1s one of the busiest in the

change.

Moll. Our Finishing Room correspondent tells

husband would you advise me to look out

us that good will and harmony prevail.
boy!

Atta

Sweet Young Thing: ‘‘What kind of a

for???’

Married Woman Friend: ‘* You let hus-

bands alone, my dear, or you’ll get in trouble.

A grease spot on a man’s suit of clothes

You look out for a single man.’’

is all that you can remember of the wav
he was dressed.

That’s how our poor human

minds function. We specialize on the im-

— ‘He that has money is bothered about it,
and he that has none is bothered without it.’?’

perfections,

PARTING

WHERE THE VEST BEGINS
‘* Down where the belt clasps a little stronger,

Down where the pants should be a little
longer,

that’s where the vest begins.

Down where you wish you were a little
slighter,

Where the shirt that shows is a

little

whiter,

Where each day the buttons grow a little
hghter,
That’s where the vest begins.

where the pains are in the making,
And each meal will soon start in aching,
That’s where the vest begins.
Where each added pound is the cause of
sighing,

And you know in your heart that the scales
aren ’t lying,
And you just have to guess when vour shoes
need tying,

That’s where the vest begins.’’
—The Eleetrikat.

And so you say it all must end,
That you and I shall meet no more,
That I’m to lose mv dearest friend
(Forgetting all that’s gene before.
Were memory the slave of will
’"Twere easy for us to forget
Minister to a mind that’s ill
And still the voice of sad regret.
T’ll not question what you say

And yet I know it’s not the end,

tt.

For there will come a future day
When I shall seek and find you, friend.
We tarry here so short a while
To play ovr parts as best we may
So let us play them with a smile
For only once we pass this way.
Choose as you may the parting ways,
The roads we take will meet again,

I’ll not forget those by-gone days,
Nor yet that sunshine follows. rain.

A. S. Cc.
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he is Mill Construction Foreman and a steady
and reliable employee, always on the job.
In August 1909 he was married to Miss E.

Curd of Dover, Gladys and Sydney, his twa

W IAM HUTCHISON

‘*Bill’’ to everyone. One of his chief at-

tractions 1s the easiness with which he breaks
into a smile. He’ll do that when he sees this.
He is Scotch and seems proud of it, claiming

Fifeshire as his birthplace. When quite a
young lad he started working at the paper
mills of Guardbridge and then to Valley Field

mills, both in Scotland. ‘‘Bill’’ then con-

tracted the foot-itch and packed his wee bag

and started for Canada, arriving in Winnipeg sometime during 1904. From there he

ehildren, are attending High School in Powell

River. Wally’s long suit is lawn bowling.

Baseball is what he likes to watch. His gardens take up a considerable part of his spare

time, and they show the result of intelligent
CATE. He is very fond of fishing—when they
are biting good—You bet.

moved West to B. C. and attached himself to
the payroll of the West Kootenay Power and

Light Co., at Bonnington Falls. New Zeajand was °° Biill’s’’ next objective.

There he

met and was married to Miss Pauline M.
Schuler of Auckland. Some six or seven years

elapsed and then he hied himself back to
Canada bringing up at Powell River in 1913.

there are four branches of the Hutchison
family, all sturdy and sound replicas of father and mother.

is in charge of the

Beater Room operations and is rated as a
valuable employee of the Company. May his
shadow never grow less. He is very easily

satisfied. All ke wants is plenty to eat, a

comfy bed, a day’s fishing now and then and

plenty of time to play with and get acquaited wi’ his ehilder.

WALLACE E. WILSHIRE

‘fWally’’ Wilshire sounds more familiar
to the people of Powell River.

That’s what

he is known by to all and sundry. Gillingham, Kent, 1s his birthplace, but he served his

apprentice at Dover as earpenter and

joiner, and put in the full seven years, the
recognized time in England for one ‘‘to learn

the trade.’’ Aiter working several years in
the South of England he journeyed unto Canada, the Land of Promise, and finally fetched
up at Powell River m May 19153. At present

GEORGE M, DICKER
George M. Dicker is one of Auld Scotia’s
sons, claiming Forfarshire as his place of
birth. After attaining manhood he received
the appointment as head gardener at Dupplin

Castle, Perthshire, the home of the Ear] of
Kinkoul. He was married in 1902 to Miss
Mary MeMurdo, of Dumfries, Scotland, at
(Zreenoe kK. there are two daug *-~s: Mrs. W.
Tapp, of Powell River, and Crissie, now at
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business college, Vancouver. George is at
present janitor at the Powell River public
and high schools. His favorite games are
ericket and football, and for recreation fishing takes first place in his estimation. George
is publie spirited and willing at all times to
help out for communty good.

JOSEPH FALCONER

‘¢Joe’’? is anither o’ the bairns frae the
land o’ the heather, Portknockie, Banffshire,

being his birthplace. There he went to
GUISEPPE PICCOLL

school, finishing his education at Aberdeen.
He developed the roaming instinct early and
left for Canada in his late ’teens and joined

Guiseppe Picolli was born in Codroipo,
Italy. He is now residing in the Wildwood
distriet. He arrived in Canada in 1909, and

the staff.of the Traders’ Bank at Toronto,
afterwards being transferred to St. Cather-

coming to Powell River. He started with

tion with the bank-and went to work for the

worked for the C. P. R. for three years before

ines and Webbwood. He severed his connee-

the outside crew but very shortly went to the
Grinding room where he has been ever since,
except for a month when he was transferred
to the beater room. Guiseppe is a hard workx-

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Co. at

Mrs. Picolli, he is carving out a home for the
future. Such people are a credit to any community.

ola, Ontario, remaining with that company
till 1913, when he resigned and took a trip
home. On his return to Canada he came
west to British Columbia and joined the staft
of the Powell River Company. Joe had an
anibition to attend the B. C. University but
the Great War ealamity started and inter-

We suggest—that—along with the other
good resolutions we are all prone to make

not return till January, 1919. He was

ing individual. He has a nice piece of land

on Wildwood flats, and with his growing
family of four girls, a big husky boy, and

at this time of the year—each one of us look
over our book shelves, pick out the books and
magazines we have borrowed from our friends

—and return them. It is much better to return the books and retain the friends than
to keep the books and give up the friends.
Don’t you think so? Do it now.

fered with his plans. He went overseas with
the 29th Batt. November 6th, 1914, and did

through some of the very heaviest fighting.
Got a few scratches here and there, and a
wounded hand and arm at Hill 60, but was
finally knocked out with a bullet through the
knee and other wounds from a bomb near

Arras in April, 1918. At Avion in February
he received the D. C. M. Joe is a benedict,

Around about the time your best girl is

having married Miss Alice McecKissock.
There are now two winsome lassies in the
Faleoner household, mother’s pride and

twenty-one or so she gets very sore if you

daddy ’s joy. Before Joe’s Knee was put. out

overlook her birthday. After she gets around
forty-one or su—she isn’t so darn particular.

of business he was a very fast man on the
soceer field. He is an ardent lawn bowler,
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always ready to uphold the honors of the
home team. He 1s fond of fishing and hunting and usually manages to get a few days
off during the hunting season to get a chance
at the deer and goat. Joe’s position with the
Company 1s that of Mull Secretary.

COMING EVENTS
The Women’s Benefit Association is holding a sale of home cooking and tea in Centra!
Hall, Monday, March 9th, 1925.

An illvstrated lecture, ‘‘Mighty London:

the Wonder of the World,’’ by Rev. J.
Williams Ogden, F.R.G.S., in Central Hall.

(What it is and what it does—Cont’d)

It meets the boys’ eraving for romanee
and adventure. Recalling your own boyhood

you remember how in your reading, your
play, your dreaming, you loved to imagine
yourself a great war hero; a discoverer anc

an adventurer; a hunter in the jungles of
Africa; a cowboy; a knight, rescuing the
weak and punishing the evil-doer. The boy
of today dreams the same dreams. Kspect-

ally in Canada, does he love to imagine

himself a pioneer back-woodsman; an Indian,
in 2 log house or wigwam, hunting, tracking,

Thursday, February 26th. 150 splendid
Views.

RECEIPTS FROM JOVIAL JESTER
CONCERT—FEBRUARY 9, 1925
RisCKRITTs

To Tickets sold by Mr. G. Wilson ............$ 32.65
* Mr. G. Patterson.
18.00
£4

“Mr. 8S, Wilshire
“ "Mr. G. Clapp

must find some outlet for his superabund-

anee of energy. Like the healthy puppy,

he must race and chase and struggle with

his fellows. Scouting provides the ortlet

4 OO

&¢

44

44

riding bueking bronchos. Scouting satisfies

this love of romance. Every normal boy

11.1ft

“* Mr. R. Lumb
2? 50
a “ Mr. R. Shaw ....
9 35
““ **§ Mr. J. Richardscn .._. 36.50
““ *€ Mr. S. Marshall.......... 12.85
“Mr. Dougherty
5. OF
* Mr. FEF. Nello _.
» O45
Cash taken at door..........................
DISBURSEMENTS

Printing Tickets
Printing Programmes
Powell River Drug Co.
Powell River Department Store.
Tarisian Costumiers .....................
To R,. M. BANHAM (IN TRUST).......... 264.45

:
T

and controls it.
Through a ¢urlous but well known twist
of human nature the average boy, by preference, 18 going to take advice and many examples of habit, speech and principle from
oller boys and men outside his own familv.
Most men ean reeall how readilv, as boys,
they responded to the notice of older boys,

or of some men other than their father,

and aceepted them as authorities and examples. Seouting meets this with the safe
advice of the Seoutmaster—the sympathetic
elder brother.
At a eertain stage the average boy, especially the small town boy, is going to faee the

attraction of the pool-room, or some other
similar always-open elub, with it’s free and

easy fellowship, and the games of chance or

skill, and with its too frequent atmosphere
of disrespect for authority, for womanhood

When I[ quit this mortal shore
And mosey ’round this earth no more,

Don’t weep, don’t sigh, den’t grieve, don’t
sob;

I may have struck a better job.
Don’t go and buy a large bouquet,
For which you’ll find it hard to pay.
Don’t hang around me, looking blue;
I may be better off than you.

Don’t tell folks that I was a saint,
Or any old thing that I ain’t.
If you have dope like that to spread,
Please hand it out before I’m dead.
If you have roses, bless you soul,
Just pin one in my buttonhole,

Loday, while I’m alive and well.
Don’t wait till I’m safe in—(Heaven?)
—Oregon Beaver.

and elean manliness.

His Excellency, Lord Byng,, of Vimy,
Governor-General of Canada, said: ‘‘Making good citizens mentally, morally and
physically, is the finest work that is being

done in this world. That ks Seorting’’s
Job. 7’

some sage remarked that ‘‘the way to

man’s heart is through his stomach.’’ This
may be, but, the wife should use something
else than a can-opener to get the best re
sults.
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CHAT OVER THE TELEPHONE,
It would appear necessary to again request

the users of the automatic phone system to
exercise a greater measure of care in the

operation of individual phones. Careless
handling is leading to a poorer measure of
service, and in some instances actual damage
to switchboard equipment, which is of course

out of sight of the phone user, but vital to
every phone in town and not merely a passing annoyance to any one phone user.
The habit of violently pulling the receiver
off the hook will in itself be suffleient to
vive a wrong number upon most occasions,

and ean give the ‘‘busy line’’ signal before
the user pegins to dial.
To pull down a wrong number, of course,

one the wreng line, and to pull down

a wrong first number or wrong hundred hum-

line may not be busy. This sometimes oecurs here, though Powell River has rather a
high average in the matter of trunk lines as
compared to the number of installed phones.
The telephone is yet to be devised that will
vo over to the neighbors and bring one home
to answer a e¢all. Should Jones happen to
be at Lodge or over at Brown’s playing Mah

Jong with Mrs. Brown, then you will surely
have telephone trouble if vou stand by with
the receiver off waiting for the Jones phone
to drag the old man home.
These last lines may appear Irrevelant or
even *fplum’’ foolish, but we know that sucn
things happen every day. So, until phones
with attached messenger services are really
installed, a little consideration and a measure

of co-operation in the matter will save tha
much abused phone equipment, and give ail

ber, 1f you will, gives nothing but a ‘‘ busy

phone users a truly tip-top service. Thank

buzz’’, meanwhile tying up much of the

You!

switching equipment and giving a legitimate
call a **busy buzz.’’
More time should elapse between calls.
Some phone users have a habit after finishing a eonversation to immediately ring up
another number without allowing the equipnent suffieient time to clear itself after the
previous eall—this produces nothing but a
‘“busvy buzz’’, Hang the receiver up eare.
fully in one firm and decided movement—

do not fumble it nor slam it into place, for
the automatic phone system is as complicated

as your watch, and will give a service equal
to the best chronometer in town if used right.
So, more time should elapse between cally,
let uS sav a minimum of three seconds after
hanging up your receiver and taking’ awav

vour hand. All this permits the required
electrical impulses and mechanical movemenls

to funetion normallv and without undue
strain.

Reasonably slow and methodical use of
automatic telephones will reduce to a min1mum the often needless cry that a phone Is
‘fon the blink again.’’ Anv automatic telephone system, like every telephone system of
any appreciable size, cannot provide a private

trunk road for everv user. There are just
so many highways, paved roads, ‘‘matln
drags,’’ ‘‘trunks’’. When the traffie reaches
the point where each trunk line is occupie‘l
then the busy signal is given, so that signul
ean mean a busy trunk line though the called

A BOY’S COMPOSITION ON WATER

Water is found everywhere, especially
when it rains, as it did the other day, when
our eellar was half full. Jane hnd to wear
her father’s rubber boots to get the onions
for dinner. Onions make vour eyes water,
and so does horse-radish when you eat too

mueh. There are a good many kinds of

water in the world—rain water, soda water,

holy water and brine. Water 1s used for
a great many things. Satlors use it to go
to sea on. If there wasn’t any ocean the
ships couldn’t float and they would have to
stav ashore. Water is a good thing to catch

fish in and to run under bridges. Nobody

could be saved from drowning if there
wasn’t any water to pull them out of, Water

is first rate to put out fires. That is all 1
can think about water; except the Flood.

Q.—Dear Mrs. Dingleberry: Last night a
voung man ¢alled on me and brought with
him a box of eandies. When he left he took
vihat remained of the candies. Do you think
him selfish ?

A.—No. Seottish—Hot Dog.

Q.—Allan, ‘‘Say, Fred, would vou kiss a
girl on the front poreh?’’
A.—F red, ‘‘Well—aw, say, whatyva givin'
us???
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SOCCER FOOTBALL

League table up to and including February
Sth:
Goals

Pts.

P WwW L Dp F A
HWlks Jl COBH GDB OG 10

St. Andrew’s .......8 4 3-1 ° 9 6— 9
Indians ..................6 . 0 lL ¢ 13— 8

Half the season has now passed and for
the first time the Elks have managed to get

their nose in front, and they say that the
end of the season will still find them ahead.

Time will tell. Each team plays 14 games
and the probable end of the League season

is Sunday, April 19th. The many football
fans will be delighted to learn that Mr. A,
EK. McMaster has very kindly denated a Cup
and Badges. The Cup-to be played for each
Se@aASOTL,
At a meeting of the league executive

it was decided, that, owning to the league

championship being so far advanced, to award

the badges to the team at the top of the

league at the end of the season. The Cup,
this season, was to be played for in a knockout competition, after all league games had

been played. The draw for the Cup was as

follows: First round, Elks vs, Indians, St.

Andrew’s receiving a ‘‘bye.’’ Final tie:

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
In use by the Powell River Company in conn
ection with the Mull and the Townsite work.
Fordson ‘lLractor.

Studebaker louring Car—o passenger.
Dodge Touring Car—4 passenger.
Ford Delivery Truck—1-ton.

Ford Garbage JTruck—1-ton.
Oldsmobile Truck—l-ton.
Graham ‘T'ruck—144-ton.
Graham Garbage Dump Truck—1%-ton.
White Dump Truck—3%-ton.:
Repubhe Dump Truck—2%-ton.
Oldsmobile Fire Truck—1-ton.

Ford Truck—l-ton.

Ford O11 Wagon—1-ton.
2 of

Johnny (returned from Sunday School)—
‘Mother, have they got any automobiles. in
heaven???

J

_ Mother—‘ Why?’’ . :

St. Andrew’s vs. Elks or Indians. Hard ‘and
fast games will be the stuff served up from
now on, so rally round and give your support.

Johnny—‘‘Because at Sunday School
everybody sang: ‘if We Love Him Here

promptly at 2:30 p.m.

The elass in physiology. was displaying itself before some distinguished visitors, ‘‘Can
any little girl tell me the three foods required

The games each Sunday. will be started
LIMERICKS

There was a backtender of fame
Who worked with might and with main;
But through hustle and worry,

He got in a flurry,
And. now the poor blighter’s insane.

An oiler named Billy, they say,

Hid the. tools of the millwrights- away.
New, when he. sees Kelly
He shakes like a jelly

‘Cause life. for that oiler ain’t gay.
A boom-man who’s always called Sam

Fell. off from a log ina jam.
As -the. bubbles ‘he blew

Aboard the ‘‘ leeshoe’’
The crew thought he spoke of the dam.

Below, He Will Take Us Home On High’,’?

to keep the body in health?’’ inquired one
of the visitors.
There was a silence until one of the larger
girls in the back row held up her hand and
replied:

‘‘Ver breakfast, yer dinner, and yer supper. ’’

—Pharmacal Advanee, _

Nick, the barber: ‘‘Any special way you.
want your hair trimmed, young lady??’’
Young Lady: ‘‘Yes, with the scissors. If
I want it trimmed witha ribbon or a bird’s

wing, I’d go to a milliner.’’
Miss Till, to her ct#ss: ‘‘Now, children, it

there were four flies on the table and one
was killed, how many would be left???

Bright Little Girl: ‘‘I know, teacher; the

dead one.’’ .
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THAT ‘‘Winter is past and lo, the time of
the singing of birds 1s at hand.’’

THAT of all dangerous fluids, ink is the

worst—ask any chemist.
eee Morey uns We muBht THAT where paper is abundant, disastrous
worry occaslonaily.
MAY oeccuUr.
THAT 1f we merely owned the ©. R. or 1 TAT war made thCe WoOor;r
"la Saife for democthe United States we might be slivhty.
ly agitated from time to time.
THAT we plead ‘‘not guilty *’ Ol} voth THAT war makes the world unsafe for posterity.

counts, so worry is a luxury far beyond our reach.

THAT all this does not prevent ‘‘A_ lustv
love of life and all things human.’’

THAT ‘when there is no war, the blood of

9 nation runs thin.’’ Yes! NO:

THAT our unstinted praise

TEAS We are a’! interested im the Canada ol

O-day and our €1t1Zens O

THA'L we are olad to wele

to the

goes

Jovial
Jestersoftor
splenic
tertainment
thetheir
other
night.en

O-mMmaorrow.

lv re

sa tam mat) tin

AS WE are glad fo we come | annua THAT there was a tip-top array of talent.
some of non-British stock
revealed and a realy ough grade

THAT the elements of our. order of eitizenship must be reflected in the character and atmosphere of our elementary

schools. This is surely imperative.
THAT this makes ovr elementary schools
quite important in our sight.
THAT British history generally and Cana-

Show
<Crewned
Sorte
THAT the
‘‘Six
HundredDRE townsfolks
who
attended must have proved a mignty
encorragement ee these Jovial Jesti

_ ors aes

a4

Ae to at Onfad

THAT many a fellow perpetrates tie oe hi

Sst peep «
dian history in particular must be: THAT *‘*Dad’’
Watson is soon to hold a
correctly taught.
series of bargain sales — Friday

his/Wet Good’ Emporium.

FHAT the Commission at present surveying
our educational system will no doubt
bear this well in mind.
THAT if the standards of school efficiency

can be raised, then they are surely
going to be raised.
THAT there is much verbal froth anent secession in evidence these days.
THAT from where we stand we are unable
to even imagine a secession of this
nature.

THAT Dad needs to be eareful or he/’7ll be
‘Ckilled in the rush. ’’
THAT the new uniforms for our Provineia!
Constables
pring pave been promised tor
2

=.

oa

THAT they are to be of khaki with green
ia

epaulets—ridin”
breeches and Sam
Browne belts for fixin’s.
THAT the Dominion Parliament eonvenes
this month.
THAT with ‘‘QOQld Moore’’ we predict that
much discussion will take place.
T

ad

a

THAT Canada,
is essentially British is beYONA alt Question.
THAT it will remain so as long as the common people will it.

ve

THAT our
pack oO
nea
Oo Ca
ws. gardens are beginning

THAT the British conception of Govern. THAT another season of keen rivalry 1s

ment is respected by all nations.
THAT British traditions and institutions are
loved and revered, and will be maintrained whatever the cost.

about due.

THAT with all field games so popular here,
fresh vegetables will be scarce this
year—consequently higher prices.
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THAT we are again privileged to do homage
to that mighty American—President
Abraham Laineoln.

THAT his simple grandeur, wisdom and

patience, his unfailing courtesy and

his faculty for understanding are
still «a eause for wonderment and

eoOmmand our unreserved sdmiration.
TELAT these very qualities tend to make him

a lonely yet intensely human figure
and one who still profoundly stirs the
nearts of true men of every nation-

ality.
THAT primarily and naturally ‘‘Abe’’ Lin-

coln belongs to the American Peoples

who are justly preud of him; but a

man of such a ealibre belongs to all

LHE JOVIAL JESTERS
We are indeed proud of the fact that without going outside of our own community we
are able to put up an entertainment such as
the Jovial Jesters under the able management of Mr. George Wilson gave us in the
Central Hall on the evening of February 9th.

It was a thoroughly enjoyable and high

grade show lin every respect.

The ladies who took part made an excellent
showing in sketches, sengs, monologues and
the daneing.

The men, too, took part in an equally sumen everywhere. We are glad he
lived; as a splendid and inspiring perior and efficient manner; the parts in the

personality he still lives.
THAT there are those of us who have split
fence rails and who are still pioneers

sketches were well put over, the monologues,

to-day, Abe Lincoln’s blameless pubhe life—as clean as a hound’s tooth.
THAT the Lincoln programmes sent out by

things on the programme. The new boys
in our midst did mightily and the old timers
were just as acceptable as ever, just as en-

at heart, who would fain hold out
the various U. S. A. stations were
thoroughly appreciated by the local
radio fang.

THAT these talks across the international
back fence are surely tending towards

a better understanding of our neighbors.

THAT Canadian stations would do well to
emulate the American stations—for
the best results they need to understand us better.

THAT the local radiation evil ig still causing some concern to local radio fans.
THAT the solution has not yet been reached.

. This is an inspired article from the pen
of the ‘office devil.’ In his wanderings to
and fro he hears scraps of conversation and
opinions expressed. Of course, being a wise
young devil, he does not believe all he hears,
Dy no means. One of the very latest schemes

evolved from the faeile brain of one of the

ete., ‘top notch’’ and the songs were excel.
lentty rendered, perhaps one of the _ best

joyable as ever. About the only criticism
we can fairly make being that the performer
on the “‘come and go’’ machine might have

treated us to a little more of his rea] (if
old time) musie,

There was not a poor performer in the
whole east and we have purposely refrained
from mentioning names because the whole
performance was in every <letail a top-noteh
affair. The attendance too was most gratify-

ing, the hall being packed by close to six
hundred men, women and ehildren. Seats
were not available to all, but the less fortunate ones seemed quite willing to stand rather
than miss the show. For those who were on
afternoon ‘‘shift’’ the show will be repeated,
we beheve, with some changes in the programme, so we look forward to another evening of splendid entertainment.

staff is: that for every hour of overtime

Not the Jeast pleasing thing about this

worked one should be recompensed by two

splendid effort of the Jovial Jesters being the
substantial sum of money raised towards an

hours off the next day or so. The instigator of the idea had great fun. listening ‘to
the opinions offered pre and econ. One impetuous person began planning to take ad.
vantage of the idea but he was promptiy
squelched by another who, in a pleasantly
sareastic manner, insinuated that if he applied himself to his tasks during working
hours, there would be no need for overtime.
We are going to ask the ‘office devil’ to contribute an article every once in a while.

end that meets with the approval of the
whole of Powell River. The spirit of kindliness is well alive in our midst, and when

ctizens are satisfied to work so hard in coupling their expressed sympathy with such con-

crete examples of their good-will, then we
are ready to admit that they are worthy of
all honor and they unquestionably have the
hearty thanks of our entire community.

POWKRLL RIVER DIGHSTERR
RABBIE BURNS CELEBRATION

G. Wilson.

pome of the songs rendered dur-

ing the evening were ‘‘The Star o’ Rabbie
Burns,’’ ‘I’m Ow’re Young tae Murry Yet,’
‘Mary Morrison’’ and ‘‘Cam Ye by Athol.”’

One Hundred and Sixty-Sixth Anniversary
The birthday of Scotland’s National Bard
fell this year on a Sunday, and the local annual supper and dance was held on Monday
evening, January 26th. Avenue Lodge was
again the place of meeting, and for the first
time the gathering was under the auspices of

All the singers were encored and were liberal!
in their responses.

the St. Andrew’s and Caledonian Society.

company then adjourned, at 10 p.m., to

President J. G. Brown oceuplied the chair and

tral Hall.

expressed the opening words of welcome,

closing with a toast to ‘‘The King.’’ This
was responded to by the singing of the National Anthem.

The haggis was then ushered

in with all due respect and ceremony, being
carried on a platter, under the Scottish standard, borne aloft by brither Scots while the
special piper went before in kilts and plaidie
an’ a’, and the skirl o’ his pipes brought the
guests to their feet with a cheer, The ehairman then addressed the Haggis in the Immorta] lines of Burns:
‘(Muir fa’ yer honest sonsie face,
Great chieftain o’ the puddin’ race.
Weel are ye worthy o’ a grace

As lang’s my airm’’ ...

after which Mr, W. P. Alexander gave the

The vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. G.
Paterson in his own inimitable way, and the

The hall was crowded, there being quite a

number of spectators. Soon the music of
the Powell River orchestra started and the
floor was crowded with merrymakers, The
introduction of dances of a typical Scotch
nature was an innovation enjoyed by those
who took part, also the onlookers. .-Abund-

ance of good nature prevailed. Everyone
was there to have a good time, and, to ail

appearances, succeeded to the nth degree.
Someone suggested that Scotch celebrations should be held more often.

PYTHIAN SISTERS

White City Temple No. 11, Pythian Sisters, held a public installation of officers
in Central Hall, Friday evening, January
23, at 8 p.m., followed by a banquet, at

Selkirk Grace:—
‘Some hae meat an’ canna cat,
Some hae nane that want 1t;
But we hae meat, an’ we ean eat,

which all enjoyed themselves,

The supper was then served, the menu Including beside the Haggis, bashed heeps and

After listening to the teachings and the

Sae jet the Lord be thankit.’’

shiverin’? Dauvit with abundance of shortbread, ait-cakes and scones. The toast of tne

evening, to ‘‘The Immortal Memory of the
Bard,’’ was proposed, for the third year in
succession, by Rev. Hugh Graham, the con-

cluding lines of his’ eloquent tribute to
‘¢Burns, the Poet of Democracy,’’ being:

tae Rabbie Burns!!

He stan’s alane.
We’l] never see his like again—
At least while we have breath to draw—
Oor Rabbie is abune them a’.’’
The second toast, ‘‘To the Land we love,”’

was proposed by Dr. A. Henderson in his
usual racy, apt and humorous fashion; and
the final toast **‘To the Lassies’’ was in the
capable hands of Mr. J. R. Melntyre.
The artists who assisted were: Mrs. J. Mallis, Mrs. J. MeCulloch, Mr. W. Deans and Mr.

The Installing Officers, Past Chief Sister Mrs. Milnes assisted by Sister Greenfield, put the work on in splendid fashion.
high principles of the Sisterhood, which are

its very foundation, one can realize the
good work the Pythian Sisters are carrying on in our community.
The tableau by Flora and her httle flower
girl attendants was indeed a pretty seene.
This part of the ceremony belng put on by
Sister Ruth Price assisted by Beth Moore,
Gladys Milnes, Edna Hutchison and Doris
Greenfield.

The following officers were installed for
the coming term: Past Chief, Mrs. Meck all;

Most Excellent Chief, Mrs. Hatch, sr.; Excellent Senior, Mrs. Price; Excellent Junior,
Mrs. Fletcher; Manager, Mrs. Cowley; Mistress of Correspondence, Mrs, Parry; Mistress

of Finance, Mrs. McDougall; Protector, Mrs.
Parkin; Outer Guard, Alice Milnes; Pianist,
Mrs. Crask.

POWELL RIVER DIGKSTEHR
PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT

Powell River Review No. 23, W. B. A.,
met in Central Hall January 19. Mrs. C.

Laing, D. A. Organizer; Mrs. N. Pettipiece,
P.R.O.B., and Mrs. Hackett, of Vancouver
Heights Review, were distinguished visitors.
Mrs. Pettipiece called the meeting to order
and proceeded with the ceremonies. The
organizers were delighted with the large class

of thirty-six. Instruction in the beautiful
work of the Order was then given, and full
organization was completed. Each of the
Visitors gave a short talk wishing the Re-

view every success. They were very pleased
with the Guard work. This was followed by

» Fund Mareh which resulted in a

goodly sum for the ‘sick fund.’
INSTALLATION OF ELK OFFICERS
On January 21st the local Order of Elks,
No, 63, held their annual election and installation of officers. Bro. W. A. MeLeod, a Past
Exalted Ruler and officer of the Grand Lodge,
installed the following:
Rro. T. W. Fletchev....................Kkxalted Ruler

(Who promises to ‘‘extract’’ the best
out of the new officers.)
Bro. W. Hutchison
.. Leading Knight
(Will take some beating. )
Bro. Frank Tooker ...................Loyal Kmght

(To ‘*paint’’ the future a rosy one.)
Bro. Roy Grigg ....................Lecturing Knight

(A wire’’ who will carry a ‘‘full

load.’ ”)
Bro. Geo. T. Kynoch. .........................Secretary

Business Men’s Class, Tuesdays and Fridays

A lot of us have reached middle age—all

of us must reach it. Few men land there

gracetully—more come in puffing and panting—livers baulking, stomachs stubborn as
Arkansaw mules, one eye on work, and the
other on the medicine chest.

What are you going to do about it? Sit
around and think it over unti] it may he
too late. Physical fitness is a challenge to
your mental viewpoint on life; it is a reflee-

tion on your judgment. For, in 95% of cases
there 1s no real reason why you should not
keep that wonderful body machine of yours

“hitting on all six.’’ Start now to put

yourself in trim for present and future use.
Get-ready for the summer outdoor season,
and when you need reserve energy in later
years, you'll be able to draw without any
N. S. F.’s.
The work in the classes is good sport. It’s
not too voilent and the cost is a detail. We

are not out to develop champions; just
healthy, strong, bodies.

Vigor, pep, and punch are needed today
as never before, and that’s but part of the
reward of the men who attend these classes
reguiarly. lLet’s get ACTION. JOIN now
the most suitable class.

Tuesdays and Fridays, at 5:15 p.m. or
p.m. Mondays and Thursdays.
Baths—A good shower bath after a workout in the Gym., makes a fellow feel like new
We have the best in the Provinee.

BASKET BALI,

(A good take-off and a three-point landing. )

Bro. Wm. Stoney ......_..-...........-....... Treasurer

(Who we hope will never be ‘‘stoney
broke. )

Bro. F. Smythe oe eee Quire
(You tell ’em, Fred.)

Bro. Hugh Graham ................................Chaplain

(To ‘‘minister’’ to our spiritual needs.)
Bro. J. . Woodley ........................Inner Guard

(To see that the Lodge gets an even
‘“break.’’)

Bro. Frank MeNeill
(To keep the members in arrears out if

it takes the ‘‘bull’’ gang.)
Bro. J. N. McLeod, Sr. ........................ Trustee

(An efficient ‘‘steward’’ of our assets.)

At time of writing a Basket Ball league

18 being formed to play out the remainder
of the season.

The ex-Stars, Tuxis Boys, and

Finishing Room teams will compete. It is

hoped that a suitable trophy will be put up.
Iwo girls’ teams have been formed—the
Vampires and Fireflies.
Badminton is going strong. The married
ladies class have taken to it with enthusiasm,

and outside of class hours, the court is vacant only before noon now. Any members
wishing a game should notify the physical
director in advance if possible to save disappointment.

RK. L. DOIDGE,

Physical Director.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
GIRL GUIDES’ CONCERT

On Monday evening, February 2nd, the
First Powell River Girl Guides Cempany held
a econeert in Central Hall, Mr. KR. H. Camp-

bel] kindly taking the chair.
The entertainment opened with a Fairy
Danee and Song, by the Guides. They were

dressed in white, with wings, and wore

wreaths of paper narcissus, and tinsel, making a charming effect.

A sketeh entitled ‘‘If’’ was given by the
older Guides. The ehief characters were
taken by Betty McCulloch and Gladys Wil.
shire, who represented ‘‘Flappers’’ and who
later became guides. Wilma Sadler teok the

part of an old lady spinster. Mary Alexander and Edythe Banham were patro! leac-

ers. Ambulance work was done and the
stretcher drill performed by Thelma Innes,
Catherine Brand, Mary Law, Elsa Haddon

the year just ended has been a most success-

ful one. A vote of thanks was extended to

the Captain for her work. The treasurer’s
report was then read showing that financially
also the year had been a success. The retir-

ing committee was given a hearty vote of
thanks. Miss Blain then took the chair for
the election of officers, and Mrs. Barr was
appointed secretary pro-tem,

The following officers were elected: Hon.

orary President, Mrs. N. R. Lang; Hen.
Vice-President, Mrs. A. BE. McMaster; Presi-

dent, Mrs. J. R. Melntyre; Vice-President,
Miss Blain; Secretary, Miss Jean Seater;
Treasurer, Miss Helen Ruddick; Executive
Committee, Mrs, C, R. Marlatt, Mrs. R. H.
Banham, Mrs. W. Law, Mrs. E, Greenfield,
Mrs. EK. Rawson, Mrs. McCullech, Mrs. W.
EK. W. Milnes, Captain. Mrs. W. Ritchie,
Brown Owl.

and Edythe Banham. The Camp Fire Scene,

with the singing of songs, was well done,
and the Company ‘‘howl’’ was given. The
following helped to make the evening an
unqualified success: Rev. N. J. Thompson,
pianoforte solo; Rev. H. Graham, recitation;
Mr. R. Lumbard, song; M. J. Walker, recitation; Messrs. Innes and Benner, saxophone

duet; quartette party, Mr. and Mrs. Hall,
Mrs. R. Shaw and Mr. J. Loukes; glee singing; Mrs, C. R. Marlatt accompanied all songs
for the Guides. Guide Betty McCulloch, rec1-

The Man (having surrendered his seat)—
‘*T beg your pardon! ’’

The Girl—‘‘T didn’t speak!’’
the Man—‘Sorry, ‘I’m sure.
you said ‘thank you’,’’

I thought

-—Ihe Bystander (London).

‘“See here, you old raseal, why didn’t you
tell me this horse was lame before I bought
him ??’?

tation; Guide Kathleen Marshall, skipping
rope dance; Guide Alice Smith, pianoforte

‘Wal, the feller that sold him to me didn’t
say nothin’ about it, so I thought it was a

solo. The badge demonstration by the Guide
Company was very effective.

secret. ’’

Before the singing of the Closing Guile
Song of Service, the Captain, Mrs. Mulnes,
thanked all who assisted them that evening,
and the parents and friends as well for the

interest shown in the work of the Guides.
The proceeds of the concert go towards a
Camp Fund for the coming summer. The
evening closed by singing the National Anthem.

GIRI, GUIDES’ ANNUAL MEETING

There once was a chap named B. I.

At golf, he really did try.
His form made him fret,
And we lay a safe bet,
At home it caused many a sigh.

An ardent devotee is Ken,
Who onee made the third hole in ten;
When his slice drives him wild

You may think he’s ‘‘hard biled.’’
Can’t say that I wonder, d’ye ken?

The annual meeting of the loca] association

of Girl Guides was held in the Patricia

atre on Tuesday, January 17th, at 4 p.m.,,
Mrs. J. R. MeIntyre occupying the chair.
The reports of the Captain, Brown Ow!
and the Secretary were read and showed that

Our club boasts a member ealled Kd.,
Of whom it has often been said,

If his shot endeth well,
The story he’ll tell,

Makes us wish him, just like his ball—dead!

POWBRLLE RIVER DIGHSTER
ST, JOHN’S UNION CHURCH

sermon Topics For March
Mareh Ist— ‘My Neighbour.’’
Mareh Sth—‘*‘ Secrets. ”’
Mareh 15th—‘** The Gospel of Forgiveness.’’

Mareh 22nd—'What Do We Mean By

(Yonversion ?’?

ST, PAUL’S CHURCH
Calendar:

February 25—Ash Wednesday.
Mareh 2?5—Annuneiation of B. V. M.

April o—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Good Friday.
April 12— Easter Day.

Mareh 29th—‘The Way of Christ.’’
The annual congregational meeting wus
held on Wednesday, January 28th, and was
weli attended. Mr, A. Lewthwalite occupied

the chair. The various reperts—from the
sunday School, Women’s Missionary Societv

and Ladies’ Aid, also the Treasurer’s statement and Auditor’s report, were read by the

secretary, Mr. Gordon Milroy. A report of
the organized Bible Class at Wildwood
Schoolhouse was also presented, and the
Pastor outlined the work of the past year,
expressing the hope that co-operation—not
competition—between the different organizations of the Church weuld be the ruling note
for 1925—also alluding to the prospect of ex-

tension of the Guild Room in the not far
aistunt future. A recommendation was put
to the meeting and carried that ‘‘the Session and leaders of the three principal organizations of the Chureh be asked to join
the Manager’s Board and decide, with them,

the business of the Chureh.’’ Nominations
were made to fil] three vacaneles on the

Board, and the following were carried bv aeclamation: Mr. M, Mackenzie, Mr. J. A. Carr

and Mr. C. L. Cullin. The full Board now
stands as follows: Chairman, Mr. R. H.
Campbell, Secretary, Mr. Gordon Milroy,

Treasurer, Mr. M. Mackenzie, Mrs. L. Hicks,

Mrs. R. H. Campbell, Mr. H. Atkinson, Mr.
J. A, Carr, Mr. C. L, Cullin—Mrs. J. Innes,
Mrs. J. R. McIntyre, Mr. R. B. Linzey, Mr.

A, Lewthwaite, Mr. J. Mallis and Mr. D

Smith.

The question of a new organ came up for
discussion ancd on motion of Mr. Black a2
subscription list was started and the sum of’
$120.00 x1mmediately donated by those pres-

ent to start a fund. A committee have now
the matter in hand, and it is expected that
an instrument will be decided on by the beginning of March.
(Rev.) HUGH GRAHAM,
100 Poplar Avenue.

My Dear People:
We are approaching the Lenten Season of

the Church and before we reach it I want
to say a few words to you all in regard to
it. Lent is first of all a time of retirement
from the world of pleasure in order that we
may have more time to be alone with God,

take stock of our spiritual condition, find

out our failings, bad habits, negligences and
sins, and with God’s help to try earnestly to

fight and conquer the ‘°*sin that doth so
easily beset us.’’ And all this because we
believe we need this holy season of forty
ays, Just as mtch and more so than did our
blessed Lord. In 1t we come to Him for
special strength. which He is always willing

to give to those who come in all sincerity.
The Chureh teaches us to ‘‘fast and pray
lest we enter into temptation.’*’ Much of
our sickness in the world today is the result
of sins against ourselves, against nature and

against God. Jesus, the Great Physician,
is the onlv One who can heal us. He woulda
heal us first by the forgiveness of sins; but

we must be trcly penttent, and seek anew

with all our hearts to please Him. If we

enter Lent in such a spirit as this, coming
to our Saviour for forgiveness, absolution,
healing and strength to live the Christian

life more strongly, then Easter Day wilt

dawn more brightly for us than ever before.
Because we will get a fresh manifestation
of the goodness of God and the beauties of
God’s good world, the joy of God’s forgive.
ness, and healing of soul and body, which 1s
theirs only who are at peace with God, and

also new hope and strength for new life in

our Risen and Living Lord and Saviour,
Jesus Christ.
Your Friend and Rector,
N. J. THOMPSON.
-

The world is full of men who are making
good livings but poor lives.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
SUPERSTITION
A great many people protest they are not
influenced by signs or sounds—Maybe yes
Maybe no. For instance, a dog howling ai

midnight, means a death. Tut tut, there’s
nothing to 1t. Or, it 1s extremly unlucky to

WET MEASURE—NEW RHYMES
Two pints, one quart,
Two quarts, one fight,
One fight, two cops,
T'wo cops, one judge,

everyone knows the old chestnut about

One judge, thirty days.
Another old one—when prices were diqfferent :—
Ten cents, one drink,
Ten drinks, one drunk,
One drunk, ten days,
or ten dollars.

breaking murrors. Mirrors should be made
of cast 1ron.
The following signs are to be depended

A gentleman is a man whe keeps his word
to those who are powerless to make him do

move to a new abode on a Friday, or to watk

under a ladder the same day and have 2

bueket of paint fall on you. Or, again, it
is very unlucky to tumble into an open
drain on a Saturday and break your leg, and

upon, so it’s a safe bet to avoid the obV10U8.

A few reminders how to do wrong:

A erack in your chimney is a sure sign
that you are going to move.
To see a paper hanger paper over a fluehole indicates an impending loss.
It is worse luck to look in a dark closet
with a match than to see the new moon over
your left shoulder.

When the wind moans it is extremely

bad luck to burn trash near the house.

Jf you smell gas or gasoline, and look for
it with a hghted match, it 1s probable that

vou are about to start on a long journey.

If you have a pile of rubbish in your

eellar, it indicates a crowd of people are
eoming to your house.

The ehild who plays with matches will

gain experience.
A quart of gasoline will cause an autome-

bile to move three miles. A similar amount
used 1n household cleaning may cause three

auto fire trucks and an ambulance to run &
similar distance.
Cooks who do not desire to burn their
breakfasts should refrain from starting the
fire with kerosene.

Max. Smith—‘‘Gee, I’ve got a cold in
my head this morning.’’
Dorothy MecGillivray—‘‘Well, that’s something, ’’
Store Manager—Looking for something,
madam ?

Fat Lady—Husband.
Store Manager—Mezzanine floor, mai] order department.

AN APPEAL
To everyone in the district who is eligible

to be on the Voters’ List, te see that his
or her name is on. At the time of the last
Provincial Elections there were 3221 names
on the voters’ list and only 1796 used their

franchise, in the neighberheod ef 956 per
cent.

This shows a deplorable lack of interest of 44 per cent. of the people in the atf-

fairs of the district. And outside of that,
the fact remains that several hundred others

did not even have either the time or inelination to get their names recorded. This

is not right. Our government is simply a
large business concern and we the peeple,
are shareholders. It 18 our money that ecarries on the business and we should have a
say as to how it 1s used. As shareholders we

want results and returns. There is little
use and no satisfaction in standing off and
indulging in carping criticism. It is waste
of time and extremely silly. Ne vote, no
volee, no identity. So get busy, and get on
the voters’ list at first opportunity.
We are not interested in how you vote.
Everyone has a right to his or her opinion,
Vote for whom you please. After the elec-

tion accept the will of the majority and

help along the affairs of the district by pull-

ing together. Nothing will be gained by
pulling apart.

If this district registered 100 per cent.

efficiency at the polls on election day, we
would make those in authority sit up and
take notice,
GET ON THE LIST—DO IT NOW

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
ACCIDENT RECORD

The following table shows the number of

(lisabling accidents occurring in the Mull

during December and January, and the days
lost in each department. It should be noted
that the ‘‘ Days lost’’ are computed from the
doctor’s estimate.

2 hm we w
Ss

s

Ont fH nant

POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEE®S’ SICK BEN E-«
FT sSsocitHTY
Strntement as at December Slist. 1924
A «set s—
tlospital Kquipment ....--..-...

Cash in bank ...................$ 3,080.94
Acets. receivable
12,871.52
Supplies on hana
1,104.69

Petty CASH ee

Wood Room

Reserve for bad aebts

Surplus

Grinders .......-.--.-

Sulphite Dept.
Screen heom ..
Beater Roon

500.00

4.904.28
1,900.00
21,082.83

28. §37.11

ineome—-.

Empoyees’ Hospital Fees $ 1,512.56
Other income ................... 1,467.58

|

Finishing Room, Core

——-—$ 3,080.14

Balance-—Loss for bJeC.............-...-

Room and Rewinders.... ....

And SCOWS OL 6 2 it
Steam Plant and Bouler

iuxpense—-

Salaries and Doctor ........$ 1,674.77
Operating Expenses ........ 2,899.98

HOUSE ....... cnn eee een ecco cece

—_—__—_—-—-§ 4,074.35

Generator Room and Elec-

STICK BENEFIT FUND, DEC, Sist, 1924

trical Department ........... ....

income—

Townsite OL OLB

Planing Mill, Lbr. Yard

1] 195

and Carpenters’ Shep.... -...

Machine Shop, Blacksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop ana

§ ] 312.56

152.42

$ 1.464.983

F.xpense-—

Mill Store, Dept. Store,
Icehouse, Avenue Lodge,
etc.)

Totals cc & Bl
i 094
Minor accidents, such as slight cuts, abrasions, burns, etc., have net been tabulated.

STATEMENT FOR JAN. DIGBRSTER, 1925

Efficiency of Paper Machines
No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4

Highest per cent... 96.8 96.7 99.5 99.6
RG5 77.6 $£=%S&S7.6
939 933 =9§6.7

Hours and Tonnage Lost, January 192d
Hrs. Lost Av. D’y Lost l'ge. Av. Dy
25 00 1.04 58.90 DAD
No.
No. 2........ 20.25 4 AT. 71 1.99
No. 2......... 21.75 OL 64.44 ? 69
No. 4........ 17.75 4 52.09 2.19
Paper Production, January 1925
No. ?

Co., Ltd. cece eee. ee 434.92

1 dt

ee eens ee eee eee

No. 1

Employees’ Fees................$ 8795.04
Grant from Powell River
Loss for DeC. ellie eee enue ee

Miscellaneous (Yard Crew,

Average oe

994 DT

S 4,074.35

Wharf and Paper Storage

Lowest ee

G87 93

HOSPITAL OPERATING, DEC. Sist, 1924.

10

Maehine Rooms exes

300.06
387.93

$28,637.11

Liabilities

9 15

13.01

——_—- ——-~—. 17,970.16

Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance ....3
Ins. premiums unexpired

Accounts payable
Reserve for depreciatio

Log Pond

$10,879.02

(Yurrent Assets:

NO. 3

1193. 909 1302.68 1621.76 1621.47

No. 4

1,464.98
Benefits paid
No. of patients in hosp. as at Nov. 30...
No. of patients admitted during Wee,
No. of patients remaining in hos. Dec. 31..
Benefits paid to 28 members.
VITAL STATISTICS

and Mrs. S. Hughes—sSon,
Dee. 21—Mr. and Mrs. G. Baxter—son.
Jan. 17—Mr. and Mrs. WW. Butterham—son.
Jan. 21—-Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Jan. 14—Mr. and Mrs. A. Richards—VDaugnter
Keb.
and Mrs. G. Milroy—son.
Dec. 20

Frank Nello, our new Safety Inspector, in
a facetious mood, addressing Charlie Brown

down in the Grinding Room: ‘‘Who were
the three Wise Men?’’ Charhe, in the same
kind of a mood: ‘fStop, Look, Listen.’’

There are some of the benedicts about town

would like to know how it 1s that ‘‘ Dave’’
Gardiner, our popular fire chief, can pull off a
stunt like earrying home a lJady’s boudoir
eap—and get away with it.

POWRLL RIVER DIGHSTEKER
(FOLE

The various Gelf Club tournaments have
been held up to some extent during the last
month by general bad weather and the heavy

rains which have formed the habit of con-

vent tournament play occurred when ik. Pea-

eock made a hole-in-one in his mateh with
Black. This feat was accomplished on the
120-yard 4th hole, when Peacock’s ball hit

the bank at the upper side of the green,

centrating at the week-ends. In spite ot

skidded across, and hopped into the cup. By

poor playing conditions, however, the Men's

golfer’s ultimate aim and joined the 1mmortals. This is only the second ‘‘one’’ td

Handicap Singles, the largest tournament
now in progress, has got well started into the

this simple act of fate he has achieved the

competition Lang Defeated Graham, Gordon

be registered on the 4th hole, although some
eight or nine have been accomplished in all
since the opening of the course.

ecoek d. J. H. Kelly, Gardiner d. Foote, Jack-

The play on the two new holes has been
more successful than had been heped. With
the teeing-up regulation in force these fair-

feurth round. In the second round of this

d. Rawson, Chalmers d. Mclaughhn, Mackenzie d. Young, C. F. Kelly d. Kyle, J. hk.
McIntyre d. Lockie, Black d. Flett, Ik. Pea-

son d. Corbett, Zumwalt d. Lee, Garrett d.
Falconer, MeLean d. Fletcher, Armour (1.
R. W. Peacock, Macken d. Stewart and A. 8.

MeLean ad. Dr. Henderson. In the third
round Lang d. Gordon, Mackenzie d. Chat:

ways have turned out te be quite playable
and not many balls have been Jest. The
greens are thin but fairly even and sheuld
stand up for some-time under the wear before it is necessary to close them again. It

mers, J. D. MeIntvre d. C. F. Kelly; Black

is certainly obvious that we are geing to

dl. FE. Peacock; Jackson d. Gardiner, Zumwait
d. Garrett, C. MeLean d. Armour and Macken

have some very interesting and enjoyable

d. A. 8S. MeLean. In the fourth round Lang
il Mackenzie, thereby getting into the sem1finals. The latter mateh was tied at the end

of 18 holes and, after the players had
agreed to play an additional 18, was
eventually won by 3 and 2 on the 54th green.

Black d. J. R. McIntyre. It 1s expected
that several more matches will be played wu

order to fill the other three semi-final posltions, and bring about a speedy fintsh of the
competition. The finals should present considerable excitement, as this 1s the largest
tournament the Club has held, and the winner
will have had a long way to travel to reach
the goal.

In the midst of other competitions the
Husband-and-Wife Tournament has evidently
got becalmed, as only one further match has
been played during the past month. Mr. and

Mrs. Bell-Irving d. Mr. and Mrs. J. RR. MeIntyre, thereby getting into the sem1-finals.
The Ladies’ Foursome Tournament has,
however, made an advance. Mrs. Ritchie

and Miss Brett d. Miss MeGuillivray and

Miss Sparling, in order to get in the sem1finals, and the Misses O’Hearn d. Mrs. C.
McLean and Mrs. Schuler, putting themselves

in the finals, where they are waiting for the
other half of the bracket to be played.
The most remarkable ineident in the re-

holes on the new course as soon as the grass

comes up properly and the fairways get in
shape.

The Greens Committee has noticed that the

rule regarding the replacing of divets cut in
the course of play is not being carefully observed. It is to be hoped that members wil

in future pay the strictest attention to this
matter, as it is absolutely essential for the
preservation of the fairways that the turf
removed in making a shet be put back into
place and pressed down with the foot. In
other clubs the regulations provide that mem.

bers who fail to replace divots shall be suspended from all playing privileges. Such a
rule would, of course, be most undesirable in
our elub, and should not be necessary.

A rule of golfing etiquette that calls for

more careful observation on our ceurse 15

that which requires that a player should

smooth over the sand in a bunker after the
shot has been made. Unless this is done the
next player who comes along may be ferced
to play the shot from the bottom of a deep
heel print, and this is obviously unfair.
The committee also wishes to point out
that, although teeing the ball is required on
the new fairways, this does not mean that
the ground may be dug up or disturbed for
the construction of a mound. Instead of
such action, which is sure to interfere with

POWELL

RIVER

the growth of the-grass on the course, -the
members are asked to use rubber or paper
tees, or place the ball on a‘clump of grass.

Until further notice, the first hole (per-

SONNET

Not. once but. many times have I observed

How, towards the end of some long medal
round,

manent green) and fifth hole are both closed

The ball, when all seemed fair and brightly

ment matches, and the two holes on the new
course are to be played instead.
The latest tournament to star, and one of
the most popular of the season is the ‘‘ Mixed
Foursomes,’’ for which 31 entrees were :e-

Into a bunker’s gaping mouth hath swerved;
Then took the pale-faced player, duly nerved,
His niblick forth and smote the sullen ground;
And then again; again; but always found

everybody except those playing tourna-

ceived and the draw recently made. In the
first round matches already played EK. Peacock and Mrs, J. R. MelIntyre d. J. H. M.
Smith and Miss Legg 6 up and 4 to go. Condit and Miss Seater d. W. R. Smith ana

Miss I Smith 7 up and 6 to go. Dr. and
Mrs, Fletcher won by default. Gordon and
Miss Milne d. Mr. and Mrs. Barclay, 4 and 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham d. Dr. and Mrs. Mar.

latt 2 up. In accordance with a new play
inaugurated with this competition, a smal!
entrance fee was charged for each couple,
the proceeds to be used for engraving the
cups and purchasing of runner-up prizes.

FARMERS’ INSTITUTE
The Annual Meeting of the Powell River

Farmers’ Institute was held in the High

crowned,

Back to the sand that wretched globute
eurved,

Pa

Thus have I seen bright hopes lie down and
die

And hideous nines disfigure fives and fours
And turn them to a torment everlasting;
White he, the player, with his club on high,
Paused o’er the ruin of this best of scores,
Suent—but, oh, indubitably blasting!
in Manchester Guardian.

Short-sighted lady in the Department

Store—to Joe Loukes—‘‘Is that the head
cheese over there?’’ ‘‘No,’’ answered Joe,
‘fhe is only one of my assistants.’’ Borrowed
from the New York Sun.

Here is the best yet. Some joker gave

School rooms on Tuesday, January 20th.
The ever-present and all absorbing topic
of roads was freely and forcibly discussed,

Charlie Godfrew a corkscrew for a Christmas present. When he got home he wus
asked what 1 was used for. The reply was:

but as the secretary informed the meeting
that Mr. M. Manson, member for the district,

revolving door.’’

was to hold a meeting on Saturday, January

24, 1n Central Hall, to explain what was
likely to be done along these lines, no action
was taken.

The question of taxation and assessment

of properties in this district was brought

to the notice of the meeting by several members who had recently received tax notices.
Some acre lots with unfinished houses being
assessed from $2,000 to $5,200. It was decided to make further investigation, with the
ulea of taking further action at a later date.
The following officers were elected: Wm.

ki, Milnes, president; Wm. Hickman, vicepresident; Harry Atkinson, secretary. Dtrectors, W. E. Milnes, Wm. Hichman, 4H.
Hateh, 8. J. Smith, C, Zorzi and Tom Plis-

‘‘Why, my dear, that’s a latch key for a

‘*Oh, Joe, how lovely of you to bring me

such fragrant flowers. I am sure there is
q little dew on them.’’

sweeney, °‘Well there is a little, but I
will square that on pay day.’’
After one of the meetings of the Farmer’s

Institute the talk turned to planting crops
and searecrows. John MeMahon told of how

his uncle put up a searecrow so fierce andl
ugly that the crows left that part of the dis-

trict for over a year. Harry Mitchell started to laugh. ‘‘That’s nothing,’’ he _ said,
Dad put up a searecrow once that was
so ugly and threatening that the. next day
the crows brought back eight bushels of potatoes they had stolen.—Ex.

POWELL RIVER DIGHSTER
SKETCHES AND CALCULATIONS

We can quite understand F. N., having
looked after weather reports for such a iong

time, feels himself under a sort of moral
obligation to make the best of it, but we
absolutely refuse to believe that ‘‘Spring
has came’’ in spite of the fact that he most

convincingly dresses the part. ‘‘Some’’
overall, Frank!

7

Gordon’s ‘*hoodoo’’—‘voodoo’’ or whatever it is called, of bad luck at cards has
left him at last, and he has actually won a
prize. We sincerely hope he will prove an
exception to the old adage.
Gwyther, who has just left us, we hear 1s
picked for the Rep. team to play against the
‘CAl] Blacks.’? We wish him luck and hope
he gets a point for every pound he weighs—
O2R!

Fred Corbett’s Evinrude, he says, still
gives him a little trouble, but he 1s, we are
given to understand, almost in a position to
keep his promise of taking some friends up
hunting in his boat next season. Atta hoy,
Fred! He who laughs fast laughs best.
Hide has purchased a new hat, or rather

Bert Kyle presented him with it. Bert
being «a Scotsman is mighty liberal but his
generosity becomes a fault when that old

song entitled ‘‘Bones’’ is fairly well rendere.

Hide, too, has reached the stage where red

Have you seen Sandweil’s doll’s heuse?

They say it is really very interesting although remarkably enough none of these who

have been led to the site can give any clear
description of it—one man came back and
asked for a corkscrew. We wonder why.

Gray Benner has, it is alleged, a friend in
town who is a student barber. (Persenally
we doubt it.)
‘$RBo’’ Fullerton has struck a streak of
heavy sledding, having been operated on for

appendicitis. He is doing quite nicely and
will make the grade O. K. Good luck! 9ld
Timer.

The engineering staff wishes to express its
great pleasure that the R. E. is visiting them

so regularly of late. In the midst of the
bustle of big business he still contrives to
visit them for the week-ends—in fact he

spends almost every week end with them
and enjoys the golf immensely. We hear
that ultra fashionable eireles are changing
the week end from Sunday to Wednesday.
The vocal attainments of our friend Esterbrook are sadly missed by one of our local
church choirs—and incidentally we miss his

cigar smoke. We would like a little less of
his cigar smoke, but evidently we cannot
have his song without his smoke. Really
we don’t know just how to feel abeut it.
Stan Claridge is fed up—‘‘getting up be-

blood calls, and has been spending a _ lot
of hard earned cash at the Drug Store for

fore noon on Sunday to make blue prints by
the gross 1s the bunk’’ according to Stan.

shaving lotions, hair tonics, face creams and
faint but delicate perfumes. We cannot state

One of our members received a very bad
Scare some time ago. A friend having aeci-

passed the chocolate and book stage, but he

smashing of glass was heard. However, it
proved to be only his eye glasses; the rest

at time of writing as to whether he _ has

still feels that another little nibble cannot
do him any harm. Is it a sign of senility
for an engineer to go down town one night
and back the next.
Lockie took another of those mysterious

and hurried trips to Vancouver and came
back as usual looking rather tired.
The boys generally are burning lots of
midnight oil at the office and away from it.
It’s a good thing that there are four seasons
to every year and each quite different from
the other.
But seriously, we do think Charlie Hamilton should put away his Geographical Magazines and come to chureh a little oftener.

dentally hit another on his hip pocket, a

of his pocket luggage came through all

right.
The New Year celebrations are well over

now. We are glad, and sad, and serry. If
we at that time did anything we are serry

for, we are willing to be _ fergiven.
Signed... .

As it is a well known fact that engineers
as a tribe do their work efficiently, ecenomi-

cally and quietly (at least. as goed if not

better than any other gang of reughnecks)
this will perhaps explain the reasen why this
eolumn has been omitted from our last issue.

‘*We love to hide our light under a bushel.’’

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
RADIO NOTES

A lot of talk has been made, is being made,
and will be made, re the radiation evil in our
midst, yet the remedy seems slow in coming.
No easy solution must be expected. Interfering sets cannot be legislated out of existence
at present, neither can the axe be uSed, or
Russian methods adopted. Nor can all the
blame be justly laid at the door of the smal:
and inexpensive sets. Owners of the small
and inexpensive sets are keenly conseclous of

what a nuisance they may be to their neighbors—like the swine of old, they find themselves between the devil and the deep sea-—
the devil of radiation and the deep sea of ex-

pense. Men want one, two, or three thousand miles on one, two or three tubes, and
most of them want it on a loud speaker,

especially the familied man. Only regenerative sets can get any approach to these results. Regeneration can result in splendid
quality reproduction with lots of volume and,
outside of the more or less complicated reflex sets, offers the best results for the mint-

mum cutlav. But a regenerative set must
be skillfully tuned or it not only annoys the
neighbors because of radiation, but it alsa
produces poor quality reception. So we need

to modify the expectations and desires of
those whose purse limits them to two or
three tubes, and this includes most of us
who direetly or indirectly help keep the mill
wheels turning, and ineidentally earn food
and raiment and small radio sets in so doing.

If we eliminate the regenerative recelvers
of the popular one, two or three cireult type,
then we deny to ninety per cent. of our townsmen the possibility of hearing distant stations
or possibly all stations with the exception of
the local code station. The practical applica-

tion of the Golden Rule, of course, would
climinate radiating sets but unhapplly we
have not as yet reached the perfect altruistic
stage. Few towns of this size have so much
real money tied up in receiving-set equipment,

and a published list of sets locally owned

mediately available whereby with but slight
outlay, we can almost eliminate the radiation
evil. We can retain our regenerative sets,
but build in a stage of neutralized radio frequency ahead of the detector. This will 1mprove any regenerative set and will enable
us to pick up stations far beyond our pres-

ent record for long distance. It calls for

about a couple of hours pleasant work and
but a very small expenditure of cash. ‘Those
desirous of altering their sets may have free
of any charge or obligation, a diagram and
particulars of the coil from the Editor, who
will have a number of copies at his disposal
by the time this issue is in your hands. This
change calls for a home-made, or purchased,
coil of cotton-ecovered wire, a variable condenser, a small neutralizing condenser, and

of course, a tube and socket, but this is all.
Speaking particularly to owners of regenerative sets: We cun é@Glean house on this
matter of radiation without much expense,

and improve your sets in doing so, and if

after having done so we discover that much
of our trouble comes from other sets or

other causes, then we will have but littie
trouble with those responsible in clearing up
interference when such interference can be
avoided. A little good-natured co-operation
right now will bring about abundant returns
in the form of added pleasure and mutual!
good feeling among radio fans.
Anyone who may be nervous about tackling
the ehanging over of his set is assured that
cheerfully given assistance is available; there
will be no petty graft or financial obligation

of any kind involved.
Here is something for bowling enthusiasts

to go after. Ed. Sadler, on February 10th,
made the high score of the season, registering 253 pins, which was made up of 6 strikes,
2 Spares, and a spare. Who will be the first
to make 2547

Attention of the parents is drawn to the

and operated would be quite a revelation to
many of us. All this merits our serious consideration 1f we are not absolutely devoid

fact that children of tender years are allowed
to run about without restraint all hours of

of the milk of human kindness; and the

rendezvous of the bowling alley. Repeated
requests for them to leave the place seem
to have no effect. Other measurer may be
tried 1f the parents do not take heed.

owners of these expensive sets have our syn.-

pathy and give us a certain measure of rea!

eoncern. There is, however, a method in-

the evening. Thev are trying to make ¢
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Were for Safety;

How about your
And you are through.

Talee one More chance
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IKKE WALTON’S PRAYER
By James Whitcomb Riley
I crave, deer Lord,
No boundless hord

Of gold and gear,
Nor jewels fine,
Nor lands, nor kine,
Nor treasure-heap of anything—
Let but a little hut be mine
Where at the hearthstone 1 may hear

The cricket sing,
And have the shine
Of one glad woman’s eyes to make,
For my poor sake,
Our simple horie a place divine:—
Just the wee eot--—the erteket’s ehirr—

Love, and the smiling face of her.

I pray not for

Great riches, nor
For vast estates and eastle-hallis:—
Give me to hear the bare footfalls
Of ehildren o’er
An oaken floor
New-rinsed with sunshine, or bespread

With but a tiny coverlet,
And pillow for the baby’s head;
And, Pray Thou, may
The door stand open and the day
Send ever in a gentle breeze,

With fragrance from the locust trees,

And drowsy moan of doves, and blur

Of robin-chirps, and drone of bees,
With after-hushes of the stir
Of intermingling sounds, and then
ihe good wife and the smile of her
Filling the silences again—
The ericket’s call
And the wee eot,

Dear Lord of all,
Deny me not!

I pray not that
Men may tremble at

My power of place
And lordly sway,—

l only pray for simple grace
lo look my neighbor in the face
Kull honestly from day to day—
Yield me his horny palm to hold,

And [’ll not pray for gold;—

The tanned face, garlanded with mirti,
It hath the kinghest smile on earth;
The swart brow, diamonded with sweat,
Hath never need of eoronet.
And so I reach,
Dear Lord, to Thee,
And «do beseech

Thou givest me
The wee cot, and the ericket’s chirr,
Love, and the glad sweet face of her.

POWBKRLL RIVER DIGHSTHR

PLANT EXTENSION
on reinforeed econcrete eradles spaced apgood idea of the progress to date on the ex- proximately 8 ft. apart.
The second photograph gives a_ general
eavation for the new Penstock, the steel for

The accompanying photograph gives a

whieh is now on order, to be delivered on
the job by about June list. The new penstock will be 14 ft. in diameter and approximately 1,650 ft. in length, from the point as
shown in the photograph down to the Grinder
Room connections, the whole being carried

view, from Pier ‘‘A,’’ of the rock fill sea

wall, new grinder room, and the excavation
for No. 4 penstock.
The temporary trestle, starting at a point

just off the mouth of the river, and ending
at the point shown in the photograph, was

fe

mm
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completed last month, and the rock cars
have been dumpine rock for the sea wall for
some weeks past the wall being now about
15% complete. This rock is beine obtained
from a quarry which has been opened up at
a point about 300 yards from the mouth of
Powell River, rails rtvnning from same right
out into the sea, and being supported by the
trestle above mentioned. 2he cars are being
drawn by one of the gas locomotives used
on the dam work last year.

The photograph also shows behind the
oil tanks the flume by which the dirt exeavated from the penstock eut through Taeoma

Hill is being brought down to the sea, and
at the upper end of this flume ean be seen
the jet by which this dirt is being removed.
Work is proceeding steadily on the new
grinder room site, and the contractor is now
driving the wooden coffer dam, which is almost complete. The excavation has been
started and should go ahead speedily onee
the cofferdam has been completed.
The contraector’s screening and washing
plant, carpenter shop, cement shed, bunkers
and mixing plant, ete.. were completed during the month.
The Company awarded several contracts
last month in connection with the new work,
the Vulcan Jron Works of Vaneouver sceuring the contract for the grinder and generator room struetural steel, and the Dominion
Engineering Works, Montreal and Vaneou-

ver, that for the furnishing of three new

turbines. The Canadian General § FEleetrie
Company were awarded the contract for the
new generator, stators and transformers, and

Messrs. Ferguson & Pailin that for the furnishing of the new switching equipment.

AUSTRALASIA—-CANADA
Relations between these {wo countries are
beconung more in evidence everv day. Business
conneetions are Detug formed, social

amenities happening with a pleasing frequency, and, quite recently the visit’ of the
All-Biaek New Zealand football

team, the
wonders of the field in their particular line

Of sport, gave an exhibition of the finer
points of rugby football to the Vancouver
citizens and sport lovers that will go down
in the annals of sporting history as ‘‘the
finest ever’’, All such meetings lend an opportunity to get better acquainted. Lhe pubhe men ot both Australia nnd New Zealand
have addressed business clubs sane public
gatherings in British Columbian, and we Jearn

from them of the wonders of the Antipodes,
and the potentialities of these countries on
the other side of the world.
When people
vet to know one another through the mediun

of good clean sport, it hus a wonderfullv

healthful influence on gill their other relations. the social side gives both a chanee
to study one another from a different angle.

People who act Jike gentlemen in their
sporting and social relations are very apt to
carry that sume characteristic in their business dealings. Trade hetween the two eountries 1s on the increase, and if the sane and
sensible business men of both countries are

allowed to have their policies carried out
both parties to the contract should benefit

very materially. AS time goes on alterations
will have to be made to suit the ever chaneng conditions, and a clear and firm understanding reached.

Attention is drawn to the faet that some
of the children—and maybe some of the
grown-ups—fail to eonsider the amount of
hard work that has been done by some of
our residents in making lawns. With many
the custom is to take short cuts aeross places
seceded down to grass or prepared for flower

beds. Why not think a little, and be considerate. Use the walks laid down by the
Company, and keep clear of the boulevirds—
if you please.

AVENUE L@OBGE—N@T GRAND
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Thrift is defined by Webster as econom}eal management. It does not mean hoarding money and being miserly.
Many people think because they can save

only a smal] amount that it is not worth
while to save that.

This is not true, because

even 2a small amount of monev placed on
interest Inereases at a surprising rate. De

posited in a savings bank at 4 per eent.
interest compounded semi-annually it will
aecumulate as follows:
Aniount
Deposited

Monthly aYrs. 10 Yrs. 15 Yrs. 20 Yrs.
$ 5.00 $ 330.21 $ 735.07 $1,224.66 $1,824.48

10.00 660.47 1,466.38 2,449.73 3,649.09
20.00 1,321.03 2,932.94 4,899.78 7,299.65
25.00 1,651.33 4,666.24 6,124.83 9,124.78
Figures also show that a given sum compounded at 4 per cent. will double itself in

eighteen years. To double itself at 5 per
vent. takes about 14% years and at 6 per
cent. only 12 years.

Youne people think that ave 1s a Jong
way off and they will wait until they are
making more to begin to save. Their demands for the present are much more pressing than the needs of the future. The trouble

with this theory is that as their carnings

Increase their desires increase and it 1s just
as hard to save as when their earnings were

smaller. They should realize that the time
to prepare for the future, even though the

need seems far distant, is now; and the time
to begin saving money is when they begin
earning money.
Statistics show that a large percentage of

men who are still living at 65 years of age

are financially dependent upon relatives and

friends. In some of these cases, no dozbt,
cireumstanees made saving impossible but
in most of them it 1s simply beeause_ the
habit of savine was never formed. Out of
an average 100 men at 65 years, 36 are dead,

o¢ are dependent on someone, 6 are selfsupporting, 3 are well off, and one 1s wealthy.

A relitive financial independence, at least,
Is possible for everyone when the age of 65
is reached. A certain amount from each
month’s pay should be deposited in a savings

account in a bank. We should oblige ourselves to do this. When this amount has

reached $500 it may be withdrawn and safely
invested at from » to 7¢ per cent. It will be
ensier to save the second $900 because we

have acquired the habit of saving, our
earnings have inereased, and we have been

depositing the interest received from our
first $500 investment.

Tf at the age of 25 a young person saves
$3.85 per month and this amounted is invested at 7 per cent. interest compounded
quarterly, by the time he is 65 years of age
ke will have $10,000. Under the same conditions to have this amount at 65, a man 30
years of age must save $5.60 per month, and
ut 35 years, $8 per month.

Does it not seem that it may be worth

while to spend less money for pleasures and
unnecessary things now, so that we mav have
the assuranee of comforts and finaneinl iIndependenee in later life?——Westinyghouse
Eleetrieal News.

‘(How is Rover?’’ asked Hughie Young
of Mrs. Lumbard. ‘*Well,’’ said the good
lady, ‘‘He 1s a bit feverish. Last night he
was muttering in his sleep and tossing about.

First it was about Kings and queens, and
later on he was talking about some old auntie
who had raised him.’”’

Chff Shirley is reported to have said that
he knows some people so progressive they

do not wait for the First of April.

You flatter a man when you tell him ste
eannot he flattered.

Following is a comparison of the weather

reports for the months of February «and
January for 1924 and 1925:

Averave maximum temperature for

February, 1925 eee 40.8

Average minimum temperature for
February, 1925

Total rainfall for Feb., 192
Total rainfall Jan. 1 to Feb. 28, 1925
Average maximum temperature for

34.05
3 SOO

Q S82

February, 1924 cece = 42 9

Average minimum temperature for

February, 1924 ee BOLT

Total rainfall for Feb., 1924......0.00.0....

4A 689

Total rainfall Jan. 1 to Feb. 28, 1924

QR 79%?
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MANY HAPPY RETURNS TO THE FOLLOWING EMPLOYEES ON THIS THE

MONTH OF THEIR BIRTH
ANNIVERSARY
PP, Demineo

Carl Isaacson

H. Venuiti
J. Wilkinson

G. Wilsen
M. MeKenzie
G. Guest
CG. Kvyikstad

Angelo Culos
M. Jameson
W. Rusnak
W. bk. Ardley
C. Bird

16 G. Yeung
17 A. Crawford
17 G. Dereham
17 P. Weeds

18 J. Davies |
18 Ruth Mary Price
18 W. R. Taylor
19. G&G. Giaeomi
20 6 €6LL. Ethofer

20 - Fabris

20 «WW. Fishleigh

20 A. R. Foulds
26 A. Marrone
°20 W. Stewart
91 H. Gerhart
91 iT, Mellish
91 H: KE. Powers

22 H. Dicker |

22 «€6©«K. 6G. Green

Eleanor H. Twickenham
Dunn

MeGillivray
Hilda Twiekenham
Bingham

J. Daugherty

22 W. F. Morrisey
22 N. Roney
22 A Tomado
23 H. Boserup

23060 hl James = f'e!l!l

Haslam

23..M. Levensky

Desormeaux
Furness
Thompson

25 <A. Ludlow

ti Moore
Wilson
J. Carson

24 J. Haigh
24 W. Barrett
25 Jessie M. P. Kilburn
250hCUC‘<i“ Jw «Smilin

26 M. Gambetti.

C. Eddington

26 N, W. MeKnight

Naylor
Vigharato
Kha

26 SS, Selippi
27 «6d. Elly
27 DD. Gardner

Guiseppe
Richards

27) 6d. BE. Small

QO. Marshall

Tiogo
Christian

A. Goddard
Parsons

C. Smith
Sylvester
Trevisan

Mantavani
G&G. Batterham

Hammond
Kozak
Wilson

BE. Wilson

Curley Woodward
C. L. Cullin
rR. D. Lamont
M. Furness

Jack Hill

JI. Mulik
G. Tisiotti
15 C. Twitchell
15 W. H. Ware
16 W. Brown
16 L. Fenn
16 A. Gatto
1D °
LD

22 OCMailiis

°6 SS. B. Plummer

27 TT Hiekman

27 W. Wiggins
28 HH. Fox

28 G. Knight

28 6
28 SS. M. Scott
299 %A. Alexander

29 KR, Flemming
°9 A. MebLean
29 ONatzraloft

30 A. Kynoch
31 SS. D. Brooks

31 A. E. Hatch
31 N. McKee Lang
31 R. Robertson

INDOOR BOWLING

The King Tut Indoor Bewling Club has ©
arranged to hold their Second Annual Dance

in Central Hall, Thursday, April 2nd. Dancing from 9 p.m. till 1am. Admission,
$1.00. Ladies free. There wil be refresh-

' ments. All are invited to participate in a
cood time.
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POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
Published monthly: by the employees of the
Powell River Company Limited, to give
expression to the spirit of harmony
and co-operation existing between
ali endinduals: in our iOrganizahon and community.

Dp. Reea

.T. Kynock

their lights under a bushel. If so it is a

W. McGillivray J. Mcintyre
Ed. Smith

C. McK. Cole

C MacKenzie
WW. Hutchinson

Photographers—Lane Studio.

Each and every member of the organization is invited to contribute. Copy must be
in the office of the Editor, Welfare Dept.,
Gymnasium Building, not later than the 10th
of each month.
March, 1925

From time to time we have been running

in the Digester pictures of the different

erews of the many departments of the Mill,
as well as of individuals who have been here
for many years, the last mentioned under

the caption of ‘‘Who’s Who, of the OldTimers. 7’

Some of the men and crews have responded to our call in such a prompt and pleasant

manner we fell constrained to thank them

for their courtesy and consideration in helping to make our plant magazine a publication
of interest to our community, as well as to

those outside our borders who are not so
fortunate as to be of our big family.

But, there is a fly in our ointment. We
are speaking editorially just now, in the

matter of photos. There are some who refuse to sit. Some who do not refuse but
who simply stay away. Passive resistance,
it might be called, or, to use a more homily
term, they ‘‘are sittin’ back in the britenhn’.?’

They may have good reasons.

pleaded as one of the reasons, but we would
have to take a long drink of something good

to help force down that belief. It may be
that these ‘‘hold-back boys’’ want to hide

C. L. CULLIN, Editor

, Wooariull

ment to many times that number, and this
for no apparent reason.. Modesty might be

If so

poor excuse and not a reason. In most cases
we are inclined to think it a ease of ‘‘don ‘t-

give-a-damness’’. Now if we all felt that
way our structure would soon crumble and
fall apart, a consumation no one desires.

PoWell River has built up for itself an

enviable name away outside the limits of
our townsite. We are known throughout
British Columbia and away back in Eastern
Canada, yes, and the United States, as a
model town and a favored place. And the
beautiful part of it is, that it is so.
What are the causes leading up to this?
They are a combination of several things.
Probably the first and foremost is, the very

friendly relations existing between the

Company and its employees. Without that
as a solid basis upon which to build, nothing

would be accomplished. It is, in fact, the
essential corner stone of the structure. It
does away with friction and worry, suspicion
and distrust; and confidence begets confidPhnee, Add to this the fact that our material
needs and comfort are a care the Company
assumes with the generosity of an indulgent

parent. This is stated in all truthfulness
and seriousness, and with no desire to slop

over with fulsome and sickening flattery
We worship where we wish. We vote as we
please. Our social life is of high grade and
Ts it
wholesome. What more is needed?
any wonder that the men who leave and trv
other fields are glad to get back home?
Now, then, to get back to our point. Just

all right. It is not the intention to force

because of what we have said about our com-

anyone against their will to do something
distasteful, and yet sometimes we are 1nelined to think there is a strain of thought-

munity, we ask your co-operation in all
things that will have a tendency to help

lessness, almost selfishness, 1n such an attitude. In some cases two or three refusiny
to show up for a picture causes disappoint-

personal viewpoint for the bigger and better

foster a family feeling. Put aside the little
one that embraces all. Sometimes it may
put you out in your plans, but, everybody
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knows that the only things we take away with

nature. I¢ is therefore advisable that in-

us when we die are the good auctions we do
for others while we live.

tending cempetitors should make every effort
to improve the appearanee of such outbuild-

So we make this appeal to all to help

keep up to that high standard, to the better
things of life.
We once had an old friend-——he ts dead
now, God rest his soul—who used to ‘‘jolly’’
aleng the men working for him. When thay
were all tugging on a rope he would shout,

ings, and in general to do all pessible to
make better the eondition of their baer
lots.

Every householder is eligible to qualify
for the undernoted prizes and the committec
would urge every member of the community

who has a garden lot to co-operate in the

‘<Now, boys, pull hard and it will come
easy,’’ and it did.
Let us all give a ‘‘pull’’ onee in a while,

scheme for town Improvement.

and everything will come easy.

Best Lawn and Flower

Some people are like the little school buy,
who had only one way of understanding 1

Best kept and most productive kitchen garden 20.00 10.00

Th; Prizes effered are:
1st

Pncd

Garden = ...-..............-.....---- $20.00 $10.00 $35.09

question, or a problem. Unless it is pre-

sented to them in the way they have been
accustomed to trying to see, or understan.],
they simply do not. Thusly: Nice Old Gentle-

‘My boy, if you had eleven oranges,

and I gave you another, how many would

you have?’’ Small Boy—‘‘Please sir, I

don’t know. We always do our sums with
apples.’’
GARDEN COMPETITION—SEASON 1825

In order to encourage further the culture
and care of front lawns, and improve the

utility of back gardens, and also for the

7.00

Best combination of lawn,
flower and kitehen gardom ...........--...-.--------......., 20.00 20.00 10.00

Best boulevard between

sidewalk and public

road, for length of lot Lawnmower
While it is not possible for everyone to
be on the prize list, the work expended will
be for individual personal benefit and profit,

«nd for the general improvement of the
community.

start Preparing Now

Note should be made that all rubbish, ete..
eollected in eleaning up gardens should he
deposited in the back lanes, when ecolleetion

purpose of enhancing the general appearance
of the boulevards of Powell River, the Powell

will be made by the Cleaning Department.

River Company is this year again offering

burned and the ashes dug into the soil.
POWELL RIVER COMPANY,
Mareh llth, 1925.

the under-noted prizes for gardens and lawns.

Inspections will be made threughout the

townsite during the spring and summer

Old roots and garden rubbish should he

menths, and prizes will be awarded to the
tenants obtaining the highest aggregate
points on the various inspections made dur-

THE PREPARATION OF THE GARDEN

ing the season.

in the Fall. Land dug before winter is

It 1s pointed out for the benefit of intending competitors that points will be awarded
on each visit for improvements made since
the preceding visit. It is therefere
tant that lawns and back gardens be kept in

a trim and tidy condition throughout the
entire season.

No lawn, flower garden, or kitchen garden
ean be considered by the committee if there
exists on the let unsightly chicken houses,
canvas sheds, or other erections of an untidy

IN APRIT,

To start with a paradox, do the digging

much benefited by the frest. Also it settles
down and will retain moisture longer than
the newly dug land. However, spread one
load of farmyard manure to every 250 square

yards, and dig in. <A top dressing of

pounds of Itme would sweeten the land. .Immediately before planting spread evenly and
rake in 50 pounds of fertilizer, which should
contain 8 per cent. phesphates, 5 per cent.
nitrogen and 8 per cent. potash.

AH small fruits wit] do well in Powe'l

P@WELL RIVER DIGESTER
River gardens, and give better returns for

less work than vegetables. Trees and

‘‘TIndoor Rugger’’ for the more robust
members of the Gym, started this menth,

bushes should be planted slightly deeper than

has provided considerable excitement, as beth

they stood in the nursery, and should he
pruned baek severely immediately after
planting.
The following vegetables may be planted

this month: Beets, carrots, lettuce, enions,
peas, parsnips, radishes, spinach, parsley,
leeks, cabbage, brussel sprouts, and bread
windsor beans. Seeds are generally sown
too deeply. Small seeds should be covered
very lightly. Peas about twe inches. Grecn
stuff is better raised under glass and trans-

planted later. Tomatoes should be sown
under glass at once. Peas, lettuce and radishes may be sown at intervals, to secure
2 suecession of vegetables to last till Fall.

Here in Powell River we have an ideul

climate for gardening, and the land, if genecrously treated, will give good results.—Contributeci.

PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT
Somé interesting basketball games have
Leen played during the past month between

the newly formed girls’ teams and jrnior
Lovs. A team captained by Leroy Carney,

and now known as the ‘‘ Junior Tuxis,’* suffered defeat by one point at the hands of the
Vampires, have since strengthened its ranks

and won from the girls by 10 points on
Saturday, the 7th insf.

The ‘‘ Fireflies’’ were

defeated by the ‘‘Trail Rangers’’ on the
same night.

The girls’ teams put up a splen-

lid fight, but lost out finally by failing to

the ball.’’ Mabel Donnellworth

was a notable cxception, scoring six baskets
in suceession.

There is plenty of competition amongst
the junior teams, and lots of young players

P. R. Lockie and A. Kaufman, two exponents of the game, can testify. It 1s hoped
to get out in the open with this game, after
the indoor season closes,
The interest in Badminton increases, espe-

cially among the ladies. The game, however, is not necessarily a ‘‘pink tea’’ affair,
as all Badminton players know.

Scrimmage ball, incidentally one of the
gentle games, has been the cause of several
minor mishaps. E. C. Lee twice had a finger
dislocated, and Miss E. MeGregor a painful,

thouzh not serious, blow in the eye. This,

of course, is exceptional.

Boxing and wrestling practice is in full
swing at time of writing, and some good
sparring has been seen lately in the practice ring. ‘‘Rookie’’ Brown, formerly light
heavyweight of. the 29th Batt., in getting
back in condition, not for fighting, but for
health’s sake, and is alwavs ready to obhge
x member looking for a work-out. Brown is
2 good man to spar with, either for a boxer
or just a beginner. He never takes a mean
advantage, relishes a good punch from his
opponent, above the belt, and plays the game.

A discussion has arisen lately with regard
to systematic exercise for the boys attending the yym. The majority of the boys are

inclined to keep out of the gym. until the

games commence, with the resvlt that less and

less setting up exercises have been given.

All thinking people will know that games

will never take the plaee of systematie exercise, and the instructor is entirely in sympathy with the parents of some of the boys
who have expressed their wish to have their
boys given this class of work. Games tend

to develop an active mentality, and are

heing developed, but the reverse is the sitva-

therefore excellent in their place, but set-

time of writing, the Tuxis Boys have not

ting-up exercises, taught by instruetors whe
know their work, are necessary to develep
correet. posture, discipline and the harment-

tion with the senior teams. Since defeating
the ‘*‘Has Beens’’ three weeks previous to

had a game, other than practice matches.
The best training for basketball 1s—basket-

ball, and the strongest opposition in the
shape of a team made up from the many
eood players in Powell River, willing to turn

cut often, is necessary before The Tuxis

Bovs can expect to meet suceessfully the best
fron. Vaneouver.

ous working of brain, nerve and muscle.

Im-

provement is very soon apparent in the
pupil who takes an intelligent interest in the
exercises. The system used has taken one
hundred years to mature to its present state
of excellence; has been well tried, with remarkable svecess.

R. L. DOIDGE, Phys. Dir.
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River Production

l. Jack Shaw
2. Roland Trembley

3. HKdward Rawson

4. Gordon Hughes
7. Wm. Mason Burroughs

ae

Patsy Hughes

6. John Kilburn
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FINISHING ROOM
Two of the boys are doing «a lot of riding
of late, getting into shape, so the story goes,
for the long trail as soon as the snow and

ice disappear. They are expecting to go
into the Peace River district. 1+ looks like
9 ‘Shack to the land’’ movement.

Watch for the big pzmpkins this Fall.
Rert is very busy gardening and the bets are
on he will deliver the goods.
‘¢Ruster’’?’ MeNeil and ‘‘Bud’’ Moore are
training for bucking, rough-riding and horse-

breaking. One of the wags in the Finishing
Room says that everything is broken: harness, saddle, and almost necks; everything

but horse. There may be a ‘‘wild west
show’’ put on in the school room of the
Wildwood district, and both of the boys
aspire to be ‘‘ Hoot’’ Gibson.
Pat Carroll has left to take on the duties
of night watchman. We sincerely hope the

change will be beneficial, and that he will

live many years to make the rounds.

‘*Bert’’ Askew has also left to try his
hand at ‘‘ranching.’’ Good luck go with

distinct elass. He admits it himself. The
girls told him so.

Some of the boys believe that ‘*Skinny
Danny’’ has the makings of a great poet in
him. At times he is absolutely motionless,
floating in the clouds, away with muses in
dreamland. So the others, the roughnecks,
gaze in awe while he seeks inspiration.
WATERFRONT NOTES

The beautiful oi] painting which adorned
the walls of the checker’s old office for so
many* years has at last passed into private
ownership. Mr. Guiseppe Moreno, otherwise
known as Joe Gallagher, has obtained posses-

sion of this masterpiece, and it may now be

seen at his Balkan village residence. The
purehase price was not divulged. This wonderful work of an unknown author is a study

of a passenger liner at sea. Arthur Dunn,
our checker, who has had the eare of this
painting for about nine years, figure he has
spent -hundreds of hours listening to and
answering -the many art critics who have been

privileged to see the work. Now that he is
at last relieved of his charge he desires to
him. We hope his pumpkins will be so big. inform the world at large that he was not
he will have to get a peavy to turn them guilty of its production...

Over.

It is worthy of note that the new Canadian-

One of the boys turned up to work the

Australian Royal Mail Liner ‘‘ Aorangi,’’ the

oring on one of his eyes. He tried to ex-

largest and most modern motor vessel afloat,
earried a consignment of Powell River paper
to New Zealand on her maiden voyage across

as-catch-eun.’’

the Paelifie.
Since shipments have been moving to South

other day with a beautiful moss-agate col-

plain that he got it at football, but the boys
think it may have been caused by ‘‘catehWillie 1s weak in his announcements about
passing the hat at the football games. Open

up your lungs, boy, and give them a good
strong call.

We ean certainly boast of a fine body of
men in this department. We have some of
the fastest on the coast. Even Nurmi, the
Finnish Wonder, world have to shake a leg

to hold his own against them. ‘There 1s

American countries a knowledge of the Latin
languages is essential to wharf employees.
The boys now bath in kilometers and kuloyTanis. The metric system no doubt is a fine
thing when used independently, but the pure

bunk when mixed with honest pounds and
LONnS.
Ask Joe Elliott his opinion of net and
gross kilos.

‘“Cyelone’’ Greenfield and ‘‘Speed’’ Robertson, both ecrackerjacks in their own style.
Some of those who have seen ‘‘Speed?’’
practise think he has it a shade over ‘*Cy-

Curley Woodward has declared his independence. He has bought a safety razor.

cione.’’ For fust walking ‘‘Dynamite’’

Last year, in February, primroses were

Rolton holds the championship fur-lined

picked out of doors, and this year primroses,
wall flowers and crocuses are in bloom. Where
in British Columbia can suech a climate be

shaving mug against all comers.

And, when it comes to sheiks and ladykillers, Walter Wilson is in a separate and

beaten ?
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SCoUuUTiINnG

What It Is—and What It Does—(Cont’d.)

ing of the great God on the Scout Movement

of the World and the Scouts of Italy.’?

Scouting realizes the aims referred to in
GiRL GUIDE KIT
jast month’s issue, not through a eode cf
When
you’ve
polished your dust ridden corn‘“don’ts’’ or a code of regulations applied
from without, but by working from within
As bright as the trefoil you wear,
by providing natural, attractive, but directed
When
you’re thoughts are as white as the
channels of activity for the boys’ own imlanyard
pulses, in the following of which his eharYour hands have made snowy with care;
acter is shaped it’s best possibilities in efWhen you’re mind is as broad as your kerficient manhood and citizenship. In many
cases Scouting discovers to the boy his life’s

vocation. When a Seeond Class Seout he
may begin working for six of a long list of
Proficiency Badges. As he goes on with his
study he acquires an elementary but practical knowledge of such subjects as surveying,
gardening, bookbinding, prospecting, plumbing, music, wireless, farming, mining, ete.

the diffident boy develops initiative and

self confidence. The selfish boy learns
thoughtfulness for others — through the

‘“good turn every day.’’ Lhe boy of wealthy
parents and the poor boy discover their com-

mon ground and worth. The disrespectful
boy learns respect and courtesy. The overconfident, self-assertive and over-bearing boy

adjusts himself to others’ rights. The city

boy acquires a real knowledge of nature lore
and woodcraft, with all its benefits to health
and mind. The country boy develops a new
and discerning interest in his surroundings;
he acquires educational benefits, through h's
Proficiency Badge; and he finds companio.ship as a member of the great brotherhood
of Scouts.

Scouting has also its religious side, yet it

is strictly non-sectarian in principle and
its programme, however, may

readily be used as supplementary to that of
any church or other religious body. A. large
percentage of Scout Troops are connected
with churches, these being of all denominations.

His Holiness, Pope Pius XI., addressing
Italan Scouts on St. George’s Day, April
23rd, 1923, said: ‘*‘May you always stand in

the front rank of the noble army of Christ,
may you be foremost in faith, charity, purity and strength, and no greater satisfaction
could be given me than to implore the bless-

chief,
Your haversack brimming with wit,
When you’re will is as strong as the leather

Ox belts which no evil will split;
When you’re heart is as gay as you’re emblem

You’ve given the world of your best,
then the greatest of Voices shall call you
To bid you ‘‘stand easy and rest.’’
GIRL GUIDE WORLD WIDE MOVEMENT
There are not many people who realize
how wide-spreading the Guide movement has
become.

Reports are sent from Austria, Ar-

gentine, Belgium, Brazil, China, Constantinople, Czecho-Slavakia, Denmark, Egypt, Esto-

nia, Finland, France, Holland, Hungary,
Italy, Japan, Syria and Switzerland; these
are about Guides in foreign lands.
Guides in the overseas dominions include

Union of South Africa, Transvaal, Lone

Guides of Rhodesia, Uganda, Australia, Tasmania, British West Indies, Canada, Ceylon,
Hong Kong, Kowloou, India, Malaya, Malta
New Foundland and St. Helena. A company
has been formed in the Gilbert Islands, situated in the South Seas, the post only goes
onee in six months. Lhe Brazilian Guides are
called ‘*‘Bandeirantes’’, meaning ‘‘standard
bearers and searchers for precious stones,’?

and this name sums up the whole spirit of
the movement in Brazil. It was started by

an English Guide but is now run under

Brazilian management. In China there are
16 companies, and eight Brownie Packs. In
Estonia Girl Guiding began during the War.
There are 16,752 Guides in Poland, also seven

Polish companies in Liberia, Dantzig and
Roumania.

The Brownies in Russia are eall-

ed °*Baby Bears’’. Girl Guides are ealled
Girl Seouts in the United States.
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A Past Chief’s Association was formed on

Tuesday, March 10th, in connection with
White City Temple, No. 11, Pythian Sisters,
Powell River, B. C. Sister McFall oceupied

the chair. Meetings to be held the first
Monday in each month. The officers elected

were: President, Sister E. MeFall; hon.
secretary-treasurer, Sister Hyact; press correspondent, Sister M. EK. Mulnes.

The bowling alleys have now been dismantled and removed from the premises adjoining the gymnasium. As the various Boy

Seouts and Girl Guides organizations in
Powell. River have been cramped for accommodation for their many drills and meetings

the Company have made arrangements to
hand these premises over to the organizations in town.

The work of dismantling the alleys has
now been completed and the premises
handed over for the accommodation of Bov

Seouts and Wolf Cubs, Sea Seouts and
Rovers, Girl Guides and Brownies and for
band practice.

IF VOU WOULD BBE SUCCESSFUL—
LAUGH!

Everybody hates a grouch.

A grouch ean pour more black ugliness
into the world in one minute than the supbshine of optimism ean bleach out in a fortnight.
A grouch is like a rotten apple; he spoils
the good nature of all who come in contact
with him.
al

Grouchiness is not the fruit of

it is the seed.

Someone has said that the quintessence
of success is the art of making people lke
you. This is true whether you are an ice.
man, an artist, a physician, a merchant or
a politician. Nobody patronizes a grouch;
that is the reason why most of them are
failures in life.
Conversely, everybody loves an optimist.

They love his laugh. A good laugh makes
21] the world brothers. When men learned
to laugh, they had learned the first rudiments of eivilization.
Did you ever notice that the things which

bring us closest to God have a laugh in
There was a young lady of Crewe
Who wanted to eateh the two-two.

Said the porter, ‘‘Don’t hurry,
Nor flurry, nor scurry,

It’s a minute or two to two-two. ’’
A young engineer yclept Hide

Of his confreres he sure has some pride;

His pals he ‘‘writes up’’

From the Chief to the pup,
Till the sight of him they ean’t abide.
A cheerful deeeiver ealled 6‘ Mae‘ ‘
Has always a pleasant ecome-back.

When you say to him ‘‘ Please,
Can you put me at ease
With either a house or a shack?’’

John MelIntyre, our very obliging manayer of the townsite, was visiting at the
hospital recently. In the corridor he paused
to speak to the matron who had.in her arms
a very attractive baby boy. John gave his

finger to the little one who immediately
started to make some inarticulate sounds.
‘What is he trying to say?’’ asked ‘‘Mae.’’

‘‘Oh,’’ replied the smiling matron, ‘‘he is

just putting in an application for a house.*’

them? Behold the sunshine, the birds, the

flowers, children—all laughing!
Wherever you look, and find goodness and
beauty, you find laughter. Everybody, even
God, loves an optimist!

If you would be successful before God

and man—be an optimist!
Laugh—consarn yel—-The Stuff Chest.

We are not going to mention any names,
but, one night last week one of the boys had

been out to see a friend. He returned a bit

late. The front door was locked. He tiptoed up the steps and proceeded gently to
turn the handle. Back and forth he worked
it. Soon he got interested in the performance. His wife in the meantime had awakened and crept to the window looking out on

the porch. Hubby was still busy turning
the handle. Raising the window, the wife
asked, What in the world are you trying
to do?’’ ‘*Sh-sh-sh, go easy, m’dear, don’
make s’much noise, I’m trying to get s’Pitts-

burg.’

She was as pure as snow, but, like the
snow, she drifted.
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RICHARD TOBAN

Another one of the old timers who is

‘*Diek’’ to everyone. He is one of the old

originals in the paper-making game, not in
point of years, although Dick is no callow
youth. He was born in Hamilton, Ohio, and

that his hobby is—trying to satisfy customers and see that each one gets the choice

cuts. Joe is an enthusiastic lawn bowler
and as a rule can be found on the representative team. Even with all his busy
hours | he finds time to be prominent in
church and fraternal work.

Started as a young man te learn all there was

to the business of making paper, adding to

this experience by travelling about the
United States working at the different large

mills. At present he is holding down the

job as tender on number four machine. He
has been working for the Company since
1913 and is considered one of the ‘‘standbys.’’ When he is in the mood he ean tell
some very interesting experiences and remin-

iscenses of his travels. A holiday with a

few days fishing always makes an appeal to

him, and, during the evening a little game
of draw and a noggin or two does not 20
amiss. Dick is not alone in this preference.
Most good fellows are fond of the same programme,

JOSEPH LOUKES
Joe is a jovial son of Merrie old England,

hailing from the town of Bolton, Lancaster.
He served his time ‘‘at home’’ and learned
the business thoroughly. He was married in
Christ Church, Vancouver, to Miss Anme
Loewe, a Belton girlh When asked who he
had married, Joe answered: ‘‘My wife, and
I courted her during working hours, in the

boss’ time.’’ There are two children, one
boy and one girl. After his arrival in Powell
River he worked for quite a while in different departments of the Mill, finally taking charge of the meats, fowl and fish section in the department store. He remarks

ROBERT ROBERTSON

Robert Robertson is an Ontario boy, being born in Ottawa. There was. no ‘autos,

flying machines or ‘‘wee McGregor’’ gas
saws In use when Bob was a youngster and

busy on the woodpile. The work was done
by hand. He arrived in Powell Rover September, 1913, and has been on the payrell

ever since. He is married, having for his
first mate Miss G. Burt, of Ottawa. Bob is
one of the steady dependable kind, alwavs
on the job. At present he is in the Finishing Room. Most ef his spare time is spent
in impreving his lawn and flower garden.
He is a winner of a first prize for kitchen
garden display and production.

POWBLL RIVER DIGHSTER
joining, and after becoming a journeyman
followed his trade in several of the larger
towns in England till 1913, when he started
the westward ho! trek for Canada, coming
elear across the eontinent to Vancouver.

Stopping there but a short time he came on
to Powell River, where he has made for him-

self a home in the neighborhood of Cran-

berry. He was married in Vancouver in
$918 to Miss Mary MeFarland. He 1s at
present working as a millwright in the woodroom, and is a steady and reliable employee

of the Company. During the Great War he
served with the 12th Canadian Field Engineers.

FRANK A. MASLIN
Frank elaims Rochester, N.Y. as his birth-

place. This happened in the early ‘‘70’s’’.

He has followed the papermaking business
from the beginning of his working days and
has had experience in many of the large mills

throughout the United States working up to
the position of machine tender. He was mar-

ried to Frances Russell of the Isle of Wight
and there are three boys and two girls in the
family: Frank is one of the steady, reliable
sort, fond of his family and home, and an allround good eitizen. He likes a day on the
lake and gets real fun when the creel 1s full.
Baseball is his choice of outdoor sports, ani
when he was younger he used to twirl the
pill to some considerable effect. Now he 1s

satisfied to sit on the stand and give the
hovs a hand when they make a snappy rlay.
GEORGE BAXTER

George comes of British stock, first seeing

the light of day at Neweastle-on-lyne. Je
was apprenticed to the earpentering and

GEORGE BEATTIE

George Beattie, who is one of the head
gate watehmen, was born and raised on a
farm in the province of Quebec, between
Montreal and Ottawa. At lot of the good
hardy stock of Canada comes from that
quarter where the early settlers took up the

battle against the elements and the hardwood

forests. When George reached early manhood he travelled west and ‘‘took up’’ land
in the neighborhood of Olds, Alberta. There
he followed the luck of the prairie farmer
for twelve years, sometimes good, sometimes

It is a great big fine country, and gets
a grip on a man, and if it had not been for
ill-health in the family no doubt he would
nad.

have been there today. Again taking up

the westward trail he fetched up at Duncan,

on Vaneouver Island, finally landing In
Powell River in 1912 with the contracting
builder of the public school. The building
when completed being one of four classrooms, George has a piece of land in the

Wildwood district, a ‘‘ranch,’’ about the

size of a good-sized barnyard in the East,
where he and Mrs. Beattie and the family

reside. He started working for the Company in July, 1913.
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PU SCHOOT, REPORT

For January and February, in order of

merit:

Grade 8 A—1, Nora Mains; 2, Don Scott;
3, Eileen Rowe; 4, Jean Parry.
Grade 8B-—-l, Gwendoline Longstaff; 2,
Ralph Laine; 3, Ian Gibson; 4,° Betty Me(ulloch.

Grade f A-—1, Minnie Mackay; 2, Margaret Smythe; 3, Jack Farnden and Hazel
Innes, equal.

POPULAR MECHANICS |
While passing through the mull one day
last week we overheard an argument between Alf. Hall and James Biehard. Jim
claimed to know all the fine points about

Mah Jong. Alf, who is hard of hearing,
thought that Jim was speaking about Charlie

Long. They finally parted with a perfect
understanding.

Gus Courte has decided to place extra insuranee on his car. Ever since the Ford got

Grade 7 B—1, Kathleen Marshall; 2, Ada
Russell and Helen Donnenworth, equal; 4,

mxied up with the ‘‘mud train’’ Gus has

Johnson; 3, Alice Denton; 4, Dorothy Bur-

idge riding around town in a Rolls Rovee
car. At least we had that impression when

Bess.

Al. started the erection of what we belleved

Rachel Hamilton.
Grade 6 A—-1, Dorothy Poole; 2, Stanley

Grade 6 A—1, Perey Sandwell; 2, rms
Cececoni and Gladys, equal; 4, Harry Willis
and Peter Samsin, equal.
Grade 5 A—I, Ailce Longstaffe; 2, Bessie

Marlatt; 3, Irene McGeachy; 4, Walter Patrick.

Grade 4 A—7, Florence Atkinson; 2, Wincna Haigh; 3, Edward Wing; 4, John RicardSOll.

Grade 4 B—1, Andrew Morris; 2, Mary

Marlatt; 3, Annie Vanichuk; 4, Myrtle

Johnston.

Grade 3 A—-1, Victor Poole; 2, Roma Shirfey; 3, Lueille Donnenworth; 4, Olwen Pow-

heen nervous.

We had visions of our old friend Al. Clar-

to be a garage. However, as the building
took form we discovered that 1t was to be
the home of a flock of poultry. We wish AI.
every success 1n his new enterprise.

Bob Fleming 1s evidently very kind fo
dumb animals. One night, not long ago, his
room mate was suddenly awakened by Bob
calling loudly ‘‘for goodness sake feed the

kitty, Jim.’

The male members of the ‘‘ Jovial Jesters’

will no doubt be glad to learn that in a
short time a course in navigation will be
started.

This. course will include a series oat

ell.

lectures by Prof. George Wilson on ‘°° How

Grade 3 B—1, Philip Innes; 2, Hugh MceLeod; 3, William Holborne; 4, Vineent Rob-

Mother’s Sea--gull’s Sea Sick Remedv.*’

bins.

Grade 3 B—1, Dorothea Hyatt; 2, Marie
Hogue; 3, Isabel Davis; 4, Bernice Casey.

Grade 2 A—1, Frank Nello; 2, Yvonne
House; 3, Mary Krasikou; 4, Dunean MeGeachy.

Grade 2 B—1, Roy Jacob; 2, Beth Davis:

to Enjoy a Cruise Without the Use of

All those wishing to enroll kindly leave their
names with Bll Deans.
We do not vouch for the truth of this:

Seene, the drvg store. Time, last week.
Young lady: ‘*Mr. Long, can you fix up a
dose of castor oil so that it will not taste?’’

Mr. Long: Jf you will wait

3, Leshe Hall; 4, Alex. Reid.
Grade 1A—l1, Mina Holmes; 2, Walter

a few minutes, I will fix you up. Will you
have a drink of soda while you are wuit-

Parsons; 3, Cecil Philips; 4, Eileen Parsons.

ine???

Grade 1 B—1, Ernest Gribble; 2, Maza
Kawaza; 3, Edward Tooker; 4, Lillian Jacob.

George Wasp: ‘‘We have a vegetarian
jeweller in town.’’
Herb. Poole: ‘**That so???’

George Wasp: ‘‘Yes. He speeializes in
/earats.’?

Young Lady: ‘‘Thank you, yes.’’
Mr. Long disappears behind the partition,

to re-appear a few minutes later. ‘‘Is that
ali you require?’’
Young Lady: thank you. Js it
ready ?’’

Mr. Long: ‘‘You’ve just drank it.’’

Young Lady: ‘‘Goodness gracious, Mr.
Long, that was for my mother.’’
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GOLDEN WEDDING AT CALGARY, JANUARY Oth, 1925
Krom left to right: J. B. Craigen, G, B. Kilburn, Jiminie B. Craigen, FE. G. Craigen,

Mrs. EK. G. Craigen, Louise C. Craigen, Mrs. J. B. Craigen.

Captain Miller, of the S. S. ‘‘Carolinas,’?

One Sunday two lovers went to church.
When the collection was being taken up the
young man explored his pockets, and finding

nothing, whispered to his sweetheurt, ‘‘!
naven’t a cent, Ll changed my pants.’’
Meanwhile the girl had been searching her
bag, and finding nothing, blushed a rosy red

and said, ‘J. in the saime predicament.

A Toronto mun was fishing in Muskoka
Lake recently. He eaught a big northern
pike, the hggest he had ever landed in hi‘s
long and busy life. He was elated. He was
crazed with joy, and he telegraphed his wife:
‘I’ve got one; weighs seven pounds, ard it’s
au beauty.’’
The following was the answer he got: ‘‘So
have I; weighs ten pounds. Not a beanuty—looks like you. Come home.’’

and Mrs. Miller, who accompanied him, took
to daunch trip up the lake, made a short tovr

of the town anc outskirts, and viewed the
workings of the mill while the ship was in

port loading paper for Houston, Texas,
U.S A. The ‘‘Carolinas’’ is of 2,144 tons

register, 334 feet long, with a beam of 48
feet and ua load-water line 16 ft. 6 in. She
is owned by the Carolina Ine, with headquarters at Charleston, S. C. She loaded
nearly 2,000 tens from this port.

JOVIAL JESTERS ONCE MORE
The Jovial Jesters are arranging a special
vaudeville of an entirely new dress and appearance, to appear on Saturday, April 25th,

in Central Hall, in aid of the Powell River

Baseball Club.

Say, kid, if your mother put you in the

ice box she would have a lot of money, in
the time.
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PAINTING CREW
Left to right—Thos. Mellish, Nick Bully, J. G. Johns, W. Linton, Wm, Kynock,
PITHY AND POINIED
The hand that wreeks the eradle Knocks
the world.
Some things we should remember — to
forget.
When we make it our business to be hap-

pv, we are usually happy in our business.
The most dangerous part of an automobile
is the—driver.

Oh, boy, do you wonder he did not cateh

a job. This is the ‘‘reference’’ he hand2d
to the paymaster: ‘‘This man is one of the
best we ever turned out.’’

When. Dan Charles was paying us a visit

recently he got to stringing Claude Kelly
and Cliff Shirley about an old mutual aequaintanee. Cliff had asked where Bill was
located. ‘‘Why, haven’t you heard?’’ asked

Dan. ‘‘Old Bill is dead. Yes, sir. Good
old scout he was. And they fought over his

dead body for his bier.’’
‘¢That’s more than I can bare,’’ exelaimed the debutante, when she was looking over
some dance gowns, prior to her coming out.

‘What is your salary?’’

Since Bert Pritchard bought his new ear
he has been practicinig singing: ‘'’l’here 1s

Q. ‘‘Surely you cannot lead a Christian

of the World Go By.’’

A.—‘*‘Seven dollars per week.’’
life on that.’’

A.—‘*‘Say, lady, that’s the only kind one
can lead, on seven per.’’
This has only been released. When they
were discussing the band uniforms at an
Elk meeting recently, the question of econ-

ony was. greatly stressed. So, ‘“‘Bill”’

Stoney, who is custodian of the shekels, rose

up and suggested that the members of the
band be supplied with caps and coats first,
and later on they could get their trousers.
When a man buys a gramaphone he gets

beauty in every jar,’’ and ‘‘Let the Rest
Some wise statistician says that—‘‘ Eighty

per cent, of the girls that marry are working girls. The others are working men.’’
Ben Pike and Jean Coceola had a heated
argument a few days ago over at the restanrant. Jean insisted that the best mush
was made from wild oats.

One of our Powell River bovs was Im Be-

attle lately. He says it is so dry m that
burg that the people have to pin on their
postage stamps.

sound value.

If you want to blame anyone for this
setting out, select Bill Hutchison. Don

We know some bridge players in Powel
River—who should be buried without ho»-

Hooper—‘ ‘Say, Dick, what would you do if

a girl dared you to earry her upstairs?’’

Dick Bledso—‘‘I’d take her up.’’
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WHAT PEOPLE

ke SAVING
THEY SAY WHAT DO THEY sAy
LET THEM oAY
THAT

Spring is here, In fact has been
for some time.

THAT Other places are reporting the appearance of snow-drops, crocuses and

THAT the giving of trophies, cups, ete., for

i serious rival to Golf has put in
an appearance.

it 1s a choiece—the golf club, or the
garden rake—take your choice.
THAT the garden rake will have many takers for the next few weeks.
THAT there will be more competitors than
ever, this season, for the prizes offered by the Townsite Department for
back and front gardening.
TELAT

a thing of beauty is a joy forever,
and our town 1s growling more benn-

TITAT
THAT

tiful every season.

the unthinking people need to be
reminded about ‘‘jay-walking’’ over
the prepared boulevards and Jawns.

it takes a lot of work to get these
into shape, and money, too.
the Lawn Bowlers are _ furbishing

their own ‘‘bowls’’ and casting Jonging eyes on the green sward.
THAT there will be in the _ neighborhood

of thirty new members in the elub

THAT

we have a lot of good sports in

wall-flowers for a month back.

all other places in B. C.
THAT heavy underelothing is a nuisance.

THAT

the earth.
THAT

THAT Powell River climate has it ‘‘over’’

TITAT

dian idea of the ‘‘National Policy.
That of multiplying and replenishing

tulips.

LHAT we have been picking violets and

THAT

THAT she is emulating the Freneh-Cana-

the coming season.

soon the ‘‘put,’’ *‘put,’’ ‘‘put’’ of

the gas engine will be heard at the

river.
TITAT the only thing holding back the fresh

water mariners 1s the drift wood in
the river.

TEHAT another teacher has been sadiled to

the local staff. Hurrah, for Powell

River.
THAT the inerease in the population govs

on apace. New arrivals via_ the
‘*Stork’’ route are reported every
week .

town, and patrons of sport, as well.

competition in the different branches
of sport, proves it.
THAT

the Knights of Pythias are to be

congratulated on their victory.
hard work and a determination
ry
win was handsomely rewarded.
THAT the boys showed a commendable reTHAT

straint on their return trip.
they took their victory ‘‘soberly.’’
THAT this sort of conduct engenders re-

THLAT

spect—for themselves and others.

THA T' all this helps to keep our little town

‘fon the map.’’

THAT while we do not need to be advertis-

ed, yet we are—splendidly.

THA'E the turning of the bowling alley into
a Scout and Girl Guide meeting place, °

and a band practise room as well 1s
surely a great boon,

THIAT some of our towns people are still

waiting to hear the ‘‘boom’’ of the
big shot at the river mouth.

THAT those of the curious kind who have

inspected the pile of loosened rock
at the river mouth are all satisfied
those who had the work
in hand knew thelr business.

THIA'T fish are being caught in Haslam lake,
and

THAT worms will soon be at a premium.
THAT it 1s a pleasure to go into the wharf
Office now-a-nights and do business.
THAT a very good brand of football is be-

ing played by our loeal boys.

THIAT the boys in the Balkan Village are

out with the ball and mit practising
for the approaching season.

THAT Nick Pinto will have a better aggre-

gation than ever the coming season.
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THAT some of the children have a habit of
picking flowers without asking the

eonsent of the owners.
THAT a love of flowers savors of a streak of
refinement.

+

THAT parents might mention, casually, at
the tea table, that the exercise of
such a habit should be eonfined to
one’s own flower garden.

POWELT; RIVER LAWN BOWLING ‘CLUB

problems; such as whether the appearance
of ‘*CAW-CAW’? on the ballot paper entitled
Jimmie to one vote or two.

Messrs. Saunders and C. H. Smith were
appointed auditors for the year, and Mr. W.
Gretton, whose report that the green was in
good shape, and would be ready for play on
or before May Ist, was enthusiastically received, was re-appointed green warden.

the coming season promises to be the most

An important change in Bye.aw No. 11 was
unanimously adopted, and the annual meeting appointed to be held in March will here-

named elub. The annual meeting, which was

This change should prove beneficial, inasmuch

If present indications are any criterion,
successful yet experienced by the above

held in the gymnasium on the evening of
Mareh 19th, was extremely gratifying, both
on account of the large and representative
attendanee and the note of optimistic enthusiasm which prevailed throughout’ the

after be held in November of each year.

as more time will be given the imeoming executive to prepare their programme for the
ensuing year, and also that matters for dis-

cussion will be fresher in the minds of the

membership.

membership at the close of the season than
after. a lapse of several months.

The reports of the retiring officials were
heard and adopted without a dissenting
voice, the customary vote of thanks being

After considerable diseussion the skeleton
programme of competitions as submitted was

recorded for their services. Mr. Joe Falconer, the retiring president, was re-elected,
the appointment, being made unanimous upon

the motion of Mr. Roger Lumbard, the only
other nominee for the position. A most exciting tussle for the ‘vice-presidency was
only concluded after the fourth ballot, Mr.
Lumbard being elected by a very siender

majority over Mr. W. J. Friend, the applause receiving the verdict being led by

{he defeated eandidate himself. The retliring secretary and treasurer, Messrs. Friend
and Ralph Moore, declined to accept nomina-

tion for re-election, a. new-comer, Mr. Bill
Parkin, and Mr. H. Sandifer were respectively appointed to these positions.
A eapable executive committee, in the personnel of Messrs, W. J. Friend, Dave Saun-

ders and C. H. Beecroft, was appointed,
whilst the following were elected as the
official -‘‘skips’’ for the season:—Messrs.

Friend, Geo. Paterson, H. M. Black, Ed. Peacock, W. Loukes, J. Caw, OD. 8S. Saunders,
Chas. McLean, Chas. Hill, R. Lumbard and

Chas. Beecroft, who, with the president,
make up the required number of twelve.
Messrs. W: Loukes, Coverdale and Tyzack

efficiently acted as scrutineers throughout
the contests, deciding the various knotty

approved. The various club championships
will henceforth be conducted along the lines
of the B. C. championship basis, which pro-

vides opportunity. for a player to become
runner-up to the champion, even though defeated in the first round. This should tn-

doubtedly stimulate enthusiasm in these
competitions, as the large number inevitably

falling in the early round will no longer be
reduced to the capacity of spectators. The
Novice competition will be played along
similar lines. Various challenge = rinks,
doubles and singles will be instituted during

the season, the constitution of such to be
in the hands of the _ players, themselves.
Matches between these teams will be plaved

off within a scheduled time, and thus familiarizing themselves with each other’s play,
rinks should be constituted which will be
capable of becoming strong eontenders for
supremacy when the inter-club battles with
Vaneouver take place.
It is understood that a considerable number

of new players are contemplating enrolling.
for the coming season. The executive extend a hearty welcome to such, and the secretary will be pleased to interview any person desirous of information. Dues may also
be paid at the secretary’s office to suit the
convenience of the membership.
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GROWTH OF THE NEWSPAPER AND

The following will be of much interest to

our Powell River readers:—

Hamuiton, Ohio, February 27. — ‘‘The
United States is the greatest paper-consuming country in the world,’’ said R. S. Kellogg, Secretary of the News Print Service
Bureau, New York, speaking at meetings of

Foremen’s Clubs in West. Carrollton and

Hamilton this week. ‘‘In 1920 her per

capita consumption of paper was 148 pounds,

as against 76 pounds in Great Britain, 45

Iwo Jews went into a clothing store to
buy a small article of men’s wear. The

article came to 98 eents. Abie handed the

clerk one dollar. After waiting some little
time for the two cents change, Jakie said
to Abie: ‘‘Come on out, Abie; you don’t
vant the two cents bad-enough to vait all

day for it.’’

»=

‘*Iss dot so?’’ answered Abie, sareastically. ‘*Two cents iss two cents in bizness! ”’

‘*Vell, you ean -vait iff you vant to,’’

pounds in Germany, 33 in Seandinavia, 12 in

snapped Jake, heading for the door, ‘‘but

Ing.

am a Scotchman.’?

Japan, and 6 in Russia, and it is still grow-

I ain’t goin’ to haff people thinkin’ dot I

‘‘About a third of this consumption in
the United States,’’ he went on, ‘‘is the
result of the newspaper-reading habit of
the Ameriean people. There are now in

—‘*Content is the philosopher’s stone that
turns all it touches into gold.’’

North America over 22,000 newspapers. More

than 2,000 of them are English language
dailies in the United States which have a

22,000,000 Sunday circulation and a 33,000,-

000 daily circulation. In other words, a

daily paper is published for every 3.5 per-

sons in the United States.

‘“‘The size of newspapers has increased
from year to year, until in 1924 those having

Many are called, but few get up on cold
mornings,
—‘*As you learn, teach; as you get, give; as

you receive, distribute.

circulations in excess of 100,000 copies averaged 28 pages for the daily editions and 103

—**The best physicians are: Dr. Diet, Dr.

pages for the Sunday editions. The per
capita consumption of news print in the

Quiet and Dr. Merryman.?’’

United States jumped from 4 pounds in 1860
to 50 pounds in 1924.

Wil] some one have a guess at the following:
iow many apples did Adam and Eve eat?
Ist Old Boy—Some say Eve 8 and Adam

‘*Naturally the production of news print

has kept close pace with the consumption.

Last year North America produced 2,900,000

tons of news print paper. In 1810 the total

production of news print in the United States

was 500 tons. On one Sunday in October,
1923, the New York Times used 877 tons of
paper. In 1848 a new machine at Hamilton.

Ohio, made 1 ton of news print daily. Today
n single machine makes over 100 tons in 24
hours. The Chinese craftsman might make

1,200 sheets daily. Now the labor of one
man with modern machinery ean turn out
the equivalent of 700,000 sheets.

‘‘The news print paper used in the

United States in 1924 would blanket 12,000000 acres, or nearly the combined areas of
New Jersey, Massachusetts and Connecticut.

It would belt the earth three-quarters of a
mile wide at the Equator, or make a stan-

dard roll 72 inehes wide that would unwind
16,500,000 miles or reach to the sun im five
vears and eight months. ’’

Major Sutton may have to answer to a
charge of cruelty. The story goes that he
gave chase to a would-be burglar, and, after
a long stern chase, cut off his retreat.

2, a total of 10 only.
2nd Old Boy—Now, I’ve figured the thing
out far differently, Eve 8 and Adam 8 also
total 16.

3rd. Old Boy—I think the figures entirely
wrong:—If Eve 8 and Adam 82, certainly
the total would be 90.
-

4th Old Boy—Secientific men, however, on

the strength of the. theory that the Antedtluvians were a race of giants, reason something like this:—Eve 81 and- Adam 82, total 163.

Next O. B.—Wrong again. What would
ne clearer than if Eve 81 and Adam $812 the
total was 893.

Still another—I believe the following to
be the true solution:—Eve 814 Adam and
Adam 8124 Eve—total 8928. The Winner—Still anothér caleulation was

as follows: If Eve 814 Adam and Adam

81242 oblige Eve—total 82056.—Contributed.
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A GOLF STORY

Golf is a game played with many balls,
one at a time for each player, and many
sticks, one at a time for each condition of
play. Sometimes, in fact frequently, you
lose a ball, but you blame that on the caddie.

Sometimes you use the wrong stick (also
called a elub) and that is the fault of the
srehitect who laid out the eourse. ‘The

course is subdivided into eighteen holes. It
was formerly nineteen, but the Constitution
of the United States was amended so as to

prohibit the nineteenth. Besides playing
colf with bulls and sticks, it is played with

etiquette, but some players forget to bring
their eitquette from the locker house. The
locker house is a den of iniquity—a place

where falsehood prevails; doctored accounts

and illegaj] hooch cireulates. Profaimity is
not a necessary adjunct to golf, but 1t comes

was killed that. afternoon on his way home
from the golf elub and the Dominie selected
to officiate at the funeral ceremonies. He

quietly tipped the undertaker off to the

suggestion that 1t might be a good idea to-

put the Captain’s niblick in his coffin, as
he was apt to find good use for it in the next
world,

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

Kver meet a fellow who was too ‘‘highbrow’’ to read safety bulletins?
Perhaps there is one in your department.
ie thinks that bulletins, rule books and safety talks are for the uneducated. He is quite

ible to do his own thinking.
If he does think, he doesn’t show it when

at work. He wears loose clothing around moving machinery. He leaves boards with nails

in most convenient as a relief for pent up , sticking up for others to step on. He uses
feelings. Those who do not resort to pro- tools with mushroomed heads and only wears
fanity in playing golf are afflicted with in- coggles for chipping or grinding when the
digestion and other tortuous internal foreman is watching him. If the foreman
ments. A hazard is a place on the golf gave him all the watching he needed, he
course where your ball has no right to be, wouldn’t have any time left for productive
but where it mostly is. A hazard may be Supervision,
And this bird kids himself that he is ‘£‘*in-

composed of almost anything but good turf.
Proper form demands that the stick used to

tellectual.’’ His thinking is an imperfect

a niblick. A certain Captain of Industry,

ing in his brain cylinders.
Many a fellow who thought he was able to

play out of hazard shall be the one called

who used profanity instead of etiquette in
his plays, found his ball in a hazard. The
hazard was a sand bottom and surrounded
by high rock and on the rock some caddte

had whitewashed the word, °“‘Hell.’’ It

combustion of theories which eauses back-Tir-

lo his own thinking in safety matters has
found himself in the hospital with only his
thoughts for company. And thoughts in sueh
surroundings are darn poor companions.

the aforesaid hazard, he was emitting more

Think for yourself, by all means, but don’t
despise the thoughts and ideas of others as
expressed in the safety bulletins. Make use
of them or improve them, if you can. A jlhittle

noticing that a certain Dominie was sittting
on the rocks taking 1t all in. °** What’s that

letin is your friend; it makes you think.--

is not unusual for some elubs to name their
various holes and hazards. So as this Cap-

tain of Industry walked toward his ball in

than the usual explosion of epithets, not

word ‘Hell’ mean?’’ asked the Captain.
‘*Onece in, you ean ‘never get out,’’ rephed
the Dominie, attracting the attention of the

thought while working will save you many
unpleasant thoughts later. The safety buiThe Stuff Chest.

Willie—‘T ain’t going to that damn

Captain for the first time. ‘Well, I will

school any more.’’

show you,’’ said the Captain. °*'Hand me
my niblick.’’ Niblick in hand, the Captain
took one good swing and the ball landed
on the green within ten feet of the hole,

do you hear that word damn?’’
Willie— ‘Why, Dad, Willam Shakespeare

Father—‘‘How many times am Il going
to tell you not to say ‘ain’t’? and where

and then he turned round to the Dominie

uses that word.’’

‘(That for your theology.’’ The Captain

with him. ’?

and gave him a as much as to say:

Father—‘‘Well, you quit running around
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Lop row, left to right—W. Andrews, R. Craig, Arthur Lyons, W. Springer, J. Bradford.
Bottom row, left to right—J. Loftus, Pete Newboult, Len Thomson.

LIFE IS A FUNNY PROPOSITION
Man comes into this world without his eon.

sent and leaves it against his will.
During his stay on earth his time is speit

In One continuous round of contraries and misunderstandings.

In his infancy he is an angel. In his boyhood he is a devil. In his manhood he is
everything from a lizard up. If he raises a

Big Jack MeIntosh was tilking to a new
Aequaintance up at a danee, recently, one of
these good, sweet young things. She was tell-

ing Jack that her brother did not drink,

smoke or chew tobacco; neither did he swear.
Jack, in bewildered astonishment, ‘‘ Well, I’J}
be darned, and T suppose he makes his own
ilresses?’?

family he is a ehump. If he doesn’t raise 2
family he is too selfish. If he raises a check

he is a crook. If he is a poor man he is a

Quite recently one of our athletic young
men was coming hack from a walk to Has.
lam Lake. Happening to glanee behind he

bad manager and has no sense. If he is rieh
he 1s smart but dishonest. If he is in polities

he exelaimed, exeitedly, ‘‘you ap-

he 1s a gratter. If he is not in polities he
IS an undesirable eitizen.
If he goes to
church he is a hypoerite. If he doesn’t he is

‘a sinner. If he gives to charity, it is for
If he doesn’t he is a tightwad.
When he first eomes into the world everyone wants to kiss him. Before he leaves the
world everyone wants to kick him.
Tf he dies young there was a great future
for him. If he lives to a ripe old age, he is
in the way.—Author Unknown.
show.

saw a bear sniffing the trail. ‘‘Ha, vou

pear to be interested in my traeks. I’

make some more.’’ And he did. Nothing
flat.

Lhe following rhymn might probably apply
to IIughie Young when he takes a summer
Outing at his flont house on the lake:
Friend Hughie needs no laundry,
‘Twould be a useless bore;
H{Ye casts his soiled clothes overboard

And they are washed ashore.
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IN MEMORIAM
In Loving Memory of Mrs. Ralph Moor:
He giveth His beloved sleep. Her work on
earth was done.

She heard the Master say with tender voice,

Lay down, thou weary one, lay down. thy
weary head upon My breast, and sweetly
rest.

Oh, blissful rest oh, perfect peace!
To be with Him who bids ail sorrow eceease.
No more shall pain or weakness lay ner low;

And in the joyous ftture we shall know

Whv, in His merey, He hath tired her so
while here below.
And to the loved ones left whose hearts are
riven

By gricf and loneliness, our sympathy 1s
piven.

We may not bind their wounds nor stay their
orief,
Sinee only God and time ean give relief.
But we have felt our neighbor’s dreadful loss
TL... K. P.
—their grief 1s ours.
The funeral of the late William Lucas Todd
was held Sunday, Mareh Ist. The members
of Triune Lodge, No. 81, A. I. & A. M., proceeded to the residence and bore the remains
to the Union Church where service was held.

The Rev. N. J. Thompson and Rev. Hugh
Graham shared between them the beautifu!

and impressive ceremony, after which the

body was taken to Cranberry cemetery

where the Masonie ‘funeral rites were observed.
The echureh was crowded with relations,

mourners and friends of

the ceeenased.

‘fBilly,’’ as he was so well known, was a
publie-spirited man and a good, faithful and
cheerful citizen under all conditions and elreumstanees. The community mourns his loss
and extends sympathy to the bereaved rela-

tions, wife and family. Many beautiful
wreaths and flowers were placed on the grave.

Mrs. W. L. Todd desires to express her
sincere thanks to those who showed sueh
thoughtful kindness and consideration to
herself and her son during the sickness of
her husband and later after his death.
To the Jovial Jesters also she wishes to
sav she will never forget their kindness and
goodness in her days of trouble.

HOMECOQOKING SALE

The ladies of the Maceabees held their
first sale of home-cooking on Monday afternoon, Mareh 9th, in Central Hall, and scored
quite a success. Mrs. Hackett, of Vancouver
Heights Review, took charge of the opening
proceedings. The booth of Fortune Telling,

eonducted by Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. John

McLeod, added a toueh of mystery and mer-

riment and was enjoyed by those brave
enough to look into the future. The committee, under the convenorship of Mrs. MeLeod, responsihle for the venture, are to be
congratulated on the success of their efforts.
Tt is hoped that this 1s but the first of similar affairs to be put on by the Maccances.

CHOIR SOCIAL
The choir of St. John’s Church held a very
suceessful eoneert and entertainment 9n

Monday evening, Mareh 2nd. The choir
gave an opening chorus Canada,’’ after
whieh the following programme was reniered: Pianoferte solo, Miss Vivian Passmore; reeltations, Mrs. Rattenbury; song,
Mrs. Jackson; song, Mr. Fred Smythe; song
Mrs. MitCullough; song, Mrs. Black; . song
Mr. W. Deans; reeitations, Mrs. H. EK. Ben-

song, Mrs. Mallis. The choir closing
with ‘‘Sweet and Low’’ and the singing of
‘God Save the King.’’ Dainty refreshments
HCL,

were served, and a collection taken up. The
very substantial sum of $23.00 was realized.
The members of the choir wish to thank al!
those who. contributed to the programme and

to those as well who helped with the refreshments distrifution and cleaning up.
PYTHIAN SISTERS DANCE

The Pythian Sisters, of White City Temple,

No. Powell River, B.C., held a earnival!l
dance on Valentine Night, February 14 last.
The musie was supphed by our Knights of

Pythian orchestra. The Central Hall was
artistically deeorated in the eolors of the
Order, streamers and large hearts, ete., which

radiated from two centres where balloons
were suspended. Small kewpies were givon
to each person as they entered the room.
It was one of the largest attended dances
of the season and great credit is due to the
entertainment committee and those in charge
of the other arrangements.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
CROSSED THE DIVIDE

JOhn Baird, who has been Government

VALENTINE TEA

Baird and eight ehildren, all of whom are

A delightful Valentine Tea and Candy Sale
was held in the Guild room of St. John's
Union Chureh on Saturday, February 14,
under the auspices of the Women’s Missionary Society, from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. Tue
rooms were beautifully decorated, the work
of Mrs. Coverdale, Mrs. Fairbairn and Mrs.
Thomson. Mueh eredit is due to Mrs. Innes,

well known and highly respeeted throughout

assisted by Mesdames Hall, MeKnight, Camp-

reaj old pioneers of the distriet, and held the
respect and esteem and confidence of a host
of people. The community suffers: the loss
of a splendid character .

Bailey, Gardiner and Mallis, for the splendid
setting and arrangements.
During the afternoon a most enjoyable programme was rendered, ineluding the following: Pianoforte solo, Miss Vivian Passmore;

Agent at Cumberland, B.C., for over 25 years,

died at Vaneouver General Hospital, Tuesday morning, Mareh 17th. He had been ailing for some time and finally an operation
was «aecided upon. Some eomplication set

in and Mr. Baird failed to reeover. Mrs.

the district, mourn the loss of a good husband and father. Mr. Baird was one of the

bell, Hicks, Atkinson, Tooker, Passmore,
x

pianoforte duet, Mis. Marlatt and Miss Kete

Our sympathy is extended to Mr. S. Roberts, who has been with us but a short while,
in the joss of his wife. Mrs. Roberts passed
away at Tran, B.C., Monday, February 22nd,
last.

um; voeal solos, Mrs. Kelley; pianoforte
trio, Misses Alexander, Innes and Parry;
reading, Mrs. KRattenbury; and organ selevtions, Mrs. Black.
The proceeds amounted to over $50.00, and

Let us remember that what we do tor
ourselves dies with us, but what we do for
others Jives long after we are «allied hence.

‘“*Safe’’ at Work

the W. M. §S. desire to thank all who contributed to this result by their willing dona-

tions. Thanks are also due to the young
ladies who assisted 1n serving tea.

The leeture on ‘‘Mighty London,’’ the

wonder of the world, given by Rev. J. Wilhams Ogden, E.R.G.S., was both interesting
and instructive, and a sueeess also in point

of attendance. About 150 views of the

world’s metropolis were shown, depicting the

ancient and the modern in this great hive.
To those who were familiar with the seenes
it brought back that warm glow of feeling
for home, and to those who had not had the
advantage of seeing for themselves it was.
an education and a revelation. We will be

glad to weleome Mr. Ogden at any future
date.

We wonder which one it was. One dav
last week a breezy traveller wafted in to one ©
of the offices in the Central building. With
Diddle, diddle , dumpling, my son John;

Went to work with his goggles on,
A chip flew high, right at his eye

But John only laughed: What a smart guy am”

$6 Happy’ ’ aT Home

a graceful sweep he deposited one of his ecards

on the desk. ‘‘Who is the main squeeze in
this office?’’ was the query.

rephed the good looking stenog-

rapher, with a roguish smile, ‘‘they would all
take me if I would let them.’’

POWBLL RIVER DIGESTER
COLE

With the coming of better weather and
brighter week ends the different tournaments in progress are all well advanced, and

two new ones have’ opened for entries.
These latest to start are the Ladies’ Hand1cap Singles and the Men’s Two-ball Four-

and Mrs. C. MeLean by default. Mr. and

Mrs. Sehuler won from Brouse and Miss
O’Hearn by default, Mr. and Mrs. Bell-Irving defeated Mr. and Mrs. McLaughlin 6
and 4, Mr. and Mrs. Plummer defeated J. H.
Kelly and Miss O’Hearn 3 and 2, Mr. and
Mrs. Andrews defeated Kyle and Miss Me-

some. This latter form of competition is

Gillivray 2 and 1, Hyatt and Mrs. Shirlev

being attempted for the first time this year
in response to a suggestion from some of
the members that we try this type of match,

defeated Mr. and Mrs. McKenzie 2 up, Lang
and Mrs. Smith defeated Armotur and Mrs.
MeLeod 8 and 7, J. Melntyre and Miss Allan
defeated Zumwalt and Mrs. Peacock 3 and
1, A. S. MeLean and Miss Kilburn defeated
Woodward and Miss Thompson 4 and 3. In
the third round Peaeoeck and Mrs. J. R. MeIntyre defeated Macken and Mrs. Vearson
6 and 5, Crawford and Mrs. Donigan defeat-

which has already been successfully used in
the Mixed Foursomes.

In the first round Brouse and Lang de-

feated Pumphrey and Lyzack 4 and 3, and
Crawford and Baird defeated Armour and
Sinith 5 and 4.

In the semi-finals of the Men’s Handicap
Singles two matches of 18 holes had to be
played before Lang defeated Black by 4 and
29. In the first 18 Lang was dormie one at
the last hole, which he won with a birdie 3.
necessitating the play-off a week later. In
the lower half of the. bracket Zumwalt defeated Jackson 2 up, and Macken defeated
C. MeLean 2 up to get into the sem1-finals,
where Macken defeated Zumwalt 4 and 2. In
the finals Macken defeated Lang 4 and z.
Playing brilliantly at the start of the match,
he had amassed a Jead of 5 up at the end
of 12 holes, which was too much for his op-

ponent to overcome. Lang won back the
next three holes, but only sueceeded in halv-

ing the 4th on the last round. This left him
dormie 2 and when Macken put a perfect

iron on the 5th green about 8 feet from
the pin, the match was over.
In the Husband and Wife competition Mr.
and Mrs. Bell-Irving defeated Mr. and Mrs.
Black 3 and 2, thereby getting into the finals,
where they will meet Mr. and Mrs. Schuler.
In the Ladies’ Foursome tournament Mrs.
Peacock and Mrs. Shirley won from Mrs.
Ritchie and Miss Brett by default, thus getting into the finals. Here they later defeated
the Misses O’Hearn 3 and 2, thus becoming
the first winners of the Zumwalt Crp, which
will now be played for every year.
A number of matches have been played in
the Mixed Foursome tournament, and four
teams have advanced to the semi-finals. In the
geeond round Macken and Mrs. J. G. Pearson

djefeated J. R. MelIntyre and Mrs. Ritchie,
‘Yrawford and Mrs. Donigan won from Mr.

ed Mr. and Mrs. Schuler 2 and 1, Dr. and

Mrs. Fieteher defeated Condit and Miss
Seater 1 up, Dr. Henderson and Mrs. J. Mc-

Intyre defeated Gordon and Miss Milne 4
and 3, Mr. and Mrs. Bell-Irving defeated Mr.
and Mrs. ‘Plummer 3 and 2, Hyatt and Mrs.
~hirley defeated Mr. and Mrs. Andrews 5d
and 38, Lang and Mrs. Smith defeated Mr.
end Mrs. Graham 6 and 5, MeIntyre and Miss
Allan defeated A. S. MeLean and Miss Kz1)-

burn 38 and 2. To get into the semi-finals
Peacoek and Mrs. MelIntyre defeated Crawford and Mrs. Donigan 1 up; Dr. Henderson
and Mrs. J. MeIntyvre defeated Dr. and Mrs.

Fletcher 7 and’ 6; Hyatt and Mrs. Shirley
defeated Mr. and Mrs. Bell-Irving 3 and 2,
and Lang and Mrs. Smith defeated J. MeIntyre and Miss Allan 4 and 2.
The two new fairways have only been
opened a few weeks, yet a record has already been established for the six holes as
they are now played—that is, including the
new holes and leaving out No. 1 and No. 8.
The six-hole seore of 20, made by Mr. W. B.
Z2vmwalt on March 7th, is likely to stand for
some time as the amateur record, being two

strokes under par. Besides making a sixhole record Mr. 4umwalt turned In a very
fine performance all around. His card was
4, 3, 6, 4, 3, 3—23; 4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 4-—20; 3, 4,

0, 0, 4, 6—27; making a total for 70. Subtracting his handicap of 16 gives him a net
score of 54, or 12 strokes under par. Five
birdies in the 18 was a very creditable show:

ing in itself, but the remarkable feat was
three birdies in a row—3’s on the new holes
and a 2? on the short 4th.

POWHRUL RIVER DIGESTER
An important event in the golfing year
was the annual meeting on February 28th.
Four amendments to the by-laws were passed

unanimously, among them being one which
provided for inereasing the annual dues to
$12 for men and $8 for women, respectively.
The officers elected for the coming season
were as follows: honorary president, N. RB.

Lang; hon. vice-president, Dr. Henderson;
president, N. MeK. Lang; vice-president, W.

B. Zumwalt; secretary, S. B. Plummer;

treasurer, J. H. M. Smith, executive committee, J. MeIntyre, R. C. Mackenzie, E.
Peacock, J, Falconer, J. M. Mitchell and

J. H. Kelly. The retiring president, Mr.

Bell-Irving, automatically becomes a member ex-officio of the board. At a subsequent
meeting of the executive McIntyre, Zumwalt

and Peacock were eleeted as the Greens
Committee, and Mackenzie, Mitchell and
Kelly chosen to serve on the Match and
Handicap Committee.

is the dues for the first quarter year are
now owlng, members are asked to make their

payments to the professional, to the secretary, or to the treasurer, at the main office

of the Company. In future locker rentals
not paid in eash will be charged to members
three months in advance instead of monthly.

Iwo newly elected officials of the Cluh,
Messrs. Lang and Smith, recently took a
trip to town for a conference regarding the
R. and A, Inflated by the importance of their
new positions, they rashly got into a game
with Messrs. Boyd and Hutcheson, two of
Vancouver’s notorious young barristers. As

a oresult of certain wagers injudiciously
placed, they were forced to charge their
expense accounts with an extra $1.50 apiece,

which went toward the support of the legal
profession. Both attribute this stinging defeat to tee shots misplaced in water hazards,

une frequent failure to reach the fairway
with their second brassie shots.

Since the opening of the new fairways

Angus Armour has added another baffie tu
hin collection. Quite ap epicure, one might

a spoon for‘ each course.

The club is fortunate indeed as regnrds the

prizes which are constantly being put up

for play by those interested in our welfare.
Mr. J. R. MeIntyre ig donating a handsome
golf bag as a trophy for the runner-up in the
coming Men’s Open Tournament, and Mr.
F, A. Deitrich, of the B. C. Equipment Company, 1s presenting a cup for the medalist of

the qualifying event and in the same competition. This makes a total of eight eups,
in addition to a number of other prizes, for
which golf club members can play each year.

at. J. Banham, our local dispenser of justice, and W. LL. Parkin, Powell River’s radio

‘‘yeuter,’’ are matched in the Men’s Twoball Golf Tourney. Both are in the novice
Class, but whatever may be their shortcom-

ings in ability to play they make up by a

most eommendable § enthusiasm. Charlie
Powell, Dick Toban and Charlie Woodward
are sald to be watching the outcome of this

thrilling event with the keenest interest,

rumor having it that they may enter the lists

and attempt to ‘‘joust’’ with the victor.

Still later:—*‘Siege-gun’’ Parkin and

Banham regret that they have

entered the golfing world jrst too late to

meet Dunean and Mitchell on their reeent
rour.

FOOTBALL

League Table, up to and ineluding March

Sth

P W ZD

(roals Points

St. Andrew’s...10 6 3 ]
12 7
Pe
9 6 38 Q
lp
1?
Indians ............ 9 1 7 4
® 16
2
The following is the schedule for April,
being also the last gumes of the league
compctition:

-April Sth—St. Andrew’s vs. Indians.
Mid-week—Elks vs. Indians.
April 12th—St. Andrew’s vs. Elks.
April 19th—Indians vs. Elks.
Two Powell River bovs who hail from the
Kustern coast met in Vancouver. ‘‘Let’s go

and get a good old time feed,’’ said Ed.

°*Sure thing,’’ answered his friend. So they
repaired to a restaurant famed for the ecook-

ng of shellfish. ‘*‘Do you serve lobsters?’’
asked Ed. ‘‘We do, sit down,’’ was the reply.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

SS. ‘‘KATRINA LUCKENBACH’?’.
The SS. ‘‘ Katrina Luckenbach’’, of the Luchenbach Steamship Line, called at Powell

River on February 23rd last and took on a cargo of paper for Galveston, Texas, and
other points. She is the largest ship, as yet, to eall at this port. Her dimensions are:
length, 486 feet; beam, 57 feet; with a load line of 30” 6°. An oil burner with twin
serew turbines. According to her officers she handles as easily as a yacht and has no
need of tugs when making or leaving dock. Captain Fred 8. Hayes is one of the real
old-time Master Mariners on the Pacific Coast. He served his apprenticeship and obtained his Master’s Certificate in sailing vessels. He elaims to have been born in the

Emerald Isle, but there are some who said different. At least the Captain ought to
know. However that, he is a man of the world and is at home in each and every port
he ealls at. He speaks Spanish like a native, in fact he has command of several languages.

Only last January he was married, for the second time, and is quite happy and contented

with his choice of ‘‘mate’’ for the continuance of life’s voyage. ,Good luck go with
him. The Chief Officers are Mr. H. M. Stewart and Chief Engineer R. Sherwood. The

vessel makes quite a long voyage when she leaves this port. The paper eargo will be
landed at Galveston, and distributed from that point, but the end of the run is Mobile,
Ala:, some 6000 miles from here. She earries a crew of forty-five all told. During the
War Captain Hayes was appointed to the command of the SS. ‘‘Sarah Thomson’’, carrying general supplies and fuel to the naval bases of the United States fleet.

Mr. M. J. Wright, Paeific Coast manager
for the Luekenbach Line, with headquarters

at Seattle, was a visitor to Powell River
at the time the ‘‘ Katrina Luckenbach’’ was
loading! "Mrs. Wright accompanied her husband.

Mr. Charles T. Hamilton, late of the Engineering Staff of the Company, and Mrs.
Hamilton, were kept busy the first week
of the month attending many little ‘‘farewell parties’’. We understand Mr. Hamilton intends embarking in business for himself in Vaneouver.

Mr. F. H. Clendenning, president of the
Empire Shipping Company, with offices at
Vancouver, B.C., and Mr. E, Layeoeck, Van-

couver agent, were both in Powell River
during the loading of the big ship.

-

The woodpecker wept in deep dismay
As the shades of the evening stole,

For he had been pecking all the day
At a east-iron telegraph pole.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
ST JOHN’S UNION CHURCH
Sermon Topics for April
April 5th—Why Sacraments?
12th—The Easter Sunrise.
19th—Holding Fast.
26th—What Is Man?

A few essays have already handed

to the Pastor in connection with the lecture
of Mr. Williams Ogden, F.R.G.S., on ‘‘ Mighty

London.’’ The time limit is April 1st; the

prize, an oil painting, executed by the ‘Tecturer, who is a first-class artist, is-worth trying for. We hope to receive more attempts

before the date -mentioned: The judges
nominated were: Principal R. H. Campbell,

Mr. A.. E. MeMaster and Principal W. P.

The fund for a new organ now stands. at
$300.00, and the committee intend to purchase an instrument in the near futrre.
A special Cantata will be rendered by the
- augmented choir—under the leadership of
David Smith—on Good Friday.
God wants a fine church, a friendly church,
a hopeful chureh, a teaching church, a spir-

itual chureh. Will you help?

REV. HUGH GRAHAM, Pastor.
MY HERO
Of all the heroes laurel-crowned,
The one 1 most admire!
Is he who rises ere the dawn

To light the kitchen fire.

Beal.

EASTER RBEFLECTIONS

He may be ugly as a goat

With the return of Easter we are thinking ~
Unskilled with tongue or pen;
onee again of the Divine suggestions of
He may have fringes on his ¢éuffs,
Springtime. Behold and listen. Scripture,
But he’s a prince of men.
Nature, and the human heart unite in testimony to the reality of Life from Death. A
Most heroes have one glorious deed,
most wonderful and apt resurrection simile
By which they won their praise;
My hero goes forth every morn,
comes to us from one of Browning’s poems.
He tells us that man, housed in this body;
Through his precarious maze.

is eircumseribed like a lizard living in a

rocky niche. But one day the chisel sphts
the rock. Behold, a thousand sights and
sounds break in upon the lizard at that
vhisel’s stroke. God shuts man temporarily

Gooseflesh he braves and carpet tacks,

Doors standing half ajar,
And countless chairs to bark his shins,
And leave their battle sear.

ina body, like a lizard under a rock. The

chisel stroke 1s death. Why should we fear?
As Goethe did in his last hour, let us rather

oxelaim: ‘‘Light, more light.’’ Christ is
rinen—and this simply means that the grave

on which you gaze so sadly is open at the
bottom and leads straight to the throne of

(zo.

On Wednesday, March 25th, at 2.30 p.m.,
un address will be given in St. John’s Guild
Room, by Mrs. Clark, a returned missionary

from China, under’ the auspices of the

W. M. 8S. The address will be followed bv
n sale of missionary goods, in aid of missions.
_All the ladies of the community are cordially
mvited.

Watch

for” the - announeements of: the

Ladies’ Aid Sale of Work—in aid.of the
church—some time in April.

And so I sing my hero’s praise,

And strike the exultant lyre,
For him who rises every morn,
To light the kitchen fire.

The following story is told about Dave

Hosie:

Dave (starting for work in the morning):
“Weel, Belle, I expect we will have to be

workin’ a bit overtime the nicht—but J

ain’t sure.’’
Belle: ‘Weel, Davey, vou can call me on
the phone at five, sharp, if you ain’t comin’
home on time.’’

Dave: ‘‘Al] right, Belle; I’ll call ye from
a pay station at five sharp. - But listen,
Lass, you’ll know I ain’t. comin’ home if
the. bell rings, so don’t take off the receiver

because if yo don’t answer I’ll be savin’
me nickle.’?

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
THE ‘‘JOVIAL JESTERS’’
On Tuesday, March 3rd, the ‘‘Jovial Jesters,’’ of Powell River, B.C., made a trip to
Courtenay, B.C., thanks to the kindness of
Mr. N .R. Lang, managing-Direetor of the
Company, the yacht ‘‘Norsal’’ was placed
at the disposal of the merrymakers. They

arrived at their destination in due time,
and from reports brought back scored a
‘‘knock-out’’ and a pressing invitation to
‘‘eome again.’’ The hall was crowded and
the applause spontaneous and generous.

After the show an informal dance was

held winding up the visit in a very happy
and fitting manner.

On the return trip ‘‘heavy weather’’ was
encountered. The following lines may give
a slight idea of what occurred:

The ‘‘Jovial Jesters’’ put to sea,
Their destination Courtenee.

Their spirits high—the trip was free,
And they were out purveying glee.
The show was good—of that no doubt,
They crowded in, the lean, and stout,
And laughed with joy, and lusty shout,
Crowding would-be patrons. out.
The **Jovial Jesters’’ on return
Both food and drink with seorn did spurn.
The wind and waves’ unceasing churn,
FijJled many a basin, many an urn.

Have merey on us for- this poem,
But, when the ‘‘Jovial Jesters’’ rape rn
Out on the fierce and briny foam—
We think they ’d rather stay at home.
Farmers pluck their chickens in the coun-

try, so, it is turn about when the chickens
pluck farmers in the eity.
‘¢Chickens,’’ says Rastus, 1s the most use-

fullest of animals, Dey can be eaten before
dey is alive, and after dey is dead.”’

LIST OF BOOKS RECENTLY ADDED TO
New Books at LiPrary
Arlen M.—The Green Hat.

Barrington, E.—The Divine Lady.
Bok, E.—The Ameriecanization of Edward
Bok.

Cullum, R.—The Saint of Speedway.
Douglas, O.—Pink Sugar.

E. M.—A Passage to India.

Galsworthy, J.—The White Monkey.
Hergersheimer, J.—Balisand.
Tanez, V. B..—Queen Calafia.

Kelley, E. M.—Wings.
Locke, W. J.—The Coming of Amos.
Miln, L. J.—IJn Shantung Garden.
Sedgwick, A. D.—The Little French Gir:
Vanee, L. J.—Mrs. Paramos.
Wynne, P.—Ann’s an Idiot.
Children’s Books
Arabian Nights.
Blackmore—Lorna Doone.
Homer—Children’s Homer.

Dark, S.—The Book of England; The Book
of KHranee.

Dickens, C.—Pickwick ‘Papers.
Finnemore—Robin Hood.
Hawthorne, N.—The Wonder Book.

King Arthur and the Knights of the Round.

Table.
Kingsley—The Heroes.
Kumner, Ff. A.—The First Days of Man.

Longfellow, H. W.—Hiawatha.
Michelit—Joan of Are.

Marryatt, Capt.—Masterman Ready.
Perkins, L. F.—The Duteh Twins.
Stories of Indian Children.
Scott, Sir W.—Ivanhoe; Talisman.
Stefanson, V.—Kak.
Swift—Gulliver’s Travels.

twain, Mark—Roughing It.

We give this for what it’s worth. Frank
Nello was taking a course in the riding schooi.
His: fiery steed was restless and finally tried

to bolt for the open. FErank sawed on the
Al, Davenport was explaining just how he
almost had an accident. ‘‘ You see,’’ he remarked, ‘*I had dimmed my hghts and was

bit and managed to keep him going in a
circle. The officer in charge, after a mo-

hugging. the curve—’’ ‘‘Yeah, I know,’’

ment of surprise, yelled: ‘‘l say there, where
the devil are you going?’’ Frank, still saw-

eidents happen.’’

was born in Canada.’’

said Monty, ‘‘that’s how a good many ac-

ing away:-.‘‘T don’t know, but this horse

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
AGCIDENT RECORD

POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEES’ SICK BENE.
FIT SOCIETY

The following table shows the number of

disabling accidents oceurring in the Mill

(uring January and February, and the days
Jost in each department. It should be noted
that the ‘‘Days lost’’ are computed from the
doetor’s estimate.

January February

we we &

Statement as at January 3ist, 1925

A ROT

Hospital equipment

$10,861.96

Current Assets:
(‘fash in bank
Accts, receivable
Supplies on hand
Petty cash

$1,768.27

. 13,060.10
50.52

Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance ....$
Ins. premiums unexpired —

15,887.70

300.00
330.62

630.62

$27,380.28

Liahbilities—.

FQ Ada A

Accoynts payable
Reserve for depr
Surplus

Log Pond cece cece anne

Wood Room

incom e—

Grinders .............................. 2.

Kumployees’ Hospital Fees $ 1,282.71
Other income
3,924.68 -

Sulphite Dept.

Screen Room
Beater Room
Machine Rooms

Finishing Room, . Core

Room and Rewinders.... ...

Wharf and Paper Storage

nnd Seows .................... 2 ]]
Steam Plant and Boiler
House ........................... ...

Generator Room and Electrical Department .......... |...

Balance—Profit for January........

$ 5,207.29
573.25

$ 4,634.04

ix
Salaries and Doctor ........$ 1,694.35

Operating Expenses ....... 2939.¢9

4634.04

SICK BENEFIT FUND, JAN. 31, 1925
Income—
Kimployees’ Fees ................$ 886.01
Grant from Fowell River
Co., Ltd.
_ 443 00
ame |] 329.01
Loss for January ........................

Townsite

Planing Mill, Lbr. Yard

——__——-—— 27,380 28

HOSPITAL OPERATING, JAN. 31. 19235

195.14

$ 1,524.15

and Carpenters’ Shop..... 1 15

cxpense—

Foundry oe 1)

Miscellaneous (Yard Crew,

No. of patients in hosp. as at Dee. 31. °24... 18
No. of patients admitted during Dec.......... 34
No. of patients remaining in hos. Jan. 31, ’25 20
Benefits paid to 23 members.

Icehouse, Avenue Lodge,

NEW ARRIVALS FOR THE MONTH OF

Machine Shop, Blacksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop and

Mill Store, Dept. Store,

Benefits paid ee 1,524.15

FPEBRUARY

ete. )

Totals

Minor accidents, such as slight cuts, abrasions, burns, etc., have not been tabulated.

Fair damsel: ‘‘Really, Major, I’ve been
awfully pinched for money lately.’?

ist. Mrs. Gordon Milroy, son.
Mrs. Harry Hatch, son.
Mrs, W. T. Friend, daughter.

26th.

Oth.

Mrs. Ross Price, son.

SLATEMENT FOR FEBRUARY, 1925
Efficiency of Paper Machines

No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4
Major: ‘‘My word. Is that so? Ah, may Highest per cent... 98.1 98.8 100.0 100.0
Lowest ce
80.5 87.1 93.5 £91.7
J ausk, how much do you get per pinch?’?
92.8 95.4 97.3 98.9
Average ‘§§
No true Irishman is ashamed of a black
tye—because it soon turns green.

Laugh when you feel like it—and—laugh
once in a while when you don’t—even if you
have to Jaugh at yourself,

Hours and Tonnage Lost, February, 1925

Hrs. Lost Av. D’y Lost T'zge. Av. Dy
No. 1 ........
14.25 0.60 38.57 #1461

No. 2 ........ 19.00 0.79 44.77 1.86
No. 3 ........ 13.00 0.54 38.51 1.60
No. 4 ....... 18.25 0.76 54.07 92.95
Paper Production, February, 1925

No. 1

No. 2?

No. 3

No. 4

1263.17 1336.74 1660.71 1648.85

Keep Qut Of His Clutches!

“BE CAREFUL’

POWEKELL RIVER DIGESTER
PREVENTION OF FOREST AND BUSH
FIRES

have been complied with shall be upon the

The residents of Powell River are warned
that, dating from May ist, no rubbish burning or bush fires, of any description, may be
etarted in the townsite without permit from

We would urgently request the earnest
co-operation of every resident in Powell

the Fire Warden or his deputy. An _ endeavour is being made to have the Fire

Warden’s Department allow our Fire Chict
to issue permits within the townsite limits,
but up to date of publication this authority
has not been granted.

[t is hoped, however,

that later on in the seuson arrangements

may be made whereby anyone in the town-

site wishing to burn rubbish, ete., will be
able to obtain such permit from the Fire
Chief. Jf we are successful in making thts
arrangement, notification will be given at a
later date.

Below are given excerpts from the Forestry
Aet:
Section 112 provides that:

‘fit shall be the duty of every adult person resident in the Provinee who finds thit
a fire has started or exists in any forest or
woodland, to do his utmost to prevent the

spread of the fire, and, if the fire has not
been reported to the Forest Branch, to report the same to the Forest Branch by the
quickest possible means.’’
Subsection 3 of Seetion 115 provides that:

‘fKvery person who, in violation of any
provision of this section or of any Proelzmation thereunder, carries on any operation

within the area of any closed district, or
who, being summoned by any officer of the
Forest Branch pursuant to subsection (2},

refuses or fails to attend and work under
his direction for the purpose of controlling
and extinguishing any fire burning in anv
closed district, shall be liable on summary
conviction to a penalty of not less than
twenty-five dollars nor more than _ three
hundred dollars; and every day’s econtinuance of tne carrying-on of any such operation shall be deemed a separate offenee.’’
The seriousness of the offence of starting
fires wil be more readily realised from the
reading’ of Section 122 which follows:

°*In any prosceution or action brought
against any person for any contravention
of this Act, the burden of proving that the
requirements and provisions of this Part

defendant, 7’

River tn assisting the Fire Warden ’s®Department mm every way possible to prevent fires

in the townsite and in the = surrounding

woods, Pienic parties, campers and others
usingg the woods for pleasure should take
CYCEY possible precaution to prevent fires

in the hush. Uf fires must be lt for eooking, eke, these shotld be placed on the
beach well away from any brush or other

matertat likely te become ignited. All
ertnpers amd must, on leaving the

Hite, take spectal care that all fires are earefully extinguished and no embers left burn-

During 1924 we of Powell River reeeived
watnine of the danger of forest fires sufficient to Impress upon every one of us the
necessity of giving our help toward pre.
venting the recurrence of such a menace to
Our community.

Particular caution is recommended for

residents at Michigan Beach, where so many

shacks are now established that the fire
hazard 1s very real. Care should be taken
by those occupying land in this district to
have the bush eleared for a distance of at
least twenty feet around each shack in order
to prevent the starting of fires. In this more
or less isolated settlement the ocecurrenee of

a fire would deprive a number of people of
house and home; it would c¢ause much. distress and be a source of grave danger. With

a view to preventing such a possibility, the
Fire Warden’s) Department intends to provide tool boxes in the vicinity of Michigan
Beach anid posstbly also at Cranberry. Tr
addition, the local representative of the de-

partment plans to establish fire-fighting

cangs. It 1s most strongly urged, moreover,
that all residents of these districts shall, bv

familiarizing themselves with the loeation
and contents of these tool boxes, prepare
themselves now for the assistanee which it
may he necessary for them to give the Fire
Warden’s Department in the event of a fire
occuring later in the year.
POWELIZ RIVER COMPANY, LIMITED.
(See back page)

We have been given to understand there
is more craft on Jand than on sea.—Stolen.
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PLANT EBXATENSION

Work on the Grinder Room 1s progressing

steadily and this month has seen the commencement of the placing of the concrete, a
large portion of the north wall and the foot-

lags for a part of the south wall having been
poured.

One of our photographs shows the forms

for the latter and will give a good idea of
the difficulties under which the contractor
is working.

,- POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
BACK GARDENING IN: MAY .
I’ll start, dear gardeners; by: telling you
work. of construction is in: progress,. and this what not to plant in May. For parsnips or
wooden. piling connects up, with steel sheet bulk onions. you’ are too late... Plant only
piling which has been: driven around the short carrots and the round sort of: beet.
Generator Room and Tail ‘Race site. . The - Maincrop peas may still go in. Dwarf peas
The* sheet piling in the right background
was driven to keep out tidewater ‘while the

steel piling hag, been driven down to between.

furty and fifty feet below the general ground
level.
The second photograph | ‘shows

are less trouble, lie on the ground, and rows
may be planted two feet apart. Seed three

inches deep. Peas require deep. soil. It
the rock pays to trench in manure to a depth of 18

quarry .and will give some idea of the rock
broken: down. by the much advertised big

inches. Late potatoes may be planted.

being used in the construction of the sea wall

as possible. An average of three eyes is

blast, which from a spectacular. point of
view was such a signal failure, but which
really did much good work. The rock is
which will retain the big fill in front of No.

Good

dry cooking potatoes are Netted Gem, Burbahk and Green Mountain. Plant ‘two .3-oz.
seed, or cut to that size. Slice from seed to
stem end, to divide number of eyes as much

good. Plant as soon as cut, one foot apart,
in rows ‘2 ft. 6 in. wide; depth of 4-5 inches.
Put in beans of all kinds 114 inches deep.
broken into at the upper end and the spoil
Make
Scarlet Runners or Kentucky Wonders
The
is being delivered by. flume to the fill.
eontractor is obtaining his: gravel for con- run, climb, or ramble over the fences. Make
your fence earn dividends. Wardell Kidney
erete aggregate from this cut. An extension Wax are a good dwarf bean. _They should
3 Tin Warehouse.
The cut for the new penstock is now being

of the old gravel line track is being laid

through the ‘thimble which was originally installed..in the old forebay near No. 4 Penstock, and this track will carry out the con-

go fairly thick in rows 18 inches.apart. If
you have young strawberry plants, rows
three feet apart, you can put a row of car-

mouth from the Dominion Engineering Works

rots or dwarf beans up the centre.
Hoe everything as often as possible; you
conserve moisture thereby. Better keep the
hoe going than the hose. In the warmest
spot in your garden plant Golden Bantam
corn, in rows 4 ft. apart, and tomatoes 3 ft.
apart in 3-ft. rows. Hubbard squash, mar-

and generator already on order.

apart. Cucumbers long and pickling, 4 in a
hill 4 ft. apart. All these must have plenty

erete .brokén down from the old forebay

walls, thus making way for the new penstock.
The rock cut near the headgates 1s progress-

ing satisfactorily.
A 45-ton electrically operated overhead

travelling crane was ordered during the
Limited, of Montreal and Vancouver, and
will be installed in time to erect the wheel

rows, pumpkins, in hills, 4 to a hill, 8 ft.

of manure under them, or it is a useless
waste of seed to plant.—Contributed.

Many new boulevards are being developed

in the townsite at the present time, and the
Company asks the co-operation of the public

in securing their preservation. It is urgently requested that all residents desist from
walking across them, and endeavor to prevent the children from injuring seeded areas.

MICHIGAN BEACH PERMITS

The new season’s permits for land at
Michigan Beach will be ready for signature

on or before May Ist. Present holders of
permits are requested to have them renewed

by that date.

The poor batchelor is unfortunate. He
has no home to stay away from.

SALE OF GOVERNMENT LAND
The sale of Michigan and Cranberry lois
took place on Thursday, April 2nd, in the
Patricia Theatre, and was well attended.
Over $12,000.00 was realized, of which over
$5,000.00 was paid in cash; balance on terms.
One hundred and four lots were sold.

Lots six and seven, in the Michigan district; have been reserved by the Land Department in order to secure a water supply
for the residents.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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CREW OF CARPENTERS—MILL CONSTRUCTION. W. E. Wilshire, Foreman
Back row, from left to right: E, MeLaren, A. Woodward, A. Foulds, W. E. Wilshire,
John Wilson, George Paterson, J. Gibson. Front row, left to right: C. Hill, Edwin

Sadler, J. Hastings, Sydney Wilshire, G. Potter, Vic. Beaubern, E, A. Hammerton.
AT,I, FOOL’S MONTH

Custom dating back to nobody knows
when has set aside April 1 as All Fool’s
Day. In ancient times every king had a
court fool whose job was to enliven the
court by his foolish antics. Now, nearly
every manufacturing department has at least
one fool who keeps the forman everlastinglv

on the lookout lest his foolishness result in
acelident to himself or others. Probably the
stone age of fool experimented with a stone
hatehet to see if it were harder than someone else’s skull. When firearms came into
use he looked in the muzzle instead of the
breech or pointed it at a friend to see if it
were loaded. He’s still at it.
He also likes
to monkey around the business end of a machine to see if it will bite. Fools range from

the plain dumb variety to the purely cussed.

trusted with a rubber razor. The practical
joker 1s perhaps the worst pest. He never

knows that his joke is loaded until the

ambulance 1s ealled for his victim. Fools
seem to have proverbial luck. Usually it 1s
the other fellow who is the victim of their
foolishness. But the fool himself is sure to

get the fool-killer’s axe eventually. Don't
be like the ‘Expert’’ fool once employed on
a construction gang. He had two left hands,
his fingers were all thumbs and his head was

merely a knot to keep his spine from un-

raveling. He got into trouble every time th3

foreman turned his head and his injuries

eost a tidy sum for compensation and medi-

eal treatment. He got the gate one day

when the foreman discovered him standing

at the rear of a mule trying to braid its

+93].

The mule would have kicked his brains

Some can be cured if taken early and treated

out but 1t knew he hadn’t any and did not
want to erack his hoofs against solid sub-

rough. Others are hopeless. They can’t be

stance.—National Safety Couneil Service.
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‘‘MANY HAPPV RETURNS’’

Toe the fellowing empleyees en this
month ef their birthday anniversary.
Ss. T. Mains.
J. R. Reid.
(x. Gal.
bh’, Pagett.
J. Albanese.
A. D. Armeur.

J. Parkin.
L. M. Jehnsen.
L. Ceeceni.
W. KF. Milnes.
JI. Glennie.

Diek Weedruf.
F, Carney.

W. Dety.

R. Toban.
L. Zueatte.
V. Hughes.
R. Gribble.
. Cursen.
GG. Patersen.

H. V. Wiekham.
R. Mewatt.

“21. S. HK. Harris.
21 ¥F. Larroessa.
23. CC. E. Wilson.
23. Jd. SS. Hide.

23. #.. Barnard.
24. <A. G. Faradan.

24. C. EL Wright.
24. HH, J. Kyle.
o4, i. EH. Ferguson.
29. D. MeGeachy.

2). MM. Cermier.
2). W. St. C. Wilson.
2). J. G. Brewn.
WW. Graham.

26 A. A, Ress.
"6. <A. F. Pritchard.

2H. HH. W. Radferd.
FI. Middleton.
2%. Rosnlie Cameron.
27. BP, Gourlay.

78. W. Duplin.
2%. FE. Nelson.

o® RR. B. Brown.
#4J. Gardiner.
oo. KE. Maple.

J. Sehravene.

W. W. Burroughs.
A. Watts.
W. H. Friteh.

Mary Leckie.
kK. Cules.

3
12.

])

12.
12.
13

13.
13.
13.
14.

i4.

14.
14.
13.
14.
} 4.

(’. Piekles.

JI. Gebbie.
Herman Hogue.
EK. H. Davis.
. S. Passniore.

A. Standahl.

. Pistor.
C. Webb.
. H. Foster.
Kennedy.

G. Pell.
A. Hill.
J. Baughan.
. C. Stacey.
Sn pson.
D, Bowen.
Muller.
BE. G. Craigen.

We

A. Lundgren.
D. Fotia.
+t. A. MeDonald.

1&8.

C. MelLean.

lé.
lé.

J. H. M. Smith.

18.
19.

A. A. Strachan.

Ly.

J. Morretlo.
(. MeCrossan.
J. Anderson.

19.
19.
19.
19.

2

Middlesborough, Yorkshire.

The wedding will take place at St. John’s >

Church, at 7:30 p.m., April 29th, 1925. A
reception will be held in Central Hall at
8 o’clock the same evening. A cerdial welcome 1s given to all friends.

Ss. Clarke.

1D.

16.
16.
17.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilham Linten announce

the marriage of their yeungest daughter,
Margaret, to Mr. Sydney Thempson Burn,
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Burn, of

WW. MeCrossan.

Kk. Wood.

A. ©. Dunn.

R. A. Johnson.

Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Teeze announee the

marriage ef their sister Leuise Kuerten
Sheahan te Mr. Kenneth Mackenzie, on
Thursday, the 2nd ef April, 1925, at Portland, Oregen.

We are sure the many Powell River friends
of Miss Sheahan will be pleased te read the
above notice, and wish the yeung lady and
the man of her choice a very large meusure
of happiness in the partnership just formed.
During her stay in Powell River, Miss Sheahan made many sineere friends und hed a
host of admirers.

Miss Sheahan’s father was mill superin-

tendent here for a period of time during
1922 and 1923, until sickness overtook him
and he passed away March Usth, EQ.
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"Powell
Binet’
Linted
oS
Powell River
Company
Limite “te
te give
expxession te the spirit ef harmeny
and ce-eperation existing between
aii in eur erganization and cemmunity.

C. L. CULLIN, Hediter
REPORTORIAL BSTAPF

mR Weedruff

W. McGillivray J. McIntyre
Ed. Smith
GT Thomas
@.T. Kyneck C. McK. Cele
WW. Hutchinson
Phetographers—Lane Studio.
T. DBD. Reer

Each and every member of the organizatien is invited te centribute. Copy must be

Of the men whe <d(te—

$l out of every 100 leave no estate.
16 out of every 100 leave under $19,000.00.

Only 3 out ef every 100 leave over
$106,000.00.

This means that over twe-thirds of the men
of Canada make no previsien fer the future.
With a percentage ef these men married
ean you picture what happens te the widows
and orphans? Can yeu visualize the privations endured, the sacrifices made, the hu-

miliation of the widew geing back to her

in the effice ef the Editor, Room No. 8,

family, to be a burden on them, the orphans
neglected just when they should be receiv-

each month.

ing the needful care, attentien and direction to make them into good citizens, the

Central Building, not later than the 10th of

handicaps they labor under, and the misery
April, 1925
INSURANCES

We are not boosting for any one insurance company. We simply wish to impress
upen our readers the fact that Ife insurance
1s one of the best forms of investment.
Net so many years baek people had peecu-

liar ideas of life insurance. Some _ superstitious ones had the idea that if they in-

sured their lives 1t might bring about an
early death. The idea is foolish In the extreme, yet it was with them. Most people
did net pother; did not know enough about
insurance te reahze its good points; and
again there used te be some sharp practice
indulged in by insurance companies which
kept those whe weuld have liked to insure
scared away.

Insuranee cempanies these days are striving to get business and are dealing with the

public in a fair, open manner. Geod busi-

ness compels them te do se, They will pro-

tect their chents up te the last ditch, help
them over hard times and rough places.

The faet that big companies employing
hundreds of men insure their help and pay
the premiums shows without any question
or deubt the benefits of insurance. Witness

they experience?

Read on, and find that out of every 100
widows:

47 are left in absolute poverty.
35 are left something, but must work
to piece out their income.
Only 18 are left with sufficient to live
Saving money is a virtue. Investing it in
the right way is good business, and insuranee is one of the best forms. You men
think this over. And you wives, and sweethearts, who expect to become wives, use your

influence on your men to save money, and

invest it in the right way. Get insured.
ANENT DIGESTER DELIVERY

We have received numerous complaints
about non-delivery. Some of them ire justified, some are not.

It has been our endeavor to give good
service and satisfaction to all. The Boy
Seouts have the contract for delivery, with
Mr. J. Barr, as their scoutmaster, overseeing
the job.
Each scout 1s assigned a portion of the
town or district and a copy of the Digester
supplied for every householder, and we be-

our own Company taking in all it’s em- lieve the boys are conscientious in thelr

ployees under the Group Insurance plan.
And sinee it has heen in foree the benefits
have been self evident.
Quoting from ‘‘The Shield,’’ published by
the Dominion Life Assurance Company of

work.

Canada:

plied with a copy, willingly and cheerfully.

In many of the houses more than one famlly reside. The householder is entitled to the

magazine. The others, if they call at the
office, room 8, Central Building, will be sup-

P@WELL RIVER BIGESTER
We are serry to have te mention this; but
in self defense, and on behalf of the Scouts,

we believe it necessary. Seme of the children have been in the habit of following up

the sceuts and picking up the magazine and

making off with it. This state of affairs

was discovered after putting on a scout as
a trailer after the delivery beys.

As long as this practice is indulged in
there can be ne satisfactory delivery, ani
we ask parents te cautien their children in
this matter. The little enes do not realize
what trouble they start.
Each emplevee is entitled te a copy of the

magazine, and we want him to have it,
and will see that he gets it, if humanly
possible; but we would like some co-opera-

tion to that end. Thank yeu.

BON ’'T la IR GET

the Annual General Meeting ef the Pewell
River Empleyees Sick Benefit Seciety. Te be

held in Central Hall, Sunday evening, April
26th, at 3.30 e’clock.
Business ef importance will be discussed,
and it is imperative that as many empleyees
attend as possibie.

See te it that you are there.

‘*Come, fill the cup, and in the fire of

Spring, The winter-garment of repentance
flingr.”’

—Omar Khayyam.

A needy chap, evidently with a sense of
hignor, hopped off one of the boats the other
dav. While wiittng « chance to go te work
he strolled about town. Iappening opposite
the home of our jovial friend ‘‘ Bull’? Hutehi-

TO THOSE WHO BXCHANGE WITH US
son just about the dinner heur his nostriis
Through the medium of eur magazine we . were assailed by the appetizing odors of
sometimes preach and sometimes try te teach

the wondrous goed ef ceurtesy 1n eur daily
intercourse. It is a very worthy subject and
desire.

The other day while along that line of

thought if occurred to us that it was about
time we awakened up to the fact that we
owe a debt of gratitude to those who have

placed this magazine on their exchange list,
and for the help and encouragement we receive from the perusal of the different publications reeeived.

So, right now, we place on record our unstinted thanks for what we have received,
and hope we will be favored in the future.
Very sincerely,
THER EBDITOR.

food being cooked. He was hungry. He

had not very much coin. He saw the good
lady of the house come eut on the porch.
Taking a ehance he appreached and eivilly

asked if he could get something to eat.
‘‘Surely,’’ said the lady, smiling, ‘‘you can
have all you want, but I wish you would
sweep off this walk and rake up the back
yard, and then you might fix that board on
the side of the chicken house. When you are

finished with that split up some kindling
and bring it into the kitehen and wash up.’’

‘*Say, lady,’’ said the man, backing off,
‘“T’m just a hobo, [ am net your husband.’’

Appheant fer work, te Bruce Zumwalt:
‘“Say, mister, what are the chances to get
on???

Bruce: sorry, son, but there is verv

NOTICE TO HOUSEHOLDERS
In former years it has been the custom of
several of our householders to sublet their
premises to other tenants, and we would call
the attention of anyone intending to do this,

little going on just now.’’
Appheant: ‘‘ Well, sir, it takes very httte
to keep me going.’’

sanetion ef the Townsite Office before such

on the Statute beeks does not make it real

to the fact that they must first obtain the
sub-let can be made.

Householders who intend to sublet their
premises will kindly adhere to this condition.

RIVER COMPANY LIMITED

Just because some bill passes its third
reading in the Legislature and is printed

law. To become se it must have the un-

qualified endersement of the public, otherwise

it 1s not eperative. The people will not

Observe it and the police are chary of attempting te enferce it.
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JONQUILS ANB BAFFODILS

Jonquils with queenly welcome the
swallow,

Daffedils gelden deck hillside and hollow;
With long waving leaves come these heralds
of spring,
An earnest of blessings the future will
bring.

HIow oft in my childhoed, when faney was
new,

And fresh as these flowers.in morning’s first
dew,

Have [ pluck’t a bouguet of yellow and
white,

My heart brimming over with ehildish
delight.

For softly had sunshine awaked them from
sleep,

Nestle winter’s snow-mantle to timidly peep,
And faney could picture no prettier sight
Than my heloved blossoms, so fragrant and
bright.

But ah! I’ve grown grey sinee those happy
hours fied,

My pleasant old playmates now sleep with
the dead;
But deep in my besom dwell memories stil]
Of days when we gathered the gay daffodil.

Dear dream-days of innocence, blest to my
heart,

The story gees that a reverend father had .

been called te the city from a very distant

outpost where the boot-legger and the makers of moonshine were not Known.

One morning the recently arrived father

wis in the church. A man entered and
peured out a tale ef hew he had attempted

to make a Jittle easy money by peddling
whiskey. How that the day lbefere he had
read of a young man lesing his sight from
drinking moonshine. Censcience-stricken he
eame to the church to unburden himself, and

get clear of the stigma of being a _ bootlegyer.

The father heard him threugh without 1n-

terrupting, then placing his hand on the
man’s shoulder bade him tarry a while. He
then slipped out into the cerridor and chanc-

ing to meet a big jolly old father, who

seemed to be always brimming over with
mirth, told him of the bootlegger, adding
that he never had any experience with that
kind of an offenee and was puzzled as to
what to give him.

said the stout father, ‘‘a beoot-

legger, eh; well they ure a bad let and they

will charge as high as seven dellars, but I
never give them more than four,’’

medicine has helped me wonderfully. Before taking it I could not spank the
baby.

Now I can thrash my husband. Krom

When tired ef this world with its treacherous art,
I muse on a flow’r, or the song of a bird,
Or far-away music at eventide heard—

a grateful woman. Ged bless you.’’

Or some mystic sound of the broek babbling
by
(Which thrills me with rapture, I cannot teil
why),
Or the soft silvery love-netes of ene I adored
Whose echoes still linger in sweetest aceord.

B.C., stationery house. It is neat and natty

But stay thy steps, memory; lead me no more

In fond recollection to spring-tides of yore,
When I guilelessly longed for no _ lovelier
sight

Than jonquils
white.

and

daffodils, golden and
C. A. B.

A fool there was and he took a chanee.
And they earried him off in an ambulance.

We acknowledge receipt of ‘‘’The Chatter-

er,’’ a house magazine published by the
Clarke & Stuart Co., Ltd., of Vancouver, .
in appearance and interesting in the reading

matter. Pardon us for joking before we
finish, but the Clark & Stuart stock in
trade is stationery, and that reminds us of
& hoary joke that may be new to the young.

Patsy was in the trucking business. He
took a contract to move a book store, and
went broke because it was stationary.

‘*Bat’’ MelIntyre’s old side kicker has

gone to the canine happy hunting ground.
Rover reached the ripe old age of 13 vears.
Bat, who is now in San Francisco, will be

grieved to hear of the death of the ecompan- |
ion of his childhood days.
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POWELL RIVER_ PRODUCTION

1

Roberto Trevisan

2%, Rosie Trevisan

3. Stephen Gorbatuk
4. Kenneth Stoneman

>». Mdward Stoneman

6. Betty Parkin

4. Gordon Fullerton
8. Bobby Parkin
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MOTHER AND DAUGHTER BANQUET

On Saturday evening, April 4th, at 6.30
p.m., the annual Mother and Daughters’ Ban-

quet was held in Central Hall. The committee on arrangemonts consisted of Mrs.

valiantly took the first swim of the season,
others waded, saying ‘‘the water was fine,’’
but the wind rather cold. Before departing
for Powell River milk and eake were given
to all by Mrs, Adey, and tea to those who
had ventured into the water, for which many

Jack Banham, Miss Ruth Ketchum and Miss

thanks were expressed.

ladies of St. John’s Chureh. The members

and flowers were gathered, which will be
pressed and catalogued. This being one of
the optional tests towards obtaining the

Lilian Richard, assisted by many young
of the committee certainly did their work in
an able and efficient manner and are to be
congratulated on the magnificent success of
the best banquet in the history of this town.

The evening opened with the Grand

March at 6.30 sharp, followed by the singing
of ‘*O Canada.’’ The blessing was _ asked
by Mrs. H. Graham, after which everybody
sat down to a dinner carefully prepared, and

plenty of it.

Mrs. Benner presided, and opened the pro-

gramme with a few introductory remarks.
Miss Grace Poole proposed the toast ‘‘Our
Mothers,’’ which was responded to by Mrs.
schuler, Sr. The toast, ‘Our Daughters,’’
was proposed by Mrs. Parry, responded to
bv Edythe Sylvester.
The musical programme eonsisted of the

following: Piano solo, Jean Parry; song,

Mrs. Templeton; violin duet, Lorraine Long
and Phyllis Jenks; reading, Mrs. Benner;
piano solo, Vivian Passmore.
Community singing and games rounded off
a most enjoyable evening. The Pavilion Orchestra was in attendance and added greatly
to the enjoyment of those present.

GIRL GUIDES

On Easter Monday the Girl Guides went

on a ‘‘*hike.’’ Starting about 11.20 in the
morning they arrived at Michigan Landing

During the day many specimens of plants

Naturalist Badge for which the girls are now
workmg. Sixty different species are neces-

sary to qualify. During the past month 10
Proficiency Badges have been earned;. 4
Domestic, 5 Laundress, one .. Needlewomen,

and also one of the tests towards obtaining

the First Class Badge: Edythe Banham,
Domestic, Laundress, Needlewomen; Thelma
Innes, Domestic, Laundress; Catharine Brand,

Domestic, Laundress; Mary Alexander, Domestic, Laundress; Mary Law, lLaundress.

Miss Alice Milnes, Lieut., ‘‘Aims and Orpanization,’’ First Class Test.

=

TEN RULES FOR HEALTH
there are ten commandments of: health
given by Miss Maria Leonard, dean of: women at the University of Llinois, in a recent

article in the ‘‘Daily Ilini’’:

7

Eat less, chew more,
Ride less, walk more,
Clothe less, bathe more.
Worry less, work more.
Idle less, play more.

Talk less, think more.

Go less, sleep more. Waste less, give more,
Sceold less, laugh more.

before noon. Fires were then lighted on the

Preach less, practice more.
‘*$One can’t have moral eob-webs when his

hearty meal of chops, potatoes, eggs, cocoa,

muscles are clean,’’ quoted Dean Leonard.
‘From every 100 persons alive, 36. will die
from preventable diseases before they reach

beach and the girls cooked the luneh A
fruit, etc. was made, very little remaining.
Later a walk was taken towards Westview
and the new store visited. Mr. McGuigan
generously donated oranges which were much

appreciated and enjoyed by all.

Hiking back towards home, a eall was

made at Mrs. Adey’s where two of the more

courageous Guides: Edythe Banham and
Cathrine Brand, obtained bathing suits and

65 years of age. If you want to be one of
64 who reaches the age of 65, follow the
above rules.

Health at its best, she said, means resistance to disease, relaxation from mental

tension, regularity at all times, recreative

power in work and play, and a radiance from
life abundant.
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tu view the varied, interesting and amusing
dresses and eestumes. Tramps and fairies,
flower girls and bold buccaneers, a boy dude
with a twe-quart tile und a colored mammy
as a partner, a jockey and a gipsy, all athrill
with excitement and anticipation.

The mothers of the children and _ the
friends who helped in the making of the
dresses are to be congratulated on_ their
splendid efforts towards making the occasion

a never-to-be-forgotten event in the minds
of the youngsters.

In the matter of prizes, or rather the

FOR THE CHILDREN
How often do we find ourselves handicap-

ped in life by our lack of education? How
often have we seen the other fellow go on
nhead of us because he had knowledge and

training that we had missed. Most of us
will never acquire that education now. It 1s

too late. We ean, hewever, give to our
children the advantages we have lacked and
so enable them to go farther than we have
been able to get.

When the new baby arrives we are full

of plans for his welfare. We want to do

there may have been half a dozen who were

all we ean for him. We usually spend a lot
of money on things he is to young to really
appreciate, and from which he will derive no
permanent benefit, and this money eould be

fortunate one who received it. So, those
who did not ‘‘bring home the bacon,’’ as

costs money. Why not start at once to create

awarding of them, there were so many good

characters that it made it a very difficult

matter to make a decision. In many eases
almost as much entitled to the prize as the
the Western and up-to-date slangists have if,

need not think their costumes were overlooked.

There were simply not enough prizes
to go round.
The prizes were awarded as follows:—
Fdna Hutechison—Best dressed girl, presented

by Bros. Stoney and Kynoch.
Billy Farrenden—Best dressed bov, presented
by Bros. Stoney and Kynoch.

Evelyn MeLaughlin—Best comic girl, presented by The P. R. Co., Ltd.
Victor Poole—Best comic boy, presented hv

R. D. Linzey, jeweller.
Muriel Parkin—Best dancer girl, presented
by R. D. Linzey, jeweller.
Tommy Parkin—Best dancer boy, presented
by W. Thompson, jeweller.
Jack Tavlor—Best sustained character boy.
Trene MecGeachy—Best sustained character

orl.

Lorraine Harper—Best little tot girl, presented by Jimmie Woodley.
Morris and Paul Marlatt—Best little tot boys,
presented by H. J. Parry, instrance.
Muriel Smith—Consolation prize, boy, presented by Myron MeLeod.

Lettie Vicelli—Consolation prize, girl, pre-

used to much better advantage to him, if
spent on his education. Special education

the fund necessary: for the purpose? A dol-

lar a week deposited in the savings bank

would amount to a thousand dollars in fifteen
Years. That amount, added to what. he earns
himself during vacation, would ‘put’ any am-

bitious youngster through college. It is not

difficult to save a dollar a week. If you
start now in a couple of months it becomes
a habit, and a good one. Good habits are
just as hard to get rid of as the bad, though
not so easily acquired. These suggestions
work no hardship on anyone.

There is even a better place to put that
dollar than the bank. Deposit it with a Life
Assuranee Company, and then, whether vou

live to the end of the fifteen years,’ or die
tomorrow your boy will get the thousand
dollars, which will give him the chanee his
dad never had.

We are told the ‘‘Provinee’’ of ‘Vancouver, B.C., published an ‘‘ad’’ as follows:
‘¢Wanted—Good pastrv cook, for a position
in the interior. ’’

donate prizes for the Carnival; without such

Tessie Smith, in a great state of excitement, ran into her mother. ‘*Oh, momma,
Ida Watson was just bitten by a dog!’’
Mother, soothing the little one, ‘‘ Where
was Ida bitten, my darling?’’

heavily on the lodge.

the kitchen. ’’

sented by P. R. Drug Store.
The most grateful thanks of the Elks, as
a body, is given to those who so quickly and

liberally responded to the invitation to

aid the enterprise would have borne very

Tessie:

‘¢ Just between the wood shed and
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THE FOLLY OF REGRET

The Moving Finger writes and having writ,

Moves on; nor all thy Piety nor Wit

Can lure it back to cancel half a line;
Nor can all thy Tears wash out a word of it.’?
This is handed down to us as a Gem from

the mind of a Persian Poet of the twelfth

century. It tells suecinetly the futility of
regret. It is useless and vain. What’s done
is done, and can’t be undone. Jt aleo means

that opportunities not taken advantage of
are lost, gone—and worst of all, wasted, with

a definite net individual loss. We are writ.
ing our own personal history daily. We can
make it one of which to well be proud, or
on the other hand, not so good. The choice
and opportunity is ours, but when the day
passes, the page is filled and closed. And

that day cannot be considered lost which
brings into our lives the next day a resolution to make it just a little bit better than
its predecessor,

DANGERS OF CARBON MONOXIDE GAS
A. Warning to Motorists.
Carbon Monoxide is colorless, odorless, and
deadly.

Carbon monoxide may be formed by burning almost any kind of fuel without enough
oxygen. A very small percentage in the air
will cause headache, then unconsciousness,

then death. The blood has a great affinity
for carbon monoxide and absorbes it from
the Iungs instead of the oxygen which is
needed to sustain life.
An automobile engine running in an or-

One of the best definitions of perseverance
Was once given by a colored preacher who
said, ‘‘I means, firstly, to take hold: second-

ly, to hold on; and, thirdly, to nebber let
gol 7?

All of the inspirational writers from Father Adam to Kingdom Come could not have
sald more-—for in this statement, aptly put,
are included the three master essentials—
the three great ‘‘P’s—purpose, patience and
power—s0 nhecessary to success of any kind.

First of all, perseverance. consists of pur-

pose, the qualitv whieh causes a man to
‘‘take hold’? of any work with carnestness,
enthusiasm and energy.

Patience, alone, will keep him ‘‘holding

on’? against the buffets of discouragement
which sorely try his grip and grit.

Power he must have to give him the
strength never to let go, power of char-

acter, will, mind and body all bent on gaining the selected goal.
Men and women blessed with perseveranee are never afraid of hard work, Jong
hours and unceasing application.
—The Family Wash.

Glass was made in Egypt 3000 B. C., but
our record of transparent glass dates back
Only to 719 B. C.

Glass mirrors were first made by the Ve-

netians in the 13th Century. Prior to that
mirrors of polished metal were used.

Iron horseshoes were first made in 418

A. D.

Kerosene was first used for illuminating

dinary small garage with doors and windows
closed will produce enough carbon monoxide

in 1826.

in a few minutes to cause death. If a per-

per second.

Son 1s alone in such a garage, he is generally
overcome without warning.

The only safeguard is NEVER TO RUN
YOUR ENGINE UNLESS THE GARAGE
DOOR IS OPEN OR AT LEAST TWO WINDOWS.—-National Safety Council.
Noah would have conveyed a boon to those

who came after him if, when he had them
ali cooped up in the ark, he had indueed
the rhinoceros to step quietly on both mos-

quitoes, both fleas, and both eooties. What}

Light travels at the rate of 186,000 miles

‘‘Almighty Dollar’? was originated by
Washington Irving as a satire on the Ameriean love for gain.
The authentic history of China commenced
3000 years B, C.

Liable to apply most anywhere:
Lhe schoolmaster wrote on the back of a

boy’s monthly report ‘‘A good worker but
talks too much. ’’

The father signed the re-

port and then wrote under the remark of
the schoolmaster, ‘*‘You should meet his
mother. ’’
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HOW MONEY GROWS
A minister iy quoted as having said ‘‘ The
eorner-stone of this Chureh was laid tn 1806.
When it was laid a tin box was put under it.
This box, according to the records, holds vari-

ous papers and also a twenty-dollar gold
piece. I wish this money had been put in a
bank for us. Then we would have had some-

thing today.’’
much would that $20.00 be worth

Emerson says: ‘What you are speaks 80
loud I cannot hear what you say.’’
The above statement may seem somewhat

vague to many readers. Also it may be that
we are wrong in our idea of what he means,
but, we think we are right, so we are going
ahead with the explanation. What we are
shows in our face, and shows plainly, but

everyone cannot read. For that lack In
others manv of us may be thankful. If it

today?’’ he was asked.
“¢That $20.00 would be worth over $20,000.00 today, if it had been at work earning
6 per cent. interest.
This seemed impossible and I took pencil
and paper roughly to check him up. He was

were possible for all who meet us to know
exactly what kind of women and men we
were, by simply looking into our faces, most
of ts would be wearing masks. And, that
is just what most people do.

using the rule that money at 6 per cent, ¢com-

ing utteranee to many wise sayings. One
of them is: ‘‘The eitizen who devotes his
energies wholly to private affairs, priding
himself on his wisdom in minding his own
business, is blind to the fact that his own

‘absolutely correct. Figure it yourself by

pound interest doubles itself every eleven

years. Even at 3 per cent. interest look
what the amount would be.
If your great-prandfather had $20.00 and

Herbert Speneer was responsible for giv-

locked it up, or bought something with it,
your family may have only that $20.00, or,

husiness is made possible by the prosperity
of all.’’

perhaps, an old elock.

and does not know it. He is to be pitied.

But if some other fellow’s great-gran‘father put his $20.00 at interest in a bank
instead of locking it up or spending it, the
result is that his family today has thousands

of dollars. That’s why some people have
more money than others today.
You have to work for your money. Make

it work for you.
Don’t wait a day longer. Put some of tit
in the bank and wateh it grow. Remember,

interest plays no favorites. A bank wiiJ

pay as much for your money as it will pay
‘John D.’’, or any wealthy person for his.
—The 100-Ton Booster.
SPRING’S HEE:

Sometimes the aforesaid citizen is blind,

His case is sad, but some day he may see,

so there are hopes for him. But there 1s
another kind of citizen who is purposely
blind. He is aware of his aloofness. In
fact he separates himself with intent to
escape any responsibility. Like the story of
the man in the Bible, he walks ou the other

side of the road. Such an individual is of
little or no use to any community. He 1s
a living monument to the cardinal sin of
selfishness. He is unloved while living, and
unsung and unmourned when he dies. He
is buried and forgotten. Children will with-

draw from him, and dogs will sniff at him
and turn away. He is really to be pitied.

YT know it by the slush and mud;

‘¢That’s a fine healthy boy of yours, Mrs.
Blank,’’ said Roy Lamont to a young mat-

I know it cause I feel all wrong;
I know it by the skies of blue;

‘‘Sh-sh! Don’t speak so loud. Anything
he hasn’t got he eries for.’’

I know it by the bursting bud;
T know it by the robin’s song;

And cause I’m feeling lazy, too!
Each day I feel my langour grow
And that’s the reason why I know
Spring’s here!—The Family Wash.

‘fGive the women eredit,’’ shouts Yitzkeh
Valenta, ‘‘they don’t pay anyhow!’’

ron. he had the measles yet?’’

Wife:

‘¢What is the matter with Jack-

son %7?7

Husband: ‘*‘He’s found he has one wife
too many.’’

Wife: ‘‘Ha, a bigamist!’’
Husband: ‘!No.’’

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
WHY TEACHERS GET GRAY
Answers to School Examination Papers.

the Third would have been king

of France if his mother had: been a man.’”’

‘‘Benjamin Franklin produced electricity
by rubbing eats backward.”’
‘‘The Gorgons: were three sisters that look-

ed like women, only more terrible.’’
‘‘George Washingten married Mary Curtis and in due time became the father ef his

country.

‘$A deacon is the lowest kind of a Chris-

tian.’ ’

‘SAn index is where you look in the Back

of the book when you want to find sume-

thing that is printed in the front part of
the book.’ ’

Another, a contribution to the Digester,
though the local children are not implicated:
‘¢William the Conqueror fell from his horse

one day and was wounded in the feudal
system. ’’

—_ *

TO BE UNPOPULAR
Come in and slam the door, or, leave it
2

Open,

Contradict people, right or wrong.

Listen to gossip, then repeat it.

Give it your own coloring, that always

helps.

Ask personal questions.

Bo persistent about this.
Overcome the other fellow’s modesty.

Tell the other fellow when and where he
is wrong.
Think everybody is happier than you, and
SAY B80.

_

Always be funny at the other fellow’s ex-

pense,

Laugh at your own attempts at a joke.
Correct others who do not use the King’s
Close the window and keep out the fresh
air.

Never praise the other fellow’s possessions.

It is seldom reasonable to be offended by

things said of us.in our absence and not

intended to our ears. For if any

man will investigate his own conduct, he
will probably find that he holds. no friend
so dear, or any other person in.such vencra-

tion, but that, in the absence of that friend
or person, he will some -times let fall expres-

sions regarding him little calealated to give
him pleasure. -Our self love is so inordinately sensitive and exacting that whatever

is said of us behind our backs, if it is re-

ported literally, is almost certain to dissatisfy us, or wound our feelings. Yet how little
is our conduct regulated in accordance with

the preception of doing to others as we
would wish them to do to us; and what lie-

ense do we permit ourselves in our judgment
of others.—Contributed.

Ignorance is visited as sharply as wilful
disobedience — incapacity meets with the
same punishment as erime. Nature’s dliseipline is not even a word and a blow, ani

When playing games tell the other fellow
of his mistakes.
Give him the benefit of your knowledge.
Interrupt others during a conversation.

Express the opinion that children are 2

nuisance.

7

Never offer help spontaneously, always

wait to be asked. |
Never knock at a door before entering.
Always borrow without asking permission.

If you are forced to borrow money keep
the other fellow waiting before you pay it
pack.

Be cocksure about all your statements.

Always sit in the easiest chair.
Grab the newspaper and hold on to it.
Never charge for your advice—and don’t
stint it.

They were having a hammer and tongs
discussion about whiskey and water.

‘‘T don’t give a hang what you say,’ ©

the blow first; but the blow, without the

shouted George Clapp, ‘‘water has_ killed
more people than ever whiskey did.’’
‘‘How come? You’re crazy, man,’’ shout-

ears are boxed.

ed back Charlie Woodward.

word. It is left to you to find out why your

answered

A man’s worst difficulties begin when he
is able to do as he hkes.

George,

with, we’ll start with the flood.’’
And Charlie fainted.

‘*to begin
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clerk in the grocery business for 12 years,
afterwards embarking in business for himseif
in that same line. He 1s married and has a

wife and two children; one born in Italy
snd one in Powell River. Mrs. Venutti came
to Powell River about five years ago. She

hails from the same place in Italy as her

husband and was employed in a clerical capa-

city in the civil service for a period of
seven years. During the Great War that
nart of Italy to the north was under Austr-

ian domination and the residents considered

prisopers of war. There were some very
interesting happenings during that period of

time. Mario’s hobby is hunting, he having

JOSEPH TREVISAN

Joe is a jovial son of Italy, hailing from

done much of it in the old land. He 1s a good
steady worked and a good husband and father.

the town of Villacaccia; coming to this coun-

try in 1913, and settling down in Powell
River. He has been working in the wood
room for eleven years. He was married in
St. Joseph’s Chureh, Powell River, to Miss
Gertrude Bidin, a Powell River virl. There
are two children, one boy and one girl whose

photos are to be seen on another page of
this issue.

REDENTO SCHIFFO

Born 1884 in Galletiano, Italy. Came to
Powell River 30th of April, 1923, and started

to work with the construction gany. In
time he was promoted to an assistant of the

late BE. Sadler. In 1919 he left for a trip
to Italy to see his family. He is the father
- MARIO VENUTTI
Another of our old timers, Mario Venuttl,

arrived in Powell River during 1913. A
short time after he was assigned to the
grinding room and held down that job for
six years. The next move was to the screen

room for two years, and from there to the

of three girls and one boy. Redento visited
Paris, Rome and Venice during his trip. He
was welcomed home with true hospitality by
his many friends. One one occasion he partook of the good red wine of the country,
and on the way home showed his friends
how some people in the West act when overcome, using one of the telephone poles as a

wood room for four years more. Marlo came

tree. After that performance he decided to
swear off. During August, 1923, he returned

Udine, North Italy, where he had worked as

to Powell River with his familv and has been
working steadily ever since.

direct to Powell River from
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wee MILI WHISPERINGS
Our outside correspondent and on-the-wing

writer wants to thank ‘*Dad’’ H. E.-Benner,
the genial superintendent of the wood mill,
for the promises he has given (that is the

promises ‘‘Dad’’ has given) for items of

OH, ROGER!

‘¢$Women on the whole are better workers
than men.’?’

A remark by a_ local government official,
overheard.

interest occurring in that department of the

If you have bricks and things prepare to

‘*Dad’’ on the matter he was assured every:

A mun who is a traitor to his sex.
I expected things better of Roger

mill, And our restless reporter further
sayeth, that the last time he spoke to
thingy was going on fine. The saws were
sawing, the hooks were hooking, the peavies
were not peevish, the conveyor was convey:

bombard

But my confidence in tim he

wholly

wrecks.

ing, and the ‘‘hog’’ was hogging it all. The
latest reports are that ‘‘Dad’’ had a pencil
sharpened at both ends, a ream of paper

The penalty for what above I’ve quoted

cut to writing tablet size, and a_ strong

Should be expulsion from the tribe or clan,
For the renegade declared that he has noted
That a woman will work better than a man.

determination to keep his promise—the next

Is it for this that men for countless ages

time. Let's hope sa.

Have slaved to satisfy these women’s
greed;

To keep them happy in their gilded cages,

And see that they have everything they
need ?

Is it for this that we have toiled and sweated

And passed our days in struggle and in
strife,
That one fair woman might be spoiled and
petted

And lead an absolutely useless life?

Left to himself, a man’s desires are simple.
He does not wish frivolity or fuss;
He loves to loaf where sunny waters dimple,
And fish and smoke, and never give a euss.

Then why does he ge in for speculation,
And add one dollar to another so?
LUIGI CECCONI
Luigi Ceeconi, one of our old pioneers, was

born in Basiono, sunny Italy, where, after

he attained manhood he worked on cement
and plastering for a number of years. Almost

immediately on his arrival in Powell River
he signed up with the outside construction

gang, and has been working ever since, being now an assistant foreman under Ed. Pea-

cock. Luigi is always on the job. He 1s
married and justly proud of his family of
four children, two of whom are attending
public scheol. Mr. and Mrs, Cecconl are
energetic members of the Italan Benevolent
Society, which is doing splendid service, socially and otherwise, for its members.

Widows’ weeds wilt—when a man says

It isn’t for his own gratification,

Some dainty darling’s got the mutt in tow.

Perhaps, though, there’s a mental reservetion
Behind the words that I transeribe above;
For work may have another application
When dealing with such ticklish things as
love.
And though in any steady occupation
A woman may not seem so very bright,

It’s a matter of our daily observation

She can somehow always work a man all

right!

With apologies.—J. S. H.

He who hesitates 1s bossed.
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WHAT PEOPLE

NRE SAVING

THEY SAY
WHAT DO THEY SAY
LET THEM oAY
the picture

THAT the Elks deserve all the good things
said of them regarding the Children’s

THAT the parents who accompany their
children enjoy themselves seeing the
youngsters get full measure.
THAT the silent howling of the wolf-dog

TITAT the children were dazed and nearly
strangled trying to follow the erratie

THAT Saturday afternoon in

show is enjoyed to the utmost by the
ehildren.

on the screen is assisted by the

kiddies—and there is no silence.
THAT Charlie Carter, of the Avenue Lodge,

is to blame for keeping the lawns
and flower borders in natty and neat
eondition.

THAT we also are told he is not to blame
for the empty cigarette bexes, match
boxes, torn-up love letters and other
discarded articles, lying on the lawns
at odd times.
THAT some people do think, and don’t do it.
THAT others do not think at all.
THAT if a seat was placed at the top of
the grade of the sidewalk coming up

from the wharf many people would
take advantage of it and rise up and
bless someone.

THAT all the ladies of Powell River should

arrange to ‘‘clean house’’ at the
same time.

THAT by adopting this scheme they would
be enabled to keep their social and
sporting engagements without annoying breaks and delays.
THAT if house cleaning interferes with golf
why, let the—house cleaning go.
THAT some of the young bachelors have
been buying lots in the Michigan and
Cranberry additions.
THAT some of the same bachelors have been

making enquiries as to the prices of
lum ber.

THAT ‘*Dinty’’ Dinsmuir is one of these
bachelor buyers, and there is a strong
suspicion in the minds of some of the
boys 1n the machine room,

Fancy Dress Carnival.

gyrations of the so-called

ment of our Canadian Anthem, O
Canada.

THAT the alleged up-to-date orchestra will
have a difficult time proving an alibi.
VISITORS

The big S. S. ‘‘F. J. Luckenbach’’ ealled
in at Powell River early Saturday morning,
April 4th, and stayed over till noon of the

6th. She took on a good-sized cargo of
paper for Texas, U.S.A. The ‘‘F. J. Luckenbach’’ is one of exactly the same build

and dimensions as the ‘f‘Katrina Luekenbach’’ which was here some several weeks
APO.
Captain F. A. Enow, Chief Engineer C.
J. Johnson, Captain (U.S. Pilot) John Norbery, and Captain (B.C. Pilot) S. Snoddy
spent a very pleasant day on Sunday up

Powell Lake. They ealled in at Tom

Ogburn’s place, and in his absence made
themselves quite at home, Tom having loaned

his key for that purpose. A most diligent
search fuiled to reveal anything that would
eause the party to break the Volstead Act.

After a very satisfying luneh not omitting

plenty of good strong coffee, the party
wended its way over the trail to Goat Lake

and enjoyed a rest and sun bath at the
upper beach.

Several snap shots were taken

and the party back-tracked to the float,

where more coffee was taken aboard, and

the return trip was made down the lake.
The day was perfect and the visitors enjoy:

ed every minute of their outing. The trip
was made in Jack Wilson’s fast motor
launch.
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SKETCHES AND CALCULATIONS

We noted a remark in last month’s Dtgester to the effect that many people in this

city are wavering between a garden rake
and a golf club. Being on the Engineering

Staff, used to solving abstruse problems such

renewed his acquaintance with the Royal and

Ancient game; but when playing with him
the other day we noticed that his ball invariably took the direction of any players
of the opposite sex who happened to be in
the vicinity. We wonder if this is why!

as this, the matter was handed to Ratten-

bury for solution, he being both a golfer and

There are lots of Bars, Busses, Conductors

a gardener. He solved the problem in a

and Trucks in this world but only one Mont-

way that we consider should be satisfactory
to all—by practising approach shots in his

gomery—who leaves us shortly.

garden.

We suggest

that even though it is necessary for him to
depart, he leaves the Bars behind him—.
He can have the Busses, ete., to play with!

We saw on an occasion, not a hundred .
years ago, P.S. seated in one part of a room

surrounded by no less than seven of the
fairer sex—whilst the rest of us men sat
uncared for in a bunch in another. We fee]
confident in suggesting that he might make
a very advantageous deal with Thompson

for the recipe. (P.S.. There is no charge
for this suggestion.)

At the time of writing we are in the throes
of a Golf Competition among the members
of the Engineering Staff. We are inelined
to doubt, however, whether the person who

told Wally Wilshire that the time limit for
18 holes was 8 hours was quite in order.
Any way ‘‘Honi solt qui mal y _ pense,’’
Wally!

We hazard the guess that Gordon, being a
eross-word puzzle fan,. would remark in 4a

Here’s a story we can’t quite vouch for
the truth of. A certain member of our staff

anesthetic he had not so long ago that he felt

saw Plummer standing on the weigh bridge
One morning and met him again later in the

casual way when he came to from the
like ‘‘An [Iota in a weird Lea that had been
punctured by an Asp—as trembly as a Lin
and not fit to do an Erg.’’ But we hope that

by the time this is printed he will be like

Shakespeare’s” school-boy ‘*‘with shining
morning face’’ or even perhaps the next step.

We have it straight from the _ horse’s
mouth that Stan. Claridge is going fishing
next week in Loon Lake. It reminds us of
the old story of the man who was fishing just
outside a Loonatie Asylum, when one of the

inmates poked his head over the wall and
saw him. The following ensued:
Inmate: What are you doing? |
Other Bloke: Fishing.
Inmate: For how long?
O.B.: Three hours,

Inmate: Caught anything?
O.B.: No.
Inmate: Come inside.

But keep out of the lake, Stan—1i1t’s still
a bit damp at this time of the vear!
We are pleased to see that Jamieson has

‘fAh,’’ he remarked, ‘‘l saw you thts
morning, Steve, but you didn’t see me.’’
day.

Oh! Where was that,’’ said Steve.

‘*Weighed in the balance, old son, and found

wanting to shed ANOTHER THREE
STONE,’’ was the reply.

Well! Well! Well! Wright, perhaps you
thought we couldn’t put two and two together—but thanks to our detective instincts,
last month’s Digester remarks re Major Sutton—and a yarn of a lost key after a party—

Well, For Gawd’s Sake!

KING TUT INDOOR BOWLING CLUB

The second annual dance held by the
above elub on April 2nd proved an unquallified success, the large company present alli
acknowledging a good time. The committee,

ably led by President Jimmie Caw, Vice-

pres. J. Friend, and Secretary Al Coverdale,
spared no pains in their efforts to resuscicate

‘‘Ole King Ttt,’’ whilst J. Brown as floor
manager proved untiring in his efforts to
maintain a lively evening. For the benefit
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of certain patrons, several Scotch dances
were introduced, and seemed very popular,
despite the fact that the younger element

appear reluctant in attempting the more
strenuous type of dancing. The orchestra
under the fatherly guidance of ‘‘Ole’’ were
in good form, and generous in the granting
of encores, so much so that time proved
too short to complete a somewhat extensive
programme.

The various competitions are rapidly draw-

ing to a close. The Singles Championship
was won by our ould friend Geordie Paterson, who defeated J. Friend in the final con-

test by a substantial margin. Despite the
disparity in the scores the game was enjoyable, every play attempted by the runner-up being frustrated with an almost diabolical cunning by Geordie, who proved in
highest form, winning many shots by his
uncanny judgment, often by a fractional
margin. Both contestants were complimented upon their display.
The Doubles Championship has also been
decided, Askew and McCullough being victorious over Coverdale and Russell, by some

up and a few to go; but the final in the

rinks is yet to be decided, old rivals in the
shape of King Tut Hill and Caw, assisted
by Clark, Stone and Hicks, and Hastings,
McGregor, and Rushant respectively, will
contest supremacy.
The consolation squabbles have been some-

what retarded in favour of the main events,

Bill Parkin, by a .victory over his name-

sake, Walter Parkin, being the only one so
far to enter the semi-finals in the singles,

whilst in the doubles no couple has yet
reached the penultimate stage.

Visitors passing the gym frequently drop
in to ascertain the cause of all the uproar,
and have expressed themselves, favorably
over the indoor type of bowling which, as
these columns have previously mentioned,

is the finest of its kind in B. C.—possibly
throughout Canada.

At the termination of activities a windup smoker, at which the prizes will be presented, is to be arranged.

FINISHING ROOM FIN
‘*Gil’’ should feel proud of his: staff. The
way the paper is dispatched and finished for

shipment each day most certainly reflects
credit on them. At high pressure it is possible to dispose of rolls as fast as the conveyor will take them at the rate of 120 per
hour.

Kach man knows what is expected of

him and hops to it.
George Knight is certainly having a run

of hard luck. After receovering from an
operation on his neck he is having trouble
with his eye. We hope he will soon recover
and be his old self. Buster MeNeil is leaving our employ and going to Port Hammond.
He will surely be an acquisition to their ball

team. He has the best wishes of his eoworkers in Powell River.
We have in hospital just now Bolton who

was unfortunate enough to hurt his knee.
We trust he will soon be baek on duty bidding for the championship in his own particular line.
Norman, Danny and Watson certainly seem

to feel their responsibilities since joining the
°*benedicts.’’ Tony and his crowd are now
planning as to how to procure wine without

infringing on the law. Ah, Tony, that was
surely a blow which has had a sobering influence on guite a few.

Merton, it is hoped, enjoyed his trip to
town. The boys all have their own ideas of
the attraction. Some think a blonde, some
say a brunette.
Yes, it is quite true that our department
shiek, Walter Wilson, imports his breath lozengers from Chicago.

We regret that our pride ‘‘Speed’’ Robert-

son, is retiring from his active athletic life
to that of a quiet one at home,
An interesting conversation between Billy
Graham and his capping partner Tony, (the

little fellow with the strawberry nose).

8.15 a.m.—Billy: ‘‘Lotsa paper today, eh?
Tony, half asleep: ‘‘Banan’s feefty cents a

doz today.’’ Silence. 4.15 p.m.—Billy:
‘*Whieh do you like the best, No. 1. paek or
Tony: ‘‘I don’ got buy no banan’s
today. Billy, exasperated:.‘‘The devil take
No, 42?7?

Some men are known by their deeds,

others by their mortgages—Berkley, Cal.,
Courier.

your banan’s, try hagis for a change and
put hair on your chest.’’
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GOLF
Interest in the various tournaments, which

Two-Ball Foursome, a competition played

this year for the first time. In the second

are now being played over two new holes

round of this event Brouse and Lang, Craw-

and four of the old ones, has continued with

Fletcher, Stewart and Bledsoe 6 and 9.

great intensity. One of the favourite competitions of the year, the mixed Two-Ball
foursomes, was concluded on April 4th, a

tord and Baird 6 and 5. Zumwalt and

Graham and Hanning, Gardiner and Black
6 and 4, Gordon and Rattenbury won from

McMaster and Kelly by default, McLeod

day which proved to be an ideal one for the
finals. By playing a steady and consistent
game throughout, Dr. Henderson and Mrs.
J.- Mcintyre finally downed their opponents

and Lee won from Sehuler and McLean Dy
default, Macken and Plummer, Falconer and
Saunders 7 and 5. MeKenzie and Peacock,
Lockie and Corbett 6 and 5B.

at the ‘‘Deadman’s Hole’’—or perhaps it
would be more appropriate to say, buried
them there. The Doctor and his partner
established an early lead by winning the

moment is the Ladies’ Handicap Singles. In

first two holes and this start was more than

McLean by default, Miss EB. O’Hearn, Miss

Mr. Lang and Mrs. J. H. M. Smith were

able to overcome; though the latter twice
succeeded in squaring the match they were
never able to get ahead.
The old 2nd
and 3rd holes were the chief cause of their

Another important tournament of the

the third round Miss C. Smith, Miss J.
Claridge 4 and 2. Miss Brett, Mrs. A.
S. MeLean, Mrs. Smith won from Mrs.
I, Smith 5 and 3, Mrs. Bell-Irving, Mrs.
Donigan 3 and 2, Miss Milne, Miss Thompson 3 and 1, Miss Henderson, Miss Stewart
2 and 1, Miss Legg, Mrs. Graham 6 and 4,

Miss Kilburn, Miss Frampton, Mrs. Plum-

undoing; in fact they lost both. of these mer, Mrs. Peacock, Mrs. Schuler, Mrs. Lee,
roles on each round. Some holes, however, Miss Till, Mrs. Ritchie 3 and 2, Mrs. Anwere notably wel] played, as when the ‘‘B’’ drews, Mrs, Barcley, Miss) Laxton, Miss
hole was halved in fours, but the feature O’Hearn 4 and 3, Miss Allan, Mrs. C. Pearof the game was undoubtedly Mrs. Me: son 1 up, Miss Seator, Miss Sparling 2 up.
Intyre’s consistently long driving and Dr. In the 4th round Mrs. Bell-Irving, Miss
Henderson’s deadly work with the _ short
approaches.

The Doctor more than once put

the ball stone dead. from off the edge of
the green.

_At the conclusion of the match (the ‘*B”’
hole of the 3rd round), both sides got away

to good drives. Mrs. Smith and Mr. Lang
were, however, already three down; they
conceded the match on the graveyard green

when their opponents lay dead and they
had played the odd. This gave Mrs. MeIntyre and Dr. Henderson the win by 4 and
2, and possession of the McMaster cup for a
year.

The game attracted quite a-large gallery,
and the lady caddies proved a great success

—certainly no complaints were heard from
any of the players. Those of the Executive
who watched the match are seriously considering making it obligatory hereafter for
all contestants in final matches to provide

vaddies of the fair sex. As they put it,

what could be fairer?

Another tournament which is being followed with considerable interest is the Men’s

Milne 2 up, Miss Henderson, Miss Legg 2
and 1, Miss Kilburn, Mrs. Plummer 9 and
4, Mrs. Schuler, Miss Till 2 and Il.
Second only to the tournaments the big
excitement of the past month was the open-

ing, on the morning of March 28th, of the
two additional new holes. The first to play

over the new. fairways were Mrs. J. M.
Nichol of Vancouver, and the Pro., who had

a round together in the morning. In the

afternoon droves of enthusiasts were out
to try their luck at the new distances. The
‘*B’’ Hole, which has been stretched to 400
yards, is a very satisfactory 3 shotter, and

makes an excellent test of wooden club
play. A ditch which is used to drain the
course makes very fine hazard, as it lies
across the fairway at 315 yards from the
tee, so that a drive and a very fair brassie
cr spoon are required to clear it. After two

good shots, a mashie or a niblic 1s required

to hold the -green, which is liberal in size
and in very fair condition. .The next hole

is a very pretty one; being 150 yards in

length and downhill, it is just the distance
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for a well hit mashie or easy jigger. The
view from the tee is really magnificient; the

blue waters of Malaspina can be. seen
stretching for many miles in three directions

—far to the south along Texada Island,
across to Vancouver Island in the west, and

to the’ north beyond Savary. After short

A GOLF MAXIM
(An episode enacted not 100 miles from
‘*D’’ Tee.)
It was really only a minor affair, and
didn’t attract a crowd;
I refer to a somewhat Titanic scrap ‘twixt
a ball and Bill M

hole comes the 320 yard ‘‘D’’ back to He smote it once and then again, his ardor
the graveyard. This hole should be a drive

and pitch but as it has to be played dog
leg. fashion at present owing to the marshy

condition of the lower fairway, it often
calls for two wooden shots now, or at least
for a drive and iron.

During the first week-end of play on the
new nine holes, some very creditable scores
were made. Max Smith scored the first

par on the long hole (so much longer than
any we have ever had before on our small
course), getting a correct and useful 40.

Lang: got the first birdie 4 on this hole,

holing his putt after a particularly fortunate

piteh. Crawford, on Sunday afternoon,
scored the first birdie 2 on the ‘‘C’’ hole,
jamming down a 6 foot putt after a beautiful high iron from the tee. Others pitched
their tee shots on this green but failed to

>

undiminished.

the remarkable part of the whole thing was,
the ball was there when he finished!
Again he tried, and yet once more, with that
well known Scotch persistence,

And I thought that the little ball would be
quite blotted from existence;
Yet, alas, it stayed, and reminded one of the
story of David and Saul;

But I think you’d have hit it the first time,
Bill, if you’d kept your eye on the ball!
With deep sympathy,

A GREAT CLIMATE
It 1s a recognized fact that an abundance
of pure, ciean water is absolutely essential

get down with less than two putts. Lang in paper making; but the residents of a
recorded the first birdie 3 at the ‘‘D’’ hole, ‘paper mill town are just as pleased if the
getting down a long putt after a jigger second to the green.

The addition of the new holes is indeed
a godsend to the club, even though the grass

has not yet started to show except very
sparsely in the fairways. The terrific congestion which was such a bad feature of
the old course has disappeared to a very
marked extent and the constant waiting at
tecs has been eliminated in some degree.
More than this, the players are getting a
Chance which was lacking before to develop

thoir wooden club play. Besides lengthen-

ing the course, the new holes add immeasur-

ably to the variety and interest of the play.

water for the process and the power can be
obtained by means of a large watershed and
an adequate area of lake storage rather than
through an over generous supply of rain.
“The following table of mean annual rainfall shows, for several places in the province,
a rainfall that is considerably meaner than
that of Powell: River:
Victoria. ................................ 30 inches

Powell River

._ 388 #79

5G 73
LIQ 2s”?
9
Ocean Falls .......................132
73
Swanson Bay ......................180
Vancouver .........

Prince Rupert

WEATHER REPORT

All ean realize now the joy of going the
March, 1925
full nine, imperfect as the fairways un- Average minimum temperature.............. 35.3
. 48.7

doubtedly are at present. Circling the old

Average maximum temperature..

six holes—although each was good in itself
—now scems monotonous in comparison.

Rainfall from Jan. lst to Mar. 31st... 11,556
Hottest day for month, March 17th...... 55°

Boys, don’t swell up when the girls laugh
at your jokes. You may not be witty. They
may have teeth that are pretty.

broke and a millionaire is: The first worries
over his next meal and the latter over the
last.

Rainfall for month ......................

1,674

‘The only difference between a man stoney-
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1. Jenny Hamilton. 4. Thelma Innes
2. Gladys Wilshire 5. Dorothy Hogue
3. Hisa Haddon
4

VAMPIRES
4. H'raneis Miller
1. Grace Claridge
2. Mdith Banham
5. Mabel Donnenworth
3. Kate Brand

R. L. Doidge Physieal Director

PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT
The Assault-at-Arms, staged at the Gym-_
nasium on the 19th and 20th of March, was
the- culmination of the indoor season’s work.
It proved a: huge success, being thoroughly
enjoyed by competitors and spectators alike.
The fencing finals were . especially. exciting,
Hamish Davidson receiving many bruises and

losing much ‘‘bark’’ before emerging the
victor. -Miss Edith Banham won for ~~ the

girls. from Miss Grace Claridge.
P,. R.. Lockie and Jack Hill gave a clever

turn on the high trapeze, and received the
well-earned applause of the crowd.
The blindfold, boxing kept the spectators

in roars of merriment, and if anything

could be funnier than the boys’ bouts it was

when the girls got going. With four blind-

folded. combatants in’ the ring at the same
time, there wasn’t a slow moment. One fair
(or was she dark?) damsel drove vicious left
and .right: jabs into anything she came into
contact. with, including the referee, who was
eontinually ealled upon to rescue some poer

unfortunate who would wander into the

midst of the riot. The masks, with their

droll faces, often facing in the opposite di.
rection to the wearer, added to the comedy.
The games put on the second night were
the best yet. The Vampires and Firefiies,
looking very bright and trim in their colors,

led off with their warery, and played a
hard, fast, basketball game, resulting in a
win for the ‘‘Vamps’’ by the narrow margin
of three points.
the headhner of course was the basketball game between the Wesley team, from
Vancouver, and the Tuxis Boys. In the first

half the latter led the scoring, but the Van- |
eouver team got away from their checks in
the second haif and piled up the points, finally winning by 44 to 35. The Tuxis Boys
missed Beecroft badly, he having injured his
knee in the wrestling bout and being unable

to play.

Lhe final event on the programme was the
indoor rugger match between the Finishing
Room team and the Tuxis boys, resulting in
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n win for the former by four points. It 1s
doubtful whether the All Blacks themselves would have had much of a show in the

other’s play, while the Tuxis Boys piled up
the points.

In the second half, however, pal

Moore found the basket and scored six

that night, and it remains a won-

goals in succession, the remainder of the

der that only one player, the lightest on the
floor, was a casualty and had to be carried
off.

team backing him up splendidly.

The gate receipts went to pay the ex-

penses of the visiting team, and of the two
Powell River entries to the Provineial Boxing and Wrestling Championships meet at
New Westminster, B. C.
Provincial Boxing and Wrestling Championships

Let’s hope

they keep together and provide the competition we want.
During the summer season:-the gym. will
be open to members desiring a work-out,
athletes training for specific events, and the
various teams using.the dressing rooms and
showers. Badminton parties can have the
use of the floor, but must bespeak it, and
also provide own rackets.

L. R. DOIDGE, Phy. Dir.

From the Powell River Athletic Club view point, the.results were perhaps disappointing,

both our candidates for honors being de-

feated in the first round of the light and
welterweight wrestling championships on the

first night of the meet at New Westminster.
It came as a surprise, at least to our boys,
to find, on looking over the list of conditions

soverning bouts, ete., handed them on

weighing-in, that the ‘‘scissors,’’ a favorite
hold practised by both of them, was one of
the holds barred. There was lttle time to
decide on new tactics, and without doubt the

resulting hesitation led to their undoing.

Jnek Gebbie was beaten by Brown, of West-

minster, and Arnold Kaufmann went down
to defeat at the hands of Kauppinen, of the
finnish Club, Vancouver. The Finn was ¢cefeuated by Mosdell, of Westminster, in the
finnls, Major T. Cunningham, of Westminater, refereed.

Generally speaking, the wrestling was

slow, but the boxing really good, espevially

in the lightweight division, where a ‘‘rank
outsider’’ from Stave Falls won his way
cleverly to the finals, and then put Bruce

linv to sleep for the championship. Mr.

Jintmie Anderson of Vancouver was tne

roferee, and recelved unanimous approval.

Baseball 1s now in full swing, and a little

purty of five players captained by Babe

Ntewart proved in the Gym. on Saturday, the

4th inst., that baseball was not the _ only
guino they could play. They met the Tuxis

WINNER OF SINGLE STICK FINALS
AND RUNNER-UP
Edith Banham
Grace Claridge

‘¢T believe one of the troubles in the
personal dealings between men is the disposi:

Boys, and after a fast, clean basketball game

tion that we al] have to think more about
our rights than about our duties, more about

having played basketball together before, the

about giving the other fellow what we owe

were only beaten by eight points. Never
firat half was spent in getting used to each

getting what the other fellow owes than
him.’’—-Representative Lowery, Mississippi.
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POWERLL RIVER LAWN BOWLING CLUB

The newly elected executive held a_ five.
hour session to decide upon developments
for the coming season.

Sub-econnnittees were

appointed, resolutions approved, and _ the
fixture list drawn up to best advantage.
Promises from prospective entries continue

to.reach the executive, and it is well within
the bounds of possibility that the membership this season will reach, if not exceed
the century. Lawn bowling is rapidly con.ing into its own, and losing its hitherto un-

savory reputation of being an old man’s
game, a mild exercise for econvalescents, or a

harmless occupation for the feeble-minded.
A personal invitation has been forwarded to
each prospective entry, and the executive
herewith announee that if such has not been

Nhe elub does not propose to carry a supply of bowls for the general use this season.

Several pairs were originally on hand, but
these are rapidly being purehased, until at
the moment but three pair remain. ‘The Department Store, however, are carrying a number of pairs in stock, Sykes, Taylor and other

makes, in natural or black finish, for the
nenefit of new members.

the various competitions and the time

allotted to each will be found in the fixture
ecard, and need not therefore be enumerated

here. In view of the extent of the pro- |
gramme, it will be necessary for the match
conmittee rigidly to enforce the time limit;
and they wish it very clearly understoud that
piatches not decided within such limits wil]
he defaulted, unless some unforseen and sat-

received by any desiring admission, it is

isfactory exigency should intervene. They

through ignoranee of their identity, and not
by: any means an indication that their pres.
ence will be undesirable. All requests for
enrollment. will gladly be received by the
secretary, and none need be deterred by the

therefore appeal to the membership for sup-

fact of .not having previously played the
game.

In this case they ure unaware of the

pleasure which may be derived from participation therein, and may rely upon assistance and co-operation from the older mem-

bership. In the novice of today will be
found the champion of tomorrow, and should —
a novice reach the highest honour, as indeed

was the case Jast season, no heartier congratulations will be forthcoming than from
the defeated ex-champions themselves.
The following committees were appointed:
Mateh Committee: Messrs. Falconer, Friend

and Beecroft. Greens Committee: Messrs.
Saunders, Friend and Sandifer. Entertainments Committee: Messrs. Lumbard and Bec-

croft, with power to co-opt from the general membership at the discretion of the
chairman, Mr. Lumbard. New Members
Committee: Mr. Saunders, with full power
to co-opt from the general membership at

his diseretion.
Lhe last named committee is a new innova-

tion, and in the eapable hands of Mr.

Saunders and his assistants, new members

may be assured of every attention, and a
fair instruction into the pleasures and _ intracacies of the game.

port and co-operation in this respect, and
trust that no oecasion for the exercise of
such stringent measures will arise. For the
benefit of neweomers a few words of explanation regarding the various Championship tournaments will not be out of placa.
Assuming there are eight entries—A to H—
the procedure would be as follows:
Loser

Game

Winner

Wor.B f f(A ) A\ Wor
BI
VS,

War. | A. DJ ) ve | Wnr.

“| fe{4
fete | f°
Vs.

BK

Rk =) sOVSz

A, being undefeated throughout the competition, would be the champion, and winner

of the first prize. G and B, each having

been once defeated, would play off for the

position of runner up. The winner of this
play off would therefore gain second prize,
with the loser, showing two defeats against
his name, entitled to third position. All elub

competitions will be decided along these
lines, a player thus defeated in the first
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round, is still in a position to become runnec-

nearly as possible from each Department.

up and attain the second position.

This being the first season, and so many new

The executive this season request all men-

bers to place some distinctive mark upon

their bowls. In the past it has been ex-

tremely difficult for skips to distinguish between their opponents woods and their own,
often indeed six or eight woods in the same

rink would come along marked with an
X. The disappearance of. a number of
these X’s would not be regarded as a
national calamity.

players, a certain latitude will be unavoidable, and the match committee are doing
their utmost by consulting prospective skips,

to arrange all rinks as nearly as possible
on an equality, without absolutely disregarding the Departmental basis. Certain
departments, being unable to field a team
from their own material, will be assisted by
having certain players, unattached but possessing obscure qualifications, placed at their
disposal at the discretion of the match com-

The official opening will take place early

mittee. With this end in view a resolution

in May, date and particulars being announced
inter. Mrs. A. E. MeMaster has consented to

was adopted that each rink should contain at

the first wood. The presentation ceremony
will be followed by a match between teams

tries, it is imperative that they be taken

(throw the first Jack, and Mr. MeMaster

selected by the President and Vice-President,

wrizes for the highest rinks on each side to
be nwarded. Refreshments will be serve‘,
nud given good weather, a large crowd and
un interesting afternoon is anticipated.
The Vancouver club will pay their annuzsl

least one new or inexperienced player, 2s
with so large a number of prospective eninto consideration, and this can only be aecomplished by the co-operation of the older
bowlers. Some rinks, from the Townsite Departments for example, may at first appear
to be stronger than the average, but without

transgressing the original intention, and

visit, playing two matches on May 23rd

keeping, within limits, to the departmental
basis, it is impossible to weaken them fur-

anal 24th.

WAOJIUN JO SUIS} W399M Iq J[QISsOd SEB

In one of these, the strongest posuible team will be selected, and a determined

effort made to defeat the visitors. Let the
sloyun ‘*Beat Vanecouver’’ be universally
nelopted, and a sincere effort put forward
tuwnrds this end. Few seem to doubt but

that it can be done, and with each skip
endeavoring to extract full value from his
mon, and steady practice upon every possible

it is hoped these columns will soon
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be able to announce that it has been done,
nnd done in no uncertain manner. In the
mecoud game preference will be given to
members who have not participated in the
firnt, and consideration shown to the less

The Department Store has already entered
three teams under various titles, the General
Office two, and the Kingcome Navigation one

experienced players.
Hat games will be played each Wednesday

Shop, Wood Room, Blacksmiths, foundry,
Mill Carpenters and Machine Room will, 11
is expected, each enter at least one rink.
The Townsite will be represented by four
rinks, Carpenters A and B, Maintenance A
and B. Members of the elub not on the

evening along similar lines to last season,
whilst each Monday and Thursday will be
allocated to competition for the ‘*Department Shield.’?
Appenrances forecast that the competition
for this Department League trophy promises

to be exceptionally keen. Mr. A. E. Me-

Muster hag generously donated a shield to
be known as the ‘‘Department Shield,’’ and
competed for annually by teams drawn as

team respectively, whilst the Engineers,

Shipping, Electricians, Steam Plant, Machine

Company’s Payroll state their intetion to
put two or three rinks in the field, and, predict the shield will hang in the Hotel], Barber
Shop, and. Custom’s Office.
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This competition, however, shoul! not, as
appears to be the case in some quarters, be
confused with the ‘‘Challenge Competition. ”’
This will take place during a specified time—-

Challenge Week, July 18th to 27th—when
all other competitions will be suspended.
With the constitution of rinks and doubles
for this competition the match committec
has no jurisdiction, beyond arranging the
draw. Ihe entry is open, conditional upon
the payment of the small entrance fee, nid
the stronger the combination the better the
prospects. It will be indeed the survival of
the fittest. Official skips for this week will
not be recognized as such, four of these my
even constitute one rink if so desired.
This is a new departure, and entirely in
the nature of an experiment, opinions as to
results being somewhat divided. Some are
inclined to think it will prove a fiasco, others
a huge suceess.

The membership will, in due
course, decide which opinion is correet. Dark
horses may possible arise to overthrow the
favorites, and talents, now hidden under the

guise of inexperience, brought to light; but
if only the venture provides some interesting
games, keen and friendly rivalry, and promotes harmonious good fellowship, then it
will have served its purpose, and be fully
entitied to be regarded a success.

iWth:
Goals

Kilks ......

Indians

it will be an interesting league
with four teams engaged.

Let us keep the ball rolling, boys, and

BOOST FOOTBALL.
O CANADA

QO Canada; Our home our native land, true
patriot Jove in all they sons command.

With glowing hearts we see thee rise, the
true North strong and free,

And stand on guard, O Canada, we stand on
guard for thee.
Chorus:

QM Cnnada!l Glorious and free! We stand on

guurd, wo stand on guard for thee;
0 Gannda, we stand on guard for thee.
QO Canadal Where pines and maples grow,
great prairies spread and lordly rivers flow.
iow dear to us thy broad domain, from east
to westward sea;
thou land of hope for all who toil, thou true
North strong and free.
OQ Canada! Beneath thy shining skies, may
stalwart sous and gentle maidens rise;

to keep thee steadfast thro’ the years from
east to western sea,

Our Fatherland, our Motherland! Our true
North sfirong and free.
Above are the words of this most beauti-

League table up to and including April

St. Andrew’s .....14 8 3 38 17

Pythias intend putting a team in the field
next season.

Pts.

12 %F 4 j\J 46 138—15
YZ ft}: 9 8B VQ BI~ Ff

the St. Andrew’s have now completed
their games in the league, having 19 points

for 14 games played. The Elks are elose
behind, however, and may yet make a tie
with the Saints for top position. The Indians are a bad third, but they should do better in the cup ties, which are due to be played immediately the league championship has
Deen deeided.

Organized football has now taken a firm
hold as a leading sport in our community and
next season promises to be much better in

every respect than the present one. It is
going the rounds that the local Knights of

ful and tmspiring Canadian Anthem. It is
a grand and impassioned combination of
prayer and praise. Every Canadian whose
heart beats, whose blood flows, is proud to
stand and give utteranece the sentiments
woven through the song.
Cut this out and memorize the words, then

put the slip in the rim of your hat, or paste it in your pocket book, so, should you be
forgetful you may refresh truant memory.

Sometimes the highest heels are on the lowest types.

Considering his wardrobe, it is a mighty |
good thing cupid does not grow up.

Time: Now. Place: Moving picture show.

Scene: ‘‘Captain Blood.’’ Young lady:

‘*Where’s my seat?’’ Usher: ‘*‘At the end
of U.’’—National Light Kerosene.

POWELL RIVER. DIGESTER
ST, JOHN’S UNION CHURCH
Notes and Comments

Sermon Topics for May
May 3rd—‘‘Why?f’’

May 10th—‘‘The Great Invitation, ’’—
(Mothers’ Day).
Parndox.’’
May
May 24th—** Progress.” ’

May

This year Mother’s Day comes on Sunday,

May 10th. It is a beautiful custom, now
ulmost universally observed, to specially remember Mother on this day. Those absent
from home are expected to write to mother,
xend a telegram or telephone message, or in

nome way give her recognition. The pro-

yramme of both Sunday School and Chureh

C. F. Pringle will occupy the pulpit on Sunday, June 7th and the Session are making
arrangements for the rest of the month.
An exchange of pulpits has also been arranged for the Sundays of August between
your pastor and Kev. A, I’. Munro, M. A., of
Kerrisdale Presbyterian Chureh, Vancouver.
You should plan to hear this visiting minister who is both a scholar and a preacher,
It was Renan who said: (and his words are
worth pondering): *‘‘ Nothing is more remote
from the truth than the dream of those who
seek to.imagine a perfected humanity with-

out religion.’’
is there need in our community or in our
chureh? May we ever remember that:
‘*Ceasing to give, we cease to have,
Such is the law of Love.’’

(Rev.) HUGH GRAHAM,

on May 10th will be built around mother,
und out of respect for her, whether she is

Pastor.

living or gone before, we should all wear a

white earnation. This is ‘‘Mother’s Day
Mower,’’—symbol of the ideal mother’s virtues: Purity, beauty, fragrance and love. We
whould also plan to attend public worship on
Mother’s Day. So, note the date.
The augmented choir, under the leadershin of Mr. D. Smith, is to be congratulated

ST. ANDREW’S AND CALEDONIAN
SOCIETY

At the general meeting held Mareh 12th

last, the following officers were elected:

President, James Caw; vice-president, R. H.

parts were excelient. The harmony of

Campbell; Charles KE, Wilson, secretary;
James G. Brown, treasurer; executive committee, Charles McLean, Harry Dunn, G. W.
H. MeLaughlin; Dr. A. Henderson, honorary
president. The affairs of the Society are of
a most satisfying nature. The membership

piece orchestra, and Mrs. J. Innes accompan-

healthy.

for the splendid rendering of the Cantata
‘‘Redemption’s Song’’ on Good Friday. The
choruses were particularly fine, and all the

the occasion was ably assisted by the six

kul on the new Bell organ.
The purehase of the new Bell organ has
now been completed, and it will be a great

is growing and the (finaneial condition

It has been the custom to hold an informal dance, with refreshment, after the business of the evening is finished, a collection

nul to worship at all regular services. All
who subseribed to the fund are heartily

being taken up to defray the expenses. These

fhanked.

One hundred per cent fun and enjoyment

The Ladies’ Aid have announced post
ponement of their Sale of Work until the
completion of the new addition to the Guild

oom. It is hoped that the Sale can b2
held on Saturday, May 9th. Watch for an-

danees are proving an unqualified success.

ig extracted. All who attend join heartily

in the merriment. Outside the members of
the society none may attend but by invitation.

An endeavor is being made, with every

show of splendid success, to revive the
called old-fashioned dances, particularly the

Your Pastor has been honoured by appolntment of the Presbytery as one of the

square dances. The vim and enthusiasm
shown in the last mentioned must bring joy

Commissioners to the -historie General As-

to the hearts of those who are responsible for
the resurrection.
Hoot mon! They have a gay time.

mombly, which meets in College Street
Church, Toronto, on June 3rd. Rev. George

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
THE ORIGINAL

SAFETY SIFTINGS
That the Safety Spirit around the plant 1s

vrowing is evidenced by the fact that our
accident record up to the end of March

shows an appreciable decrease as compared

with the first three months of 1924. Whilst
this is a2 matter of congratulation to everybody, there is still lots of room for improvement. This can be done by the co-operation
of everyone. Two of our principal enemies
are carelessness and thoughtlessness. The
cartoon on the back of the cover gives an
example of thoughtlessness in doing a simple

job which was recently witnessed in our

travels. The aceident did not actually occur,

but the way the job was earried out did.
Another cause for a number of small! acelidents hag been nails dropping out of overall
pockets when changing clothes in. the wash

rooms and ‘‘forgetting’’ to pick them up.
Two other glaring examples of thoughtless-

ness of others have been the dropping of
Long before there were men on earth, the
apes in the primitive forests amused them-

selves by playing practical jokes on each
other. Some human being still do it. Perhaps it was the survival of this crude type
of humor that gave Darwin the idea that
men were descended from apes.

April 1, dedicated to fools and fooling,
has long been regarded as a special opportunity for the practical joker to do his stuff.

But every day is All Fools Day to the
incurable joker.

‘‘How did I know it was going to end
that way,’’ is his stock alibi when the object

of his playful trick is removed to the hospital for repairs.
There is no objection to harmless sport
outside of working hours, but at work, when
a man’s attention is needed to work safely,
is no place for jokes, even those that may
be harmless at other times. When the joker
uses electricity or compressed air in his
pranks, the result is sure to be serious,

elass bottles, and not sweeping up the frag-

ments; this was responsible for two foot

injuries which need not have oceurred but
for the carelessness of someone.
There are still a number of employees who

do not appreciate the danger that exists in
working around an emery wheel .without
using goggles. Flying emery. particles are
white hot, and when they strike the eye are
likely to burn their way into’ the _ tissues,
Causing intense pain and making thelr removal a difficult job. Most of the jobs that
have to be done at an emery wheel are of a
short duration, so why take the risk of an
accident by not wearing goggles when they
are there for that purpose? No one has yet
been able to invent an artificial eye that will
see. On no account let a ‘‘friend’’ take a
foreign substance from the eye, but go immediately to the First Aid Room for treatment.

We ean still improve our accident record
by everybody working together and eo-oper-

ating in the elimination of accidents. If

The place for monkey business is in the
circus ring or the zoo. No plant is safe with
the joker running wild.

you know of. any unsafe conditions do not
hesitate to report them, and let ‘‘One <Accident Too Many’’ be our slogan.

The Trishman’s definition of a Scotchman:
‘$A guy who, when he is invited to a friend’s
house for a drink, eats salted peanuts on the
way.’’—The Famlly Wash.

Short Story—He thought she would give
him half the road. Only seventeen stitches
were necessaly.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
ACCIDENT RECORD
Tho following table shows the number of

an
during ee
February and March, and the days

lost in each department. It should be noted
that the ‘‘Days lost’’ are computed from the

dloctor’s estimate.

Feb.

VITAL STATIS S FOR MARCH
Mareh 1—Mrs. H. Foster, Daughter.
‘—Mrs. A. Ross, daughter,
17—Mrs. F. Gronland, Squirrel Cove,
gE ¢

éé¢

19—Mrs. A..Richardson, son.
23—Mrs. F. J. Smythe, daughter.
28—Mrs. W. P. Beale, son.

March

Log Pond
Wood Room

POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEES’ SICK BEN
FIT SOCIETY |
Statement as at February 28th

Grinders

.

Bulphite Dept.
Mereen Room ......

Assets—

Beater Room .....

Current Assets:
Cash in bank..............---......$ 1,443.18
Accts receivable ..
. 18,460.94

Hospital equipment

Machine Rooms

Finishing Room, Core

Room and Rewinders.... 1 1

Q

Wharf and Paper Storage
and Scows

Rteam Plant and Boiler
House
QGanorutor Room and Elec-

Supplies on hand

1,011.59
3.81

Fetty cash ..........

Mull, Lbr.

a
und Carpenters Shop.... ....

Machine Shop, Blacksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop and

FOUNrY none | D4 1 38

Miscellaneous (Yard Crew,

Mill Store, Dept. Store,

Icehouse, Avenue Lodge,

OCC.) cece cane 4 27

15,924.52

Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance
$ 300.00
214 44
Ins. premiums unexpired

trical Department

Townslte

$10,861.96

614.44

$27,400.92

Liabilities—
43.33
Accounts payable ................$
Reserve for depreciation.... 4,930.07

Surplus 22,226.22

Reserve for bad debts........

200.00

ees 2T AD) 92

Hospital Operating, Feb. 28 1925

income—

. Employees’ Hospital Fees $1,304.05
Other income ..................--. 1,3¢¢.33
—_——_————— 2. 881.88

Balance—Loss for February......

TTOCBIS 9 74 15 84
Minor accidents, such as slight cuts, abraaions, burns, etc., have not been tabulated.

ix pense—~

ZEN DOLLARS FOR A SUGGESTION
During the month J. Morley Mitchell, who
works down in the paper storage, was award-

Sick Benefit Fund, Feb. 28, 1925
[Income—
Employees’ Fees................$ 876.37
Grant from Fowell River
Co., Ltd. eee. 438.19

nn idea that enables the crew to handle the
crine in @ quicker and more easy manner

iM4xpense—

ml Ten Dollars for being the originator of
than heretofore.

A. very enjoyable bridge evening was held
unt the residence of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Lin:
yoy a while back. Mrs. Jamieson won the
Indy ’s first prize, and the editor’s many lady
partners helped his score to such an extent
that he won first man’s prize.

NEW PLEASURE RESORT

At Cranberry Lake, just beyond MecFall’s
ranch, Mr. R. E. James is preparing a picnic
nite and playground for the coming season.
A tea room is being built and a float for the
convenience of bathers and those who desire

to cnnoe or boat on the lake. A _ dancing
pavilion is planned.

721.32

3,603.20

Salaries and Doctor ........$ 1,755.89
Operating Expenses ........ 1,847.31

—_—_—_—__—. ._ 3 603.20

————————-$ 1,314.56

Benefits paid ....................5 426.96
887.60
Gain for February...........— a — 31 4.086

No. of patients in hosp. as at Jan. 31, ’25.. 20
No. of patients admitted during Jan........... 34
No, patietns remaining in ros. Jan. 31, ’25.. 22
Benefits paid to 24 members.

STATEMENT FOR MAR. DIGESTER, 1925
Efficiency of Paper Machines

No. l No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Highest per cent.. 98.4 99.1 100.0 99.8
Lowest 6

Average ‘§‘

O02 93.4 96.5
95.8 95.8 98.7

Hours and Tonnage Lost, March. 1925
Hrs. Lost Av. Dy. Lost Tge. Av. Dy
NO
13.00 0.50 30.63 1.18
No.
14.00 0.54 32.99 1.27
No. 8.......... 16.25 0.62 48.14 1.85
No.
14.00 0.54 41.48 1.59
Paper Prodction, March, 1925
No. l.
No. 2 °+°&#&«»O'NO-. 8
No. 4

1,310.91 1,468.33 1,818.35 1,802.83
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FIRE PERMITS
All fire permits issued within District Lot 45@ must be obtained from

Fire Chief Gardiner, at the Fire Hall, Powell River, before burning 1s
preceeded with.

Fire permits required for areas outside D. L. 450 will be issued by the
Fire Warden's Department.
POWELL RIVER COMPANY, LTD.

NORTH SHORE 44" PRESS LIMITED

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
THE WAITING MOTHER

HINTS TO MOTORIS!IS

The postman whistled down the street,
Then seemed to walk on lighter feet,
And as he stepped inside the gate,
He knew he earried precious freight.

Follow these rules and keep your Driver’s
Licence ‘* White.’ ’

He knew that day he earried joy,
He had a letter from her boy.
Day after day he had kept his pace,

(have you taken out yours?).

He had seen her careworn face.
She watehed for him to come
And took the papers with an anxious look;
But disappointment followed hope,
She missed the one glad envelope.
He stopped to chat with her awhile,
And saw the sadness of her smile,
And fancied he could hear her sigh
The morning that he plodded by.
He knew that when tomorrow came
She would be waiting just the same.
The boy who was so far away
Could never hear her gently say,

number plates are not on your ¢ar).

‘Have you a letter for me today?’’
Her eager face he could not see,
Or note the lines of anxious care,
As every day she waited there;

1. Have your driver’s licence in your
pocket at all times when driving a car—
2. Keep two number plates on your car

(you are hable to arrest on sight 1f the
3. After dark, keep two head lghts and
the tail light burning. The tail light must
illuminate the rear number plate so that
same can be read at a distance of fifty feet.

4. Keep on the right hand side of the

road and park your car on the same side of
the street.

5. At a erossing, the car on your right
has the right-of-way.

Do not cut corners.

6. Make the correct signal with the arm

when about to turn a corner or stop the car.

7. Dim your headlights when meeting

another car at night.
Report in writing any accident to your
oS
ear at the Police Office at onee.

But when he wrote, on lighter feet

There are in the neighborhood of 200
motor vehicles in Powell River, and more

The happy postman walked the street,

coming. Up to the time of writing there

‘Well! Here it is at last,’’ he’a shout,
To end the worry and the doubt.
The robbins on the maple limb
Began to sing—she’d heard from him.
Her eyes with joy began to glow,
The neighbors round her seemed to know
That with the postman at her door,
Sweet peace had come to her once more.

When letters bring so much delight,
Why do sons forget to write?
—J,. D. Amason, in Magnolia O1l News.

Away up North the guest sat at the dinner table and was handed a napkin and a
glass of water, then asked: Will you have
sausage on toast?’’

Guest: ‘No, thanks, I never eat them.’’
Waiter: ‘‘In that ease dinner is over.’’

have been very few accidents. It is hoped
we will continue to be so fortunate. If al!
drivers exereise care and caution, trouble
will be avoided.

We wish to draw attention to paragraph
eight. Some people imagine that the acci-

dent is too trifling to bother with. This js
mistaken judgment. Not so long ago one
of our autoists had a minor accident. He
neglected to report it. Some time later he
was summoned to the police court and con-

tributed $15.00 as a fine to the provincial
eoffers. This fine was not beeause he had
caused an accident, but because he neglected to report what had occurred. Report and
protect yourself.
Some of the people who spend a good c<eal

of their time up the lake may be glad to
Visitor: ‘‘Son, who is the responsible person in these offices?’’

Curley: ‘‘I’m not sure, sir, but 1 know the
one who always gets the blame.’’
Columbus, when he sighted America shout-

ed: ‘‘I see dry land.’’ And it 1s.

know that two enterprising lads named Parsons, located at Mowat’s Bay, Powell Lake,

will be glad to supply angle worms, on
demand.

When a man is wrapped up in himself he
makes a pretty small package.

POWHRLL RIVER DIGEKSTER
A FIRE PREVENTION PLEDGE
I pledge myself, that all this year,
I?ll shun and dread and hold in fear
Fire, and all its dangers great,
Before, perhaps, it 1s too late,
Before my home, so dear to me,

only 250 billion, or 27%. These figures show
that we have actually delivered over to forest fires nearly five times as much timber as
we have used. Moreover the average annual

Is through the demon caused to be
A mass of charred and blackened wood;
And I, and all my neighborhood

had made a start. In 1923 the fires made a
gain on our defense; there was a direct loss
of $50,000,000 and 5,000,000 acres of land
were burned over. This last figure includes

Threatened, if not called to pay
For losses made from day to day,

By children who with matches play;
Or cause a fire in any way.
I pledge myself, and will not shirk,

My due to others; I shall work
To shield my home and eity too.
I pledge myself,—may I be true.
INVASION BY FIRE,

If we were told that, at the beginning of
summer, an armed invasion was to sweep
over large portions of this country, killing
unprotected settlers, plundering banks and
treasuries of some $20,000,000 of the people’s

loss of timber and property for the years
1918 to 1923 was nearly $20,000,000, of which
$600,000 was spent in fighting fires after they

3,000,000 acres of young growth destroyed—

from the point of view of posterity the most

serious aspect of a grave situation .
The direct damages are large enough, but
the forest fire menace can hardly be said to
stop.there. The fire does not always destroy

the timber outright, but often weakens it

to such an extent that the growth is affected
and the trees become an easy prey to the attacks of insects and decay. Besides killing
the young growth the intense heat of forest

fires often destroys all fertility in the soil
itself, so that besides entirely devastating

savings and business eapital, reducing our
future income by hundreds of millions more,

the original stand of timber, it also complete-

defence? Furthermore, if we knew that this

forests, which are nature’s natural reservoir
for the preservation of rainfall, erosion sets

ly removes all possibility of a future forest

on the burned-over land. And if the soil
and destroying by millions of acres the does not lose its fertility, at least it loses
future productivity of our lands, would we
For without the
not forget all else in our preparations for the protection of the trees.
invasion would come again each year as
surely as the seasons to pillage our country
of its wealth, to paralyze many branches of
our industries, to bring the threat of future
famine, and to endanger in large measure
our national prosperity, would we not summon every energy to repel it and defeat its

purpose? Such an invasion would indeed
be a catastrophe ecaleulated to startle the
whole world; and yet, in magnitude and terror, it is closely paralleled each year by the
forest fires which spread destruction over
vast tracts in Canada.
These forest fires, of which an average of

2,000 occur annually in British Columbia
alone, are the beginning of an almost unend-

ing train of economic losses, of which the
direct destruction of timber is only the first.

in on the hillsides and the soil is washed
away into the swollen streams.

Resides the loss of soil and the actual
destruction of timber, the whole equilibrium
of the watershed supply is disturbed by the
removal of wooded areas. Heavy rainfalls of
the wet season, no longer held in check by

the myriad leaves, roots and branches of
the trees and by the porous nature of the
forest floor, appear as heavy floods which
sweep down the valleys; in the dry seasons

of the year occur the droughts which are
no less serious.

Many indirect damages, in addition, may
be charged to the wholesale destruction of
the forest fires. In parts of Canada where
agriculture is dependent on irrigation, the

The original forest wealth of Canada is esti-

continuity of water supply is impaired by
the loss of the trees on the hillsides. Thus

we have already cut for our use 120 billion
cubic feet, or 18%, we have burned 555 biilion, or 60%, and we now have remaining

the farmer many miles away is just as sure-

mated at 925 billion eubic feet. Of this,

ly affected by the killing of the trees as 1s

the timber-owner, the exploiter of water

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
power, or the settler who loses his home and

his land. Even the easual traveller feels
keenly the dumage done by the fire, for the
game is gone and hunting and fishing known
no more where it has passed. The birds disappear, as do the fur-bearing animals which

throughout the mill and in Central Building,
these properties being 100% equipped. The

installation in use is the Grinnell,—either

wet or dry pipe system,—which is reckoned
to be one of the best on the market. As the
name implies, the sprinklers are automatie

support the trapping industry.
Is not the far-flung and terrible invasion
of the fire demon the more to be deplored

in their operation, and do not require the

when we realize that it can in very large

working. The water is released from the
sprinkler heads when the temperature of

measure be frustrated by our own efforts?
And it can be checked, if we remember a!ways the seriousness of its yearly toll upon
our wealth, upon our present and future re-

the room reaches approximately 160 degrees
Fahrenheit. Sprinkler protection is reckoned
to be the most satisfactory method yet known

ald of any attendant or employee to set them

settlers—if we remember these things and
train ourselves to prevent the small beginnings of fires in the woods which lead each
year inevitably to the greatest single source
of wholesale destruction known to our coun-

to fire prevention engineers, for extinguishing incipient fires.
The mill buildings are subdivided into subsections by fire resisting walls, and all openings in these walls are provided with automatic self-closing fire doors. These doors are
fitted with fusible links which are melted or

try.

fused at 160 degrees Fahrenheit, thus releas-

sources, and upon the homes and lives of our

FIRE PREVENTION IN POWELL RIVER
MILL AND TOWNSITE

At this season, when the public mind is
directed toward fire prevention, a brief outline of the organization and equipment adopted by the Powell River Company might be
of interest.

Within the Mill premises, first aid equipment is found consisting of water pails, 21%4gallon soda and aeid extinguishers, 244-gal-

ing the door which slides shut so as to help
confine the fire to the room in which it
originated.

The foregoing fire-fighting equipment is
supported by hose stations outside the actual

mill premises, placed about 250 feet apart.

station is equipped with one 2-way

hydrant and 150 feet of 214-inch hose with
nozzle. These hoses are kept connected to
the hydrant, for immediate use. One hundred

lon Foamite extinguishers, and 1144-quart

feet of spare hose with nozzle, crow bars,
ladder straps, rope and all other fire fighting
equipment are provided in each _ station.
These stations are intended for the use of

Company as ‘‘One 2%-gallon soda and aeid

the Fire Department in the event of the

tetrachloride extinguishers. A unit of first
ald equipment is defined by the Insurance
extinguisher to every 2,500 square feet of
fioor area.’’ This can be supplanted by any
of the other above mentioned units. In addition to this equipment, 14-inch hose with
nozzles attached 1s distributed throughout
the plant, attached to standpipes. These
standpipes and hose stations are established

to strengthen the first aid fire fighting apparatus, and are placed throughout the plant

where they may be most likely to be required; they are intended to be used by the
employees in the various departments to extinguish, with the least possible damage to
the mill property, any incipient fires which
Occur,

In addition to the first aid equipment, a
system of automatic sprinklers is installed

sprinkler system being unable to cope with
the blaze.

The water supply for sprinkler system and

fire hydrant is taken from the forebay at

the dam by means of 16-inch pipe to pumps

situated in the vicinity of the old Steam
Plant. At this point a 1,000-gallon direct

connected electric motor pump is continually

In operation, pumping water from distribution mains to two reservoir tanks having a
capacity of 360,000 gallons. The elevation
of these tanks situated above Willow Avenue,

is such as to give ample pressure for all
ordinary uses in the mill and domestic pur-

poses in the townsite, and also to all

ordinary fire conditions. In the Steam Plant
are also situated two steam pumps of 2,090-

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
gallon capacity, which are held 1n reserve

No. 2 Company is composed of the Bil

for fire purposes, and which may be put iaco

Gang foreman and ten men. This Company

operation to increase the pressure in Che
mains at a moment’s notice on ecall from any

Gamewell Fire Alarm station throughout
the mill or Townsite.
As a means of obtaining immediate service

from the fire brigade in case of fire, this

responds to all fire calls around the mii]
during the 8 to 5 shift, and also on sevond
alarms during the day or night in other paits
of our property or on Sundays or holidays.
Their equipment is located principally in the
hose stations around the mill,

Gamewell fire alarm system has been instal-

No. 3 Company is composed of the foreman of the wharf crew and ten men who re-

Twenty-six fire alarm boxes are provided
throughout the mill and townsite, from any

pond to all calls in Piers A and B during

led at the Fire Hall on Maple Avenue.

one of which fire calls may be turned in and
immediate service of fire brigade obtained to
the point of call. Fire gongs and punch registers, also manufactured by the

Fire Alarm Company, are installed in the
Fire Hall and also in the Boiler House. This
allows the call to be registered both at the
Fire Hall and the Boiler House simultaneous-

ly and permits of the fire whistle being

blown on receipt of the first call from any

fire alarm station. Each of the 26 fire alarm
boxes is provided with a telegraph key for

sending in special signals to the Boiler
House or Fire Hall in the event of higher
pressure being required, in the mains, and
also for the purpose of registering ‘‘ All out”’
signals.

the day, and also second alarms turned in
during the day or night in townsite or mull.
The wharf equipment consists of one ose
ree] with 500 feet of hose and two 40-gallon
chemical extinguishers.

Fire protection in the mill and townsite
‘3 carried on with the utmost diligence by
the Fire Department, as it is considered the

oreater part of this Department’s work te
PREVENT fires, rather than to extinguish
them.

The fire equipment in the mill is examined

almost daily in order to see that it has not
been tampered with or removed from its
proper location, and a weekly report 1s made

covering inspections. In addition to this,

a bi-monthly report is made by the Ire

Chief as to the house keeping conditions

fire alarm ecalls are turned in this Company

with regard to fire prevention throughout the
mill and townsite. These reports are 1n turn
sent to the Department affected by the report, in order that conditions may be brought
to a standard of perfection.
In the event of any fires occurring within
the mill premises which do not necesssitate a
call to the brigade, a report is turned in by
the foreman or superintendent of that particular department, and the cause of the fire
is thoroughly investigated by the Fire Chief

is supported by the drivers of the various
townsite trucks, the Townsite Construetion

on receipt of this report in order that a recurrence of similar fires may be prevented

Superintendent, The Water Superintendent,
and a representative of the Electrical Department, if thelr services are required.

where possible.

The personnel of the Fire Department con-

sists of three companies. No. 1 Company,
stationed at the Fire Hall, consists of Tire

Chief, driver, and seven men. ‘The Fire

Chief and driver are constantly im attendanee at the Fire Hall, and the sevei men are

in attendanee at the Fire Hall after 6 [P.m.
The Company has sleeping quarters provided

in the Fire Hall, and are in receipt of a
monthly retainer for their services. When

The apparatus at the Fire Hali consists
of hose and chemical engine, with a capacity
of 1,000 feet of hose, 35-gallon chemical tank,
150 feet of chemical hose, a 25-ft. extension
ladder, a 12-ft. roof ladder, fire extinguishers,
and all fire fighting equipment necessary for

such a unit. In addition, 2,000 feet of hose
is also held in reserve at the station.

Fire mains are distributed throughout the

entire area of the inhabited portion of the
townsite and fire hydrants situated at the
corner of each block in this area. AS an
auxiliary, the Company has purchased an
Evinrude gasoline pump with 2,000 feet of
114%4-inech hose whieh is intended to serve at

outside points where water may be available

to combat bush fires or fires to shacks beyond reach of our fire mains.
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During the present fire season, the Fores-

try Department has installed caches with
efficient fire fighting tools at Michigan and
Cranberry districts. In close proximity to
these tool cach are situated Government telephones to allow of direct communication with

Powell River and the obtaining of first aid
thereby where necessary. The Forestry De-

partment has also inaugurated at _ these
points voluntary fire fighting crews from the
establishment of which it is hoped that muea
good will acerue.
SrPECLAL WARNING

Notwithstanding all the precautions taken
by the Powell River Company and the Forestry Department, fires cannot be prevented
unless each and every man, woman and child

co-operates. It cannot be too strongly impressed upon the mind of the public that a
great fire hazard exists beside our doors,
and we would ask that every possible care
be taken by all those who use the woods
surrounding our townsite for picnicking and
camping out.
We would strongly urge that on no account

should fires be made in the woods, and if it
is necessary to light camp fires at the beaches,

if is absolutely essential that such fires be
made below high water mark, and well away
from any lying logs. On many occasions pic-

nicking parties find the shelter of a lying

fog an excellent place to build a fire for cook-

ing purposes; but we would point out that
this is one of the greatest sources of danger
in causing bush fires.
Loo great care cannot be taken in abso-

lutely extinguishing the fire, and it shouid
be remembered that A FIRE IS NOT OUT
UNTIL IT IS COLD.
Dating from May Ist it should be noted
that no rubbish or bush fires may be started
for any purpose whatever, unless a permit is
first obtained from Fire Chief Gardiner, who
has been appointed Fire Prevention Officer
during the present fire season, and who has
Fire Permits for issue at the Fire Hall.

In conclusion we would ask tlhe public
of Powell River to use the Gamewell Fire
Alarm system whenever fire oecurs within
or around their premises. Fire calls should
be turned in without delay, as every minute’s
inaction means a greater danger of the fire

spreading. The Fire Department is at the

service of the public for preventing the

spread of fire, and too great stress cannot be

laid on this point.
The following have been appointed by the
Forestry Department as Honorary Fire Wardens and Fre Prevention Officers for the
season 1925, and have full power to compel
assistance 1n case of fire, in accordance with
the **Eorest Aet.’?:—
Honorary Fire Wardens
District
EY. MeLaren..........Powell River

Michigan Landing
_.......rowell River
Slammon

LY, Ogburn ............Powell River

Goat Lake

I. Plisson ............Powell River

Olson Valley
__.........Powell River

a. C. Sutton ........Constable

Michigan Landing

Powell River
Bb. M. Ward ......Powell River
Cranberry Lake
kK. Liebenschel ...Powell River

Wildwood & Michigan

Dr. Eletcher ........Powell River
Inland & Powell Lakes
Fire Prevention Officers
David Gardinev....Powell RBiver

R. H. Marlatt....Powell River
EAPRESSION OF THANKS

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Haigh wish to thank

those who were so very kind during the
recent period of sickness in the Haigh house:
hold.

THE WRONG CLUB

One of the larger Eastern golf clubs has
Once a year all the eaddies are guests at a big dinner.
a pleasant custom.

At the latest feast one of the boys dis-

dained to employ either of the forks he found

at. his place. He loaded his food into himself with his knife. When the ice cream
course was reached, and he still wielded his
knife, a boy who sat opposite him shouted:

‘“Gee! Look at Skinny usin’ his iron all
the way ‘round.!’’
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POWELL RIVER FIRE LADDIES
Names: Top, from left—John Sinclair, George Linton, John Gardiner, Michael Cahill
and Harry Randall. Names: Bottom, from left—Cecil Saville, Arthur Farnden, David
Gardiner (Chief), Thomas Prentice.

KITCHEN GARDENING FOR JUNE

Up to the end of June you can still plant
short horn carrots, and turnip beets. Swede
turnips should be in by the middle of June.
Lettuce should only be put 1m a shady spot.
To secure crisp lettuce a sprinkling of nitrate
of soda, alongside the row, but not touching
the plants, and watering them plentifully is
very effective. Peas, dwarf beans, and run-

ner beans may still be planted. It 1s now
too late to get a good crop of potatoes this
season. Don’t forget to pinch off the side
shoots of corn. Danish ball-head cabbage,
the late solid winter variety may be sown.

All other green stuff, Brussel sprouts, eauliflower, fall cabbage, savoy cabbage, also tomatoes, should be set out before the middle

of June at latest. Also, the later you are,

the stronger and larger the plants should be.

It is advisable to trim off the tap roots of
all the greens. Which reminds me that curley

greens are a good old standby in frosty
weather, and will grow where cabbage will

not. You are not too late to put in some

parsley. This coy plant is said to go to the
devil nine times before coming up. But up
it will come in about six week’s time, wher
it is good and ready.
Strawberries should be strawed to Keep the

fruit clean and free from grit. If you don’t

want to buy straw slash down long grass at

the road side and make a little hay; it will

do equally well.
Keep the hoe busy. Hoe before the weeds
Come.
It is easier, for one thing, and creates
a dust muleh which is the most effeetive way
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of keeping the moisture from drying out.
Every garden should be hoed once a month,

every ineh and corner of it. Water at night,
when the sun has lost it’s power.
Lap water 1s too cold for cucumbers. F111!
4 tub and let the water warm i1n the sun
during the day, and then water the plants.—
Contributed.
Lot PAPER AGE

‘*One man with the aid of modern machinery can make 6,000 times as much paper
in a day as did the inventor of paper making in China 1,800 years ago,’’ said R. S.
Kellogg, Secretary of the News Print Service Bureau, speaking at Lafayette, Indiana,
to the students in the engineering division of
Purdue University.
‘*The development of civilization has been
largely conditioned by t'e faeilities for reacording and transmitting human knowledge,’’
continued Mr. Kellogg. ‘*‘The invention of
paper was a notabie milestone in the upward

march of mankind, but it was not until within the past 50 years, with the adaptation of
paper making processes to wood as a raw
material, that we began to have the cheap
and abundant supply of paper of every kind
that has become so essential to every phase

of our daily life. The finest and most durable grades of paper have always been made

of cotton and linen rags and doubtless always wlil be, but it 1s upon wood that we
depend for our newspapers, magazines, books,

Amerlea north of the Rio Grande. This is
what it means to be living In a paper age.’’
‘* But we have learned that there is no 1nexhaustible source of paper making materlal,°’ warned Mr. Kellogg, ‘‘unless we make

our forest lands permanently productive.
Timber growing is at best a long-time undertaking attended by many hazards; fire destroys, insects attack, disease weakens and

storms lay low the forests. Only through
co-operation of public agencies and private
interests to secure a maximum of forest protection, together with scientific management.

and utilization, will we be assured in the
future of the wood supplies which through

long use have come to be indispensable to our

well-beirg.’’

QUARTERS DANCE
Saturday evening, May 16th, the membecs

of the staff quarters entertained their

friends at the Central Hall with a flannel
dance. Everything went splendidly. The

music was good, the refreshments satisfying
and the hall not too crowded. the hosts and
hostesses may feel assured their efforts were
erowned with success.

Sam Marshall, so ’tis said, states that at
least six Chinamen were standing just onut-

side the car shop last week listening entranced to Geordie Paterson playing on his
new silver steel handsaw, a rollicking solo,
entitied ‘‘All a board.’’

wrapplne papers, and countless other items

ranging from drinking cups to artifical silk.
‘*The second newspaper in Ameritca was
founded by James Franklin, brother of Benjamin Franklin, in 1720,’’ said Mr. Kellogg,

‘“fand oO years later Benjamin Franklin

Lhe little girls make faces at the boys.
Later on they make eyes.

Ihe rest of your days depend on the rest
of your nights.—The Houghton Line.

noted that there were 25 newspapers in the

Colonies. Tcday the directories list near!v

21,000 newspapers in the United States, and
one Sunday issue of a metropolitan daily has

been known to use more news print paper
than was made in twelve months by all the
mills in the United States 100 years ago.
There are 23 billion pieces of mail matter
handled annually by the Post Office Department, and the Postmaster General says that
23,000 letters are mailed every minute of the
24 hours. There 1s a copy of a daily news-

paper published for every family in North

Woman’s waistline changes vertically and

man’s horizontally Houghton Line.

When one makes ninety-seven new friends
che mav aiso make three enemies.

Charlie Brown (pulp tester down in the
grinding room): ‘‘Gosh, but I’m thirsty.’’
Jim Armstrong (oiler passing through):
‘*Well there is the water tap.’’
Charhe: ‘‘Gwan, you big sap. Ll said
thirsty—not dirty.’’
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MANY HAPPY RETURNS TO THE FOLLOWING BMPLOVEES ON THIS THE
MONTH OF THEIR BIRTH
lst

1st

ond
—end

C A. Crook
J. W. Mek arlane
J. Rosner
G. Piecoli
H. G. Evans
S. T. Burn
W. Shearer
(> Kohat
H. Quist
W. H. Robertson
C. R. Beecroft

Charlotte Carlson
kK. D. Miils
10th
Simonetta
10th
A. MeDonald
11th
G. Cuthbertson
Lith
Beaubien
Llth
Kynoch
-Yth
Pitton
13th
EK. Eastbrook
13th
Caldato
13th
L. MeKenzie
13th
Willis
Oth
Oth

14th
14th
L5th

S0th
31st

Nelson

X, Joncas
H. Jameson
Malackowsk12

Anaerson
J. Southecott

W. J. Formby
lH. Andrews
J. B. Mastin

slst J. H. Spencer

3lst J. Roberts
21st C. Ricketts
31st EK. J. Gilbert
31st Kd. Peacock
21st G. MeCulloch
31st Lillian M. Biechard

T GComminitti

3rd
ord
4th
Ath
Sth
5th
6th
6th
6th J. MeLeod
oth T. Smiley
7th BK. H. Smith
‘to Anna B, Hargraves
“th D. S. Saunders
7th C. H. Smith
Sth EF. A. Maslin
Sth J. Kutash

14th

9Oth

AVENUE LODGE BREAD DELIVERIES
In order to serve the public, the undernoted schedule of deliveries has been made
and will be adhered to by the bread delivery

wagon. A reference to this schedule will

prevent the disappointment of our customers:
915am.to 9.45 a.m.—Cedar and Oak Ave.
9.45.a.m.to 10.15 a.m.—Oak and Poplar Ave.
10.15 a.m. to 10.45 a.m.—Poplar and Maple.
and
Ocean
10.45 a.m. to 11.15 a.m.— Maple

View Avenues,

1.00 p.m.to 1.30 p.m.—300 to 600 Blocks,
Maple Avenue,
1.30 p.m. to 2.00 p.m.—1000 Block, Ocean
View and Maple.
2.00 p.m. to 2.30 p.m.— Willow Avenue.

3.00p.m.to 4.00p.m.—Bon Ton, Riverside
and Balkan Village.
SHADE TREES AND BOULEVARDS
The Company has gone to considerable ex-

pense to provide shade trees in the streets

of the town, and also in preparing boule-

Ld5th

J. Lusk

15th
16th

Heward
Hooper
truant

vards, and we would ask the co-operation of
every resident to see that these shade trees
and boulevards are taken care of. Recently
several instances have occurred where echildren have been found eutting the bark from

Perry

the shade trees, and tearing up the boule-

Loth

18th
1Ooth

90th
Ol st

ist
o°ond
o3srd

Rozzobon

A. Carter
H. Linton
Linton
Armstrong
Whyte
MeBain

. Bradford
Carroll
Wally Wilshire
o5th L. J. Martin
9Ath

Ath

5th
26th
oth

G. Faressi

T Nicedomo
Hannah Sparling
oT th M. Simonetta
ORth T Hawkins
Oth D. Milne
oOth W. R. Donkersley
oOth R. W. Crask

vards.

WARNING

In spite of requests and notices that have
been from time to time published in these
columns there are still some persons who
seem to take delight in robbing gardens of
flowers. There are one or two suspects on
the list, and, if the practice is continued it.
may be our painful duty to mention names.
The only people who make money follow-

ing the horses are the teamsters.—The
Houghton. What about the White Wings?
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PLANT EXTENSION
Our photograph this
month shows the pro-

gress made on_ the
breaking up and remova1 of the conerete slab

lining the old forebay,
together with the bulk

excavation for the new
Number Four Penstock.

Considerable drilling

and blasting at the

headgate end of the exeavation has been nee-

essary owing to the

very solid nature of the

rock. This fis clearlv
evident from the pic-

ture. <A good start has
also been made on the
work of demolishing the

old forebay concrete

wall; the remainder of
the excavation necessi-

tated by the laying of
the new penstock ean

be handled with comparative ease. It 1s an-

ticipated that the first

section of steel on this
job, consisting of about

two hundred and fifty
tons, will be delivered
by about June First, the

shipment having left
Halifax, Nova Scotia,
on the S. S. **Canadlian

Miller’’ on April 20th.
All the earth execava-

tion from this job is

being delivered by flume

to the fill in front of
the new Grinder Room

site. This fluming has,
of course, been going
on since the commence:

Is quite apparent at first glance; about a

month. A small dog had the misfortune to
fall into the flume at the upper end, and,

quarter of the work has been completed to

being unable to extricate himself had, per-

date. In connection with this fluming, a

force, to make the journey the complete

rather amusing incident occurred during the

length of the flume, finally being dumped out

ment of the excavation work and the result
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into the fill at the lower end.

After his fall,
the poor little fellow was too shaken and

bewildered to do other than remaln motion-

less beneath the flume, with the water and
earth coming down upon him, until one of

the boys hauled him out, really none the
worse for his adventure.

Work on the rock sea wall, which 1s being

WHICH ARB YOU’?

there are two kinds of people on earth foday,

Just two kinds of people, no more I say,
Not the sinner and saint, for it’s well understood,

The good are half bad, and the bad are half
rood;

constructed to retain the fill above mentioned, is progressing satisfactorily, being

Not the rich and the poor, for to count a

now about half finished.

You must first know the state of his conscience and health;

there has been considerable progress on
the Grinder and Generator Room building
during the month. The _ steel sheet piling
surrounding the generator foundation and
tail race has been completed and excavation
for the tail race 18 now well advaneed. Lne
generator and grinder wheels, penstocks and
the heavy conerete substructure for this ma-

chinery will be carried on cedar piles, the
first piles which were driven as test piles
being now in place. The depth of the excavation makes this portion of the work
quite an interesting problem which is being
tackled successfully by the Company’s enoineers and by the contractor.
‘The econerete work on the new block tank
has reached the floor level and the forms for
the walls are now being constructed and the
heavy reinforcing steel made necessary by

the nature of these tanks is being placed.
Lhe new block tanks will shortly be in service, releasing the old block tank for demolishing and reconstruction as a_ switch

man’s wealth

Not the humble and proud, for in life’s little span,
Who puts on vain airs, 18 not counted a man;

Not the happy and sad, for the swift-flying
years,

Bring each man his laughter, and each man
his tears.
No; the two kinds of people on earth I mean
Are the people who lift and the people who
lean.

Wherever you go, you will find the earth’s
masses

Are always divided in just these two classes;
And oddly enough, you will find, too, I ween,

Lhere 1s only one ‘‘lifter’’ to twenty who
jean.

In whieh class are you?
Are you easing the load of over-taxed lifters,
Who toil down the road,
Are you a leaner who lets other share
Your portion of labour and worry and care?
—J. RK. Blacher in Burt’s Bulletin Rox.

rooni.

For Sale—Eggs for settin on and to be et.
Buy our wurst it is the best.

Dear Editor:—I am in love with a girl who

Our brains are 25cts a pound. Also pigs

is rather plain. She is a very wonderful
singer. A very beautiful girl with plenty

feet.

I do? Answer:—Marry the girl you love,
and send the other girl’s address to this

Hughie Young says he has three barbers
in his shop who are quite willing to serape

of money wants me to marry her. What will
office.

A smooth haired sheik was roughly thread-

ing his way to the steamer landing. He

jostled a young lady. She turned and gave

up an acquaintance.

Bert Johnson of the hardware department

invites all of his friends to go in and get
shot.

him a very indignant look. ‘‘Don’t bite
me,’’ he remarked, with a simper. ‘‘ Don’t

worry,’’ was the quiet answer, ‘‘I am a

Paavo Nurmi, the Flying Finn, runs the
mile in four minutes and ten and ten four-

Jewess.’’

teenth seconds.
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WY Vion. Produc

1. Bryant Denton
2. Godfrey Wasp

3. Elsie Il. Richards
4. Alice Denton

». Gertrude Hays
6. Laura Hays

/, Kenneth N. Taylor
8. Bilhe Hays
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The love of a mother 1s never exhausted;
it never changes; it never tires. A mother’s
love endures through all; in good repute; in

bad repute; in the face of the world’s condemnation, a mother still loves on, and still
hopes that her child may turn from his evil
ways and repent; still she remembers the
infant smiles that onee filled her bosom

with raptures, the merry laugh, the joyful
shout of his childhood, the opening promises
of his youth; and she.never can be brought
to think him all unworthy.—Clipped.

Each and every member of the organization is invited to contribute. Copy must be

Powell River, B. C.,,

in the office of the Editor, Room No. 8,

May Ist, 1920.

Central Building, not later than the 10th of
each month.

My Dear Mother:
May, 1925

MOTHERS’ DAY

‘sHonour thy father and thy mother; that
thy days may be long upon the land... .°*’
‘¢When Jesus therefore saw His Mother,
and the Disciple standing by whom He loved,

He said unto His Mother: Woman, behold
thy son!’’
¢¢Then saith He to the Diseiple: behold
thy Mother! And from the hour that Diseipie
took her unto his own home.’’

Two more days and I will be fifty years
of age. Not fifty years old, because I do
not feel old, and I am not. I eannot realize
that time has rolled on so swiftly.

Mother, dear, it seems but yesterday since

I was just a little boy. The things that
happened then are clear cut in my memory.

They stand out in bold relief against the
passing of time. The cottage with the morn-

ing glory vines running wild over the poreh
and foreing their way through the window.
The pigeons flying around, and old Rover

lying in. the sun watching for my return
from school. It brings a lump in my throat

and my eyes are wet when I reeall that
‘“Mothers’ Day,’’ in honor of the mothers
of the country, is the second Sunday in May
of each year. For several years prior to the
time that this day was set aside a sentiment
had been growing in the minds of many that
there should be appointed a special day upon
which to make public profession of the reverence man feels for Motherhood, but of which
he makes little expression.
The mother’s heart 1s the echild’s school
room, and men are what their mothers make
them. In the home begins the training, and
it is there that examples are set which make

the man what he is in his heart, and 1nfluence his whole life.

The white carnation, because of it’s sweet-

ness and purity, has been adopted as the
emblem of Motherhood, and is dedicated to
the day.

afternoon I went bouneing in to find that my

playmate had died of old age. How I!

grieved and sobbed out my Sorrow, and you

took me in your sheltering arms to soothe
and console.

Mother of mine, that was forty years ago,
and you have been living with the angels in

heaven for thirty years. Just when I felt

the stirring of young manhood and the heady

ambitions of youth; just when IL had made
my great plans for you and me; just when
I had begun to realize what your love, your
care and your Instruction meant, you were

ealled away to join that father I can but

dimly remember. The years have never en-

tirely healed the wounded feelings, nor
brought balm nor consolation for that awful
feeling of lonesomeness and desolation.
When my mind goes back over the years,
and memory brings out some of my aets and
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LELE CARELESS SMOKER

sayings, I realize with an inward ache and a

tightening of the throat, that some times I
must have been a bitter trial to you. How
In my wayward, headstrong, boyish fashion
I disobeyed you and trampled on your feel-

ings. And, oh, how patient and loving you
were with it all.

What excuses were invent-

ed, what saerifices made. How that slow
sweet smile would illume vour dear face and

now your eyes would glow with love and

pride when my reports from school showed
progress and the chance of promotion.

Flow you tried so hard to enter into my
We
youthful enthusiasms and ambitions.
were alone and you wanted to be my pal and

companion. Later, when I began to grow
up and seek diversion in older company, how
many times you must have suffered at what
seemed my desertion. Yet you were always
there to greet me on my return.

Now my hair is grey, and I have children

(Apologies to Kipling)
A fool there was and his pipe he lit
(Even as you and I)
On a forest trail, where the leaves were fit
Lo become ablaze from the smallest bit
Of spark—and the fool he furnished it,
the day was windy and dry.

the forest was burned to its very roots,
Kven beneath the ground,

With the flowers, the birds and the poor
dumb brutes,
Old hoary oaks, and the tender shoots

Which might have made logs but for such
galoots,

Allowed to wander around.
The lumber-jack has now passed on,
His pay-day comes no more,
And the sereech-owls haunt the camp at dawn

of my own. They call me the ‘‘old man,’’

Where the cook’s tin pan woke the men of

not in any sense of disrespect; it is custom,
and they conform; yet it often causes me 4
twinge of sadness at the passing of old time

But the mill is silent, the trees are gone,
The soil and the forest floor.

brawn,

respect for age. Looking at my boys and
their mother I can see myself away down

A deadly sight are those hills of rocks,

through the vista of the changing years, and
wish it were all to live over again.

NO hope for the human, no food for the

I wish you were here tonight with me,
now, sitting in the big arm chair, and that 1

could talk to you and tell you of myself,

and tell you how much I[ have missed you
ali these years, and how much good you’ve
done for me, and, oh, dear God, how much

I loved you, and still love you, and wish
I-.could go back: and fee! your. arms about
me and be your little boy once again.
Your loving son,

Which once were beds of green,

flocks,
The floods must be held by expensive locks,

And the harbor is silted to the docks,
The ships no more are seen.

But the fool smokes on in the forest still,
Leaves camp-fires burning too.

While the patient public pays the bill,
And the. nation’s. wealth is-destroyed for nil.
If the law doesn’t get him, Old Satan will,
When his smoking days are through.
—Harris A. Reynolds.

A GOOD RETORT

Stage drivers in Yellowstone Park, says
a Western paper, are bothered with lots of
fool questions. A lady tourist inquired, ‘‘Do

young ‘’ Well, sweetie, I paid

toe doetor another ten dollars.’’
Young Wife: ‘‘Oh, goodie, two more pay-

ments and the baby is ours.’’—The Stuff
Chest.

those hot springs ever freeze over in
winter???

‘*Yes, ma’am. <A lady was skatin’ here
last winter, broke through the ice and se¢alded her foot. ’’

High School Teacher: ‘‘Who were the
‘The Musketeers’???

Pupil: ‘°‘Ralph Moore, Jim Forte and
(reorge W asp. ’’
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ST. ANDREW’S AND CALEDONIAN SOCIELY ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL ‘FEBAM
CHAMPIONS 1924.5
Lop Row: Harry Dunn (Manager), J. G. Brown (President).
ond Row: J. Kynoch, A. Gilchrist, A. Woodward, Hugh Cairney, L. Hird, 8. Reid.
ord Row: J. Tunstall, J. MeCrossan (Captain), W, A. (Joe) Ellott, D. Rutherford,
HK, Ferguson.

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL,

Immediately after the game the Cup was

presented to the winning team by ©. lL.

League table:
(soals

Pts.

Cullin, on behalf of Mr. A. EK. MeMaster, the

P WY LG, op F iA
St. Andrew’s ....14 8 38 3 17 ##=&—I193

donor of the Cup. Mr. McMaster regretted

Indians ..}...............13 QD GF PF |2 VX|— FG

success. Preparations for the coming Season will soon be starting and the indications

Elks .....................18 7 5 #16 16—15

The St. Andrew’s are League Champions
and Cup Winners for the season 1924-5 which
has just finished. In the McMaster challenge

competition the Indians defeated the Elks ir
the semi-finals by two goals to nothing, and
thus passed on to meet the St. Andrew’s in
the final.
The largest crowd of the season turned out
to witness this game, and, although the In-

dians were defeated by 3 goals to 1 they
have no reason to feel aggrieved, as they
put up a splendid fight in what proved to be
the cleanest and most sportsmanlike game
of the season.

his unavoidable absenée.
The season just ended has been a splendid

are promising.
Following is the League statement:
lneome—
Collections, at pamesg ...................-......$323.61

Kxpenditure—
lo St. Andrews elub ..........$100.55
Hiks e@lub .............................. 91.90
112.12
Indians elub
H'ootball nets
6.05

Miscellaneous expense ...... 4.26
Balance on hand ....................

oa

$323.61 $323.61

W, Graham, ‘secretary.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
YE OLD KING TUT INDOOR BOWLING
CLUB

Active participation in the above named
club was brought to a close on Friday, April
24th, by a contest between teams representing the President and Vice-president, The
teams lined up as follows:
President:—Rink 1.—W. lL, Parkin, J. MeGregor, W. Wilson, J. Caw, (Skip).
Vice-President:—Rink l1.—J. Donald, Ff.
Pell, J. Crossley, W. J. Friend, (Skip).
President:—Rink 2.—W. Linton, J. Naylor,
J. Hastings, H. M. Black, (Skip).

Vice-President:—Rink 2—bL. Hicks, P.
Stone, A. Coverdale, A. 8. Clarke, (Skip).
A very closely contested game ended with
the Presidential team one up on rink Il, and

one down on rink 2. In the deciding end

Black finished three down, and as Caw could
only. secure two shots, the Vice-president’s
team emerged victorious by the odd shot.
Outstanding competitions were previously
concluded in the consolation singies by Rush-

ant defeating Parkin in the semi-final, and
handing out similar treatment to Black in
the final, a game productive of much excellent bowling. In the consolation doubles,
Paterson and Lumbard defeated Parkin and
Caw in the semi-final, and Donald and Anthiony in the final.
A very successful smoker held in the Central Hall on April 25th, marked the termination of the club for the present season. Mr.
James Caw, president, occupied the chair,
supported by practically the entire member

ship and a number of visitors. Briefly reviewing activities during the season, the
president commented upon the growing popu-

larity of tke game, adding that whilst there

was no guarantee that the gymnasium would

be available for another season, he hoped
that no obstacle would be encountered in this

direction, and judging from prospects and
pledges of new membership, it was fairly
safe to assume that indoor bowling was
firmly established in Powell River. Appro-

George Paterson, the club singles champion,

who was the recipient of a handsome fourpiece tea service. In his response Mr. Paterson devoted special attention to those in the
novice class, proffering sage advice which,
if followed, would ultimately. bring them t9
a similar position to that which he was so

proud to have attained. He strongly supported the drawing game as compared with

heavy running tactics, contending that
whereas the latter could merely destroy, the
former game would construct, and construction would ever prove superior to destruction
Another pleasing ceremony was the presenta.

tion of a pipe and case to Mr. J. Brown, for
his services as floor manager at the dance recently reported.

Complete list of prize winners follows:

Rinks:—-Winners—C, Rushant, J. MeGregor, J. Hastings, J. Caw, (Skip).
Runners Up:—lL. Hicks, P. Stone, A. S.
Clarke, C. Hull, (Skip).
Doubles:—Wuinners—s. H. MeCulloch and
H. Askew.

Runners Up:—G. Russell and A. Coverdaie.
Runner Up:—wW. J. Friend.
Singles:—Winner—Geo, Paterson.
Consolation Doubles:—~Winners—G. Paterson and kh. Lumbard.
Consolation Singles:—Wuinner—C, Rushant.
Prizes were also distributed to the win-

ning rinks in each team in the closing game
reported above.

During the evening musical and _ voeal
selections were rendered by Messrs. Geo.
Wilson, Paterson, McGregor, Black, Hastings, Benner (saxophone), Smith (horn), and
the orchestra, whilst a quartette party, comprising Messrs. Paterson, McQuarrie, Friend
and H. Radford, contributed a dramatic representation of an atmospherical upheavat.
A novelty was introduced during the evening in the shape of a ‘‘kickers programme,’’
every member being required to register some

priate remarks were also tendered by Mr, W.
J. Friend, vice-president, A. Coverdale, sec-

form of complaint. This proved hopelessly
beyond their powers, as nothing was heard
whieh could even mildly be construed into
the nature of a kiek.

retary, and C. Hill, past president.
the prizes were presented to the successful competitors, especial enthusiasm, with

Sociability and good fellowship undoubtedly reigned supreme until the singing of Auld
Lang Syne brought proceedings to a close in

musical honours, marking the appearance of

the wee small nours.

POWELL RIVER DIGEHSTER

POWELL, RIVER LAWN BOWLING CLUB
Beautiful weather favored the official open-

ing of the Lawn Bowling season uvon the
afternoon of the 10th instant, with the result
that a goodly crowd of members and visitors assembled, including a number of ladies.
The setting left little to be desired, the follage and magnificent view obtainable from

the elevated position of the ground being
seen at their best, and whilst perhaps not
appreciated by permanent residents in accordance with thelr true walue, were never-

theless greatly admired and commented
upon by the visitors. The natural blaze of
color was greatly enhanced by the spring
radiance so conspicuously adorning the ma-

jority of the lady guests.
In opening proceedings Mr. J. T. Meleod
expressed his appreciation at being the appointed delegate of the club to request Mrs.
McMaster to declare the greens open in the
old time manner by throwing the first Jack.
For this purpose, said Mr. McLeod, it was
atime honored custom amongst bowlers to
use an ornamental jack which could be retained aS a souvenir after the ceremony had
been performed, the only condition attached

to the acceptance being that it be placed

in a prominent position in the housenold, as
a constant reminder of the goodwill of bowlers generally, and particulariy the bowlers
attached to the club that was being opened
today. The legendary meaning attached to
the cermony was that the destiny of every
bowling club was supposed to be in the hands

of a guardian angel, and no better guardian
angel could be desired than the lady who had
been selected, and he hoped she would al-

ways consider herself the patron saint of
the Powell River Lawn Bowling Club. Mr.
Mcleod voiced the extreme regret of the
assembly that today’s ceremony was taking
place in the absence of the President, Mr.
Faleoner, but he was sure that the thoughts

of ‘‘good old Joe’’ were not very far from

the green at that particular moment, poss1bly indeed he was even now seated at the

open window of the hospital with ears
strained to catch the speaker’s flow of elo-

quence. (Applause.) Handing the jack to
Mrs. McMaster, Mr. McLeod requested her
to direct it truly. and declare the green opened for the season.
Mrs: McMaster then delivered the Jack to

the accompaniment of loud applause from
the members, whilst Mr. A. EK. MeMaster
took up his position to dispatch the _ first

POWELL RIVER DIGHSTER
bowl. Expressing the appreciation of his
wife and himself at the invitation of the elub

tv perform this ceremony, he trusted they

26 all with one end to go. Each side in the
lest attempt had a wood close to the jack
which repeated measurements were unable to

were about to usher in what would prove the
most snecessful season the club had ever

separate, leaving the match to the fitting
conclusion of a tie. The prizes were won

enjoyed. He hkoped that all present would
enjoy a good time that day, and also upon
the future occasions, together with all visitcrs who would be using the greens during
the season, especially trusting that the Vanccuver bowlers, who would visit the green
upon the 24th of May, would participate in
& real good time. Quite a reputation was

bv Friend’s rink on the president’s team by
their 80 point win, and Alexander’s rink on
the vice-president’s team, who proved victorious by 17 shots.

being established by the bowling club, added

the speaker, in Vancouver and elsewhere.
He also commented upon the _ increasing
membership of the club, and trusted that
circumstances vould permit his being amongst
them this season more than in the past.

Being jJocularly advised to be careful and
not hit the jack in ease its beauty should be

marred, Mr. McMaster complied with this
request, delivering a good bow!, which rolled

cautiously towards its objeetive but refrained from actual contact, easily however

Full scores follow:

Total ..................196

FINISHING ROOM FUN

Among the many presents to Margaret Lin-

ton on her marriage to Sidney Burn was :

beautiful lamp. We are. still wondering
where our popular foreman Gil Thomas got

his. It was a dandy.
It has been suggested that the Finishing

Room send some of its speedy athletes to the
Olympic contests. Speed Demon Eddie has

changed to the dollies so that he might put

the finishing touches to his training. He
may have a chance now that Nurmi is

lying ‘‘the shot.’’ Rescuing the jack. and
Piaeing it upon its tripod, Mr. Roger Lum-

not engaged in making new reeords.

bard, the vice-president, handed it to Mrs.
.cMaster, requesting that she accept the
scuvenir as a token of esteem and goodwill
from the Powell River Lawn Bowling Club,
which the recipient graciously consented to

there seems to be some attraction for the
athletes of the Finishing Room near the ecor-

(10.

Ihe greens thus being formally opened, the
initial mateh between teams selected by the
resident and Vice-President commenced.

Refreshments were served at half time,
when ample justice was done to satisfy the
Cravings of the inner man.
ihe game itself proved most enjoyable, despite the difficulty of many members in find-

ing their length, and the somewhat heavy
condition of the green, natural during the
tarly days of the season. The presidential
tcam emerged victorious by the narrow marein of 7 shots, largely due to the performance

several of the boys have noticed that
ner of the gymnasium building about 5.10
p.m. Curiosity has been aroused. Maybe
Arnold Kaufman could solve the problem.

Gil was out at Haslam a couple of Sun-

days ago. Monday morning ‘‘George’’
Clapp,—who, by the way, is something of a
fisherman himself,—asked Gil how many fish
he had caught, and the answer was: ‘‘Oh, a
coupla dozen.’ ’ Later in the day we heard a

loud °‘‘haw, haw’’ in the office, then we

heard George say: ‘‘Gosh, Norman, wouldn’t

he bring back a pile if his pack sack would
hold more than two dozen?’’ Norman: ‘‘Two
dozen of what?’’ George: ‘‘Bottles of beer,
man, what do you think?’’
Black eyes have certainly become popular

Clark. Two old rivals, W. Loukes anda

in this department. No less than five men
have been sporting them this month. It is
fun to listen to the different reasons given
for wearing these moss agate decorations
about the eyes. Some say they were got
playing baseball, and some were found in

Cliarliie McLean, struggled through the entire game without a decision, the score being

one man got his falling over his dog.

of Jack Friend’s rink in winning by 30

points, though this was offset to a certain
extent by the good showing of the viecepresidential rinks skipped by Alexander and

the gym. But the best one so far is that
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WHAT PEGPLE
NkKe S- VWaINe
J

THEY SAY -

WHAT DO THEY sAy
LET THEM oAY
THAT the British Empire is back on a free
gold basis.
THAT this 1s a mighty step in the direecTHAT

tion of an up-to-date normaley.
if means a larger measure of security

THAT we are tired of talking about’ the
town 1n pious and humble tones.
THAT henceforth we hope to spare no word

of learned length or thundering
sound in speaking of our community.

to even the lowliest of citizens.

THAT some day we will be fittingly written

izations where the British Equity 1s

THAT

THAT there is no need for vigilante organ-

vigorously maintainel.
THAT unless our ‘lraditions are well malin-

tained as an Empire we will surely

perish.

THAT Canada can well stand a

measure of prosperity.

greater

THAT merely a huge influx of new eitizens

will not help us.
we need a greater measure of intellgently applied industry and a greater
measure ot thrift.
THAT this in turn will win and hold more
THAT

capital, not for speculation but for
solid investment.

THAT Hansard is now published at a popi-

up in the Saturday Evening Post.
apple blossom is much in evidence
here and the lilaes are blooming once

again.
THAT we have a few wall-flowers all the

year round, aye, and we are proud to
have them.
SKETCHES AND CALCULATIONS

Aceording to the papers a New York gentleman, by name Richard Tate, states thet
the psychology of golf, or any game, demands

that the a la mode player be suitably elat.

lar price.
THAT we are loth to believe that men would

This, we understand, has given Jamieson the

rather than obey the old mandate to
replenish the earth.
THAT the facet remains however that Hansard grows much more quickly than
the population of the Dominion.

fours and he has now practically decided to
follow the, er—DieckTates of fashion.

a sure method of avoiding war.

decided, 1n our own mind, whether the bringing back of beer from a fishing expedition is
wonderful, or the result of absent-mindednessg.
Perhaps Lockie, Claridge & Company could
relieve our mental tension.

prefer to spend their days talking

THAT we used to think that arbitration was

‘““Gosh; times have changed.’
THAT we admit having the best climate in

British Columbia, therefore the best

THAT
THAT

in all the world.

we are fully conscious of covering

quite a large territory with these

final fillip towards the aequisition of plus
We have always known it is a generaliv
accepted fact that engineers are able to do
wonderful things, but we haven’t really yet

is the manufacture of newsprint.

‘¢Geisha Girls Up In Arms,’’ stated a local
paper, the other day. This gave us a bit of
9 shock when we remembered that two of

not the least important being a thriving town, completely equipped with

the engineering staff were in Vancouver. But
on further perusal we found this occurrence

remarks.

the ‘‘raison d’etre’’ of Powell River

THAT this but starts a train of movements,

every modern improvement.
THAT the community stands as a monument

to the ‘‘faith within’’ its founders

and a conerete refutation of all non-

assenting ‘‘isms’’ and ‘‘ologies.’’

was in Japan. Our relief was unbounded
when we discovered that 1t was merely a
ease of ‘‘business as usual’? and that the
arms did not belong to the two absent ones

RIVER DIGESTRR

ENGINEER S S'TAFF DANCE

The Engineer’s Staff held their Second
Annual Dance in the Central Hall on the

evening of April 23rd,—St. George’s Day—
the occasion proving an unqualified success.

The hall was flooded with soft amber light
from numerous small lamps and the decorations were carefully and tastefully effected,

it being an ideal setting for the capacity
crowd of merry-makers in attendance; and
although owing to pressure of business there
were a few notable absentees, it still remained a remarkable turn-out.

All arrangements were well and truly
made, the proof of success in this instance
being the fact that the committee in charge

nad to extend the programme by one hour to
meet the wishes of the numerous guests.

The music was furnished by the Patricia
Orchestra, a really good programme being
rendered.
The members of the orchestra

were thoroughly imbued with the spirit of
the evening and proved a mighty asset to the
affair.

A notable feature of the evening was the
Puneh Bowl Service, well conceived, splendidly organized and gallantly maintained by

the ‘fold guard’’ right throughout the live-

long night. This led directly to the par-

ticipation in the daneing of numerous nondancers, the more unobtrusive method of
approach to the bar being to dance in that
direction. After one or two visits to the

POWEKLEL RIVER DIGHSTER
loving cup, non-danecers danced with abandon; so the Puneh Bowl proved a valuable

asset and added hugely to the joys of the
evening,

A word of commendation 1s due to the de-

flower girl in peach crepe de chine and a
poke bonnet. She earried a basket of pink
and white carnations. The groom was sup-

ported by Mr. Arnold McQuarrie. Mr. W.
MeGillivray and Mr. W. Roberts acted as

tailed arrangements made and well carried
out regarding the supper, which was -served
at just the right moment. Supper was served and enjoyed between dances and with-

ushers. lhe chureh was beautifully decorated with evergreens and an arch and wedding bell of evergreens and pink and white

debris being cleared away and dancing resumed immediately, ample justice had been
done to the solid refreshments.

pearl and ameythest bar pin, and to the
flower girl an engraved signet ring. The
pest man received an engraved cigarette

The Engineer’s Staff quite lhved up to
their reputation and the ‘‘Second Annual’’

case, and the’ ushers cuff links,

out any hitelL or appreciable delay—the

The groom’s gift to the bridesmaid was a

During the signing of the register Mr.

proved a mighty success,—better and bigger
than ever! and plans, sketches and caleula-

Joseph Loukes sang, ‘*God Sent You to Me.’’
Mrs. Innes and Mr. Ostrum played the brida]

kind we will have yet experienced. So passes

pin.
Following the ceremony a reception which

tions are being made to make their third
Annual Danee by far the best thing of its
into the annals of our community one more
night of outstanding merry making with no

music, their gifts being gold links and bar
was held in Central Hall was attended by a

host of friends of the family, and of the

aftermath of regret. Such funetions of a

pride and groom. Dancing was indulged in

pubhe or semi-public nature lead to a kind-

for a time, and refreshments were distributed

her spirit, a deeper understanding and a
larger measure of fellow-feeling.
WEDDING BELLS

On Wednesday, April 29th, at 7.30 o’clock,

at the Union Church, Powell River, a very
pretty wedding took place when the Rev. H.
Graham united in marriage Margaret Linton,
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. Lin-

ton, of Powell River, late of Heaton, Newcastle, England, and Mr. Sidney Thompson
Burn, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. H. Burn,
of Middlesboro, Yorkshire, England.
The bride, who was given in marriage by

her father, made a charming picture in her
bridal gown of white charmeuse satin, made

on simple draped lines. She wore a vei!

of Brussels net, embroidered in silk floss and
seed pearls, held in place by a Dutch cap of
lace, edged im orange blossom and pearls.
She carried a bouquet of pink Ophelia roses
and white carnations. Muss Nellie Thacker,
of Victoria, B. C., cousin of the bride, attend-

ed her as bridesmaid, attired in a French
frock of sky blue taffeta, and a wreath of

silver leaves and rhinestones, Her bouquet
was of pink carnations.
Jean Thacker,
youngest cousin of the bride, was a dainty

ny the girl friends of the bride. The happy
young couple left on the night boat for Vancouver. The honeymoon will be spent in the

States. The bride travelled in a costume

of ashes of roses satin, with a coat of navy

twill and French hat to match, and a fox
fur.
On their return Mr.
reside in Powell River.

and Mrs. Burn wil!

ELNGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

Mr. and Mrs. F. P. MeQuarrie announce
the engagement of their youngest daughter
Elizabeth Viola to William Roy Donkersley,

son of Mr. and Mrs. W. Donkersley, of

Powell River, B. C. The marriage is to take
place at St. Jonn’s Union Chureh on Wednesday evening, June 24th, at 8 o’cloek.
SLING SHOTS
Complaints have been made about: boys

around town who are using sling shots to
the danger of body and property. We hope
this reminder will be sufficient to abate the
troubie.

There is much romance in courting, except
when you court disaster,

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
GOLF

As the end ot the Golf Club’s tournament
season approaches, the course is getting in
hetter eondition all the time. The whole
nine holes have been 1n use continuously for
some weeks and the grass is growing fast on
the old fuirways—-almost too enthusiastically

in fact, for the combination of scythes and
the old gasoline power mower to deal with.

The greens are getting thick and well

crown, althovgh still rough and bumpy in
spots, so that now all we really need to make

our course thoroughly playable is a
crass on the new fairways. However, this
will @ome in time and the ferns and thistles

will be suppressed; meanwhile the nine
holes are well populated every day and the
varlous tournaments are making progress.
The latest event to reach a conclusion ts
the Men’s Twoball, which has been an in-

teresting competition from the ‘start. In

the third round Brouse and Lang defeated
4umwalt and Fletcher by 38 and 2 in a 36
hole mateh made necessary by a tie at the
end of the first 18 holes. To win the other
three places in the semi-finals Graham and
Hanning defeated Gordon and Rattenbury
G6 and 0, Macken and Plummer defeated Me-

cup just donated by MelLennan, Mcteely &
Co. for annual competition in the Men’s Twobali. The Golf Club 1s indeed appreciative
of the interest in its welfare so substan-

tially shown by this latest addition to our
array of permanent trophies.

Of the other tournaments the Ladies’

Singles, which is being played for
the Golf Club cup, has progressed as far as
the semi-finals. In the fourth round Misa
Brett defeated Miss C. Smith, Miss O’Hearn
defeated Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Andrews defeated Muss Laxton and Miss Seator defeated
Miss Allan. Lo get into the semi-finals Miss

O’Hearn defeated Mrs. Schuler, and Mrs.
Andrews defeated Miss Seator. For places
in the finals, Miss O’Hearn defeated Mrs.
Bell-Irving 8 and 7 and Mrs. Andrews dafeated Miss Kilburn 6 and 5.

the two most Important tournaments of
the year, the Club Championships for the
men and women have just got under way
upon the competition of the 18 hole qualify-

ing rounds. The qualifying round for the

men’s championship was won with a 75 by

N. Mek. Lang, who thus became the first
possessor of the cup donated by Mr. F. A.
Dietrich for the medalist. For the second

Leod and Lee, and MacKenzie and Peacock

position four were tied with 78s. In the

place in the finals Brouse and Lang next de-

balls donated by the Golf Club—was won by
BK, Peacock with a 74. The 54 entries, with

defeated R. W. Peacock and Kyle. For a

feated Graham and Hanning 3 and 1. To
win by this small margin the victors were

forced to make a medal round of 70 for the
138 holes, a score which must be elose to a
record for a two-man team over this course.
in the other half of the bracket Macken and
Plummer defeated MacKenzie and Peacock,

this mateh going to the 18th hole before
being decided.

In the finals, played on May 10th, Macken
and Plummer established an early lead on
Brouse and Lang, being two up at the end of
the first three holes. The latter team never
succeeded in reducing this margin, and eventually succumbed 4 and 3 on the third green
when Plummer laid his approach putt on the

lip of the cup. The victors played a very

steady game throughout, the notable features

being very fine driving by Plummer and
consistently good putting by both players.

The winners of this tournament are the
first to take possession of a handsome new

play-off the runner-up prize—a dozen golf

their qualifying scores, are given below.

Kyle and Baird were tied for the last place
in the first flight, Kyle winning in the playoff.

lst Flight

N. MeK. Lang
Ed. Peacock ._....

{8

D. K. Maeken

1%

I. KE. Brouse

43

J. H. Kelly .......

4&

Ss B. Plummer
{9
R. C. MacKenzie ........................ 8&5

Lt. Chalmers |) RH
J. R. Rattenbury i...

G. Sehuler RS

7)

J. A. Kyles 85
A. M. Gordon ............................... 8&6

N. Patullo
H. Black

C. F. Kelly .
H. J. Kyle

wi
87
by be

$3
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2nd Flight

Out

4, 4, 3, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 4 — 34

R. P. H. Baird eee

In ...... 3, 4, 3, 6, 4, 5, 4, 4, 4—37

JI. K. Goldsmith

Both these records have sinee been beaten
in a score of 68 made by Peacock on May 16:
Out
3d, 0, 4, 6, 3, 5, 2, 2, 4—32

W. B. Zumwalt ..
J. M. Mitchell
A. D. Armour ..

In ...... 0, 3, 4, 5, 3, 7, 3, 3, 3—36
Inspired perhaps by the success of the

L. F. Pumphrey .....

Dr. T. W. Fletecner ..
J. H. M. Smith .....
R. C. Bledsoe ......

recent dawn-to-dark airplane flights, our Mr.

G. MeLaughlin J. S. Connell
H. EK. Hanning A. S. Mclean

P. R. Lockie established an extraordinary
golf marathon record on May 3rd. Taking a
single club and a bet for $5.00 he started off
at six o’clock that Sunday morning with the
avowed intention of completing 72 holes in

W. Hyatt ............-

S. Chambers ......-

D. Graham _ 99
Sra Flight

O. Tyzack oi... eee 100
W. Woodward

Dr. A. Henderson ..
EK. W. Rawson .....-.

J. KR. Melntyre ..

B. C. Condit 1LO4
Dr. S. P. H. Marlatt .
D. Wellband ...........-

G. W. Templeton
H. Andrews ......
J. S: Hide .....
J. Meintyre ..........

101

102
103
ss TOS

W. Wilshire
W. A. MeLeod
M. Montgomery

— 199

190

century mark.

_ 107

_ 108

LL3
116
118

_ T99Y

W. Jamieson .

_ 29
- 130

I. Coeceola .........--

— 130

P. Sandwell .......

most of us would consider a more than ample

week-end supply of golf in the remarkable
time of 4 hours 29 minutes 7 seeonds. Further than this he holed out every putt and
turned in 2 Greditable score well under the

._ 104
106

Dr. C. BRB. Marlatt .......................... 111
H. Davidson ............--

» hours or forfeiting the money. Early enthusiastics going down to the links at 10
c’elock saw him just starting his eighth lap
vith practically undiminished speed. Actually ‘he won his wager by completing what

14)
L. S. MeLennan ..
P. Ro FOCI cece 140
In the first round of the Men’s Championship Lang defeated Kyle 4 and 3, Plummer
defeated Black 6 and 5, Macken defeated

Rattenbury 5 and 4, J. H. Kelly defeated

Chalmers 3 and 2, MacKenzie defeated Gordon 7 and 6, Brouse defeated C. F. Kelly 6
and 5, Schuler defeated Kyles 4 and 3, and

Peacock defeated Pattullo 3 and 2. In the
second round Brouse defeated Mackenzie

8 and 7, Lang defeated Plummer 3 and 2, and

Peneoek defeated Schuler ¢/ and

Since the opening of the complete nine

Golfers among the championship entrants
who harbor an intense and ever-growing sus-

picion that Angus Armour and Max Smith

tried to get into the Second Flight must
admit, at least, that theirs was an unqualified
SuUCcCeSS.

W. B. A. Maccabees held a very enjoyable

Whist Drive and Dance in the Central Hall
May 7th at 8 p.m. The convener was Mrs.
Silvester. Assisting her were Mrs. Coverdale, Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Haddon and Miss
H. Graham.

Refreshments were served about 10.30

o’elock.

Those winning the prizes were: Mrs.

Jamieson, first prize; Mr. Evans, first prize;
Miss Cameron, consolation; Mr. Linzey, con-

solation. The prizes were kindly donated

koles several new reeords have been estab-

by Mrs. Wilkins, Mrs. Carr, Mrs. Thompson

lished. One of these, the course record for
women, was made by Mrs. J. McIntyre with

Many thanks are extended to Jack MeLeod, Bill Ardley and Mr. Silvester for their

a card of 4, 4, 5, 6, 4, 6, 3, 3, 439. The

eourse record was held by the pro. with a
score made on April 25: 3, 4, 4, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3
—33. But we are expecting to see him better
this at any moment. The 18 hole record was

held by Brouse with a score of 71. Huis

eard read:

and Mrs. Coverdale.

valuable assistance during the evening.

Harry: ‘‘Jack, I hear you have married
one of the Lindsay twins. You must have
some difficulty telling: them apart.’’
Jack: **That’s the business of the other
twin.’’

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
SULPHITE STAMMERLNGS

We sing of acid, chips and puip—
Of digesters and laps.
We cooks and helpers, those who tend
The screens, and all the chaps

Employed within the Sulphite Plant—
We eome forth as one man
To write the news of all the crews
As truly as we can,
Our fondest hope to give the dope

And not all idle chatter;
Forgive our literary sins;
The others do not matter.

No ehronicle of the Company’s old-timers
would be complete without the name of W.
H. Fritch, although this well-known operator
of Pier 10 in Seattle is no longer an. officer
of the Powell River Company, being now
the manager of the Virginia Dock & Trading
Company in that eity. Mr. Fritch began his
eonnection with the paper industry in 1889,
by selling paper for a jobbing house in Philadelphia. In 1899 he moved to Seattle, being
elected treasurer and auditor of the Seattle
and San Francisco Railway and Navigation
Company, which later sold out to the Northern Pacific. He next operated Fritch & Co.,

The Boss returned from his trip to the
dry belt looking hale and hearty. It seems
to have proved beneficial to his health, added

a lustre to his eyes, and a sprightly alertness that was missing previous to his illness.
Congratulations, Chief, on your recovery,

and welcome home again. We are all with

you to a man in your untiring efforts to
make this department the most efficient one
of the whole system.

One of the acid makers, while visiting
the Digester house the other day, was whist-

ling The Campbells Are Coming. He was
asked if he eould whistle the Italian National

a firm of contractors, as president and mana-

Anthem. The answer was : ‘§‘Faith, man,
you don’t whistle that, you smell it.’’
We congratulate Pete Jack, our sturdy

River Company’s Seattle office was opencd

on the Grand Trunk Dock. In 1914 this

acid maker, on getting a house in town. Pete
has a charming wife, and a brand new baby

dock was completely destroyed by fire and

——the first.

ger from 1900 to 1913, when the Powell

the office removed to the White Building.
Pier 10 then became the terminal where
newsprint paper was consigned and discharg
ed and from which it was trans-shipped and
distributed to customers. Besides operating

this wharf, Mr. Fritch had to see that the
paper was delivered when required, that com-

plaints were followed up and remedied if
possible, that damage claims were adjusted—
in fact, that the customer was kept contentea.

Mr. Fritch’s favorite sport. is
pointing, with not a little civie pride, to all
Seattle’s glories—even to the cable cars and

the totem pole. He is always willing to
give his time and sacrifice his own inelinations in order to show enthusiastic visitors
the Bright Lights of the City.

It 1s rumored that two of the Culos boys
are seriously thinking of matrimony. There
is already a splendid house at Cranberry,
and some talk of another one being built.
All this lends color to the rumor.

Jack Smith, of the acid department bids
fair to become the Mickey Ion of football,
judging by the able and efficient manner he
handled the last twe matehes. It is no
kid glove job to referee a game between the
Elks and the Indians, but when it comes to
a game between the Caledonians and the

Elks, with the intense feeling and excite-

ment existing between the supporters of both
clubs, 1t needs a capable and impartial man

to direct and control the games. Jack is an
old professional and knows every twist and

trick of the game. If Jack could have in-
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flicted a fine each time the players talked
back to him in the Callies versus the Elks
match he would have a high financial rating.

Stay with it, Jack, the boys are all behind
you and your decisions.

The out-of-town visitors to this department last week included two ladies, mother
and daughter. The young lady informed us
she was a school teacher from Strawberrv
Hill, near Westminster, and that she wished
to obtain information regarding the manufacture of paper, and the process of this department. One of the boys, a married man,
showed her all that was to be seen and ex-

plained everything possible. He also presented her with a piece of lime rock and x
lump of sulphur for demonstrating purposcs

during her lectures to her pupils. As they
took their leave, bowing and smiling to their

obliging informant, they got a strong whiff
of acid from the digester. Coughing and
gasping, with the tears coursing down her
cheeks, the elder one asked: ‘‘ Whatever is
that?’’ The answer came from the back-

ground: ‘‘That’s hell, ma’m, an ye ean’t
take that wid ye, for that’s what keeps us
employed.

Al. Watson, our latest recruit, engaged as
spare cook, 18 a brother of Bob who is cook’s

helper. They are both very popular boys.
Bob is a keen student. If Dan Cupid does

not pierce him with his arrow he may make
his mark in the industrial world. Of late he

has neglected geometry for femininity.
Maybe it 1s just that spring feeling.
RESIN IN PULPWOODS

tt 18s well known that the resin contained
in pulpwood brought to the mill is a prolific
source of trouble to the papermaker, and for
this reason it 1s interesting to discover just
how this substance is formed and in what
proportions it 1s contained in different kinds

of pulp. Resin appears in all coniferous

woods; moreover many varieties, notably the

firs and pines, are fitted with minute canals
known as resin duets. These ducts run both

longitudically and radially in the tree and
are bordered with groups of cells which
secrete the resin.

As the sulphite process is essentially one

of dissolving out various substances so as to
leave the cellulose which the pulp maker requires, it is only natural to suppose that the

cooking and treating with the acid in the

digester serves to reduce the resin content.
However, recent investigations have shown
that the contrary 1s the ease. The sulphite
process removes only some 4% of the resinous substances, while at the same time dissolving out more than 50% of the original!
weight of wood. The result is that the cooking process, instead of reducing the proportion of resin in the wood, comes very near

to doubling it. Groundwood pulp, on the

contrary, contains all the wood; practically
none of the eonstituents are removed by
prinding and the resin content therefore remains the same as in the original log.
Difficulties in the paper mill formerly attributed solely to the resin from coniferous
woods 1s now believed to be caused to a great

extent by the presence of fats. If wood is
treated in the laboratory with ether and then
with aleohol, the former will extract the fats
and the latter will contain the solid resin
acids. The fats thus obtained are found to
be combinations of glycerine with oleic and
linoleic acids. The glycerine is derived from
sugars present in the wood and the two acids
are probably formed from aldehydes in the
course of the sugar making process which

takes place in the tree. Recent investigations have shown that resin troubles in paper
making are caused chiefly by the presence of
these fats, which form lumps by coagulating

the resin particles. The lumps, being sticky
in nature, become caught in the screens or
are passed on to the paper machine, where
they mav fill up the meshes of the wire and
the pores of the felts and jacket, or cause
the sheet to stick to the presses.
Bill Peacock and Bob Fleming were leaning over the rail at Avenue Lodge.

Bob: ‘‘Say, Bill, can you remember the
first girl you kissed?’’
Bill: ‘‘Helno, I can’t remember the last.’’
We Know some men who are like lightning
A lightning bug can see where he has
been, but not where he lis going.
bugs.
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INTERMEDIATE BASEBALL LBEAGUEB
POWELL RIVER, B. C.

SEASON 1925

PATS

‘Gil’ Thomas (Manager), M. McLeod (Captain), “Stew” Reid, A. Morris, “‘Al’ Adams,
Raymond Bradford, J. Thompson J. Gebbie, J. Hill, “Mert” Golly, “Curly’ Woodward.

GIANTS

‘Bill’ Mcleod (Manager), G. Cooney, “Chet” Ross, Ronald Bradford “Stan” Claridge,
EF. Meilleur, G. Fraser, H. Moore, “Dick” McGregor, ‘Bert’ Frith, C. Young, C. Higsinson (Captain).

BRAVES

“Bert” Johnson (Manager). ‘Ernie’ Hamerton (Captain), “Bert” Vicars, G Kynock,
“Buda” Moore, J. Buck, “Pat” Carroll, “‘Roy”’ Carney, “Tarzan” Challis, “Olle” Hamerton, “Bob” Smith, E. Mills.

POWELL RILVER DIGHKSTER
POWELL RIVER INTERMEDIATE BASEBALL CLUB
League Schedule for Season 1925

Team Managers:
Braves ...........................Bert Johnston

League. This is an entirely separate entity
from the Senior Club, participating in no way

it. the financial benefits received from the
sale of senior pDaseball league tickets. For
finaneial support the Intermediutes depend
entirely on collections taken up at the games.

NO charge is made for seats in the grandstand.

Pat’s __...............................Gill Thomas

Giants Bll] MelLeod
The Powell River Intermediate Baseball
League started the serles with a game on
Wednesday, May 6th. A successful season
is anticipated which should eclipse all previous years. Three teams under able management will battle for the Canadian Bank
of Commerce cup. The elected officers of
the league are: President, Dr. T. W. Fletcher;

secretary, Mr. Myron ©. McLeod; and 2a

LTIALIAN BASEBALL INTERMEDIATES

The Itahan Community of Powell River
has organized an intermediate baseball team

and intends making a big effort to win the
championship for the coming season. Nick

Pinto is the manager of the team. Up to
the present the following are ready to don

the uniforms and go forth to battle: Joe
Culos, Romano Olympico, Reno Bressanuti,

Cyril Battistoni, Angelindo Culos, Ermise

committee consisting of the team managers.

Cecconi, 8. Faceo, Jacko Cossarino, Augusto

McLeod, manager; the Braves, Bert Johnson,
maneger; and the Pats, G. Lhomas, manager.

Bortolini and G. Brandolini—positions to be
allocated Jater. The friends and supporters
of the team have gone to the expense of pur-

The teams entered are: the Giants, W. A.

With a large crowd of spectators, the new
uniforms of the players, and the Powel! River

chasing the equipment necessary.

auspiciously started. Officially opening the

SPEEDING OF CARS AND TRUCKS ON

band in attendanece., the season was

1925 season, Mr. A. EK. McMaster, mill manager, pitched the first ball which was caught
by Mr. W. B. Zumwalt, mill superintendent.

The game was efficiently umpired by Mr.
A. Sechoeneman.

The opening game was replete with brilliant plays and exceptionally good work was
shown by both teams. The batteries were:

for the Giants, Cooney and Bradford; the
Braves, Carroll and Kynoch. Both pitchers
were in good form. Practically all the hits
were to the infield. The sensation of the
game was the fielding by Horace Moore, who,

after catehing a difficult fly in centre field,
made a double play by throwing to second
base, thus retiring the side. The game was
ended after the first half of the seventh i1nn-

ing with the score 6 to 5 in favor of the
Giants. Beeause of a technical error in one
of the umplre’s decisions a@ run was given
to the Giants by which they won. The ¢committee decided that another game should be
played at a later date.

WHARF

Complaints have been received from the
Provincial Police Department regarding the
custom of speeding cars and trucks on the
Company’s wharf, and more especially on
the gangway below the Log Haul.
this speeding forms a very serious danger
to public safety, and we would request the
users of cars and trucks to consider this matter very seriously. Should the present speed-

ing continue, it will be within the power of
the Pohee Department to make _ charges
against those drivers found exceeding the
speed of five miles per hour, or driving in a
way to cause danger to public safety.

PARKING OF CARS IN POWELL RIVER
As a further means of ensuring public
safety, the Police Department advise that
no cars may be parked on the north side of

Walnut Avenue, in front of the Brooklon
Block. Cars may be parked on the south

Apparently there is a misunderstanding
in the minds of some of the baseball fans

side of Walnut, opposite Brooklon Block, if

in regard to the IJntermediate Baseball

roaaway.

desired. Cars must be parked parallel tu

RIVER DIGESTER

DOCK AND STORAGE CREWS
A. Collett, G. Booth, G. Linton, C. Bird, M. Dunn, Wm. Wightman, 8. Smith,
J. Pickles, A. Farnden, J. Phillips, C. McLean.
Second Row: G. Mart, G. Bell, P. Walsh, A. C. Dunn, J. Katoff, E. Esthoffer, M. Cahill,
J. Hamerton, P. Reavely, dog Brownie, Wm. Roberts.
First Row:

Third Row: H. Dicker, Wm. Woods, A. Hodoff, W. Stewart, W. A. (Joe) Elliott, E. H.
Smith, wharf superintendent; A. Richards, J. M. Mitchell, H. Binning, A. Collinson,
G. G. Philip.
DOCK AND STORAGE CREWS
These crews take charge of the output of
the mill as it leaves the finishing room and
store it in the paper warehouses or on the

wharves until it is required for shipping.

They also receive all incoming freight and
ship all outgoing.

Parts of two locomotives are shown 1n tne
photograph. The other dock machinery and
equipment, all of which is run by electricity,

includes one lowervator, one elevator,
two Barlow elevators, two electric trucks,
two electric eranes and two revolvators.

Owing to the good spirit prevailing there
are very few changes made in these crews.
The majority of the members have been in

this department for many years. A4il promotions have been from the ranks. The

wharf superintendent and his heutenants all
started at the lower rung of the ladder.
Brownlie, the wharf mascot, broadcasts to
all and sundry town dogs that their absence
from the wharves will be appreciated.

It is not wise to go the need limit, the
speed limit, or the feed limit. Yet one might
safely go the heed limit and the deed limit.
It is bad to go to seed limit.

PERSONAL

Mrs. M. D. Chittick, of Vancouver, paid a
short visit to her son-in-law and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. F. Ll. Corbett, recently. This
was her first visit to our falr town and she
was greatly taken with the modern homes
and well-kept gardens and lawns. Mrs. Chittick is an artist and has been employed at
different times by the Canadian government
and the Hudson’s Bay Company in painting
some of the wonderful scenes of northern
Quebee. She has a very high idea of the
beautiful surroundings of Powell River and
intends to return to collect material to put
Of CallVas.

Miss Edith Harris, of Port Moody, spent
a week’s vacation as the guest of Miss Mar-

garet Linton, during the early part of April.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Thacker, William

Thacker, Jr.. and Miss Nellie Thacker and
Jean Thacker, of Victoria, B. C., were all
visitors to Powell River on the oceasion of
the marriage of Miss Margaret Linton to
Mr. S. T. Burn. Mr. Thacker is a brother-inlaw of Mr. Linton.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
ST, JOHN’S UNION CHURCH

The Session have made the following ar
rangements for the under-noted Sundays,
while the Pastor is attending the meetings
of the General Assembly in Toronto:
May 3lst. Rev. Geo. C. EF. Pringle.
June 7th. Rev. Geo, C. F. Pringle.

June 14th. Mr. W. 8S. Qwen, Premier of
Boys’ Parliament.
June Zlst. Mr. A. Lewthwalte.

June 28th. Musical Service, arranged by
Choir-leader Mr. D. Smith.
Rev. Hugh Graham, 100 Poplar Ave.

NEW BOOKS AT LIBRARY
Beeding, F’...........................The Seven Sleepers
Buchan, J. ........................The Three Hostages

Cullum, R., ....The Riddle of Three Way Creek
Blizabeth ’? seu ee
Farnol, J. .......................Lhe Loring Mystery
Gray, Zane ....................The Thundering Herd
Gibbs, Sir P. ......................The Reekless Lady
Godden
Kaye-Smith, S.
Keith, M. .....

Locke, Wm,

O’Higgins, H.
Raine, Wm. MeL.

A Gentleman Adventurer

ece--e,------.-Lne Red Planet

......0Ulie Cane
Roads of Doubt

Raymond, EB, Tell England

Warning—Every season brings its crop of

bathing fatalities, and it is not always the
non-swimmers who provide the tragedies.
Swimmers who wish to try out at long dis-

tances should at least go in pairs, or arrange

for a private boat to accompany them; the
lifesaver’s business is to look after the majority. Never enter the water immediately
after a hearty meal.
Tennis Tournament—Men’s singles and
mixed doubles, open to. all. Gym. members
in good standing, and holders of summer sea-

son tickets will be started as soon as gufficlient entries are received. If you ean play

at all, enter! Competitors will be handicapped by a handicapper appointed by the
committee. 50c¢ per entrant will be charged

to help defray the cost of replicas of the
trophies, said replicas to be won outright.
The usual conditions govern the trophies
themselves.

a

R, L. DOIDGE,
Physieal Director. .

Bruce Zumwalt says this technical stuff is
sure getting to be the limit; it reminds him
of the time Cliff Shirley was trying some
jaboratory experiments. In his samples of

Vrain, A. Needle’s Eye

fibres he found a long black fibre which had
ten times the strength of any of the others.
He pounded with a mortar and pestal; tried

and new.

to dissolve it with acid; put it through all

Service, R.

._Poems (4 volumes)

200 volumes in from Victoria; very good
PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT
Bathing season is open and the water’s

fine!

the stunts a college training would teach. If
he only could make the rest like that, thought
Cliff, he would have the strongest paper in
the world. One day he examined it with a
high-power glass and discovered it was one

Water Polo is going to be the game at
the bathing beach this year. Goals have

of his eye-lashes.

been constructed and polo balls secured. It
is hoped to get at least two men’s and two

fan. On a recent trip to Vancouver Claud
wanted to hear an Organ Recital at the
Universalist Church. Bill, knowing the city
best volunteered to lead him to it. The two
pilgrims hired a drive-your-own jitney and
eventually pulled up in front of a church al]
highted up. They wandered in, gave their

Jadies’ teams formed and any swimmers who

enjoy a strenuous time in the briny should
turn out for a try-out. It will be appreciated
1f those who have played water polo before
get in touch with the physical director. To
relieve the congestion in the women’s dress-

ing rooms, all girls of 12 years and under
will use the canvas shelter, unless they are
accompanied by adults.
Remember the beach and equipment is for

your pleasure; help to keep it safe and sani-

tary.

Bill MeLeod says Claud Kelley is a musical

tickets to the man at the door, and took seats
in the back row. Then some one whispered
in Claud’s ear, ‘‘Soy, dis is de Jewish Synagogue; you vant de place on de oder corner,’’

Some men are bent with toil and some
others get crooked trying to dodge it.
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oT PAUL’S CHURCH
Calendar—

May 21. Ascension Day.
31. Whitsunday.
June 7%. Trinity Sunday.
The W. A. held a sale of home-made cooking in the church hall on April 24th, which
du

was fairly well attended. The hall was

nicely decorated for the occasion, and arranged with various stalls and tea tables.
Among the articles offered for sale were
cakes, pies, preserves, pickles, candy, bread

and buns, and flowers. A nice sum was
realized.

At a social meeting of the W. A., held

angel with drawn sword. Up the road wends

a continual stream of people who gaze at

the city with rapt attention. As they
reach the gateway some are allowed to pass

within, but many are detained and turned
aside. Says one:
‘‘Oh, holy angel, I have received an invitation to your beautiful city and 1 have
so longed to see it!’’ But the angel replies:
‘¢You have been so busy in the world having a good time that you forgot to prepare a
suitable wedding garment for the feast that
goes on within. You would not feel at home
there. 7’

‘¢But oh, holy angel, I used to go to church

previous to the sale, the members presented

on earth, and I learnt all about it.’’

fully arranged basket of flowers as a mark
of affection and esteem, before she left for
a holiday in the East.
Easter Day was celebrated by large con-

but in later life you failed to practise the
only methods that would make it possible

Miss Blain, their president, with a taste-

gregations and an increased number of
communicants over previous years. This 1s

a good sign. But why not have the same
number every Sunday? That’s what the
Lord’s Day is for: a weekly commemoration
of the Resurrection of our blessed Lord, and

His Body, the church, to feed the souls of
His servants with the spiritual food of Hus
sacred body and blood, our means of spiritual refreshment. We need that. refreshment
just as much as we need bodily sustenance

for every day. But not only that, we are
given a distinct command in regard to it:
‘¢Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God with
holy worship,’’ and the ‘‘Lord’s own service
on the Lord’s own day’’ is the only service

commanded by Christ Himself, and moreover,

He used the word ‘‘often’’ in regard to it.

The German nation, before the war, looked

forward to ‘‘The Day,’’ a day of world con-

quest. Christians look forward to ‘‘The

my child, you learnt all about tit,
for you to join in the music of these higher
spheres. Your soul is untrained for the life
within. You cannot enter.’’
Comes another:

‘Oh, holy angel, the hght from the city
is wonderful, the music is beyond anything
I ever dreamed of; please let me enter and

enjoy it all.’’
‘‘My son, you love beautiful things; you
are fond of music, you have cultivated all
the arts and graces of earth, but one thing
you lack: you have not cultivated the love
and worship of God. It is In connection with
the worship of the Lamb that you hear those

sweet strains of music. There is a glorious

feast taking place within, but you have

made no preparation for 1t. You could not
conduct yourself aright in the Divine Presence, for you have not learnt to worship with

your soul. This 1s one place where you

would feel ill at ease. I cannot let you
pass. ’’

And another comes:

Day’? when Christ shall come to judge the
quick and the dead. Our Lord, incomparable, warned us that none should enter in to

‘*Oh, holy angel, I am sure you will know
me. My name is written in the Good Book.

that had on ‘‘the Wedding Garment. ’’

the Church of Christ on earth. It’s true we
were always so busy, my wife and I, and 3}

the ‘‘Supper of the Lamb’’ except those

I was baptized and confirmed and married in

The picture is called up of a broad wellpaved road leading up towards a fair and
dazzling city. That city is compassed about

couldn ’t get to church much, and then when

with four walls, but the roadway leads up to
a gateway at which stands the figure of an

we were getting on in years it got harder

to find time to go, and then we grew careless,

I suppose, and the seats were hard for us
old people. ’’
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‘‘Yes, my son, you were always busy with
You always found
excuses for neglecting the worship of God.
your own selfish interests.

We only think of the Honor and Glory of
God here, and seek to praise Him in. our
EKucharistic worship. You have neglected
that Divine art, so our ‘‘joy in the worship

of the Lamb’’ would only bore you. It 1s
rather dark outside the city and there 1s

SCOUT DOINGS

Thursday, April 23rd, was St. George’s
Day, and was duly observed by the Boy
Scouts, for St. George is the patron saint of
ali seouts.

The First Powell River ‘‘Pioneer’’ Troop

much sorrow of heart, but you have not pre-

Boy Scouts ecommerated the day by being
hosts at a banquet prepared by them in the
hall in the rear of the Library, to their Dads,

blind you.’’

bounteous repast was spread, a great credit

pared for the Light of life. It would

‘‘Blessed are they that wash their robes,
that they may have the right to come to the
Tree of Life, and may enter in by the gates
into the city.’’—Rev. 22:4.
‘*Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God,
and Him only shalt thou serve.’’
OBITUARY

Herbert Blake Merrick passed away March

sist, 1925, in his 67th year, at Vancouver,

B. C. He was born in Toronto, Ontario,

where eight brothers and sisters still reside.
He leaves to mourn his loss his widow and

daughter, Molly, in Vancouver, his son
Frank, now of Port Moody, B. C., and Mrs.

Emil Gordon, of Powell River, B. C. Mr.

Merrick was manager of the Fowell River
Department store from 1915 to 1918, when
his son, Frank, assumed the management and

his father moved to Vancouver as buyer.
Mr. Merrick was a man of sterling worth
and pleasing personality. The sympathy of
this community goes out to the fam:ly in
their bereavement.

We regret to announce the death of Mr.

Angus MeGillivray, on May dOth at the
Nanaimo Hospital. Mr. MeGillivray had been

a resident of Powell River going on three
years. He leaves to mourn his loss one son
William E. of Powell River, One son was

Association officers and Seout officers. A

to the efforts of the boys. Full justice was
done to the good things, a real ‘‘tuck-out’’
being enjoyed.

As one of the first duties of a Scout is

loyalty to his country, Scoutmaster J. W.
Barr proposed the toast to The King and all
rose and sang the national anthem. Dr. Henderson, president of the local association, replied to the toast in a very fitting manner by
taking for his subject the second scout law,

viz. ‘A seout is loyal to his king, his country, his parents, officers, employers, and to
those under him.’’ The meaning of loyalty
In every sense of the word was splendidly
brought out and explained to the boys, particularly in regard to the flag. Scoutmaster
Barr then read one of Scout Commissioner

Kipling’s writings entitled ‘‘What is the
Flag???

| Rev. Hugh Graham, Scout Chaplin, gave a

brief talk on the design upon the back of
the English gold coin, which is St. George on

horseback, killing the dragon. The design
is the picturization of the old English legend
from which St. George’s Day originates.

After the banquet and short programme
was finished everybody retired to the scout
headquarters to witness the Investiture Cere-

mony, when six recruits took the scout promise, were invested with troop colors and
hat, and duly enrolled as full-fledged scouts.
Ihe entire evening was a most enjoyable
and successful one, and the scouts are to be
congratulated and complimented on _ their

lost overseas. The funeral took place on
Friday, May 8th from the English Church.
Messrs. fF. Soules, A. Woodward, T. W. ability to feed the hungry, and play the
Fletcher, H. Donkersley, J. Dykes and W. part of hosts.
Roberts were pall bearers. Mr. McGillivray
When do we get another feed, boys?
was neither well nor widely known, being of

a retiring disposition, but those who knew
him well miss his kindly smile and pleasant

King Canute says: ‘‘The bean that supplies the greatest number of ealories is ol

rreeting.

Dad’s.’’

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
VITAL STATISTICS
The following table shows the number of

disabling accidents occurring in the Mill

April

lost in each department. It should be noted
that the °* Days lost’’ are computed from the
doctor’s estimate.
March
April

April 15—Mrs, G. Watson, boy.

curing Mareh and April, and the days

Log Pond ee lee ee 1 18
Vood Room

1} | aD &
lL 4 1 38
lL 45
|} 6
|} |

Grinders ..........

Sulphite Dept.

.Sereen Room
Beater Room

4—__-Mrs.

S. Dice, boy.

April 6—Mrs. N. Simonetta, boy.
April 6—Mrs. J. Haigh, girl.
April 7—Mrs. W. Andrews, girl.

April 30—Mrs. G. Ellison, girl.
POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEES’ SICK BENEKIT SOCIETY

Statement as at March 31, 1925

Assets—-

Machine Roome ................ 3 15 1 5

$10,861.96

Hospital equipment .............

Finishing Room, Core

Current Assets:
Cash in bank. ....................$ 3,425.20
Accts. receivable
12,248.04

Roem and Rewinders.... 1 9 1 5
Wharf and Paper Storage

Supplies on hand

and Scows
Steam Pliant and Boiler

1 650.68

S kT

Petty cash ...........

Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance .._$
Ins. premiums: unexpired

House
(yenerator Room and Fleec-

16,762.73

—

trical Department

300.00
298.26

598 26

Oo —

Townslte

Planing Mull, Lbr. Yard

Liabilities—-

and Carpenters Shop.... ....

Accounts payable ................

Machine Shop, Blacksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop and

$28,222.95
225.12

Reserve for depreciation..... 5,111.40
Surplus

Foundry

Miscellaneous (Yard Crew,

22,486.43
490.00

28,222.95

HOSPITAL OPERATING MAR. 31, 1925 |

Mill Store, Dept. Store,

Income—-«

Tecehouse, Avenue Lodge,

Kmployees Hecspital Fees..$ 1,285.64

CLC.) 4 27 5 27

totals _............................ 15 84 12 70
Minor accidents, such as slight cuts, abrasions, burns, ete., have not been tabulated.

STATEMENT FOR MAY DIGESTER, 1925

Other income ........................ 1,644.33 2,929.97
Balance—Loss for March............

436.26

$3,366.23

iMxpense—-

Salaries 1,674.48

Operating expenses .............. 1,691.75
$366.23

SICK BENEFIT FUND, MAR 31, 1925
Income,

Employees’ Fees ................$ 853.75

Efficiency of Paper Machines
No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

Grant from Fowel
NO. 4

Highest per cent... 99.2 $9.9 100.0 100.0
Lowest ee 90.5 84.1 97.8 °#£«£.96.4

Hrs. Lost Av. D’y Lost Tge. Av.D’
No. 1.......... 10.50 0.40 94.74 0.95
NO. 2........... 17.50 0.67 41.23 1.58
NO, 3.......... 13.75 0.53 40.73 1.57
No. 4.......... 19.50 0.75 57.77 9.99
Paper Production, April 1925
No.3

433.35

$ 1,237.10

Kix pense—

Gain for March

Fiours and Tonnage Lost, April 1925

No. 2

a.

Benefits paid

Average ee 95.9 95.8 99.3 98.8

NO. 1

Co.,

No. 4

1207.28 1452.99 1845.09 1804.62

Patients in hosp. as at Feb. 28, 1925
Admitted during March
Discharged
Remaining at March 3lst
Benefits paid to 16 members in March.

WEATHER REPORT FOR APRITI,
Average maximum temperature 56.06.
Average minimum’ temperature 41.41.
Rainfall for the month 1.335.

Rainfall from January lst to April 30
12.891.

Man is a reasoning animal yet he seems
to have a yearning to do things his reason
tells him are not safe.

Hottest day for the month April 29, 67.50.

A danger sign cannot talk; yet it is not
so dumb as the fellow who disregards it.

POWEHKLL RIVER DIGHSTER
PAPER QUEEN CONTEST

A. popularity contest has been organized
and started under the auspices of the Powell

River Elks Lodge, No. 63, to represent the
Paper Queen. A committee appointed by
the ledge got together to draw up a form
of competition. The candidates chosen were

elected entirely by the school children.
Rules were read by our Exalted Kuler to
all the children.

The eontestants were chosen

from 10 years up, or a class similar to the
10-year class. Balloting was done by paper
ballot and scrutineers belonging to the same

room appointed to count the votes. the
hiohast numbher af vatese east detarmined the

power to help. Our Townsite Manager, Mr.
J. M. MeIntyre, also has this event at heart
and has promised his co-operation.
The crowning will take place on the bali

ground, July 1, at 1 pm. The Queen and
her two maids of honor wil be given their
trousseau and suitable presents for the
oecasion. here are 9 candidates chosen,
9s follows:

Powell River — Gwendolyn Longstaffe,
Hazel Innis, ‘Gladys (‘Longstaffe, Gladys
Hand, Gladys Wilshire, Mary Marlatt.
Wildwood—lIngrid Anderson.
West View—Becky Higginson.

POWRKRLL RIVER DIGHSTER
THE MEDITATIONS OF A BIT OF YEAST

I have just been listening to a bunch of
Mortals talking about some of the things
that they have done. It 1s really funny to
us, to see the way they swell up over little
things. ‘There are different degrees of that
disease; some seem to get it worse than
others, but most of them get a touch of it
during some part of their lives. That may
be a good thing for them; lacking something
better, it may be used by them as an incen
tive toward progress. Speaking of progress

reminds me that Man is often very slack

we had to do in Chicago a short time ago,

to show man that he could not play fast
and loose with Nature.
Summer 1s coming on now, so please let me

keep in my place; don’t crowd me with a lot
of rubbish. Take a lesson from the Bee or
the Ant if you cannot understand me. Man

should not forget that all things with life,
animal or vegetable, have their parts to play
in this:world, and that they must be played

right or Mother Nature will surely take toll.
—Contributed.

oo

in things that he should be very wide awake

Charlie Cole was standing on the corner

Very little, I should say. Of course he
uses my part of the family to make some
kind of a drink that he ealls beer, and an-

move. Just then a stranger came along and

in. Now take the part that my folks play near the department store. His big dog was
‘n this world. What does Man know about close by looking up at him waiting for a
us ?

other kind of stuff he ealls ‘‘dynamite’’

and usually he doesn’t know how to use us
properly for that.
He will take a whole army of us and pitch
us into some kind of a mixture he has made

ready, then leave us to do our work of

breaking up the things in the mixture into
their proper elements. He will often come
around before we have finished our work,

and with disregard to our lives, he will

throw us out neck and crop into the cold,
cold night. I sometimes wonder why such
deeds are done in the dark. Man @an handiv

whole armies of our people and thinks

that that he is our master, but is he?
Why, some of them do not know the great
number of branches there are to our family
besides the one used for Gargle. Are not we
who cause all Fermentation all akin? And it

it were not for our folks, where would progress bef Yes, if Man would look around a

little more and watch things in this s0ealled lower life I think that his head would
stop growing and his heart would perhaps
expand a little. There are lots of things in

Nature that man could understand if he
tried, and he would get some good lessons
from even the most lowly in our kingdom.
We are always working. Different parts of

our family are often at war with Man. We
often get put toi work amongst rubbish
and refuse of all kinds, then what we turn

out is death for mankind. Look at what

asked Charlie what was the breed of the

animal. ‘‘He is a German” police dog,’’
answered Charlie. ‘‘Is that so? Well, he
does not look it,’’ replied the stranger.
‘‘No,’’ was Charlie’s rejoinder, ‘‘but you
see he belongs to the detective department,
and is disguised as a collie.’’

A nice looking young lady walked in to
the hotel office a few nights ago, rather late.
There was no one about but Walter Snyder.
The young lady stood about for a moment
Or SQ, Finally Walter stepped up and asked:

‘Are you looking for any particular §person?’ ’

She took one good long look at Walter
then smiled, saying: ‘‘No, indeed; I’m satisfied 1f you are.’’
The only people who never make mistakes
are those who never do anything.
Thoughtfulness for others, generosity, mod-

esty, and self respect, are the qualities
which make a real gentleman, or lady, as
distinguished from the veneered article which
commonly goes by that name.—Contributed.

Never roughly turn down a suggestion
from one of your men. It may be worthless,

but 1f you tell him why, the next one may
be valuable.— § The Chatterer, ’’

All truth, in the long run, is only common
sense clarified.

Patience and tenacity of purpose are worth
twice their weight of cleverness.

POWHRLL RIVER DIGHKSTER
CIGARETTE SMOKERS—TAKE NOTICE
The concensus of opinion amongst the fire

rangers of this district is that the majority
of the fires started in the woods immediately surrounding Powell River are caused
by the tossing to one side of cigarette stubs
that are still burning.
In last month’s issue of the Digester attention was drawn to the fact that In this province alone an annual loss of approximately
$20,000,000 was suffered because of forest
fires. We are making another appeal to all
persons who go into the woods to be careful.

Never throw away a cigarette butt till aosolutely sure there is no vestige of fire leit.
If you have to light a fire do so where the
ground is bare, and then see-that the fire is
extinguished before leaving the spot. If you
happen to be near water take the largest of

the sticks or bark still burning and throw
them into the water. Then put plenty of
water on the fire, till 1t 1s completely drown-

ed. Fire creeps along under the moss; be

eareful of that. The fire fend is an awful!
foe and a respecter of no person or place.
Be careful.
SCOUT NOTES

From June lst Mr. Ricketts, formerly Assistant Scoutmaster, will take over Scout-

mastership of lst Powell River Pioneers
upon resignation of J. W. Barr, S. M.
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

We are pleased to announce the engagement of Miss Constance 8S. Milne, late of

the nursing staff of St. Luke’s Hospital,
Powell River, B. C., to Mr. A. M. °*Bola?’’
Gordon, of the Engineering Department of

the Powell River Company.
The young couple, both of whom are very

THE LAST GASP

A travelling man put up one night in a
cheap little hotel where the thin partitions
of a range of bedrooms, like the stalls of a
stable, stopped half-way to the ceiling. And

in the stilly watches of the night he lay

awake and listened to the finest
tion of plain and fancy snoring it had ever
been his fate to hear. It wag full of sudden
and awful variations. Sometimes strangulation seemed imminent; then, in the middle
of a fantasia, the agony stopped suddenly,
and there was: silence. From a nearby stall

he heard a voice exclaim wearily, ‘Thank
God! He’s dead! 2’
TAC'T

‘‘Talent is something, but tact 1s everything. Talent is. serious, sober, grave and
respectable. Tact is all that and more, too.
It is not a sixth sense, but it is the life of
all the five. It is the open eye, the. quick
ear, the judging taste, the keen smell, the
lively touch.
‘‘Talent is power—tact is skill; talent 1s
weight—tact 1s momentum; talent knows
what to do—tact knows how to do it; talent
makes a man respectable—tact makes him

respected; talent is. wealth—tact is ready
money. For all the practical purposes of life

tact earries it against talent, ten to one.
Tact is largely an intuitive gift; it may be
improved by practice; to some extent even

it may be acquired by those who eare to
eultivate

it. ?’?——- Selected.

The Judge: ‘‘This lady says you tried to
speak to her at the station.’’

Salesman: ‘flit was a mistake. Ll was

popular, will have the best wishes of their

looking for my friend’s sister, whom I had

many friends for a peaceful and happy cruise
on the sea of matrimony. May there be blue
skies, favoring winds, and good anchorage

never seen before but who has been deseribed to me as a handsome blonde with classie

in a snug harbor.

ray Up, Kid

‘‘ Young man, I understand you
have made advances to my daughter.’’

Young man: ‘‘Yes, sir. I wasn’t going
to say anything about it, but now since
you’ve mentioned it, I wish you could get
her to pay me back.—Muinn. Ski-U-Mah.

features, fine complexion, perfect figure,
beautifully dressed and
The witness:

,3

don’t care to prosecute

the gentleman. Any one might have made
the same mistake. ’?
Eph: ‘What am de difterence between 2’
old man, a young man, an’ a worm?’’
Mose: *‘ Nuffin. Chicken gets ’em all.’’

POWHLEL RIVER DIGHSTEHER
SULPHIDE SIFTINGS
Some surprise is no doubt felt that this de-

partment has no baseball team. Since the
advent of the Clam Eaters, Haymakers, Doo
Dads and Penpushers we have been tempted
»¢t times to eall in our athletes who are so

ably helping other clubs to win honor and
fame. On further consideration we have

refrained from this action lest the sport

fans would suffer through the disruption of
clubs already established.

Oh, yes, Mr. Kditor, we have the goods;
and when we speak of athletes here are a
few to start those other guys thinking. Hor
instanee there are John Kynoch and Fete

MeKinnon of football fame, Henry and
Angelo Culos starring with the Italian baseball team, and poor Herman, who played with

so many clubs last week that it cost him
twelve bucks. Of course this is not a full
house so we will eall in Jimmie Caw from
the bowling elub. It is well known that Al.
Watson does not need a bat. He ean hit the

ball with a rod (provided there is a fly on
it, the rod, we mean). Smithy would umpire our games, you bet. Pete Jack would
Le our pitcher and though he is more used
to wrestling he can put ’em over faster than
any comet ever traveled. Can your fertile
brain imagine any one being able to knock
John Schravone off first base? and then Tom

Facos, our terrible Greek, lor’ save us. If
ever he gets to third he couldn’t be stopped

with a shot gun from dashing like a flash
over the home plate and on right through
the fence, never stopping for breath till he

landed in the government liquor store, with
Monty chasing him so fast that one would
think they two were one. Yes, we are sure
of these two runs before we start, but why

take up further space. The Sulphite boys
are Isses, net Has-beens, or Going-to-bees;
and, if the game is too rough for those other

fellows, why, darn it all we will play them

when his own ‘digester’ needed lining he
had to get Dr. Marlatt to do the job. We
congratulate Fred upon his recovery.
Monty Andrews has decided to lve in the

suburbs this summer. First he tried living
in a float on the lake; but that proved far
too wet for his new resolutions, so he 1s now

trying Cranberry. Yes Monty is drifting towards the Tea House.

Pete MeKinnon paid a short visit to town
a couple of weeks ago, and whilst gazing
in a store window on Granville Street, he

was accosted by a little girl about eight
years of age: (Hey, Mister buy me a cone).
Mac, somewhat surprised at the child’s lack

of propriety, and ‘wvishing: to correct 1t,

gently and kindly remarked: it’s

very naughty to speak to a stranger like
that, but I feel sure such a nice little gir!
like you didn’t intend to be naughty, did
vou? (handing over a nickle). Do yo. know
where the naughty girls go?
Yes, Stanley Park, hurry up and ecateh
that Number 11 ear. Before Mac recovered
from his bewilderment, the Angel had disappeared.

A group of visitors off the boat
were taking in the complexities of the Digestery House. Ineluded in their numbers were
three young ladies, one of whom seemed t0

be suffering from a cold. Judging from the
frequency she raised a pretty lace hanky to
her nose.

All was hurry and bustle with the boys
for it was at that important moment when
the chips were cooked to the right second
and must be transferred to the blow-pit.
Monty had already gone below and was

waiting for the word to open the valve.
Herman, unmindful of the visitors was

watching the chart. Just as the young lady
again got her hanky to her nose, Herman in
a deep base voice cried (Blow-oo0).

The young lady blushed and indignantly

eric ket.

ealled ‘Herman a very rude thing. This

Fred Dawson is back at work after a long
absence caused by stomach trouble. After
staying in the hospital he was confined to
his home for several weeks. We all know

made the Jatter sore and when Monty came
back up, his mate repeated what had hap-

that Fred is a brick layer by trade, and a
sood one at that, for, after lining the Digester house here he was sent up to Ocean Falls

to do a similar job for that Company. Yet

pened to which Monty remarked. They

have no business up here anyhow. I’ll go
and ask them for their authority and going
over to the group he asked: Pardon me

ladies, but have you got a permit?’’ to

which one pretty young lady replied: ‘‘On

POWELL RIVBR DIGESTER
no, but dad kas got one on the boat, but
surely a nice young man like you doesn’t

26th. John R. Kynoch.
Wally V. Tapp.
Louise EF. Thompson.
oT+h Primo.

drink.’ ’

led Monty,

‘it was my mate

J. B. Thompson.

°O+h. James #. Forte.
13th. Thos. KE. L. Peck.

wanted it.’’
‘‘MANY HAPPY RETURND’’
to the following employees on this the month

of their birth anniversary:
Ist. Wm. Kynoch.

John Archie Nicholson.
Horace Hand.

2nd. G. A. Doty.

G. Cossarini.
Ath. Chas. W.. Grain.
Sth. TT. R. Haddon.
KH. G. Hammerton.
W. Hammerton.
J.T. Mitchell.
JI. A. Melntosh.
6th. Walter G. Wulson.
John Fenck.
ith. Dr. C. R. Marlatt.
Ernest MeLeod.
J. |. Riehardson.
Sth. J. W. Barr.
Allen Rule.
Oth.
LOth.

Rey Smith.
Stanley Claridge.
Geo. K. Profit.

H. de Jaunay.

{(‘harles Powell.

Ario Polo.
Maurice Dunn.
12th. Jaek A. Monteith.
Chiff A. Shirley.
13th. Antonio Culos.
Richard G. McGregor.
14t¢h. Daisy M. Kendrick.
1ith.

John EK. Rattenbury.

Toth.

A. Turchett.
Erik Anderson.
E. R. Phillips.
Jas. Laviolette.

IsabeHNe Thompson.
16th.

7th.
ESth.

19th.
POTN.

1st.
2 Ond.

Frank xX. Carriveau.
(seo. H. Heward.
James A. Jacob.
George Mason.

COMME DATION

We cannot resist the temptation to print
a copy of a letter received regarding this
magazine and the town.
Our town is really a credit to the management. Just at this season of the year, when
the boulevard trees are in full leaf and the
lawns and gardens are showing a wealth of
flowers and fohage, 1t presents an appear-

anee caleulated to delight the eye and the
artistic senses.

The Editor, Powell River Digester.
Dear Sir:—

Each month I recetve a copy of your
magazine and I can assure you that I am
very pleased to have it and J] enjoy very
much reading the editorials and the advice
and information that 1s given to the residents of your community.

I had the pelasure of visiting your city

last year and again hope to spend my annual
vaeation with you.

In looking over your town and noting the
different points of interets and education lI
might say that 1t would-be well for towns
of a much greater population to take a lesson

from your people. Your town is clean, well
lighted, and everything is done to make the
people happy and eontented, which 1s the
foundation of suecess and future happiness.

Again thanking you and hoping that Il

will be in your eity this summer, I an, sir,

Very truly yours.

WEATHER RHPORT FOR MAY, 1925
Average Maximum Temperature ............66.0
Average Minimum Temperature .............49.0

W. J. Tutcher.

Rainfall for May

Ray Bergot.
John Roberts.
tL. R. McGuire.
Anthony Casey.

Rainfall from Jan. 1 to May 31 -.....14.006°
Hottest day in May, May 16 ..............85 deg.

H. D. Donkersley.
K. M. Golley.
Crediford Hull.
Wm. Jardine.
George Kendrick.
(guldo Vizzutti.
MATH.
Krank Charmouy.
Kd. Mange.
Oath. James Mathieson.
Andrew Pettie.

W. John Friend.
Ed. T. Greenfield.

IN SUNDAY SCHOOL
Teacher: *‘‘ Who was Eve???’

Johnny: ‘‘The first chicken to ruin a garden.’

Don’t be the least bit nervous or concerned about what people are thinking of you.
the chances are they are not thinking of
VOU,

POWBLL RIVER DIGHSTER
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foolishly. Never mind; to-morrow they
could go out to the creek and get more.

The pay streak was wide. But one day
the pay streak petered out and they were
‘‘busted.’’ Money gone, sometimes friends,
ond oftimes health. The road ahead was
grey and dismal and kept getting worse.
‘‘Oh, for a few of those thousands recklessly squandered.’’ Nothing left but ridicule
and shame and life-long remorse.

What about those depending on them?

That was the worst “thought of all. The

humiliation; the confession of weakness.
We arc not all gold miners, striking a rich

pay streak. No, {but we are {earning 4

living and something more. The man who
puts by something, be it ever so smal, for
his old age, or if married, for his wife and
family, is doing something that helps him
when he is doing it and helps in the future.

He helps himself in his self respect, his

THE ‘‘SAVING HABIT’’

‘‘Frugality is excellent if liberality be

join’d with it. The first is leaving off super-

fluous expenses; the last bestowing them to

the benefit of others that need. The first
without the last begins covetousness; the
last without the first begins prodigality;
both make an excellent temper.’’—William
Penn.

Some of our readers may think we are

pounding the saving habit at them a

little too much. But, if one stops to think
about it, and about all the benefits accruing,

one will soon come to the conclusion that
both saving and safety too, can never be
too much emphasized.

pride, his citizenship. Every dollar banked
or rightly invested makes him more sure
of himself, stiffens his back and lightens
his present task. He gives keener attention
to his work and becomes a better and more
efficient employee, opening the way to a
higher position and a bigger cheque. Jhe

far-sighted man carries along with him
enough sunshine to tide him over a few
rainy days.
One doesn’t need to deprive either himself or his family of pleasures and amusements. The tightwad is a thing of reproach,
but the frugal and thrifty command respect
everywhere. When the sight is dimming and

the step is slow, and the frost is on the
hair it is nice to know there is a comfort-

day of youth. They spend prodigally of

able little balance put away safely. The
pains in the back are not quite so acute

thing and the joy and the zest and the

cheerful fire.

Most folks are a bit careless in the hey-

themselves and their sustenance. There
seems to be such an abundance of everyappreciation is boundless. It reminds the

writer of the early days in the Northern
Country when miners came in from the
creeks with heavily loaded pokes of gold

dust. They had ‘‘struck it rich.’’ Bed

rock yielded thousands and thousands of

dollars worth of the yellow metal. They

forgot their hardships, their starving, their
sicknesses, their misery and privation. They

were on the top of the world. Nothing was
too good for them. They spent lavishly and

when one knows there is rest ahead, with
an easy arm chair and slippers, before a

Get the habit of saving. Get it now.
One of the cleanest cut remarks we have

ever heard is: ‘‘The nice thing about telling the truth is that you do not have to
remember what you did say.’’

Dr, Fletcher: ‘‘Say, son, you have broken
How did it happen?’’
Tough Youngster: ‘‘Oh, shifting gears on
a lollypop.’’
9 tooth.

POWELL RIVER DIGEHSTER
THE WAGGING TONGUE
How we prick up our ears when someone
lowers his voice to almost a whisper and be-

—Many a hearty laugh makes the heart bubble over with joy.
—-A lazy man 1s no worse than a dead one,
but he takes up more room.
—Heredity is something every man believes
in until his own son begins acting lke a fool.

of gossip, and though our informant tells us
the moon is made of green cheese, we are
going to accept his statement as gospel. Anu

—QOne thing worse than a quitter 1s the fellow

gins a sentence with ‘‘They say that,’’ or
‘‘T hear.’’ These two words are the signal
that we are going to hear a rich, juicy bit

though we are cautioned not to share the

deep secret with a single soul, we ean

afraid to begin.
—Don’t walk under a ladder—elimb tit.
—He who ean bottle up his temper is a corker.

scarcely wait until we meet someone else to
whom we may impart the hews.
The interest in this sort of information
is by no means confined to the gentler sex.

—Smile and the world smiles with you, kick

spread what they hear. Men are not so likely

jov that is garnered from that sort of victory.
—Smile frequently 1£ you desire to lose. your

Men are just as gullible as women in the
matter of gossip and are just as eager to
to gossip about personal matters, but the
fact tnat they take a keen delight in passing on hearsav about the nation, the state,
or the town, makes their gossiping all the
more harmful.

What a terrible mess. must be the affairs
of the nation and of the business world

if the gossips are to be believed! What
a troubled existence the more worrysome of
our fellows must lead!
It would be a good idea if everybodv wno
hears a newsyv bit would, before passing it

on, consider it carefully from the following
angles:

ts it true?

Is it worth repeating?
Will its repetition hurt anyone?
It these questions are answered conscientiously by everyone, no harmful gossip will
be allowed to spread. Some people may find

they have very little to talk about, it it is
far better to remaln dumb than to be qa
purveyor of unpleasantness and untruth.

Printers have spoiled more than one good

and you kick alone.
—But the cheerful] grin will get you in where
the kieker 1s never known.
—Those who play the game without consid-

eration for others may win, but it’s a false
chronic indigestion.

—There is plenty of room at the top without
pushing anybody off.
—All of us are fools, more or less, but some
of us insist on proving it.
—If you would fatten up your pay envclope
exercise your brain.
-—If a man owes himself anything he is likely
to settle promptly.
—There’s a heap of difference between swelling and growlng.
—Every little scratch has a meanness of its

more you work the less you worry.
One wise gink scores a bulls-eye. He says:

‘“TLet’s save elvilization. Let’s pay our
bills, go home nights, and keep our traps
shut. 7’?

Unele Reuben says: ‘(Old Master Troubie
is like qg mule. It is safer to look him in
de face dan to dodge behind him.’’

story in the proof reading, but they never
did so badly as when the Society reporter
wrote: °‘Her dainty feet were encased in
Shoes that might have been taken for fairy

Yesterday 1s over. lo-morrow may come.
To-day is real. Get busy.

feet were encased in shoes that might have

the same,?’’

boots,’’ and the printer got it: ‘‘Her dirty
been taken for ferry boats.’’

One of our newly made benedicts. ‘‘Say
dearie, all these jellies you’ve made taste

Wife: ‘°'Why, honey, you can tell the difference by the labels I pasted on the glass

Jim Forte: ‘*Do you snore in your sleep,

jars. °°

Al. Hatch: ‘* When do vou suppose?’?

tasting the labels.’’—Stolen.

Al???

tlubby: *‘Well, well, I never thought of
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TONY AT DA BAT
By Pistachio Roberts
One time da captain say to me,
‘<You know baseball, ma frien’ Tony ?’’

I tell him, ‘‘Sure! Ma middle name
Is come from dees bas’balla game.’’
He give me suit wit’ short sleeve pants,

I look at pitch’, by t’umb on nose,
An’ evrabod’ look w’ere bail goes,
Da Cap’ yell, ‘°'Ton—da sona gun
Stop mak’ da face, an’ mak’ da run!’’
But I fold arms, give pants a hitch

An’ say, ‘*‘NO RUN! NO ’FRAID DA
PITCH! 7?

—From Drill Chips.

(I think I’m tak’ da biga chance)

Da Cap’ say w’ile his pants he hitch,

‘‘Be vera earef’, Ton’, he’s great big
pitch! ”’
Dat mak’ me mad! No hike at all!

For big’ dey are, da hard’ dey fall!
An’ so I say, ‘‘I knock da stiteh

Off ball w’at’s t’row by great big
piteh! ’’
Da bumpire foreman’s got blue suit
An’ rougha voice—he’s tougha brute!

He sweep da plate, an’ yell—PLAY
BALL!!! 7?

An’ ten t’ous’ peop’ ashout an’ eall.
Da pitch’ he’s craze’—he’s fulla pride—
He t’row da ball from wronga side!
He swing hees arm an’ dance Tango,

An’ shoot dat ball—lak hell it go
Fore I ean hit. I nota hke
Dat bumpire man! He yella, ‘*‘STRIKE!’’
Da Cap’ he gives hees pants a hitch,

‘Be ver’ earef’ Ton’, he’s great big
piteh! ’’
An’ I say, ‘‘Cap’, go joomp da ditch,

I’m noa ’fraid o’ great big pitch!’’
Dees pitch he tak’ a chaw terbac’,

An’ I get set for tak’ a crack!
Den w’at you t’ink? — before l’m
through

Dat bumpire foreman yell, “STRIKE
TWOtr!’?

Da Captain’s face it looka sad,

An’ den da Cap’ is getta mad!
Ile swear or pray—I’m not know which—

ver’ earf’ Ton’—he’s great big

pitch! *’
I’m say, ‘*I’m strong—no got da itch
From worry ’bout da great big pitch!’’

I’m grab da bat for mak’ da hit,
Da’ pitch he mak’ da balla spit
An’ swing hees arm, lak’ flag da train—
I’m t’ink dees guy is craze in brain!
He t’row dat ball—I’m swing dat vat
An’ hit dat pill—TI tell you dat!

Perfect Equality
Father— ‘Why is it that you are always
at the bottom of the elass?’’
Johnny—‘‘It doesn’t make any difference,

daddy; they teach the same thing at both
ends. ’’

Being told to write an essay on the mule,
a small boy turned in to his teacher the following effort:

‘<The. is a hardier bird than the guse
or turkie. It has two legs to walk with,

two more to kick with and wears its wings

on the side of its head. It is stubbornly
backward about coming. forward.’’
The Telephone’s Monologue

T am a telephone. While I am not broke,
1 am in the hands of a receiver. I have a
mouthpiece, but, unlike women, ! never use

it. Fellows use me to make dates with

girls, and girls use me to break said dates.
Husbands call up their wives over me, and
wives call their husbands down over me. I
never get to call anywhere, but sometimes
the company comes and takes me out. | am
not a bee, but I often buzz. T am the Bell ”.’

of the town, and while I do not get jewelry,
1 often get rings.

There is a difference between fishing and
catching fish. There is a difference between
living and being alive.

The formula for ‘‘getting on’’ is: Amb)}tion plus common sense; loyalty plus hard
hard work. Mostly hard work.—Art Metal
Welder.

Herb Midgley found a homeless dog, a
worthless, begging bum, and as he led him

home he hummed: wurst 1s yet to

eome. ’’
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GIVE ME THE MAN

Many people wil be interested to know

‘SWho values honor and a good name

that the great Cunard Steamship Company
was founded by Samuel Cunard, of Halifax,

above riches. ’’

Napoleonic Wars. Samuel Cunard was born

owning the land,’’

Nova Seotia, just after the time of the
at Halifax on the 21st day of November,

1787. His father Abraham Cunard was of
the United Empire Loyalists. The company
claims that in its eighty five years of serviee not a life has been sacrificed nor a
letter lost except by action of the enemy.

can enjoy the landscape without

ean face poverty and misfortune

with cheerfulness. ’ ’

has a hearty appreciation of the

beautiful in human life as well as in nature.’ ’

‘‘Who has a eontented mind liberally

stored with knowledge. ’’

They were boasting about the strength of

liquor. One of them said moonshine was
terribly strong. Another said he had had
some home brew that was most potent.
‘*Look here,’’ said Wally Wilshire, **‘ when

I was down town last year I went to a

side-show with some of the boys. One of
them had something on his hip. He gave
the dwarf a couple of big snorts. Would

you believe it, the little beggar tied into
the strong man and broke his arm; then he

made for the menagerie and beat one of
the lions to death; to finish up he blew the
tent over.’’

J. N. McLeod, the genial general of the
Avenue hostelry, is responsible for this one:
An l[rishman fell off a street ear and was
very severely hurt. He was approached by

a lawyer, who offered to take his case to
court. The Irishman was awarded $1,000.
A couple of days or so after this the son
of Erin received a bill from the lawyer for
the sum of $800. ‘Terry pranced down to
the law office in high dudgeon.
‘“What the divil d’ye mane by sending
me this bill for $8002’? he shouted.
‘SNow, now, there is no use getting excit-

ed,’’ soothed the lawyer, ‘‘you can pay it
whenever you are ready.’’

‘Sure, I’m not worrying about paying

A Scotchman, wishing to know his fate
at once, telegraphed a proposal of marriage

to the lady of his choice. After spending
the entire day at the telegraph office, te
was finally rewarded late in the evening by
an affirmative answer.

‘‘Tf I were you,’’ suggested the operator,
when she delivered the message, ‘‘I’d think

twice before I’d marry a girl that kept me
waiting all day for an answer.’’
‘‘Na, na,’’ retorted the Scot. ‘*The lass
who waits for the night rates is the lass
for me.’’—Nelected.

SAVING MONEY

‘*‘How long you in jail fo’, Mose?’’
‘ST weeks. 7?

am de cha’ge?’’
‘*No cha’ge, everything am free.’’

‘Ah mean, What has you did?’’
‘*Done shot my wife.’’
‘*You all killed yo’ wife and only in jail
fo’ two weeks???

Dat’s all—then I gits hung.’’
RATHER BE

I’d rather be a Could Be,
If I could not be an Are,
For a Could Be is a May Be

the bill,’’ was the hearty rejoinder, ‘* what

With a chance of touching par.
I’d rather be a Has Been

the street car.’

than a Might Have Been by far,

I want to know is; whe the hell fell off
If promotion were offered you, would you
be in a position to accept. it and do justice
to yourself and the Company?
‘Are you working for the pay cheque at the
end of the month, or are you working to fit
vourself for advancement also?

For a Might Have Been has never been,
When a Has Been was once an Are.
—Iuxchange.

Lady customer, to Wilfred Law: ‘‘My

son is working at Myrtle Point as a brakesman; | would like to get him a railroad tie.’’
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FROM A PATIENT

Have you ever had high fever
When the room looks large and bare,

When your head is on the pillow
While your feet are in the air?
When the nurse’s head departed
From her shoulders in the night,
And the head would pause a moment,

While the mouth said ‘‘You’re alright.’’
All the furniture was laughing
At your roaring, bursting head,
And you saw a hated neighbor,
At the bottom of your bed.

When the light appeared next morning,
And the doctor made his eall,
Were you all prepared to tell him
That you had not slept at all?

I know, he said, ‘‘Good morning,”
And consulted first the chart,

Then he produced the stethescope,

And listened to your heart.

are fine,’’ I’ bet he chuckied,

‘‘Glad you’re getting on alright’’
What’s the use? ‘The nurse had written:
‘¢Patient spent a restful night.’’
There

Legs to the right of us,
Legs to the left of us,
Legs in front of us,
How to display them.
On they go trippingly,
Dainty and skippingly,
Frost that bites nippingly
Does not dismay them.

Straight legs and bandy ones,
Bum legs and dandy ones,
Awkward and handy ones,

Flirt with the breezes;

Round legs and fiatter ones,
Thin legs and fatter ones,
Especially the latter ones,

Showing their kneeses.
Knoek-kneed and bony ones,
Real legs and phony ones,
Silk-covered tony ones,
Second to none.

Straight and distorted ones,
Mates and lll-sorted ones,
Home and imported ones,

Ain’t we got fun?

Some girls are so thin that if they sat
on a dollar ninety eents of it would show.

Heard at the hospital. Doctor: ‘* Weil,
friend, how do you feel this morning?”’

Patient: ‘*L have difficulty with my

breathing. ’’

Doctor: ‘‘Indeed, well, [’ll try and stop

that. ”’

Nature gave us our faces—but we pick
our own teeth.

Plenty of soul-mates turn out to be nothing

but room-mates.

It is reported to be so dry in the Terr1tories that. when the fish swim up stream
they leave a trail of dust.
She may be old, and she may be thin, but
She’s a darn good girl for the shape she’s In.

Love is blind. Which may aecount for
the fact that many of us depend on our
sense of touch.

Judge: ‘*Why did you desert your wife?’’
Prisoner: “I am not a deserter. Il am a
refugee. ’*

Some of the moving picture fans are after

Myron McLeod to get the latest thrilling

drama depicted on the screen, entitled ‘‘A
Woman’s Revenge,’’ by Claude B. Hind.

It is reported that most men prefer well
formed women to the well informed.
To hear some people talk, one would think

they had a ‘‘paving contract’’ on the road
to hades.

We know a young flapper who thinks she
is a member of the fast set, Just because
she read ‘‘Three Weeks’’ in two days.

‘¢Mother,’’ said Jimmy, ‘‘our new maid
is a German. Last night when she passed

Dad in the hall, I heard him say, ‘‘good

night, hun. ’?

If men and women quit running after one
another—there would be no human race.
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WIRELESS BXPLAINED

NOW LAFF!
Wife:

one: ‘‘Arrived safely send love and kisses
stop.’’ When he got back home he caught
the very mischief over that word ‘stop.’

‘fCan you explain wireless telegral
phy to me, dear?’’
Husband: ‘* Well, 1f you had a very long
dog reaching from London to Liverpool, and
you trod on its tail in London, 1t would bark
in Liverpool. That’s telegraphy; and wireless is precisely the same thing—only without the dog.’’

There is a devil of a howl going up because of the report being circulated that

Dick Linzey was delivering a big clock
to one of his customers. Just as he got

We are not going to betray the one who
told us this. When Stubby Hansen was quite
a few years younger he was courting a nice
looking young lady. He took a trip to town
and on his arrival wired back to his adored

our memories are to be taxed.

started up Second Street, he met a logger

After Dave Gardiner had made a telling
speech on the floor of the lodge one of his
admirers asked him how he had become

siderable extent. As they approached one

such a great orator.

‘*Well,’’ answered David, ‘‘l attribute it
to the fact that when a boy I began by
addressing envelopes. ’’

He did not think what it sounded like
‘“ Yes, he 1s at death’s door,

when he said:

but, [ think we’ll pull him through.’’

Clipped. from an old newspaper:
‘‘After Mrs. Black died, five thousand doljars was found sewed up mm a bustle, That
was a lot of money to leave behind.’’

Maybe yes, maybe no; we cannot vouch

for the truth of it. Bul Kynoch was up

in third storey of a house putting the finishing touches to a room. The lady of the

who had been indulging to some con-

another the logger swayed directly in
front of Diek who had his arms full of
clock. ‘‘Say, old man,’’ said the man froin
the woods, ‘‘Why in hell don’t you buy a
watch?’ ’—Staley.

Good natured badinage was being indulged

In at one of our local homes one evening a
short time ago. There were several young
married couples present. One of the wives
said to her husband, ‘‘ Well, Fred, the night
you proposed to me, you certainly looked

silly.’’ Fred: ‘‘I was.’’—Wire and Pipe.
Everybody knows that Ed. Harris down at
the department store is one of the best nat-

ured of men. He just didn’t think how it

would sound, when a grouchy individual came

in, and after looking over the stock, said,

‘‘Huh, them apples ain’t fit fur a hog to
eat.’’

Eid. smiled. ‘‘Try one and see,’’ was
his mild retort.

house was at the bottom of.the stairs listen-

ing. Finally she ealled up: ‘‘Mr. Painter,
are you at work?’’

Bul: Yes, ma’am.’’
hammer. ?’

immediately.’’ Billy: ‘‘Do me one favor
then.’’ Marie: ‘*Well, what is it?’’ Billy:
‘Get off my lap.’’

Over at the hotel last week ‘‘Sandy Craw-

ing?’’ Pupil: ‘‘I’m making a picture of

Lady: ‘‘I cannot hear you.’’
Bill: °* Well, I[’m not putting it on with
“A.

Up on Oak Avenue—Marie: ‘*The idea.
How do you get that way? No indeed, I’ll
not allow you to kiss me. Leave the house

ford and a nice young lady were standing
together looking over the golf course. Said
the young lady: Crawford, would you

like to take a nice long walk?’’? Replied

Miss Seator: ‘‘ Willie, what are you draw-

God.’’ Miss Seator: ‘‘But Willie, you musi

not do that—nobody knows what God looks

like,’’ Willie, smiling up at his teacher.
‘“Well, they will when I get this done.’’

Sandy, ‘‘Yes, indeed, I would be very
pleased.’’ The young lady: ‘‘Well, don’t There is no cutting the Gordian knot of
let me detain you.’’

life; each must be smilingly unraveled.’’
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WHAT WOULD YOU CALL it
This is an actual happening. Not so very
long ago a gang of Chinamen were trying
to launch a big heavy gas boat, The skids
were not in good shape. The boat was kept
upright by means of ill-assorted blocks on

one side and a prop or two on the other.
During the half hour or more the gang
was ineffectually pushing and shoving at
the boat some fifteen or so white men gathered around. Some of them were golng up
the lake in a launch already alongside the

slip. The others were out taking the Sunday morning air. They all stood by anda
watched, with impatient gesture and sometimes criticism, the endeavours of the Orientals to get the launch into the water.
Finally one big husky fellow stepped forward, ‘‘Come on, boys,’’ he shouted, °’let’s
give these fellows a hand.’’
In a2 moment the crowd moved forward,
lined up on each side of the boat, and, some-

one giving the signal and command, ‘‘Give
her hell, boys,’’ off the launch slipped into
the water.

That’s the story. Jhere does not seem

much to it, nor is there unless one goes be
neath the surface.

The majority of these men who helped

INFORMATION
Teacher: ‘‘Now, Robert, what is a nicne
in a3 church??’’

Bobby: ‘Why, it’s just the same as an
itch anywhere else, only you can’t scratch it.

THE MICROMETER SAYS:
A boat’s whistle can make a lot of noise,
but it’s her propeller that pushes her ahead.

You can do what you think you can.
You may succeed -when others do not be-

lieve in you, but never when you do not
believe in yourself,

Don’t try to pose as an expert unless you
are a long way from home.

One of the curious boys had asked At..
Davenport why he had parked his ear in a
certain place for so long a time. Al's answer was that ‘‘he had a miss in his motor.’’
UNUSUAL USE OF PAPER CLIPS
Of 100,000 paper clips, here are some of
thelr uses:

Lingerie cClaSpsS eee? 7160
Bobbed hair holders 1LU.801

the Chinamen belong to a union that would
not tolerate a Chinaman with them at their

Pipe cleaners eee SLO

work; who would consider they had de-

FAY PTCAMECLS ODDO

Emergency garter clasps ........-.--------------

RY

meaned themselves did they associate in labour with the Asiatic. Yet when the same
Chinaman finds himself up against a prob-

Lamp shade holders

192

lem, these men voluntarily help him out of
his difficulty.

Tooth picks eee 9, OLE

Everybody in the crowd felt good whe

the launch hit the water. The Chinamen
chattered away and smiled. The men going
up the lake clambered aboard their launch
and waved good-bye to the crowd on the
shore, and the shore crowd was breaking up

with parting salbes of wit and half-toned
sarcasm. Yet all felt the better of the
9etion.

Think it over.

Who does nothing for others does nothing
for himself.

A man’s real limitations are not the

things he wants to do but can’t; they are
the things he ought to do but doesn’t.

Shirt sleeve adjusters 4,188

Ford repair parts «0.00.2... eee 0,308

Batchelor buttons =. 7,200

Cuff links cece ee ec = OD OUZ

Poker ChipS
Olive stabbers none eee ee wees

AGH

321
Milk bottle openers
Eversharp peneil repair kit ................ ¢,0Us

Toys to use while phoning .............--..... 14,163
IR

Holding paper together ...........-..-....-.....-

TOtal occ cece ee ee ween ee wees eee eee eee LQO, O00

‘¢Take care of that wound,’’ said the nurse;
He didn’t and so it got worse;
Now he’s one of the swarm
In the Land-where-it’s-warm,
For I saw him ride by 1n a hearse.
—<Strathmorean.

RIVER DIGESTER
NEWS PRINT AND NEWSPAPERS

Speaking at a luncheon of the Advertising
Club of the Chamber of Commerce of Colum-

bus, Ohio, R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the
News Print Service Bureau, discussed the
paper situation in North Amerieéa.

He spoke

in part as follow:

would like to eall your attention for

an instant to the function that paper plays
in the world at this time. We are so used
to having paper that scarcely ever ao we
realize what it means to us. People who
dig into ancient history and still more ancient
history tell us that man has passed through
a stone and bronze ave into a steel age. We

are now passing into a paper age. lf you

have any doubt of it, think what would happen if some great catastrophe should wipe
out all the pauper in the world. We depend
upon paper for every kind of purpose, particularly for business, since probably 95%
of our business is done by means of paper
and not through eash or actual exchange of
commodities.

is so cheap and abundant that we

don’t think about the time when it was not,
and yet the memory of a great many men can

vo back to that time. One of the most interesting things that we find as we look
back into the earlier stages of civilization
was the eager search for materials upon
which human opinions and human experiences

eould be recorded and used by later genera-

tions. The word ‘’papcr’’ itself comes from
‘‘napyrus,’’ the name of a water sedge that
srows along the Nile in kgypt. For 95,000
vears writing material made from papyrus
furnished the best recording material the
world had—from sabout 4000 B.C. to 1000 A.D.

But this was never truce paper. The first
real paper was made in China about 1,800
Years ago.

‘*Tt is only within the last fifty years that

the world ecmbined. There have been two

oreat things that have led to this—making
paper from wood and the development of the

rotary printing press. The first newspaper
in the United States was published on Apri
24, 1704. It consisted of two shects, 9 x I?
inches in size. The latest news 1t had was
from London on the preceding December 2nd,
and was about some kind of trouble in Irelanct. freland has been a good souree of news
ever singe. To day we have printing presses

that in a single hour will turn out 48,000

S-page papers—with each page nearly twice
the size of the Boston News Letter, and we
have machines that can make paper in a strip
a dozen feet wide at a rate of 1,000 feet per
minute in a steady stream.

‘* Acvertising has been a large faetor in

our great use of news print paper. The
modern merchant depends upon the newspaper to carry his story to the publie. News-

paper advertising has held up to the high
levels established in the boom period of
1920.

“The highest crade of paper is made from

rags. News print paper is made entirely

It consists of a mixture of about
$0% groundwood and 20% sulphite pulp.
Sulphite is produced by cutting wood up in
small chips and cooking it in a ehemical
solution for about eight hours. The echemicals dissolve out everything except the pure
trom wood.

cellulose. Groundwood is produced by hold-

ing bolts of wood against rapidly revolving

orindstones. A little eoloring usually is
added to improve the appearance of the sheet.
‘“* For the past 20 years there has been an

average Increase over the preceding year of
six per cent. in the combined output of news
print paper in the United States and Canada.

By the end of 1925, the output in Canada
will match that in the United States, and
nearly 90% of Canada’s production is used
in the United States.

the world has begun to have enough paper

“The unit of raw material for making

There never was cnough until processes were

news print paper is the cord of wood. About

developed for making paper out of wood

one and a half cords of pulpwood

are Tre-

instead of rags.
‘*More specifically, in addition to being a
paper age, we can say, I think, that we are

quired for producing a ton of news print
paper. lranslated into more familiar lane-

In a newspaper age. The United States uses

wood will furnish 96,000 pages of newspaper

more news print paper than all the rest of

of the ordinary size. The 2,900,000 tons of

nage, it has been fhgured out that a cord of
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news print paper made in North America

‘Every one of us has a duty te perform

in 1924 required some 4,300,000 cords of wood

in helping to promote proper forestry mea-

—a pretty good little wood pile.
‘‘Where are we going to get the wood?
Not very Jong ago I ran across a book writ-

and agitation, we are settling down to a prac-

ten by a man in England in 1890 when wood

pulp paper making was just getting into a
vood stride. He spoke of being able to turn
to wood as an inexhaustible source of supply

sures. After all these years of education
tical forest policy for the United States and

Canada. Whenever you get a chance to
help in that direction you are doing the
best possible thing you can do.’’

for the future. That is evidently not true.

IN ‘‘RBVBERSE BNGLISH.’’
The Champion Kicker

There is no such thing as an inexhaustible

supply. We can make such a thing true,
but. 1t 1s not yet.
‘‘The requirements for a completely selfsustained modern news mill are very much

greater than the ordinary man realizes. 1
mean a plant equipped to make its own
groundwood, its own sulphite, and then
equipped to make the two and put them into
a roll of paper with all modern improvements
and at the modern rate of production. Such

a plant requires about $5,000 investment
for every ton of daily capacity to make pa-

IT’S EASY enough’to be grouchy
When things aren’t coming your way,
But the prize old growl] is the man who’]l] howl
when everything goes O. K.
re

WE SAW HER

Mary has a bathing suit,
"Twas pretty, without doubt,
For when she climbed inside the thing
The most of her stayed out.
—Penn Punch Bowl.

per. A plant with a capacity of 100 tons
daily on that basis means $5,000,000 of investment, some plants have cost more than
this. That ineludes nothing for a supply of

raw material. Coupled up with this hypothetical plant there ought to be the owner-

ship of sufficient producing forest to supply

that plant with 40,000 to 45,000 cords of
wood yearly. This might require an add1tional $5,000,000, making a $10,000,000 in-

vestment altogether, or an investment of
$100,000 per ton for ever ton of daily ¢a-

Miss Tell, reproving a pupil ;who had

been using swear words: ‘‘Johnny, do you
know what becomes of little boys who use
swear words???’

Johnny: ‘‘ Yes, teacher, they grow up and

try to play: golf, like Mr. Smith.’’

‘‘Darling, your pulse is going like mad.’’

‘‘That’s not my pulse, silly, that’s my
wrist wateh.’’

pacity.

‘‘Now you see something of the magni-

‘ST can’t get the darn thing through my

tude of the problem of manufacturing paper.
We must take some thought as to the future

head,’’ said the would-be suicide, when the
gun missed fire.

of our raw material. Among the paper
manufacturers in the United States and

Canada and the newspaper publishers there

Jim Forte: ‘‘Why do blushes creep over
girls’ faces?’’

the problems of protection and reproduction
of forest resources than there has ever been.

they would kick up too much dust.’’

is a more intelligent, a livelier interest in
It is exceedingly gratifying to note that big
paper production companies are figuring

Harry Donigan: ‘‘Because, if they ran
Query: ‘‘When does a husband find his

most seriously upon methods of putting their
forest lands on a permanent producing basis.

wife out?’’
Answer: ‘*When he finds her in, and she
thinks he’s out.?’’

of America and Canada producing the wood

Some men, when they find that a woman
is not an angel, immediately try to learn to
what extent she is not.

Most of the talk about getting paper out of
a substitute for wood is beside the point.
The thing to do is to keep the forest land
we need.
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ARTHUR CARTER DUNN

Arthur is a ‘*Sheftield blade.’’ After his
school days were over he started working in
the great steel plant that has made his home
town famous. He was married in 1908 to

Miss Catherine Emma Lawley. ‘T'wo ehiliren were born in the old country and George

in Powell River. After working for a short
time in the Mill he was transferred to the
whart where he was trucker and checker
and for a time in charge of paper storage,
finally being appointed head checker. Arthur
is a patron of all good sport, association footWILLIAM P. ALEXANDER

A son of Auld Scotia, a member of the St.

Andrew’s and Caledonia Society here in

Powell River, a good living law abiding eitizen, and a good clean sport at his chosen pas-

time—lawn bowling—is W1ll, or ‘‘Alex.’’ as
he is sometimes e¢alied. He was born in
Lanark, and after school days was appren-

ticed to the grocery and provision trade,
working up till he became the head of a
large co-operative concern in Irvine, Ayr:

ball for preference, he having been some
hefty player himself in the days that have
been. In the old country he made quite a
mark as a wrestler, having followed this
strenuous pastime for nearly ten years. At
present he is quite willing to take a place
on the side lines and watch the other fellow
do it, and root for the boys. He has a whale

of a time with his gas boat, and trying to

induce foolish members of the finny tribe to
take bait. Whether at work or. otherwise he
has always a pleasant smile for everybcdy.

shire. Mr Alexander was married to Miss

Margaret R. P. MebLuekie, of Larkhill, in
1905. There are four girls and one boy, the

two youngest being born in Powell River.
On leaving Scotland Mr. Alexander travelled
to Vancouver and sojourned there three years

before coming to Powell River. At the pre-

sent time he is the head of the grocery
division of the department store—always
obliging and always on the job.

WILLIAM H. ROBERTS

‘*Bill’’? 1s a native of Holyhead, Anglesea,
Before he deelded to settle down and
become a steady going and respectable eitizen, he went to sea; in other words he was a
W ales.

shell-back. He sailed the seven seas in square

rig and tramp vessels. He was married In
Vancouver on June 22, 1922, to Miss Millicent Jacobson. There is one daughter. He
was overseas and received wounds at Bur-
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ton Wood. Boating, fishing and hunting always hold fascination for William, H1s pre-

sent work is that of lokey driver on the
local railway. In athletics he exeells at

a member of the Knights of Pythian order.

The family consists of Mrs. Milnes and
Agnes, both of whom take a very great interest 1n the Jocal Girl Guide work.

soccer, and though a Welshman 1s a member

of the Callie team, the winners of the MeMaster Cup the season just past. <A good
fiavor of the leek makes the thistle just that
much stronger.

CART, GAUDET

Carl hails from the Garden of the Gulf,
or the Million Acre Farm, otherwise known
as Prince Edward Island. Tignish 1s his
WILLIAM HE. W. MILNES
Wilham KE. W. Milnes was born at Horsforth, Yorkshire, England. He has been in
the building and construction work sin¢e
leaving school. Holds certificates for science
and arts building construction and technological certificates from city and guilds, London

—some of the highest qualifications in the
trade. He constructed the first bacteria system of septic tanks for sewage, in England,
for the Infirmary and Convalescent Home,
Horsforth, also Ida Home, Leeds, under the

supervision of the inspector of the West

Riding County Couneil, Yorkshire. He eame
to Canada in Mareh 1912, and in June 1914
arrived in Powell River where he was fore-

man under the late EK. A. Sadler. Early in
1918 he was transferred to the position of
bricklayer in the boiler and digester houses,
which work he is still performing. Billiards
and ericket were his. favorite amusements,
but now he spends all his spare time in build-

ing a home and making preparation for
ranching. We might say here that all his
friends hope it will be a ease of ‘‘ranch’’
and not ‘‘rawneh.’’ Mr. Milnes was one

of the first to assist in the organization of
the Boy Scout movement locally. He 1s also

birthplace. P. KE. Islanders all seem to have

avery great pride in the land of their birth,

and that is exactly as it should be. Any

man who is not proud of his native heath
does not deserve one. Carl works in the

machine room. Before coming to Powell
River he was employed by the Great Northern Paper Company, at Muillinacket, Maine.

He was married in Vancouver, July 23rd,
1919, to Miss Vera Donkersley. There are
two boys in the family. Carl was overseas
for two-and-a half years. Huis favorite pastime is hunting and fishing; and, when he
gets fed up on all other things, he goes to
work tinkering on his little old Ford.

The Queen of Spain 1s said to have a
typewriter all white enamel and gold, with

ivory keys. And still juxt as rOtten w ork
e7n OD doone ou ut.

STREET LAMPS

Several complaints have been _ received
during the last month regarding the breaking of five street lamps by sling shots.
the matter has been handed over to the
Provinelal Police Department and any rectrrence of this wilful damage to property will
pe summarily dealt with.

RIVER DIGESTER
INTERMEDIATE BASEBALI,

PUBLIC SCHOOL REPORT

(April Hxaminations)

The Intermediate Baseball League is well

away on it’s 1925 series. The number of
spectators that waten the games is on the

increase and the field collections are gratifying. Especially appreciated by the play-

ers is the attendance of the ladies. The
gentle sex of Powell River take a great interest in intermediate basebail.

With one half of the lst series of the

games played, the suecess of the 1925 season 1s assured. Competition for the Canadian
Bank of Commerce Cup is very keen, and the
spectator is impressed by the earnestness and

interest of each player to win. Notwithstand-

ing their desire to win a game, ‘‘fair play’’
seems to be the slogan of the three competing teams. As long as the players play
the game squarely and refrain from ‘‘crabbing’’ splendid support from the public may
be counted on.—Contributed.

Team Standings at June 17, 1925
Plyd. Won Lost Pet.
Giants .............................. 9 6 3 667
cnn ncn cnc & 4 4 200
PEt ccc cece cnn cc 4 5 ORG

If you would have your dreams come true,
you must wake up.
LACROSSE CLUB STARTED

Laerosse enthusiasts of Powel] River met

in the Patricia the early part of the month
and organized a lacrosse association.

A very gratifying interest was shown at
the meeting there being about forty present.

Mr. Stewart Cameron, of the Armstrong &
Morrison Company, was elected honorary
president; Mr. A. KE. McMaster, honorary
vice-president, and C. L. Cullin, president;
Jean Cocola, secretary and Grainger Cooney,

treasurer. Al. Hatch, Fred Dougherty, Alec.
MeDonald and Sam Marshall were elected
as a eommittee to look after the business
of the elub. Alee. MeDonald and Al Hatch
were elected as captains, temporarily, to

pick players for two teams from the ma-

‘erlal available.
The club membership fee is only $1.00,

and it is hoped that all who wish to see

Canada’s national sport flourish in Powell

River will come forward and place their
names on tne book.

Grade 8a—l1, Nora Mains; 2, Eileen Rowe;

3d, George Haigh; 4, Jean Parry and Don
Seott.

Grade 8b—l1, Gwendoline Longstaffe; 2,

Ralph Laine; 3, Betty McCulloch; 4, Billy
Mathieson.

Grade 7a—1, Minnie McKay; 2, Margaret
Smythe; 3, Billy Linzey; 4, Hazel Innes and
Myron Marlatt.
Grade 7b—1,. Helen Donnenworth; 2, Ada
Russell; 3, Jimmie Goddard; 4, Rachel Hamilton.
Grade 6a—l1, Percy Sandwell; 2, Dorothy
Poole; 3, Ermis Ceceoni; 4, Harry Willis.
Grade 6b—Il1, Cyril Grundy; 2, Armanda

Artico; 3, Ronald Marshall; 4, Alee MeGregor.

Grade d5a—I, Alice Longstaffe; 2, Bessie
Mallet; 3, Walter Patrick; 4, Jack Carr.
Grade db—1, John Richardson; 2, Florence

Atkinson; 3, Fannie Bressonutti; 4, John

Parkin.
Grade 4a—1l1, Annie Vanichuk; 2, Andrew
Morris; 3, Raymond Carney.
Grade 4b—1, Georgina Hamilton; 2, Olwen

Powell, Lueille Donnenworth and Betty
Hind; 3, Lillian Thomas, Maud Hastings
ond Victor Poole.
Grade 3a—Il1, William Holborne; 2, Doro-

thea Hyatt; 3, Phillip Innes; 4, Thomas
Parkin.

Grade 3b-1, 1, Norman Mains; 2, Donald
MeGeachy; 3, Margaret Carr; 4, Jerry Shirley.
Grade 3b-2—Il, Duncan MecGeachy; 2, Mary

Krasikow; 3, Lloyd Bolton.
Grade 2a—l, Watson McKnight; 2, Doris
Laine; 3, Annie Gowdyk.
Grade 2b—Il1, Roy Jacobs; 2, Mike Van1chuck; 3, Mary O’Malley; 4, Harold Foster.
Grade la-1—1, Jack Rattenbury; 2, Myrtle
Jones; 3, Bertie Richardson; 4, Bobby Shaw.
Grade la-2—-1, Walter Parsons; 2, Mina
Holmes; 3, Maurice Baron.
Gradelb—1l, Bert Carruthers; 2, Sylvia
Poole; 3, Krnest Gribble.
Did you ever see an organ stop, a moon-

light walk, a sulphur spring, time fly, a
pan roll, a chocolate drop, a grass slope or
4 marble bust.—Contributed.
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WHAT PEOPL

Nike, SAYING
Pi

THEY SAY -

WHAT DO THEY oAy
LET THEM oAY
THLAT

earning ability, rather than too fme
a polish, should be striven for if our
orowing nation is to maintain a preeminent place amidst the nations of

terrific heat waves, floods, and _ tornados abound in the east, and to the

south of us, whilst we are devoutly
thankful for our splendid elmate.
THAT

there 1s enough elbow room in British
Columbia for thousands of new eittzens—whether born or acquired.

the world.
THAT

Powell River is making room for

more ‘‘folk’’ Just as quickly as clear-

and building operations may be

rushed without sacrifice of quality.
THAT along with a huge and courageous
plant extension scheme, numerous well

-designed houses are being built.
THAT

our community pride is now a force

THAT

or of men.
happy children make cordial men and

THAT

our playgrounds are well worthy of
note.

THAT

tor of our existence; without it the

PHATE

ours are fine summer playerounds,

where the kiddies too small to go
alone to the beaehes, have a good

tg be reekoned with.

THAT industry is naturally a dominant fac-

industry lives by its production; output largely determines our earning
capaeity; prosperity must follow unmeasured service, whether of mulls

time.

TITAT

the bigger boys would do well to

community would surely disimtegrate.

keep a brotherly eye on the smaller

we are, essentially, a community of
workers and would find it diffieult to

grounds clear of litter and obstruetions of any sort.

show a real loafer.

industry deepens our enjoyment of
the reereational side of life.
THA L few scttlements on this wide continent of ours are so well cquipped
for purposes of outdoor reercation.
TRATL

we have bowling greens, tennis courts,
a 9-hole golf course, baseball grounds,

tots, and help to keep the play-

TITAT our thanks are due the ‘‘tidy-up bee’’

held the other day by a number of

the bigger boys in the neighborhood
of Fourth and Willow—a conerete
example of elvie pride in the eitizens
of tomorrow.

TITAT we tender our felicitations to Mayor

Sutton, who now flies the Union

football and laerosse ficlds, bathing

Jack reeently provided by his department.

beaches and a landing stave specially
built to accommodate the numerous

boats and motor eraft on the lake.
THAT industry has made all this possible—

the Powell River Company having

borne all initiatory expense.
TITAT the task of the Edueational Survey

has reached the completion of the
investigation, and the report stage

he religiously hoists the eolors at
THAT

sunrise and strikes them
Thanks, Mayor.

1f sunset.

many of us would like a polee post
bugler to be maintained so that we

might enjoy ‘‘revetle’’? and ‘‘re-

treat’ ’—but this would be askine too

is at hand.

mueh.
THAT 4 movement is on foot at Cranberry—

interest.
our school system is vitally 1mmportant

‘ourt House.
THAT we would feel just as comfortable if

we await its publication with keen

to our national life—so important

that it needs to function properly.

so it is reported—to provide a town
ecioek and a peal of bells for the new

Cranberry had an equipped volun-

teer fire brigade.
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THAT perhaps in Powell River we are growing towards a Community Centre or
Home.

THAT doubtless it will again be seriously

considered when plant extension days
have given place to days of increased
production.

THAT lawyers give farmers advice without
charging for it.
THAT shingled heads and close-fitting hats
are making women bald.
THAT we must not forget the summer menace: the fearful risk of a bad forest
fire—and surely they are all bad.

THAT ‘feternal vigilance is the price of
safety. ’’

SKETCHES AND CALCULATIONS

Now that the fine sunny days are here,
Corbett threatens to take his detachable
motor for a nice long row on the lake. We
thought the engine was an Evinrude, or an
ex-Hide, but Corbett could not reeali the

name of the maker—‘anyway, | know it
starts with P.’’ This may be all right, but

Fred would be well advised to take a bottle
of ‘*Kruschen Salts’’ and a couple of dozen
of Lager Beer with him when he takes that
engine for a row-——experience has proved it

a balky son of a — kicker and Corbett

knows that it costs more to buy an engine
piecemeal in the form of repair parts, than
it does to buy a brand new engine, but look
at the fun he is having.
Hide is an awfully safe man to go walking
out with in the woods, even on moonlight
nights, when the air is balmy and a Kind
of South Sea moonlhght glamour bathes

Talking about Golf, the engineering department holds yet another record, McLennan having done the full 19 holes in 6 hrs.
2°90 mts. and some odd seconds. About the
same time as the horse we backed took to
run the Derby, anyway, Mac., the tortoise
beat the hare; why not challenge Leckie.

We have it from a very reliable source,
that a certain Mr. Connell captured a wild
toredo which he describes as being 8 feet
long. In the interests of science we think
he should state whether he obtained this on

the ‘‘fixed length’’ or the ‘‘length plus’’
basis.

Hollywood Scenario Writers Please Copy.

‘When its apple-blossom time at Myrtle
Point,

L want to be at Myrtle Point,
By that dear old wishing weil,
With you — Nannie.’’
with apologies to MacAurelius)
The time: Moonlight night in lovely June.
The place: An old well at Myrtle Point.
The girl: A well known local peach.
‘CA bunch of the boys were whooping it
up in the Malamute Saloon——’’ Aw shucks,
old stuff (delete. )

‘¢A dance was held at Myrtle Point the
other night and a good time was had by aill.’’

Myrtle Point Society Editor (tha’s better).
Some of the merrymakers were invited
over to the well where one longheaded mem-

ber of the party had planted a bottle in
order to keep it cool. Whilst slew-footing
in that direction they heard a lot of yum-

everything, for he never has any matches.

One of the greatest joys in life is the

yuming near the well, and they immediately
jumped to the conclusion that before they

discovery of someone really worthy of con-

arrived their spirits would have dropped
to zero. But all was well, ’twas but a man

gratulation, therefore we hand Gordon a

large plate filled with ‘‘congrats.’’ He ls
forsaking the multifarious worries of batchelordom such as mending socks, sewing btt-

tons and staying out late at night. It 1s
reported that he will shortly lead his bride
to the altar. Good for you Bolo.

Steve Plummer won the long driving comcetition at Qualicum the other day. We are
fortunate in the possession of a member

and a maid enjoying the moonlight. AI

Macs would be well advised to enjoy the
moonlight without getting between the boys

and their moonshine, and, anyway an old

well is a dark, damp and nasty place at
night, especially if a fellow gets in.
RESIGNATION

with sufficient weight to achieve ‘results

Owing to other interests taking up his

such as these—an example too of what can
be done by correctly throwing one’s weight
about. Congratulations, Steve.

time and attention Mr. James Innes hagas re-

signed from the leadership of the Powell

River Band.
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REMORSE;

WANTED

How many cheeks are dally wet
With. tears that spring from old regret?
How lke a taunt unto our ears
Come far across the waste of years

Wanted—A man who ean find things to be
done without the help of a manager and three

Remembranees of cruel speech

morning and does not imperil the lives of oth-

That swiftly went beyond our reach,
inflicting wounds such as no art
Could ever make the path depart;
And not alone the words we said,
Come haunting like the ghastiy dead—
The gentle speech, the loving word,
That were by us too long deferred—

ers in an attempt to be the first to quit work
at night.
A man who is neat in appearance and does
not sulk for an hour’s overtime in emergenc-

Oh! how their cheerless echoes roll,
Along the chambers of the soul;

insure the accurate carrying out of instrue.

Oh! what a world we’d give if we
Had lived with larger charity,
And had with open hearts expressed
Our love to those we loved the best;
If we could break those prison bars
And press far up beyond the stars,
Far, far above to place unknown,

Where spirits of the dead are flown,
Would we not seek our loved one’s sidé,
And, casting al] reserve aside,
Lell all we ever meant to say
Before they went their lonely way;
Oh! surely fools are we and worse,
Lo add unto our primal curse,
By steadfast striving to conceal
ihe love that in our hearts we feel,
Like rivers running to the sea,
nRemorse’s stream flows ceaselessly,

Not like the cooling water’s flow,
That gladden whereso’er they go,

But like the lava streams that pour
From mountain tops to ocean’s shore,
Turning the region where men dwell
Into the counterpart of hell,
Thus, thus it 1s remorse doth run
In endless stream from sire to son,

Leaving its black and deadly trace
On every sou] of all our race.
O, God in heaven, make us bear,
Like heroes here, our load of care,
And, most of all, we Thee beseech,
Grant us the use of gentle speech,
So that remorse and her dark road

Shall starve and die for lack of food.
Success does not consist in never making
blunders, but in never making the same one
the second time.

assistants.

A man who gets to work on time in the

1es.

A man who listens carefully when he is
spoken to and asks only enough questions to
tions.

A man who moves quickly and makes as
little noise as possible about it.
A man who looks you straight in the eye
and tells the truth every time,
A. man who does not pity himself for having to work.
A man who is cheerful, courteous to everyone and determined to ‘‘make good.’’
A man who, when he does not know, says,

don’t know,’’ and when he is asked to do
anything says, ‘‘I’ll try.’’—Employers’ Association in Manitoba.

THE NIGHT BEFORE PAY DAY
‘I'was the night before ‘‘payday,’’
And all through my jeans,
I was searching in vain,
To find a few beans.

I looked and I looked,
"Tull I was content,
That I hadn’t a copper,
No, not a red cent.

Forward, turn forward,
Oh time in thy flight,
Make it tomorrow,
Just for tonight.
—""Holks who never do any more than they

get paid for, never get paid for any more
than they do,’’

—'*QOne of the greatest lessons of life is to

Jearn not to do what one likes, but to like
what one does.’’

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
GOLF NOTES

beset with traps and a charming variety

A party of ten members of the Powel
River Golf Club were the guests of the

of hazards. Four is par for 450 yards, and
three for 220. The greens are in the neighborhood of 90 feet across and undulate in
billows three to four feet high. During the

Qualicum Beach Golf Club, where the Upper

Vaneouver Island Golf Championship was
held on May 23rd, 24th and 20th. The party
consisting of Dr, and Mrs. Andrew Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. Plummer, Mrs. John MceIntyre, Dr. I. E. Brouse, Major R. C. MacKenzie and Messrs. J. M. Mitchell, N. Pattullo and A. C. Crawford, crossed to Vancouver on the steamer Charmer on Fridav morning, May 22nd, landing at Deep Cove anda

motoring from there to Qualicum Beach, a
distanee of about 18 miles along the Island

Highway. All of the Powell River players
gave a splendid account of themselves in
their matches in the various flights, particularly Mrs. MeIntyre, who, besides being the

medalist in the qualifying round of _ the
Ladies’ Championship with the splendid score

of 102 for the 18 holes, was successful in
bringing back to Powell River the Ladies’

Championship for the tournament. Mrs.
Plummer brought home a prize, being the
winner of the 3rd flight of the Ladies’ Cham-

pionship. Both MacKenzie and Plummer
were successful in winning prizes in the putting competitions and Plummer also won the

prize for the longest drive in the Driving

Competition. The following are the scores
made by the men in the qualifying round
which are very good considering that the
Island course 1s a much longer one than that

play Bruce was, as usual, thoughtful for
others, but on the 150 yard hole he stepped
up and dropped a ball about eight feet from

the hole and within three feet of a player.
Both Bruce and Norman made a very fair
showing.

The club championship (men’s) has recently been the centre of interest, and its
completion marks the end of our most successful season. The ladies still have some
distance to go before downing this champion,

and in the quest, our best wishes go with
them.

(Jreat credit 18 due to Hd. Peacock in re-

peating last year’s winning performance;
and in passing it should be remembered that
besides retaining the club championship Peacock also won the President’s Cup (36 holes
medal), our second major event.
In the semi-final round Lang defaulted to
Macken, and Peacock defeated Brouse, at
the same time setting up a new course record

of 32-36—68. This |brought Macken and
Peacock together in the finals. Both had
medals of 75 in the morning round which
ended all square. This state of affairs con-

of Powell River and the greens much more
difficult to putt on than our own. Plummer
88, Brouse 92, Pattullo 95, Mitchell 97, MacKenzie 100, Crawford 106, Henderson 113.
After having dinner at Qualicum on Monday

tinued until the 27th hole which Peacock

evening the party motored back to Deep
Cove, where they were met by the yacht
Greta M., which landed the very tired but
happy party at Powell River at about mid-

effort.

night.

won, thereafter never to be headed. Several
short putts which just didn’t go down paved

the way of Macken’s defeat, but his birdie

four on the long fourth was a very fine
After an excellent match which was

productive of good golf by both players
Peacock won 4 and 3, getting useful pars
on the last two. holes.

W. B. 4umwalt’s win in the first flight
was a popular one. In the semi-final! round,

We have received word from the east that

whilst A. 8S. McLean was losing to Dr.

Bruce Zumwalt and Norman Lang have

Hletcher, 4umwalt was taking Max Smith

tried their luck on the Mount Bruno course

into camp, and the next day went on to

near Montreal. The course 1s described as
one to delight the heart of a golfer. Some

displace Dr. Fletcher in the finals.
The finals of the second flight have still
to be decided. B. C. Condit: and Harry An-

distances are 200, 400, 975: and 9d95 yards,
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drews emerging winners in the respective
halves of the draw.

Of sulphur, smoke, and wicked dancing flame.

The time may be propitious to pass on the
suggestion heard from many sides that the
Club Championship be staged in the early

Asbestos shoes, plus fours, e’en socks as well,

fall rather than the spring. As far as club

interest is concerned the idea 1s an excellent

one, and so long as the match committee
start the qualifying round in good time nothing need be feared from the weather.
BUNKERED

A golfer died as even golfer do,
Having died even as I or you:
Iie sought the gates of Paradise to gain admission there,

But was received by Peter with a friendless,
glassy stare.
‘¢What would you?’’ Peter asked, ‘fat these
the pearly gates;

A. golfer who will he about the score he
makes,

Moreover, one, who never found the church
on Sabbath Day,

But always found the links on which to

pray.
Get ye below; and no more here be seen,
Go! play your game upon some fiery green.’’

‘‘Nay stay! You still may have one chance,
One perfect round in Hell: without a top or
sliee

Perehance, for you; may win a place in
Paradise.

Now get ye gone!’’
So hoisting on his back his golfing bag,
With thoughts of golf, his footsteps could not
lag,
Banging with a putter on the brazen gates:
Intent to do a penance; he impatient waits.

At last; admitted by a Gent in golfing suit,
W'hiech covered up the horns and cloven hoof
A smile of welcome on his demon face,

Who guides our hero to the golfing place.

A seraphic smile o’erspreads the golfer’s
brow,

For there amid the smoke and lurid glow,

Were all his friends who played the Royal
ame,

Walking upon a fairway thick with flame,
Lhe greens: a glowing cinder mass, kept neat,

But scorching hot the links beneath their
feet.

tHe wondered how his kit would stand the
strain

No need to worry; for provision made;
Asbestos clothes to all, the Devil gave,
A golfers needs are understood in Hell,
He thought his penance easy; and was giad,
For on a golf course time can never lag,
Smiling, a demon caddie to him came,
Asking his handicap his club and name.
Giving him joy of anticipated game;

With heat resisting clubs and _ “fireproot
clothes,

“

A wave of thankfulness within him rose.

It seems to him, that things being as they
Were,

His chance of Heaven,: indeed, was very fair.
Now all he needs is that wee small ball,

When sudden all about the galleries of Hell
There echoes a derisive laughing yell,
And this 1s the joke the Devil enjoyed,
The ball that he gave him was just celluloid.
—MM. Dunn.

POWELL RIVER LAWN BOWLING CIUB
Activities in the Lawn Bowling Club continue with unabated interest, the various
competitions being conducted with much en-

thusiasm. The important event of the past
month was the annual visit from the Van-

couver Lawn Bowlers, who tried conclusions
with the local representatives upon May 24th
and despite a creditable performance by the

majority of the rinks, once again carried off
_the honors, but only by the narrow margin
cf 44 shots. The usual bogey, peculiar to
these contests, of one particular rink being
so far in arrears as to offset the good work
of the remainder, was again in evidence
upon this occasion, but the results in general more than upheld the prestige of the
local club, and were such as to inspire confidence that the day of reckoning is not far
off, and the first defeat of Vancouver by the
Powell River bowlers not far distant. The
return visit will be paid early in September,
and a strong determination to reverse the
result is already apparent, some members
indeed, do not hesitate to assert that this
coming occasion will prove the turning point.

The rinks skipped by Bull Loukes and MeLean are especially deserving of mention,
being the only two to actually defeat their
Vancouver opponents, whilst Friend and
Paterson, after leading almost the entire
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match, had the mortification to be beaten on

a problematical guess as to the ultimate
holders of the various cups. <A verv grati-

a shortage of four, substitutes being provided

fying fact is the exceptionally good bowling
shown by the majority of the new members,

the very last end. The visitors arrived with

from the local reserve list, all of whom,

singularly enough, proved: to be on the top
of their game. The programme also included

piscatorial expedition to the head of the
lake, and a flannel dance, both of which

proved highly successful.
Seldom has a competition arocsed greater

interest, or opened with more enthusiasm,

than the one which will decide the initial
destination of the Department Shield, which

commenced on June Ist. Eighteen rinks,
representative of as many departments of
the mill and district, are contesting suprem-

acy, and all indications point to this as
being the outstanding suecess of the season.
Certain rinks appear to be stronger than the

average, but the supposedly weaker ones,
far from being disheartened, are determined
to show that paper superiority is decidedly
unreliable. The table 1s headed for the mo-

ment by the Department Store ‘‘A’’ team,
an aggregation of novices headed by Joe

and it appears a safe bet that not a few
of the more experienced players will be ealled upon to suffer defeat by a novice.
A new innovation this season in the Lawn
Bowling world, is the contest to decide the

championship of the Dominion. LEarlier

games will be played upon the local green,
the winners, when decided, will then proceed

to meet the winners from other provineial
elubs, and thence the best from the sister
provinees. Many of our best bowlers have
entered, and with average good fortune, and
the material at our disposal, it is well within
the bounds of possibility that the first cham-

pions of the Dominion of Canada, in the

annals of Jawn bowling, will be found in the

ranks of the Powell River Lawn Bowling
Club. The best wishes of sportsmen generally, and bowlers in particular, will accompany them in their efforts to bring fur-

ther honors to our little community.

Loukes, who have won all their games by a

comfortable margin. They are closely fol-

lowed by a number of others, and the shght-

est slip on their part will result in any of
these teams ousting them from their place
of honor. Joe, however, confidently asserts
that there will be no slip. The office teams

have as yet failed to hit their stride, but
they are capable of better things, and wilt
undoubtedly be heard from before the season is much older.

The ‘Hat Games to hold the

eentre of the stage each Wednesday evening,
nnd result in many keenly contested events.

Jim Hastings at present heads the list with
a total of 36 points, closely followed by Pat-

erson and J. R. MacIntyre. Fortune constitutes a great factor in these games, and
« little experience with good or bad, as the
case may be, will make all the difference

in the standings, which very fact is one
of the stimulants of this competition, and

maintains interest to the end.
A commencement has been made in al!
the Club Championship competitions for the
season, but although several interesting and
entertaining games have already been wit-

nessed, with the usual surprises and overthrow of favourites, these are as yet too far
in infancy to forecast results, or even hazard

One of our old-timers, who is gifted with
4 sense of humor, and who is also suffering
from a visitation of Job’s comforters, handed us a list of remedies that have been sugeested to him by sympathizing friends, here
it 18:
Eat hard boiled eggs, shell and all.
Eat no salt.

Tie a nutmeg on a string and wear it
“round the neck.
Take sulphur and molasses every day.
Rub a snail on the boil, then put the snail
on a rose tree, and the boil will disappear.

Priek the boil with a needle and then

apply lemon juice.
Fat Fleaschman’s yeast three times a day.
Apply Egyptian Ointment, and, presto, the
boil 1s gone.

If there are any others who have a eireall we would like to know of it.

No Lottery
George: ‘‘Marriage very soon ceases ta
be a matter of billing and cooing.’’

Reggie: ‘‘On the contrary, old chap, !

find the billing shows no signs of ceasing.’’

POWBRLL RIVER DIGHSTEHR
VYVELGERLABLE GARDEN NOTES FOR JULY

The early red varieties of potatoes should
be dug this month, and the late ones should
be hoed for the last time and moulded up.

This 1s not a big planting month, but you
can still plant short earrots and _ turnip
hpeefs.
They must be fed liberally with both
manure and fertilizer, and watered liberally
and hoed, to hurry them along. You should
now seed the green buneh onions for next
spring. Choose a sheltered spot and you
will find that in this mild climate you will
have plenty of green onions by March. But

again they must be fed liberally. J have
tried the Triangle Brand fertilizer sold in
the Powell River Company’s store and it

orow into a mass of plants and weeds, just
because the crop is over. It 1s very unfair

to neglect your berry patch in that wavy,
and you wili pay for it by a reduced crop
next year; and what a splendid crop of ber-

ries has been produced in [Powell River
gardens this season--as good as eould be
seen anywhere.

if you care to have a few dinners of peas
and dwarf beans in September, sow them at
once and you will produce a crop even yet.
Remember to keep hoeing, not so much to
kill the weeds as for eultivation and Conserve moisture. — By E. C. Eddington.
ORIGIN OF *‘‘HORSEPOWER’’

wives good results.

Came into Use with Invention of the

At the end of July put in Cos lettuce, the
tall kind that are tied up to produce large

Steam Engine.
Lhe commonly used expression horsepower
is based on the ability of the average London
draught horse to raise 33,000 pounds one foot
an

crisp hearts. Sow seed fairly thickly, as
these nave to be transplanted in October.
You can also seed the round flat lettuee.

Be sure to get hardy varieties that will
stand the winter. The way to get early
spring lettcece is to seed for transplanting
in the Hall. This also applies to cabbage.
Drill your cabbage seed now, transplant in

september. The cabbage should he half
vrown by Christmas and you should be ecut-

ting them in April. You have here a elimate as mild as the earliest market garden-

ing districts in England, where they are

cutting their lettuce and cabbage just about
the time when the seed is usually being put

in here. It is quite alright to plant ecabLage and lettuce in the spring for use in
July, but if you want them in April and
May, fall planting is the only way.

Now is the time to stake and tie tomato

plants. Be sure to go round them once
a week and pinch out the side shoots, and

those that grow from the bottom of the
stem. Some people pull a lot of leaves off,
but tomatoes ripen so well here that I don’t
think if 1s necessary. Don’t water the plants

too often with that cold tap water. They
like a fairly dry soil, and plenty of cultivation with the hoe and mueh fertilizer.

When the strawberries are over, slash off

the outside leaves and runners, and hoe
them clean and keep them so. If you require

to set out in the Fall, leave a row,

but there 1s no need to let the whole patch

in one minute.
The cost of a good horse and a driver is say
apnout $8 for an eight-hour day, or $1 an hour
a horsepower. The same amount of power, it:
terms of electricity, at an average industrial
rate of seven cents a kilowatt-hour, would be
/ cents, or 00 cents a day.
Because of the difference in terms, the purchaser of electrical energy is frequently un-

able to visualize the current as being th

equivalent of actual sweating horses, which
it 1s, and does not understand the units in
which electricity 1s sold.
When the steam cngine was invented, a
unit of power measurement was needed. It
was found that the average London drauyrit
horse could raise 33,000 pounds one foot in
one minute, and 33,000 foot-pounds was accordingly called ‘fone horsepower.’’

Eleetrical energy, although if is rated in
kilowatt-hours, can as readily be expressed In
horsepower. One kilowatt 1s 1,000 watts, or

units of energy. Seven hundred and fortvone watts are equal to one horsepower.

One kilowatt of current put into the average induction motor will deliver one horsepower to the gears or pulleys that do the
work, and one kilowatt-hour will do it for one
hour, at a cost of about 7 cents.
One sure way to lose your popularity 1s to
talk about it.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
HANGING AROUND
Have you ever stopped to figure it out
If those in the office who frown and pout

Would pack up their grips and distantly
flee
What a wonderful world the world would be?
Always disgusted, never well meant;
Always complaining, never content;

Always a hint of a better job found.
And what do they do?
Keep hanging around.

Have you ever stopped to figure 1t out
What nothing-to-do’s are thinking about
When, seeing you busy, weighted with care
They bustle right in and park by your chair?
The questions they ask, the jokelets they tell
Are worse than a word that’s distant from
well

You hint that they find a new parking
ground.

And what do they do?
Keep hanging around.
—dJerry Nyland, The Rainbow.

For the benefit of those who have not
heard it we repeat the story of the dollar and

the dime, The dollar looked with disdain

on the dime, making remarks rather disparag-

ing to the smaller coin. In reply the dime
acknowledged as true many of the things
said by the dollar.

‘“Yes,’’ said the dime, ‘‘you may _ be

TEXADA JISTLAND

We are in receipt of a letter from Mr.

P, A. Staaf, of Gillies Bay, Texada Island,
telling us of the opportunities to purchase

land in that vicinity. We are not in the

advertising business, at the same time we
would suggest to any and all who may be
interested in the land question, that they
write Mr. Staaf for particulars of this section.
A few years ago, when ‘‘ Red’’ Horace Hand

was roaming about the country, he hired out

as a mule skinner. One day he very foolishly walked too close to the hind end of
nis pets. A couple of the boys caught him
on the first bounce, and, putting him on an
improvised stretcher started to camp. °‘ Red’’

came to very slowly. Everything seemed in
a haze. The swaying motion puzzled him.
He dropped his hands and felt about. ‘‘My

gawd,’’ he whispered to himself, ‘‘I aint
hit the ground yet.’’
The American was boasting about the
Rocky Mountains.

‘“You seem very proud of them,’’ remarked the Englishman.

‘*You bet I am,’’ vociferated the American, ‘‘seeing that my ancestors made them.’’

“Ah, quite so,’’ rephed the _ Britisher.
‘“*“By the way, did you ever hear of the

recognized in many places where I am not Dead Sea?’’
‘Sure thing, I’ve read a lot about the
known, but, there is one place where I am.
well Known and you are a comparative Dead Sea,’’ responded the Ameriean.
‘*Exaetly,’’ drawled the Englishman, ‘‘ but
Stranger, ’’
you probably are not aware that mv great‘*Where is that?’’ haughtily enquired the great-great grandfather killed the damn
dollar.

‘*At church,’’ was the meek reply.

Now we do not know where this one
originated, but it is worth repeating. The
family and one or two visitors were gather-

ed in the parlor after the church service.
Lhe father disagreed with the minister’s
ideas. the mother found fault with the way

the organist played. The daughter severely

criticised the choir singing. Then the little
Danny, about fourteen, piped up with this
remark: ‘* Well, Dad, it wasn’t such a bad
show for a dime.’’

thing.’’

Visitor, to George Johnson: ‘‘Do you

play golf?’’

George: ‘‘No, but I can’t give it up.’’
NEW POTATO RECORD

Mrs, Al, Claridge, 454 Maple Avenue, sends

in word that the family have been eating
new potatoes from their kitchen garden since
June 5th. Ths is another evidence of our

climate and productivity of the soil
when properly cultivated.

POWEKRLL RIVER DIGESTER
PSYCHOLOGY AT WORK

‘*Psychology’’ used to be a very much
overworked term. So much was said about

‘fthe psychology of the buyer,’’ ‘‘the psychology of advertising,’’ ‘the psychology of
success’? that everyone was weary of the

word. To many it became a sort of highsounding attempt to capitalize a great deal

of bunkum and bombast. But that phase
passed and because there 1s no other word

to cover that field of inquiry which strives
to answer the question ‘‘How do people’s
minds work?’’ psychology has become as
much a matter of daily use as arithmetie.
Many still avoid the term, with an inherent
distaste for any ‘‘ology,’’ but whether con-

be multiplied indefinitely, proving that in
every contact he makes, a person learns
something more about the mind of the one
with whom he is having to do. And mueh of
his suecess depends upon his ability to use
that knowledge next time.
Men must work together, and in order to
make their relationships promote and not
retard their common object. If they do not
understand each other it will be difficult if
not impossible for them to co-operate suc-

cessfully. There is probably no other one
factor that eontributes more to the success
of any enterprise than harmony among tne

minds of those who are engaged upon it.
Although this is called an age of material

sciously or not we are all studying and learn-

achievement, never has the power of those
mental qualities which mould material suc-

In the eontinual adjustment of relation-

cess been so broadly recognized. The human

ing it in every encounter of life.

ships which everyone must constantly practice, a man learns more and more about how
his neighbor thinks, about the sort of things

that interest him, and how he acts under
different clireumstanees. He learns that this
man becomes sllent and moody when he is
displeased, whereas that one becomes quick

and fiery; one lets little things bother him,
while another is too mueh interested in

mind is the driving force of the age and
every material achievement rests upon the
ability of men to make others see their ideas,
and work toward their fruition, The engineer
must be able to understand the mental processes of his boss, of his associate engineers,
and of the men in the field, or the bridge will

not be built—by him. It will take someone
who can make a sueeess of his human rela-

something bigger to spend time on minute
details; A is fair and can be depended upon
to give the other fellow credit for his share
of an idea of a plan, but B is sure to try to
take all the credit for himself; X has such

tionships on the job to carry the work to

unduly strong egotism that it warps his

found in books, though that may interest and
help many people, but the first hand study of

judgment, frequently influences his course of
action and often makes him ridiculous, while
Z’s egotism 1s merely a healthy econscious-

psychology which every man and woman
make of his friends, his associates, the peo-

ness that he has done a good job and 1s

ple he sees in the trains, at the theatre—
most of all, of the people with whom he

about to do another. Can this man be counted upon to penetrate a situation and get the

works. A quality which we know in one person of our acquaintance, appears in a differ-

truth of 1t squarely? Wiull that man dodge
an issue to ‘‘save his skin’’? Here is a
man who follows instructions just as they
are given—he is literal minded, conscientious,

dependable. Here is another who interprets
and studies every instruction that is given
him—ne will meet a new situation capably
and resourcefully, occasionally makes a bad
blunder but in the end prevents twenty mishaps to one that he causes. This one dwells

meticulously on each detail of a situation,
while that one goes straight to the matin
issue. And so it goes. Illustrations could

completion.

It is here that a conscious study of psychology helps. Not the psychology to be

ent guise in another, yet having known it
in the first instance, we are prepared for
many of the things it will do in the second.
It is a fascinating study, and the alert man
who pursues 18 more or less consciously in

all his dealings with people, builds up not
only an endless source of pleasure to himself, but a very potent equipment for suceess,
—The Chase Monthly.

The danger of a young man trying to drive

with one hand 1s that he may run into a
church.

POW RLE RIVER DIGHSTER
ACCIDENT RECORD

The following table shows the number of

disabling aecidents occurring in the Mill
during April and May, and the days lost in
each department. It should be noted that
the “"Days lost’’ are computed from the
doctor’s estimate.

Log Pond 2 = 1 18

April

May

$3 1] 2

Wood Room .........

do Ll 2%

Grinders ...............

Sulphite Dept.

NEW ARRIVALS FOR, MONTH OF MAY

May

»9th—IWVir. and Mrs. Rey Smith—daughter.

Mav lth—Mr. and Mrs. A. EK, Davies—son.
May 20th—Mr. and Mrs. F. Van =Vileet—
daughter.
May 24th—Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Heavener—son.
POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEES’ SICK BEN E-=
KITE socriKeTy

Siatement as at April 30th, 1925
Hospital equipment
$10,861.96

Assets—

(surrent Assets:

Cash in hank
Aects. receivable

Supplies on hand

Sereen Room

Fetty cash
Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance ....$
Ins. premiums unexpired

Beater Room
Machine Rooms

Finishing Room, Core

Room and Rewinders... l § 5
Wharf and Paper Storage
and SCOWS ...................... 1. 4
Steam Plant and Boiler

2 22%

1

17,714.78

200 00
282? O08

tinbilitjes—-.

Accounts payable
Reserve for depreciat
Bad Depts Reserve ..
Surplus

Elouse

Generator Room and Elec-

trical Department

AK? 08

$29,218.79
70.00
0,292.43
600.00
23,296.36

29.218.i9

Townsite

Pianing Mill, Libr. Yard

HOSPITAL OPERATING, APRIL 30, 1925
Iineconie—
Employees’ Hospital Fees....§ 1,285.90
Other income .....-..--.....-......... 2,098.85

and Carpenters’ Shop.... ....

Machine Shop, Blacksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop and

—__—__----—___ }}

Poundry ee... eee

Miscellaneous Yard Crew,

Salaries and I[Decctor .........$ 1,805.12
Operating expenses ............ 2,010.90

Mill Store, Dept. Store,
Icehouse, Avenue Lodge,

CLC.) DO BT

L5

Totals _............................

G6) OSB

Minor accidents, such as slight euts, abrasions, burns, etc., have not been tabulated.

120 TONS OF NEWSPAPERS
Newspapers handled through the mails in
Canada average in bulk 125 tons a day. ‘The
average GOst per year of transporting news-

papers through the mails in Canada is

$3,000,000, or about 37% of the total cost of
Handling all mail matter.

EFFICIENCY OF PAPER MACHINES
No. ]

3,984.73

14x pense—

No.2 No.3 No.4

Highest per cent.... 98.8 99.8 100.0 100.0
Lowest per ecent.... 92.7 93.6 93.3 84.4

Average per cent... 959 96.8 98.8 97.1
Hours and Tonnage Lost, May 1925
Hrs. Lost Av. D’y Lost Tge. Av.D’y

11.75 0.44 27.68 1.05
10.00 0.357 23.56 0.89
Ho 0.20 16.44 0.63
12,25 0.45 36.29 1.38
Paper Production, May 1925
No. L No. 2 No.3 No. 4
1433.08 1509.67 1866.42 1801.40

Pome of the fruits of youth are peaches,
prunes, wild oats, lemons and razz berries.

Absence of occupation is not rest;
A mind quite vacant 1s a mind distressed.’’

Profit for April

$ 3,815.62
169.11
> 3,984.15

SICK BENEFIT FUND, APRIL 31, 1925

income—

Employees’ Fees .....---..---..-.-

Grant from Powell River
Lut, 22-22 eee. ----

Hxpense—

Benefits paid ..........-..------..-..-.$
Profit for April ..........-.

A21.88

1,289,14

693.382
HOD. & 2

$ 1,289.14

No. of patients in hosp. at Mar. 31 .46
No. of patients admitted in April
No. cf patients remaining in hosp. Apr. 30 26
Benefits paid to 21 members.
INTRODUCTION OF BLECTRIC COOK

Any householders desiring to introduce
eleetric eook stoves into their homes must
first obtain permission for such installation
from the Townsite Department.
It is advisable, before making purchase of
electrical equipment, to have this authority
from the Townsite Department, in order that
equipment of the proper capacity may be
purchased.

POWELL RIVER COY., LTD.

Great pains from little ache corns grow.
Russian proverb: ‘‘Man earries his superiority inside; animals earry it outside.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
LWELETH ANNUAT,

DOMINION DAY CELEBRATION
Powell River, July 1st, 1925, under auspices of Powell River Welfare Department
Tilmeé

Children’s Sports

PROGRAMME |

10am. Boys’ Flat Race, 5, 6 and 7 years; handicap of
10 yards per year
Girls Flat Race, 5, 6 and 7 yea
10 yards per year
10.15.

Boys, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 years; handicap 10 yards

per year

Girls, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 years; handicap 10 yards
10.30.

per year

Toddlers, 4 years and under; handicap 5 yards per
year

10.45.

11.00.
11.15.
11.30,

11.45.

Yards Ist Qnd 8rd

290 $1.00 $.75 # $ .50

0) 1.00 15 00
10Q 2.00 1.50 1.00

L100 2.00 1.50 1.00
25 - 1.00 50
~

(Consolation prize for the ‘‘also rans’’).
L100

2 OO)

1.50

1.00

Boys’ Sack Race, 15 years and under
5)
Boys’ Boot Race; boots at 50 yard mark, and return
Indian Boys’ Race, 15 years and undev.........-............. 100

2 O00

L5G

92 00
1.00

L.5Q

1.00
1.00

Boys, 13, 14 and 15 years; handicap 10 yds. per year
(Girls

Do.

Do.

100 2.00 1.50 1.00

Indian Girls Do. Do, LOO 1.00 75 50

50

7TH

Boy Scouts’ Race; handicap 5 yds. per year; parade
full uniform, remove equipment, run to point, and

return dressed for inspection................................. 50 2.00 1.50 1.00

WHEEL OF FORTUNE.

HORSE RACING
BALL AND TUB

SKID ROAD ATTRACTIONS
COUNTRY GROCERY STORE

RINGING CANES AND KNIVES
GOOLE GAM

CHUCK-A-LUCK
RINGING MONEY
NOVELTIES —

TAGS, 50ec, WHICH ENTITLES YOU TO CHANCE ON VALUABLE PRIZE.
Yards 1st Qnd 3sra
Time
Adults’ Sports
{ pm. CROWNING OF POWELL RIVER °*‘PAPER QUEEN
1.30
Men’s Flat Race (heats); 5-yard start for noviees 100

1.45
Young Ladies’ Race, 16 years and over...................-... 100
29 00 Married Ladies Raée 0. iu eee eee LOO 5.00 3.00 2.00

2.00 Running High Jump

2.00 Shot Put (16 lb.)

2.15 Hurdles (10—3 ft.)
2.30 Running Broad Jump eee eee eee

2 30

Tilting the Bueket (time limit 5 seec.); any number

$5.00

$3.00

$2.00)

5.00 3.00 2.00
5.00 3.00 2 QQ
100 5.00 3.00 2 OO
5.00 3.00 9 OO

$1.00 per bull’s eye

~ 45

of shots
(Maximum of $5 for any one competitor. )
FANCY MARCHING DISPLAY BY GIRL GUIDES.

>.15

flag of the country in whieh he was born............... 440
Men’s Relay Race (4-man teams); each man to run

2.45 Final, Men’s Flat Handieap ........----..--......---------------------- 100 9.00 3.00 2.00
International Race; each competitor to wear the
3 OO
Prize, trophy or medal

1 mule 20.00

14 mile
3.30 Throwing the baseball eee

3.30 Blindfold Boxing (2-minute bouts); decided on
points

3.00 2 00 1.00
5.00

»+.U00

First and second prizes only, unless more than three starters.
All flat races post entries; names to be given to clerk of course as soon as race
is announced.

All open events. No entry fees.

Prizes:—Orders for merchandise on Powell ‘River stores.
$50.00 toward Club

3.45

Intermediates; 3 teams; 4 i1nningS............-...------.----FOOTBALL

6.30

Five-a-side; 10-minute periods....-...-...--..-..----.------------+-+-

pm.

Zane Gray’s ‘*‘THE THUNDERING HERD,’’ with JACK HOLT, LOIS WILSON,
NOAH BERRY—A Paramount Picture.

Medals

PATRICIA =—THEATRE:

9 pm. Patricia Theatre—Second Show.

DANCING

9 pm. IN CENTRAL HALL. ADMISSION: GENTLEMEN, $1.00; LADIES, 50¢.
Musie will be supplied during the afternoon by Powell River Elks Band.
Tea Rooms will be in charge of St. John’s Ladies’ Missionary Society.

POWEHRLL RIVER DIGHSTER

MIDNIGHT AT THE MILLS, POWELL RIVER, B.C.
A BATCHELOR’S ‘‘WHY’’
I’ve been around quite a lot in my time, and
seen quite a piece of the sphere,

In Brazil the ladies have brothers, with ambitions to use a knife,

drunk Bulgarian beer.
I’ve hobnobbed up in the Arctic, with Rus-

Lhe Afriean, and Chinese dames are

I’ve drunk mesquite in Mexico, and I’ve
slans and Swedes and Scots,

And had quite a time in Africa with Dutchmen and Hottentots.

I’ve played Pelota in Sunny Spain, and
watched the toros fight,
And I’ve played fan-tan in China, and lost
a pile in a night.
I’ve taken a voyage up the Amazon to see
the rubber grow,

And was born and bred in London town,

And somehow they don’t seem to want a
man, who isn’t possessed of life.

all either black or tan,
And can’t be suecessfully tackled, unless
by one of their clan.
The British and also American girls, I admire from distance afar,
‘Cos I really hate to have to lie, and I can’t
afford 2 ear.

Yet other men get married, and struggle
along through life,
Well, let ’em, I’m slated for freedom, ’cos
I can’t find a wife.

beneath the Bells of Bow.

The ‘‘Unter der Linden’’ at Berlin,

and

Hamburg’s Hagenbeck Zoo,

And the ‘‘glue-pot’’ at Constantinople, are
old acquaintances, too.
As @ synonym, trueness and gladness, are

certainly one in my life,
’Cos it’s true and I’m glad that I’ve travelled, and it’s both—that I ain’t got a wife.
Now in Spain, men play a guitar and warble to capture their falr,

But I can’t play and I can’t sing, so it’s
hopeless attempting there.

In Russia they have to trapse thro’ miles
of tundra and gnow,
Then drink weak tea when they get there,
and that’s a ridiculous show.

POWELL RIVER ORCHESTRA
RE-ORGANIZED

The above orchestra wish to inform the
public that they have changed their name to
‘“*The Knights of Pythias QOrchestra.’’ All
information regarding musical engagements
will be supphed by Mr. Joe Haigh, who has
been appointed leader. The members of the
orchestra are: Joe Haigh (leader),; D. Ostrum, violin; Jim Innes, saxo; Bert Watts,
trumpet, and M. St. Marie, drums.

A fool there was, and he said a prayer

lo a rag, a bone and a hank of

He put the bone on the hank of hair;
But the fool was fooled, for the rag was
there.

POWEHKLL RIVER DIGESTER

BOA! SCHEDULES---Effective May 1, 1925
LEAVE VANCOUVER

LEAVE POWEBLL RIVER

Lady Evelyn | 10 A.M.

SUNDAY | charmer | 10 PM.
Chelohsin

1]

P.M.

930 AM.

Capilano

Grand Trunk} gs00 pM | MONDAY
(Charmer

Capilano | JT AM.
1.45 P.M. | *¥ESDAY | Grand Trunk {| 8 AM.

Capilano

J.30 AM. | WrRpNESpAYy| Evciyn | 7 AM.

Liady Evelyn | 9.30 A.M.

Charmer

10 PM.

Lady Evelyn

amosun
THURSDA\
Grand
Trunk ne
| 8.00oe
P.M.
Charmer 1 10.00 P.M.
930 AM.

Capilano

a

Capilano

{

A.M.

Lady Evelyn | 10 #£A.M.

Cowichan | 600 P.M. | FRBIDAY | Charmer } 10 £P.M.
Chelohsin

iiady Evelyn

1?

P.M.

O30 AM.

Chelohsin { 2.00 P.M. | SATURDAY | Capilano

Charmer | 11.40 P.M.

NEW RECIPES FROM THE NETTLETON
NEWS

(Apologies to Lucy)

i. lC AM.

Grand Trunk {| 8 £=A.M,

ther up the light fluffy, nutritious flakes, and
serve on rhubarb leaves.

Run a fresh ground hog through the vic-

scorned Beef and Scabbare
Granulate one dozen frog legs, preferably
bow-legged, and massage with Mennen’s Tal-

three hours. Remove to oven and bake to a

cum Powder until soft and pliable. Throw
into bath tub and add two supfuls of coal

Pork Au Gratin

trola, and soak the remains in vitriol for

hot sweat. Rub down with Turkish towels,
and garnish with toilet water.
New Baked Beans

Carefully scour each bean with a fresh can

vf Ox-Blood polish, rub in some earbolized

salve, and set aside for oxidation. At the
end of twenty-four hours pry beans out of
pet, and shoot out of Daisy air rifle. Ga-

dust, stirring constantly. When all is well
mixed, place in refrigerator to set. serve
with pick and shovel,
French Salad
Chop up two quarts of fresh toadstools, and

add a pint of chock cherries. Serve with a
live shrimp in a pale blue dish. (Garnish with
smelling salts for guests’ convenience.
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Her Gown

Not Necessary

A yard of silk,
A yard of lace,
A wisp of tulle

Flip: ‘‘Why aren’t there big holes in lmburger cheese the same as there are. in

To give it grace;

Swiss???

Flop: ‘‘Limburger requires no ventila-

A flower placed
Where flowers go—
The skirt knee high,
The back waist low;
One shoulder strap—
No sign of sleeve,
If she should sneeze—
Good Morning, Eve!

tion.’’

Why Worry?
Customer, to waiter: ‘‘Hey, you, are these
chops lamb or veal?’’
‘¢Can’t you tell by the taste?’’
(No.7?
‘CWhat difference does it make, then?’’

ink.

Some Black

face,

Lost—Fountain pen, by a lady half full of
Found—A watch, by a man with a cracked

‘‘Rastus, ah’m tellin’ yo’ straight, mah

brudder—Oh, boy! ain’t he black? He’s so
black—why, I dun slep’ with him fo’ three
yeahs an’ neber seen him a-tall.”’
‘‘Push away! high brow, push away! Dat
ain’t black. Now mah ole man is biack—
he’s so dawggun black that the lightening
bugs follow him round in the daytime.’’—
Epistaxis.

One Act Playlet

For sale—A folding bed by a lady that

doubles up and locks like a piano.
Wanted—Man to milk and drive a Ford.
Most anyone can make or earn money; the

art is in saving it.

If your feet bother you, go and see a doctor, don’t ask advice of a shoe clerk.

Don’t tell all you know, but know all you

(Scene—Office of editor of any utility house
organ. )

Editor: ‘‘How many copies of the last
issue have we on hand?’’

tell.

A man who wastes his time is a fool; he
who wastes the time of others is a thief.

Associate Editor: ‘‘I couldn’t tell you off-

hand.’7’

Editor:

‘‘Dammit, didn’t I say ON

HAND???’

When you lose your head, hold your tongue.

A man went into a store and asked for a
eom D.

‘(Do you want a narrow man’s comb?’’

Naughty, Naughty
Old Mother Hubbard
Went to the cupboard

asked the elerk.

To get her poor daughter

There are two kinds of hose: the rubber
kind and the kind that make one rubber.

‘‘No,’’ said the customer. ‘‘! want a

ecmb for a stout man with rubber teeth.’’

A dress.
But when she got there
The eupboard was bare—

And so is her daughter,
I guess.

—_ Panther.

‘¢Bvery man has his troubles,’’ observed
‘Yes’? agreed the. Fool. ‘¢And most of
them wear skirts.’’
the Sage.

‘¢Did you hear that Bill was dead?”’
‘‘No. ‘What did he die of?’’
‘$Oh, he had lumbago. They rubbed his

back with alcohol and he broke his neck

trying to lick it off.’’

IN VB OLDEN TYMES

Squire—‘‘Didst ring for me, m’lord?’’
M ’lord—‘* Yes, make haste, varlet, and
bring a can-opener. There is a flea in my
knight clothes, ’’

A maiden with stockings of lisle
Passed a man and gave him a samislo,

The lisle he could see
Up as far as the knoo
And he followed hor nearly a misle,
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Owing to the nature of the ground

which is being excavated, it has
been found necessary to drive a con-

siderable number of cedar piles,
which will support the heavy maechinery in the Grinder and Genera-

tor room building. This piling is
now about half completed.
The other photograph shows the

Taintor gates lowered. This is the
first time these nineteen big gates
have been dropped into place, and
the results obtained were eminently

satisfactory. The lake was raised
sufficiently to sluice the accumulated driitwood from the river in very
short order—much to the delight of
the loeal yachting fraternity.

The first shipment of steel for the
Penstock has arrived and is, at the

time of writing, at the site of the
job, and the concrete cradles, on
whieh if will rest, are now being
eoustructed

The advance guard of

the Horton Steel Works, to whom
was awarded the Penstock contraet,

have arrived on the job, and are
busy assembling their plant and
equipment.

Part of the old headgate bulxhead, which was apparently quite a
formidable structure, is being steadily demolished, the job being now
about one-half finished. The excavation is well over half complete, and
is proceeding without a hitch.
The Grinder Room seetion of the
Sea Wall is practically finished, and
eontains about half of the ultimate
fill, the flume carrying the excavated material from the penstoch site
being extended as the fill reaches
the desired level.
Work on the new wharf approach
road has been commenced, the exPLANT EXTENSION
Considerable progress has been made on the new
Grinder and Generator rooms, as may be seen by the
accompanying photograph. The sheet steel piling west.
of No. 3 Tailrace is completed, and excavation is proceeding apace. Placing of forms is well under way,
and the construction of the new Block Tank has now
been completed. The wooden end of the old Grinder
Room is being removed, and a steel truss put 1n, to
tie the new and old structure together.

cavator erected, and excavation
started. This road will be a great
improvement, as it will cut off the
present hairpin turn by the Laundry. The cut, which will be some
four hundred feet long and thirty
feet wide, will be surfaced with concrete for the first two hundred fevt,

and the upper half will consist. of
two tenfoot slabs of concrete with
the centre strip of oiled macadam.

POWRLL RIVER DIGESTER

SULPHITE STAMMERINGS
Once again June has passed around and

gone for ever. One hears a great deal of
June brides, orange blossoms, best men,
bridegrooms, bridesmaids, brides cakes,
trousseaux and wedding bells, during that
month, along with heart beats and dead
beats.

John Kynoch says he is going to say ‘‘I
will,’” as soon as he ean persuade her to
say ‘‘she will.’’
Bob Watson, the bashful one, 1s toc shv
to ask her, but we hope he gets a little more
courage after a while.

Pete McKinnon says: ‘‘Ah, give me a

chance, we've only been out walking onee
and we ran into that devil of a Jack Smith,

who raising his hat, asked if I had heard
from my wife lately. Damn it, it took the
rest of the walk to explain that Jack had
only been joking, and I think she is still
suspicious, ’’

We know, of course, that Eddie has alwiys

been popular with the ladies. Eddie tries to
dance like his countryman, Valentino. Unfortunately he is built more along the lines
of Fatty Arbuckle, but he is some sheik at
that and 1s deeply in love. He says it is no

uSe proposing as he could not get a house,
and he wants her all to himself, with no one
ut the birds, and flowers and sunshine.

And then there’s Herman. Ah, lucky indeed will be the lady who captures the liddiec

buck. Apart from his personal charms he is
a prinee of a cook.

It was generally understood by the rest
of the boys in the department that Angelo.
and Henry Culos were to be married in June.
The boys succeeded in putting it over on us.

the two of them went over to the Island 2

couple of weeks ago. It was whispered
around that they had gone to Comox to meet

their ‘*brides-to-be,’’ whom we understood
were coming from the Old Country. Our reporter, eager to get first hand news, spent
hours at the wharf, a self-appointed reception

committee. He began composing a speech
of weleome which ran something like this:

beautiful and charming of all Italy's

dark eyed daughters, on behalf of the bovs
who work in the Sulphite Department, we
greet you and bid you welcome to this our
lovely city, second only in the whole world

to your own charming. Venice, ete.’’ Just
then the boat landed, and there, us large
as life, stood the Culos boys with—brides-to-
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be—no, indeed. We got a heluva shock—

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN IN AUGUST

two cows and a ealf. They sure put it over.
Our reporter says he has followed the birds

Green onions for spring use, cabbage
plants, and lettuce both eos and flat, will
need hoeing this month. It would be quite

to Victoria, but it was nothing like following the cows to Cranberry.
And here the reporter breaks into verse.
We will give one and reserve the others for
the next issue.
There are strange things done
by the men who come
From the land of worms and silk;
Where mulberry leaves grow thick on tres
And the boys never learn to milk.

all right to pull a few of the largest cubbage
and transplant, towards the end of Augusi
They will follow potatoes very well, or any
early roots. If possible dig in a good dressing of manure, horse manure preferably, an]
finish off with a top dressing of fertilizer in

Spring. It is customary to treat all green
crops very generously as they are voracious

feeders, requiring particularly plenty of
nitroven. Cabbages need more liberal treatment than any other vegetable, but as you
can always grow another crop, such as peas
or beans, after them without more fertilizer,

TINHOUSE TATTLE
Fore Plus 4

Oh! I saw you, I saw you:

this generosity is not so expensive as at

When eclad so neat and trim,

In pantaloons of Scottish cloth
that flapped around your shin,
They’re most voluminous behind
And much the same before,
In short, the baggy, baggy kind,

the sort that are plus 4.

the most important event in the tinhousa
for the last few months was the participation of our very own Morley Mitchell in the
golf matches held at Qualicum Golf course
recently. Though Morley did not come home

first it may appear.
It is well to eut down the raspberry canes

that bore fruit this year and burn them,

allowing more room for the young canes to

grow up. Burning the old eanes now, in-

stead of in the fall, tends to check disease.
Go round the tomatoes once a week, and

pick out the side shoots. At the end of this
month it is all right to nip off the top shoots
also, as any blooms that come out after will
not have time to make tomatoes of any size.

Keep the plants tied up as they grow, to

with the championship this time, he at least
eovered himself with glory, and hag gradu-

stakes, or the fence, or trellis work. As long

quence of which he has since covered himself

shoots must also be taken off the corn.

ated at the ‘Royal and Ancient’ in conse-

with plus 4’s, which have a glory all their

Phone conversation between finishing room
and cutter room.
nght!
[7ll send the whole gang up.’’
**Oh, Hell! I said, soft heads, this is the

finishing room, not a bone meal factory.’’

Oh! by the way, Alex Collinson, ‘‘Stay

comped’’ is the best. Really it is, old fellow!
Cement is awfully messy, Eh what!

Passing the contractors ‘‘orange peel’’

working down the hole for the new generator

foundation, Jim Phillips remarked, ‘‘If they

ain’t careful they’re going to bring that
darned thing up full of Chinamen!

‘Salright,

Jim, Armstrong Morrison are contractors,
not Oriental smugglers.

If you must kick, then kick in the direetion of the goal.—Satinettes.

as the fruit 1s off the ground, 1t doesn’t
matter what system you follow. The side

Nip-

ping the ends out of veyetables marrow
steams will give you more marrows.

If you find eauliflowers coming on all at

onee, break two or three of the largest leaves
inwards, to sereen the flowers from the sun,

and so to keep them white. By this means
you can hold them a week or so longer till
needed... Keep hoeing all the time till the
rains come.—E. C, Eddington.

Everyone knows Joe Meilleur is just about
the most obliging chap in Powell River. He
is a special favorite with the fair sex. Just
recently he got a lovely hand-knitted present.
On the card accompanying the present was

written: ‘‘Dear Joe, the last time you took
me driving I heard you murmur to yourself:
‘‘T’ve either got to fix that muffler, or buy
me a new one,

‘*Yours always, E.’’
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“(MANY HAPPY RETURNS’’
To the following employees on this the
month of their birth anniversary:
9

John Woodward.
Geo. Adey.

o

Fred Mitchell.

1.

9.

Fred G. Bird.

3. Allan Claridge.
3. Rod. McKenzie.
4. H, Fleury.
4. KE. J. Harris.
4. J. Il. Meilleur.
4. A. G. McQuarrie.
ry WW. TT. Hunter.
5. Nora Patrick.

‘.

6.

R, B. Irving.
30. E. C. Lee.
30. Johan Pool.
+0).

+1.

CG KE. Aunline.

31. J. W. Johns.

31. H. Tyler

REWARD FOR IDENTIFICATION

G. Pavan.
Archie Brown.
D. Gentile.

F. Phillips.

J. MeCrossan.

K. A. Keith,

A. Rieharadason.

A. Kaufman.
BK. Fisher.

W. Hutchinson.
FE, King.

Marjorie M. Legg.
L. J. Kmerton,
Geo. Beattie.

A. G&G. Chfford.

Alex. MeDonald.
Uzable Baron.

J. E. Doiron.
W. MeArthur.

A. Synder.

Olympico.

Collett.

. Kk. Lawton.
Malhs.

Sinelair.

Callo.
_ EF. Moore.

2

W. Dewar.
FE. A. Beveridge.

Millie McEntee.
J. Brusadin.
J. Cowley.

B. R. Lawson.
Christina Murison.

H. W. Smith.

A, ©, Thompson.
D. Culos.

L. V. Hird,
L. W. Robbins.
L. Gouthro.

Constanee §S. Milne.

Previsan.

_ Farmer.
J Wuillhams.

Riley.

. Bissetto.
S. Donkersley.

A one-pound tin of consecrated lye, a onepound tin of condemned milk, one pound of
desecrated potatoes and a can of conserved

peaches will be given as a reward to the
person first sending in the right names of
the two individuals shown above. Orientals
barred from this eontest.

We have before us a little booklet entitled
‘Sunshine and Sea Charm,’’ issued by the
Union Steamship Company of British Columbia, of which Mr. Harold Brown is managing director. The booklet 1s a credit to
its anthor. It tells of the lure and eharm

of sea travel along the British Columbia
eoast; of sun kissed bathing beaches, and

of rippling rapids and tumbling streams
where the followers of Isaac Walton may
find plenty of good sport. As well there is
a very fine physical and pictorial map of
the coast showing the routes followed by the
Union Company boats.

WARNING TO PARENTS
Parents are asked to keep their children
away from those areas where construction
work is being carried on.
Anyone, adults or otherwise, who wander
about in disregard of notices and warnings
are doing so in violation of trespass.

This notice is given particularly for the

parents, as they will be held responsible for
the actions of their children.
POWELL RIVER COMPANY LIMITED.
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POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
Published monthly by the employees of the
Powell River Company Limited, to give
expression to the spirit of harmony
and co-operation existing between

all individuais im our Ofrganization and community.

C. L. CULLIN, Editor
REPORTORIAL.

R Woodruill
P. Woods

indicates that there is much that is disgusting, much that leads one to believe that all
is not well with parts of our governmental
bodies, but these very disclosures prove that
the good citizen is alert to his duties, and
having discovered the need for his intervention, is exercising his sacred rights by purg-

ing the governing machinery. When cor-

ST A!

W. McGillivray W. Hutchinson

Ed. Smith

appearing in the current reports of facts,

G Thomas

G. T. Kynock J. Mcintyre
Photographers—Lane Studio.

Each and every member of the organization is invited to contribute. Copy must be

in the office of the Editor, Room No. 8,
Central Building, not later than the 10th of

ruption, dishonesty, or disloyalty is brought
to light, when our citizenship is informed of

betrayal of the trust placed in its elected
representatives, it will rise in its might, i
will with religious indignation try to punish
the wrong-doers, it will with never failing
energy destroy the menacing evil, even as

the sunshine will destroy the germ that
thrives in darkness. To be one of such good

No. 7

citizens is a privilege to be highly prized.
The man who by reason of his birth in this
country enjoys the rights and privileges uf
citizenship has excellent grounds for being
proud of his condition. The man of foreign
birth, who, by reason of his desires, by his
conduct and by conforming to our customs

No higher ambition can man have than to

and requirements earns the invaluable right

each month.
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be, and be known as, a good eitizen. Unlike many of the coveted stations in hie,
good citizenship requires no fabulous wealth,
no unusual mental development, no long line

of illustrious ancestors. Any and ‘every

man of average intelligence, and possessed of

an honest desire to live right, to act right

towards his fellow man, and who is, in fact,
actively interested in the welfare of the community, his provinee and his country, 1s a
good citizen. Citizenship means service it
means active interest to promote the best
interests of the eommunity. It means indlvidual effort, properly directed and collectively applied towards the eradication of dishonesty and inefficiency. It means honest
effort to bring about equal justice to all, to
every class, to every interest, to every individual. It means that through the vote at
the polls, right and justice shall prevail, that
labour and capital shall be guarded in their
personal, their human and their constitutional

rights; that the governing power shall not
be in the hands of minority groups. It means

that justice, not force, shall reign supreme

if all good citizens will band together for
their mutual protection and for the general

good of the country. Granted that items

of franchise and becomes a good eltizen,
has equal grounds to be proud of his aecomplishments. Good citizenship is a thing
apart, a thing of all things to be coveted, a

thing well worth the putting forth of the

best effort of which man is capable to obtain.
It is a thing not cheaply to be secured, it 1s

a thing to be highly prized when secured,
and it is the sacred duty of every man who,

by birth or naturalization, enjoys the franehise to become and remain qa good eitizeu,

which carries with it honesty, integrity,
loyalty and love for the country.

The good

citizen respects the institutions and customs

of his country. He will abide by existing
laws as long as they are statutes, and he
will with equal propriety lend his efforts to

repealing laws that discriminate between 1ndividuals, elasses or groups, or are obnoxious
to the public as a whole In other words the
good citizen lends his full and best efforts to
so conducting himself and the affairs of the
eommunity, province and country as to secure

the greatest possible good for the greater

number of his fellow men.—Selected.

If you wish to know the calibre of a man,
place him in authority.
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SCENES OF SWIMMING BEACH

1—Geo. Sylvester, Lawrenee Smith. 2—Alex. Reid, Katherine Reid. 3—(Col.) R. L.
Doidge, Life Guard, and Douglas Doidge. 4—-Gertrude Smith. 5—Dick Doidge.
6—Marie Hogue, Betty Gebbie, Sylvia MeLeod.
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RIVER PUBLIC SCHOOL
Promotion List, June 1925

ollowing is the hst of those who were

successful at the promotion examinations recently held in the Powell River High School:
Promoted to Grade X. (names in order of

Peter Holborne; 9, Alice Smith; 10, Ernest
Somerton; 11, Georgia Morrison.

Promoted from Grade VI.A to VLI.B:
1, Perey Sandwell; 2, Harry Willis; 3, Ernie
Ceeeoni; 4, Peter Samsin; 5, Harvey Kelley;
6, Gladys Hand; 7, Wil:inam Haslam; 8, Sophia Morris; 9, John Willis; 10, Evelyn Me-

nierit): Elmer Ostrum, Jack Mains, Alice
Beattie, George Longstaffe, Phyllis Gibson,
Golda Reid (conditioned in Latin), Mary

Bailey; 15 Eiieen McKnight

Katherine Brand, Phyllis Jenks, Loraine

1, Ronald Marshall; 2, Armando Artico; 3,
Cynl Grundy; 4, Hugo Haigh; 5, Alee Me-

Law, Kdward Thompson, Annie Davenport
(conditioned in Arithmetic), Allan Ellerby,

Longe (conditioned in Arithmetic and _ AIMgebra), Franees Miller (conditioned in Arith-

metic), Agnes Morrison (conditioned im
Latin), Jack Taylor (conditioned in Literature).

Promoted to Grade XI. (names in order of
merit): Josephine Farvaque, Ronald Russell,
Wilma Sadler, Dorothy Beattie, Cecil Atkinson, Karl Courte, Dorothy Hogue (conditioned

in Latin), Tommy Samsin, Thelma _ Innis
(conditioned in Latin and History).
Promoted to High School on principal’s
recommendation: 1, Nora Maine; 2, Jean
Parry; 3. Eileen Rowe; 4, Don Seott: 5,
George Haigh; 6, Kenneth Pryor; 7, Evelyn

Price; 8, Ronald Adey; 9, Mary Osborne.
Wrote Entranee examinations: 1, Clarissa
Haslam; 2, Ernest Campbell; 3, Gladys Ger-

hart; 4, Helen Gerhart; 5. Mary Alexander;

6, Fred Greenfield; 7, Joe Davenport; 8, E:sa
Haddon.

Promoted from Grade 8B to Grade 8 A:
I, Ralph Laine; 2, Gwendoline Longstaffe; 3,
Betty McCulloch; 4, Reggie Parkin; 5, Billy
Farnden; 6, Billy Mathieson; 7, Milly Crask;

8, Betty Marlatt; 9, lan Gibson; 10, Henry
Morris; 11, Sholto Marlatt; 12, *Mzriel ParKin; 13, *Vivian Pasmore; 14, *Edith Sil-

vester; 15, *Le Roy Carney; 16, *Javin
Courte.

* Conditionally.

Rolis of Honor: 1, Proficiency, Nora

Mains; 2, deportment, Gwendoline Longstaffe;

3, regularity and punctuality. Billy Mathieson, Billy Farnden, Henry Morris, Ralph
Laine, Vivian Pasmore, Le Roy Carney, Fred
Greenfield, Don Scott, Eileen Rowe, Kenneth
Pryor.

Promoted from Grade VII. A to Grade
VIII. B.: 1, Minnie MacKay; 2, Margaret
Smythe; 3, Hazel Innes, Jack Farnden,
George Samsin; 6, Billy Linzey; 7, John
Hind; 8, Beverley Pasmore; 9, Helen Low;
10, Ethel Donnenworth; 11, Myron Marlatt;
Ic, Frank Tooker; 13, Russell Phillips; 14,
Ernest Ardley.

Rolls of Honor: Proficiency, Margaret
Smythe; deportment, Rachel Hamilton;

punctuality and regularity, Beverley FP asmore, Ranie Casey, Gilbert Maslin, Margaret
Smythe, Rachel Hamilton.
Promoted from Grade VIJI1.B to VII. A-:
1, Ada Russell; 2 Kathleen Marshall; 3, Helen
Donnenworth; 4. Rachel Hamilton; 5, Jimmie
Goddard; 6, Beth Moore; 7, May Semple; 8,

MeLaughlin; Jl, Billy Mains; 12, Jack

Mathieson; 13, Mary Brand; 14, Wilbur
Promoted from Grade VI.B to VI. Az

Gregor; 6, Dennis Hodgson; 7, Frank Carney;

8, John Bichard; 9, John Alexander; 10,

Nita Cormier; 11, Jack Nieklin.
Rolls of Honor: Proficiency, Perey Sandwe l;- deportment, Gladys Hand; regularity
and punetuahty, John Bichard, Ermis Ceecont, Harney Kelley, Jack Mathieson, Eileen
MeKnight, Dorothy Buryess, Sophia Morris,
Stanley Johnson, Dorothy Poole, Josephine
Mitchell, Peter Samsin, Harry Willis.
Promoted from Grade V.A to =VI.B:
1, Alice Longstaffe; 2, Bessie Mallet; 3, Jack
Carr; 4, Walter Patrick; 5, Muriel Murch; 6,
Bert Smythe; 7¢, Irene MeGeaehy; 8, Harold
Soules; 9, *Lawson Smith; 10, *Edna Hutehison.

Fromoted from Grade V.B. to V.A:
1, John Richardson; 2, Florenee Atkinson;
3, Fannie Bressanutti; 4, John Parkin; 5,
Kdna Wing; 6, Helen Toso; 7, Zelma Clayton; 8, Sidney Patrick; 9, Kenneth Gibson;
10, Ethel Graham; 11, Sarah Clayton; 12,
Violet Laine; 13, Stuart Deans; 14, Marjorie

Parkin; 15, *Albert Casey; 16, *Harriette
Kelley; 17, *Vona MeLaughlin; 18, *Alan
Todd.

* Conditionally.

Rols of Honor: Proficiency, Alice Longstaife; deportment, Edna Wing; regvlarity
and punetuality, Florenee Atkinson, Violet
Laine.

Promoted from Grade IV.A to V.B:

1, Mary Marlatt; 2, Andrew Moris; 3, Annie

Vanichuk; 4, Winnie Phillips; 5, George
Brand; 6, Walter Bolton; 7, Myrtle Johnston;
$8, John Haddock; 9, Wilfred Barron; 10,

Phyllis Evans; 11, Leslie Taylor; 12, Olinto

Cessani; 13 Robert Brown; 14, Doris Bailey;
15, Raymond Carney and Erie Grundy; 16,
Doris Greenfield; 17, Annina Venuti.

Promoted from Grade IV.B to IV.A-

1, Victor Poole; 2, Elizabeth Hind; 3, Royle
Smythe; 4, Maud Hastings; Lucille Donnenworth; 6, Bertha Tooker; 7, Lillian Thomas;
8, Stella Hall; 9, William Gardner; 10, Mae
Paterson; 11, Georgina Hamilton; 12, Roma

Shirley; 13. Ruth Parry; 14, Phyllis Wil-

shire; 15, Elsie Gill; 16, *Florenece Henderson; 1/, “John James; 18, *Sylvia McLeod;
19, *Edna Toso.
* Conditioned

Rolls of Honor: Proficiency, Andrew Morris; deportment, Mary Sybil Marlatt; regularity and punctuality, Olwen Ethel Powell,
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Stella Sylvia Hall, Violet Lucille Donnenworth, John Everett Haddock, Olinto Peter
Ceeeconi, Annie Vanichuk.

Promoted from Grade III. A to IV.B:

1, Vineent Robbins; 2, Thomas Varkin; 39,

Philip Innes; 4, Hugh McLeod; 95, Jack

Woodruff; 6, Margaret Carruthers; 7, David

Milne; 8, Billy Holborne; 9, Marie

Promoted from Grade I. A to II. B: 1, Ceeil
Philips; 2, Walter Parsons; 3, Roderick W1lson; 4, Louise Rudd; 5, Maurice Baron; 6,
Mina Holmes; 7, Eileen Parson; 8, Robert
Howe; 9, Henry Hateh; 10, Margaret Alexander; 11, *Montrose Smith; 12, Katie Krasikow; 13, Alex. Hamilton; 14, Matilda HavCrer.

10, Billy Burgess; 11, Dorothea Hyatt; lz,

Flora Gribble; 13, Bruce Oliver; 14, *George
Fiddler; 15, *Roger Goddard; 16, *Raymond
Dykes; 17, *Robert Innis.
* (‘onditioned.

Promoted from Grade III.B to III. A:

1, Jerry Shirley; 2, Norman Maine; 3, Mar-

garet Carr; 4, Annie Alexander; 0, Frank
Nello; 6, Yvonne House; 7, Donald MeGeachy; 8, Uso Bressonutti; 9, Richard

Johnston; 10, Assuerro Brandolini; 11, *Effie
MacKay; 12, *Dangny Laine.

* Conditioned.

Promoted from Grade I. B. to 1. A: 1, Bert

Carruthers; 2, Ernest Gribble; 3, Edward
Tooker; 4, Sylvia Pool; 5, Lillian Jacob; 6,
Dickie Pearson; 7, Maza Kawaga; 8, Frank

Gowdick; 9, Alton Anderson; 10, Bryant

Denton; 11, Gordon Mains; 12, Gladys Batley;
13, Lucy Parsons; 14, Sejzu Ikeleuchi.

Rolls of Honor: Proficiency, Herbert Carruthers; deportment, Walter Parsons; regu-

larity and punctuality, Katie Krasikow,
Louise Rudd, Lillian Jacob.

* Conditioned.

Rolls of Honor: Proficiency, Vineent

Michael Robbins; deportment, Philip Innis;
regularity and punetuality, Dangny Laine,
Pernice Casey, Ugo Bressonnutti.
Promoted from Grade III. B. to ILI. A:
1, Lloyd Bolton; 2, George Hornecker; 3,
Mary Krasikow; 3, Alee Vanichuk; 5, Pete
Clayton; 5, Monica Carroll; 7, Billy Loukes;

8; Duncan McGeachy; 9, Thomas Powell; 10,
Bruce Paterson; 11, Dorothy Rea; 12, *Paul
Marlatt; 13, *John Morris; lo, *kKugene Maslin; 16, *Willy Olympico; 17, Margery Thompson (absent).
* Conditioned.
Promoted from Grade II.A to III. B:

1, Doris Laine; 2, Fred Parsons; 3, Annie

Gowdyk; 4, Mike Tomiak; 5, Margaret Hind;
6, Willie Toso; 7, Watson McKnight; 8, Leo
Olympico; 9, Muriel Smith; 10, Maurice Wilshire; 11, Cavell Day; 12, Norwood fortes;
13, Marguerite Haigh; 14, Louise Long.
Rolls of Honor: Proficiency, Doris Laine;
deportment, Wilham Olympico; regularoty
and punctuality, Dunean MeGeachy, Pete

Clayton, Mary Krasikow, Tommy Powell,
Watson MeKnivcht.
Promoted from Grade 2B to I1. A:

1, Mary O’Malley; 2, Bobby Shaw; 3, Laura
Heyes; 4, Roy Jacob; 5, Leshe Hall; 6, Jack
Rattenbury; 7, Myrtle Jones; 8, Mike Vennichuck; 9, Manfred Anderson; 10, Annette
Plisson; 11, Fred Hyatt; 12, Annie Tomiak
and Harold Foster; 14, Alex. Reid and Alfred Postill; 16, Bertie Riehardson; 17, Jeanette Maslin, Fides Brandolini and Jim Hastings; 20, Gordon Loukes; 21, Thelma Hutechison; 22, Betty Shirley; 23, Eunice Bolton;
24, Irene Johnston; 25, Bobby Hatch, George
Haddock and Jack Loukes; 28, Clifton Kelly,
29, *Genie Kulakowsk1.
* Conditioned.

Rolls of Honor:

Proficiency, Jack Ratten-

bury; deportment, Laura Heyes; regularity
and punctuality, Sylvia Casey.

CO-OPERATION

Meaning: ‘‘A joint effort of labour.’’
The word co-operation is used when one
speaks of business. When sport is discussed
the expression team play is used. Both mean

the same thing. There is no form of sport
in which absolute harmony is more essential
to success than in that of rowing; whether it
be doubles, fours or eights, each performer
must time himself to the aetion of his mates in
the boat; and so in every field of commereial
or indtvidual endeavour there must be absolute co-operation to reach the goal of success.
Kach department 1s inter-dependent for aid
and assistance 1f it 1s to function efficiently

and successfully. There is no room for the

single-track individual. No place for the
man who wants to do things his own way
regardless of others. The man who minds
his own business without regard to others is

lable to wake up and find himself in the
diseard.

The man who knows his work and

is loyal to his company, and is big enough to
see and understand the efforts of others to

help him is an asset to any concern. He is
never bothered by petty jealousy,—has no
room for lt. If some one comes forward with

a suggestion he is not too big, which 1s

really means too small, to accept 1t and make
due acknowledgement. Such is the quintes-

sence of eo-operation, a bridge that spans
the chasm of defeat, or a ladder that leads
from obscurity to success.

Let us eo-operate in all things that make
for welfare in business, social and. spiritual
affairs.
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UNDERSTUDY

Learn well the work you are paid to do.
When you have accomplished this begin to
study what relation your work has to other
work going on about you. Widen your horizon and your usefulness. There may come
a day when you will be asked to step up or
into some other position. Make yourself
ready for it.
In the field of sport there is always an
understudy to the pitcher, maybe two. The
eatcher usually has one, and there is a tried

and capable man to take the place of the
basemen or short stop. Without this kind of
system no team would even win a pennant.

That is exactly what it means—sick. It may
be physically, it may be mentally, or it may
be sick with his work. Or again he may be
sick of his environment, or his fellows. At
any rate he is sick. There are remedies for
each of these ailments. Later on we may
suggest them.

Thanks to the exceptional conditions in
Powell River it would be necessary to go
about with a lantern like the old gentlemen
in history to discover many or any sick men,
in the sense we speak of.
his brings us back to the question of the

understudy. Think it over, reader. If neeessary get some text books and do a little

In the theatrical world there is always an
understudy for each of the principals. It is

night study. It will all help and be the

essential to suecess.

fatter pay cheque.

means of fitting you for a better job and a

So with a big manufacturing concern there

are understudies for every job from the

manager to the humblest foreman or individual in charge of any work.

Lhe man in charge realizes his responsibiii-

ties, he also realizes he is but human, and
some day whatever the cause, will not be
able to be on the job. He immediately looks
about for an understudy; someone who has
ability and whom he ¢an trust. This one is
coached and instructed in the work till he
becomes competent to take over the responsi-

The story goes that Charlie Rowbottom,
representing the Crane Company, was in
talking to Bill McLeod, our purchasing agent.

Charlie was giving one of his telling talks
on the goods he was selling. He waxed elo-

quent. ‘*Bull,’’ he said, impressively, ‘‘our
outfit makes the best goods of the kind in
the country. We are up-to-date and going.
Our expert staff 1s always on the alert and
watching for improvement. Hardly ever a
period of twelve months goes by without

bilities and duties and maintain a continuous

some changes being made in our produets

action is a tower of strength. Without it

Bill, we are some company and we produce
the goods.’’

production. This is what is called system;
and an organization following this line of
companies go into bankruptcy and failure.
Business men and exeeutives know all this.

That 1s the very reason of their being ait
the top. What we want to cateh is the attention of the employee who, without think-

ing much of the future, plods along on
his own particular groove paying little, if
any, attention to what is going on alongside

him. He probably does not know his own
limitations or capabilities. He is satisfied
and no man should get into that state. Now,
reader, don’t jump to conclusions, when we

say. satisfied we mean it. We do not mean
discontented. A satisfied man is liable to
slow down, to rest on his oars, and when he
does that he is likely to drift, and there is

only one way to drift, and that is down

that enhanees thelr value. I’ll tell the world,

Charlie,’’ said Bill, ‘‘you are some
convineing salesman. I had made up my
mind to place an order with you, but now

I’ve changed my mind. We will wait a
year.’’

‘‘Have a heart, Bill,’’ pleaded Charlie,

‘“what’s the matter with giving me the order
right now??’’

°° Well you see,’’ answered Bill, ‘‘if we
wait a year this company will get the benefit of the next improvement.’’
And Charhe murmured unto himself, ‘*I
guess I talked too darned much.’’

a

There is little difference between a rut and
The rut is longer.

stream. Being discontented is an entirely
different state. <A discontented man is sick.

A fool and his job are soon parted.
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1—Toddlers’ Raee, start.
haee.

9—Toddlers’ Race. *83—Young Ladies’ Race.

5—Girl Guides forming letters ‘*P. R.’’

Married Ladies’
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DOMINION DA BRA ON

The weather man was in good humor on

July ist last. The sun rose in al] its glorv
and held full sway all day long, tempered
bv a cooling breeze from the salt water.
Powell River was out to celebrate and did

it regally and royally from the very beginning of the activities on the skid road and
the athletic field till the home sweet home
waltz was played at the dance in the Central Hall during the evening.
DOMINION DAY SPORTS

Sharp at 10 a.m. on a field laid out to tha
best advantage, the signal to start the first
of the children’s races was given. There were

an unusually large number of entries in all
the events, sometimes as many as 40 juveniles
running in the same race. All flat races were

handicapped according to age, five yards being added to the distance for each year. The
sack race and also the boot raee eaused lots

of amusement, the former having to be run

off in four heats, and a final. Both these

races were won by George Smith, who, incidentally, was the only competitor wearing
boots, and found little difficulty in recognising them in the heap.
The ground was eleared at noon for the
crowning of the Paper Queen, and at 1.30

p.m. before a record crowd, the starter’s
pistol sent the first heat in the 100 yards
dash to the tape. From that moment, to tne

finish of the adults’ races, the interest of
the spectators held. In the final for the 100
yards dash, Ernie Hammerton came in first
in the fine time of 10.2 sees. The last 10
yards of the course was loose ground and
every runner noticed the drag.
Gus Sehuler took the first place in the 100
vards hurdles closely followed by a large
field His time, 14.2 sees., was very good.
His team also won the 1-mile relay. The 1nternational race, with Ernie Hammerton running for Canada, was won by this runner,
who thereby gained possession of the splen-

did cup put up for this race.
The comedy event, Blindfold boxing, was
4 scream, and finished the track and field
events, the ground being then cleared for
baseball. The final of the baseball games
was won by the Braves.
Following is the list of events and winners:

Boys’ Flat Race, 5, 6 and 7 years, hand1icap of 10 yards per year— lst, H. Coverdale;
2nd, Leslie Hall; 3rd, Bud Howe.
Girls’ Flat Race, 5, 6 and 7 years, handt1eap of 10 yards per year—lIst, Hilda Howe;
2nd, Kathleen Marshall; 3rd, Mona Carroll.
Boys, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 years, handicap
10 yards per year—l1st, Billy Holborn; 2nd,
George Brand; 3rd, John Jones,
Toddlers, 4 years and under, handicap 0o

yards per year. (Consolation prize for the
‘Salso rans’’)—Ist, Kathleen Reid; 2nd, N.
MecLeahy; 3rd, Bob Hayes.

Boys, 13, 14 and 15 years, handicap 19
yards per year—lIlst, P. Holborn; 2nd, H.
Ostrom; 3rd, Billy McLeod.
Girls, 13, 14 and 15 years, handicap 10
yards per year—Ilst, Mary Brand; 2nd, H.
Donneworth; 3rd, Fanny Bressonitl.

Boys’ Saek Race, 15 years and under—
Ist, G. Smith; 2nd, T. Barron; 3rd, E. Ceceoni.

Boys’ Boot Race, boots at 50-yard mark
and return—lst, G. Smith; 2nd, Jacek Taylor;
ord, W. Barron.
Consolation Raece—lst, T. Burk; 2nd, A.
Brondaline; 3rd, W. Me.Knight.
Consolation Race—l1st, Dorothy Rae; 2nd,

Myrtle Jones; 3rd, Lillian Jacobs
Boy Seouts’ Race, handicap 5 yards: per
year; parade full uniform, remove equipment,
run to point, and return dressed for inspection—Il1st, Ronald Russell; 2nd, Jack Taylor;
3rd, Ian Gibson.
Crowning of Powell River ‘‘ Paper Queen. ’’

Men’s Flat Race (heats) 5-yard start for
novices—First heat—l1st, Hammerton, 10.2
sees.; 2nd, Schuler; 3rd, Woodward, Second
heat—l1st, Burgess; 2nd, Jacobs; 3rd, Tapp.
Young Ladies’ Race, 16 years and over—

1st, Lilly Graham; 2nd, Alice Dunn; 3rd,
Grace Claridge.

Married Ladies’ Race—Ist, Mrs. Rondean;
2nd, Mrs. Bell; 3rd, Mrs. Craig.
Running High Jump—Burgess.

Shot’ Put (16 lb.)—30% ft—Al. Hansen.
Hurdles (10-3 ft.—Schuler, 14.2 sees.
Running Broad Jump—Clyde Higginson.

Faney marehing display by Girl Guides.
Final, Men’s Flat Handicap—lIst, Ernie Ham-

merton, 10.4 sees.; 2nd, G. Sehuler; 3rd,
Wallie Tapp.
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International Race, each eompetitor to
wear the flag of the country in which he was
born—Ernie Hammerton.
Men’s Relay Race (4-man teams) each man

to run 4 mile—Gus Sehuler’s team.
Lhrowing the Baseball—C. Adams,

L1L3

yards.

Blindfold Boxing (2-minute bouts) deeided on points—Jack Blades and Red Warr;
Jack Taylor and Bert Smith; Grace Claridge
and Edith Banham.

SKID ROAD ATTRACTIONS
All the skid road attraections took wel]
with the public and were liberally patronized
throughout the day, a substantial sum was
realized and a detailed account will be post-

ed as soon as the accounts have been reeckon-

ed up.

Athletic activities and welfare organizations will benefit by donations from _ the
monies obtained from the coneessions.

POWELL RIVER PAPER QUEEN
The Powell River Paper Queen contest
which was carried through under the auspices

of the Elks Lodge terminated on June 25th,
at 8 p.m. Tl’he votes were counted by the
committee in the presence of Messrs. Coy and

Olsen of Myrtle Point and Dr. C. R. Marlatt of Powell River. Lillian Ormand of
Myrtle Point was declared the successful
candidate by a very large majority. Mary

Marlatt and Hazel were next in order and
were elected as ladies-in-waiting. The six
other candidates: Becky Higginson, of West-

view; Ingrid Andersen, of Wildwood; and
Alice Longstaffe, Gwen Longstaffe, Gladys
Hand and Gladys Wilshire, of Powell River,
were appointed as maids of honor.
The crowning of the Queen took place on

the baseball grounds on July Ist at one

o’clock p.m. in the presence of a very large
and interested crowd of people. A platform
and throne was arranged, and the Girl Guides

Mention must be made of the refreshment
booth conducted by the Women’s Missionary
Society, of the Union. Church, Mrs. J. Innes,

Chairwoman. Dainty and tempting sand-

under the leadership of Mrs. W. E. Milnes
formed an escort and guard of honor immediately Her Majesty with her ladies and
maids arrived. Lhe procession started from

wiches, salads, cakes and pie,—tea, coffee and

the home of Mrs. William Hutchinson, Cedar

Iced beverages were offered at most reasonable prices. The ladies put in a very strenu-

ous day and we are glad to report their
efforts were crowned with suecess financially,

The dance in the Central Hall during the
evening was a splendid success. The music
was good and the attendance was in excess
of expectation.
AN APPRECIATION
‘The Powell River -Girl Guides wish to

Avenue, Her Majesty and ladies being in
the Company ear and the maids following in
the ears of Messrs. Myron MeLeod and H. J.
Parry. On arrival at the grounds the Queen
was received by the officers of the Elks, and

the Girl Guides lined up on either side of
the approach to the dais with staffs arched
overhead. Then the Queen and her attend-

ants proceeded to the platform where she was
enthroned with her ladies seated at right and
left and the maids grouped about.

thank Col. Doidge for his kindly interest,

Mr. A. E. McMaster placed the crown on
Her Majesty and on behalf of her subjects

and painstaking efforts which he so willingly

congratulated her on the exalted position she

gave in training them for the display given

on July Ist.

His patience, and enthusiasm were indeed
commendable, and greatly appreciated. Many
thanks, Col. Doidge.
%,

Helen: **You live on Third Street, dear,

had attained, assuring her of the loyalty
and allegiance of all her people, and pro-

phesying a reign of peace, happiness and
prosperity under Her Mayjesty’s gracious
rule.

Exalted Ruler Dr. Fletcher then presented

the Queen and her attendant ladies and

don’t you??’’
Jack: ‘' Yes, honey, why??’’

Helen: **That’s what I told Daddy. He
said he’d been looking you up in Brad-

maids with handsome wrist watches to mark
the memorable occasion. The Band played
O, Canada and Her Majesty with her escort
proceeded to the Hotel where the luncheon

street. 7?

was served.
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1—Picture of Powell River Paper Queen with Exalted Ruler (left) and A. E. McMaster

(right). 2—Girl Guides’ Archway. 3—Girl Guides’ Arehway.
4—-A. E. McMaster Crowning the Queen.
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The Queen and _ladies-in-waiting were
dressed in white, with silk hose and kid shoes.
The Queen’s dress was made of white satin

trimmed with silver lace, the train of white
brocaded cloth worked with purple silk and
studded with rhinestones. The crown was
made by Miss Luey Donkersley and consisted of a suitable frame entwined with white

lillies of the valley and other decorations.
the dresses of the ladies-in-waiting were
made from white crepe de chine trimmed
with rose buds and silver ribbon. All the
dresses were made by Mrs. Hutchinson with
the help of Mrs. Innes. The maids of honor
were given silk hose and suitable shoes with
garlands of roses for their heads. The bou-

quets were made by Mrs. McKenzie, Mrs.
Benner and Mrs. Beveridge.
Mrs. Gardiner belped in the purehasing of

the material and dressing the girls on July
Ist.

It is expected that this event will be an

annual affair.

The committee wish to thank all the people of Powell River, Myrtle Point and other
places for the help they gave in making this
affair such a great success,
FRANK RADFORD

(New Manager of Company Ranch)

H'rank Jeft England, to come to Canada

about 1904. His intention was to go into

farm work. He tried that, but preferred
fruit and poultry so he left the farm and
went to work as manager for the Broad View

Poultry Yards at Freeman, Ontario. After
that he managed the fruit and poultry raneh
of A. B. Coleman, at Burlington, Ontario, for

some time. He then started up for himself
and was doing well until the war started,
when he sold out and followed tke flag to
France. He came to Powell River in the
year 1919. Most of his tithe since then was
taken up working with the townsite carpen-

ters gang. Now he is back amongst his
friends the chickens.

Now if you happen to
meet him and bid him good-morning, don’t
be surprised if he returns the salute with a
crow, or a eackle, because you see all fowl
language that he used to know seems to be
coming back to him.
There are about a thousand young chicks
out at the ranch now, so look out for some

broilers in the near future, and fresh fruit
and vegetables as they come in season.

MUTILATION OF SHADE TREES
The continued activities of children direct-

ed towards cutting the bark and breaking
limbs from our beautiful shade trees on the
boulevards has reached an acute stage.
Children are the actual offenders, but, par-

ents are responsible for allowing the youngsters to run wild. In future the parents wiil

be charged for the misdeeds of their offspring.

WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENT

Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Haddon, of Powell
River, announce the engagement of their
eldest daughter, Annie Gertrude Phyllis, to
Mr. Perey Lester Hacking, of Ocean Falls,

B. C., third son of Dr. and Mrs. W. J.
Hacking, of New Westminster, B. C ‘The
wedding will take place at St. John’s Union
Church, Powell River, on Saturday evening,
August Ist, at 8 o’clock.
ACCIDENTS

Accident, dictionary meaning: An _ event
that takes place without one’s foresight or
expectation.

If we exereise thought, or as it is called
in the dictionary explanation, foresight, we
eliminate the echanee of aecident.

Most accidents happen through violation
of rules—rules printed, or rules governed by
ordinary sense.

Men take chances in order to speed uv
work, and an aceident happens. The work 1s

immediately slowed down. They eourt danger and are caught.
No business wants 1t’s employees to take
ehanees.

It is a losing game in every way. Lives

are sometimes lost, and time and material
wasted.

Play the safety first game—always.

Many people are not aware that the great
republic of Brazil has an area of 3,275,510
square miles. Some 200,000 square miles
jJarger than the United States of Ameriea.
The population is about 30,000,000. Rio de
Janerlio is the Capital with a population of
1,160,000 people, one of the most beautiful
cities in the world.
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becomes permanently disabled before reach-

ing his sixtieth birthday, and providing

medical assurance is obtained to that effect,

to draw the total amount of insurance at
once, or in payments as provided by con-

tract with the Insurance Company.
The paragraphs below are printed in the

eontract form held by each employee but
are reprinted here for convenience.
‘‘Tf any Employee assured hereunder shall

furnish proof satisfactory to the Company

that he has, before attaining his sixtieth

birthday, and while such assurance on such
Employee is in full force and effect, become
wholly and permanently disabled by bodily
injury or disease, and has been, is, and will

be, permanently, continuously and wholly
prevented thereby from performing any work
for compensation or profit, or from following
any gainful occupation, and that such disa-

bility has then existed continuously for not
less than six ealendar months, the Company
will pay to such Employee in full settlement

of all obligations to him under this policy,

the amount of assuranee then effective on his
life in one sum or in annual instalments, not

exceeding five in number, as the Employee
may elect. The amount of each annual tnstalment shall be fifty and eight-tenths per
cent. of the amount of assurance on such life

if payable in two instalments; thirty-four

and five-tenths per cent. if payable in three
instalments; twenty-six and three-tenths per
eent, if payable in four instalments; twentyone and four-tenths per cent. if payable 1n
five instalments. No payment under this pro-

vision shall be made unless formal claim

therefor shall be made while this policy is in
full foree and effect and not later than three

months after the eessation of payment of
premiums in respect of such Employee.

‘‘Provided always that notwithstanding

proof of disability may have been accepted

by the Company as satisfactory, the kmployee shall as often as required by the Com-

pany furnish satisfactory proof of the continuanee of such disability

If the Employee

shall fail to furnish such proof, or if he

shall so far recover as to be able to engage

in any gainful occupation, then no further

instalments shall be paid, and all obligations
of the Company to such Employee under this

GROUP LIFE INSUBANCE
It oceurs to us that some of our employees

are not familiar with the facet that our
Group Life Insurance covers total and per-

manent disability benefits. A persual of

policy shall immediately cease. Should the
Employee die while so totally disabled, any
instalments remaining unpaid shall be paid
to the beneficiary as they become due, bnt
any such instalments may, with the permission of the Employer, be commuted at three
and one-half per cent. (342%) interest per
annunil.

‘Without prejudice to any other cause of
disability, the entire and irrecoverable loss

the clauses pertaining thereto will show that

of the sight of both eyes, or the total and permanent loss of use of both hands, or of both

an enabling clause which entitles anyone who

considered as total and permanent disability
within the meaning hereof.’’

the Company is earrying life insurance for
all of its employees but introducing as well

feet, or of one hand and one foot, shall be
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DONKERSLEY—McQUARRIE
A pretty wedding was solemnized at Powell

River, B. C., June 24th, in St. John’s Union
Chureh when Elizabeth Viola McQuarrie,
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. P. MeQuarrie, of Powell River, was united in mar.
riage to William Roy Donkersley, son of Mr.
Donkersley of Powell River. Rev. H. Graham officiated. The bride, who was given
in marriage by her father, looked lovely in
a white flat crepe dress trimmed with seed
pearls and orange blossom. Her veil was held
in place by a crown: of orange blossoms and

pearls and she carried a shower bouquet of
white roses and buds.

The bridesmaid, Miss

Nora Patrick, wore a pink crepe de chine
dress embroidered in silver with pink hat
to match, She carried a bouquet of white
and pink roses. The flower girls, Misses
Nally and Zelma Clayton, nieces of the bride,
were dressed in pink and earried baskets of
carnations and rose petals which they scat-

tered 1n the path of the bride. The grooin

was supported by Mr. Arnold G. MeQuarrie,
brother of the bride. Mr. E. Hamerton and
Mr. J. Kynoek acted as ushers.
lhe wedding march was played by Mrs. J.
Innes and during the signing of the register
Mrs, EF. Smythe sang ‘‘ Because.’’

The church was beautifully decoratod by
the Pythian Sisters. The reception was held
at the home of the bride, the rooms being
tastefully decorated with ferns, roses and
pink and white streamers. Refreshments
were served by girl] friends of the bride. The

McN BIL—DAVENPORT

A very pretty, though quiet wedding was
held in St. Joseph’s Church, Powell River,
on Sunday, June 21st, at 5 p.m., when Miss
Ada Mable Davenport, third daughter of Mr,
W. H. Davenport, of Powell River, became

the bride of Mr. Frank MeNeil, of Nova
Scotia.

Rev. Father Van Wetten officiated.
The bride was attended by her sister, Miss
Myrtle Davenport, Mr. Frank Haslam acting
as best man. Miss Cormier played the wedding march.
‘lhe bride was becomingly attired in a rosewood silk erepe dress, with a Gloria Swanson Hat to match. She carried 2 bridal bouquet of roses and carnations.
The bridesmaid wore shell pink satin, trim-

med with grey ostrich tips, and a hat of
harmonizing shade. Her bouquet consisted
of pink and white sweet peas.
After the ceremony, a reception was held
for relatives at the home of the bride.

Mr. and Mrs. McNeil spent their honeymogn on Vancouver Island, and on their
return took up their residence on Poplar
Avenue.

GIRL GUIDES
At the meeting of the Powell River Gir!
Guides held on June 29th, the Lieutenants
Badge and Warrant was presented to Mrs.

happy couple left for Vancouver on the

Kasterbrook, also the Committee Badge was
presented to the Rev. Thompson, he having
been elected and accepting the position as
Chaplain, to the Girl Guides of Powell River.

‘*Charmer’’ at 10 o’clock. They will spend
their honeymoon in the States and Coast of

‘*Seribe’’ badge were given to Miss Alice

Powell River.

Milnes, Lieutenant of the Company, ske having passed the required tests.

B. ©. On their return they will reside at

May good luck and prosperity go handin-hand with the young folks.
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Donkersley announee the engagement of their daughter Hannah Lucy to
Mr, Ernest Hammerton, son of Mr. and Mrs.

O. N. Hammerton, of Powell River, the

wedding to take place at St. Paul’s Church
on Wednesday, August 19th, at 7.30 p.m...

Two badges, the ‘‘Clerk’’ and_ the

Some of the. members of the Executive
Committee of the local association were present and the evening was commemorated by

a short social time, with cake, sandwiches
and ice-cream, the girls later rehearsing the
drill preparatory for the display on July Ist.
The Captain, Mrs. Milnes, has received the
Camper’s License, also permit from Victoria,
having been successful in her recent examinations.

After the ceremony a reception will be

held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Donkersley to which all friends are cordially invited.

A woman seldom shows her age until she
tries to hide tit.
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NRE SAVING

THEY SAY
WHAT DO THEY sAy
LET THEM oAY
THAT we are having a glorious summer.
THAT our bathing beaches are proving an
unqualified success.

THAT scores of children are now having the

time of their lives—and incidentally
learning to swim.
THAT these are days of real holiday under

ideal conditions and should yieid huge
dividends of health and contentment.

THAT Dominion Day was once again well
and truly celebrated and a mighty
time enjoyed by young and old.

THAT Powell River development is being
rapidly pushed ahead.

THAT these days of building activity are
but a necessary prelude to days of
Increased production.
THAT the plant will then be a huge one and
the town bigger and better than ever.
THAT the report of the Edueational Survey

wlll be off the press in a month or
five weeks.

THAT we are hoping with a mighty hope
that it will lead to one of the finest

educational systems in the world.—
That’s all.

THAT Canada is the largest unit in the
British Empire.
THAT Canada covers 111,992 square miles

more than the United States and
Alaska combined.

THAT the United States-Canada boundary
line is 3,000 miles long—the longest
in the world.

THAT this boundary (1,600 miles of land
and 1,400 miles through water) 1s
maintained -without navies or standing armies.

THAT Canada is also bounded by three

Stan Claridge, we gather 1s anxious to
discover what a flapper is like—Well, we can

tell you, Stan. A flapper is hke a house—
Painted in front, shingled on top and usually

empty in the attic. Only, a house 1s comparatively hard to find.

oceans.

THAT Canada’s 13,000 miles of coast line
almost equals half the circumference
of the earth.
THAT Canada’s development has only well

We read in a contemporary, a German S8¢e-

ecommeneed.

entist says that earthworms ean produce
musical sounds. This we consider to . pe
definite proof that the benedicts on the en-

and steadily.

gineering staff do not come under the usual
category allotted to married men.

ca

THAT Canada’s Pay Roll is growing surely
THAT Canada has unlimited opportunity for

brains, brawn and eapital.
THAT British Columbia has an area of 395,000 square miles—approximately 10
per cent. of all Canada.
THAT British Columbia has 15,000,000 acres
fit for successful agriculture.

THAT British Columbia is larger than our

neighbor states of Washington, Ore-

gon, California with Italy, Switzer-

land and France thrown in ‘for good
measure,

THAT British Columbia is easily the best of
our Canadian Provinces but modesty
forbids the mention of the best town
in British Columbia.

We think we are justified in relating this
incident of July 1.
A small child was talking, or should I say
‘‘babbling’’ to us when for some reason or
another the ‘‘Gopher Club’’ eropped up in
the course of the conversation.

‘‘Oh!’’ said the kiddie, ‘‘I know the
Gopher Club. It’s the place where the

naughty stories go to when they die, isn’t
17%? ?

Out of the mouths, ete. What say, Lockie?
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We see our friend Wright has returned

from his holiday looking more brown and if
possible more cheerful than ever. We understand that the exuberance is due to that sort
of inherent humanitarian feeling experienced
when one could and should have killed lots

of fish, but let the poor little beggars get
AWAY.

We are authorized (almost) to drug the
rumor that McLennan is desirous of purchasing a single sculling skiff, Fie 18, we understand, opposed to any fast means of aquatic
transit.

We hear that Reggie Baker has been presented with a little brochure on temperance.

Who the kind donner was we don’t know,
but we suggest that he reads Burns’ works.
Kspecially the one commencing:

‘Oh wad the power the giftie gi’ us—’’
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS

We have been the recipients of numerous
enquiries, and as it is impossible to answer
all of them personally—we are doing our best
in this column to deal with them.

H'.N.—No. Shakespeare did not ‘‘invent

relativity.’’

P.R.L.—Canute did not burn the cakes.
F.L.C.—Queen Anne’s demise is now aecepted by a majority of experts.
J.B.T’ —Phonography is in no way connect-

ed with leaving goods as a security for a
cash advanee.

At Victoria, a half-pay old colonel
Used language—well, simply infolonel
But, induced by his age,
A severe hemorrhage

Landed him in the realm that’s etolonel.

Has it. ever occurred to you that the man
who knows the least is the most anxious to
tell 1+?

Notice in a restaurant: ‘‘Don’t laugh at
our coffee; you may be old and weak yourseif
some day.’’

Phillip: ‘* Mother, what is a dead letter?’’
Mrs. Innes:
‘"One I have given your
daddy to maul,’’

EARLY HISTORY OF THE PAPER
In °* The. International Paper Monthly’’

A most noteworthy and _ revolutionary
change in papermaking methods was effected
by the invention in 1799 of a machine whichb
was to produce paper in a continuous sheet.

In 1788 Benjamin Franklin read before
the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia a treatise on the Chinese method of
making large sheets of paper. Mranklin after
enumerating ten steps in our process of mak:

ing small sheets by hand, described the

Chinese use of a mould about sixteen feet
long and five feet wide worked by pulleys
and weights and how the wet sheet was
deposited on the glazed surface of a stovelike structure where the paper was dried and
a high finish given one side of the sheet.

I'wenty-nine years later Thomas Gilpin
sent to the same society a sample of paper

taken from a sheet 1,000 feet long and
twenty-seven inches wide which was made 1n

the Gilpin Mills on Brandywine Creek near
Wilmington, Del., on a machine of Gilpin‘s

own make, and it was here that the first

machine-made paper was produced in the
United States.

But let us review briefly some of the events

that preceded the successful operation of
the Gilpin machine. In 1799 Nicolas Louis
Robert in Didot’s paper mill at Essonnes,
France, built a machine of his own invention

for which in his application for a patent he
made this claim: After much work, experiments and expense, I have succeeded in
building a machine which corresponds com-

pletely to the purpose I had in view as to

economy of time and labor in the manufacture of a paper of an extraordinary length,

twelve to fifteen metres (about forty -‘o
fifty feet) if desired.’’

Robert lacked funds and appealed to the
French government for a_ tax-free patent
which was granted January 18, 1799, ‘‘on a
machine for the manufacture of paper of a

fixed width, but with an undetermined

length.’’ KRobert’s first working model was
small and turned out a mere ribbon of paper;

but it was correct in prineiple, and encouraged by his employer he built a second larger

model, capable of produeng a sheet twenty
four inches in width.
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Though Robert received a government
bounty of 3,000 franes, due to troublous times
in France this fund was soon exhausted and
he sold his patent to his employer, St. Leger

Didot, and John Gamble, an Englishmat.
They took the twenty-four inch machine to
England to obtain fiiancial and mechanical

aid. The first English patent was dated
April 2, 1801, and a later patent, June /,
1803, was necessary to cover further develop-

ments. During this year the first papermaxing machine began to operate at Frogmore,
England, but financial difficulties beset the

added until 1821 and before that time the
paper was taken off the machine wet and

hung up to dry. The first experiments in
drying by means of cylinders were conducted

in England in a ealico print factory. Suetion

boxes were not used until 1826. The first
Fourdrinier in the United States started to
operate at Saugerties, N.Y., October 24, 1827.

It was a sixty-inch machine built by Byran
Donkin in England. The first machine of
this type built in this country was manufactured in the shops of. the Smith & Winchester Manufacturing Company at South

‘owners of the patent. A year later Henry
and Sealy Fourdrinier, wealthy stationers

Windham, Conn., in 1829 and set up in a mill
at Norwich.

and paper manufacturers, bought the interests of Didot and Gamble and July 24, 1806,
were granted a patent on an improved machine, the first actually capable of producing
paper in ‘‘an undetermined length.°’ Thereafter, the machine was known as the four-

forming sheets of paper; consequently the 1n-

jJrinier. While the Fourdriniers were of

French extraction, they lived and worked in
England and to that country 1s due the commercial development of the paper-machine.
Papermaking by machinery on a commercial
scale did not become a reality in France until
T8115.

To England also belongs the credit for the

introduction of the first cylinder machine.
In 1809, shortly after the first Fourdrinier
became operative, John Dickinson succeeded

in making paper in a continuous web on 4
cylinder machine of his own design. The

For ages paper makers had relied upon
skill of hand, necessarily a slow process, in
dustry remained dormant as to quantitative

production prior to the invention of the
paper-machine. In no way is this intended

to depreciate the value of hand-made paper,

for it still holds its field in artistic printing.

But to those pioneer machinists who devised
and developed the papermaking machine must

be accorded full credit for giving the printer
his paper in the best form for fast printing
on both sides of a continuous sheet, making
possible the web press and a widespread dis-

tribution of the printed word at a low cost
to the masses, a contribution to civilization
of inestimable value.

previously mentioned Thomas Gilpin obtained

King Canute says: The wheels of industry
are not turned by cranks,

Dickinson machine and by August, 181/, was
able to make paper for commercial use on a

ahead.

ns much information as possible about the

cylinder machine which he erected in his
own mill. Some of its first production was
used by Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser

in Philadelphia. While it may seem that

Gilpin lacked originality, credit must be his
for persistence and perseverance in the face

Be sure your wife is right, and then z0
The latest song hit: ‘‘For You a Loan.’’
By A. Nutt.
At the bank: ‘‘I beg your pardon,’’ said

of many obstacles. Immediately following
the War of 1812, England exported to this
country paper in great quantity and Gilpin

the. polite Mr. Pumphreys, ‘‘ but what 1s your

also had trouble guarding the secrecy of his

cheque.

operations.

It soon became evident that the cylinder
type of machine was not as productive a3

the Fourdrinier for printing and writing

papers; but the first’ Fourdriniers were far

from perfect. Drying cylinders were not

name???

Bert Poole: ‘‘Why, man, it’s there on tie
Can’t you see it?’’
‘Yes, indeed,’’ replied Mr. Pumphreysz,

‘‘that is exactly what aroused my curiosity. °’

Jean: ‘‘Have you ever seen the new altar
in our ehureh?’’
Jessie: *‘‘Lead me to it.’’
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LHRIFT IS BLESSED
What is thrift—exactly? It is but another
name for habitual prosperity as the result
of frugality and economy. It is a condition
resulting from industry and an entire ab-

crook, however talented, can ever feel or
know.

Verily, thrift is blessed, and he is a fortunate youth who learns to love it!—Chieago

Journal of Commerée.

sence of waste or extravagance.

We all want riches, but with it ineline both
to waste and indulgence, which always men-

ace and frequently destroy success. Thrift

both builds and preserves good fortune,
which we all desire and want continued in-

definitely because of the pleasures and com-

forts it adds to life.
the joys of thrift are known only to the
thrifty, and they abide Wealth ecomes and
goes, except when nourished by thrift. Hence

the economic value of education in thrift,
which makes success permanent.

Its joys are

worthy of a high place in every man’s fregard. The rewards it ylelds are greatly to
be desired. They include security, comfort,
self-respect, power, influence, standing, authority, consideration, precedence and many

other things, great and small, which men
love.

The habit of thrift inevitably brings money
and property to the man who possesssesg it.
He lives within his income, saves constant-

ly, invests prudently. His industry never
lags. tle always has what the unthinking
call **good luck.’’ Fortune comes his way.
He is favored. Year after year he sees his
store inerease. Fear of poverty is banished.
He lives in plenty. The desire to spend which
torments so many who have little to spend,
does not bother him, for with the prosperity

his thrift brings him, he learns true values
and comes to know and thoroughly dislike
waste, indulgence, and every form of extravagance.

Make no mistake. Lhe habit of thrift robs
one of no proper pleasure, clouds no worthy
outlook, narrows no life, hampers no laudable
ambition. On the contrary, it adds immensely to the joys of human existence, . widens
every prospect for usefulness and _ honor,
broadens the horizon of opportunity enormously, and makes possible the realization of

SOU LLESS

‘“Soulless’’ as applied to corporations, was
perhaps some years ago, a term that had a
deal of truth in it. But time brings changes.
The policy of corporations now-a-days has
been completely changed. Thousands and
thousands of dollars are annually intelligently

spent for the betterment of the employee.

Departments of welfare are established in all

big concerns, Able men are paid large salaries to evolve and bring into being schemes

and plants so that the condition of the em-

ployee physically and mentally, yes and
spiritually too, may be on a higher plane than
ever before.

It our grandfathers and even the fathers
of some of us could look on conditions to-day
as compared with those which existed in their
time they would stand in wonderment at the
progress made,
Business acumen, clean unbased thinking,
common sense and charity have combined to

abolish the institution onee known as the
soulless corporation.

Women crave equal rights. But the girl
who thinks smoking a cigarette will make a
man of her, is to use a slang phrase ‘‘ off her
Dase.’?

A eross-word puzzle in four letters meaning happiness? Which?—Cash, play, work.—

Answer: Just the right mixture.
Sometimes ants will persist in getting into

the cupboard or pantry. Pick some sprigs
of mint and lay them about on the shelves.
This is said to be an effective cure.—From
Meclary’s Magazine.

many lofty aspirations. And with it goer

from its humblest beginnings a contentment,

a sense of well-being, a consciousness of
right conduct, a confidenee in both present
and future, and a certainty of fine success,
which no prodigal, no waster, no idler, no

Some bright woman out in the country
uses &2 wheel Darrow to hold her washtub on

Monday. When necessary to empty the tub
she simply wheels it instead of carrying 1t.
Labor saving.
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GIVING YOUR BES

Following are extracts of an article written
by A. C. McLaughlin, head of Cost Depart-

ment of the Yellow Coach Manufacturing
Company, of Chicago, Ill. Mr. McLauglin’s

remarks apply to all employees in any manufacturing concern.
‘¢We- sometimes think the little waste we

eause or the short time we loaf on the job
does not amount to much and has no direct
bearing on the business. We are wrong, first on

principle and again, if all the small wastes
and losses are added together they amount
to a very considerable sum. Deliberate waste
of materials and time is as bad as stealing

and to take money for it makes it all the
more heinous. “ 7
‘‘When an employee goes with a concern,

it is an implied part of his contract that he
will throw himself enthusiastically and unreservedly into his work. He is employed to
give all his time and attention during worxing hours to further their interests. Are we
doing it to the best of our ability?
‘‘Tf not, then we are just as guilty of wasting the Company’s money as the fellow who

breaks a easting by eareless handling or
whose job has to be done over on account of
faulty workmanship.

‘‘There are many ways in which we can

and do waste the Company’s time and

money; but many of the leaks are so small
and hidden that we pass them by without
any notice of them.

minute idled away means loss of

time to the Company. It seems little, this

loss of a minute here and there, but its aggregate in a year’s time is astonishing.
‘‘Do the thing without being told,—push
without being shoved—if you expect to get
more money in your pay envelope. An employer is more anxious to push you ahead
than to hold you back.
‘‘Tf there is some hard, disagreeable thing

where you left off before you can even make
another beginning. Remember, you are one
link in a great chain. If you fail to do your

work well, no matter how insignificant the
work may seem to you, it affects the whole
establishment. It is easier to do good work
than poor.’’
HOUSEHOLD HINTS

‘¢How ean I drive a nail without hitting
my finger?’’
‘Get your husband to hold it.’’

WKen you go on a picnic sew up in a
bag the exact quantity of tea you desire. No
leaves. No trouble.

Horace Foster: ‘‘When my boy grows up
he wants to be a street car conductor, so he
can tell everyone where they get off.’’
Don Hooper: ‘The people at Ocean Falls
are put to a greater overhead expense than
those who live at Powell River.’’
Tiek Bledsoe: *‘‘How’s that?’’

Don Hooper: Buying umbrellas.’’

Do you suppose it’s true. If so 1t shows
the chap was not mean at any rate.
One of the boys had been hurt, and the
erowd at the pool room were discussing how
much of the fund collected should be paid
the injured member. There was a suggestion
to set aside a tenth of the money.

‘“‘Oh pshaw,’’ exclaimed another of the
erowd,’’ while we are at it, let’s make it a
twentieth.’’

The greatest optimist we have run across

lately is the fellow who insists that they

will get the bunk out of polities in the next
generation.—The Houghton ° ine.

to do, and you know you ean do it better

than anyone else connected with the firm, do
it at once. The more difficult things you ac-

complish, the more worth while you are lo
the Company. Many a failure: comes from

Poor old Bill Hutchinson, our Color Expert,
has his troubles. Witness this problem that
was submitted to him: ‘‘Ilf a red ecow eats

green grass and gives white milk, what

relegating duties to others,

makes butter yellow?’’

and for all time. The thing half started and
laid down with loose ends is picked up again

belittle others we do some: shrinking our-

you start a job, do it completely

in a tangle. Time is lost to find out just

It is perfectly true that every time we

selves.
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A LESSON FROM ENGLAND

SIGN YOUR NAME

‘*With all due deference, my boy, I really
think our English custom at the telephone
is better than saying ‘Hello’ as you do.’’

Again we inform our readers that letters
to the editor must either be signed or have

say, ‘Are you there?’ Then, of course,
if you are not there, there is no use of going

Many people do not know what ‘‘libel’’
really means. Here is the definition, by a
high court:—‘‘Libel is a false or malicious

A man in a mental hospital sat dangling
a stick with a piece of string over a flower
bed. A visitor approached, and, wishing to

unprivileged publication by writing, printing,
picture, or effigy or other fixed representation to the eye, which exposes any person to
public hatred, contempt, ridicule, or which
tends to deprive him of public confidence, or
to injure him in his oceupation.’’

do you say in England?’’

on.’?

be affable, remarked:

‘‘How many have you caught?’’
‘*You’re the ninth,’’ was the reply.

Italians, aecording to a

despatch, are

spinning a new cloth from glass. It will be
used ehiefiy for stage costumes
Ought .to be great for a team of tumblers.
Saleslady—'*‘ That hat makes you look ten
years younger.’’

Customer—*‘Then it won’t do. When I
took it off I should look ten years older.’’
WATLTIN G

First Englishman:

‘Charlie, did you hear

that joke about the Egyptian guide who
showed some tourists two skulls of Cler
patra—One as a girl and one as a woman?’’

Second Englishman: ‘No; let’s hear 1t.

Chinese Legend: ‘‘Beware, for the gifts
of the gods are given not as apples to a

child, but as trials to test the heart of
man, and to purge it and uplift it.’’
‘There is no test of love but saerifice.

the writer’s name enelosed.

We wonder if it is true that the manager
of our local bank was asked the other day

for a cheque book for a lady that folded
in the middle.

Ihe man who tried to do something and
fails ig better by far than the man who tries
to do nothing and sueceeds.—Lloyd Jones.

A gentleman is a married man who refrains from talking about his wife’s relationg.

Women are entitled to life, liberty and

the pursuit of men.

Fie 1s a success who does something to
bring nearer the brotherhood of man.

To understand all is to forgive all.

If. you would have your dreams come
true, you must wake up.

Teaeher: ‘In what battle did General
Wolfe, when hearing of victory, cry ‘I die

One evening when out visiting, Maurice
Dunn was induced to speak of some of his

happy. ? 7?

looked up at him enthralled.

Johnny: ‘‘I think it was his last battle.’’
Said ‘*“Mac’’ up on Poplar Avenue: ‘‘ Hey,
there, my laddies, what’s a‘ this haste running down twa steps at a time?’’
Laddie: ‘*I’m saving my shoes, Father.’’

Mae: °‘Aye, but be a bit: careful or ye

may split yer trousers.’’

Golf 1s a game where the ball lies badly
and the player well.

experiences overseas.

The sweet young thing

‘“Oh, Mr. Dunn, I suppose you tried to
keep cool when you were in the midst of the
din and battle?’
‘*Cool,’’ replied Maurice, ‘‘My dear yvoang

lady, there were times I was that evol T

was

Is this the house where the man lives who
died yesterday?
No, the man who died yesterday lives next
door.
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A lady of a very nervous type, not from
our fair town, was visiting Vancouver. She
was shown to her room by a Jap, who was
all bows and politeness. The Jady made him

look in the bathroom, the clothes closet and

then under the bed. ‘*‘You are quite sure

POWELL RIVER LAWN BOWLING CLUB
The lawn bowling programme for the season pursues the even tenor of its way, and
interest, as far as can be discerned, remains

andiminished. The green is now playing

there is no man in the room?’’ she asked the

much better than formerly, and almost every
evening sees each rink fully occupied, late

lighted up with a smile, and he added: ‘‘but
I see night clerk when I go downstairs.’’

various club championships have now reached

somewhat puzzled Jap. Yes, Miss, very eomers frequently. finding it impossible to
sure,’’ was the rejoinder. Then his face find a spare corner. Competitions for the

There 1s nothing new under the sun, yet
we frequently run across something out of
the common. There reads a sign up in the
Wildwood, something like this: ‘‘For Sale,
Billy Goats, both sexes.’’
The innocent young lady asked Colonel R.

L. Doidge, our physical instructor, if the

swimming classes were held in the pool room.
—Borrowed from Yale Reeord.

the third rounds, and. whilst occasional favourites have fallen by the wayside, the majority proceed merrily onward according to
expectations. One point, however, has already been definitely decided—that a new
club singles champion will be crowned, the
present holder, Jim Hastings, having lost all
further interest in the title after a titante
contest with Hughie Young, who emerged

victorious by one shot on the last end. It
was a ‘‘serap’’ worth going far to see, and
greatly enjoyed by a number of onlookers,

being a neek and neck struggle all the way.
Whilst naturally sympathizing with the loser,
especially after such a game, the congratuJimmy Bichard—‘‘Why is a flapper like lations of all are not withheld from the viea bungalow???
tor, who if present form is maintained, will
Peter Paul— ‘Idunno.’’
undoubtedly prove a hard man to stop, and
Jimmy Bichard—‘‘Beeause the front is might easily be found occupying the place

painted, the roof shingled, and the attic
usually empty.’’

It is the suburban dressmaker who works
on the outskirts?
There was a young maiden he knew
Who when leaving would say just ‘adieu.’
So he said in her ear
May I kiss you my dear?
But she only said, ‘‘Mister, ah, do!’’

of the one dethronea.

The Dominion contests appear to be hang-

ing fire, the usual impression being abroad
that these will do any old time. Interested
parties should remember however, that the
winners will be required early in August, and

August, like winter, is not far away. The

singles, at the time of writing, are approach-

ing the penultimate stage, but as yet only

an isolated doubles game has been deeided,
and the rinks unstarted.

A few members are still behind in their
Lives there a soak with soul so dead,
who never to himself hath said: ‘‘Thig is dues, and it will not perhaps be out of place
my own, my native brand.’’
to remind them that they are now being ecar-

I kissed her in the morning,
I kissed her in the night,
I kissed her on the back porch,
Though I knew it wasn’t right.
arses ethene

A fool tries to read between the lines of
& woman’s letter. A wise man reads the
lines in her face.

ried at the discretion of the Executive, having automatically barred themselves accord-

ing to bye-laws, from further competition
play.

Lhe eontest to decide the initial holders
of the Department Shield continues to hold
universal interest, and it is doubtful whether
any previous competition has kindled more
enthusiasm. At the moment the head of the
table is as follows:
7
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—Shots—

Mili Carpenters .
Townsite
Wood Koom

Foundry

Department Store ‘‘A’’
Commerelals **A’?

Played Won Lost Tied For Against
6 I 0 137 — 665 12
5 0 93 64 10
oD 2 0 104 q8& 10
2 1 0 94 7 («40
4 2 1 100 98 Qg
4 2 1 90 90 9

From the above it will readily be seen
that no Department has yet secured a breakaway, and none have attained a position by
any means impregnable. <A defeat suffered

by any of the leaders would result in their
dropping several places m the table, and a
eouple or more victories would correspon-

ingly place any of the present tail-enders well

itn the centre. Interest will undoubtedly be

maintained as long as the leadership remains
in doubt, and for this reason it is hoped that
no team will be permitted to establish a substantial lead; indeed nothing would be more

satisfactory than to find a number of teams
concluding their schedule all square, and ad-

ditional play-offs necessary to provide the
victors. The schedule is not quite half completed, and doubtless some of the lower placed
teams will cause eonsiderable eommotion be-

fore the season is much older. Every teain
has sampled both victory and defeat, and
with those present adorning the cellar positions showing to much more advantage, there

is little doubt that such teams as the Eleetricians, Blacksmiths, Kingcome Navigation,
Department Store B and C, Accountants, and
Joe’s cosmopolitan conglomeration, Remnants

by name, but Repute by nature, do not con-

sider themselves by any means out of the
running.

A great contest 1s in store when the two
Townsite Carpenters teams, A. and B, meet
in the near future. Both are in striet train-

ing for the event, and the committee for
Public Safety were seriously perturbed over
the report that one member had positively

refused to accept an invitation to sample

Points

guardian angel to the Maintenance Department, is stated to be keeping a watchful eye
on both teams, and is proposing to wager
the new hat he hopes to adorn at the end
of the season, that he ean lick both teams
easily.

Another battle royal is anticipated when
the Mill Carpenters and Foundry elash. ‘Tnis
should prove a veritable ease of Greek meet-

ing Greek, despite the fact that several of
the bunch are Scotchmen, and Bill Deans
elaims Swedish extraction.

_ Two other teams having the nerve to enter
as ‘* Departments’’ are proving difficult contenders to keep out of the premier positions.
These are the Commereials A and B—Publiicans and Sinners—who are already debating
as to the most appropriate resting place for
the Shield when captured.
To accommodate the popular demand the
Hat Game eontests have been transferred
to Saturday evenings, and to evidence the

interest taken in the pastime this season,
it 1s seldom that there are less than sixty
members participating, sometimes more. Now

that the evenings are lighter it is possible to
play the entire 21 ends, with better results.

The leaders in this competition at the mo-

ment are Patterson with 56 poins, W. Loukes
with 53, Cole 45, Hastings 38, Southeott, 33,
Wallace 27, Mallis 27, and Moore 26. Praetically every game, however, sees a decided
aiteration in the table, so that present standing 18 Dy no means an indication as to the
ultimate winners. it has been suggested that
the condition of the present head-gear should

This proved to

be considered in awarding points, but this

be false—the invitation was but a rumor.
It was, however, definitely established that
Bob had promised to donate a number of
his special brand of smokes to the entire

was not entertained, as In some cases it was
held that an appropriate pedigree could not
be produced. Still many of the hats could
speak for themselves.

rink 1f suecessful, but whilst expressing unbounded gratitude, and acknowledging Bob’s
generosity to the full, his colleagues unanim-

bowling world will have become ancient his-

ously demanded chewing gum instead. Mean-

fhe local Challenge and Tournament Week,
and the B. C. Championships. The former

‘*‘something from the iee.’’

while Bill Loukes, jealous in his role of

two of the most important events in the
tory by the time these notes are published——
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will flourish from July 12 to 19, and judg: best wishes of all members will accompany
ing from the present entries, and others them in their efforts, and that Jack Friend
anticipated, this venture bids fair to prove ‘will attain the goal he so narrowly missed
a success. Singles, doubles and rinks will upon the last occasion, and the remainder of
be played, concluding in a grand Draw Game the party likewise inscribe thelr names on
on the Saturday evening. Granted good the scroll of fame, is the sincere hope of
weather, it is hoped this event will so far each and every member of the Powell River
justify itself as to prove an indespensible Lawn Bowling Club. |
factor from future programmes. At the moment it has not been decided as to the identity of the members who will uphold the honor

and prestige of the local club in the B. C.
Championships but it is safe to assert that
they will be well and truly represented. The
No. of
Name

Games

Ends

Games

Played Played Won

1. WW. Loukes ........ 22

40]

. J6 °°} &#&£«zg89
9. EK. Peacock
3. Jt. KMaleoner .
2]
514
4 oH Blaek ............ 290 355 11

15
12

16

5 J. Friend ............ 28 525 15
6. Cc. Hill ................ 20 352 12
7. G, Paterson... 2] 393 10
8 CC. Beecroft ...... 23 417 10
9. J. Caw
16 966 8
10. ©C. Mclean .......... 13 946 5
ll. RK. Lumbard ....... 19 344 af
12. D. Saunders ..... 18
337

5

It should be remembered that the above
table must necessarily include the Department Games, and due consideration taken of
the fact that, whereas certain skips are oper-

ating strong and capable rinks, others are
practically handling a team of beginners, a
condition obviously to the detriment of individual record. These skips recognised at
the commencement that their chance of suecess was very remote, but with commendable
sportsmanship agreed to operate these rinks,

primarily for the purpose of coaching new
players, and making the competition a success. Both ambitions are producing satisfactory results, and, eliminating these games
from the above table in the weaker cases, 1%

will be seen that very little disparity exists
between the individual reeord, thus confirming the judgment of the membership in the
eleetion of good all round exponents of the
game as their commanding officers.
Sleeping at home is better than sleeping on

the job.

The following table shows the record of
the twelve officially elected ‘skips,’ compris-

ing every game of a competitive nature of
which they have been in charge. The table
is computed to July 8th inclusive:
Games Games Shots Shots

Lost Tied For Against Aggreg. Petge.
6 1 423 821 Plus 102 1.06

4 0 290 205 #$§Pilus 8&5) = 1.00
10 1 492 433 Plus 59 0.96
Q 0 331 289 #&=5Pius 42 0.93
13 0 501 462 Plus 39 0.95
g 0 335 301 #gPlus 34 0.95
10 1 384 354 Plus 30 90.98
13 0 399 379 #$=Plus 20 0.96
1 936 947 Minusll 0.88
4
G Q 914 943 =Minus29 0.87
11 1 262 329 =Minus67 076
13 0 264 349 =Minus8&) 90.78

‘¢Let the rest of the world go buy.’’—By
A. Bummer.

As a rule it is not the hard worker who
finds work hard.

So it is told. One of our good friends on

Poplar Avenue got in bad with his wife. He

stayed out very late one night sitting up
with a few friends. At breakfast she was
all smiles, much to the surprise of Jack.

‘¢My dear,’’ said wifey, ‘‘I had the most

wonderful dream last night, I was in a
beautiful eity, walking down a _ thorough-

fare; I came across a large building with
an immense sign across the front which read

for Sale.’’. Out of curiosity I

went in. There were some magnificent ones
set apart in sumptuous quarters and labelled
as high as $10,000. Others at $1,000. Some
at $500 and so on down as low as $50.00.’’

Hubby: ‘‘Did you see any resembling
me#¥#’?

Wifey: ‘Oh, yes, my dear, there was a
big bare room and it was filled with men
just like you—selling at $1.00 each.
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DEPARTMENT STORE PICNIC

The staff of the Department Store and
their families spent a very enjoyable Saturday afternoon on June 20th, the oceasion be-

ing their annual picnic The weather was

perfect and the picnic grounds on the beach

at Grief Point an ideal place for such an
event.

Little tots, girls and boys—i1st, Harold
Coverdale; 2nd, Richard Jones.
Girls and Boys, under 12 (handicap)—Ist,
John Jones; 2nd, Myrtle Jones.
Girls and Boys, under 12 (handicap) seeona race—lIst, Harold Coverdale; 2nd, Dolly
Johnston.

Mr. Nicol, the owner of this choice spot,
is one of the real old timers of this district,

Single Ladies, 13 and over—lIst, Mary
Alexander; 2nd, Mary Law.
Single Men, 13 and over (handieap)—Ist,
John Alexander; 2nd, Allen Ellerby.

years ago. He was kindness itself in packing around their duds and good eats to the
centre of activities, with his stout horse and

Married Ladies, dash—1st, Mrs. Coverdale;
end, Mrs. Harris.

stone boat.

luneh baskets, where everyone deserved 2
prize, after which the prizes were presented.

having located on his raneh over thirty

Fast time was made by the youngsters
and most of the grown-ups getting into the
briny where ‘‘a grand time was had’’ until

The next event was a free for all to the

When it became too dark to knock the
duck off the rock or hit the ball, the party
quietly left for home aboard their motors,

the races were announced. Here more speed
laws were broken, especially in the married
men’s three-legged race, where Joe Loukes
and John Mallis proved to be well broken to
double harness and won the event with John
Semple and Matt McKenzie a close second,

or those kindly volunteered by their friends.
By an unanimous vote it was elected a real
picnic, and the prominent feature of the oc-

voing.

casion such a splendid success.

the ‘‘also hopped?’ finished but had rough

ecasion was the whole souled manner in which

all vied with one another to make the oe-

The following races were also on the programme:

To understand all is to forgive all.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
GOLF NOTES

The past month saw the ladies complete

their schedule of competitions, the early
ffaish being largely due to construction work

on the new Machine Room putting two of
the nine holes out of action.
In the ladies’ handicap singles, Miss Betn
O’Hearn, by defeating Mrs. Andrews in the
final, won the event for the second year in
succession. The semi-final round saw Mrs.
Andrews win by 6 and 5 from Miss Kilburn,
last year’s runner up.

Mrs. John MelIntyre became the first ladies club champion by defeating Mrs. Ritchie

2 up in a most exciting final, which ended
on the home green. Mrs MelIntyre reached
the turn in 42 to stand only one up against
Mrs. Ritchie’s 48, which included two 8’s.
The latter squared the match with a four
at the tenth, took the lead by winning the
eleventh, only to lose it on the long holes.

Mrs. McIntyre was one up going to the
seventeenth tee. This. hole was halved and

then to cinch matters Mrs. MeIntyre took
the last hole. The winner’s steadiness is
well known and Mrs. Ritehie is to be eongratulated on the splendid showing she made.

Her putting at times was uneanny, and she

only requires greater steadiness with the
field shots to round out her game nicely.
Mrs, Forte proved the winner of the first

flight by defeating Mrs. J. M. Smith 5 and
3 in the final.
The second flight in the Men’s Cup Championship was won by B. C. Condit, who de-

feated Harry Andrews one up at the well

known nineteenth hole.

We are indeed glad to note the return of

Frank Flett and hope he left none of his

POWELL RIVER INTERMEDIATE
The first series of the 1925 season has been

played with the Giants coming out victors
after a close race. It was problematical all
through the series as to which team would
win. Especially between: the Giants and
Braves there was very little difference in
form needed to win or lose a game. The
Pats, although being in _last place at the
end of the first series, are confident of being

in the play-offs at the end of the season.
Prospects point to a very keen rivalry for
the Ganadian Bank of Commerce Cup.
A number of new players have been added

to the strength of the various teams. It is
noticed that these players have much improved the teams. The ealibre of Intermediate baseball has shown a wonderful improve-

ment this past month.

For the player with the highest batting
average of the first series, Mr. Al. Hansen
donated a baseball bat. Player Frank Meil- leur, star out-fielder for the Giants was win-

ner. Mr. Bill McLeod, with a few wellehosen words, presented the bat to. the win-

ner before starting the first game of the
new series. After the game the Giants celebrated their victories by getting refreshmenis
from the Drug Store at Manager MeLeod’s
expense.

LoS ‘‘MARTIN’’ CUP
Through the kindness of Mr. H. C. Martin,
Managing Director of ‘‘Me & Me’’ Vaneou-

ver, the three teams of the Intermediate
Baseball League will have an opportunity to

compete for a very fine trophy. Mr. Martin
has always shown a very keen interest in

Eports and especially is this where the

game behind in Vernon.

younger boys are coneerned. Whichever

Not a great deal of golf is being played
during the hot weather yet the course is

team is fortunate enough to win this splendid

prize, will certainly feel proud to have its

by no means deserted. Kenny Macken the
other day turned in a 28, one under par for

name inseribed on one of the shields. Manv
thanks, Mr. Martin.

weakened and left Walter Hagen a ehance
to equal his mark.

James (Dad) McFarlane who for so many
years made his home in Powell River, has

the eight holes in play. He had putts for
birdies on every hole except the first, but

Again we inform our readers that letters
to the editor must be either signed or have
the writer’s name enclosed.

Our readers will be interested to hear that
erected his own building and embarked with

his son, in the staple and fancy groceries
and confectionery business in Portland,
Oregon. Dad’s many friends in Powell River

will wish him every success in his endeavour,
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ST PAUL’S CHURCH
Calendar—

July 25—St. James A. & M.
August 2—Transfiguration of our Lord.
August 24—St. Bartholomew A. & M.
Days for public worship—
Sunday—The Lord’s own day, consecrated

by his Resurrection from the dead as the
Church’s day of weekly remembrance of the

Power of The Living Christ, Son of God,
Saviour of Men.

All red letter Saint’s Days—when we remember the lives of the Blessed Saints of
God, Apostles and Martyrs, whose faith and

courage and purity of life have been outstanding examples such as all Christians

might copy.
Summer is here, but the churech’s motto

is ‘‘business as usual.’’ There 1s a story
told of a little girl leaving chureh for the
last time before she went away to the seaside with her parents for vacation. As she

reached the door she turned round aud sald,

“Good-bye, God, we’re going away for the
summer! ’?

Experience proves that a number of people

say that. But why? No matter wher2 we
go, or what we do, there is one thing certair

—we eannot get away from God. For He
is ‘‘closer to us than breathing, nearer than
hands and feet.’?

He is ‘The Great Reality’’ of the whol

universe, so that wherever we go God ls

there, whatever we do, God sees; whoever
we are God knows us; sometimes we forget
that, especially in summer, even though Nature herself 1s ‘‘aflame with God,’’ and erys
out in silent wonder at the thanklessness of
men who fail to recognize within them the

presence of the ‘‘God of Life.’’ Nature 15
ablaze with the beauty of Divinity and yet
men neglect to return thanks for all God’s

increase our happiness. Jesus told His disciples ‘The Sabbath was made for man, not

man for the Sabbath.’’ The day is for
man’s benefit, to inereaSe his power, his
energy, his hopefulness, to give him length

of days, to teach him how to take of the
powers and strength of God and apply them

to human life. And the first requisite is to

‘get into vital touch with God.’’ We do

that in worship, more especially by the Sacramental means of Holy Communion, where
Christ gives us of Himself, where He opens
His vast storehouse containing all that we
need and feeds us with God’s strength, God’s

health, energy and ability—if we draw on
Him in faith and confidence. And after we

have returned thanks for divine benefits reeeived, we may with a quiet conscience go
out and enjoy God’s day, God’s sunshine,
God’s air and water, God’s beautiful world
and take what needful reereation is necessary for the mind and body.
But a man who goes out and partakes of
God’s benefits and gifts without first return:
ing thanks and praise to the ‘‘Giver of All,’’
is not worthy of God’s protection, 1s qa most
thankless creature, and cannot rightiy enjoy
God’s day or receive the greatest benefits
from it.

At a vestry meeting held on June 14 Mr.
J. A. Goddard was unanimously elected as
People’s Warden for the balance of the year,

replacing Mr. R. D. Lamont. We extend

congratulations on the confidence thus reposed in him by the congregation, and wish him
every success and blessing.

The Rector will be on vacation during the
month of August and hopes to leave Canon
Gale of Calgary in charge of the parish during his absence.

N. J. THOMPSON.

But the chureh exists to remind us that
even in summer. God speaks through the volce
of the Palmist—‘‘O come, let us worship, and

Banker Corbet had gone to sleep in his easy
chair in the sitting room. ‘The burg:ar eéu11-

mer vacation can nullify.
‘Neither God nor His church wishes to

tered by the window. Mr. Corbet wakens
from a beautiful dream, and is cranky. He
makes a querulous query: Well, what do
you want?’’
Burglar: ‘*Money.’’
Banker: ‘‘Um, well what security can you

take all the joy out of life. They wish to

offer?’ ’

fall down; and kneel before the Lord, our
maker. 7’ ‘*Today if ye will hear His Voices,
harden not your hearts.’’
Our duty to God is something that no sum-

7
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ST. JOHN’S UNION CHURCH
BIRTH OF THE UNITED CHURCH
OF CANADA
Wednesday, June 10th, 1925, will go down

in history as one of the red-letter days in
the history of the Christian Church in Canada. On that day three great streams of
religious life met and merged to form the
United Church of Canada. For over 22
years this great matter of argonic Church
Union has been discussed pro and contra, and

it is not to be wondered at that the controversy, at times, became both heated and
bitter. The great decision was completed,
however, (as your pastor can testify from
personal observation) in a spirit of humility and devotion which should go far to remove irtitations, surmount natural difficul-

The first official act of the 350 delegates
comprising the first General Council of the
new Church was to receive into membership
the American Presbyterian Church, Montreal
which for the past hundred years has been
connected with the Presbytery of New York.
This may be a preface to the spread of the
movement in the United States.

Perhaps it might be fitting to close this

reference to our Canadian United Protestant

Church ( a Church that will harmonize three
torms of Church government, and provide
leadership to divided Protestantism all the

ties, and open the way to generations of ex-

world over, by quoting a statement made
at the famous Missionary Conference in
Edinburgh, Scotland, by Lord Balfour. Referring to the movement for Chureh Unity
he said: ‘‘I hope that under the guidance of
the Holy Spirits we may try as we have

achieving Unien was so peaceful and orderly that many failed to realize that the Church
names of a lifetime had suddenly passed out

ference; that we may learn to take each
other at our best instead of at our worst;

panding service. Indeed, the fina] step in

of use.

Those who were present in the vast Arena
on Mutual Street, Toronto, where the United
Church of Canada was born, will never forget the wonderful spirit of comradeship that
was apparent from the opening moment. One

was conscious of a catch in the throat when
the huge audiences—numbering over twenty
thousand during the day—joined in the old
familiar hymns. Voice magnifiers above the

never tried before to look more at the points
of agreement, and less at the points of dif-

that in consequence the Christianity of Scotland may flow in a broader channel and in a
deeper stream than 1s the case at the present
time.

Friends may be interested to know that
copies of ‘*‘The New Outlook’’—the official
organ of the United Church of Canada—may
be obtained either from Mr. John Mallis or

from Mr. R. B. Linzey. This Number One of
Volume One contains 2 full account of all
platform carried the sound both of speech the happenings— together with a verbatim
and song to the remotest corners, and the
report of all the addresses—in connection
effect was thrilling and inspiring. <A choir ‘with
the consummation of Union. In years
of several hundred voices led the music, and _ to come this first number will be of great
gave volume and tone even in that large
historic interest. The special price 1s ten
auditorium.
cents per copy.
At precisely 11.30 a.m. the formal declaration of Union was made by Rev. Dr. S. D.
During the month of August an exchange
Chown (formerly General Superintendent of has been arranged between your Pastor and

the Methodist Church), ‘in the |following

historie words:

‘‘T hereby declare that the Presbyterian

Chureh in Canada, the Congregational
Churehes of Canada, and the Methodist

Church, along with the General Council of
Local Union Churches, are now united and
constituted as one Church, to be designateil

and known as the United Church of Canada.’’

the Rev. A. F. Munro, M.A., of Knox United
Church, Kerrisdale, Vancouver. You should

plan to hear this visiting minister, who is
considered one of the finest preachers in the
West.

A maxim worth remembering: ‘‘In essen-

tials unity, in doubtful matters liberty, in
all things charity.’’
(Rev.) HUGH GRAHAM,

100 Poplar Avenue.

POWBKLL DIGHSTER
ACCIDENT RECORD

VITAL STATISTICS FOR JUNE, 19295

The following table shows the number of

Mrs. H. Young, son, June 2.
Mrs. Gus Berg, daughter, Orford Bay, June 2.

disabling aceidents oceurring In the Miil
during May and June, and the days lost In
each department. It should be noted that
the ‘‘Days lost’’ are computed from the
doctor’s estimate.

June

May

Loe Pond
Wood Room .

Mrs. J. Maeindoe, daughter, June 9.
Mrs. Geo. MeCullough, son, June 17.
Mrs. Courtenay Powell, son, June 20.
Mrs. W. MeGuigan, son, June 24.
Mrs. Wm. Mark, son, June 20.

.—

1 @%

POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEES’ SICK BENEFIT SOCIKTY
Statement as at May Sist, 1920

1 24% | 12

Gcgrinders ......-..

Sulphite Dept.

===

Screen Room .
Bester Room .

Assets—

Hospital equipment
1 YF

Machine Rooms .............-----

Finishing Room, Core
Room and Rewinders....

Wharf and Paper Storage

and Seows |...............------ 2 22% 1 J]

Steam Piant and Bouler

Cash in bank ......................$8 3,525.19
Aeccts. recelvable .
14,/62.18

Supplies on hand
1,048.64
21
Tettv cash
19,344.82
Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance ....§ 300.00
265.90
Ins. premlums unexpired

565.90

TOUS ooo ccc nce en nc cn nn

Room and Eleetrical Department ..
Townslte

30,772 68

Liabllitiexs;—
Accounts payable ........---.--..

Pianing Mill, Lbr. Yard

Keserve for depreciation
Bad Debts Reserve

and Carpenters’ Shop....
Machine Shop, Biaeksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop and
Foundry
Miseellaneous (Yard Crew,

SUPrPlUS oe... celle eee eee eee ees

30,772.68

HOSPITAL OPERATING MAY 31, 192
J mneome—

Kimployees’ Hospital Fees..$ 1,315.36
Other income ......................... 2,483.99

Mill Store, Dept. Store,
lcehouse, Avenue Lodge,

—— $3,800.31

Cte ) cee = COL OD 1 7

Kx pense—

y 60
Totals ........................... 6 $88
Minor accidents, such as slight euts, abrasions, burns, ete., have not been tabulated.
No. ? No. 3

Salaries
Operating expenses

...9 1,746.54

Profit for May ......--...-....

1,805.91
241.83

$3,800.31

SICK BENEFIT FUND, MAY 31, 1925

EFFICIENCY OF PAPER MACHINES
No. 1]

$10,861.96

(current Assets:

income——-

No. 4

Highest per cent.... 97.5 98.9 100.0 99.8
Lowest per cent .... 91.0 87.9 94.8 995.9
Average per cent.... 94.7 951 98.1 98.0
HOURS AND TONNAGE LOST, JUNE, 1925
Hrs. Ave. fost Ave.

Lost Daily T’nge Daily

1 S&S
— 99.50
0.79 48.30
35.75 1.37 # £=x§€423 #=3.25

11.50 0.44 34.07 1.33
15.50 0.60 4592 1.79

PAPER PRODUCTION JUNS, 1925
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No, 4

KMmployees’ Fees ..........--.-....3 87¢7.56
(Jrant from [owell River
440) 78

Co., Ltd, 2-0. eee eee ee ee

— $1,318.34

Benefits paid
Gain for May

381.64

936.70

$1,318.54

Patients in hosp. as at April 30, 1925........ 26
2
Admitted during May
Discharged during May
Remaining at May 3list
Benefits paid to 8 mem

The longest word in the English language

is ‘**smiles’’—there’s a mile between the

1278.76 1385.06 VV75.470 1769.69

But did you ever stop
to think what a short time it takes to cover
first and last letters.

‘“Be honest with yourself for once. If you
were boss would you hire yourself for the

that mile? And what a lot of good it does
in this world of ours?

job you have?”’

The fellow who is pulling on the oar has
no time to rock. the boat.

limployee:

would lke to get a raise,

as |] was married last week.’’

Foreman: ‘‘i am sorry, but we are not
responsible for accidents outside of the fac-

tory.’’

Improvement begins with °*1’’.

>¢
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FOREST FIRE FROM AN
AIRPLANE
The picture of the forest fire
on our front cover was takeu
from an airplane, and we are 1n-

debted to the forestry officials
for their kindness in furnishing
us With a copy and permission
to print it.
Too much prominence cannot
be given to the forest fire men.
ace. All around us at the present time is evidence of the
awiul destruction caused by the
fire fiend.
It behooves everyone to exercise the greatest care and caution when in the woods.
PROTECT YOURSELE

After the Company. has gone to a very

KIDDIES’ DAY
On Monday, September jth, all

children up to the fourteenth birthday
will be the guests of the Powell River
Company, at the Sports and Oelebration of Labor Day.
Children will meet at School House at
O30 a.m.

Clown Band will head parade to Sports
(zround.

Parade of decorated bicycles, skooters,
kiddie cars and baby carriages.

Parade of children in Fancy Dress Cos-

rumes.

Judging of Costumes.
Field Sports.
Free Moving Picture Show,
Free Lunch, Ice Cream, ete.
Balloons, Flags, Horns, ote.
Competition for Freckles, Redhonda, Wurts,

ete.

Intermediate Baseball Match,
Free Dance at night for adulta in Central
Hall.

eonsiderable expense in arranging an up-to-

date landing for the owners of gas boats,
something for their own special and particular benefit, 1t would be an obligation on
the part of everyone benefitted to safeguard
such property and in every way protect the
same from destruetion by fire.
There are notices posted at various places,

both on the approach and on the landing,

;

ONSENSBE

When a man is in a passion he rides a
made horse.—The Watehmun,

Chickens. in the ear have wreeked more
autos than chickens in the road.

Another version. The truth ia like a

straight line—the shortest distance between
individual a few days threw a lighted eig- two points.
yet despite such warnings some thoughtless

arette butt over the railing and started a

fire very close to the gasoline store house.

You have to put in time anyhow; s0 why

Such rank carelessness is inexcuseable and

not amount to something instead of nothing?

the culprit should be made to suffer a fine,

or exclusion of privilege for a _ period of
time.

We make a strong appeal to all who use

the approach or landing to refrain from
smoking—and what is more—see that others
do likewise.
COME WHEN CALLED

On July 20th, in Powell River Police Court,
Ugan Ling, a Chinaman, was fined $25.00 and

costs for refusal to assist in fighting fire
when instructed by the Fire Warden’s Department.

Q@. ‘‘How did you get along at the dent-

ists?

A. ‘*I was bored to tenrs.’?
You may either win your peaco or buy it.

Win it, by resistance to evil or buy it, by
promise with evil.—John Ruskin.
Dorothy: ‘*Before we were murried, you
called me angel. Now you don’t call m=
anything. ’’
Jim: ‘*That’s because I try to remember

“lam a gentleman ’’

POWERLL RIVER DIGESTBRR

PLANT EBXTENSION

Work on the Plant Extension program is
proceeding so rapidly that it 1s difficult to
keep pace with it in print. What is new one
week may become ancient history the next,
as excavation is finished, forms built, and
concrete is poured without a lost motion or
moment.

The cradles for the big Penstock, which
will be another main artery to the heart ot
the plant, are about half completed, and the
sections of the pipe are being lowered into
place and rivetted as fast as the hammers

ean handle them. More than half the steel
has come in so far, and has been carried to

the approach on the east side is being graded
down.

The Grinder Room, or what will eventually
be the Grinder Room, looks like a helpless
mess to the layman, but is fast assuming
shape. The foundation piling for the heavy
machinery, which now gives the spot the

appearance of a buried forest brought to
light, 1s about three quarters finished. The
new block tank has been completed with the
exception of the roof, and has been in use for

some little time. Excavation is about finished, and two of the window openings in
the south wall of the old Grinder Room are
being filled up with concrete.

The excavation for the new Machine Room
the site of the job, and the rest of it will
arrive in time to keep the work moving and the new road to the wharf is proceeding

steadily. The bulkhead of the old forebav

could not withstand the attack of dynamite,
drill and pick, and it is now removed from
the path of progress. The new bridge over
the Penstoek canal is nearly finished, and

as fast as the Contractor’s Railway System
—consisting of an extremely noisy and effieient gas locomotive and two dump cars—

ean transport the dirt to the fill on the

west side of the wharf approach, which fill

REMOVAL OF OLD FOREBAY WALL

‘Is now well over half completed. The sea

Every night, and sometimes into the small

wall, which will enclose this section of fill, is
now about 90% complete.
The Grinder Room section of the Sea Wall
is just about finished, and the fill, which is
excavated from along the path of the new

hours, the Engineering Office is agleam, and
passersby can hear the buzz of eypewriters
and the steady purr of the blueprint machine.

Penstock, is over half completed. The

Verily, the way of the Engineer’s life, or
that of his wife or sweetheart, is hard.

flume carrying the material from the exeava-

tion site, which has been extended bit by
bit as the fill’ reached its ultimate level, has

plant, in which will be screened all the

We extend our greetings to Louis Zuecatto on his return to the department after
ten months of absence. Louis made a gallant attempt to ‘‘clean up the town’’ by way
of laundry route, but the fates or something
else was against him. However, we remind
him of the old adage, a bit twisted to suit,

Machine Room, ~

never to have tried at all.?’’

Deen completed to its full length.
Lhe mysterious structure at present being

constructed in the Football Grounds is not

a roller coaster. It will eventually take
shape as a gravel washing and _ screening

gravel to be used in the concrete for the

‘* ‘tis better to have tried and lost than

ao

The Engineering Staff, Mr. Bell-Irving’s
efficient and quiet crew of hard-working
boys, are, without fuss or complaint, devotiny

day, night and Sunday to the unseen and
unsung grind of preparing countless drawings

and specifications, making inquiries, drawing up contracts and placing orders, and attending to all of the mass of detail and rou-

tine which is an extremely important—

though unhonored—part of such a big job.

Chit Shirley recently returned from Doug- |
las Bay looking like a box of tan shoe polish.

The Chief’s storage batteries should have
enough energy stored up to keep him up tv
concert pitch all through the winter.

We are pleased to announce that the bash-

ful and smiling Bob Wilson is now a full

fledged extra cook. This is the natural and
just reward of industry. More power to his
arty.
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POWELL RIVER GIRL GUIDES
The Powell River Girl Guides started for
the long-looked-for time of ‘‘Camp,’’ leaving at 7 a.m. Wednesday, July 29th, by the
C.P.R. boat, Princess Royal, joining the Al-

and head dress of same, earings of red berries, jealously guarded since ‘‘ visitors’ day.’’

The comie was earried off by Alberni

Guides the character being ‘‘Darky Mammy,’’ and was well acted in every detail.

berni District Guide Camp at Qualicum

The Powell River Guides had some splendid

by the Automobile Stage and the second
part of the journey commenced. The girls
were all in high spirits and greatly enjoyed
the wonderful drive. Arriving at the camp
site about 12.30 p.m. immediately camp
equipment was unpacked and the _ tent

prize characters were judged from the guests,
Mrs. Hodgson, Commissioner; Miss Leigh-

Beach. The Guides were met at Union Bay

‘Shomes’’ allotted. At 3 p.m. the Prov. Commissioner, Mrs. Nichol, accompanied by Mrs.
Kinloch, visited and later inspected the various guides’ companies and Camp.

Before breakfast each morning prayers

were held in horse-shoe formation and colors
ceremoniously raised. After breakfast, orderly work was attended to. Our Powell River

Guides decorated their tents with greenery
and berries, which were greatly admired, On
entering each company site, its name was
known by being outlined with sea shells at
the entrance, on the ground.
Swimming was indulged in always under
the supervisions of a picket of good swimmers in bathing suits.

All the cooking was done outdoors by

the girls themselves and appetities developed largely as each meal-time arrived,
At 8 p.m. each evening Camp Fire was held.

Several times the whole camp united to form
one grand Camp Fire, where each individual
company assisted towards the programme,
and all as a whole sang ‘‘ Rounds,’’ choruses,

etc. At other times two or three companics
joined together and held Camp Fire, as did
Powell River and the Courtenay Girl Guides,
when many last year’s acquaintances were
renewed. Powell River Guides returned the
compliment on Monday, August 3rd by in-

viting the Courtenay and Alberni Guide
Companies to a masquerade party, which

proved to be a huge success, costumes being

made only from camp equipment and kit.

Three small prizes were given; the most orig-

inal was carried away by Courtenay, the
character being ‘‘The Lady of the Bath."’
The prettiest was portrayed by Company in
form of a Hawaiian Beauty, the costume skirt
being made of the grass called horse-tails,
bodice of two of the company’s red scarfs

costumes amongst them, but naturally the

ton, Camp Advisor, and Miss Devereaux,
Camp Nurse, were the judges.
A drive to Nanaimo was participated in on
Saturday by Powell River Guides and many
places* of interest were noted. On Saturday,

August 2nd Miss Denny, Commissioner for
Victoria, accompanied by other guides, visit-.
ed the camp and conducted a Guides ‘‘Own
Service’’ which was most impressive and instructive. At. the Camp Fire in the evening

the Guide Laws were illustrated by dumb
show, one Law to each company. General

Money of Qualicum addressed the gathering.
On Monday our Powell River Guides took

part in the Inter-Company sports, and did
exceedingly well, coming first in the relay

race also first and seeond in the pebble race.
Tuesday was a most strenuous day, it be-

ing spent in striking camp—packing equipment, orderly work and preparation for stunt

for final Camp Fire. All guides slept without tents that night. Our girls were awakened by five o’clock Wednesday morning
with all baggage and themselves ready to
take the stage at 6.15 a.m. to Union Bay.
After a long and wearisome day the guides
arrived at Powell River about 8.30 p.m., all
glad to see friends and home again, having
spent a jolly and instructive week.

Cranberry Resident: ‘‘Last night I saw
your family wash in the back yard.’’
Other Resident: ‘Well, we have no bathroom.’’

ELOCUTION AND DRAMATIC ART
Anyone interested in amateur theatricals
und dramatie art and who wishes to take up
the study of same please take notice that
a class will be formed in our community for
the purpose of producing entertainments dur-

ing the winter months,
Names may be handed in to the Digester

office, room 8, Central Building, or to Mr.
George Wilson, Box 331, Local.
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ANY HAPPY RETUBNS’’

To the following employees on this the
month of their birth anniversary:
i].

Miss Helen MeCullough.
E. P. Ketchum.
R. EF. Foote.

J. J. Sinelair.
Frank Bruszesse.
Thos. Cocks.
Rex Geduhn.
E. Landheim.
Charles Satterstrom.

Geo. H. Marr.
L. J. Baron.
Ed. Brigstock,
Davidovitch.

Herb. Poole.
R. W. Peacoek.

F, W. Cunningham.
D. A. Graham.
Stewart C. Reid.
K. J. Slade.
Berton Andersen.
Wm. C. Carson.
Harry Goddard.

;

W. J. Ritchie.
Pietro F'aceco.

Attilio Clozza.
Paul Kurpil.
C. J. Raby.
John Koiby.
M. J. Cahill.
Earl C. Frost.
Pete Crawysyn.
G. Pavan.
John Pickles.
Pp. A. Stenburg.
G. Poseut.
John Tomiak.

Geo. W. Verey.
Miss Dorothy Campbell.
H. E. Benner.
J. A. Clapp.
Pietro Michelus.
Alfred Reid.
Jas. EK. Viek.

R. Bombardir.
G. Saroft.

W.S. Wallace.
Guisseppe Tuisiotto.

Harry Tompkins.
Budd D. Holmes.
Jas. H. Mitchell.

:

Wm, Baron.
R. V. Leese.
Horace B. Moore.
Joe W. MeGuire.
Joe Casey.

Robt. A. Shaw.

John ‘Turner.

J. P. Sinelarr.
Mario Diana.
G. Vissutti.

. Harry J. Carlson.
Alf. Denton.
Harold Grundy.

29. Mrs. C. G. Pearson.

29. Luigi Bidin.
30. Evan V. Sadler.

30. Chiff Gerhart.
31. Charles McLean.
31. Geo. Hackett.

31. A. J. Heft. |

31. Claude S. Rowe.
ANSWERS TO COBRESPONDENTS

Yes, Mr. Collinson. In answer to your

question re ‘‘herring choking.’’

The first you mention are kippas . (English

°fa’’); though they are not called kippe:s
till they are handled by a herring choker,
i.e., a species of Canadian who lives on Prince

Edward Island, and who catches herring bv

the gills and kills them with a swift, grin- |

ping motion of thumb and finger. This par-

ticular kind of Canadian is tall and long
of leg; the characteristic coming as a result
of chasing rabbits in the deep snow.
We are indebted to Mr. Cahill for the fol-

lowing interesting description of -rabbit
hunting. The natives scatter black pepper
on the rocks. The rabbits, being of an intensely curious nature, come out of their
burrows and, immediately begin sniffing at
the pepper; violent sneezing then sets in and
the rabbits bump their heads so soundly on

the rocks as to be rendered unconscious.
They are easily captured.

Old timers scorn these methods and prefer
the more sporting method. of running down

the game. The foot boards of the beds of
all the old timers are reinforeed so in the
event of dreams of rabit chasing coming
over the sleeper there will be no danger of
the bed breaking down on account of the
activity of the sleeper.
No, Mr. Tryzack. It is not the costume
worn by chorus girls.

It 1s a hand at ‘cards. Ask any poker

player what ‘tights’ are

No, again, Osear. The flys referred to are

artificial bait for catching fish—in water.

Not the curtain loft on a stage—where other
fish are sometimes caught.

No, Mr. Brown. Cow boys do not throw
the bull by the same methods you employ.
They use the best manilla woven cord—not
the vocal chords. Ask Jim Phillips.

Yes, Mr. Binnie. Swearing at the cows

during milking has a tendency to strain the
musical chords. Probably that is the reason
the tin house gang is so helpless.
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tion of a paper mill as are the raw materials.

A mill which manufactures its own pulp

needs 100 horse power for every ton of paper

produced per day, so that a company such
as ours making 250 tons daily requires in the
neighborhood of 25,000 installed horse power.

When this power is obtained from water, as
in our case, the assurance of an adcquate

stream flow is most important. As a safeguard against any possibility of a shut down

due to low water, we must have a large
enough storage reservoir to make up for any

fluctuations in this flow. Our original hy-

draulic development provided an average
head of almost 150 feet and required a week
day flow of 1600 cubic feet a second through
the wheels. To supply this power we have a
watershed 600 square miles in area yielding
an average run-off of some 3000 cubic feet a
second. This is stored in the reservoir provided by 45 square miles of lake. The lake water
could be allowed to drop as much as 8 feet

below its normal high level without danger
OUR POWER RESOURCES

of curtailing operation. As a matter of

Just as the whole community of Powell
River is dependent on the mill for its exist-

fact, the run-off has maintained itself so well
during the 12 years since the starting of the
mill that only once has the lake level dropped even as much as 5 feet below the top of
the flashboards which formerly surmounted
the erest of the dam. Thus our most severe

ence, so must the mill rely in turn upon that
great natural resource, water power. It this
resource were not both abundant and reliable,

then the absolutely continuous operation on
which we depend could not be obtained. We
are fortunate enough to have, however, a lake
storage and hydraulic installation suffic:ently
large to insure the production of paper at full

capacity throughout the year. The industry
here 1s made stable and permanent Dy reason,

to a very large degree, of a complete and

thoroughly adequate power development.
The development of water power at Powelt

low water period left a margin of about 3
feet, which in. itself would have afforded a
month’s operations without additional water.
in the new power devilopment just completed we have by means of raising the dam
increased our storage capacity to the extent
of another 14 feet. This means that we pro-

vide also a greater average head on the
wheels and an additional 1.6 sq. miles of

River was made possible in the first place
by the existence of a strata of rock upon
which practically the whole of our dam is
now built. This ledge serves to separate

flooded area.

from the sea a lake which is nearly 30 miles
long and some 1200 feet deep according to
the lowest sounding yet made; without the

flow. The result is that by wasting less

wall of rock this great valley would be an:

other of the inlets which occur so frequently

along the coast. As it is, the lake, with ita
175 miles of shore line and a river running
only a few hundred yards into Malaspina
Strait, provides an almost ideal power site.
An absolutely permanent and_ reliable
source of power is as essential to the opera-

The fact that the dam is higher
means that we can now store more water
than before during the wet season to send
through the wheels at the time of less stream

water over the dam we are able to send it
through the mill as a much higher rate than

formerly. With more efficient turbines in
the development we will in fact be able to
produce almost twice the horsepower provid-

ed by the original installation.

Flood conditions will be met by means of —
a large eapacity spillway incorporated in the
new dam. The crest is fitted with 19 Taintor ;
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gates so arranged that when closed they
Store water to within a few feet of the top of

abutments. In the ease of a severe flood
these gates could all be raised, providing a
discharge of 90,000 ecubie feet a second with
lz’ feet of water going over the dam. As the

greatest. flood so far recorded was one of

36,000 ¢. f. s., it is seen that a liberal margin
of safety has been provided.
As a means of carrying the water from the
forebay to the new wheels an additional steel
penstock 14 feet in diameter and 1600 feet

long is now being built to supplement the
three old lines of about 11 feet diameter.
It will supply two new grinder turbines each
of 6150 horsepower and driving 12 3-pocket
grinders, and one 13,000 horsepower vertical
wheel connected to a 12,000 K.V.A. GeneraLor. The new penstock will be provided with
a surge tank 31 feet in diameter and ‘40 feet
high,. situated near the old forebay wall.
The new generator will be 2,200 volts and

eventually the old station will be changed
Over to agree with the new one. The two
will be connected through a switch room
provided by the conversion of the old block
tank. In it will be hotsed, in addition to the
main bus work, 3 large truck type switches

for the generators and 11 smaller truck
switehes from which will lead feeders to ai]

parts of the mill and to the various substations. One of these small transformer
stations 18 situated near the machine rooms

and another will be built adjacent to the
beater room. Two indoor sub-stations will
also be. installed, one at the machine shop
to serve the sulphite plant and wood mill and
a second one in the room now containing the

small generators. This latter station will
supply mill lights. and miscellaneous mill
motors. |
As this hydro-electric development on

which work is now progressing is much larger
than necessary for a one machine extension,

an electric boiler will be provided to absorb
at least a part of the surplus power. . A 5000

K.W. unit will be installed capable of producing process steam at the rate of 500
In this way good use will
eventually be made of all installed power.
Lhe water which slides down the hillside and
through the penstocks will not only drive the
pulpwood grinders and generate the electricity which supplies all the mill and townsite,
boiler horsepower.

but also help to produce the large quantities
of steam continuously necessary to cook the
wood and dry the paper.
LAID OFF
Several times lately our attention has been

drawn to cases of men who have received

slight cuts or abrasions and who did not
report to the first aid station or to the doctor.

In at least two eases, the slight hurts developed until the individual was forced to
consult the doetor and then suffer a loss of
time from work. There is every reason to
believe that had the person reported at once

when hurt, preventative action would have
insured no loss of time.
There is neither sense nor reason in disregarding the obvious rule that ‘‘self pres-

ervation is the first-law of nature’? Stub-

borness, lack of thinking, or whatever may
be the cause of this attitude on the part of
some, if is exasperating in the extreme and

absolutely unfair to everyone else in the
community. We do not live by ourselves
alone. The action of the individual has its
influence on all. in the first place, he suffers,

and if he is married it works hardship on
the family because of the stopping of his
earning power, and aside entirely. from that

there is the natural feeling of sorrow for
the one who is injured.

We have everything in this community
that brains and money can buy or devise for
the protection and care of the employee who

is unfortunate enough to be hurt, and it is
the height of stupidity and _ closely approaches criminal carelessness to | neglect
such protection,

We make this appeal hoping it will sink
in and set people thinking and acting along

the lines of SAFETY FIRST.

UNFOUNDED RUMOUR

For’ some time past there has been 2

rumour circulating in Powell River that Mr.

A. S. Haddad who recently conducted a business here, had died. This rumor, to use the
Mark Twain method of expression, is greatly

exaggerated. Mr. Haddad is very much
alive and enjoying the best of health. He
is now in business in Vancouver with his
brother-in-law, Mr. Saba.

(1) Royal Smythe, (2) Bert Smythe, (3) John McIntosh, (4) Arthur Hatch, (5) Clarence
Hateh, (6) Harry Hatch, (7) Rhoda Hatch, (8) Walter Hatch.
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LHE BLUE FOX AND BLUE GOOSE

Powell River last week was honored by
a visit from, if not the three, at least three
of the Wise Men, one from the East and two

from the South, forming as it were a Gevgraphical Trinity. Their wisdom is assured
from their conversation and from the facet

that they sho:ld make Powell River their
choiee for a_ short vacation. Although

none of the trio are exactly strangers within

our gates, it is worthy of note that such

an aggregation of brains, beauty and brilliant wit should visit us together. We beg to
point out that the aforesaid attributes are
eommon to the trio

Mr. RK. N. Norris, one of the party. was
driven here by force of circumstances, and
we understand has forced his ‘‘drive’’ nameiy the ‘* Harland,’’ into our midst. No sueh
excuse, however, ean be offered for the preyence of the other two members of the party.
Jesse Anderson, a fair but male exponent

of the midnight automatic oil-burning plant,
visited us merely to look over a real town;

such was the temperature of the _ air

expounded by him that it was necessary t9
have him accompanied by a worthy officis]
of the B. C. Fire Underwriters’ Association
in the person of Mr. John Noble, who, when

not fighting fire hazards, spends his few spare

moments hunting tame blue foxes. During
the course of their sojourn in the north, John
joshed Jesse into journeying to Reynard Island, to see him wield his prowess upon the

fickle farm fed fox. According to Jesse’s

story on his return, he saw many blue foxes,

but was so filled with ‘‘tails’’ of the blue

goose that his retelling of the story reminded
one of his experiences of the seven dollars.

The trio were well pleased with their

entertainment when in Powell, having visited

nearly all the houses in town. - During his
visit Mr. Anderson was greatly interested in
the operation of our Mill, and while we are

proud of our production, we eannot yet
claim that we produce one ton of paper

every time the donkey whistle blows upon
tie hill, as was imagined by Mr. Anderson.

He, however, thinking our produetion so keen,
made every blow of the whistle an opportun-

ity for ‘‘Pieceadilly ’’
It is regrettable our visitors had to hurry

away so soon. Norris having toreturn east to

arrange factory plans for our new drive,

and the other two to provide for the sprinkling and insurance rates of a rising industry
being established in Vancouver, ealled ‘‘Pandora’s Box.’’
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During the present month we have been
favored with a visit from two very prominent Montreal citizens. One of these gentle
men takes great pride in his ‘‘drive’’ and
has offered on more than one occasion to
demonstrate its superiority. He must have
made his assertions good because our new
paper maehine is going to have attached to
it a Harland Drive. Mr. R. N. Norris put the
deal across, and has let it be known that 1

is not the only ‘‘drive’’ he knows anyth:ng
about. Several of eur local golf enthusiasts
have volunteered to change his opinion.
sults will be broadeasted later.

Re-

The other member of the duet is Bill
(‘arter (not connected with the manufacture
ef a proprietary pill bearing the same name),

WATERERONT GOSSIP

(By the Wharf Cat)
Two wayfarers recently blew, or paddled
down from Prince Rupert in a Peterborough

eanoe. They reported trouble in crossing
Salmon River but said the voyage was other-

wise uneventful. Being of big build they
looked like oversized’ peanuts in an under-

sized shell. With a cheerful ‘‘Let’s go,’’
they continued, heading for Vancouver.
The Iowa loaded paper for France and the

West Carniago for Buenos Ayres. The

former had some mysterious malady on board
in the form of a mild poisoning. The Powell

River Company suggested they empty their

who sells pulp mill machinery of various

tanks and refill with the famous Poweil
River 99%, but they had analyzed the contents and were satisfied that their water

(lesecriptions. He says everything he handles

supply was not to blame.

is *‘*the best’? and has been teliing this

same story so many tmes that we feel he now
believes it himself.

Both of the above gentlemen come weil
recommended, as they carry a ecard of introduction from one of Vanecouver’s well-known

residents, Fred Dietrich, and we have been
told the latter’s influence has been the means

of keeping them out of trouble more than
once. Owing to superstition neither would
pose for our staff photographer, so we can't
let you see what they look hke. Any of the
voung ladies here who would like a photo
ean obtain one upon application to Mr. Dietrich, 551 Howe St., Vancouver, B. C.
Kd. Jamieson of Vaneouve: ran out of

stories so he decided to bring with him on
his last trip Harry Kay of Montreal, vicepresident of the Walmsley people, who make
Paper Machines. Harry had a few new ones

to pull between clicks of his trusty type-

writer. He got serious one day though and
Ed. sort of acted as
librarian on this trip and the Jast we heard of
him, he was busily engaged trying to locate
a few spare bags in which to put away some
sold us 23 new machine.

of the big figures Kay used in making up

his estimates. Ed. says he is going on a six
month’s holiday when this job is finished.

When you start blowing yourself up you
are liable to burst.
In a real estate transaction deeds speak
louder than words—King Canute.

Capt. Somerset, with the Yacht Muriel of
Seattle, paid us a flying visit and took great

pleasure in advising us to ‘‘stay with it.’’
Two or three years ago he came here regu-

larly as mate of the Fulton and iated as
eaptain of the Comanche so that he knows

something of the trials and tribulations of
the paper shipping business. His genial

balderdash somehow reealled a few lines we

read in our giddy youth which ran as follows:

‘¢The toad beneath the harrow knows
Exactly where each tooth-point goes.

The butterfly upon the road,
Preaches contentment to that toad.’’

(Don’t infer from this that we consider

Capt. McKenzie a gaudy butterfly. Somerset ain’t so big.)
Arthur Richards and Jacek Hammerton en-

joyed well earned holidays. Arthur was
in Aberdeen, Washington, and Jack was hit-

ting the dust somewhere on the _ border.
Both declare they had a good time.

Arthur

Dunn is back, having had two enjoyable
weeks, one up on the lake and one with
friends in Vaneouver,

Many of us have seen the milk maid by
the cow. How many of us have seen the
milk made by the cow?
Henry Ward Beecher says: ‘¢Tn this world

it is not what we take up but what we give
up that makes us rich.’’
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OLD TIMERS

painting trade and learned that line in all

its branches. He was foreman for the Globe
Furniture Company of Windsor. The desire
to travel becoming. strong, he joined a band
and toured the Eastern and Southern States,
finally winding up at Grand Rapids, Mich1-

gan. There he embarked in business for

himself, doing splendidly till fire came along
and wiped out the coneern. Vancouver was
the next jump during 1892, six years after the
big fire of 1886 that cleaned up the budding

eity. He was married in Vancouver im

August 1899 and has one daughter, Violet—
now Mrs. Len Hawkins.
Mr. Stoney is still wielding the paint brush
in a most efficient manner. He has a piece
of land up on Cortez Island and hopes some

day to breed a female goat that will give
five quarts of milk per day and feed on dulce

LEONARD ARTHUR KEITH
Len, as he is so well known, is a real old

and salal leaves.

Bill is a prominent Elk and has for some

timer in Powell River, as he eame here in
December 1910, and worked for the Wells
Construction contract on the dam. He was
for a period in the time-keeping office and

time been holding down the office of keeper
of the shekels.

then moved to the wharf, where he now effie-

Hienry 1s frae the land o’ the oat-eakes,
but he has been in Canada some twenty
years. Before coming to Powell River he
was engaged in farming and construction
work. He was married to Miss J. Spalding
in Vancouver on Mareh 3rd, 1920. ‘There
is one boy in the family. When the eall to

iently fills the position of Wharfinger. Len
hails from London-in-the-fog, merrie old
England. After coming to Canada he worked at the furniture manufacturing and then

in ship yards. In 1918 he was married in
London to Miss May Dipple and there are
two children, one a boy and one a girl.
Like all good sons of Briton he answered

HENRY SPITTLE MILLAR DICKER

the call of his country, and for three years

arms sounded he went overseas with the

port. His spare time is used up in raising
the kind of chickens that lay eggs and lay
off only occasionally. His favorite sport is

counted a good steady and reliable man on

was connected with the Inland Water Trans-

r

68th C.F.A. At present Harry is driving a
‘Slokey’’ on our local railway lines, and is

the job. His hobby is trying to fool the
finny tride with a fly or spoon, and his
active pastime is kicking the spherical pigskin about on the soceer field.
ARCHIiB NICHOLSON

Archie claims Mabou, Cape Breton, N. §8,

as his birth place. By way of information
statistics say that the men of Sweden, the
Highlands of Seotland, of New Foundland

and Cape Breton are the largest of the civi-

lized world. Well, Archie is a good sized

chunk of a man. He served his apprentice-

ship on a Cape Breton farm, and anyone who

has done that knows the meaning of the
word work. A farmer must be an all round
man, able to turn his hand to anything. On
leaving home he roamed westward follow-

Bill is from the Emerald Isle, being born

ing the farming, finally winding up at Powell
River, where his first work was teaminy.
Later he worked on the tram line and at

ents he started travelling West in 1883, anid
the famiy settled in Windsor, Ontario. After

was married at Powell River in 1920 to Miss
Florence Mary Britton of London, England,

WW. BH. STONEY

in County Carlow, Ireland. With his par-

sehool days Bill was apprenticed to the

present he is firing the tram engine. He
and there 1s one boy, Joseph Henry.
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BERT. PRITCHARD

A. F. Pritchard, or Bert as he is familiarly
termed by all the old-timers, came to Powell
River by way of Ocean Falls in April, 1914.

Since that time he has holidayed in every
city worthy of the name, from Tia Juana to
Vancouver, but always returns after a good
time well satisfied to get back to Powell
River. He claims Fort William as his natal
town and eame west while still a boy. He
is chief operator in the Generator Room,
where he has worked since coming to Powell

River. For many years Bert kept a houseboat and a fast motor-boat on Powell Lake,
being an ardent fisherman; later, however,
his fancy fondly turned to automobiles and
radio sets and until quite recently probably
got more kick out of making and operating
radio sets than most men get out of running for a legislative assembly.
Bert married Francis Irene Trovinger in

HARRY HATCH

Harry, as he is better know, was born in

Belleview, Man., in the early nineties. After

leaving school he started in at the lathing
business, and, anyone watching him at work
in his spare time, will come to the conclusion
that he can go some in that line.
At present he is a back-tender in the machine room, where he has worked a number

of years. He is ambitious and has built for
himself a home near Cranberry where he
raises chickens and vegetables, to say noth-

ing of a sturdy family of five. There a-e

evidences of industry all about the place.
We congratulate Harry and Mrs. Hatch and
hope they will have a snug retreat when
the years advance and they feel they can
take a well-earner rest.

April, 1916, Mrs. Pritchard being the daugh-

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Trovinger, real
old-timers, who came from Oregon City in
1912.

However, after recent happenings things
can never be quite the same for Bert, and he
now walks around with a chest like a pouter

pigeon, Mrs. Pritchard having presented him

with a big new baby boy a few days ago.
Pride isn’t the word for it and words do not
begin to describe the case, but if you want
a real eye-ful, stick around and watch Bert
and his wife parading with the baby named
Kenneth.

CHAS. McLEAN

Charlie appeared on lfe’s scene at Ingleville, Colorado, and since that eventful mement has travelled over a considerable terri-
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tory. He worked for the Domnion Coal Co.,
at Glace Bay, Cape Breton, where a considerable number of the people speak the

Within good Queen Victoria’s reign,
When women wore a bustle,

words of the real gaelic, but we think he

Banana skins were frequent then
And ladies feared the worst;

‘twa talks.’ Charlie can still say a few

would have an awfu’ time conversing Wi’ 2
real Seotch caddie. Coming West he was
with the Lethbridge Collieries Co., Alta., and
afterwards with the Vancouver Pipe Foundry

(A thing that’s rather out of date
These modern days of hustle) .

They liked to eall it ‘‘fashion’’
Twas simply SAFETY FIRST.

Company. In 1919 he was married to Miss

So take advice, and just. think twice,

Lean takes a great interest in church work.
There are wee ‘Mac’s’ in the family, C. Mal-

Be full of pep, but watch your step
And use imagination.

ecolm and Barbara L.
Charlie is in charge of the business of the
Kingcome Navigaton Company, a subsiduary

Just think and pause! If you’re the cause
Of hurt, can you be reimbursed?
The answer’s No, you can’t, and so
Remember SAFETY FIRST.—J. D. H.

Harriet Miller, of Powell River. Mrs. M¢-

of the Powell River Company which embraces the log supply and towing; also he

When at your occupation; .

manages the Insurance and Workmen’s Com-

_- SAPETY SIPTINGS .

sport, Charlie is a keen -enthusiast, making

On July 27th a letter was received from
the National Safety Council giving particu-

in; either in golf, bowling or baseball.

lars of a contest to be held during the month
of August for the pulp and paper mill having
the least number of lost time accidents dur-

Experience is what one gets when looking
for something else.

ing August; the prize being a silver loving
cup donated for the competition, by ‘The

pensation departments. In the matter of
a high average at anything he takes part

SAFETY FIRST
Onee, many thousand years ago,
When people all were told

That there was going to be a flood,
It left them simply cold.
But Noah, being brainier,
Got ready for the worst.
He built the Ark and dodged the rain;
He thought of SAFETY FIRST.
When Nero set a fire to Rome

(Just. his idea of fun)

He sat upon a big high hill
And fiddled whilst ’twas done.
The Romans hunted everywhere

To find him, and they cursed,
For Nero knew the Golden Rule;
He practised SAFETY FIRST.
In medieval days of yore,
When fighting was the craze,
And men would slay a dragon just
To win a woman’s praise;
The ladies were, and had to beIn preservation versed,
Each dressed her man in a kind of ean,

And thought of SAFETY

Paper Industry of Chicago. ’’ Believing that
we have the safest’ mill on the continent to
work in, the challenge was accepted and our
plant was entered among the competitors.
Time was short, and it was only possible to
give less than a day’s notice to all concerned that the competition was to be held.

Our first lost time accident occurred on
August 2nd this was distinctly discouraying
as it was a type of accident which, had the
necessary precautions been taken at the time
of the accident, would not have caused any

loss. of time.. The employee concerned got-~
a small eut on the finger, and neglected to
have it attended to until the following day;

by that time blood poisoning had set in,
thereby causing loss of time from what
should have been a very minor accident.

It cannot be too strongly urged to make
use of the First Aid Room for ALL minor
scratches, bruises, slivers and similar eom-

monplace injuries. By taking this

tion you will save yourself pain, loss of time.
and money.

The result of the competition will be ahnounced at the National Safety Congress on .
September 29th.
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WHAT PEOPLE
ARE SAYING ©

> THEY SAYWHAT DO THEY dAY
LET THEM oAY
THAT Vancouver—t’ e other prominent coast
city appears to get a great. kick out
of water.
THAT we are afraid to think just what near

THAT he takes his daily dozen tidying up
in front of the store—carefuily mov-

citizens who get all het up over plain

only following tie ‘‘swallows’’ from

ing all sparrow feed off’n the road. |

THAT he does not like to see the birds
hanging around—but anyway they are

beer would do for those worthy old
water.

TH ATT

‘¢Hionest John’’ has coined a new
proverb ‘*‘Where gettest thou that
stuff ? 7’

Victoria.
THAT the good old sea serpent has again
appeared just at the slack season—

British Columbian newspaper men ‘are

these are s:rely out-door days for

truly thankful.
THAT they still have the largest raspberry
to locate and ‘‘who last heard the
eockoo?’’ to fall back on.

twanged Lis bloomin’ lyre.
THAT our southern neighbors take their
jokes quite seriously.
THAT we have listened to a lot of simian
chatter of late
THAT it is much too hot to argue
TH AT Some of us have dared to shin the

THAT it is right cheery to have so many visiting yachts passing along the straits

endeavours to locate an ape.
TH AT the best we found being only a few
buccaneers; a sheep stealing bishop;
some sheep faced pedagogues; a few

Fair young lady: ‘‘Tell me, please, Mr.
B., are they going to raise the lake all

-

world and his wite.
THAT a. jug and a shady tree are just as
acceptable as they were when Omar

family tree, but quite failed in our

hucksters; some politicians; an 0c-

easional fur trading factor and a

bolled owl.
THAT a few of us intend to have another
peep, although we are plainly nervous.
THAT now however since the origin of spec-

jes has been finally decided we can
move along to a few minor matters

that need cleaning up.
THAT we would commend to our soda foun-

tain friends the little matter of liquidating the national debt; how to
rencer prohibition effective; who won
the war; and how to take patronage
and ‘partisanship out of politics.

THAT we may then turn them loose on
relativity and the demolishing of the

flat earth theory.

THAT Roger Lombard has found a bigger
Pole but not a Letter one.
THAT ‘‘Dad’’ Watson, the Government

Vendor, believes in a ‘‘town beautiful.’ ?

|=

THAT it costs tourists real money to reac’
Powell River, but visitors invariably
leave duly impressed with our solidarity and substantial development,

over?’’

Dark young man: ‘‘Oh, no, only at the

end where the dam is built.’’

Young man, get this The money you save
now will save you later on in life.
Lady: ‘Tf you love work as you say you
do, why don’t you look for some of it?’’

Tramp:

lady, love 1s blind.’’

Bert Johnson says he needs no speedometer on his car. When he goes ten miles
an hour the mudguards rattle, when he hits
fifteen miles an hour the lamps rattle, and
when he opens her up to twenty miles an
hour, the whole darned car rattles.

Fire prevention: Burning kisses_ start
from sparks.—King Canute.
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pected of them than that. For they know

STRAY VOLTAGE

As producers the Electrical Gang have
everything in town beaten and beaten han somely,—and who can gainsay the fact that
it is the producers who keep the wheels of

this old world running? In fact without

quite well that the Company for which they
work is not a gold mine to be ‘‘mined,’’ ‘but
a co-operative organization in a very real
sense of the term, whose. existence depends

upon the work of the people who make up

hearty producers such as are the boys of the
Electrical Department, the earth as we know

its personnel.

attention to business in the near future (we
do not care to mention any names, with the
exception of perkaps ‘‘Shorty’’ and one or
two of the Jacks), we as an electrical gang
may be able to challenge the whole of Can-

his work as the president is about his.’’
Do you look upon your job-as a ‘*respon-

ada for. the propogation cup.

Company’s time or the Company’s materials.
He is economical of both because he recog-

A young woman expressed this attitude
toward her work the other day when she
said, ‘‘Every job should be regarded as &
the gang is a little low as yet, but while ‘responsible’ job. An office boy’s work is at
there is life there is hope Now if these times as important as that of the president.
latter members will kindly pay a little more That’s why he should be as careful about
it would cease to exist.
Of course the batting average of some of

So—our hearty congratulations and every
good wish to Mr. J. A. MeIntosh and Mr. A.
F, Pritchard—notice the ‘‘ Mister’ ’—you bet

it’s coming to them too. Ten pound baby

boys don’t just happen every day.
BEVERY JOB IS A ‘‘RESPONSIBLE’’ JOB
Running a big business and making it pay
its own way is a man-sizes job at the best of
times. In times of change and readjustment
it is a job so complicated and so difficult that

it calls for the highest type of skill and the
greatest courage on the part of those <n
charge of a company’s affairs.

sible’’ job?
The man who ‘regards his job as a ‘‘responsible job’’ does not waste either the
nizes that waste of either time or materials
decreases the Company’s profits. He 1s economical because he knows that his wages and
the wages of those who work with him come

out of profits, profits that are only possible
so long as the majority of those who work —
with him, do their work conscientiously and
economically. Although he knows that he
can ‘*cheat’’ by letting the other fellows do
their work well while he lies down : on the
job, he is a good sport; he wants to ‘‘play
ball’’ so loong as the other fellows do their
share. - Even though his job be no more im-

But skill and courage on the part of the

portant that that of the ‘‘ water boy’’ at a

management of a corporation as large as the
International Paper Company is not enough;

big league game, he knows he is responsible

for his job; It’s up to him to make good.

other things are needed. Loyalty and faith-

a ‘‘responsible job.’’
It is because the vast majority of the employees of the International Paper Company
and its subsidiaries look at their jobs in this
way that the Company today is the largest
paper manufacturing company in the world.
It will be because of this that:1t will retain
that position—From the International Paper
Monthly.

fulness on the part of every man and woman

whose work goes to keep the Company’3
machinery going, for instance.

Not the pas-

sive loyalty and faithfulness which says:

‘¢T will do the work assigned to me as well as

the next man,’’ but the active kind that
says: ‘This is my Company. Upon my etfforts and the efforts of thousands like me, its
welfare depends. Upon its welfare depends
my prosperity, health and happiness and the
happiness of those dependent upon me. Its
interests are my interests. I will do my work

not only as well as I am expected to do it
but a little bit better.’’
The man or woman who looks at his cr
her work in this way does not do just enough

work to get by; they know that more is ex-

He believes in teamwork. He knows he has

‘‘Strange,’’ said Bilhe Ritchie, in a musing
mood, ‘‘we very seldom realize our boyhood
dreams. ’’

‘*Oh, I don’t know,’’ rephed Alex. Fair-

bairn. ‘f‘When | was a kid I dreamed of
the day IL would wear long pants. And, now
I wear them longer than I ever dreamed of.’’
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tion, and the harder the application the

The auditorium has a seating capacity of
In it is a stage of ample proportions for the fall and spring plays of the
University Players. Convocation and Alma
Mater and other mass meetings will see the
auditorium filled to capacity.
On the magnificent site there is, of course,
ample provision for sports. Two fields have
been reserved and a track laid out. The
grandstand will follow later.
In these new buildings there will probably

greater will be the fund of knowledge yon

be 1500 students enrolled this year.

EDUCA'LION

Education is the greatest gift the com-

munity has to give its children, contributing
in this way more substantial material to the
building of a citizenship worth while, than
eould be obtained from all other sources cori-

bined. Without education, all things would
be hopeless. Like everything else that 1s
worth having or winning, the attainment of
education 1s only possible through applicawill command. -Work, work, and more work,
that is what enduring success comes from.

Cleverness, genius, and a whole lot more
bunk you hear of from time to time mean
nothing else but work. You hear of this per-

son being clever, of that person being a
genius, and it is ‘‘so easy for them to get
ahead.’’ Sometimes one almost believes that

this may be so, but the belief does not last

long. Study the lives of those who have
been consistently great and you unfold a

record of toil that grasped the advantages o:
the hours as they came. It ecouldn’t be other-

wise. It is never the ‘‘flash-in-the-pan’’

brothers and sisters, who chance to do something big on the spur of the moment, but the
steady plodder,. who reaches the end of his

distance with the awards only attainable
through diligent effort and its continuous application.—Granby News.

UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Set in its magnificent park of 540 acres,
overlooking the Gulf of Georgia and with a
clear view up Howe Sound, the University of

British Columbia will have a location unequalled in the world. It will be the beacon
first seen by travellers from the sea, a monu-

ment to the high ideals of our city and provinee.

In the university group there are three permanent and five semi-permanent buildings.

The science building, the library and the
heating plant have been made permanent:
and of a high standard of construction and
architecture. The arts, agriculture, mechantcal and administration buildings and_ the
auditorium are semi-permanent, finished in
atuceo. All the latest features are embodied
in these buildings. Nothing has been spared
in making them the most up-to-date on the
continent.

1200 students.

‘BOY, AH SHUFFLES ALONQ’’
By Edward Dreier

A bunch of colored people got on the
Pennsylvania train at Whiting, Indiana. They

came from varied industries. One big fel-

low eased himself into a seat and curled un
against the back. He was tired—plumb tired
out. Down the aisle came another colored
man and he was whistling and full of pep.
The big fellow eyed him.

‘‘How come, boy, you ain’t all tiahd out
wheelin’ dem bricks all day? Mah back’s
just about bust.’’

‘‘Mah, big boy, no need to get tiahd.

Listen while Ah elusumdates.

Ah works

longside dat jazz restemrunt an’ dat ole
pianny jes pours out jazz tunes—an’, boy, Ah
shuffles at my work. Hot digity, Ah waltzes
up to dat ole wheelbar and Ah says, ‘May Ah
have de pleasantness of dis dance?’ and away

we goes. All day long de music percolates
tro de windows an’ all day long Ah shuffles
along wid dem bricks.
‘‘Now Ah goes home an’ takes a swim 1D
mah bafroom and den Ab reelines in mah
chaiah—and when Ah reelines, boy, Ah reeelines. Tiahd? Not me, Ah does mah work
to music an’ when Ah rests—Ah rests. Big
boy, yo’ got hook worm and what yo’ needs

is a music bug.’’—The Lombard News
Letter.

When a man has not a good reason for
doing a thing he has one good reason for
letting it alone.—Walter Scott.
To exult even o’er an enemy oppressed,
and heap affliction on the afflicted, is the
mark and the mean triumph of a dastard
soul_—George Smollett.
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SCHOOLBOY SHOCKERS

By a London Headmaster, in All
American Review.

That ever-flowing stream of unconscious
humor, the serious-minded schoolboy, continues to provide us with an abundant supply
of amusement, and some of the errors committed by candidates at school examinations
often provoke more merriment that the wittiest sallies of a star comedian. The faet
that we are calmly informed that ‘‘ Les Invalides’’ means ‘‘Women that ean’t do any-

thing at all,’’ and that ‘‘Martin Harvey is
famous for sauce,’’ certainly suggests that
the mind of a child is an enigma. One youth,

probably thinking of our own climate, tells
us that ‘‘ Natal has a heavy summer rainfall,

but most of it falls in winter.’’

There appear to be some reminiscences of
Queen Elizabeth that have been overlooked

by our historiographers, for we now learn
that ‘‘Queen Elizabeth was called the Virgil
Queen because she knew Latin,’’ and that
she was ‘‘Rode through Coventry with no-

monareh who, in case of bankruptcy, wouid
not be entirely responsible for the Nationa!

Debt. You have the same thing in private
life with a limited liability company.’’
Evolution, we are told, is what Darwin
did; revolution is a form of Government
abroad; devolution is something to do with
Satan; and

A fugue is what you get in a room full

of people when all the windows and doors
are shut

Acrimony (sometimes called holy) is another name for marriage.
A ruminating animal is one which chews
its cubs.

Cereals are films shown at the pictures
and which last fifteen weeks.

Mathematics and selence provide us with
some amusing and somewhat hazy defini-

tions. We sincerely hope that there will
always be plenty of gravity, for we are
somewhat disturbed by the information that
‘*Gravity 1s that whieh if there were none

we should all fly away.’’ A eirele seems to

thing on, and Raleigh offered her his cloak.’’
History Reconstructed

be a very complicated affair. One

that:

where it began.

No doubt you will be surprised to learn
Sienna is famous for being burnt.

to honors thinks it is a round line with no

kinks in it, joined up so as not to show
Parallel straight lines are those which,

Wolsey’s fate is attributed to his having
shot at the Pope. (Text-book reading: Aim-

when they are produced so as they meet, do

ed at the Papacy).
The Chartists’ demands included Universal Suffering and Triangular Parliaments.
The poll-tax was to be paid by everybody
who had a head.

A rectangle is much larger than an acute

Richard Il. was murdered in Pontefract
Castle, but his fate is unknown.
Lord Lytton would have been amused to
know that ‘‘Pompeli was destroyed by aa
overflow of saliva from the Vatiean.’’
Some eonfusion is eentered around the
poets. Wordsworth, it appears, wrote ‘The
Imitations of Immorality’’; Milton lived a
life of ‘‘aesthetic purity,’’ and ‘* Doomsday
Book’’ is a name sometimes given to his
work, ‘*Paradise Lost.’’
Another pupil thinks Tennyson the greatest prose writer that ever lived, and that he

wrote the ‘‘Iliad’’ and ‘‘ Paradise Lost.’’

not meet.

7

angle.

There are two oracles in the heart—a nght
oracle and a left oracle.

Translations are full of pitfalls and some
wild guesses are made. For example:

Honi soit qui mal y pense—He may be

honest who thinks badly.

Illi gemini erant liberi quattuor fere annorum—She had twins almost every four
VYCears.

Ave domine—Lord, I am a bird.
And this is a staggering explanation: ‘‘If

two triangles have two sides of the one

equal to three angles of the other, each to
each, to which the opposite sides are equal,
that 1s to say the triangles shall be equal in
all respects. ’’

‘*General Braddock,’’ wrote the little bov

General knowledge questions seem to pro-: in his painfully written composition on early
American history, ‘‘ was killed in the Revoluvide the choicest An embryo
philosopher tells us in a lucid manner that a tionary War. He had three horses shot under
‘‘Limited Monarehy is a Government by 2 him, and a fourth went through his clothes.’
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ONGRATULATIONS

Don Atkins—he with the smile who peddies junk, ete., for McLennan, MeFeely Co.,
Ltd., Vancouver, breezed in here this week
with an extended chest and paid several
bets. It’s a boy—congratulations.
Bill Smith, ‘*‘The Bolognie Tenor.
Carl Reid, ‘‘The Saw Dust King.’’

Chas. Rowbotham, ‘‘The Plumber’s

Kriend.’’

Harry Morris, ‘‘The Duke of Duluth.’’
Tommy Thompson, ‘**The Ladies’ Golf
Expert.’ ’

Chiff Williams, ‘‘The Maritime Kid.’’
Walt Trump, ‘‘Bapeo 50.’’
the above paid thelr regular monthly eall
and report having a most enjoyable time
here. Cliff took the others into camp with
a brand new set of dice with round corners

CULTURE
It is not what one wears over the skin that

makes him a gentleman, nor the way one
moves his anatomy that makes him eultured.
He only ean deserve the name who wants
to know, and through social, intellectual and

spiritual qualities, has the ability to dis-

cern things that are excellent, desiring and
knowing what is really good.
During the war we heard much about Kultur and many people incorrectly thought that

Sham knows its own hypocrisy, though
others may not readily discover it.
On the other hand, culture is first to recognize sham, and nothing else, save perhaps
sham itself, can discern with accurate preeision the bluff of a faker.
The two extremes seem to meet in mutual
recognition, as do positive and negative electrical poles.

Real men despise ‘‘sham artists’’ as they
ean despise no other thing.
here 1s sham in business methods quite as
much as in the social realm.

There also is culture, easily recognized,
though under a very different name,
There is nothing highbrow in the word cul-

ture. The highbrow implication comes

through the misinterpretation of its meaning.
With these brief thoughts in mind, it may
not be amiss, in both our business and social
relations, to remember the definition mentioned above, and cultivate the desire to know

and the ability to discern ‘‘things that are
excellent.’ ’—Trumbul] Cheer.

BNGLISH—AS SHE IS SPOKE
A. B C. D. Goldfish.
L.. M. N. O. Goldfish.

O. S. A. R.

DD. L. A, R.

M. R Sunfish.

this meant, or claimed to mean, the same as
culture.

Translation:

Kulture has been described as ‘‘ education
minus character. ”’

Ab:e, see de Goldfish?

Many people think of culture as education. Education is a delightful part of eulture, but character is the predominating

Oh, ’es ey are.
De ’ell ’ey are.

"Ell, ’em no Goldfish.

Em are Sunfish.

qualification.
The older people grow, the more they rea-

lize that the things which really count are
qualities inside, and not the superfluities outside.

It is the ‘‘heart’’ of him, and not the

‘front’? of him that matters.

YOUR LEAD

‘*Deacon,’’ said the Parson, softly, ‘* will
you lead us in prayer?’’

‘¢Deacon,’’ this time in a little louder

voice, ‘‘will you lead?’’

The one is real—the other may be very

Still no response. Evidently the deacon was
slumbering. The Parson made a third appeal

It often 1s an honor to be disliked by some
folks.

and raised his voice to a high pitch that suc-

unreal.

ceeded in arousing the drowsy man. ‘‘ Deacon,

that sham is almost first to recognize real

will you lead?’’
The Deacon in bewilderment rubbed his

culture.

heavy eyes and blurted: ‘‘Lead yourself—lI

It may seem strange, but I believe it a fact

Tt hates it, but would take it on, 1f it could.

just dealt.’’
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IN DEFENSE OF MONKEYS
At the present time there is a serio-comic
controversy going on between two factions

in the United States over the evolution of
man theory. The following is humorously
brought forth to emphasize the feelings of
the ‘‘other fellows.
‘¢T gee in the papers that you human folks
have up a hot argument on evolution, and |
want you all to understand that we monkeys

are interested in that. When it comes to
bringing such awful charges against the

noble monkey race, as some of your scientis¢s

have done, it is time for us to speak up and
defend ourselves.

A man by the name of Darwin made the
statement that you can trace your ancestry
back to us monkeys and, according to the
latest information I can get, all your scholars

of the present day accept the Darwinian
theory, and claim that the truth of it is too

strong to be denied.
‘‘Being an educated monkey, I have stud‘od Darwin and his followers pretty carefully

myself and I admit they put up some ver)
plausible arguments. Some of their statoments are no doubt very convincing to the
limited mentalities of a mere human, but
to the strong intellect of a monkey they are

more self-respect than to touch these nasty
things.
‘op noA uevy} JO yno JusmMAOUD
21OUL JOS OM 399} O103S INOA ySUTBSP

JO speysng 9A 40q [[,[ pus

YINU OS JNOUJIM UI S9AT[ ANO BATT pu
SuUOTe jos 0} MOY MOUY OAK ‘“AOded WoO soiN

-Sy ystjooy JO wunjod UuNj[oo sutyun0d

ep jie dn poduny 4s sou AIIP

UL YBOMS OF DARBY 3, NOP OM ‘OATL OF UT

AQUOW O9YVU 0} 3, UOP SADYUOW 9M,,

‘‘Tf you men had half as much sense as
monkeys, you surely could see that there ts

no blood relation between us. Our way of
living is simple and satisfactory, while yours
is very complicated and uncomfortable. The
differences are far greater than the resemb!ances, and therefore any attempt to prove a
common origin is bound to end in failure.’ ’—
Dawes and Myler Relief Assoe. Official Builetin.
A REAL STENOGRAPHER
The president of a big automobile concern
in Seattle, Washington, having had difficulty
in getting a satisfactory stenographer, as a

last resort put the following want ad. in

as flimsy as cobwebs.

one of the local newspapers:
‘¢Wanted—First-class, high-grade stenographer; salary no object; this stenographer

few monkey reasons why the Darwinian

right; must be absolutely accurate; must
have human intelligence. If you are not a

‘¢And now, Mr. Editor, with your kind permission, I will proceed to give your readers 4

must get it as fast as I dictate, and get 1%

theory cannot be true.
‘In the first place, monkeys are peaceable
folks. We never invented gunpowder, submarines, poison gas and TNT.

erackerjack, don’t bother me,’’
This is one of the replies received in the
mail the following morning:
‘‘T note your requirements, as aired out 1,

have never had a great world war

among ourselves and butchered up and starv-

ed 20,000,000 monkeys just to humor the
whims of half a dozen monkey kings and
kaisers. We have more sense than that.

‘¢We hardly ever get sick if we are let
alone. It is only when taken captive and
kept in your human society that we pine
away and die prematurely. Therefore we

the newspaper, and hasten to make inquiry as
to this strenuous business that takes such an
extraordinary stenographer.
‘‘Your advertisement appeals to me strong-

ly—stronger than prepared mustard—as I
have searched Europe, Airope, Irope and

Hoboken in quest of someone who could use
my talents to advantage.

monkeys.

‘¢When it comes to this chin musie proposition I have never found a man, woman
or dictaphone who could get first base with
me, either fancy or catch as catch can. 1
write shorthand so fast that 1 have to use a
specially prepared pencil, with a platinum
point, and a water-cooling equipment that I

cigars, chew tobacco or dip snuff. We have

had constructed at exorbitant expense, a note
pad made of asbestos composition, covered

have no use for doctors and drug stores, hospitals and hot water bottles. We have never

had a lawsuit over a line fenee, and don’t
need a great army of monkey lawyers to
protect our personal interests from. other

‘¢We don’t drink corn ‘‘likker’’ or smoke
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with human hide, ruled with sulphuric acid
and stitched with catgut.
‘‘T use the A-W ignition, double unit high
tension system exclusively, and will guarantee to deliver my rated horsepower under

either A. L A. M. or S. A. E. standard. I

have been passed by the National Board of
Censorship and guaranteed under the Pure
Food and Drug Act of June 30, 1906.
‘¢T run with my cutout open at all speeds
and am, in fact, a guaranteed double hydraulically welded drop-forged and oil tempered
specimen of human lightning on a perfect
386 frame ground to one-thousandth of an

May is from Maia, a goddess. She was the
daughter of Atlas, the god who held the earth

on his shoulders. Maia was the mother of
Mercury, the swift-footed messenger who
had wings on his heels and ran errands between earth and heaven. Special honor was
given Maia on account of her son and she
and her six sisters were set up in the sky and

turned into the seven stars that form the
Pleiades; and the lovely month of May was
named after her. June was named after

Juno, the proud wife of the great god
Jupiter.

Beginning with July, the months were

inch. At hot-air juggling you have nothing

numbered, until two very powerful Roman
Emperors ruled. They governed most of

‘‘If you wish to avail yourself of the opportunity of a lifetime, wire me; but unless
you are fully prepared to pay the tariff for
such services, don’t bother me, as | am SO
nervous that I ean’t stand still long enough

the known world. These emperors were Julius

to have my dressmaker measure my clothes.
Spare your time and money unless you want

to pay at least $5.00 per week in cash or

its equivalent.’ ’
Contributed by IMA COMMA.
—Seovil Bulletin.

HOW THE MONTHS WERE NAMED

Let us begin with the very first month—

January. It is such a good name that it

Caesar and Augustus Caesar. So July and
August were named after them. But belief
in the old pagan gods began to die out and
people began to think that after all no man
was good enough to claim a month of his
own. So for the other months the old numbers still stand. They are septem;—seven,;
octo—eight; novem—nine; decem—ten. This
is rather odd beeause the months are really
the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth month
of our year and yet aceording to name they

should be the seventh, eighth, ninth and
This may be explained from the fact
that at one time our year began with March .
tenth.

instead of January. So the names of the

couldn’t possibly be improved upon because
it was named for the old Roman god—Janus,
the god of beginnings and endings. In statues

months of September, October, November

Janus is represented with two faces; one

bers but wrong numbers. But do you think
that we are ever likely to bother changing

face looks to the past, the other to the future,

them ?—Selected.

And is not January first, New Year’s day,
the day we pay old debts and make new resolutions ? It is the time when we ring out the

old year and ring in the new.
The name February comes from a festival
of purification called Februa, in honor of a

god. February, in Roman cities, was the
month for the cleansing of temples and
houses. February is far too cold a month
with us for house cleaning, so it has lost its
meaning. March is from Mars, the war god
—a blowy blustering month with winds and

and December are not only named after num-

A Los Angeles young woman butted a rob-

ber in the stomach, laying him out, which
was using her head.—Vicksburg Miss. Herald.

EFFICIENCY

It might be so. They were very busy
down at the moulding shop and Joe Crossley
was boosting work along so to eatch up with
orders. Gus Courte went over to him.

‘‘Say, Joe, I don’t feel well at all. I’m

and over again. So March is a good name,

shaking and shivering like the duece. I believe I’d better go home.’’

word which means open. April is the opener
of spring. Her coming means the renewal of

sieve and shake all you like. We need the

storms which conquer old Mother Eearth over

too. April comes from ‘‘aperit,’’ a Latin

Joe: ‘‘I’m sorry, Gus, but we are very
busy. Just go over there and grab that

life on earth after a long winter’s sleep. sand.’’
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Back Row:

Front Row:

CALEDONIAN FOOTBALL TEAM
Curley Woodward, Harry Dunn, J. G. Brown, Ernie Hamerton.

A. Gilchrist, J. Tunstall, Wally Sapp, Art Richards, A. Smith.

A number of Powell River athletes ineluding Gus Schuler, Geo. Bertram, A. Gilchrist,

Curley Woodward, J. Tunstall, Wally Tapn,
Art Richards, A. Smith and Ernie Hamerton
went to Vancouver on August first to ecompete in the Caledonian games at Brockton
Point.
In the five-a-side football contest ovr boys

won two games, but were elbowed out by
Ladysmith in the sem1i-finals, after a hard
game. in the relay race they made a good
showing.

In the individual competition Ernie Hamerton won first in the 220 yards, handicap,
and third in the 220 yards, open. He also
exnme third in the 100 yards, handicap
When one stops to consider that competi-

tors of first class rank gathered all the way
from the pratries and from the lower Pacific

Coast we may well be proud of the result of
the efforts of the boys from our little. town
—Powell River is being placed on the map
in more ways than one.
‘* Well, old man Brown is dead.’’
‘*What was the complaint?’’
‘*No complaint. Everybody satisfied.’’

‘‘Dad, what is a bigamist?’’
‘‘Son, a bigamist 1s a man who makes
the same mustake twuce.’’

Supposed to have been overheard on Oak
Avenue.

‘‘Dearie, do you love me??’’
‘¢ Indeed I do.’’
°*How much?’’

‘fh, a heap.’’

‘‘Well, then, sweetheart, ycu might let
me have a dollar out of,my cheque.’’
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Habits grow from cobwebs to cables.
No safety device as yet has been invented

to take the place of the one just above the
CHrTS.

Q. ‘‘Should a man propose to a girl om

his knees???

A. ‘‘Ejither that or let her get off.’’

FRIENDS OF MINE;
Good-morning, Brother Sunshine,
Good-morning, Sister Song,

I beg your humble pardon
If you’ve waited very long.
I thought I heard you rapping,
T'o shut you out were sin,
My heart is standing open,
Won’t you
walk

right .

Put your heart into your work and your
work will put heart into you.
The first steamer crossed the Atlantic in
1819.

Boy: Mother sent me back to show you

what a big bone there was in that roast she
bought Wednesday.’’

Joe: ‘All right, son, tke next time we
kill a steer without any bones I’ll send
your mother a leg for nothing ’’

in ?

* Good-morning, Brother Gladness,
Good-morning, Sister Smile,
They told me you were coming,
So I] waited on a while.
I am lonesome here without you,

A weary while it’s been,
My heart 1s standing open,
Won’t you
walk

right
in ?

Good-morning, Brother Kindness,
Good-morning, Sister Cheer,

I heard you were out calling,

So I waited for you here.

Some way, I keep forgetting

I have to toil or spin

When you are my companion,
Won’t you
walk

right
in 2?

James W. Foley, in [The Daytonews.

A smile is the same in every language.

Talk is eheap—and sometimes very ex:
pensive.

Bert Viears: Maybe I haven’t a skin they

love to touch, but Il can’t say the same
about my pocketbook.

The head of the firm caught the office boy
‘*T’m surprised at you!’’

telling falsehoods.

he said. ‘‘Do you know what they do with

ERNIB HAMERTON

boys who tells lies?’’
£* Yes, sir,’’ was the reply. ‘*When the get
old enough the firm sends them out as travelling salesmen.’’
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EVENINGS DETERMINE PROMOTION

Tell me how a young man spends his
evenings and I will tell you how far he 1s
likely to go in the world.
The popular notion is that a youth’s progress depends upon how he acts during his

working hours. It doesn’t. It depends far
more upon how he utilizes his leisure,

If he spends it badly, he is hkely to find
himself out of a job before very long If
he spends it in harmless idleness, he is hkely

to be kept on the payroll, but that will be
about all. If he diligently utilizes his own

time to equip himself to do his duties more
skillfully and to fit himself for more responsible duties, then the greater responsibilities
—and greater rewards—are almost certain
—B CC. Forbes.
to come to him.
A STATE OF MIND

Youth is not a time of life; it 1s a state
of mind. It is not a matter of ripe cheeks,

POWELL RIVER LAWN BOWLING CLUS
Nothing of exceptional interest, apart from
the tournament week reported elsewhere, has

transpired upon the local sward during the
past month. Competitions are proceeding
slowly but surely, but have not yet reached
the stage where a problematical hazard as to
the ultimate winners may be attempted.
An earlier prophesy was ventured in these
eolumns that before the season closed some
of the older members would have the exper!tence of being taken into camp by novices, of

such an excellent nature being their play.
We would now like to hear the whispered
opinion of ‘‘ Alec’’ and others as to whether

our words savoured not of wisdom profound,
and our qualifications towards promotion into

the ‘‘Elijah’’ class. The writer had similar
experience, and for 29 ends put up one of

his best games for a long time, only to find
his novice opponent just a little better.
The Department Shield standings remain
practically unchanged, the Mull Carpenters
now having a clear lead at the head of the
table, losing but one game and maintaining

red lips and supple knees; it is a temper of
the will, a quality of the imagination, a vigor
of the emotions. It is the freshness of the
deep springs of life. Youth means a tem- form worthy of their reputation. ‘hey are
peramental predominance of courage over closely followed by the Townsite Maintenyour timidity, of the appetite for adventure ance, Wood Room and Townsite Carpenters,
over the love of ease. This often exists In 2 anxious to take advantage of any lapse
man of fifty more than a boy of twenty. No- shown by the leaders.
No alteration in standings of any ¢conbody grows old by merely living a number
of years. People grow old only by deserting sequence in the Hat Games has resulted aurtheir ideals. Years wrinkle the skin; but to ing the month, Messrs. Paterson, Hastings,
give up enthusiasm wrinkles the soul. Worry, _W. Loukes, and Southeott still showing the
doubt, self-distrust, fear and despair—thees way with a small but appreciable majority
are the long, long years that bow the heart over all comers. They have all played the

and turn the grieving spirit back to dust.

requisite number of games necessary to

are old.—Exchange.

ity always remained, and the experience gained in a match against a possibily better man

Whether sixty or sixteen, there 1s In every qualify, and will take some disturbing from
human being’s heart the lure of wonder, the their present position.
sweet amazement of the stars and at starThe local tournament week was staged
light things and thoughts, the undaunted
challenge of events; the unfailing, childlike from July 12th to 19th, and could not he
appetite for what next, and the joys of the said to be anything but successful for 2n
game of living. You are as young as your initial venture. It was very disappointing to
faith, as old as your doubts; as young as find the majority of the new members standyour self-confidence, as old as your fear; as ing aloof, maintaining that their chances of
young as your hope, as old as your despatr. success against the older bowlers were too
In the central place of your heart 1s an ever- small to warrant serious consideration, overgreen tree; its name is Love. So long as it looking entirely the fact that whilst their
flourishes you are young. When it dies you progress might not be extensive, the possibilThe employee who has ambition enough +9
become master must first master his job.

was in itself worth the trifling entrance fee.
This was elearly typified in the Rink con-
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tests, when, 1n order to fill the vacancy and
complete the number of games required, that
paragon of shrewdness, Ralph Moore, selected

a scratch combination first hand, from new
men who had not previously considered en-

tering at all. He was unfortunately prevented from leading them himself, . ‘‘Fayther’’ being obtained as substitute, but his
selection: Cox, Naylor, Stone and Rushant
(skip), fully justified his confidence by cleaning up everything in sight, winning the final

from Semple, Harris, Jones and Clarke

practically as they liked, by 25 shots to 7.
In justice to the new members it must be
admitted that several did desire to enter
these rink contests, but were unable to find
Qnyone to undertake the duties of skip, and

apparently lacking the initiative of the ultimate winners to skip themselves. Several
akips played together in one combination,
both in rinks and doubles, and were beaten
in the earlier rounds by supposedly weaker
men, thus showing that the prospects for the

less experienced bowlers was not so slim

after all.

The Singles were won by H, Young, who
defeated Jones 16-12, Parkin 15-13, Black
15-11, Paterson 15-9, before repeating his previous success over Hastings in the final, after

an excellent game, by 16-12. Victors in the
Doubles proved to be Ritchie and Peacock,
who disposed of Macindoe and MeLean,

Moore and Falconer, Loukes Bros, and Foster
and Beecroft, before gaining an unexpectedly
easy victory over Crossley and Naylor in the
finals by 22 to 5.

The tournament officially coneluded in a
grand Draw Game on the Saturday evening,
when good fellowship and cordiality reigned
supreme. The winning team proved to be
Jones, Kelly, Foster and Saunders (skip),
who overcame their rivals by 13 shots, the
rinks skipped by Clarke and Ritchie following close at their heels each with a twelve
shot advantage. Entire satisfaction was expressed upon all sides, the general opinion
being that the tourney had undoubtedly come
to stay.

The local members who travelled to Van-

couver to participate in the B. C. Lawn

Bowling Tournament were not successful in
bringing home any of the trophies for which
they competed, but nevertheless gave a very

good account of themselves. It was unfortunate that several were unable to fulfil their
expected entry, three only: Messrs. Friend,
Peacock and Clarke making the journey, J.
R. MacIntyre going down later in the week.
A substitute had therefore to be played in
the earlier rounds and in the Nelson Cup.
The thanks of the club is undoubtedly due
to the members who did participate, for their
enterprise, and the sacrifice of time and expense involved in acting as our representatives, and that these columns are unable to
chronicle their complete success is a matter

for regret. The results were as follows:

Spencer Cup (Rinks)—
Ist Round: Powell
River 14, Drinnan
(Kerrisdale) 10.
2nd Round: Tasker (Terminal) 13, Powell
River 9.

Malkin Cup (Rinks)—

Ist Round: Powell River 16, Tate (New
Westminster) 13.
2nd Round: Young (Vancouver) 16, Powell
River 13.
Tisdale Cup (Doubles)—
Ist Round: Borland (Vancouver) 11, Powell
River 10 (16 ends).
Mercer Cup (Doubles)—

Ist Round: Powell River 25, Ross (Ter-

minal) 4.
end Round: Warren (Terminal) 16, Powell
River 11.
Seaton Cup (Open Singles)—
Ist Round: Black (New Westminster) 15,
Friend (P. R.) 14, Hutchinson (Stanley

Park) 16, Peacock (P. R.) 12, Clarke
(P. R.) 15, Weir (Van. Heights) 10.

2nd Round: Clarke (P. R.) 15, White (Vancouver) 8.

drd Round: Day (Terminal) 15, Clarke

(Powell River) 8.
Nelson Cup (One rink from each elub)—

Ist Round: Herman (Ladner) 16, Powell

River 12.
Chambers Cup (Singles, Club Chmps. only)—

Ist Round: Peacock (Powell River) 15,
Blair (Terminal) 10.
¢nd Kound: Meikle (Cedar Cottage) 15,
Peacock (Powell River) 12.

Marge: ‘*But, Joe, dear, I can’t possibly
go to a dance. I’ve nothing to wear.’’

Joe: *‘°Oh, that’s all right. I’ll get a

closed e@ar.’’
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new No. 5 was put into play. During the

over-deliberate in discerning his talent, but
they now admit, as regards handicapping,
that it’s impossible to keep a good man up
The seore which established the Smith claim
to permanent renown was a very nearly alttight 33. His card, which showed two birdies
and five pars, was as follows: 2, 5, 4, 6, 4, J,

period of incompleteness an interesting record was set up by Ken. Macken, who negotiated the 8 holes in 28. One over threes for

The only other record of note is an unofficial hole in one made by Angus Armour,

GOLF NOTES
Sinee the abandonment of the old 5th and
6th greens due to the beginning of new con-

struction work, the golf course has had to
worry along with only 8 koles. However,
this situation ended on August lst when the

a long stretch is good going, even on a

4, 2,

who is already a possessor of this great dis-

short course.

tinction. This time he was practising 11:

The new hole just added to complete the
9 is quite different from any of the others.

tee shots with a mashie. “Of the six balls

It is 185 yards in length and uphill all the

way, there being a rise of 50 or 60 feet from

the tee. The green is of the parapet type,
having a steep bank in front with the rail-

road at its foot. A ball sliced from the tee
gets into severe trouble on the right; more-

over a good drive is needed to clear the
track, which forms a most effective hazaril.

Getting on the green with the tee shot js
going to be extremely difficult, although the
pro has already succeeded in doing it on one

occasion. <A drive and pitch combination
comes nearer to being the normal requirement for the hole. Some thirty yards has
been added to the course by moving the 2nd
tee back beside the o1l tanks. -This lengthens the hole to 295 yards, opens up the fair-

way to the tee shot, and makes the hole a
much better par 4.
The first ecard to be reeorded for the new
nine was turned in by the pro., a very useful
34. Ihe only 3 to be seored as yet for the
new hole was made by Lang on the afternoon following the opening. The green as
first put into play was naturally quite rough,
but 1s quickly getting into shape.

semi-darkness on the first hole, playing the

which finished on the green one was found
nestling so close to the edge of the hole that
when the pin was pulled out it fell into the

cup. And millions of golfers have gone

through life without making a 130 yard one.
Two of our correspondents -who were lucky

enough to witness the exhibition matches
at Shaughnessy Heights on the 8th declares,

when asked to make a report of their in.pressions, that the golf was so good as to

be just plain rediculous. At _ the start

Barnes played a very easy mashie for his
second on the long two shot first hole anil
then finished in the trap beyond the green.
And apparently this sort of thing went on
all afternoon, to the delight of a large an]
enthusiastic gallery. On the uphill Sth hole

Barnes got a longer drive into the wind

than anyone had previously recorded with
a gale behind him. On the 410 yard 9th hole

his drive barely kept out of the traps guarding the green. At another time Chick Evans
put his tee shot squarely between these two

bunkers, a matter of probably 370 yards.
The great amateur also did some very fine
scoring, especially at the start of the last

The greatest excitement in connection with
the latest 9 to be evolved from our various

nine, when he was one over 3’s for 7 holes. .

combinations of holes was caused by the

very useful iron shots were the most interesting feature of the play. Time after time
one of these famous golfers would hit his
second shot with such apparent gentleness
that the spectator felt certain it would fall
far short. But it would leave the elub with
a delightful hollow click, soar easily and go
pounding and rolling onto the green. The
players’ ability to judge the hardness and

setting up of a new amateur record on
August 4th. This act was performed by

Max Smith, who, at the time of becoming
inspired with the low seoring mania, was
injudicious enough to take for an opponent
a member of the handicap committee. As
a result of this reckless uncovering of his
true form to the world, official recognition
will now be granted him and his handicap
will come down somewhat nearer to where
if belongs. The committee may have been

Aside from the spectacular driving, the

roll of sun-baked fairways was truly uneanny.

Jock Hutehison’s high pitches were, as always, spectacular for their accuracy and
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apin, and on the greens Dave Black’s putting

atyle was truly beautiful to watch, the long

ones often circling up to the side of the

cup from the very edge of the green.
One of the gallery of the amateur mateh
experienced for a brief instant the glow of
the limehght when Chick Evans graciously
presented her with a small yellow tee which
he used for the final drive in the mateh
played with Captain Carter against Coville
and MeCadden. To show that even the
greatest golfers have their little lapses, he

sliced his ball onto an adjacent fairway.

However, he then played a brassie over all
trouble and eventually got a 5, making 31
his seore for the second nine.

On a recent trip through the East our correspondent, having opportunities of playing
golf on several occasions, found the Atlantic
courses without exception well kept and ex-

tremely interesting. The first to be played
was that of the Mount Bruno Club in Mo:-

treal. It is not extremely difficult but is

dies, who appear like magic when an automoDile rolls up to the first tee, are all bare-foot-

ed French Canadian youngsters, They har-

bor, like all other caddies, a secret joy at

seeing the ball hit any body of water whatso-

ever, and shout ‘‘a l’ean’’ with poorly
concealed exultation. No matter how weak

his powers of perception, he has never

any doubt as to when a ball is _ per-

manently ‘‘perdu.’’ Our correspondent had
some difficulty with his eaddy, who persisted

in improving the lie of the ball in the rough
by pulling up all the surrounding grass, but
eventually managed to convey the idea that
‘it was defended to detach the herbs.’’
One of the main objects of the whole trip
was to visit the famous Laurentide course.
to accomplish this our delegate arrived at
Grand ’Mere about five o’cloek and contrived

to complete a round by 8, foregoing a!]
chances for a very extensive dinner. The
course 1s of modern championship design,

beautifully green and well cared for; the
country over which it is built is heavily
rolling and cut across by deep ravines ot

two or three of the holes. Many steep hills,
long, well trapped and equipped with very with groups of trees and outcroppings of
large greens, every one of which is sloping rocks, make advantageous sites for tees or
or markedly undulating in eharacter. The plateau greens. An_ elaborate system of
one shot holes are in each ease to islanji traps and many dog-leg holes add greatly to
greens practically surrounded by sand or the interest. The fairways are in most cases
other variety of trouble.
perfect. In short the course is of champAnother eourse visited in Montreal was
ionship calibre; it was, for example, played
that at Summerlea, where several most enjoy-

nble games were played with officers of the

Dominion Engineering Works. The layout
there consists of a full length 18 holes surrounding a much shorter 9 hole course, whic
is now used chiefly by the lady members and
which may later be extended to make a second 18 holes. The Summerlea course is fairly

flint, but many natural features—such as
atreams that stretch diagonally across the

fairways or wind partly around the greens—
make it none the less sporty and interestiny.
At Three Rivers a small 9-hole course, sunported solely by the paper industry there, is
situated almost in the shadow of the great
brick stacks of the Wayagamack Company.
The design of the course has been greatly
handicapped by lack of space, and almost

by Dunean and Mitchell on their last tour.
After the visits to Canadian courses were
regretfully terminated, two very fine Ameriean links were played—one at Plainfield, New
Jersey, and the other at the Onandaga Club,
of Syracuse. Each seemed very close to the
ideal of what a course should be, and each

provided an auxiliary 9 holes for women.
The feature most noticed about these modern

designs is that they are always made to
blend with the landseape. Traps are unobtrusive to the sight, but they are none
the less effective. There has been, apparently

at least, very little artificial building up.
and cutting away; each tee and green seéms.

to fit into the terrrain, each natural hazard
affords its greatest usefulness. Many hillocks.

any badly hit ball is likely to finish in the

are gouged out and filled with sand, but
there is a noticeable absence of the long:

sporty shots and our club might well be

other important feature is the skill with

St. Maurice River; yet there are many very
envious of the beautiful fairways. The ead-

parapets which occur on older courses. Anwhich the hazards have been placed so that:
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there are always different paths to the hole
for the short and long hitters, and each route
presents its own particular set of problems.
The Eastern golf courses are indeed an
education and an enlightenment; they must
be a source of perpetual interest and pleasure
to those who ean play them as they should be
played. The Digester’s delegate made a de-

cided hash of every one of them.

POWELL RIVER INTERMEDIATE
BASEBALL LEAGUE
The second series of the 1925 season has

been finished: with the Pats leading, The
Pats built. up a fine record for themselves
in the latter half of the season.

Although many players have been away on
holidays the class of baseball played has been

kept up to the standard previously shown.
Features of the past month have been the
batting by Lloyd and Thomson and the support that the Pats’ pitchers have been given
‘by their team.
On Sunday, August 9th, the Powell River
Intermediates defeated the Hammond Intermediates by a seore of 10-7. The Powell

River battery was Bowen and Moore. Bowen
pitched an excellent game although he was

handicapped by rather indifferent support.
Selman, playing short-stop made many fast

and perfect plays. Powell River was the
hardest hitting team and it did not take

long for them to solve the Hammond pitcher’s deliveries.
The following team played: Moore, OC;
Bowen, P; Hamerton, 1st; Lloyd, 2nd; Reid,
3rd; Selman, SS; C. Adams, RF; Sadler, OF;
Gebbie, RF. Substitutes, Cooney, Frith and
A. Adams.

The play-offs for the Powell River championship will be held August 23rd, 26th and
80th. The Giants, winners of the first series, will play the Pats, winners of the sec-

ond series. Trophies to be contested for
are the Canadian Bank of Commerce Cup and

the McLennan, McFeeley Cup. Medals for
the winning team have been donated hy
Spaldings Ltd.

Enquirer: ‘‘Say, John, did you find a five

dollar bill in the Central Hall, when you
were sweeping up, this morning?”’

John: ‘*Yes, thank you.’’

ST PAUL’S CHURCH
Calendar:

August 24th—St. Bartholomew, A. and M.
September 16, 18, 19—Ember Days.

September 29—St. Michael’s and All
Angels.

Sunday School will re-open September 6th,
at 9.45 a.m.

Parish Committee will meet Monday evei-

ing, September 7th, at 8 o’clock, in the
Parish Room,

Women’s Auxiliary will hold it’s opening
meetings for the Autumn on September 96h
and 23rd.

Sunday Services as follows: 8 a.m. every
Sunday, Holy Communion. 11 a.m. first and
Second
third Sundays, Holy Communion,
and fourth, Matins. 7.30 p.m. Evensong.
‘*O, come let us worship, and fall down,

and kneel before the Lord our Maker.’’

Rev. N. J, Thompson; Rector.

UNIVERSITY MATRICULATION
The Digester extends hearty congratulations to Felix Nicholson and Gladys W1lshire on their success in having passed so
successfully the University Matriculation examinations. This is the second year 1n suceession that the Powell River High Schoo!
has passed, without even a supplementary,
all its third year pupils—thus establishing an
exceptionally fine record.

HIGH SCHOOL
The following pupils were successful in
the High School Entrance Examinations:
Ernest Campbell, Freddy Greenfield, Helen
Gerhart, Clarissa Haslam, Joe Davenport and
Gladys Gerhart.

STONE THROWING
Some of our children are indulging in the
very dangerous practise of throwing stones.
An altercation arises and the first move 1s
for a stone. There are all sorts of possibil-

ties in the line of injury attendant on this
style of reprisal.

We ask parents to warn their children

against this habit. The next recourse will be
the police.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER *
THE VEGETABLE GARDEN IN

plants such as tomatoes, peppers, cabbages,

There are quite a number of rough looking back yards in Powell River which might
he producing fruit and vegetables. To those
who don’t know how, faced with a mat of
couch grass and weeds, it may seem a very
difficult matter to put such a yard into shape

On large fields the Massachusetts Agricultural College recommends the following:
20 Ibs. of Bran
l lb. of Paris Green

SEPTEMBER

for production. However, it 1s not so hard as
nt first 1t appears. Approach the patch with

one good digging fork, a strong arm, and a
brave heart. Dig the land up, but instead of
turning the sod over in the usual way, stand
it up on edge, in as large lumps as possible

and allow it to dry out—as with sun and

wind it very rapidly will. Keep a clean
trench all the time, and place the sods in
rows as much as possible. Fork the lumps
hack and forth a few times and every thing
will be dead. When you are quite sure no
weeds are left alive, you may safely bury
them, for by adding humus to the soil they
will improve it. A farmer cleans the laud
in very much the same way, only with plowing, spring tooth and dise harrowing. tThe
summer time 1s the cheap time to elean land.
The earlier you plant strawberries the better. With September planting the roots have

a chance to get a real hold of the land before frosts come. This is important because

frost will hft the plants up and break the
roots 1{f they have not a firm hold. ‘Lhis may
he largely prevented by mulching of manure
along the rows. Be sure to plant your straw-

berries exactly the same depth in the new
bed that they were in the old. Most com-

monly they are not planted deep enough, but
they do not do well unless exactly right.
Cabbages and lettuce may be set out for

next spring. Keep the hoe going in the fall
As much as in the spring. Do not water for
an few days after hoeing so that the weeds
will be killed.—E. C. Eddington.

This year cut worms are probably more
plentiful than common and for that reason
more stringent methods should be used. Cut
worms generally stop their attack upon the
plants when they become fully grown. This 1s

generally before the last of July. They are

called cut worms because they generally cut
off the plant near the surface of the ground;

they are especially found of newly set out

etc., but they also will work on most any
plant that comes within their range.
A poisoned bait may be applied to the
soil in the late afternoon or early evening.

2 quarts of Molasses
6 Oranges or Lemons

Stir the molasses into a gallon of water
add the juice of the fruits and their rinds

Stir in the Paris Green and.
bran, adding enough more water to make a
crumbly mash, so it can be spread broadcast
by hand; spread the whole over the field ai
or after sunset. This amount of material is
enough for three to five acres.
In gardens considerable protection may be
finely chopped.

obtained by sinking a stiff paper cylinder
into the ground around the stem of eaenh

plant, or mix up the following bait which 1s_

practically the same as above only on a
smaller seale:

1 quart of bran
114 ounces of Paris Green or White Arsenic

1, Lemon
2 Tablespoonsful of molasses mixed in the
same way as the above.

BXTRACTS FROM THE GAME REGULATIONS 1925 FOR POWELL RIVER AND
MACKENZIE ELECTORAL DISTRICT
Mountain Goat—Sept. 12th to Nov. 30th,
1925; bag limit, two only.
Deer—Sept. 12th to Nov. 30th, 1925; bag
limit, three (bucks only).
Bear—Sept. ist, 1925 to June 15th, 1926;
bag limit, three.
Fur-bearing Animals—Dec. Ist, 1925, t0
March 3lst, 1926. All fur-bearing animals,
ineluding beaver.
Game Birds—Details will be issued later.
In the Western District, except that por-

tion thereof known as Vancouver Island,

open season from September 12th, 1925, to
November 30th, 1925, both dates inclusive.

Throughout the Western District, except
that portion thereof known as Vancouver
Island, open season from September Ist, 1925,
to June 15th, 1926, both dates inclusive.

In the Western District, bucks only, except
on Queen Charlotte Islands and those por-

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
tions of Vaneouver Island known as North
and South Saanich and Hipyhland District,

THE UPKEEP’ OF FRONT LAWNS
Tenants of houses on lots in -Townsite are

open season from September 12th, 1925, t0

reminded of their obligation to keep the

November 80th, 1925, both dates inclusive.

grounds surrounding their ‘homes in decent

In the Western District, all .fur-bearing animals (except Muskrats on Vancouver Island

eondition.

During the last month several have had
to be notified regarding this matter and we

and Beaver throughout the district), open
season from December Ist, 1925, to March

would. ask the co-operation of all our tenants
in our endeavour to better the appearance of
our front lawns and boulevards.

3ist, 1926, both dates inelusive

Beaver; ‘in that portion of the Western
District known as the Prince Rupert, Skeena,
and Mackenzie Eleetoral Districts, open season from December Ist, 1925, to March 31st,
1926, both dates inclusive.
Bag Limits

We have many lots in town upon which
little or no endeavour has been expended by
the tenants to improve the conditions of the
lawns; in some cases the rough grass has not
even been eut. From a point of safety alone
we think that we may. expect the owners uf

In respect of big game throughout the
Provinee as defined in the Game Act, no
person shall anywhere in the Northern and

such léts to make & showing without delay
and rid the town of such fire hazards as long

Eastern Districts kill or take or have in their

dry grass around and adjacent to the homes,

possession during the open season more than

two deer, all of which must be of the male
sex, and in the Western District kill or take
_-or have in their possession during the open

more than three deer, all of which

must be of the male sex and no person shall
kill or take or have in their possession dwing
the open season more than three bear of any
species other than grizzly, and north of the
‘main line of the Canadian National Railway,
formerly known as the Grand Trunk Pacific:
Railway, two grizzly: bear, and south of.the
said railway-line one grizzly bear.
Throughout the Province no person shall
at any time: kill or take or have in their possession : during the-open season more than
two mountain-goat.

Note“#iunters cut this out and paste it up
in soMe prominent place.

Owners of cars are advised that it 1s nut
permissible to park on the boulevards within the Townsite.
This habit has been carried out during the
last two months, more especially on Ocean
View Avenue, and owners of cars are ad-

vised that they may not continue this
practice.

POWELL RIVER COMPANY.

BREAD DELIVERY

Customers. taking bread from Avenue
Lodge Bakery delivery are advised that it 1%
essential to pay for bread at time of. delivery,
either by cash or. coupons.

In the past several eustomers have not
provided themselves with the necessary
change or eoupons for payment of bread

education is the ability to make yourself do

when delivered, and this has eaused a ¢0nsiderable amount of unnecessary work in this

the thing you. have to do when it ought
to be done, whether you like it or not; 1f

tomers. will make such arrangements as will

‘Perhaps the most valuable result of all

is the first lesson which ought to be learnt,
and, however.early a man’s training begins,

it is probably the last lesson he learns
thoroughly.—T.. Hrxley.

Fyrom A. J. Rich, Buffalo, N.Y.»

department.

We. will be pleased, therefore, if all cus-

allow for bread being paid for at time of
delivery.

TOWNSITE DEPARTMENT.

Doctor (notieing squalling. piccaninny on

Conscience is a moral safeguard. A the floor): ‘‘Mrs. Johnson,. that baby 1s
safety conscience will keep you: from doing

things that will endanger yourself and
others.

—
7

spoiled, isn’t he?’’

Mrs. Johnsen: ‘*No sah, Doetah, all niggah
babies smell dat way.’

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
POWELL RIVER. COMPANY LIMITED
DOMINION DAY CELEBRATION
FINANCIAL STATEMENT

¥Yntermediate Baseball ........ 100.00

Below is a statement of receipts and disbursements of the Celebration of Dominion

BAN een ee eee nee

Day, first of July last, by the Welfare De-

partment of the Powell River Company.

As will be seen a very considerable sum

was realized from the different booths on the

100.00
100.00

Golf Club .................

Football ................--...

Lawn Bowling Club

—-- 190.00

100 QQ

56.39

Lacrosse Club .......

St. John’s Chureh .

75.00

75.00
St. Joseph’s Church
St. Paul’s Chureh ..,..2......... 75,00

Skid Road, the surplus, or profits, of which
have been apportioned to the Welfare, Athletic, and other local organizations. —
Receipts.
Canes and Knives ..............§ 71.60

Horse Racing ..
Novelty. Wheel
Ball and Tub
Chuck-a-Luck

Grocery Stand ..
Ringing Money

35.75
141.85

Bindloss, H.—Cross Trails.
Bridle, A.—Hansen.
Doyle, A. C.—The Lost World.

409.90)

42.90

957.15
960.00
118 65

Ladies’ Raffle .......-..

Haggard, Sir R.—Queen of the Dawn.
Gibbs, H. A.—Soundings.
Kennedy, M.—The Constant Nymph.

OY 70

Miscellaneous Sales ............ 190.00
Grand Stand ............................

DANCE qc

Tags (Less Commission )
Miscellaneous Returns ..........

$1,651 9D
71.95
305.00
945.70
9 25

Harper & Urquhart ..
City Transfer .........
Dr. C. R. Marlatt
Dr. A. Henderson
Dr. l. Brouse ............--

Dr. S P. H. Marlatt
Dr. T. W. Fletcher ..
Mr. R. M. Banham
Mr. E. W. Rawson ...
Mr. H. Young ............

Mr. R. B. Linzey
Mr. EB. KB. Gordon

Mr. W. Tomkinson ..
Bank of Commeree .............

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday ..

Thursday
Friday ...

Friday

5.00
5.00 5.00

Saturday.
Tuesday .......-...

Wednesday
Thursday ....

9.00

395.00

Le

71.87

@& oe &

Prizes for Sports ......

Freight and Incidentil. Expenses

Girl Guides.
Boy Scouts” Assn.

Senior: Baseball

7.00 a.m. Lad

7.00 am Lady *
7.00 a.m. Lady E

7.000 am. Lady. C
Friday’
p.m. Chelohsin
a
Friday...

..% 791.86
ee

A

South—Leave Powell Ri

5 00
5.00
5.00
» 00

Printing

O30 a.m.

‘Thursday .....-

5.00
5.00
5.00

Disbureements

Distribution of Pzpceeds—

Sab
tind, R.—Trampling
of the Lili
Sincelair,.M.—The
Rector of Wyck.!

North—Leave Vancouver.’
am Lg

95 00
15.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Skid Road Supplies ............

Miscellaneous

Sabatini, R.—The Gates of Doom.

UNION STEAMSHIP SAILIN

$2,601 45

Dance

Philpotts, E—A Voice from the Dark.

\

...$100.00
P. R. Company
P, R. Dept. Store ................ 30.00
Armstrong & Morrison ...... 29.00
25.00
J. RK; Meintyre

. MeLeod-Seanlon Co.

Lewis, S.—Arrowsmith.
Maugham, W. S.—The Painted Veil.

Wharton, ‘E.—The Mother ’s Recompy

Subscriptions—

P. R. Drug Co. .......

$2,001 4-)

LIBRARY BOOKS
Ainsworth, W. H.—Windsor Castle.
Bacheller, I—Father Abraham.

Rkid Roadq—

Golf Stand ............

1,081.35

956.03

995.232

12.03

(Passengers only)

Saturday 7.00 pre Lady Evelyn\
Sunday ................-.-..-..11.00 pm. Chelohsin

‘‘Her neice is rather good looking.’’
‘‘Don’t say ‘knees is,’ say ‘knees are’.’’
Temperance Lecturer: ‘¢cTf# FT were to lead -

a donkey up to a pail of water and a pail
of beer, he would drink the water. Now,
can anyone tell me why?’’

From back beneh: ‘‘Beeause he’s. 1

donkey.’?

POWHLL RIVER DIGESTER
ACCIDENT RECORD

The following table shows the number of
disabling accidents oceurriung in the Mill
during June and July, and the days lost in
each department. it should be noted that

the ‘Days lost’’ are computed from the
doetor’s estimate.

June

July

Log Pond ..............

Tous)

Wood Room
(grinders
Sulphite Dept.
Sereen Room
Beater Room
Machine Roonis

1 42 QD 7

lt Y%

Room and Rewinders

Mr. Mae.: ‘‘Will you sew to me while I

and Seows _..................... |] qi
Steam Plant and Boiler

4 178

trical Department

au cheque for $1,000 in payment of the In-

aaa
Mill, Lbr. Yard

suranee due the estate of George Knight, who

“a

3 oe

sarpenters’ Shop...

OSU? sy Shop, Blacksmith

- Pattern Shop and

TS 1 7

(Yard Crew,

died recently. A draft will be sent to ValenEne Kmight, a brother in England.
POWRMLI. RIVER BMPLOVEES’ SICK
BINEKIT YY

Statement as at June 30, 1925

must be Store, Dept. Store,
kill or tause, Avenue Lodge,

the Open cress 1 toi

Hospital equipment

$ 10,861.96

Current Assets:
(“nosh in bank

Ola OG 11 271

Aects. receivable

maim line of .cidents sueh as slight cuts, abraformerly know ete., have not been tabulated.
TTT TTT EE EEE _—_

said rnilwav-l CY OF PAPER MACHINES
No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4

Supplies on hand
Petty cash
Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance....$
Ins. premiums unexpired

20.356.18

300.00
249.42

roughout , ont. 984 99.0 100.0 100.0

aut any time Kl: 144 999

QO? 6

Of &

OF 9

session during cent 95.7 964 99.5 #983

two mountain-y TONNAGE
1925
Hrs.-~LOST,
'Ave. JULY,
Lost Ave.
N ote—tt

Lost Daily T’nge Daily
15.75 0.60 37.11 °»&#21.48

995 0.386 21.79

1k SOME 7

>.

= 438.75 £#$+%O0.6b3 40.73 3 1.57

Pe 4
edn

read 2???

GROUP INSURANCE CHEQUE
The Powell River Company 1s In receipt of

Genernutor Room and Flee-

1]

old are you, Bobbv?’’

Bobby:
years, teacher, ’?
Teveher: °*'Then you were born in 1919.7:
bobby: No, teacher, in St. Luke’s hospital.’?
L sew???

Whart and Paper Storage

hallway, two

‘Teageher:

Mrs. Mae.: ‘*Will you talk to me while

—_

Finishing Room, Core

VITAL STATISTICS FOR JULY, 1925
Mr, and Mrs. M. Dunn, July 2, son.
Mr, and Mrs. N. C. Fraser, July 5, daugnter.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Kudd, July 19, son.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Gibson, July 12, son.
Mr. und Mrs. A, Ruegy, July 24, son.

11.50 0.44 34.0¢@ 324.31

PAPER PRODUCTION, JULY, 1925

~ Nol No. 2 No.3 No. 4

tk 4037-79 149218 1886.01 1807.88
JULY WEATHER REPORT
Average minimum temperature, for month 56.5
Average maximum temperature for month ‘74.6

Rainfall for month .........................-.--... 020”
Rainfall from Jan. 1st to July 31st ....16.959"
Hottest Cay 22. eee eee ce eee cence een OL ©
Hottest day, season, June 29 --.........-..--....-91°

Many a wreck has oecurred from an empty

train of thought.

549 7Z

$ 31,767.86

Linbilities—

196.66
Accounts payable ......--....$
for depreciation... 5,654.49
Bad debts reserve
000.09
Surplus
$ 31.767.86
HOSPITAL OPERATING JUNE 30, 192%
Ls

Income—

hospital fees..$ 1.339.26
Giher income

Loss for June

123.83

——$ 3,463.09
451.30

S$ 3$.914.39

icx penxse—-

Salaries « 1,850.67

2 063.42
Uperatingzg expenses
>.414.3%
——_____-_.--_—-§
SICK BENEFIT FUND, JUNE 30, 1925
inecome—

Kimployees’ Fees
Grant from low
Co., Ltd
Xpense—

Benefits paid

Gain for June

R92 84
A4H YP?

4321 64
9O%.12

S$ 1,338.76

S 1,338.76

Patients in hosp. at as May 31, 1925...
Admitted during June
Discharged during June
Remaining at June 30th ..
Benefits paid to 14 members In June.

. 29
42

44

Je. Cao
PRITISH COLUMBIA

~~

VANCOUVER: 151.

CO
PACIFIC! ¢ ae ae .

NITED Ow ix

Powell River, British Columbia, Canada
Latitude

— _ 4G° 5ST’ N.

TuON GItUde eens eee eee ene ene tee ie ence cece 124° 33° W.
51°

Mean eee nee ee ce cee eee ee eee ee ener en ere

Mean humidity

euccesecenn,. Sa”

Pre@ipitation ce cece BATA"
Snowfall

(ae Ee | FF

13.7”

A SCENE ON THE GREEN DURING SPRING
Present capacity of the plant................250 tons news print daily
Estimated capacity, 1926........................375 tons uews print daily
Port open for shipping every day of the year.

POW KLE RIVER DIGKSTER

CHILDREN’S DAY IN POWELIL RIVER

Monday, September 7th, was ushered in
with glorious sunshine and blue sky and the
events of the day were conducted under the
most favorable auspices.

The faney dress parade, headed by the

only being caught by Billy on the wrong side

of the tape. This put him out of the race.

The pillow fights brought out a fine show of
spirit on the part of some of the losers, who
took a real trouncing before giving in.

elown band, marshalled by the policeman and

There were a large number of entries for
the blindfold boxing for boys, and the erowd
had a great Jaugh watching the antics and
the vicious swings.

cult task of selecting the winners in the

though the eourse did not permit of any

flanked by the troupe of tumblers, started a
strenuous day at 9.30 a.m. and the whirl of
cxeitement continued unabated to the end
of the baseball match at 5.30 p.m.
After the judges had performed the diffifaney dress contest, the ground was cleared

for the flat races, which were run off in

quick time, and followed up by the balloon
race of 90 yds. With the wind on the flank
the entrants were provided with all kinds of
exereise, and the spectators with plenty of
fun, due to the tendency of the balloons to
vo off at all times at right angles to the tape.
More competitors were on the field for the

The half mile ecyele race was good, and

great speed, 1t was sufficiently exciting to
hold the interest of all.
We should have
more ot them.

Chief Clown Lockie and his troupe—Jack
Hill, Joe Sweeney and Bud Moore, with Jack
Semple as the monkey—worked hard to pro-

balloon races than for any other event, making a very animated scene. Billy Matheson
had hard luek in the boys’ balloon race, for
after working his balloon up to within a few
yards of the tape ahead of the field, it sud-

vide amusement, and with great success.
Their clever tumbling and gags kept everyone laughing and filled up the gaps splendidly. The policeman with his badge and
decorations and a belt full of leg irons, successfully kept the peace without using

cdenly took charge and blew over the line,

violence.

POW HiL RIVER DIGHSTHR

Following is a list of the winners in the
varlous events:

Kileen MeKnight; 2, tielen Donnenworth;
3, Dorothy Poole.

Boys’ Balloon Race, 50 yards—I,

Toddlers’ race, under 6 years, 25 yards—
Harold ‘Coverdale, Norman McGeachy, Ken-

Frobyn; 2, EK. Ceeconi; 3, A. Brandolini.

Haigh, Audrey Haigh, Lillian Jacobsen.

Girls’ Balloon Race, 50 yards—l, Volna
MeLaughlin; 2, Wilma Haigh; 3, Dorothy

neth Christian, Douglas Doidge, Evelyn
Girls, 6 to 8 years, 50 yards—1l1, Kathleen

Marshall; 2, Helen Donnenworth; 3, Sylvia
Casey.

Girls, 8 to 10 years, 60 yards—1, Dorothy

Hyatt; 2, Lillian Thomas; 3, M. Hogue.
Boys, 8 to 10 years, 75 yards—l, Jack
Jones; 2, Geo. Fidler; 3, L. Boulton.
Girls, 10 to 12 years, 75 yards—1, Mary

Brand; 2, Josephine Mitchell; 3, Phyllis
Kivans.

Boys, 10 to 12 years, 75 yds.—1, J. Mathieson; 2, O. Ceeconi; 3, F. Parsons.
Girls, 12 to 14 years, 75 yds.—1, Hilda
Fiowe; 2, Carrie Bell; 3, Nita Cormier.

Boys, 12 to 14 years, 100 yards—l, J.
Mathieson; 2, Ronald Marshall; 3, E. Ceceoni.

Girls, 14 to 16 years, 100 yards—1, Dorothy Hyatt; 2, Mary Brand; 3, Helen Donnenworth.

Boys, 14 to 16 years, 100 yards—1, George

Grant; 2, Peter Holborn; 3, W. McLeod.
Girls’ egg and spoon race, 50 yards—l,

Reg.

l’oole.

Boys’ Sack Race, 50 yards—1, Clyde Reed;

2, Alf. Bell; 3, H. Brass.
Pillow Fight—-Winner, Jack Taylor; runner-up, Bill Mathieson.

Boys’ Cyele Raee, % mile—Guilbert Maslin.
Biscuit-eating Competition—1, Ermes Cee-

coni; 2, W. MeLeod.

Boys’ Blindfold Boxing—Winner, Alf.
Bell; runner-up, Bert Smythe.
Best Baby Competition—Thora Coyle, age
11 months.
Best Decorated Kiddie Car, Buggie, ete.—

1, Dolly Rea; 2, Jimmie Craigen; 3, Geo.

Baxter.

Best Fancy Costume—1 and 2, Roma and

Betty Jane Shirley, equal; 3, Theo Kelly.
Best Comic Costume—1, M. Dunn; 2, B.
Anderson; 3, F. Goddard.
Boy with most freckles—Roderick Goddard.
Boy with reddest hair—John Hyndes.
Girl with reddest hair—Helen Parker.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
The baseball match between the Pats and
aq mixed team of the Giants and the Braves

was won by the combination after a very
snappy exhibition.

The dance in Central Hall during the

evening was well attended and enjoyed by

everyone. The music left little to be de-

after about two and a half hours and much
too soon for the children. As the children
left the tent they were each handed a bag of
peanuts and an orange, when they disappeared in the direction of their homes, after
having thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon.

Shortly before the refreshments were

ciated, and _ the fruit, pop, lemonade, tocether with the ice-cream, topped off the
refreshments to just the right degree.

served out at the grand stand, Major MacKenzie, the secretary of the local lodge, addressed the children, announeing that the
proposed picnic to Savary Island had been
put off for this year. He explained that some
months ago arrangements had been made
with one of the steamship companies for a
boat to take all the children up to Savary
Tsland, but unfortunately, through no fault

The Company, 1n the character of the host,

local Elks, the arrangements fell through, as

sired.

Summing it all up, the day was one of
unqualified sueceess. The children had the

time of their lives and the grown-up folks

enjoyed the enjoyment of the youngsters.
The lunches furnished were much appre-

may well be proud of the nice things said
of them and the occasion.

of either the steamship company or the
the boat expected did not arrive out from

England until it was too late to hold the
In order that something be done for
the children it was deeided that to treat
them all to the ecireus would mean as much
if not more to them than would the pieniec;
and this was convineingly proved from the
pienie.

CHITLDREN’S

Saturday, September Sth, was a day that
will long remain in the memories of all the
ehildren of Powell River and the surround-

ing district. Buller’s Cireus was in town on
that day and the Powell River Elks treated
al! of the kids—over 600 of them, large and
small—to the show. Even before the 12
noon whistle blew, the children had started

to eollect in the grand stand, and as one
o'clock approached the Brother Bulls’ in

charge of the arrangements for the day began to be a little bit afraid they had underestimated the number of children that would

turn out. However, everything went off
serenely. Each and every one was treated
to ice cream, candy and pop and handed a
flag—the Union Jack. They were directed
from the grandstand to the main tent of the
eircugs and rapidly sorted into the seats sur-

rounding the ring in the centre of the tent.
By the time the show was ready to start,
every available seat in the tent was occupied.

Dogs of all breeds, ponies, monkeys, goats

and bears—all very well trained—gave a
performance that was a delight to watch.
Several acrobats, two of whom were much
younger than a great number of the audience, gave the crowd a few thrills between

the acts of the animals. The shouting,
hand clapping and the laughter showed how

much the young audience appreciated the
show, which unfortunately came to an end

remarks of a great number of them when
they came out after the show was over.
GRINDING ROOM RUMBLINGS
We haven’t any swelled head, not that you
could notice, at the same time we are quite
tickled with the improvements in our locker
rooms and laboratory, together with a brand
new desk and office chair.
T'wo of our erew seem to have forgotten

that this mill has entered the Safety First
Contest, as both of the accidents that did
happen could have been avoided. We ask
that everyone watch his step to the end that
we may swing the eup our way.
The bells at the doors of the sereen room

and grinding room opening on the loading
track have been placed there by the Safety
Department to warn everyone when the e¢ars

are in motion. One or two narrow escapes
have happened lately. Keep your ears and
your eyes open. Stop—look—Listen—and
remember—Safety First.
VISITTOR

Mr. M. J. Seanlon. Vice-President of the
Company, visited the plant on a trip of inspection on Friday, September 4th.

POWBEBLL RIVER DIGESTER

Toth NEW PENS'TOCK

PILANT EXTENSION

The seenery on the sites of the various
jobs changes so rapidly and frequently that
it is difficult to recognize the same place two
days in succession. Our picture this month
gives an idea of the progiess on No. 4 fren-

The hole in the millsite that will eventually be filled up with the new grinders 1s
about finished. Just now it is filled with a
heterogeneous collection of flumes, skeleton-

like framework, steel, timbers, piling and

stock, which will shortly become another
highway for the transportation of power to

forceful construction language, and although
at a distance it bears a working resemblance
to a eross-word puzzle, it 1s gradually asstm-

the new grinder and generator turbines. The

final shipment of the huge steel rings has
arrived, and will be laid as fast as the rivetters can dispose of it. The cradles for the

pleted, and are being filled with concrete as

big tube keep comfortably in advance of the

finished. The trestle for the waterfront

steel itself, and are a trifle over half complete. Work has also been started on the
lewer end of the penstock, the pipe now
rearing up out of the rubble and chaos of
construction like some gigantic and antediluvian serpent protesting at the invasion
of his domain.

irg shape. The forms are about half com-

fast as they can take it. The draft tubes
which will be attached to the receiving ends
of the big turbines are in place and are about
railway 18 nearly completed, and a httle more
than half the traek is laid.
The excavation for the new machine room

and the cut-off road, which has caused so
much grief and consternation among the
local motorists by chasing them off their perfectly good road and across the football
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pasture, is proceeding steadily. The fussy
and important little donkey which hauls the
gravel cars up from the shovel to the switeh
and drops them down to the foot of the cut,

keeps besy most of the time, and the rest
of the railroad system, which has quite recov-

ered from a slight indisposition resulting
from a fall off its orbit into the fill, 1s on
the job just as steadily. The football goal
posts look out of place, standing forlorn and
alone, surrounded by tracks, machinery and

piles of lumber and timber, gaunt monuments to the days that are no more.
The sea wall west of the grinder room has
been finished, and the fill will have reached

its ultimate level very shortly. The wall to
the west of the wharf approach has also
reached completion, and its fill is about haif
in place.
Orders have now been placed for a econ-

siderable quantity of the machinery and
equipment of the new plant, and as each
eontract is signed the boys of the Engineering heave a concerted sigh of relief at the
removal of one more source of specifications,
drawings, caleulations and late hours.

On September lst, while excavation work

or the new machine room site was being
continued, workers of the Armstrong Morrison brought to light a curiously shaped,
primitive stone hammer. The crudeiy fash-

GOOD ADVICE

From one friend to two others on their
vacation. It is not often we have such a
gem handed in. Read on, the letter speaks
for itself:

Powell River, Aug. 20th, 1925.
Dear Friends—

Now that you’ve severed all restraining
ties with familtes who perchance might
criticize, and view activities in which you’d
fa:n engage with horrified ‘‘Oh, Mother! At
your age!’’ Pray now accept from me admiring sympathy. If | could feel ’twere wis-

dum to advise you, I’d say—tho’ it might
possibly surprise you-—-Hop to it, sisters!
Paint the city scarlet!

Who heeds old Time?

—he’s but a thieving varlet. (I only wish

that I might see your unrepressed hilarity.)
Hit all the high spots—take your time, don’t
hurry; we’re lonesome here at home but you
should worry. Safe from the eagle eye of
watchful daughter, do all those things you’d

hike, but hadn’t oughter—for what, I ask

you, 18 vacation without a little dash of dissipation ?

Well, all good times at last must have an
end—you, too, to the immutable must bend.
But what a lot of memories you’ll bring (and
what a lot of sealps upon your string!) and
how we'll sit with open mouth and eyes and

1med instrument was located in loose gravel

listen to your entertaining lies of what you
did and said, and where you went, of wild

weapon (for the original makers may have
intended it to serve in either capacity) ap-

your fling, and make it high and wide; see

aft a depth of sixteen feet. The tool, or
pears to have been shaped from a large slab

of diorite rock. Measuring 3% inches in
width, with an approximate length of 9 ins.,
this relic probably belonged to _ primitive
tribes who roamed our coast before the encroachment of European civilization. Whe-

ther utilized for peaceful pursuits or in

offensive and defensive struggles with hos-

tile tribes or animals eannot of course be
determined definitely. To the archeologist
this hint of the past might conjure up many
fascinating possibilities. Whatever may be
the history of this stone hammer it cannot
fail to shed some new light on our scanty

knowledge of early life in B. C. Thig interesting souvenir is at present in the possession of Mr. Lang. who has labelled the
date and specified the circumstances under
which it was unearthed.

adventurous days together spent— ’twill be,
I know, to me, a thrilling Odyssey. So have
all the sights and cabarets beside.

Make the

old town with sheer excitement shiver—but
please come back, in time, to Powell River.

In all my fond sincerity,

I am, yours ever,
MARGARET B.
P.S.—Both of my masculine relations send

you their best felicitations.

John McLeod says if wheat rises much
more he’s going to cut out the yeast—won’t
need it.

They tell this one on Frank McNeill. Maybe it’s so—it happened at a party:

‘Gee, these biscuits are hard.’’

Frank—‘T know. Didn’t you hear me |

say to take your pick when she handed them

around ?’?
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DAN—RIDING HIS HOBBY

We had a visit during the month from a
man. quite prominent in newsprint paper
eireles on the eoast and an old friend of
many in Powell River in the person of Mr.
Dan Charles.
Dan claims he is more or less on the re-

tired list but is still active in some of his
hobbies. Dan told some of our residents

that he was seriously considering leaving the

Ugly is not a nice word. When we speak
of an ugly person, or rather of a person being ugly, we, aS a rule, do not express ourselves correetly. Some persons are handsome,

some are homely, but few are ugly. To be
ugly is to be repulsive or hideous. Ugliness
in regard to the human individual would be
better apphed 1£ we spoke of the state of
the mind or character, and some handsome in-

dividuals have been cursed with an ugly
paper game and acquiring and training a
character, while on the other hand we know
herd of elephants, but we do not think he of homely people who, by virtue of their
bas made any definite plans as yet, so we beauty of character, cease to be thought
hope to see old Dan back with us again on homely and are spoken of as fine or niez
one of his usual visits of inspection.
looking.
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Lhe Editor’s Page
ELECTIONS

Nowadays papers are full of the news of
approaching elections. Each paper, accord-

ing to its political bias, is sounding the
praises of its leader and all his platform
stands for. Whatever the result of the election may be, it will be caused by the will of

ihe people expressed through the medium of
the ballot.

The people—that is to say, the majority
of the people—choose the man to govern,
and his followers as well. A responsibility

cf man. Will power is mental energy controlled. The term is usually applied to persons of strong character. Unfortunately the
manner in which this energy is controlled is
sametimes bad and disaster is the outcome

of effort. On the other hand when will
power igs directed towards good then the
results are all for the betterment of man.
Bearing this in mind, it is a regrettable

fact that many men who are gifted with
knowledge and ability lack that essential

rests on each and every man and woman who

component part, will power, in their makeup to put their ideas into execution.

is eligible to vote, and that 1s—to see that
their names are placed on the voters’ list.
Many years ago much blood was shed in

day, Sir W. Joynson-Hicks, the Home Secre-

order to obtain the franchise. Today the

oxercise of it must be left to the conscienee
aud intelligence of the individual.
Those who are too indifferent or too lazy
to record their names do by their own action
place themselves in a position that 1s, to say
the least, not very flattering. They have no

interest and no voice in the affairs of this,
their own country. They are to be pitied.
This is an appeal to everyone, irrespective
of their political affiliations, to assume their
share of the responsibility of government—

end get on the voters’ list.
In the minds of some people there lurks
the suspicion that large companies ofttimes
show a disposition to govern and guide the

political expression of their employees
through the medium, of the ballot.
Such might have been the ease in times
past, but nowadays the men who direct the
affairs of large corporations are above such
methods, and the people who harbor such

suspicion are, without question, narrow in
thelr vision.
Some people confuse stubbornness with
will power. The stubborn individual starts

Presenting prizes at a school the other
tary, made a remark whieh ought to _ be

taken to heart by every boy on the threshold
of his career. . He said:

‘*Tt is no use having a first elass brain if
there ls a second elass eharacter behind it.’’

It is easy to say that such a remark 1s a
truism, but unfortunately for this generation truisms are now so often regarded as
dowdy Victorian things not worth econsidefa-

tion that the truths underlying them are
often ignored. there are a great many

people in this world, but how many live up
to the expectations formed for them? On
all hands we are met with people who have
never fulfilled the promise they gave, who
seem to have ‘‘floundered’’ in existence
rather than to have mastered lit.

It cannot be dented that many such persons have been overtaken by ill-luck, but it

is equally certain that the majority have
been the victims of their own lack of char-

acter. People nearly always put their failures down to ill-fortune, practically never to
want of determination. That is natural

enough, but must not be allowed to hide
the truth from us. Cleverness 1s common,
but strong character is rare, and if the former is an attribute with which man is endowed, the latter is undoubtedly a thing that

or stops whenever the mood comes over him.
He does not use reason and 1s therefore ecom-

he ean eultivate. And if he is wise he will
eultivate it.

from a retarded growth of everything ‘but

only function properly if directed by character; otherwise they go to seed, and by
dissipating themselves become futile and

with the mule, an animal who suffers
energy.

The individual who has will power is

biessed with one of the greatest attributes

Brains are essential to success, but brains

eccentric.
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FOR ‘THER FUTURE

Frequently we come across the writings
of others that fit our own case. Following
is an instanee of one of them.

he advice given is of the best. We think
aman is sensibly guarding his future, or that
of those who depend upon him, if he has

abled before reaching the age of sixty, and
protection is afforded his family if he should
die.

This proteetion is intended to help the
family get on its feet when the breadwinner

is taken away—but it is not protection

enough to care for them indefinitely. A good

a bank account, is insured, and to elinch
matters, joins some good fraternal order.
Lhis rounds out a falr programme.

savings aceount, and as much extra hie,
health, and accident insurance aS We can

crab-mother, who, in a eritical mood, talked
to her only daughter on her ungainiy manner
of carriage.

become a leader in the game, not a stander-

There is an old, old story told of a

‘*Why do you sidle along in that awkward fashion?’’ she asked. ‘‘Why don't

you go straight ahead like other folks?’’
‘* Well, mother,’’ the daughter is reported

to have answered, in a very modern fashion,

‘*you go first and show me the way—L’ll
follow. ’’
How many of us are crabs? Criticising, al-

ways willing to point the way, and seldom
leading—ready to comment on the appearance of things as others do them and seldom
seeing the folly of our own ways. How many

of us sit by the way-side and wateh the
passing show, and who are the few who are
willing to play the leaders?
When a friend: has died and left his widow
and children in rather straightened circum-

stances, how often he has been eriticised

for the lack of foresight whieh took his

ehildren out of school and sent his wife to
work! And yet in the matter of protecting
those dearest to us, we put off unforgivablyv.
The savings banks of the country send out

daily warnings for the future. But then
another of our besetting sins sets to work

and tells us to ‘*put it off until the next

day,’’ and so on.
Doubtless the fellow who left his wife and
children in the predicament which we eriticize once had intentions every bit as good

afford are the surest protections for our

families, and one of the ways of having us

by who eriticises and offers nothing, who
laughs at the shortcomings of others, and then falls short himself.

When everything is speckled, and the day
seems awful long,
You’d like to kill your neighbor as he chants
his fav’rite song.
Though things progress as usual, yet somehow they don’t go,
And you’ve come _ fo the eonelusion that
every friend is foe.
It’s Liver.
When all the world looks lovely, a cabbage
like a rose,
The onions just like violets (you don’t believe your nose),
The sun still shines at midnight, each pebble’s made of gold;

It’s 00 under zero, but you don’t feel the
eold—

It’s Heart.

Brevity may be the soul of wit, but there
is very little humor in a short answer.
A boil on the back of the neck will eure

snoring, proving that it’s an ill wind that
blows nobody good.—The Superior Sheet.

fred Corbett has a very lovable and com-

as ours. But he, too, waited for that time
which never came to put something away
for a rainy day.
When we made arrangements for the
group insurance plan whieh is in effect in
this company, we had in mind helping our

panionable little dog that he has taught a
number of quaint tricks and stunts. One

employees to care for themselves and their
families when they would need help most.
Provision 1s made for any insured employee
who becomes totally and permanently dis-

thing. ’’
‘*Oh, is that so?’’ responded Fred. ‘‘ Well,

day when Fred was putting his pet through
the stunts, a looker-on said:

““How tg it that yeu can teach your dog

all those tricks? I can’t teach my dog a

it’s quite easy. You just have to know
more than the dog.’’
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LAZY?

DON’T KNOW ’”’

The most exasperating individual in the

Once we worked with a man whom others

business world is the person who, when asked

called lazy. When this remark came to his

for information, gazes at you with a lost
Jook and says, dumbly, ‘‘I don’t know.’’
You do not mind a bit if the fellow whom
you expect may be able to answer your query,
happens to be ignorant, provided he ean tell

you where to find out, or if he shows some
interest in helping you to find the answer.
For a fact, one sure way to get ahead in
any business is to establish a reputation for
being able to answer questions. When your
fellow workers get into the habit of asking
you for information when they are stumped
you are surely on the road to a better job.
In almost every organization there is at
least one sueh fellow. You ean ask hima
question that is'a mile out of his line, and

probably he can’t answer it; but the very
fact that he is unable to answer whets his
curtosity, and he becomes as interested as
you are im getting the facts. He has an idea
where and how to find out, and he gets busy
in the search. And your respect for him is
just as great as though he were able to tell
you right off the bat.
On the other hand, the person who bland-

ly says, ‘‘I don’t know,’’ and shows no in-

clination to find out, goes down sever
points in your estimation. And after a
couple of such experiences, you put him down

for a ‘fdumb-bell.’’ I1t 1s not necessarily

the man who earries a hatful of miscellaneous facts around with him that wins the
money. Walking encyclopedias are seldom
found in big jobs. It’s the man who knows
where to find facts quickly, when he needs
them, who counts.

A murderer apprehended im _ Saginaw,
Michigan, insists that he is sane. His lawyers are submitting this as proof that he is
CTaZy.

A eouple of our local boys were spending

the evening at the home of a friend in the

country. When they were coming home

Alex said to Ned:

‘*Now, old top, I wanenar t’ be eareful,
ur the firs’ thing y’now you/’ll have us in
the ditch.’?
Ned: “fMe? Say howja get that way?—

I thought you was driving.’’

ears, he answered: ‘‘Laziness 1s no use unless properly applied.’’
He went at his work very easily and with-

out any fuss. At the end of the day his

production was, as a rule, as great as any
of the other workmen in the shop.
Tf one watched him for 2 time i1t was

very obvious why he accomplished so much

with such little apparent effort. He made

no false motions. He made the right move
at the right time—no more, no less—and
presently the job was done.

Yet some folks called him lazy.

A rich relative is a kin you love to touch.

A drunken man will get sober, but durn
9 fool.

Egotism is the glue that enables a man
to get stuck on himself.
Don’t wait unt1] your ship comes in.
out to meet it.
Some people just hate to see a man enjoy
life and prosper at the same time.

If no one ever ealls you by yotr first
name there’s something wrong with you.

Progress in the work must come about
through men and women of high aspirations
and high ideals.—Herbert Hoover.

The satisfaction of work well performed
is the silver lining on a hard job.
SA PF;

Old John, custodian of the bath-houses at

an old English resort, was in the habit of

entering Miss Augusta’s compartment before
she had completely reclothed herself.

One morning she said to him: ‘‘John,
you ought to knock before you come in.
Some day you might come in while I was
undressed. ’’

To whieh honest old John replied: ‘‘Lor’
biess you, miss; no danger of that. Il allus
peeks through the knot-hole afore I comes
in.’’—Dayton Journal.
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SUPERINTENDENT’S PICNIC
On Saturday afternoon, 5th September, the
vérlous department heads were the guests of

Mr. A. E. MeMaster on a eruise to Ragged
Istands and Broks Bay on the_ good ship
‘* Greta M.’’

On the way north, the party torched at
Savary island and picked up the ‘‘pilot,’’
and later touched at Lund, where the party
was shown over certain real estate propositions and possible sites suitable for shingle
mills, ete. The lake behind Lund was also

natural surroundings. He was rather seeptical of the actual existence of such an

animal, never having run across any of this
species 1n his work in the Woodroom, and
we believe he has always understood that if
they did exist, they were used in the manufacture of perfume and local anesthetie.
Harry Willis, superintendent of the Steam
Plant, had a certain interest in looking over
the slab proposition, and was also instrumen-

examined as a likely breeding station for

tal im turnine off the hot air valves when
the question of production was discussed

teredos.

between the various Departments.

The erulise was 1n the nature of a ‘‘ gettogether’’ meeting of the various department
superintendents, with a view to having them
discuss operating problems away from the

noise and proximity of the plant. Such

meetings tend to cement friendships within
the plant and strengthen those associations
already rooted.

A visit was made to the Company’s midway log storage and an excellent opportunity

given to the guests of seeing at first hand

the supply of logs available behind ovr news-

Frint operation. ‘‘Dad’’ Benner was par-

ticularly interested in seeing the substance

upon which he must eventually vent his
strength. A futile attempt was made to
show ‘‘Dad’’ a real life-size teredo in its

Charlie McLean, superintendent of Kingeome Navigation Co, gave a_ successful
cemonstration of the making up and towing
of Davis rafts, and to show the ease with
which they may be handled, allowed himself

to be photographed on the back of one of
these monsters.

Harry Carruthers was anxious to start a
fishing competition, claiming that he knew
more about ‘‘casting’’ than any other mem-

ber of the party. While Clif Shirley was

away from the sulphite cook, he still kept
within hail of the ‘‘ pot’’ which Robin Bell-

Irving had engineered to build up with

honor to himself and the financial betterment

of the craft. Claude Kelley as usual was
buzzing around keeping them all on their
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toes, 1n whieh he was aided by our Medical

Superintendent, Dr. C. R. Marlatt. While

Ernie Ketchum managed to forget the worries of the Grinder Room, he continued to
grind his teeth when Mae and Ed. Rawson
got him on fovtr spades doubled. E. C. Lee,
who is a worthy exponent of the art of raising chickens, was called upon to make an
interesting decision regarding the qualifications of various insects.
It was noted that W. McLeod of the Purchasing Department did not buy anything
during the trip.
On the whole the day was a most enjoyable

and profitable one for everybody present.
The party visited Savary Island on the return journey where they dropped the Chief,
and then proceeded to Powell River, after
having had a most enjoyable eruise.

VISITORS
Alf Madley, the celebrated composer of
songs from Montreal, dropped in on us for

% visit this month. He stayed just long
cnough to teach some of the boys his latest

hit, ‘“‘Buy my Kindling Wood.’’ Billy
Whyte, the Westmount choir leader, hap-

pened to be present on his annual inspection

trip and was able to assist Alf by carrying
all] heavy stuff. Mr. Madley informs us that
he expects soon to have his stuff placed on

reeords so that it will be available to the
general ptblie.

Freddie Dietrich introduced an eastern pal

of his to the crowd the other day in Willie

Carter, who hails from Saint Poliecare Junetion, and can sure delight (when in a happy

frame of mind) his listeners with French
Canadian stories. Claud Kelley says he
knows now why our ball team lost in Vaneouver—'‘ The ball she musta stick on de
bat. ’?

We understand Johnnie Dunsmuir has
adopted a new brand of perfeme named

‘‘4enith.’’ John says you ean sprinkle it
cver your garments freely without danger
of causing any shrinkage. (Too bad it was
an imperial quart, John—our sympathy.)

We understand that Fred Bell and Jack
Petch are seriously considering lawn bowling, Bill MeLeod plans on taking them with

his All Stars for a trip around the globe just
as goon as they become polished. Bill Smith
is back of this tour on the financial end.

Willie Prunes Fleming, Red Hot Prices
Oxley and Great Western McPhee popped in

on us a couple of times each and left us
with a smiling countenance. We can’t always tell whether these three fellows smile
on aceount of business reasons or because
they like our sociability.
Mystery

-

A guest at the Powell River Hotel was
ecmplaining to J. R. MeIntyre: ‘Your lunch

today was terrible. I nearly lost my appetite, ’?

‘*So? What was the matter?’’
Well, I found a hair in the lee-cream, a
hair in the honey, and a hair in the apple
sauce, ’’

did? M’m, that’s funny. I can

understand how the hair got in the 1¢ecream. Jt came from shaving the iee. And
the hair in the honey probably eame from
the comb. But what gets me is the hair mn
the apple sauce. I bought those apples myself, and they were Baldwins.’’
NONSENSE,

Johnnie MeIntyre airplaned over to Vic-

toria this month to see ‘*Old John,’’ his
college pal, but found he was away. Our
John was able to obtain the following statisties from the Government archives:
The moustache can never be grown upon
the forehead. Experiments have shown that

the upper lip is the only place in which it
will thrive.

In Switzerland the natives find it ex-

tremely difficult to put on their shoes without stooping over.

Scientists have proved that it is impossible for the elephant to build its nest for
l1ts young in the tops of trees, even the oak.
On cold days, if a phonograph is not wound
at intervals, it will soon run down and stop.
This will also happen on warm days.

It is said that the people of Italy prefer

to eat their breakfast in the morning rather
than any other time of the day.
Psychologists tell us that it requires almost twice as much wind for a person to
play a cornet ag it does to play a violin.’ —
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SHALL WE BAISE A PRIME MINISTER
IN POWELIE RIVER?

The children of Powell River are indeed
fortunate, and although far from being pampered, every possible occasion is _ eagerly
seized upon as a reason for giving them a
good time. Never a nationa! holiday passes

without the children having a right royal
time. This is well, however, and is Just as

it ought to be: every gala day must be duly
observed and fittingly celebrated, for thus
the children have a huge measure of pleasure at present and, in addition, the future
will hold a store of warm recollections eentred about Powell River.

So far, Powell River has drawn its man
power from outside sources, but it is a new
town no longer, and has neared the place
when it will be sending its fledglings to help
build up other towns and other industries as
well as to maintain our own local industry
in a thoroughly efficient manner.
So the matter of educational equipment
appears all important. We may strive and
succeed in making our local schools equal
to any on the continent. but in our wildest
dreams we ean see established at Powell
River no more than elementary and secondary schools with perhaps some manual training. There remain to us, however, technical
h:gh schools and the university groups, some

of which are within eighty miles of our
community.

Many of our boys and girls will be enabled

to study at these various centres, but for

varlous reasons the majority of them will be
quite unable to do so. In this respect Powell River will be no different from a thous-

and other towns—all may not pass the
qualifying examinations, neither ean all
afford to attend out-of-town schools. Our
lecal schools will provide ample edueational
equipment in the vast majority of instances,

but in the few exceptional cases further
edueation will be out of the question for
financial reasons. Then again an element of

friendly rivalry is surely one of the most
inspiring things we know of in connection

with school affairs.
On our duly observed gala days a good
deal of money is spent. and well spent. We
believe, however, there has been some overlapping, and possible far-reaching economies

might be exercised without curtailing the

children’s fun in any way. On one day at
least a good deal of money is raised; but on

other holidays the Powell River Company
and eertain lodges—the Klks for instance—
spend a lot of money and spend it well. But
whether we: retain our youngsters or send
them far out into the world of men and
women, we want at least a fair percentage

of them to carve goodly niches for themselves, and incidentally to bring lasting

honour to the community of Powell River—
thus, too, shall we meet our obligations and
make our fitting contribution to the national
hfe of Canada.
One real way to perpetuate Powell River

would be the founding of Powell River

Seholarships. Simply: ‘‘Higher education,
with maintenance free or at reduced rates,
granted to a successful candidate after a
competitive examination. ’’

So we earnestly commend the matter for
careful consideration and. necessary action,

to the local Fraternal Orders, the Powell
River Company, our churches and the eitizens
at large.

Think it over and found a Powell River

Scholarship.

Customer:

‘‘Which is the most important

—a man’s wite or his trousers?’’
J. Jones: ‘Well, there’s lots of places a

man can go without his wife.’’

‘Say, Jack,’’ cried an excited customer,

rushing into the store the other day, ‘‘a
fellow just threatened my life; I crave your

protection. ’’
Jack: ‘‘How about a bullet proof vest?’’
E. C.: §*Worthless, plumb worthless. Ain’t

you got no razor proof collars?’’
Al Coverdale, an ardent disciple of Isaac ©
Walton, 1s back on the job after a vacation,

looking fine and spry. He says he had a
whale of a time. The grocery gang are
pleased to hear it, because they thought on

account of the delayed return that the
whale had caught him.

She (at band coneert): ‘‘ls that Beethoven’s ‘Sonata?’ ’’
He (going closer to read the notice): °* No,

ii‘s the ‘Refrain from Spitting.’ ’’
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Iron rusts from disuse; stagnant water

Apparently there is an accident complex
as well as a sucker complex and a crime

loses its purity and in cold weather becomes
frozen; even so does inaction sap the vigour
of the mind.—Thoughts of Leonardo.

complex.

We are all manufacturers—making good,
making trouble, or making excuses.

others that has not first given good counsel

Let no man presume to give advice to
to himself.—Seneea.

POWELL RIVER DIGHSTER
SAFETY STUFLSF

ag liable to be the eareless one’s ‘‘side-

The average man’s worth in industry 1s
measured by brain capacity and the ability

kiek’’ who gets the maiming. That is hardaly as it should be, but if each worker would

to toil successfully at the task he has in
hand. Toiling successfully does not necessarily mean that the utmost in output must

be attained, no matter what the cost; bit
rather that the cost of production shall be

as low as possible consistent with the practice of modern industrial methods, the most

important of which are undoubtedly coneerned with Safety. Executives appreciate
more than ever today the true value of the

chly counsel with himself in the matter of
safety efficiency he would soon get to appreciate that through thinking safety and
by getting others to think the same way
there would be fewer accidents. To ‘think

anid practise safety at all times is deeldedly
worth while; and if every man on the job 1s
thinking the same way, that is the way the
job will be—free of accidents. It eannot be
otherwise.—The Granby News.

sate worker.

The old-time practice of breaking humanity and calling it cheap proved to

be anything but that, and has been relegated to the limbo of things-to-be-forgotten.
In earrying out the work he is given to do,

particularly if it is of a hazardous nature,
the worker has been given to understand
that his first consideration is how to do it
well and safely, not only for his own benefit but for the sake of others who are sharing the risk with him. Man rarely works

Delate Cumtux

The small sailboat ‘‘Lively’’ was just
being brought to her moorings by her e¢ap-

able skipper, Jimmie Bichard. An Indian

in a small canoe was passing, and the skipper shouted:

‘“TIt is blowing a good stiff breeze out-

side.’?

alone nowadays, and the group of which he

‘‘T am deaf,’’ answered the Indian; ‘‘ can’t
hear what you are saying.’’
With ready wit Jim used the sign language
pursing up his lips and blowing hard, at the

thing happening to that group tends to affect
ali other groups eomprising the organization

with his hands.
The Indian replied with a gesture of his
hand and a smile as he remarked: ‘‘Sure,

is a unit funetions no better than the standard set by its individual members. Any-

of which it is a part. If a man dies. as a

result of an accident, the whole community
is more or less effected by the horror, while
the workers in the group of which the deceased was a member are, as a rule, badly
broken up. They cannot help but imagine
that their turn may be next, and thinking so
will undoubtedly impair efficieney and create
fear, which should have no place in a worker’s make-up, because if is unnecessary;
there should be no cause for fear, as there is
no necessity for accidents, and there would
be mighty few if the thought of all workers

same time making an undulating motion

it’s blowing like hell outside, eh.’’
During the time Buller’s Circus was show-

ing in Powell River this month two of the

nonkeys got away from their cages and took

to the tall timbers. Sunday following the

was kept on ways and means to prevent them

two missing links were located near the oil
tanks on the golf course, and, after an exciting time were captured. We understand
Charlie Powell with his matchless sporting
dog played an important part in this thrilling episode. The two truants were handed
to Major Sutton, our local provineial guardian, who shipped them back to the owners.

from happening. This is much easier than
3t may appear; for there is no effect without
& cause, no aceident but what is the result

Even the monkeys appreciate a good place
when they see it.

of listlessness or carelessness on somebody’s

part. All that can be consistently done to
make machinery accident-proof and at the
Same time maintain a eertain production
standard is being done, with excellent results. The individual is now the principal
souree of accidents; but the accident doesn ‘t
always happen to the eareless one; it is just

Weakness

There are two big weaknesses that keep

people poor. One is the inability to save
and invest wisely a certain percentage of
money recelved every pay day, regardless of
temptations.
The other ig the desire to get rich quickly
by plunging with small savings.—Net Yields.
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WHAT PEOPLE

Wke SAVING
THEY SAY WHAT DO THEY SAY
LET THEM oAY
THAT the frost will soon be on the pumpkin.
THAT the glorious Indian Summer will soon
be ours to enjoy.
THAT our lads and lassies would do well to
guard themselves against the glamour
of the harvest moon.
THAT fall fairs are proving just as popular as ever.
THAT the hunting season opened to a good

start with the usual quota of citizens

spending the night up the lake in
order to be on the job at the first

grey peep of dawn.
THAT we ‘ll tell, and listen, to the same old
stuff in the way of hunting yarns
again this year.
THAT the seareity of rock salt at this time
of year is rather difficult to explain.

all forms of wild life appear to be
getting less scarce in our locality.
THAT the bie bush fire of six years ago
THAT

surely put the clock back for hunters.
THAT the Elks were mighty good to the
children—as usual—during the recent

visit of an ever-welcome travelling
elrecus.

THAT the Elks made a regular field day of
this oceasion and every boy and girl

In and around the community were
honored guests.

THAT the Powell River Company staged a

great field day on Labour Day—easily
one of the most enjoyable days ever

heid at Powell River from the ehildren’s point of view.
such gala days give tne children a
passing good time and a host of kind-

ly recolleetions in later Jife.

our sympathy with our southern

neighbors over the loss of the ‘’Shenandoah’’ igs indeed real.
THAT the world stands with bowed head at

the passing of such a erew: gallant
gentlemen, all.

THAT the Joss of human life and material

fabrie is in itself sufficiently serious.

THAT such a setback to the science of a2eronauties is also of grave concern.

THAT modern progress is somewhat of a

jJiggernaut—we get but little with-

out paying the price.
THAT many a good man’s reputation has
been slain by the jawbene of an ass.
THAT one totally unhindered by a respect

for facts does most harm amongst
the uninformed in which elass he .
places himself—a sort of natural se-

lection.
THAT when a real man eauses any harm he

gladly makes all possible amend.

THAT after five thousand years the Ninth

Commandment still applies: ‘‘Thou
shalt not bear false witness against
thy neighbor.’’

THAT most of us are sufficiently modern to

realize that this is good policy as

well as being right in principle.

THAT the wise man will so live that he ean
always remain a good companion to
himself.
THAT the new uniform of the Provincial

Police is all one eould desire—we

congratulate its designers.
THAT it looks exceptionally well on Major
Sutton and the major looks exception-

ally well in the uniform: a pleasing,

dignified and impressive combination.
THAT the Harding Memorial recently un-

velled at Stanley Park, Vancouver,
is simply another token of a growing
goodwill between neighbors.
THAT at the recent unveiling ceremony the
national anthems received an added
sense,

THAT Those naturally jealous on both sides

of the fence would doubtless join

heartily in the singing of this stanza:
Two Empires by the sea,
Two nations great and free,
One anthem raise;
One race of ancient fame,
One tongue, one faith we claim
One God whose glorious Name
We love and praise.

POWELL RIVER BIGESTER
THE WORLD’S LARGEST PAPER MILL
Seven hundred tens of newsprint a day

will be the capacity of the Three River
Paper Mill.
The International Paper Company announces that its subsidiary in Canada, the
Canadian International Paper Company, has

let contracts for the completion of its mill
at Three Rivers, Quebec, to the ultimate
design of eight machines and a capacity of

‘‘WHAT IS A BOY?’’

He is the person who is going to carry on
what you have started.

He is to sit right where you are sitting
and attend to the things yeu think are so

important, when you are gone.
You may adept all the policies yeu please,

kut how they will be carried out depends
on him.

Even if yeu make leagues and treaties,

700 tons of newsprint paper a day, thus

he wlll have te manage them.

world. The mill, en which construction was
started shortly after the war, was original-

Senate and eccupy yeur place on the Su-

making it the largest paper mill in the
ly built as a four-machine mill. On De-

cember 1 last, work was started on the installation of two additional machines, on a
design calling for an ultimate insta!lation
of eight machines. The present announcement means that the company has. decided
to proceed immediately with the final com-

pletion of the mill.

the Three Rivers mill will be able to produce enevgh newsprmt every minute to
cover more than two acres, or enough every

day to make nearly four million ftwentyfour-page newspapers of standard size. Or,

looking at it from another angle, the mill’s
daily output would make a strip eight feet

wide, stretching from the Atlantic to the

Pacifie.

Never let well enough alone. You might
as well be dead as contented. You were put
here to work ‘for yourself and for others, and

especially for these that are to come after
you. The man who is letting well enough
alone and not trying to do better might as
well be off the earth and give his place to
someone willing te work. He does not deserve the noble werk done here by the dissatishied befere he was born —<Arthur Brisbane.

He will assume centre! of your cities,

states and natien.
He is geing te meve in and take over your
prisems, churches, schools, universities and
corperatiens.

All yeur werk is going to be judged and
praised er condemned by him.
hig hands.

All your work is fer him, and the fate of
the nation and of humanity is in hig hands.
So it might be well to pay him some attention.—The All American Review.
Maj. Sutton (standing in front of Central
Bldg.): ‘‘Where is Claud Kelle taking fhe
Dodge? ’’
Onlooker:

‘*He’s going to a matinee.’’

Maj. Sutton: ‘‘There isn’t any matinee

until to-morrow.
Onlooker: ‘* Well, he’s got to find a place

to park, hasn’t he?’’

Stranger (at gate): ‘‘Is your missus
home???

Elmer Lee: ‘‘Say, do you suppose I am
mowing this back yard because the grass is
long???’

Joe (attempting te start his car)—‘‘ This

It isn’t what a2 man has in the bank that
makes him great, but what he carries in his
>&

They had a discussion every so often as

to whether they would buy a horse and
buggy or an auto, and they compromised
and bought a baby buggy.

preme Bench.

Your reputation and your future are in

When the eight machines are in operation,

head.

He is geing te sit at your desk in the

darn self-starter wen’t werk. There’s a
shert elreuit semewhere.’’
Marjerie—‘ Well, why don’t you lengthen

it, dear?’’
N. M. Lang hands us the following:
What a difference 2 comma does make!
Woman is pretty, generally speaking.
Woman is pretty generally speaking.
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If you work for a man, in Heaven’s name
work for him.

If he pays yeu wages that supply your

bread and butter, werk fer him; speak well
cf him; stand by him; stand by the institution he represents.

If you live in a tewn, live for it; respect
the great pewer that protects you; that surrounds you with the advantages of an adavaneed civilizatien, and that makes it pos-

sible fer yeu te achieve the best results.
Speak well of it.
An ounce of leyalty igs worth a pound of
cleverness.

If you must villify, condemn and eternally

disparage, resign your position and
quit the tewn, but as long as you are a part

of a lecality de not belittle it. If you do,
you are leosening the tendrils that hold you

to the cemmunity, and the first high wind

that cemes aleng they will be uprooted and

blown away, and probably you will never
know why.—Frem the Staley Journal.

Wives need not be musically inclined to
make their husbands dance as they fiddle.
Some who sing to kill time have an awful
weaped.

One does not have to be musical to know
one note from another.
Music is the language of the soul jazz is
the slang.—National Light Kerosene.

Almost always discontent has a _ background of unwillingness to undergo the dis-

cipline which alene can win content and
its allied emotion, happiness. There are
persons so blind to the eternal truths of
human life as to wish- for an existence of
complete idleness, with no tasks, no duties,
nro occupation. Busy people are invariably
more contented than loafers. Industry always breeds content. Achievement in some
line of habitual endeavor does more to dissipatee discontent than all the efforts of men
to get the valuable rewards of service without earning them honestly.

The criminal is never contented, nor is
the man who tries to get by with the least

possible total of physical or mental industry.
Work is the best eure for discontentment
known on earth, because work is service and
service fills a man with joy—service to his

employer, to his family, to his friends, to

his country, and to his God.
Service is a builder which rewards both
the man who renders it and his fellowmen.
Discontent 1s a corroding thing which stifles

all better things in his soul. It is full of
envy, malice, bitterness and unholy and
unjust desires that unfit a man for any of
the true pleasures of life, and for duty in

any direction.—W. G. Sibley in C.C.C. Mutual
Magazine.

ENTIRELY NEW SONGS

Only the coal man’s daughter, but look

Did you ever see a trombone slide to first
biss?

Man watching trombone player at circus:

‘‘Yah, there’s a trick in that. He don’t
swallew it every time.’’

Yes, he says, says he, °*He’s about as
successful as a man with the palsy trying to

pick up a bleb of mercury.’’

Judge: ‘‘You say you were not doing
anything wrong when yeu were arrested?’’

Rastus: ‘‘No, sah. Ah was walkin’ down
the street when dis Irish man Tiernan hit
me on top of the haid just ’cause ah was a
whistlin’ ‘lreland must be hebben cause mah
mudder came frem dere.’ ”’

where she’s bin.

Only the garage man’s daughter, but she
guve him the air.
Only the electrician’s daughter, but she
gave him an awful shock.

Only the fisherman’s daughter, but she

hooked him.

Only the musician’s daughter, put she
called him a lyre.
Only the baker’s daughter, but she kneaded the dough.

Only the cobbler’s daughter, but whole

soled.

Only the paperhanger’s daughter, but she
took his roll.

Only the farmer’s daughter, but she has
gone to seed.
Only the butcher’s daughter, but she gave
him an awtul roast.
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SCHOOL DAYS

Two revellers§S returned to their hotel late

one night much. the worse for their revels.
One of them insisted that the other needed
a doctor.
A doctor was summoned and the ailing one

was put to bed.
The doctor arrived. Ihe symptoms were
plain. ‘‘See any pink elephants or sky-blue
tigers?’’ he inquired.
‘*No,’’ said the patient.
‘*Any sea-serpents or giraffes turning
handsprings on the rugs?’’
‘fo No.7?

‘“Well, you are all right,’’ said the doctor.
‘‘Sleep it. off.’’ And he departed.
But the friend was not satisfied.
‘‘T.ook here,’’ he said to the elerk. ‘* That

doe. is all wrong. My fren’s in a bad fix.
Did you hear him say he didn’t see any
elephants or tigers or sea-serpents? Well—
hic—the room was full of them!’’—-Making
Paper.

From the description we don’t believe
this could have been our George.

A big, burly man called at the rectory,

and asked to see the reetor’s wife, a woman

Teaching ways have changed just as teacning means have changed. (fone are the slate

and the slate-peneil, with the dirty piece of

sponge tied to the slate with a.yard of

string. . .

Gone, too, is the outrage of making an
example of the slow boy (1t was always a
boy, was it not?—girls were never slow) by
standing him in the corner with a conical
cap on his head, thereby denouncing him as
a dunce. This method has given place to a
more humane treatment. Ihe teacher realizes here 1s qa case for special care and spends

more time with him, so that he does not lag
too far behind his eclass-mates. Correction
(beautiful word!) straps are supplied to the
schools by a thoughtful Board of Trustees,

but it 1s doubtful if they are used very

much except as a threat. Thirty years ago
we were hardened little sinners, and two,
three or more strokes with the cane had no
terrors for us. Do you remember the tricks

you used to play with that eane so the

teacher could not use it? Far greater punishment was to write fifty or one hundred
times ‘*f must not talk in school’’ on a

slate after all the rest of the school had

well known for her charitable impulses.

gone home. There is one thing this sort ef

father 1s dead, the mother is too ill to work,

it: ‘the whining sehool-boy, with his satchel,
and shining morning face, creeping like « —
snail, unwillingly to school.’’
As materials have changed so have the
‘‘*Ma’ams’’ and Masters.
The village schoolmaster of Goldsmith’s

‘‘Madam,’’ he said in a broken voice, ‘‘I ‘‘eorrection’’ did for us, and that was to.
wish to draw your attention to the terrible make us write fair and fast.
plight of a poor family in this district. The
We do not now see, as Shakespeare puts
and the nine children. are starving. They
are about to be turned into the cold streets

unless ‘someone ‘pays; their rent, which
amounts to fifty dollars.’’

‘*How terrible!’’ exelaimed the lady.

‘May I ask who you are?’’
The sympathetic visitor applied his hand-

kerchief to his eyes. ‘‘I’m the landlord,’’
he sobbed.

day, for instance, would be entirely out of
place in a modern school:
The Village Schoolmaster

Peside yon straggling fence that skirts the
way,

Ultimately we are all paid according to
results. We arrive at a compensating balance. He who tries to ‘‘do’’ the boss, in-

stead of doing the job, is ‘‘done for’’ in
the end.

Is it true that if your best girl reads you
like a book she may place you on the shelf?

A singer is not a singer when he’s a little
hoarse.

With blossom’d furze unprofitably gvay—

here in his noisy mansion, skill’d to rule,
The village master taught his little school.
A. man severe he was, and stern to view;

I knew him well, and every truant knew;
Well had the boding tremblers learn’d to
trace

The day’s disasters in his morning face;

ve piee
wen they laugh’d with counterfeited

At all his jokes, for many a joke had he;
Full well the busy whisper, circling round,

Conveyed .the dismal tidings when he

frowned; oo 7

Yet he was kind, or, if severe in aught,
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The love he bore to learning was in fault.
The village all declared how much he knew;
"T'was certain he could write and cipher too;

Lands he could measure, terms and tides
presage,

And e’en the story ran—that he could gauge;

In arguing, too, the parson own’d his skill,
For e’en though vanquish’d he could argue

still;
While words of learned length and thund’ring sound,
Amazed the gazing rustics ranged around;
And still they gazed, and still the’ wonder
prew

That one small head could earry all he knew.
—Goldsmith.
The Village Schoolmistress
In yonder cot, along whose mouldering walls,
In many a fold, the mantling woodbine falls,
The village matron kept her little school—

Gentle of heart, yet knowing well to rule;
Staid was the dame, and modest was her
mien;
Her garb was coarse, yet whole, and nicely
clean;

Bigger and better schools—more light—

more air—more warmth—more understanding—more space and equipment for play.

Do they appreciate all these beautiful

things and give of their best, as the best is
given to them?—The Chatterer.
re reer cena amen

Mr. W. Wiggins has handed in a copy of
the St. Mary’s Journal Argus (Ontario), of
August last, containing an account of the
movements of Mr. and Mrs. George Medforth, at one time well known residents of

Powell River. After leaving here they

journeyed to Modesta, California, thence

to Penticton, B. C., Lacombe and Ed-

monton, Alberta; and on to Winnipeg and
Port Arthur, where they boarded one of the
Great Lakes steamers for Sarnia, Ontario.
After visiting Toronto and St. Mary’s, passage was booked for the old home in Yorkshire, England. Whether they remain in the

Old Land or return to Canada will, so Mr.

Her neatly-bordered cap, as lily fair,
Beneath her chin was pinn’d, with decent

Medforth says, depend entirely on the state

And pendant ruffles of the whitest lawn,
Of ancient make, her elbows did adorn.

everyone who had the pleasure of knowing

Care,

Faint with old age, and dim were grown

her eyes,
sz pair of spectacles their want supplies;
hese does she guard secure in leathern case

‘tom ace,
thoughtless wights in some unweeted

Here first I enter’d, though with toil and
pain,

The lowly vestibule of Learning’s fane;
Iinter’d with pain, yet soon I found the way,
Though sometimes toilsome, many a sweet

display.
Much did I grieve, on that ill-fated morn,

When I was first to school reluctant borne;
Severe I thought the dame, though oft she
tried
To soothe my welling spirits when I sigh’d;
And oft, when harshly she reproved, I wept,
To my lone corner, broken-hearted, crept,

And thought of tender home, where anger

never kept.
But soon, inured to alphabetie toils—
Alert I met the dame with jocund smiles;

First at the form, my task for ever true,
A little favourite rapidly I grew;

And oft she stroked my head with fond

delight,
Held me a pattern to the dunce’s sight—
And as she gave my diligence its praise,
Talk’d of the honours of my future days.
—H. K. White.
Can you imagine either of these in charge

of a school today? The scholars of today
should be inestimably happier and healthier

than was their predecessors of fifty years

of health of his better half. We feel that
them will join us in wishing a large share
of health and happiness for a long time to

come.

fhe Steward, on the Princess Royal, to
Mr. McLeod, coming up from Vancouver

curing a stormy passage: ‘‘I thought I

would save you any trouble. Here is some-

thing to eat.’
Mr. McLeod: ‘‘Thanks. Throw it out of
the window and save me more trouble.’’

Up on Maple Avenue: ‘‘Sit still, Freddy,

don’t you like to ride on your uwnele’s

knee???

Mreddy: ‘‘Oh, it’s not bad, but I had a

ride on a real donkey at Buller’s Circus.’

Now that elections are talked of, the following incident might be noted by those
wishing to express their views from the
platform:

A political meeting was going on. Mr.
talker had the platform for a longer period
than necessary. A man slipped out of the

door and met a late comer who asked if
Talker had finished.

‘*Yes,’’ was the answer, ‘‘but he won’t
stop.’?
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A KISS

A kiss is a peculiar proposition.
Of no use to one, yet absolute bliss to
LWo.

The small boy gets it for nothing,
ihe young man has to steal it.
The old man has to buy it.

LOE CARPENTER SAID IT ALL
He’s never been known to hurry. That’s

what his friends assert of H. B. Thayer,
who, they say, has ‘‘lived himself’’ into
the headship of the Bell System, one of the

most important positions in the business
world.

Years ago, in his boyhood, Harry Thayer
aSked a Yankee master carpenter how he
aiways managed to finish his jobs and leave
so little waste lumber. The answer came,
**Son, I measure twice and cut once.’’
That’s thought in management. If a man
has such skill, things will hurry for him.—

The baby’s right.
Lhe lover’s privilege.
the hypocrite’s mask.
to the young girl—-Faith.
To a married woman—Hope.
lo an old maid—Charity.
EFFECTIVE ELOQUENCE —

Collier ’s.

7?

Lhe passenger paid no attention to the
eonductors’ demand.

‘*Fare, please.’’
Still the passenger was oblivious.

‘*By the ejaculatory term ‘Fare!’’’ said
the conduetor, ‘‘I imply no reference to
the state of the weather, nor even to the
quality of the service vouchsafed by this
plulanthropic company. I merely alluded, in
au manner -perhaps lacking in delicacy, but
not in conciseness, to the monetary obligation incurred by your presence in this ear,
and suggest that you liquidate.’’

And then the passenger woke up and

produced the requisite amount.—The Pilgrim.

THE AUTO DRIVER

JES’ RIGHT
A certain planter, having brought home a
jug of liquid represented to him as Bourbon,
found that he could not drink the stuff—to
say nothing of finding any pleasure therein.
Seeing old Mose ‘‘chopping cotton’’ in a
near-by patch, he sauntered over and, with
fitting speech, presented the jug to the faith-

ful darky.

Meeting Mose a few days later, the planter

asked him how he ‘‘liked the liquor.’’
‘“It was jes’ right, Boss, jes’ right. Yas,

Suh, dat likker was jest right,’’ was the
reply.

‘What do you mean, it was ‘jes’ right?’?

asked the planter. . .

Well, it’s dis away, Boss—if it ’ad a

Cadillac
Maniae

been any bettah, you wouldn’t a give it to
me—and if it ’ad been any wuss, it wu’d a
killed me—so it was jes’ right, thank you,

Maiden Fair
Bobbed Hair
Quiet Night
Stars Bright

Suh.’’—The Wooden Ware Log.
A wise man says: Men are made strong in

Moonshine

character by the exercise of their own will

Home Wine
Arm Placed
Round Waist
Sharp Curve
Slight Swerve
Slippery Spot
Noticed Not
Bad Hole

power, by the direction of their own destinies.

If character could be acquired by a short

cut, heaven would have been established on
this planet long ago.

“A fool and his auto are soon parted.
“If you loved a rich man and a poor man—
What would. you do?’?.

Phone Pole

Dull Thud
Mueh Blood

“‘¥’d marry the rich, and be good to the

poor.’

Gruesome Sight

Good Night!
M. C. C. in The Family Wash,
+

Most auto drivers trust in God—you can
teli by the way they drive.
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Golfers will appreciate this bit of reverse

English retailed by an exponent of the
pame. .

A caddie was describing .a foursome,

in which apparently the play had not been
exactly up to championship form.
‘cTt wasn’t a case of replacing the turf,’’
ke said, ‘‘but of returfing the place.’’
An old Scotchman and a youth had spent
the whole day on the course and had played
two remarkably close and exciting rounds.
As they left for home the old man remarked:

‘¢Hey, mon, but it’s been a gran’ day 0’

cowf!’’

‘¢Aye, it has that,’’ the youth assented.

‘¢Ye could no come oot again the morrow,
laddie?’’
‘CAh, weel,’’ the young man replied, ‘‘I’ll
come wi’. ye’’—here he hesitated a little and
a note of faint regret crept into his voice—
‘Sthough I was to be married the morn.’?

NOT: ‘‘How did he die?’’
BUT: ‘*‘How did he live?’’
NOT: '*‘What did he gain?’’
BUT: ‘‘What did he give?’’
These are the units
To measure the worth

Of a man as a man
Regardless of birth.

NOT: ‘*‘What was his station?’’
BUT: ‘*‘Had he a heart?’’
AND: ‘‘How did he play his God-given
part?’’
Was he ever ready
With words of good cheer

To bring back a smile,
To banish a tear?
NOT: ‘* What was his chureh?’’
NOR: ‘‘What was his creed?’’

BUT: ‘‘Had he befriended those really in
need?’’

NOT: What did the sketch in the newspaper
say???’

BUT: ‘‘How many were sorry when he
passed

P. G. Wodehouse, the. noted authority on

golf and kindred afflictions, tells in one of
his books the story of a young couple whose
matrimonial barque had early gone upon the
rocks. Frequent disagreements had _ shattered the pleasant prospect of many happy
games together along the vista of the years.

Finally, after a particularly stormy quarrel,
the young wife decided that she would go
back to her mother and institute the inevitable divorce proceedings.

my dear,’’ her husband said, ‘‘ we

have gone over this whole thing very care-

Bim:

away?’

‘‘Do you believe there is any luck

in carrying a rabbit’s foot?’’
Jim: ‘‘I’ll say I do. My wife started to

go through my pockets the other night and
thought she had touched a mouse.’’
Hughie Black: ‘‘Jimmy, have you heard
the rumor about that chap up on Oak Avenue

who beats his wife every morning?’’
Jimmy Mathieson: ‘*No, surely that’s not
true.?? |
Hughie:

‘¢ Sa fact. He gets up at 6:30

fully. If nothing I can say will dissuade

and she rises at 7.7’

ever, [’ll just go out in the garden and

best policy.’’

you from your most unfortunate purpose, I
think, while you are packing to leave me forbrush up.on my putting.’’

One of our Powell River young brides
ealled Bill Alexander to one side: ‘*Mr.
Alexander, I must make a complaint about
that flour .you sent home to me yesterday.

It’s awfully tough.’’
‘‘Tough, Mrs. Blank?’’ exclaimed Bill in
astonishment. ‘‘Why, that’s strange.’’
‘Yes, tough,’’ was the indignant reply;
‘‘T made a pie yesterday and Billy could
hardly eat it.’’

Sandy: ‘‘Yes, after all, honesty is the
George Bingham: ‘*Did you ever try one

for twenty years?’’

One of the boys in the woodrom took a
young lady out trolling for salmon a short
time ago. Thinking she might be nervous
on the salt water, he said to her, ‘‘Shall I
hug the shore?’’
And the answer was, ‘Why the shore?’’

A man will never change his mind, if he —
has no mind to change.
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GIRL GUIDES
On Tuesday. September lst, the Powell
River Girl Guides held their meeting and
epened it in the usual manner, bet on aecount of it being the last opportunity of all

gathering together before some of the
Guides leave our town to attend business

college, etc., the occasion was made a social]

ihe parents and Brownies were also invited, and a pleasant evening was spent
round a *‘camp fire,’’ where each patrol contributed to the programme and ‘‘rounds and
choruses’’ learned at camp were sung.
A prize for the best kept tent during camp
was presented to the Forget-me-not Patrol.
Great interest was shown by the different

patrols in the decoration and tidiness of
each tent and competition ran high, the
winning tent only gaining by one mark.
Later tea and refreshments were supplied
and served by the Guides.

Before closing the meeting a happy surprise was given by a visit from Mrs. Lang,
who extended an invitation to all the Guides
and Brownies for a trip to Savary Island the

following afternoon on the ‘‘Norsal.’?
The Guides leaving are intending to continue in the movement and associate with
other Guide companies in Vancouver.

The evening closed by all joining in a

circle and the singing of ‘‘Taps.’?

On Wednesday afternoon, September 2nd,

the Powell River Girl Guides and Brownies
assembled at headquarters all in readiness
for a pleasant trip to Savary Island on the
‘*Norsal’’ at 2 p.m.
There were present 28 Guides and 12

Brownies.

An exceptionally happy time was spent.
On the return trip all were. entertained to
tea—ice cream, cake and chocolates being
among the many good things offered.
Many thanks were offered to Mrs. Lang
for her kindly thought and the girls tried to
give expression of their feelings, before leav-

ing the yacht, by giving their new ‘‘Howl.’’

Friend—‘Don’t you think a baby brightens up a home??’’

Hughie Young—‘Sure thing—we have
lights burning all night now.’’

GOLF

Those ardent golfers who are perennial
chasers after the elusive par have, by playing all the summer, polished up their game |
until 1t is now in a worse state than it was
beffore. They are, however, Jooking forward to the tournament season with an eager-

ness and hope equal to that of the players

who drifted, during the better months, to
other sports. At least they have one advantage, in that they know they can’t play
colf; the ones who gave it up for a while
will have to discover that sad fact all over

again. But the fun in the game will be

as rich as ever and the contests as hotly
fought.

The first real event of the season is the
36 hole medal play competition for the Bell-

Irving cup, started on September 26th as
a preliminary to the more serious affairs of
the year including an electric. competition
for the nine holes held throughout the first
weeks of September.

Pars and birdies showered down be-

fore the overslaughts of the many entrants,
the scores being made in the course of every
aay friendly matches. The first of a series
of monthly medal competitions was run off
in the opening week-end of September, ex-

tending into Labor Day. This was won by

J. A. Kyles with a score which was very fine
in itself, and 10 strokes below the runner-up.
The first fifteen scores, with handicaps deducted, are given below:
Gross H’cap Net Ser.
J
13 15 58
rT"
83 15 68

R. C. Mackenzie .... 8&5 15 70
A. D. Armour ........ 85
M. Mitchell ............ 86

15

S. B. Plummer ........ 80

16
10

~~ D. K. Macken ........ 81

O

N. MeK. Lang ........ 80 9 71
H. J. Kyle —.......... 87 15 72

40
10
1Q

42

George Johnson ...... 89

A. S. MeLean......... 9]

17
18

EK, Flett

ee.)

15 °#«'74

J. H. M. Smith........

$3 Q

15

J. Forte ............00..... 95 20 75

42

io
14

H. Young 94 18 76

Mackenzie was the lucky winner of a prize
given for the hidden number.

On August 23rd a new record for the

course was set by S. H. McCulloch while
Piaying with some of the engineers. The
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figures, which are not likely to be broken
soon, are. 3, 4, 4, 0, 3, 2, 4, 3, 3—d31. Our
pro. accomplished another not inconsiderable
feat when he scored an unofficial hole-in-one

on September Ist. Practising with a mashie

niblic off the ninth tee, he knocked three
balls on to the green. .When he walked up
he was only able to find two of them. After
a fruitless search of surrounding territory
he thought of looking in the hole and found
the ball resting at the bottom of the cup.
Max Smith (not often confused with the
recent runner-up for the British Open Championship) made a recent trip to town to give
his supple Forganite a thorough work-out.

POWELL RIVER LAWN BOWLING CLUB
Activities in the Lawn Bowling Club are
rapidly drawing to a close, and when these
notes appear in print the season will be virtually a back number. Few can deny that
this has been one of the most successful
seasons yet experienced by the club, both
as regards membership “and the game itself;

and with the adoption of certain improvements, the necessity for which developed as
the season advanced, and minor changes here

and there, the prospects for future seasons
are exceedingly bright.
With the exception of a few outstanding

His theory was that on the more perfect

items, the various competitions are practically coneluded. The rink championship

dred yards to his drive; this, he figured,
would give him about 175 yards in all—

has been annexed by Kalph Moore, who inscribed his name on the scroll by skipping
his colleagues—Cox, Mallis and Gretton—to

fairways of Jericho he ought to add a hunsurely enough to satisfy the most exacting.
Rumor ig gradually creeping out from the

Golf Club’s inner councils that the par of
the course is to be reduced to 62, and the
Calkin’s system of handicaps installed. This
means that golfers here will find their handicaps applicable to play on other courses

and also that some of our stellar elect will
discover their names no longer on the list
of ‘‘the thousand best golfers.’’
During the week of September 7th to 13th

inclusive, a 9-hole handicap medal match
for the ladies was held. The following are

the net scores of those who turned in ecards:
Mrs. J. G. Pearson 39 Miss J. Kilburn.... 39
Mrs. W. Ritchie.... 40 Miss B. O’Hearn.. 40
Miss M. Legg...... 48 Mrs. A.S. MeLean 43
Mrs. G. Schuler.... 43 Mrs. H. Donigan.. 43

Miss Irene Smith 48 Miss M. Frampton 52
Mrs. D. Graham... 55 Mrs. C. Pearson... 57
Mrs. John MelIntyre turned in the exceljent net score of 34 for the nine holes, but

unfortunately is not eligible for the first
prize, because her round was played with one

of the male members of the elub when it
‘should have been played with one of the
ladies who was taking part in the match.

Jessie: ‘Does your wife pick your suits?’’
Joe: ‘*No, just the pockets.’’

Fan: *‘Can you tell me a short way to
spell co-operation?
Dan: ‘'We,”?

victory in the finals after an excelent and
sternly contested game, emerging on the
Ieng end of a 24-15 score, at the expense of

Ed. Peacock’s' selection. The eonsolation

schedule has not yet revealed the team which

will be privileged to challenge the latter for
the position of runner-up, but it is safe to

assume that this position will be stoutly
contested. Ihe winners proved an evenly
balanced combination, with a ready ability
to adapt themselves to circumstances, and
are to be congratulated upon their fine display and the stccessful conclusion.
T'wo teams, Russell and Deans and Loukes
(Jack) and Young, remain to contest suprem-

acy in the final for the Doubles Championship, both having survived many onslaughts,
overthrowing several strongish combinations

during the process. Which of these will

eventually secure the trophy is decidedly uncertain, both being fancied in different quarters, but success will only be achieved after
a hard game, together with a great respect
for the opposition.

Pat Kelly and Tom Cox will fight it out at

an early date for the possession of the
Novice Cup. Both are playing a sterling
game, and although novices in name, have
long since passed out of the class in respect

to ability, and each will need to catch the

other napping, in order to secure the breaks
and the objective.

The Open Singles Championship of the

club was won by George FP who

proved that his victory in the King Tut
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Indoor Bowling Club last winter was no
fluke by adding to it the title of the Lawn
Bowling Club. The final took place on Aug.

26th, and found the new champion in highest form, many of his shots being uncanny.
in their aceuracy, and his all round display

a magnificent exhibition which could not
do otherwise than sucéeed. If this form ean
be reproduced next season, the prospects for

possession of the trophy given for the champion among champions will be exceedingly

rcsy. The victory by the score of 23 to 7

the fortunate recipients may be in a position
to supply the desired information, and satisfy

the manifold: enquiries as to ‘‘ where did

they get that ’at.’’

The return visit to Vancouver was made
on September 5th, when 43 local bowlers
made the annual pilgrimage to the city. A
most enjoyable time resulted, the only dis-

tasteful feature being the defeat of our

delegates by 61 shots, but only after a good
and keenly contested game. Whilst the rink
skipped by Charlie Hill proved the only one
actually suecessful, defeating their oppon-

over Bill Deans by no means misrepresents
the superiority of the winner, but does scant ents by 11 shots, the majority succumbed

Justice to the game played by the loser.
Deans, although not at his best, being repeatedly narrow and frequently too heavy,

turned in a very creditable display, and

did not deserve so heavy a defeat, but had
the misfortune to find the champion in an
unbeatable mood, with an ability to move

the jack almost at will, and take out his
opponent’s shots with heart-breaking regularity. The game was greatly enjoyed’ by a
nrmber of spectators, and the congratulations bestowed upon the victor were cordial
and sincere.

The position of the leaders in the competition for the Department Shield has assumed
s most interesting stage. The Mill Carpenters, after having matters their own way the
greater part of the season, have struck a bad

patch, suffering four defeats in a row. allowing themselves to be overhauled by the

Townsite Maintenance and Department Store

‘*A,’’ both of whom vanquished the Knights
of the Chisel. These three teams are now

only by a narrow margin, one rink in faet,
skipped by Peacock, ended in a tie; the result generally was not such as to dishearten
the local members. Many good bowlers were
left behind, business claims preventing their
accompanying the party, whereas Vancouver

were at full strength. Six of our better

bowlers too were prevented from participation, being required for the Dominion Lawn
Bowling competitions, which falling on the
sume day necessitated a reorganization of
our rinks before the game commenced. In

these contests too, although not actually

successful, our representatives rendered a
good account of themselves, Friend and Wilson, in the Doubles, actually reaching the

final before succumbing to that doughty

combination from the Terminal Club—MeQueen and ‘Trousdale. Tasker, one of the
strongest bowlers associated with the Terminal Club, only defeated Hastings after a

bunched with but one game to play, and
may finish in this position, necessitating a
playoff series to determine the winners.
Truly a fitting conclusion to an admirable

strenuous game, in which our delegate dlisplayed excellent form, but, being unable to
master the
intricaciés of a strange. green
during the first few ends, found the lead thus
gained by his opponent, although substantially reduced, too great a handicap to -en-

Messrs. Southeott, Beecroft, Paterson and

tirely overcome. The Burnaby rink proved

tournament.

Bill Loukes are leading the way in the race
for new lids, with Hastings, Cox, Farndon,
Mallis and Moore in elose pursuit. Ultimate
winners will undoubtedly be amongst those
named, unless an unforeseen upheaval develops as the result of the final game,.and as

these gentlemen are extremely exacting in
the nature and quality of the adornments

for their upper extremity, the repository

supplying such would be well advised _ to
make provision accordingly. in order that

tco great an obstacle for our representatives,
skipped by Joe Faleoner, defeating them in

the second round. The boys were worthily
entertained by their hosts, the aftermath in
the elub house being of a harmonious and
enjoyable nature. Many remained behind
to participate in the Labor Day Classic—
Canada versus All Comers, Geo. Potter sue-

ceeding in figuring on the prize list.
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The scores in the inter-club game were as
follows:—

Vancouver Skips only Powell River

Bigham 25

Paterson ................ 16

Chalmers ...............30. Hastings .................10
Leslie
lf Peaeock
.. LT
Borland ................ 16 Hill
. 27
Moore asses

24 MeLeod

Roger ..

24 +#$£=*#Reeeroft

_ 93

Wilson
QQ IW ccc
Beck ...................... 24 | Lumbard
Whittaker ............ 24 Loukes, W. ............ 17
Cuthbertson ........ 23
Saunders ............... 2]
====

INTERMEDIATE BASEBALL LEAGUE
LOSES SUCCESSFUL SEASON

T. W. Fletcher, President; Myron C. MeLeod, Secy.-Treasurer.
G. B. Thomas, manager Pat’s.

W. A. McLeod, manager Giants.
B. A. Johnston, manager Braves.
Averages

—Series— —Play-ofis—
Hitting Field Hitting Field
500 1000
Lioyd ...............-.... 060 . 806
MeDonald ............. 438 ¢78 = 000
R75 750 #4500
Phomson
Adams, ©. .
769 wawace
(GYebbie
Hurd .....

Overheard in Vancouver Upon Arrival of

the Boat
Hotel Bus Driver (deferentially touching his
hat to one of our respected citizens): ‘‘King
George, sir?’’

Charlie: ‘‘No, no. King Tut from Powell

River. ”’

Two of our bowlers were wearily proceeding up Second Street at an early hour Suncay morning, immediately (or thereabouts)

following the arrival of the Royal. Reac-

tion from the strenuous encounter in Vancouver lay heavily upon them, but they were

at peace with all mankind. Serenely gambolling along the opposite side of the street
appeared a monkey, apparently the overflow

from the circus of the preceding day, . but
certainly an unexpected apparition upon respectable thoroughfares at that hour of a
peaceful’ Sabbath morning. Catching sight
ef the little stranger during a pause in his
meditations, one of the returning fraternity
gaspingly enquired, ‘‘Say, Bill, do you see

what I see?’?
Summoning scattered senses to scrutinize
the situation, his companion finally replied,

‘*Sure I see him, but I thowt he weren’t

coming back till Tuesday.’’
The human mind is not an automatic de-

vice. It will not ‘‘take ecare of itself.’
Willpower, originality, decision, resourcefulness, initiative, imagination, courage—
these things are not gifts, but results. Every
cne of these qualities can be developed by
effort, just as muscles can be developed by
exercise.—Sydney Bulletin.

O13 950 #$£=OD5D
FOO 000 #£=000

Kknock ................. 383 682 ...... 9...

Woodward ............... 358 786 . 100 #£=876
Sadler

636

Hamerton, E. ...... 328 933

= @e24+e2c4 & &

Sece eae tS = += & a>

Eraser ..................... 028 677 oe ge

Selman
Meiulleur

Tapp

ROG 500 1000
743 - 167
S06 986 #8700

Carrol ..................... 306 S824 cece
Young. ........--......-..Hill .............

618 2090 500

667 167 #£«®+4§600

Moore, B.

778 bo

Challis .......

684

705 /333 1900
Adams, A.
Reid ........................ 268 600 950 #£«143

Bradford, Ron....... 261 | 906 286 #750
Bradford, Ray....... 255 743

250 1000

Morris

667

eee FS. eee & wo oe

Bowen

O31]

Cooney .................. 250 825 000 # 750

Higginson .
Firth .........

eeeneeae @#eee6@

890 333 2359
S82 143 667

Carney ..................200 750 ee
Axmwalt
625

sc eee = = =

Vicars .................... 133 667 tues

Campbell

833. 833 38333

MeLeod, M. C. ......

892 veces ce

Fiismerton, H. ........097 333 cece
Fl. Moore... ee cece 143 o00
MeLeod, W. A. wu. we

O00

414

Ihe Intermediate Baseball League closed
its most successful season thus far with an

enjoyable banquet in the Central Hall on
the evening of September 13th. The greater
number of members of this league were on
hand to end the season in the proper spirit.

Mr. W. B. Zumwalt, after a few brief re-

marks, presented the Bank of Commerce and
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Harry C. Martin’s Cups to Manager Thomas
of the winning Pat’s team.

Mr. John Melntyre, representing the

Powell River Company, dealt at length with

the sporting spirit of the Intermediate
League, and after one of the most enjoyable

talks of the evening Mr. McIntyre presented the medals to the members of the Pat’s
team.

Dr. Fletcher, chairman, spoke to the boys

and thanked them for the interest in the
game and told them that he had greater

Lumbard. Mr. R. H. Campbell was elected
to fill the vacancy caused by Mr. Lumbard’s
duties necessitating his residence in Van-

The Stag will be open to all Ex Service
men of the Allied Forces participating in the

late unpleasantness, and to all British kx

Service men of previous campaigns, and will

be held in Central Hall on Saturday, Nov.

14th, at 8 pm. Further announcements
concerning both events will be made later on
tne bulletin boards.

hopes for the next season, all of which was
shared by those in attendance.

PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT

Mitchell and Johnson, and every member of

and promises -to be the best yet. Lots of

Suitable talks were given by Umpires

the league was given an opportunity of
voicing his approval. Mr. J. N. McLeod
deserves much credit for the wonderful
spread which was placed before the boys, all

of which was” greatly enjoyed. He also
entertained with a short talk and a few

stories all of which was appreciated.
Spaulding’s Limited donated tne medals
end much credit is due to them.

MEETING OF EX-SERVICE MEN

A representative meeting of Ex Service
men was held in Central Hall, on August
31st, for the purpose of arranging details
for the Armistice Day celebration and the
annual Stag party, Mr. 8. O. Marshall oecupy-

ing the chalr.
Several questions of vital interest to returned men were discussed, the meeting
eventually. settling down to routine work.
Mr. Frank Nello was appointed secretarytreasurer for both events. Mr. George Wilscn consented to take charge of ‘‘The Working Party’s’’ programme, to be presented on
Armistice Night at Central Hall.
The secretary was instructed to obtain the
usual supply of poppies, these being made

The indoor season has opened at the Gym.

‘fnew blood’? has been admitted to member-

ship, and with two nights more per week
than last season, everyone in the community

should find it convenient to get In some- |
where on the schedule.
Don’t forget! The Gym. is not for the use
of athletes only, but to improve the health,
vigor and physique of the average member.
Only members can be permitted to use the
floor, but spectators are welcome in the gallery.
Gym. fees will be the same as last year,
and members have the privilege of using the
tennis courts during the summer months.

The minimum age will be twelve years,
for boy or girl, except in the case of an unusually big child, when special admittance
might be made. Badminton for seniors will

be popular this season. A club will be
formed, now that more time can be given for
the game.

Gym. Schedule

Monday—Men, 7.30 p.m. Boys, o.49 p.m.
Badminton, 5 p.m.

Tvesday—Men, 5.10 pm. Ladies,

> p.m.

Badminton, 7.30 p.m.
Wednesday—Ladies, 7.30 p.m, seniors, 3.40
at the Veteraft Workshops in Vancouver,
p-m. Badminton, 95 p.m.
and are manufactured by disabled veterans. _ Thursday—Men, 730 p.m. Boys,. 3.45 p.m.
Mr. Dick Woodruff was unanimously electBadminton, 9 p.m.

ed as chairman of the Stag party, and the

following small executive committee chosen

consisting of Messrs. J. T. Cole, E. G.
Craigen and Maurice Dunn, to act with the
previous appointees to make all necessary
srrangements for both events.

A vote of thanks was tendered to the

T'rustees of the Poppy Day Fund, they being
Nessrs. R. H. Banham, A. W. Clapp and R.

Friday—Men, 5.10 p.m. Practice games, 8
p.m. Badminton, 6 p-m.
Saturday—Match games, 7.30 p.m. Juniors,
10 a.m. Badminton, 1.30 p.m.

‘In addition to setting-up exercises, practically every phase of indoor activity will be
given its place on the programme.
+

R. L. DOIDGEH,

Physical Direetor.
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FIRE PREVENTION WEER

“CMANY HAPPY RETURNS’’

OCTOBER 4th TO 10th, 1925

To the following employees on this the month

Householders are earnestly urged to cele:

brate this annual event by cleaning up
sround their individual homes.

During the summer months, when regular
fires are not burning in the stoves, there 1s
a tendency to collect waste paper and odd
inflammable rubbish around the house. Now

is a good time to dispose of such rubbish.
Leave it out in sacks for the garbage collector.

of their birth anniversary:
Robert Berry

C. E. Forbes, Van. Office
W. Morris

C. H. Beecroft
J. Marzoft
W. Parkin
J. Quarrin
S. Faeeco

EK. McLaren

J. W. Austin
N. C. Fraser

V. P. H. Smith
H. CGC. MePhalen

A FEW DON’TS FOR THE FALL AND

Don’t store inflammable rubbish around
+he house or in basements.

Don’t burn rubbish near buildings, fences
or outhouses, and don’t permit children to
start fires around the house.
Don’t keep ashes in wooden boxes. Ashes
should be cooled off before being put in ash
eans.

Don’t interfere with electric wiring or

fixtures. Let the electricians attend to this,
Don’t leave your electric iron burning.
Don’t hang electric extension cords on
nails.

Don’t put up your stoves too near wood-

work or plaster, and take care to protect

W. Patrick
EF. ‘Tooker

W. Springer

H. Midgley
A. K. Watt

Miss K. Askew
T. Covert

I. Forsyth
H. W. Willis
J. N. McLeod, Br.
S. H. Wilshire
A. KE. Davies

C. Saville
M. Collossi
E. Detina
138 G. Taglomento
14 J. Faleoner
14 Nello
14 MM. 4Gacharuk

15 M. Pietro
18 C. R. Woodward
19 J. R. Banham

walls and floors at stoves.

20 T. Fleury

Don’t fail to examine chimney flues and
have them swept if they are in a dirty condition.
Don’t keep gasoline or benzine in the

21 J. Dryburgh

house.

Don’t use liquid stove polish on hot stoves.
Many polishes contain volatile inflammable
oils.

Don’t boost up your. fire with kerosene,
ete. It’s unlucky.
Don’t thaw frozen pipes with blow torch
cr open flame. Use hot water or send for
the plumber. .

Don’t go.into clothes cupboard with light-

20 A. Reid

20 COC. E. Hopper

21 M. Ursick
94 RR. Fidler
°4 LL. D. Teveseo
25 CC. Higginson

2) J. Innes

°6 W. A. Elliott
°6 HH. Il. Hansen

27 P. Toigo
28 J. W. Ellerby
°o8 QO. Diana

30 J. G Hamerton
MASQUERADE DANCE:

ed matches or candles.
Don’t let the kiddies play with matches.

The annual masquerade ball, under the
auspices of the Order of Eastern Star, will
be held in Central Hall, Hallowe’en night,

cigarette stubs.

October 31st.

Mrs. E. J. Neff, of Cranberry, has opened
up a dressmaking parlor opposite the pool

Charlie Powell was one of the first to bring

Don’t disregard the danger of cigar and

Toom.

Get your costumes ready.

Again we will place it on record that

home a deer this season.
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WEDDING BELLS
Gordon-Milne

On Wednesday, September 10th, at Chalm-

ers Church, Vancouver, Miss Constance

Susan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Milne,
of Fairview, Vancouver, became the bride of

Mr. Alva M. Gordon, son of Mr. G. R. Gordon and the late Mrs. Gordon, of Vancou-

And which ’Varsity did he graduate from?
When is an outcrop of rock like a pillow?
Whether a straight line 1s really the shortest distance between two points?
The superficial area required for dancing.
the Highland Fiing.
Davis-Bichara

On Friday, September 4th, at St. Paul’s

Miss Helen Milne acted as bridesmaid and
Mr. Frank Laidlaw supported the groom.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon are both well known

in Powell River. Mrs. Gordon,. as Miss
Milne, was a very popular and efficient mem-

ber of the nursing staff of St. Luke’s Hospital, and Mr. Gordon is connected with
the engineering staff of the company. The
young couple have the very best wishes of
all for a smooth and sunny voyage on the
sea of matrimony. They will on their return
take up residence at Michigan.

Resulting from ‘‘Bolo’’ Gordon’s decision
to enter the married status, was a dinner
given in his honor by the engineering staff.
It was certainly a great success and went
with a swing commensurate with the ocecasion which prompted it. The endeavors of
all participants were not so much to enjoy
themselves as to please others; as a consequence of which, everyone was happy.

Sunshine was instilled (or perhaps we
should say distilled) from the very commencement, and to see so many ‘°‘‘ honest

countenances flowing with good-will,’’ as

Dickens has it, was a most exhilarating. sight.

Chureh, Powell River, Miss Liliam May
Bichard and Harry Davies were joined in
the holy bonds of matrimony by the Rev. N.
J. Thompson. Miss Helen McCullough acted

as bridesmaid and Jack McDonald was

groomsman. The bride was dressed in blue
crepe de chine and carried a shower bouquet
of roses, and the bridesmaid earried carna-

tions. The bride was given away by her
futher and a reception was held afterwards at
the home of her parents.

Miss Lillian Bichard was for a time enmployed at the Company’s department store
and has a host of friends in Powell River.
Mr. Davies is employed as engineer in the

steam plant.
The honeymoon will be spent in the Sound

eities and the Okanagan. On the return of
the young couple they will take up residence
at Michigan.
Good luck and happiness go with them.
Hamerton-Donkersley

On Wednesday evening, August 19th, a
very pretty wedding took place in St. Paul’s

Church, River, B. C., when Hannah

After the loyal toast, the Chairman ealled

Lucy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. Donkers-

Bolo and his fiancee, which he did with

Ernest Gilbert Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs.

on Mr. ‘*Bo’’ Fullerton to give that of

such verve as would eause the habitual after
dinner speaker’s mouth to water.

In his reply Bolo extended a hearty invitation to all to the ceremony, and _ said
that although he felt very full at the thought
of leaving us, he was certain he was entering a better life. It was a most excellent
oration prompted by the right spirit, and
received with prolonged cheers. Afterwards

seintillating wit, music, songs, cards. and
conversation brought to a conclusion a most
enjoyable evening. —

It would be interesting to know the following :—

Who was responsible for the cocktails?

ley of Powell River, became the wife of

O. N. Hamerton of Powell River, Canon Gale
of Calgary officiating.
The bride, who wag given in marriage by

her father, looked lovely in a frock of white
bridal satin trimmed with seed pearls. Her —
vell, which was embroidered in silver and
formed a train, was held in place with orange
Clossoms, and she earried a shower bouquet
of hhes-of-the-valley, pink rosebuds and ¢ar-

nations. She was attended by her sister,
Miss Olive Donkersley, who wore a mauve
georgette dress over baronette satin and
cream Leghorn hat trimmed: with mauve and
carried a bouquet of carnations and mauve

sweet peas. Miss Muriel Parfard, niece of
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the groom, made a very dainty flower girl in

a frock of shell pink georgette with hat to
mateh and carried a basket of pale pink
sweet peas. The bride’s mother was attired

Sn
CROSSED [IEF BOURNE

Alfred William Postill, age 37, born in

in grey satin trimmed with silver lace and
small black hat. The groom was supported
by Mr. Grainger Cooney and Mr. Harold
Hamerton, brother of the groom, and MF.
Jack Hill aeted as ushers. Mrs. W. Loukes

London, England, June 4th, 1888, died September 8th, 1925.

presided at the organ and during the signing

River and went to work in the wood mull.

ot the register Mr. J. Loukes sang ‘‘ All joy
be thine.’’ The echureh was tastefully decorated with white flowers, some of which
were arranged in the shape of a large bell
over the Altar steps.
After the ceremony an informal reception
was held at the home of the bride and later

the young couple left on the ‘‘ Princess

Royal’’ for Vancouver and points in Washington, where the honeymoon will be spent.
The bride’s travelling dress was of cinnamon
sutin, over which she wore a tobacco brown
eoat with fur-trimmed hem and close-fitting

hat to match. On their return they will
make their home at Powell River. They
were the happy recipients of many beautiful
gifts.
Graham—Harvey

The marriage took place on July 29th in
Saskatoon of Miss Betty Harvey of Powell
River and Mr. Esdell Graham of Bensham,
Sask.

Mr. and Mrs. Graham will make their home
in Bensham, Sask.

During her stay in Powell River, Miss

Harvey made many friends who will wish
her—and her husband—the very best of good
lick and happiness.

Alf., as everyone ealled him, came to

Powell River June 4th,

In 1916 he en-

listed in the Canadian Engineers. On reeciving his discharge he returned to Powell

At the time of his death: he was driving one
of the large trucks in the Townsite Department,

In March, 1920, he was married to Miss
Flora Challis. There are two children, Alfred, aged 8, and Elsie, aged 5 years. The
sympathy of the community goes out to the
widow and children.

Alf. was a familiar figure to all. He was
of a bright and _ cheerful disposition and
rated as a faithful and steady employee, and
an ardent member of the Knights of Pythias.
His passing will leave a gap in the ranks of
the old timers.
nanan /

CARD OF THANKS

Mrs. Flora E. Postill wishes to convey her

deepest feeling of gratitude to the many
kind friends and eitizens of Powell River
who have been so sympathetic towards herself and family since her recent sad bereavement.

CARD OF THANKS

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Notts, of Vancouver,
who suffered the loss of their little daughter
Juanita, aged 2, who died August 16th last,
wish to thank the friends in Powell River
who sent floral tributes.
Dr. Frank Crane

Human energy is something like the

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. McArthur announce the |
engagement of their cousin Grace Irving to widow ’s ecruse — though you take from lit
Mr. Tom Prentice, second son of Mr. and continually it remains frill.
It is what we give out that rests us more
Mrs. Tom Prentice, Glasgow, Scotland. The than what we take in.
wedding and reception will take place at
in the ease of energy the paradox is true
Mr. and Mrs, Cummings’, 8th Ave. W., Vancouver, on October 23rd, at 8 o’clock. Con- that what you give you have, and what you
gratulations.

Two can live as cheaply as one—but not
so quietly.

save vou lose.
Often the very worst remedy for tiredness

is inactivity, the so-called rest cure, and if
we get out and rustle our weariness will
disappear. Try it.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
GARDEN COMPETITION—SEASON 1925

BIRTHS

August 4—Mrs. A. Pritchard, Powell River,

August 5—Mrs. J. MeIntosh, Powell River,
August 7—Mrs. E. Larson, Lund, daughter.

August 20—Mrs. D. Cummings, Powell
River, daughter...
August 24—Mrs. J. Watson, Powell River,
daughter.

August 25—Mrs. R. Shaw, Powell River,
PUBLIC AND HIGH SCHOOLS

Enrollment of Pupils up to Sept. 14, 1925
Total
High School—

Grade TX. L4

During the week beginning 14th September

a committee comprising Mr. 8. R. Marlatt,
Mr. E. Corbett and H. S. Sandifer, accoimnpanied by Mr. W. Gretton, visited the various

gardens and lawns in town with the object
of placing the awards in the above competition.

Owing to the many excellent gardens de-

veloped and maintained the last year the
duties of the judges proved no light task,
but after serious deliberation the committee
approved of the following awards:
Best Kept Lawn and Flower Garden—
Ist prize, $20.00—J. H. Kelly, 1020 Ocean
View Ave.
2nd prize, $10.00—Chas. Powell, 201 Poplar.

GAC Xoo nnn ee ee eee LO
Grade AL. cece QO)

3rd prize, $5.00—James Whyte, 401 Third
Street.

Best. Kept and Most Productive Kitchen

Grade School—
‘Teacher

Mr. W. P. Beal ........ 1

Garaen—

Div. Grade Pupils

Miss Jean Seatetr....... ?

R.A

T-A
B

29
14
+4
26

36
AQ

Miss Ethel Laxton ... 38 6§-A 12
B

1()

5- A 11

Miss Edith Smith .... 4 5-A 8
Miss EK. O’Hearn........ 5

B
4-A
+3

OF

Dad

91
29

43

Miss M. Boddy............ 6 38-A 30
Miss B. N. Smith...... 7

B
3-B

10

o_A

96

Miss Graee Brett....... 8 9A

Q

39
36

4

BY

Miss Ethel Till ........ 9

1-A
1-A
B

1

35

ry

35

4()

Total attendance

Included in the above are six pupils admitted today to the grade school, so that a
further increase is to be expected while the
class rooms are filled almost to capacity at
this date. About twenty more could be acecommodated 1f they were not such as would
he assigned to the classes already full.
ANDREW HENDERSON,
Secretary.

Ist prize, $20.00—R. H. Moore, 380. Maple.
2nd prize, $10.00—R. Robertson, 221 Poplar.

8rd price, $5.00—O. N. Hamerton, 16

Riverside.
Best Combination Front and Back Garden—
Ist prize, $30.00—Ed. Harris, 440 Maple.
2nd prize, $20.00—A. Denton, 390 Willow.
3rd prize, $10.00—A. S. Farden, 210 Oak.
Best Kept Boulevaraq—

Prize—Lawn Mower — Courtenay
3090 Maple.

The committee are desirous of expressing
honorable mention to the undernoted for the

excellent work carried out on their indi-

vidual lots: E. Bidin, 191 Cedar; Geo. Kendrick, 101 Cedar; H. Foster, 180 Oak; J. Biassutti, 241 Poplar; R. Cowan, 251 Poplar; J.
W. MacKay, 340 Maple; A. Claridge, 4054
Maple; W. Howe, 405 Maple; D. H. Hooper,

441 Maple; A. E. Hatch, 131 Maple; W.

Alexander, 190 Oak; J. Semple, 1030 Ocean
View; H. Osborne, 1050 Ocean View; A. Hall,
1080 Ocean View; H. Middleton, 240 Ocean
View; J. H. Philips, 300 Willow; 8S. B. Plum-

mer, 308 Willow; P. W. Clark, 310 Willow;
W. T. Smith, 320 Willow; H. De Juaney, 340

Willow; Ed. Profitt, 350 Willow; ©. Flemming, 360 Willow; A. W. Fairbairn, 454 Willow; A. Coverdale, 450 Willow; C. E. Easterbrook, 434 Willow; Geo. Milroy, 414 Willow;
D. McBain, 420 Willow.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
THE GARDEN IN OOTOBER
Strawberries may be planted, and will be

ahead of those put in next spring. They
should have a mulch of manure. A very
small amount serves to reduce the effect of

frost. Actually it is not the freezing that

hurts the young plants, but the thaw which
heaves the ground and so loosens the hold

of the roots in the land. Even the old established beds can do with a mulch of manure.

Currants, red and _. black, gooseberries,
raspberries, blackberries and _ loganberries

are better planted now than in the spring.
Nothing you ean grow will do better, with

less trouble, than small fruits. Land and
climate are both ideal. Currants and goose-

berries should be planted at least 5 feet
apart.

Plant about an inch deeper than the
bushes stood in the nursery. Pruning may
be done at planting time. These are good
varieties: Red Currants—Red Dutch, Red
Grape, London Red, Cherry Red. Black
Currants—Backoop Giant, Kerry, Saunders,
Topsy, Ontario. Gooseberries—Oregon, Cham-

pion, Houghton, Josselyn, Victoria, Whitesmith.

Those wishing to grow their own currant
and gooseberry bushes may easily do_ so.
Take cuttings about ten inches long. The
base of the cutting should be cut square
about % inch below last bud. There should
also be % inch of wood above top bud of
cutting. Plant in rows 3 feet apart, 6 inches
apart in row, about 6 inches deep. Tramp

soil hard round the cuttings. These will

make good bushes to transplant next fall.
Black currants yield 3 to 4 Ibs. per bush;
red, 4 to 5 Ibs.; gooseberries, 15 to 20 Ibs.
per bush.

Loganberries and blackberries should be
planted 8 to 10 feet apart each way. They
will do well against a fence, as later on they
will require support of some kind. To grow
your own plants from old vines, bury the

tips of the vines in the fall. These will

root, and be ready to plant next spring.
Raspberries are grown from the suckers
around old plantations. Dig these up carefully and plant in rows 5 feet apart, plants
> feet apart in row. Cut back the plants to
within 8 inches of the ground. Raspberries
yield 3 to 4 Ibs. per cane. Blackberries will
yield 100 lbs. per bush. One local man has
picked 200 Ibs. off his bush this year.

ST JOHN’S UNION CHURCH
Notes and Comments
October, 1925—Churech Rally Month.

You are cordially invited to attend your
own chureh during this month, which marks
the real beginning of another active season.

If you have the care-of children, you are
urged to see that they attend the Sunday
School.

If you have ceased to attend church

1egularly, why not avail yourself of this
opportunity of making a fresh start? If
you have no church connection at all, ask

yourself whether you can afford to starve the

highest part of your nature by neglect of
the public worship of God and ‘‘the goodliest fellowship whereof this world holds
record.’’ You need the church and the
church needs you. Remember the Man of
Nazareth, our Redeemer and Divine Example.

‘As His custom was, He went into the
synagogue on the Sabbath Day.’’—St. Luke,
4:16.

A. brief note on the present situation in
regard to Chureh Union in Canada should be

of interest. The total number of Presby:
terian self-sustaining congregations, nonconcurring (that is, voting to remain apart

from the United Chureh of Canada) is only
338 for the whole Dominion. Of this number there are only 78 outside of the Province
of Ontario and 30 west of the Great Lakes.
Lhe new church expects, in the near future,
to be adequately represented in every settlement of our Great North-west.

With a spirit of deep conviction the
United Church is on the mareh—a econviction

that ‘‘the Christian life was meant to be,
from first to last, a great and splendid adventure.’ ?

A Bible Class has just been organized for
young men and women, sixteen years of age

and over, which will meet every Sunday in
the new Guild Room, from 6.15 to 7.15 pm.
An interesting schedule igs being arranged
for this class, and all young people, or in-

terested visitors, will be made heartily
weleome.

‘‘There are two reasons why some folks
don’t mind their own business. One reason
is that they haven’t any mind and the other
is that they haven’t any business.’’

POWRLL RIVER DIGKSTRR
ACCIDENT RECORD

The following tabie shows the number of

POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEHES’ SICK
BENEEIT SOCIBNT Y

Statement as at August 31, 1925

disabling accidents occurring in the Mill

Assets—

during July and Augtst, and the days lost in

Current Assets:
Cash in bank

each department. It should be noted that
the ‘*Days lost’’ are computed from the

doector’s estimate.

July
Log Pond

August

FT 85
91

Wood Room
Grinders ........---

Sulphite Dept.

$10,861.96

Hiospital equipment ............

Accts. receivable ..
Supplies on hand
Petty cash
Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance....$
Ins. premiums unexpired

20,995.47

200 00
9383 54

533.54

$ 32,390 97

Lia bilities—

Screen Room

Accounts payable ..............$
Reserve for depreciation..
Bad debts’ reserve
Surplus
— $32,390 97
HOSPITAL
OPERATING AUGUST, 31, 1925
Iincome—
fKtmployees hospital] fees..$ 1,383.24
Other income ................--..---1,717.33
$ 3.100.57

Beater Room
Machine Rooms ...........--..-

Finishing Koom, Core

Room and Rewilndaers....-

Wharf and Paper Storage
and Scows
Steam Plant and Boluler

697.84

Loss for Jume ..............

House

Room and Elec-

$ 3,798.41

a.

trical Department ..........

1 85

‘iownsite ..............................

Pianing Mill, Lbr. Yard

and Carpenters’ Shop....
Machine Shop, Blacksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop and
Foundry
Miscellaneous (Yard Crew,

2,073.86

-—_.—_--$ 3,498.41
SICK BENEFIT FUND, AUGUST, 81, 1925
income—
Employees’ Fees ..............:.$ | 922.16
Grant from Powell River
461.07

Co., Lut. 2 eee.

————————— 8 81 383.23

K.xpense—
Benefits pald .-..--...................$

Mill Store, Dept. Store,

505. 40

Gain for July

Icehouse, Avenue Lodge,

$i 1.80

——+-_ ——§ 1383.23
Patients in hosp. as at June 30th.....
19

CLC.) CU dL TT 2 ¢
Totais

Salaries 8 1.724.565

. 40
. 44

Admitted during July .....................

11 271 6 74

Minor accidents, such as slight cuts, abrasions, burns, ete., have not been tabulated.

Discharged during July ......

Remaining at July 31, 1926 ............................ 15

Benefits paid to 11 members in July.

GROUP LIFE ASSURANCE

WEATHER REPORT FOR AUGUST

Average min. temp.

On September 16, 1925, a cheque for
$1000 00 was received from the Sun Life

Average max. temp. .....--...------------------ (21°

Assurance Company of Canada, made in fa-

Rainfall for month
ee 1,92”
Rainfall from Jan. ist to Aug. 3lst.... 18.258"
§9.5°
Hottest day for month ......
Average percentage humidity.... .. 66.5°

vor of Mrs. Alfred W. Pastill, who was ap‘pointed beneficiary by her husband under
the Powell River Company’s plan of Group
Life Insuraneée.

EFFICIENCY OF PAPER MACHINES, MONTH OF AUGUST, 1925
No. 1

Highest per cent.
Lowest per cent
Average per cent.

No. 3

No. 2

98.8 97.8 -100 0 100.0

94.9 95.5 98.8 98.4

HOURS AND TONNAGE LOST, AUGUST, 1925
Hours Lost
Ave. Daily
Lost Tnge.
14.73 0.57 84.75 1.34

Ave. Daily

12.00 0.46 98,97 1.09
10.50 0.40 31.11 1.20

13.25 051 39.25 1.51

PAPER PRODUCTION, AUGUST, 1925
No. 1

1170.55

No. 4

90.9 90.4 94.5 93.7

No. 2?

1457.78

No. 3

1839.74

No. 4
1820.47

RVAN

HARDING
When History shall write the final word
Of great traditions, splendidly expressed,

Within the sound of sea and song of bird,

The thought of him shall find a place to rest—
Who—with the gracious gesture of a friend,

Made eloquent the opportunity,
To bind two nations to the worthy end

Of Common Good and Larger Loyalty.

__ BLANCHE E. HOLT MURISON.

SERS *

NORTH SHORE PRESS, LIMITED

Look ovt! Look ovt

for Chat erie night;

(When witches prowl

and ghosts Cake flights

© CEO cc To °
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Little Things
He rang in a little sooner
Tlan the fellows in his shop;
And he stayed a little longer
When the whistle ordered ‘‘Stop.’’
Ile worked a httle harder
And he talked a little Jess;
Ile seemed but little. hurried
And he showed but httle stress.

For every httle movement
His efficiency expressed.
Thus his envelope grew just
A httle thieker than the rest.

He saved a little money

hundred little ways;

He panked a little extra

When he got a little raise.

A little ‘‘working model?’’

Took lis little ‘‘leisure’’ time;

He wrought each little part of it
With patience most sublime.

Now 1t’s very little wonder
That he murmurs with a smile,
As he clips his little coupons:

‘Are the little things worth while?’’
—Spokes of the Rotary Club.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

An Outline of Papermaking in Powell River
The town of Powell River is situated on
the west eoast of British Columbia about
73 miles northwest of the city of Vancouver.
It has a population of about 3000 people
including the suburbs of Wildwood, Cranberry and Michigan, where many of the mill
workers live and keep small ranehes under
eultivation.
Ihe elimate is one of the best in Canada,
the mean temperature for 1924 being 51°,

and the preeipitation 3414”. The town is

ideally situated; the straits of Georgia sep-

arate it from Vancouver Island, about 22
miles distant. Flowers bloom from early
spring till late fall, and the scenie beauties
of the place put it on a par with the best
in British Columbia.

The daily eapacity of the mill is now
about 250 tons, but with the completion of
the extensions to the mill that are now under
eonstruetion and the installation of two new
machines, 1t is estimated that the capacity
will be in the neighborhood of 220 additional
tons.

In the making of paper the two principle
woods used are spruce and hemlock. The
process is simple as to its basie idea yot
wonderful in its results; when one realizes
that a tree which is standing today could,
if necessary, be converted into a newspaper
on the morrow, one appreciates the magie

of the transition. Two kinds of pulp—sulphite and groundwood—go into the making

of newsprint paper. In preparing the sulphite or chemieal pulp, logs are cut into
blocks eight or ten inches square and thirtytwo inches long and then fed into a machine
which ecuts or chips the wood to a size most
suitable for the cooking process. After passing over sereens the chips are earried to the
digester tank, where they are immersed in
sulphurous acid, treated with steam under

pressure, and allowed to eook for 9 to 12
hours.

The pulp is then subjected to a very
careful washing and screening and _ finally
carried to the mixing tanks in the beater

room’.

The groundwood or mechanical pulp is ob-

tained by putting the spruce and hemlock
blocks into machines known as _ grinders,

of which there are 28 in the _ present

plant. Each machine consists of a grin.}ing stone weighing over three tons, en-

cased in ai large’ casting § fitted with

three pockets. When the wood is placed in
the pockets pressure is exerted through hydraulic pistons, forcing the wood against the

stone .and grinding it to a pulp. Water 1s
introduced to eool the stone and dilute the
stock, which is then washed and screened

before being pumped to the beater room.
Here the sulphite and groundwood pulps are

mixed in the proportion of about 80 per

cent. groundwood and 20 per cent. sulphite.
The sulphite pulp, being much more fibrous

than groundwood, acts as a binder in the
making of paper in much the same way as
hair holds together the component parts of
mortar. The two kinds of stock —- are
thoroughly agitated in mixing tanks, the aecessary color being added at the same time,
before they are sent to the machine rooms.

Flere the pulp is diluted to a very low con-

sistency and is then allow to flow onto a
fast moving and endless wire screen of exceedingly fine mesh. The pulp is caught and
interwoven on the mesh as the water drains
through; this aetion is assisted by suction
applied from below the screen. After formution the sheet is lifted from the screen by
a couch roll and passed to a series of endless felts which carry it between heavy rolls.
From the wet end of the machine the sheet
ig jumped to a wide canvas belt which earries and guides it over and under large eylinders heated by steam. This process causes

gradual drying of the sheet so that when -it
reaches the other end of the machine it is
in condition to be passed between heavy
steel rollers and finally wound on reels for
re-winding, cutting, wrapping and final shipment to the purchaser.

0-—0-——0-—

Don’t think you are the only fellow who
has troubles.

Read this:

When Noah sailed the well-known bl<e,
He had his troubles, same as you;
For days and days he drove the ark,
Before he found a place to park.

it is easy enough to be pleasant
When your automobile is in trim;
But the man worth while
Is the man who can smile
When he has to ride home on the rim.

POWBLL RIVER DIGKHRSTER

PLANT EXTENSION

_Progress is still the watchword along the
construction front, and our two photographs

will. give some idea of the results so far
obtained.

The first picture, that of the Penstock,

shows how closely the steel workers are pu~-

sueing the advance guard who are erecting

the cradJes for the pipe. The picture also
conveys an idea of the destruction of the
west end ef the old forebay wall, and the
formidable obstaele it presented in the path

of -progress. Statistically speaking, the
crandles are about 65% complete and the
steel about. 60% in place, and the cleaning
and painting of the big rings about half fiaished.. The excavation, which 1s elose to
80%, completed, is keeping comfortably ahead

of the actual eonstruction.
It takes a highly trained eye—and imagination—to see a grinder room In our second
photo, but nevertheless, we have it on good

authority—that of Mr. Bell-Irving’s entire

staff, backed up by yards of blueprint paper

water wheels which well drive the new ma-

ehinery. The iutricate system Gf 1s
the means of transporting the concrete from
the mixing tower to its final testing place.
OQur statisticinn tnforms us that the exeavation is nearly finished, and the forms well

over half complete, and that the trestle for
the waterfront railway is more than three
quarters finished,

Excavation on the Machine Room site 1s
progressing, stcam pouring out of numerous
exhaust pipes bearing noisy witness to this
effect. The purpose of the mysterious struc-

ture growing in the ex-football ground hs
at lust become evident. It is nothing more
than an unromantic and mundane gravel
dump. A young Jady, by the way, was 1intently watching the operation of dumping
the gravel cars, and finally she asked one of
the boys on the job why it was necessary to

drop the gravel from such a height. The
workman took off his hat and gravely told
her that the operation in question removed
tre drop from the gravel, and obviated the

covered by mysterious lines and figures—thuat

possibility of its settiing after being made

several more hungry monsters for Ernie

Exeavation for the Groundwoed Sereen
Room and Sulphite Room has commenced,
and the concrete mixing tower for the Sulphite Room is about three-quarters complets.

this enipty, deserted spot will soon contain
Ketehum to feed. The biack pipes spoutinz
up out of the ground are not subway entrances, but merely water connections for the

into econercte.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
The new roadway to the wharf Is being
pushed to completion. Half the conerete
slab has been laid, and when it has hardened,

the traffic, which now runs over the bed of
the second half, will be diverted to the con-

erete, and the other side poured.
‘ontracts for the work and orders for the
material are being signed as fast as possible,
snd the construction crews and the engineers

continue to toil far into the night, their
few hours of sleep haunted by earking spece-

ters of plans, blueprints, figures and specifieations.

CO-OPERATIO

Frequently we hear of an All-Star team
being beaten by some almost obseure aggro-

gation. Those who have the ability to analyze the question and look for the reason
usually come to the conclusion that on the
All-Star team each player tried to do it all
himself without any particular regard for
his mates.

Not purposely, perhaps, but may-

be beeause cach individual of the All-Star
team was used to being played up to by
the others of his home team, and when he
eomes into eontaect with others he uwuneon-

sciously looks for the same style of play.
This makes for a wonderful display of individual effort but as qa rule does not help

DIGESTER DELIVERY

Owing to the impossibility at present of
having the Digester delivered to each and
every one of the emplovees of the Company
who live in the suburbs of Wildwood, Cran-

berry, Michigan and Westview, we ask that

those who wish a copy wt! please call at
Welfare Office, Gymnasium Building.
When a man @an do something he knows
something, and yet a man may know something and not be able to do a darn thing.—
H. G. Lorimer.

much toward suecess as a whole..

On the other side each player has been
trained to do his utmost but at all times to
be on the watch to give and take assistance.
To be on alert to take advantage of chances
to pass the play on to another, to submerge
into one complete whole, and success 1s the
result. So it is in hife’s work. The man Who

is willing and anxious to work in harmony
with his mate, who is always looking for
opportunities to fit himself into the seheme
of things and adjust himself to conditions,
has the making of a first-class workman.
Where there is mutual understanding and
endeavour there 1s suec¢ess. Co-operation
spells production and profit.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTRR
TOWN TOPICS
A Reason Why

those who have no house boat or shack up

After perusing a considerable number of
~ articles with a similar heading to this one,
I find that the popular way of commencing
in the case of 79.8 per cent. is:

‘*The whole town is seething with indignation (or joy, or something) about, etce.,
ete.’?

oO

Well, except in very extreme cases I don’t
believe a complete town could seethe all at
once, no more.than it could if the first letter

were changed to ‘‘t.’’ That is the reason

why I do not start this effusion in the apparently orthodox way.

errr I OO
We are surrounded in this town, at all

events on most sides, by trees of breeds very

familiar to all of us. But there is one
which I am informed is most unique.
My informant is a man who has spent by

far the greater part of his life in the study
of growing timber and so his statement, I
think, needs no salt.

He was on a visit here and during the
course of a walk spotted it. On the nerth
side of the Government Bridge is a spring
which for some reason or another yields a
constant supply of ice-cold water and the
tree in ‘question is just beside it.
This phenomenon has the leaves of a mul-

berry and the bark of a maple. This dual
individuality is not due, I understand, to
grafting but to some peculiarity in the flow

of the sap. Perhaps some of our local horticultural experts would take a look at it and
see actually what it is. It certainly sounds
interesting and worth fellewing up.

the lake. I should say.
The old timer will tell you that this dis-

trict used to be a paradise for hunters. and
although fires have spoiled it quite a_ lot
illegitimate hunting is the reason given by
them for the greater spoliation. So possibly,

it a Rod and Gun Club, to which only real
sportsmen would be admitted, were formed,
if would help to keep down these indiscriminate hunters and thus improve the district.
Also with the better hunting would ceme
more visitors and assist considerably in Iet-

tinge the outside werld know what a firstclass place this actually is. If some of the
hunting and piseatorial enthusiasts would
give opinions on the subject to the editor,
a meeting might be arranged te discuss the
matter.

Oo—O0—0

Light travels at the rate of 186,000 miles
a second (approx.) and it seems that His
Majesty ’s representatives do about the same
galt.

At Stillwater quite recently a chap came
tu the conelusion it weuld be a good idea to

shoot up the district. Being, I suppose, a
loyal subject, he wrote a letter to King -

George inferming him of his

deeision. ©

Twenty minutes afterwards he got the reply.

(What about that, yeu Radie fans?). I’m

not sure of the distance from St. James to
here, but it’s a good long way.
It happened thuswise.

The aforementinned gent. armed. with a
gun was standing in a ‘‘deserted village.’’
Enter (via the briny) Majer Sutton, comp.ete with brass buttons an’ everything.
a

Scene 1

Major Sutton: ‘‘Hey. yeu! Are you the

Various people have been talking about
the formation: of a Rod and Gun Club at
Pewell River. Whether such an institution
is necessary or advisable depends naturally

on the opinion of the hunter and fishers of

this district. It seems, however, that the
functiens of the proposed club would be to
try and effect an improvement to the hunting

and fishing of the Powell Lake district. It

would also provide at some convenient pesition on the lake a club house, which hunters
could use as a sort of base, to eat and sleep

in, ete. It would save a lot of treuble for

feller that wrote to King George?’’

Feller: ‘** Yes. ’’
M. S.: ‘¢Well, he’s sent me to talk it over

with you.’’
F.: ‘**That’s: fine.’’
M. 8.: ‘Well, come along, then.’’
Scene 2
BKassendale.

OOO — 0 —
Red is the color of anger, of murder and’
violence—and of courage; Yellow or gold,
of intellect; blue, of spiritual and moral attributes; green, of the utilitarian.
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SULPHITE SAYINGS

The holiday season is over. Most of the
boys took some time off.

A. McKinnon and

Arthur Struthers made a long trip on 4

motorcycle and side car through a part of
Washington and Eritish Columbia Only for
an unfortunate breakdown they would have
covered many more miles. Both of the boys

are a bit backward about explaining the

reason for a powder puif, a hand mirror and

some hair pins being in the car just after
the pDreakdown.

spot in the highlands. One day Jimmy and
his friend were having a quiet pipe outside
the cottage, suddenly there appeared two
London tourists who had strayed upon the
place by accident. After the usual greetings
one of the visitors remarked:

jove, what an awfully lonely place

this is.

Do you ever get a paper up here?’’

‘*Nay,’’ replied the owner of the cabin.
Really, old chap,’’ said the second tourist, ‘‘then you never know what’s going on
in London? ’’

It seems that Eddie Detina is spending

‘*Nay,’’ again answered the Scot, ‘‘and
them in London dinna ken what’s goin’ on

someone in Vancouver and there 1s a report

up here.’’
John Hipwell is one of the latest recruits.
He is fresh from his father’s farm in Ire-

most of his spare time writing letters to
that he is visiting the townsite office regularly enquiring as to his chances for a house.

Joe Iasenza has left the Balkan Village
and built a eabin, much too large for one,
near the Cules’ boys at Cranberry. Many
a man has been convicted on less eircum-

land and is subject of a certain amount of
bantering from the other boys, but holds his
own in the usual Irish manner.
9 —_ 9 ——_ 9 ———_—_——_—__—

stantial evidence.

Our department was well represented at

the Italian dance held a short time ago.

Frank Bressanutti was acelaimed the Beau
Brummell of the evening. Atta boy Frank.
Herman ,has bought himself a set of bagpipes A few evenings ago he set the whole
Balkan Village on edge when he attempted
a practice. He closed the doors and pulled
down the blinds. A _ short time after he

started forms could be seen creeping up
through the gloom. Some tried to peep
through the key hole and others endeavored

to get a view of the interior under the
window blinds. A whispered consultation
was held and finally the crowd charged up to
the door, thumping and demanding to know

what terrible tragedy was being enacted.

The awful sounds ceased and Herman ap-

peared in the doorway wanting to know

BX-SERVICER MEN

The ex-service men’s annual stag is on
sehedule for November 14th. Judging from
information received from the eommittee
the function will be the best yet.
Tickets for admission may be bought by
any ex-soldier or sallor who fought for the
Allies in the late war or the British in any
previous one, inclusive of Hastings, Trafalgar, Crimea, Egyptian campaign and the
Boer wars.

The price of the said tickets is one dollar

and ten cents (one day’s pay and allowances).

They can be obtained from the following
prominent citizens: D. Woodruff, F. Nello, E.
G. Craigen, J. T. Cole, H. Dunn, W. Burgess,
R. Southeott, D. Goudie, J. Denny, J. Schur-

man, W. J. Smith, A. Woodward, W. MeGillivray, E. Heward, W. Peacock and T.

whatinell all the row was about. In oa fine

Peck.

Kurope tongues the bunch aceused Herman
of being a criminal and a nuisance and sev-

Everyone knows that the sincerely courteous man is a decent, likeable and honorable

mixture of Italian, English and middle
eral other things which it were well they
were said in a foreign language. Finally
they were able to make him understand that
it was the noise from the pipes they objected

to, and he promised that the next time he
would go up the lake. Someone suggested
that he sit on the wharf on foggy nights and
practice,

Some years ago when Jimmy Carr was in
the hey day of his youth he visited a remote

————$—$— nf ) ——-— (}

chap, and hkewise that the discourteous

grouch is avoided by everyone who can pos-

sibly keep out of his way.

The more you worry the more you ‘hurry
and the more you hurry the more yeu worry.
It 18 a vicious cirele.
nf enema {fa te

If you are a self starter. the boss will not
have to be a erank.
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VISITING HAST

Ou Oetober 7th Mr MeMaster left for
the East to visit some of the newest and
largest paper mills in Quebee and Ontario.
He hopes also to see one or two of the finest
wire works and felt foundries—such as the
justly famous one of Ayres Limited at La-

chute. In addition he plans to confer with
the makers of the new machinery for our

plant extension and discuss with them some
of the hundreds of items of equipment, from

the largest units—turbines, generator and

paper machines—to the intricate and wonder-

ful electrie drive.
On first entering the Eastern Provinees
Mr. MeMaster will visit his family at their
home in Perth, Ontario. Vhis erty, the manager’s birthplace, was onee fumous for the
manufacture of Mountiin Dew. It has sinees
gone through a period :of reformation, however, and jis now notorious as the home of
Wampole’s Cod Liver Ol. It has, indeed,
greater claims to distinction than this, for
it is the town from which originated both the
ever welcome visitor—Fred Dietrieh of Kin‘1lingwood fame—and our own Dad Watson,

the presiding genius of an important local
commissary.

ON A VISIT

Mrs, W. H. Nelson, mother of Mrs A. E.
MeMaster, who has been visiting Powell
River for some time past, left on Wednesday,

October 6th, for an extended visit to her
friends and relations in the East. For 2

time she will be with her daughter, Mrs. M.

G. MeGuire, of Toronto. Mrs. Nelson’s

many friends in Powell River wish her bon
voyage aud a pleasant time in the etrele of
old friends. Before her departure she was
the guest of honor at many social events.
eee rn vee (rome

Education for efficiency ts not the work
of a day, nor a year. It requires time and
pains and can only be acquired by the most
persistent applheation.

The suecessful boss is the mun who works
with the minds of his men.

If you lose sleep at night don’t try to find
it next dav while you are at work.
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The Editor's Page
DOMINION ELECTIONS
On October 29th, all who have the privtlege of the franchise may, and should, exercise their prerogative at the polls and cast
the ballot as their conscience and good sense
distate.

In order to elear any doubts which may
exist as to the attitude of the Powell River
Company in respect to active participation
in politics the Editor of the ‘‘Digester’’ iInterviewed the local management of the Com-

pany and as a result is able to assure all
‘“Pigester’’ readers that the Company has
no political preferences; that 16 would not
assuine to dictate to its employees in this
respect if it had; and that in matters pertaining to socinl, religious, and political affairs in Powell River every man and woman
is a free agent and can serve, as each 1ndividual conscience may dictate, without let
or hindrance, any party or ereed.
WORTH TRYING

Some people are not quite sure that there
is 2 heaven. Others are quite sure there 1s
such a plaeec, but they are doubtful of even

reaching it. All people will agree that from
what we hear heaven must be a most de-

Wellent reports are heard on every hand.
pe hunting paradise complete indeed.
e,}pular on Powell Lake.

lifting coming a nuisance.

he remfall over than there are dogs in an

everybody ’s DuSitese wey een

Nevertheless the responsibility 1s there.

It is high time the individual began to

take an intelligent interest in the management and affairs of his country. When we
make this statement we mean 1t tn a most
serious way. Approximately—and these are
quoted figures—the per capita debt of the
Dominion is $495. This is per man, woman
and ehild, but the burden falls on about one-

third of the population, whieh means that

lightful place. Very well. Jf we are at all

the per capita debt 1s $1485. On actual taxpayers this would méan about $180 per head;

in doubt as to the outcome of our hereafter

but the big bulk of the burden falls upen

why not Iect us all try to have our little

business, and, the question is, can business

it. It would do no harm to try, and, 1f£

people voiemng loudly their opinions on this
and that question—about the imposition of

heaven on earth. We would then be sure of

there is sueh a place as heaven, and we get
there, we will be more likely to feel at home.

Perhaps there are better ways of explaining

it, but this is one of them. Many a man
holds down the same job for hfe. One
reason is that he is not broadminded enough

to teach the chap next to him all about the

work. There is a fear of the other fellow
shoving him out. Then again he has no

carry this load and yet prosper. We hear
such and sueh a tax. Do they really know
cnough about the subject to express an intelligent opinion? Some do. Most do not.

The remedy is to read, to study, to ask ques-

tions of men who are in positions that enable then to see into and understand the

working and the results of the machinery
that represents what is called ‘‘ Responsible
(Jovernmengt, ”’

Taylor: ‘*And did his speeeh earry con-

time to study the job ahead of his, and viction?’?
when the man above moves up he is not

eequainted with the work, and consequently
is passed over.

An unknown quantity—the widow’s might.

Daly: say it did. His client got

five years.’’

0 0 Oe

Mayhap it 1s not your ability so much as
your dependability that counts.
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. Walter Betterham

2 Dorothy Jack

3. Lawrence Bailey

4.

Maurice B. Dunn

>. Ruth Bailey

6. Norma Kathleen Lee
7. Alida Donkersley
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THEY SAY -

WHAT DO THEY oAy
LET THEM oAY
THAT we are enjoying another splendid Fall.
THAT the hunting season is in full swing: excellent reports are heard on every hand.
THAT a sprinkling of snow now would make the hunting paradise complete indeed.
THAT the fly-fishing is becoming increasingly popular on Powell Lake.
THAT some very fine catches are reported.
THAT we now have a real parking ground for autos.
THAT the promiseuous parking of autos was fast becoming a nuisance.
THAT the down-town area used to have more cars to fall over than there are dogs in an
-~

Indian rancherite.

THAT lined up on the parking grounds the number of autos seems greater than ever.
THAT there are still a few houses without a garage in the back lot.
THAT with so many new houses in the course of construction the Townsite Department
reaily should put a garage on each back lot.
THAT this department migkt do better and supply a car to each residence along with
the laundry tubs, garbage pails, water-heating and the electric ranges.

THAT a eovering charge might be made each month with and included in the rental
charge.

THAT oil and gasoline might be supplhed at a flat rate but repairs would, of course,
be extras.

THAT up-to-date radio sets might also be installed in each residence under similar
eonditions.

THAT the football games are again drawing their crowds.
THAT we have some promising teams and are looking forward to some keen enjoyment
this Fall.
THAT we are to have some new junior ‘‘Gym.’’ elasses this winter.
THAT these will help physically but they have other advantages.
THAT with cooler weather we notice more marriages are being solemnized.
THAT a man ‘‘shore’’ needs a wife in the winter even in British Columbia.
THAT the Armistice Night Concert programme is coming up very nicely and holds a
real treat in store.
THAT the admission will be, as usual, by poppy—the poppies being made in the vetcraft
workshops by disabled war veterans.
THAT the poppies will be on sale on the street corner at the appropriate time—no
al

fixed charge.

THAT the proceeds will be donated to the Peppy Fund to alleviate any immediate distress amongst dependents of disabled war veterans.
THAT the active and courageous plant extension programme being now followed surely
puts a lot of heart into each and every one of use.
THAT it is comforting beyond measure to know that the ‘‘big men’’ in the game have
no fears regarding our future.
THAT truly the tide has turned for British Columbia; we hear of increasing prosperity
on every hand.
THAT in the front rank of solid and prospering communities stands Powell River—
‘Cour own town.’’
THAT there is some talk of a Powell River Scholarship.
THAT true education prepares one to live.
THAT real home training gives our schools their chance.
THAT Canada of to-morrow depends upon the children of to-day.
THAT meanwhile an open season for politics has been declared.
THAT political pyrotechnics will provide diversion during the quiet season between now
and Christmas.
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WEDDINGS
On Saturday, October 10th, at the manse-—

Reg. Hugh Graham officiating—Mr. Joseph
Fahey and Miss Dorothy Gann were united

in marriage. Mr. and Mrs. Fahey wil reside at Wildwood.

Mr William Sehlapbach was united in mat-

rimoney to Miss Winnifred Cullingford, cf

Duncan, BC., on Tuesday evening. October
13th, at the manse. Rev. Hugh Graham of-

S@CIAL

Ranking as one of the most successful
social events of the month was the Masquerade Ball given by the Ladies’ Order of Maeecabees. A merry crowd was in attendance,

and the costumes were rieh and _ briliant,
with many a humorous feature portrayed.
Most exeellent music was furnished by the
Patricia orchestra, each member of which

was transformed for the evening into a

ficiated. Mr. and Mrs. Schlapbach will reside at Cranberry.

blushing belle. Throughout the evening delicious cakes and punch were served to the
daneers, all of whom admitted a most enjoy-

The marriage of Henry Nicolai Whitworth

able evening.
Those responsible for the event are deeply

Warren, late of ‘‘Drummin

Duleek Co., Meath, Ireland, to Miss Caroline
Redfern Kelly, daughter of William Redfern

Kelly, J P., of ‘‘Dalriada,’’ Malone Park,
Belfast, Ireland, was solemnized by the Rev.
N. J. Thompson, LH., in St. Paul’s Church,
Powell River, on Monday, October 12.

0—00

A TOAST

A health: to: the girl who can dance ike a

conscious of the efforts of all who assisted
to make the evening so consplecous a suecess, and are desirous of expressing their
sincerest appreciation. . Prizes were awarded

as follows:
Ladies—Best dressed, Miss Till; most original, Miss Beatrice Putnam; most comical,
Mrs. Craig.
Gentlemen—Best dressed, Mr. T. Higgins;
most original, Mr. Cecil Saville; most com1-

dream ,.

eal, Mr. G.

reanil

On Thursday, September 17th, a silver tea
was held at the home of Mrs. A. Ss. Farndgen

And the girl who ean pound the plano—
A health to the girl who writes verse by the
Or toys with high C in soprano.

To the girl who can talk and the girl who
does not,

To the saint and the sweet little sinner—
But here’s to the cleverest: girl of the lot—
The girl who can cook a good dinner.
— Hx.

Commencing October 1st the Radio Station

has resumed the regular hours of evening

by the Pythian Sisters. Mrs. F. W. Schuler
received the guests and Mrs. Farnden presided at the table, which was clecorated for.
the occasion with ivy and seasonable flowers. Mrs. Farnden performed the opening
ceremony, and the guests began to do justice

to the good things that were so ecarefclly
prepared. A few important matters were
discussed pro. and con., then some of the

communication, being open for business each latest jokes were exchanged. All the guests
went away to their respective: homes more
evening, Sunday ineluded, between 7.15 and than pleased in the remembranee of a hos200 -o’clock.

Daily radio communication with Point
Grey (Vancouver) is thus available between
10 am. and 5.15 p.m., Saturdays 10 to 12.13
p.m., and Sundays 7.15 to 8.00 p.m., present-

ing an undoubted benefit to the public

should the regular channels of communication be interrupted. Radiograms are accept-

ed to all parts of the world, as weil as to

ships at sea.
In cases of emergency arising outside the
regular hours outlined above the radio operator should be communicated with by phone
number 245.

pitality well enjoyed.

‘““You can talk about yuour pay
And the pleasure of a raise,

But 1’m. telling you today
That a little word o’ praise
From the man. you’re working for
Does a fellow lots 0’ ‘good,
And it makes him, more and more,... .
Want to keep on sawing wood.’’

Jim Macindoe: ‘‘T’m glad I’m not Irish. ”’
Paddy Woods: 6S. are the Trish.”’
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PowELL RIVER BIGESTER
Published monthly by the employees of the
Powell River Company Limited, to give

erpresson to the spirit of harmony
and co-operation existing between
ell in our Organization and community.

that, practically speaking, it has penetrated

every department. And yet, as one writer

LL. CULLIN, Editor

Assisted by others who have at heart the
interests of all.

Each and every member of the organization is invited to contribute. Copy must be
sent to the Editor, Welfare Office, not later
than the 8th of each month.
Ne. 10

Vel 4
@cteber, 1925
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PUBLICITY AND CONSISTENCY

Our American friends often tell us that
they make the greatest use of the art of
publicity of any nation in the world and

The first paper mill in Canada was established in 1803.

Canada today is the second largest producer of pulp and paper.

There are 104 pulp and paper mills in
operation in Canada.

states, it is remarkable to consider how completely it is exciuded from some spheres of

life. and how stubbornly the old prejudices
against it cling, not on.y to eccentric individuals but even to whole social types.
For instance, Mr. Blank has, we’ll say, a

butter factory. In order to popularize this
particular brand of butter he covers every
available space with enormous placards, such

a3, ‘‘Buy Blank’s or ‘‘B.ank’s

Beautiful Butter Best for Babies.’’ Anyway
all the vacant spaces eulogize in some way

or other, Blank’s Butter. So far so good.
But what about the social life of Mr. and
Mrs. Blank. Why not be consistent? If it
ig au fait to advertise, and procla:m the advantages of using Mr. B.’s products, why not
do the same for Mr. B. himself, and his wife?
Think of the possibilities of the idea, say,
at a danee. Mr. B. with a hard boiled shirt
—an absolute waste of perfectly good adver-

tising space, that white shirt front; why not

use it for proclaiming the merits of its

The industry gives employment to about
26,000 persons, exclusive of those engaged
in the woods.

The largest Kraft mill in the world is at
Three Rivers, P.Q., Canada

wearer? Why not stencil on it, ‘‘The best
fox trotter in Anyville’’ or ‘‘Blank’s Bridge
is of the Better Kind,’’ depending, of course,
on the propensities of Mr. B.
Mrs. B. wovld then wear instead of a pearl

necklace, a little electric flashlight sign

quoting her social accomplishments every

ee (} —— () ——()

EN THU SM
A eontemporary says: Be enthusiastic. It

is a great asset. It vitalizes money, power
and influence. It walks over prejudice and
opposition, spurns inaction and overwhelms

all obstaeles. It is faith in action.

few minutes, such as ‘‘I dance and do not sit

out,’’ ‘‘Hear me sing, it’s great,’’ or whatever happens to be her particular forte. Il
think that if advertising brings such enor-

mous trade increases in business development

it should apply equally to the social side of

life. If not, why not?

Oo—0-—-O
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Do right—and fear no man.
Don’t write—and fear no woman.

7,

Courtesy is doing that which nothing under the sun makes you do but human kinilress.

Despatches from ‘‘ Deschutes Pine Echoes’’

says: A lumber jack was killed by a flask
of lightning yesterday.

p> =a

Hand painted knees are becoming the rage

and the lessons learned at mother’s knee
will be illustrated.

The Chinese place food on the graves of
the departed. Once a would be wit asked
a Chinaman the question:

“*When do you expect -your dead to eut.
the food?’’
The answer was: ‘‘About the same time
as your dead will smell the flowers.’’
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JANES CAW

Introducing James Caw frae Stirling, Scotland, where he served his apprenticeship as

‘Steam Engineer. Jimmie left the land o’
the heather for British Columbia in 1909, and

started working for the C. P. R. at Revel-

stoke. He was married in Glasgow and has
two grown up children living in Vancouver.

His present occupation is in charge

of the Sulphite Department. As a member
of the St. Andrew’s and Caledonian Society
he is striving to keep young and vigorous
the fame of his native land. Jimmie’s one
ambition is to make a perfect seore at bow!]-

ing and return to Powell River some day
from Vancouver with a whole string of scalp
locks strung around his belt. As it 1s, he 1s
one of the foremost bowlers of our loeal

players, having won the Championship

Singles in 1922 and the Rinks Competition
in 1924. He has not taken us into his confidence on the question of evolution, but it
is sald he has remarked onée or twiee that
he would make monkeys out of certain lawn
bowlers when he went up against them in
competition. Taken by and large Jimmie is
one of the steady dependable kind of eitizens
it is well to have with us.
O-—0-——0

A house is not necessarily a home. It 1s
the atmosphere that makes the home. You
ean buy a house or you ean sell a house, but
you can no more buy a home or sell a home

than you can buy or sell an immortal soul.
——Bleetrikat.
3) — 0 —_ 0

UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Ceremonies Committee issued over
1,600 invitations to the opening of the Un1-

OUR CENSUS TAKER

Kelp Him Out
Poet, paper wrangler and census taker,
would rather slide down the side hills of
the Rocky Mountains than eat. Fancy figure
skater on ice, wields the foils; was pupil of
world’s ehampion Maurice, well known as

‘*Mick,’’ says: Them days is gone forever.
MANY HAPPY RETURNS
On September 10th last, Mr. J. N. MeLeod,

manager of the Avenue Lodge, celebrated
his fiftieth birthday and was the recipient
of many hearty congratulations on the occasion. An enjoyable dinner was given to

mark the event, the following partaking:
The Host and Mrs. J. N. McLeod, Mr. and
Mrs. 8S. H. Coyle and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. E. McLeod, Mrs. Fred Musto, of PortJand, Ore.; Mr. Jack N. McLeod, Jr., and
Miss Sylvia and Master Billy McLeod.

Mr. MeLeod’s many friends in Powell

River, and the host of others farther afield

will, we are sure, join us in wishing him
many more birthdays and family re-unions.

Mr, Leslie Martin, chief engineer on the
‘“Norsal’’ is walking about with a big smile.
Mrs. Martin presented him with a fine baby
girl on September 24th last. Congratulations, chief
Oo—0—0

THE HARD PART
Mullionaire (speaking to a body of stud-

ents): ‘*All my success, all my financial

versity .on Octcder 16th last. General Sir
Arthur Currie, president of McGill College,
Montreal, was the principal speaker at this

prestige, I owe to one thing alone—pluek,
pluck, pluck.’’

momentous oceasion.

right people to pluck???

Student: ‘‘But how are we to find the
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A NEW VENTURE:

The four-masted barque ‘‘Drumrock,’’ in
tow of the Tug ‘‘Lorne,,’’ arrived at Powell
River on October 5th, loaded with logs froin
Queen Charlotte Islands for the Powell River
Company.

These logs, as soon as discharged

overside by the ship’s tackle, were made
into paper destined for Melbourne and Sydney. hus in only a few days they were sent,
after conversion into rolls of newsprint, on
the second leg of their romantic journey from

the Alaskan boundary to the great cities
of Australia.

>

The ‘‘Drumrock’’ was built in 1891 by

Messrs. Ramage & Ferguson Ltd, of Leith,
Scotland. Her dimensions are—length 329
feet, beam 45 feet, depth of hold 26 feat,
and she has a earrying capacity of one million feet, log seale. For the first eight years
of her career she was classed as one of the
finest sailing ships under the British flag.
In 1899 she was sold to and operated by a
German firm until 1914, when she was interned in a Mexican port, taken over by the
French Reparation Board in 1919, and sdld
to the Robert Rollar Company, who in turn
sold ker to the present owners, the Hecate
Straits Towing Company, Limited, Vancouver. The upper spars were removed, large
hatches constructed in the upper deck, the
lower decks removed and powerful winches
fitted to heavy derricks swung on her orig-

inal lower masts. These derricks and
winches are designed to lift the heaviest o£

logs. A water tube boiler of 600 h.p. has
been installed in the after hold and fitted
with oil burning apparatus. The hollow steel

jigger mast forms the smoke stack to this
boiler. A low powered radiophone is installed so that communication may be maintained

with the tug boat at all times. The eabins

and saloons, with beautiful joiner work, are
still intact, and the erew of twelve are most
comfortably housed. The ‘*‘Drumrock’’ will
be employed almost exclusively in the Queen

Charlotte Islands and West Coast of Vancouver Island trade, Powell River being one
of her points of call.
Mr. David S Saunders, the accountant of
our company, was present in 1891 at the

launching of the ‘‘Drumrock.’’ It was a
great day in Leith and the schools were

closed in commemoration of the event. Davey

was a wee small lad at the time, but he

managed to mount to the foreecastle head
when the stately vessel slid down the ways.
His visit on board a few days ago brought
back, with a rush of feeling, memory of his
carefree boyhood days.

Kenny Morrison, general purser of the
N.S. ‘*Charmer’’ says that when he writes st
home he gets someone to shake the table—
just to make things seem more natural.
“000000000000 00000000
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oO ** Ashes to ashes,

O

O Dust to dust, 0

If no one else will
The Mill Manager must.’’
Must?
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RIVER DIGESTER
PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT
The ‘‘indoor season’’ is now in fill swing

at the Gym. The sehedule is working
smoothly and the membership in all classes
iz steadily increasing. A very popular class
is the married ladies’, a large number turn-

ing out at every meet. The schoolgirls

day night thereafter throughout the series.
The Girls can also be expected to put on a
League game the same nights. If you hke
s fast and thrilling game come early Saturdey nights and secure a seat; they’re hmited.
Oo—O0-—-——0

Chas. MeLean was the unanimous choice of

now have Wednesday and Saturday periods,

the basketers for president of the Powell

periods by the High Sehool girls, the time
being spent in basketbali practice by the

River Basketball League, with W. L. Parkin

being joined in the second half of both

iatter.

as secretary-treasurer.

Several enquiries from parents have been
made at the Gym. respecting a class for boys

Business Men’s Class—-Ask any member of

of eight to eleven years of age. Provided

this class (which, by the way, 1s open to all
men who find the time of the meet conven)ent) how he enjoys it. He will tell you the
work is a real pleasure; more than that, it’s

the number of applications show a need for
such a class, one will be started November
2nd, 1925. All boys desirous of joining are
requested to register their names now. The

real sport. It’s not too violent, it takes

little time, and the cost is a detail. After

you start, you’ll wonder why you didn’t join
long ago. Vigor, pep, and punch are needed
today as never before, and that’s brt part of
the reward of the man who attends these

classes. Let’s get ACTION NOW! Join
the class, meeting Tuesdays and Fridays at

5 p.m.3; work out for an hour, take a

‘shower’? and go home to dinner feeling
like a million dollars.
Basketball—The Men’s Basketball League
is an accomplished fact this season. There
are three good teams in the League, with an
average of ten players per team signed on.

The Gophers, under the management of
Frank Flett, have some of the best known
players, outside of the Old Tuxis Boys, who

will take the floor very much as last year,
and under the management of Mr. J. Mallis.

The third team in the League—the ‘‘AlIl

membership fee is $2.00 for the season.

At a special meeting of basketballers held

in the gym. office on the night of the loth
inst., Acting Secretary R. L. Doidge submitted a games schedule with three teams
in, for approval, but a belated request was.
received from the Callies to count them in
on the league. The schedule was therefore
left in abeyance, pending the registration
of the Callies team, until Saturday the 17th
inst.
The team representatives voted solidly for
Wednesday nights as the league mateh night,
in place of Saturday. This will necessitate

changing the Wednesday night Young Ladies’ elass to Friday nights, 8 p.m, and the
basketball team practices to Saturday nights,
7:30 p.m.
R. L. DOIDGEH,
Physical Duireetor.
0-0-0

Whites’’—comprises mostly new material and

GIRIT, GUIBES

ent under the management of the Physical
Director. The Girls’ Basketball League will
be functioning by the time this goes to print,
it is hoped, with three teams in the League,

The Powell River Girl Guides are holding
a whist drive on Monday, November 2nd, in

is shaping tp in great style. It is at pres-

the ‘‘Vampires,’’ ‘‘Fireflzes’’ and_ the

‘¢Rusiness Girls.’’ The latter team 18s a
completely new aggregation, getting together at time ef writing. Before this 1s
published, the teams will have probably
taken each other’s measure.

In the Men’s Basketball League, the Gophers and the @ld Tuxis Boys meet for the
first play on the 17th inst. and every Satur-

Central Hall, at 8 p.m. prompt. in aid of
their ‘‘Company Fund.’’ As Christmas 1s
drawing near the girls are desirous of con-

tinuing to do their usual ‘‘good turn,’’
especially at that season. Their intention is
to help towards giving some of the Nhttle
ones of Vancouver a happy moment or two

if it ig possible; also they wish to assist

anether Girl Guide company that is unable
to purchase part of the necessary uniform.

It is hoped that the friends will try and

help them in this good and kindly intention.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER .
FOOT BAL, I,

The grand old winter pastime will have
made its reappearance ere these lines appear

in print, and all indications point to another
successful season. Owing to the progress of
construction, the original field, the scene of
so Many strenuous encounters, is no longer
available, but a temporary arena has been
provided on the ball ground, which although
on the small side with the accompanying
inconveniences, is nevertheless appreciated,

and players with their ready adaptability

will soon accustom themselves to the change,
and hard fought games, with all the old-time

rivalry, will soon predominate.
The Powell River District Football League

held its annual meeting on October Sth,

when Mr. A. E. McMaster was unanimously
elected Hon. President, Mr. John MelIntyre
Hon. Vice-President, and Mr. Joe Falconer
Hon. 2nd Vice-President. Col. R. L. Doidge
was nominated active president, Mr. C. L.
Cullin vice-president, and Mr. J. L. MeDougall secretary treasurer, with the executive
committee comprising W. Hutchinson and D.
Gardiner (Elks), J. Brown and H. Dunn (St.

Andrew’s), J. Cole and J. L. MeDougall

(Knights of Pythias), with two representatives of the Indians yet to be named.
Four teams, St. Andrew’s (title holders),
Elks, Knights of Pythias and Indians will

Nov. 22nd—Knights of Pythias vs. St. Andrew’s; referee, Parkin.
Nov. 29th—St. Andrew’s vs. Elks; referee
Kennedy. Knights of Pythias vs. Indians;
referee, Parkin.
The opening game, Elks vs. Indians, took

place October llth before a good crowd.
The earlier play was véry scrappy, the Indians playing their usual bustling game, being faster than their opponents, fully deserving their 2-0 lead at the interval.
In the second half the-Elks improved, but

failed to develop any combination, relying
pringpally on the kick and _ rush tacties.
They succeeded in netting two goals, but as
these were sandwiched by another from the
Indians, the latter proved victorious by 3-2.
Taken all round a draw would better have
represented the play, but the EKlks have no
reason to be discouraged, and should show a
decided improvement as the season develops.

Sunday, October 11th, opened the football

scason for the Powell River and District
League. The initial game was played between the Indians and the Elks, the former
winning by a score of 3 to 2. Some very
good form was shown by the players. Charhe

Kennedy officiated with the whistle.

contest supremacy, an attractive programme

Four teams are now in the League: the
Indians, Caledonians, Elks and the K. of
P., the latter an addition since last season.

Kennedy and W. L. Parkin were the appoint-

Those in the know prophesy some very Classy
and stirring games this season.

nately. Most of the old players are on hand,
together with several new comers, all ready

of raising funds is by taking up collections

to the end of April being arranged. C.

ed official referees and will officiate alter-

to go. No club will be permitted to earry

more than eighteen players on the _ roster,
thus preventing many otherwise active part:cipants being relegated to the touch line
It is hoped the public will show their appre:
elation of the bill of fare provided, by their
presence whenever possible, thus encouraging

the contesting teams to put forward their
_best endeavors.

Schedule for the ensuing month follows:

Nov. lIst—Knights of Pythias vs. Indians;
referee, Kennedy. Elks vs. St. Andrew’s;
referee Parkin.

Nov. 8th—Elks vs. Indians; referee, Kennedy.

Nov. 15th—Elks vs. Knights of Pythias;

referee Parkin. St. Andrew’s vs. Indians;
referee, Kennedy.

The only way the Football Association has

at the games. It is hoped that all the games

will be well patronized and that the spectators will be generous in their donations.
During the past summer the slogan was
‘*Boost Baseball’’; now we hope it will be
‘¢ Roost Football. ’’
DU eee

Mrs. Harry Atkinson, of Cranberry, 18
carrying on the insurance business that her
husband was engaged in as a side line at
the time of his death.

Mrs. Rey Smith, of 1070 Ocean View,
teacher of voice production, theory, harmony

and breathing; Marchesi Method taught.

Holding diplomas for elementary theory examination, through the associated board of
the Royal Academy of Music. Pupils taken.
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SYMPATHY NECESSARY IN HANDLING
OF MEN

L. Bruen, of Rochester, says:. ‘‘The
greatest foreman or manager is the one who

is sympathetic, cheerful and tactful in his
relations with the workers under him and
stimulates them to think and co-operate in
the effort to do their work better:

day of autocracy is past and the

. Manager who attempts to cram his ideas
aown the throats of the workers under him
without reason, is doomed to failure. Success 1s not in piling up wealth, but in using
one’s talent to the utmost.
‘* You are unjust to yourself, when you are
unjust to others. Good luck will help a man

over the ditch if he jumps hard. It’s not

the man who knows the most who has the

most to say.’’

He who knows, and
Knows he knows,—

He is wise — follow -him.
He who knows, and
Knows not he knows,—
He is asleep — wake him,

He who knows not and
Knows not he knows not —
He is a fool — shun him.

He who knows not, and
Knows he knows not,—
He is a child — teach him.
O—0O0—O

Many businesses have been revolutionized
by a person who had the vision to assimilate
ideas.

A pretty safe bit of counsel is this: ‘eit

GARNER YOURSELF A FRIEND
‘‘Garner yourself a few friends as well

as dollars ‘as you go through life,’’ a motto
which could well be hung up in every office,
school and factory in the country.
For, when all’s said and done, this world
is run pretty much on. friendship.

Take it in business. We naturally deal
w:th. those we like. If we like Mr. Jones,
the butcher, we buy our meat from him
rather than from Mr. Brown, whom we do
not like.
if there ig a vacancy in the ship and there

are two applicants for it one of whom we
like better than the other, he is pretty sure
to land the job or the promotion, all things
being equal, which they most generally are.
Right or wrong, it’s the old human equa-

tion, and we just simply can’t get away
from it.

Of course, there are exceptions, such as .
Scotch purchasing agents, but as a general

rule we throw things in the way of those
whom we like.

So garner yourself a friend or two.
One of the best friends we have today is
.a foreman under whom we once worked as
2 laborer. When we first went to work for
him nothing would have pleased us more
than to have been a pallbearer at his funeral.
He was cantankerous, profane and cranky.
Our opinion of that man changed, and our
friendship started, when we learned that his

wife had been killed in a _ horrible train
wreek, and that when we ‘‘cheeked out’?
and went home to a nice pleasant evening’s
rest he sat at the bedside of his infant son,
who had been crippled in the same accident,

you would be successful, welcome criticism
and accept advice, exercising your own judgment as to using it.’’

and tried to be both mother and. father’ to

. Wealth is only real money when it is divi-

People run pretty true to form. They are
nearly all kind at heart. Sometimes they

dend producing,

seem otherwise, but when we get under tke

Eeonomy means doing without things we
do not really need.
——0—o—o—

Never ask a man what he _ knows, but
what he @an do. A fellow may know everything that’s happened since the Lord started
the ball rolling and not able to do anything
to keep it from stopping.

him.

surface we find, as Mr. Kipling said of the
Colonel’s lady and Judy O’Grady, that we
are all prothers and sisters under the skin.
And hidden behind those great glaring faults
are some pretty fine qualities.
No one can have too many friends—real

friends—so, as J. U. H. so aptly puts it:
‘“Garner a few as you go through life.’’—

J. U. H ’s Weekly, California.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
WHAT IS AN OPTIMIST

ONCE UPON A TIME

‘*An optimist is not. so much one who
looks on the bright side of things as one
who so acts as to make things bright.
An optimist is one’ who performs for betterment—not one who merely hopes for bet-

whedown
steamer
had just landed. A youth
came
the gangplank.
The oldest inhabitant was sitting on a
box watching the busy scene. The youth
walked over to the old man and the follow-

terment.

ing conversation ensued:

An optimist of necessity sees the defects
of market conditions and in people—is keenly appreciative of them, but does not yieid

and what kind of people are there here?’’

to them—he bucks them to win—he may also
grow! as he bucks.
A pessimist sees the bad—he growls, but
does nothing.
An optimist is one who dares against odds,

to put a better programme through, though
he clearly appreciates the difficulty.
A pessimist sees the odds against him but
fears to face them.
An optimist hopes to make good—and is
also willing that the other chap should do
the same.

-

A pessimist fears he won’t make good and
makes it his business to see that no one else
does either.
An optimist believes he can make a living
by being fair in methods and honest in representations.

the pessimist has so poor an opinion of
himself and others as to believe success is
gained through unfair methods and untrue
Statements and propaganda.

Lhe optimist hopes to win through the

good that is in him and in others—the pessimist fights to see that such an optimist does

not win and is willing to lose out himself
in the process.

Youth: ‘*What kind ef a.place is this
Old Timer: ‘‘What kind of a place did

you come from and what were the people
like???

Youth: ‘‘Well, it wasn’t much of a place;
that’s why I left. The people didn’t amount

to much; they were narrow-minded and inclined to be suspicious.’’

Old Timer: ‘‘You’ll find them the same

here, ’’
Time passed; the scene was re-enacted.

A

steamer had just tied up, and a youth descended the plank. The oldest inhabitant wis
perched on a box. The youth went to the
old timer. This is what followed:

Youth: ‘*‘What kind of a place is this,

aud what are the people like?’’

Old Timer: ‘*‘What kind of a place did

you come from, and what were the people
like???

Youth: ‘Oh, the place was all right, but
l want to travel and learn. The people were
fine—couldn’t be beaten.’’
Old Timer: “Well, my son, you will find
them the same here.’’
re fmf (ar re

YOU CAN’T OVERWORK YOUR BRAIN
‘*Don’t be afraid of thinking too much,
You can’t. ‘The more the mind does,’ said

An optimist has faith in fair dealing and

William James, ‘the more it can do.’ A

A pes-

great doctor—Dr. Boris Sidis—recently said:

his business theme is to destroy the rewards

with nervous and mental diseases, I can say

makes such faith his business theme

simist has little faith in fair dealing and
of fair dealing,

a

—Unknown.
reece Je}

No man works to himself alone. That is
an impossibility. No matter what he may
be doing his thoughts and his efforts have
some effect on others. His own effort not
only is dependent on the efforts of others,
but others are dependent on him. One in a
comparatively insignificant place, may hold
back the efforts of hundreds of his fellows,
or he may advance their efforts.
—Selected.

‘In all my practice as a physician dealing

without hesitation that I have not met a

trouble caused by too much thinking or over-

study. What produces mental trouble is
worry—emotional excitement—lack of inter:
est in one’s work.’

‘“So, don’t be afraid. Think. Study.

Plan. Train your mental powers. You cannot overwork the brain as long as you allow
it time to recuperate.

is worry that destroys the brain—-

worry and fear and bad feelings and mental
idleness, ’’

Lhe wages of gin is debt.
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GOLF’

gave him his coveted 6.

After opening with such minor affairs as
the monthly medals and the Kelectic Competition, the current tournament season has

round he had a putt at the 8th for anotfer
birdie, but missed, and had to be content

which served as a.starter, caused an amount

ing the cigarette box filled and is in search

now got well under way. The eciectie,
of excitement far out of proportion to its

with one stroke as his winning margin. S:nee
then he has taken over. the contract of Keepof somebody in town who has not yet seen it.

The first major event of the season—the
a tense struggle, which lasted through most 36-hole medal—has now gone into history.
of the month of September, it was finally That much desired trophy,. the Bell-irving
eonecluded on the 25th and the winner an- Cup, once more fell into the hands of E.
neuneced. A. D. Armour, who took posses- Feacock, who won it most decisively and
nominal importance on the programme. After

with a 6-stroke margin and the splendid
Mrs. Norman: Lang for the event, made score of 143. On the reeord of this year
the extremely creditable combination of and last, the giver of the cup can feel that
2, 3, 3, 5, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2 — 26. When asked his prize has been well fought for and far
by our correspondent to give a statement for from cheaply won. Scores of the entrants
yion of the silver cigarette case presented by

the press, Mr. Armour said that he attributed
his suecess to hard work and early rising. It
ig indeed true that he was seen by startled
night watehmen on three oecasions wading

through the heavy dews of six am. However, in his pursuit of the ball on the last
frantic days of the competition he was accompanied by Kyles, who made a valiant try
with 27, and by a third unidentified maniac

also in quest of the vagrant birdies. Keferring to such quixotic enthusiasms as these,

our Bruce was onee heard to remark:

‘(They ought to lock ’em up. I may be
crazy about golf myself, but I’m still fit to
roam around.’’
The leading scores for the eclectic were:

Armour, 26; Kyles, 27; Plummer, 27; Peacock, 27; Macken, 29; Flett, 30; Schuler, 31;
Mitchell, 31; MacKenzie, 31; Smith, 32; C,

McLean, 32. Strangely enough, only two

4°’s were recorded on the long 4th hole—one

by Macken’ and one by A. S: McLean.
Birdies were scored on all the holes except
the 3rd and 5th, which are hard enough to
negotiate In par.
Armour’s final effort for a win was a very
exciting one. Kyles had held a 27 for some
time and Plummer had tied him by getting

two birdies a few days before. Peacock
equalled the 27 by getting a 5 on the 4th

hole on the last day. This left Armour with
the necessity of picking up a stroke some-

where on his last possible round, jrst as it
was getting dark and the competition about

to elose. The first hole of this last nine
meant nothing, as he already had his two

there, but on the 2nd he sank a 12 foot
downhill twisting putt for the birdie 3 which

are as follows:

Peacock 72 — 142

Lang 14, 79 — 149
Kyles 16, 77 — 10d
MacKenzie
KFlett —____....

. (7, 82 — 199
. (9, 80 — 160
. 84, 80 — 164

Sehuler .
Smith _...-.-...-.-.....-........ 84, 83 — 167 .

Kelly, C. F. 88, 79 — 167 |
Kyle 83, 87 — 179

At the same time as the men’s 36-hole
affair, the women played an 18-hole medal
with handicap. This event was won by Mrs.
G. Schuler with a net seore of 73. Seores
for the first eight were as follows:
Mrs. Schuler
Mrs. Ritehie
Miss Brett
Miss O’Hearn .
Miss Kilburn
Miss Seator ..
Miss Allan
Mrs. Peaeock
OOO
Besides being winner-up for the .best net
score, Mrs. Ritchie eaptured the honors for
best gross.

In the first women’s monthly medal, both
Mrs. Pearson and Miss Kilburn, who were
tied with a net score of 39, received prizes
from the Golf Club.
After the medal, the next event to occupy
the energies of. the golfing addicts was the
men’s fourball tournament. Always a popular competition,.this opened well with an
entry list of 22 and the playing of several
important matches at the start.
Although the pro. turned in a ecard of 71

for the course some time ago this record
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has not been officially broken. Kyles has

those players in a foursome who were putt:

tied it, as has Peacock in his first round for

the Bell-Irving Cup. But it still stands

ing in fancied security at the time of the
arrival of the Smith ball. Since the advent

As to records, no one has beaten

of his mighty spoon shot, Six-Bisk Smith has

34, 37—71.

been asking for more strokes than ever. It
is now persistently rumored that hé and the
donor of the Bell-Irving Cup—whose name
we will not. divulge—aré plinning a stupen-

that made by Gis Schuyler in driving the
No. 5 green three times. This is in itself

no mean feat, but on one of the three occasions he only narrowly missed a short putt
for. a 2, a figure which nobody has yet ac-

dous all day match for a golf ball. In the

morning the two opponents will meet, ready
cor the fray, on the. elub horse verandah.
Here they will do battle ‘until lunch time, debating the odds, discussing the handicaps

complished.

For prowess in the gaining of distance,

however, where is the golfer who can challenge the accomplishments of Max Smith?
On a recent visit, to the Marine Drive Golf
Club he erashed his snoon shot from the tee

and ‘negotiating valiantly for strokes and
bisks. After luncheon they will conclude

to a position well on the green at the 6th

the match with 18 holes on the golf course.
Below is given the official schedule for the
1925-26 tournament season:

hole, which, the members of the elub stead-

fastly believe, is 258 yards in length. His
startled partner can attest this feat, as can

LIST OF EVENTS FOR THE SEASON 1925-1926
September 26th—Men’s 36-Hole Medal Competition....Bell-Irving Cup
26th—Ladies’ 18-Hole Medal—H ’eap.........Powell River Golf Club—Prize
Oetober
10th—Men’s Four-Ball Foursome ‘‘
Gutta Percha & Rubber, Ltd. Cup
10th—Ladies’ ‘''wo-Bail Foursome a 4
-W. B. Zumwalt Cup
5th—Mixed
Two-Ball
Foursomes
‘*‘*
December
A, E. MeMaster Cup
January 16th—Men’s ae
-MeLennan, MecFeély Co. Cup
February 13th—Men’s Handicap
Singles
». D. Brooks Cup
é¢
6
13th—Ladies’
Powell River Golf Club Cup
March
13th—Men’s Club Champ. 18-Hole Medal...F. A. Dietrick Cup
13th—Ladies’
...E, A. Jamieson Cup
22nd—Club Championship—Men...R, Lang Cup
é¢£

gé¢

22nd—Club Championship—Ladlies SCHWEeNgGerS Cup

Our retired president is now working out
a scheme for perfecting his game by swinging a drive in the basement at home. When
he gets the motions so co-ordinated that his
club head hits the rafters overhead he will
have his swing perfected. The only drawback to the system is that he will then no
longer be able to swing a club in the base-

ment without the danger of shattering it
against the ceiling.
Se f nomen} mn)

Two new golf trophies have just been enthusiastically accepted by the golf club. One

of these, donated by Messrs. B. P. and C. W.
P. Swengers, is to be a perpetual trophy for
the woman’s club championship. The other,

most kindly presented by Mr. E. A. Jamieson, will, according to present committee
plans, be awarded to the medalist of this
same event. Members of the Golf Club are

indeed grateful for this most substantial
support and encouragement. from these
friends outside the Company...

Brouse and Lang, who last year got as far

as the finals, were eliminated in the first

round by Macken and Plummer. The latter
team, largely by reason of a 34 seored by
Macken for the first nine, made the turn 4 up.

Moreover, they did not lose a hole until the
3rd of the second round—which went to a
par 3—and then immediately gained it back
on tne 4th, when Macken put his second on

the green about 15 feet from the pin and
was putting for an eagle 3. They were then
4 up and 9 to go, but ran into a rally staged

by their opponents and lost the next four
holes. The match was therefore all square
at the last hole. Macken, being the only one
to get on the green, then finished the game

with a par 4.
Another momentous match in the first

round was that of Armour and Smith against

Mitchell and Flett, still.tied after 36 holes
of play. In each 18 hole contest Armozr
and Smith were dormie one, only to lose the
last hole.
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in the other matches played.MeLeod and
Lee defeated Lockie and McLennan 5 and 4;
Rattenbury and Hide defeated Bledsoe and

Goldsmith 1 up; Mackenzie and Peacock
won from J. Melntyre and A. 8. McLean 5

and 4; Andrews and Johnson defeated Baird

and Gordon 1 up; and Kyles and Kyle defeated Wellband and Tyzack 6 and 5.
The team of Rattenbury and Hide was the

first to advance into the semi-finals. In the
course of very fine play, which resulted in
the defeat of. Peacock and Mackenzie, Hide
managed among other exploits to drive the

5th green, a feat which has been aceomplished only a very few times. At the end,
Rattenbury polished off the match by getting

a par 3 at the 18th hole, while the others
failed to get on the green.
SLOP! Oe

PASSING COMMENT

petitions that hig entire spare time is occupied in keeping up with the procession to
the neglect of his household duties, and lack
of consideration for those to whom these
duties have been passed.

The same thing applies to golf, and as the
season is Just about commencing it would be

well to take a lesson from the bowlers.

While on this subject it is in the mind of
the writer that our Provineial Game Laws
stipulate that hunting with dogs is a punishable offense, except in the ease of- hunting

for bear. It is within the knowledge of
everyone that hunting with dogs is common,
the suggestion that they are used for hunt-

ing bear is to provoke a smile. Of course

it ts very hard to prove a case against such
parties that the deer was dog driven, but we
are entitled to our suspicion.

I noticed in the paper the other day that POWELL BIVER LAWN BOWLING CLUB
Joyce Wethered and Cecil Leitch, the two
The Lawn Bowling season officially closed
best women golfers in Great Britain. had on Sept. 27th, when a large gathering partidecided to retire from competitions. It 1s cipated in the Open Draw Game, which owing
assumed that the behaviour of the bad-mannered erowds who mobbed them during recent

to the recent departure of the vice-president
replaced the time-honored closing feature.

championship matches had much to do in
leading them to this decision. The people

Beautiful weather favored the event, the
warm sunshine and the splendid condition
of the sward combining to produce a most

seem to have just gone crazy over the game.

In Powell River we are not speelally worried over the prospect of a visitation of this
form of insanity; baseball and football being
the only games which attract the crowds,
and these are fairly orderly and well under
control.
In the case of Bowling and Golfing, it 1s
not the erowds that are to be feared, it 1s

the individual golfer and bowler who is
liable to have his mental equipoise dis-

ending in the possible appointment

enjoyable afternoon, a fitting conelusion to
a suceessful season. Thirty-one ends were

played, with an interval for refreshments
around the half-way mark, when the ladies
graciously acted as serviteurs, adding to the

ceneral pleasure. The warmest thanks of

the members are undoubtedly due to these
ladies for their much appreciated services.
The conclusion revealed the prize-winning
rinks as follows:—
Ist—Parkin, Campbell, Alexander and |

of a Commission on Lunacy and the deeision Kriend.
that another poor fish has gone bugs on his
2nd—Donald, Walker, J. T. McLeod and
Saunders.
_ favorite sport.
srd—Hastings, Potter, Wilshire and Hill.
In looking for a reason one is led to think
that the multiplicity of competitions plays
Special—Wallace and Southcott.
an important part. Now that the bowling
By courtesy of the Townsite Department,
season is over, would it not be well for the the green remained open for another week,
Match Committee to seriously consider if for the purpose of concluding outstanding
they have been well-advised in putting up competitions all of which were duly comsuch a great variety of competitions as they pleted. That such courtesy was appreciated
did this year; the various scheduled matches was evinced by the number of members who
a

have, night after night, so congested the
greens that one outside of the match has

very little chance for a game. In many

cases a player is entered in so many com-

appeared on Oct. 4th to participate in an
unofficial novelty draw game, each player
taking the position assigned by the fortune
of the draw. A very enjoyable afternoon
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was spent, regret being expressed on all

sides that the season was now over. One of
the closest games of the season resulted, the

winning rink, composed of Beecroft, Parkin,
Black and Linton, having but a seanty ma-

jority of four, with the runners up showing
a superiority of three shots.
In the Consolation Singles Peacock defeated Friend in the final, the latter being
decidedly off his game, thereby earning the
right to challenge Deans for the position of
runner-up to the champion..' This he sportingly declined to ‘exercise, conceding the

position and accepted the third place for
himself. Naylor and Ritchie, however, as
winners of the Consolation Doubles, did exercise their prerogative, and succeeded in
defeating Loukes and Young, the runners-

In the final the Mill Carpenters also
vanquished the Store team by 9 shots, although not by any means in the easy manner

the score would seem to indicate, it being
only towards the end that they succeeded .
in forging ahead, thus gaining the honor of
being initial holders of this trophy. Every
eredit is due to the .Carpenters—Hastings,
Potter, Wilshire and Hil, for their consistent performances, which at one time threatened to outdistance all competitors. Wally
Wilshire, however, was never in doubt, hav-

ing during the erection of his new office

donated a specialy decorated nail upon which

the shield was to hang. Subsequent events.
showed that he was not disappointed. Undoubtedly this Shield Competition was one
of the outstanding successes of the season,

up in the competition proper, by a narrow
margin after an excellent game. Peacock’s

interest being maintained at a high level
throughout. Including the play-off series

combination successfully defended their posi-

the position of the leaders stood as follows:
Pl. W ~LYT F -A PP

tion in the Club Rinks, easily disposing of
Friend’s challenging rink; Pat Kelly doing
likewise against Naylor as runner-up in the
Noviee Singles.

The new head-gear will be worn by Pater-

son, who headed the list with 79 points,
Southeott 74, Beereroft 73 and W. Loukes 71.

Ralph Moore, the next in order, was able to
amass but 61 points, being ten short of the
desired objective. |
As forecasted in these columns, the competition for the Department Shield ended in
a three cornered tie, when Department Store
‘© A’? defeated the Blacksmiths and Townsite Maintenance proved unequal to the task
of overcoming Commercials ‘‘A.’’ This. necessitated a play-off to decide the victors
both the above named teams being equally

placed with the Mill Carpenters. Such a

remarkable conclusion was undoubtedly to
the popular interest, as shown by the numbers who turned out to wateh the first round
—Mill Carpenters v. Townsite Maintenance

Mill Carpenters..19 14 5 0 322 213 28
Townsite M’ee...19 13 6 0 286 217 26

Dept. Store ‘A’..19 11 6 2 282 252 24
The completed list of prize winners for the
season follows:—

Rinks—Lang Cup and Ist, Cox, Mallis,
Gretton and Moore; 2nd, C. F. Kelly, MeGregor, Foster and Peacock; 3rd, J. T. MeLeod, Wallace, Hastings and Friend.
Doubles—Brooks Cup and Ist, Russell and
Deans; 2nd, Naylor and Ritchie; 3rd, John
Loukes and Young.
Singles—Henderson Cup and Club Championship, Paterson; 2nd, Deans; 3rd, Pea-~—6 eoeck.,

Novice Singles—McMaster and Ist, Cox;
2nd, J. H. Kelly; 3rd, Naylor.
Chalienge -Week:—Rinks—Cox, Naylor,

—despite the early hour for which it was

Stone and Rushant. Doubles—Ritchie and
Peacock. Singles—Young. Draw Game—
Jones, J. H. Kelly, Foster and Saunders.
Department Shield—l1st, Mill Carpenters:

ing them somewhat ‘off color, although

other than the new holder of the Novice

several first rate ends were witnessed, finally
defeating them by 8 shots.

Championship—Thomas Cox. This bears out

scheduled. A magnificent game _ resulted, Hastings, Potter, Wilshire and Hiull. 2nd,
Maintenance: Linton, Parkin,
featured by the high quality of the play, both ownsite
skips especially being in: highest form. The Gretton and W. Loukes.
Hat Competition—Paterson, Southeroft,
result remained in doubt practically to the
end, the Carpenters emerging victoriaus by Beeeroft and W. Loukes.
>» shots. Maintenance then turned their atPerusal of completed statistics show that
tention to the Department Store representa- the player emerging from the season’s camtives, and were distinctly fortunate in find- paign with the best. aggregation is none

the statement proffered in our earlier re-
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marks that the fact of being a novice need

between some of the rinks operated, personal

in no wise deter any from wholehearted par-

advantage not being considered in the division of material, whilst in the game generally
fortune, good or bad, plays a not mconsiderable part. Statistics are compiled for gen-

ticipation in the game. Beyond preliminary

tuition in the King Tut Indoor Club last

winter, Cox was supposedly ignorant of the
‘game and its manifold intricacies, and yet eral interest only; a player naturally likes
his progress has been such as to entitle him to know his standard. of progress ond. the
to more than a fair share of the plunder, as mark to be maintained or bettered next seawell as his position at the head of the table son, to the advantage of his game. If, on
of averages. Whilst not entirely emulating the other hand, the temptation arises to
the example of Hastings, who annexed the regard personal aggregation to the detriment
Club Championship whilst yet a novice, Cox of everything else, the objective is defeated
has, besides taking the McMaster Cup for and the principle of the game suffers in
his own particular class, been an important consequence,
The season is8 over. Little remains beyond
factor both in the winning of the Open Rinks
and also the rinks during Challenge Week, the presentation of prizes to those who have

besides narrowly missing: his place as a

sueceeded. New friendships have been

winner In the Hat Competition.

formed, old ones cemented; whilst the spirit
of harmony and good fellowship which predominated will undoubtedly. refiect . upon

Altogether playing 61 games of a com' petitive nature, comprising 1,001 ends, Cox
won 39 and lost 22, with 1,071 shots to his
eredit and 805 against, a percentage of 1.02,

with the excellent aggregate of plus 266.
He is closely followed by Hastings, who took
part in 67 competitive games of 1.199 ends,
winning 42 and losing 25, with 1,172 shots

for and 946 against, a total aggregate of
plus 226.
These are the only members emerging with

an aggregate of over 200. Next on the plus
list are found Naylor with 188, Foster 165,
Southeott 159, Peagoeck 157, Beecroft 150, W.

future association, both in daily work and
otherwise. Already some are looking with
anticipation to the re-opening, when old
rivalry is renewed and familiar voices reecho. Certainly it is with feelings of profound regret that

‘‘We have filled our little loekers
Where the bowls are stowed away.’’
It is not often that the members of the
Lawn Bowling Club are found in complete

agreement in any particular subject, but
they individually and collectively express

Loukes 143, Jack Loukes 120, Young 117,
Moore 112, Paterson. 105, Wilshire and the
worthy president J. Faleoner with 100 each.
Eichteen others can boast of a pilus aggregation, the remainder being in the negative

themselves as being entirely in accord with
the second sentence of Genesis 1-3, and fer-

list with 1,246, the others being: Hastings

darkness would speedily have been accepted.

vently trust that history is about to be
repeated.

For the past few weeks a challenge has
~ been flaunted in the faces of all and sundry
Six players delivered more than one thous- which we feel sure but for the lateness of
and competitive ends, Friend heading the the season and. the quickly approaching
elass.

1,199, Naylor, 1,181, Cox 1,051, W. Loukes
1,026 and Clarke, 1012. Five players succeeded in scoring over one thousand shots:
Friend 1,196, Naylor 1,189, Hastings 1,172,

The Loukes Brothers—William, John and
Joseph—assisted and abetted by one Charles

Fill, Esquire, have flung down the gauntlet,

Challenging all comers to meet them in

Foster 1,083 and Cox 1,071. The leading

mortal combat.on the green—of course for

official skip is E. Peacock, who shows a plus
pggregate of 157, but ag he only completed
42 games of 721..ends, compared with Beeeroft’s 51 games of 856 ends and W. Loukes’
59 games of 1,026 ends, the position of the

2 consideration.

latter players compare very favorahly. Too
much importance, however, should not. be
attached to average; in -the. Department

challenge, so desirable an asset to the game

games for example there was no comparison

It 1s to be hoped this ‘chal-

lenge will hold good next season, as four
doughty opponents will soon be forthcoming.

Meanwhile all honor to the four gentlemen
above for their enterprise in issuing such

of bowls. What a glorious chance for a

little rhapsodizing, which is offered with the
suitable slow music:
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We’re open to play any four in the club,
Whether novice or champion, expert or dub.
For everyone knows that a class far above
Is Billie, Johnnie and Joe.

And in case a stray shot by the Jack he
may put,
We could do it’ ourselves quite easily—but
For the sake of appearance we’re taking

King Tut

In with Billie, Johnnie and Joe.

We cannot but feel that our form 1s just IT,
Though our showing in Challenge Week gave

us a fit,
But Joe didn’t enter, so of course we were
split,

Billie, Johnnie and Joe.

THE HARDING MEMORIAL
On September 16th last an event of con-

siderable moment took place in Stanley

Park, Vancouver, B. C. when a memorial to
the late Warren G. Harding was unveiled.
Mr. Harding, who visited us as President
of the United States in July, 1922, made his

last public address béneath the mighty
Douglas Fir and Cedars of Stanley Park.
Within a few feet of the exact spot on which
he ‘stood a strikingly beautiful and symbolic
monument has been erected. by the Kiwanis
International Club.
~ Ag the first President of the United States

to visit Canada during his tenure of office
Mr. Harding voiced some splendid thoughts
on good will and friendliness and we quote
briefly the following excerpts:
‘¢What an object lesson of peace is shown
today by our two countries to all the world;
no grim faced fortifications mark our frontiers; no huge battleships patrol our dividal

In the prize list this season we’re all standing pat,
We’re figuring somewhere, and not badly at
that;
Whilst of course Buill’s receiving his annual
nat,

Billie, Johnnie and Joe.

For the Department Shield contest we went

in with a will,

With no doubt whatever as regards heading

the bill;
We would have done, but for that durned
Charlie Hill,
Billie, Johnnie and Joe.

Next season we trust we will not seek in
valn,
For misguided exponents to give us a game;
That the result may add lustre (and dough)
to the name
Of Billie, Johnnie and Joe.

ing waters; no stealthy spies lurk in our
tranquil border hamlets. Only a scrap .of
paper, recording hardly more than a. single

understanding, safeguards the lives and
properties of the Great Lakes, and only

humble mile posts mark the inviolable
boundary line for thousands of miles through
farm and forest.

‘‘Our protection is our fraternity; our

armour is our faith; the tie that binds more
firmly year by year is“ever increasing acquaintance ‘and comradeship through interchange of citizens,‘and the compact is not

of perishable parcliment, but of fair and

honorable dealing which, God grant, shall
continue for all time:’’—Sunset.
o—o—o

What the world needs: most is kindness,
FRUIT DISPLAY

On Thursday, October 15th, Mr. August
Chanson, of Olson’s Landing, brought into
the Welfare office some of the most splendid
specimens of apples of the Queen, Red Pippin and Maiden Blush varieties; and Williain

Pears. Along with these were some magnificent raspberries and a quantity of Con-

cord grapes. All the fruit is of the very
finest both in quality and appearance, and
does credit to the efforts of Messrs. Chanson
and Petit, who have their orchard and garden

at Olson’s Landing, about sixteen miles up
Powell Lake, B.C.

broad tolerance, unfailing friendliness,

frankness, and light—abundance -of light.
And these are the things to be taught in our
schools, to be preached in our churches, to
be lived in our daily contact one with an-

other. = ©

A well-developed sense of humor that will
keep us from. taking ourselves too seriously;

that will look charitably on the differing

views. of others and not too earnestly on our

own, would be about the most valuable

thing that could be recommended as a unlversal panacea for a universal -disease.—
4s ae
The Valve World.
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HOW ‘‘DAD’’ BANNER GOT HIS START
PLEASED VISITORS
While the West Notus was here loadiug
paper for South America during September,
Captain B. Griel and some of the officers took

Mr. A. L. Gray, the Government Radio
Inspector, attached to the B. C. Division,
visited the town on Sept. 30th for the pur-

Ogburn’s, where they enjoyed a very satis-

pose of giving the regulation inspection and
official blessing to the local radio equipment,

a launch trip up the lake -as far as Tom

fying meal. The party went fishing for a
while but were not very successful; the rea-

son given by the local guide was that the
fish bite only early in the morning and late
in the day. In spite of the lack of fish the

party had a very enjoyable outing. The
promise is that the next time they called

prior to presenting it a clean bill of health
for the ensuing twelve months. Like many
others, Mr. Gray arrived with a very erroneous conception of our fair city, having an
idea that little more existed than a collection of shacks around some kind of a mill.

here they would go up the lake and make
a good long day of it. The officers of the
ship are: Captain B. Griel; Chief Officer P.

He was agreeably surprised, and has already
promised himself a more protracted sojourn
should he be selected for similar duties next
year.

Asst. A. Trotsky, John Parenti, wireless.

the manvfacturing plant at

Chief Engineer F, E. Buckley; 1st

=

Mr. A. B. Ball, of Comox, proprietor of

Courtenay, was a recent visitor, performing

Mrs. George Charles Carver Wright, of
Iuondon, England, is paying a Visit to her
son Charlie and Mrs. Wright, Jr. Charlie is
engineer on the tug Teeshoe. Mrs. Wright
made the journey from Liverpool to Powell
River in less than twelvé days.
O—0—0

Mental inertia is one of the most destruective forces the world has to reckon with.

introduetory offices between his stock in
trade and the community. Whilst at the
moment the preference is decidedly in favor
of something stronger and warmer, doubtless
in the spring the fan¢y will take more kindly to this excellent peverage.
—————— erent fT

Some men fail from knowing too Kttle . but

more fail from knowing too much, and still
more from knowing it all.
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THE GARDEN IN NOVEMBEBE

This month is a good time for planting
frnit trees. Here are some of the best va-

In small gardens, trees may be _ fairly
thickly planted, but apples should be allowed
20.x 20 ft. at least; pears, plums and cherries

rieties of apples, given in the order in which
they bear:
Summer: Yellow Transparent, Duchess,

15 x 15 ft. Grow. vegetables or small fruits

Quarrenden.

With these, and the ideal climate you already
have, success is certain.-*
EK. C. BDDINGTON.

Fall: Alexander, Snow, Gravenstein,

Wealthy, MacIntosh Red, Blenheim and Rib-

between trees in preference to grass. Manure,

fertilizer and cultivation are necessary.

ston.

Winter: Northern Spy, Ontario, Delicious,

Grimes Golden, Golden Newton,

0 — OO — eee eee”

FIRE

a an

It appears rather far-fetched to say that

an oven door was the means of instigating a
fire which might have been dangerous. But
nevertheless, it wag so.
In the course of her household duties a lady
root, so that when the tree is set the cut
Rome Beauty, Winesap and Jonathan.
When planting, trim off any roots that, may
be broken, and cut off about an inch of each

will be on the under side. Holes should be

large enough to receive the roots comfortably
and they (the roots) should be placed evenly
all round, and when set should have a slight

down tendency. The. finest soil should be
placed round the roots, the rough on top,
and the whole firmly tramped with the feet.

loft a box of matches (as many do) on the
contraption over the range for _ heating
plates, etc. She left the room for a couple
of minutes or so, and during that time the

oven door decided to act. It fell open,
jerked the matches on to the stove. The
matches sort of exploded and seattered in

When finished, the tree should have the point

all directions. Just as luck would have it

of budding covered with at least two inches
of soil. Use no manure or fertilizer.

and fortunately arrived in time to prevent

Prune as soon as planted, as it 1s necessary
to equalize the balance between the retarded

root system and the top, and to lay the
foundation for the future top. All that 1s

required is to cut back each trea to three feet
high, cut back to a bud pointing in the direc-

tion of the prevailing wind. Make a slant-

ing cut, as a wound hike this will heal
quickly and prevents the entrance of harmful
fungus spores.

In the spring almost every bud on the
stem will grow. Rub off every bud to a

height of 18 inches, then select four pointing roughly to each point of the compass,
and equally spaced from each other to form
the main branches of the tree.
These directions also apply to plums, pears,

cherries, of which a few good varieties are
given.

someone saw smoke coming out of the door
a serious blaze.

But it just goes to prove that the element
fire cannot be thought too. lightly of.
eee ee ee ee

The first essential is to keep the nerves
under control. Do not get excited.
Dip an ordinary house broom or mop in
a bucket or dishpan of water and sprinkle
over the burning area. Even a potato sack
plentifully soaked and thrashed about 1s a
most effective method of putting out an ineipient blaze.

If a room is thick with smoke, drop on

the hands and knees and crawl, ‘as the air
is purer close to the floor. Close all windows
and doors to keep out drafts.
oO—0—0

The predicters of a hard winter are busy,

and get in the papers nearly every day.

Jargonelle. Fall: Box, Clairgean, Flemish

There are also predicters of a mild winter,
but they will come later. The hard-winter

Nelis, Winter Bartlett, Anjou.

erowd, by mutual agreement, gets first time
to bat. This is to help along the August fur
sales and the midsummer fuel drive. Later,

Pears: Summer: Bartlett, Clapp, Favorite

Beauty, Louise Bonne. Winter: Winter
Plums—Green Gage, Egg, Victoria, Black
Diamond, Burbank, Coe’s Golden Drop, Damson, Peach Plum.

Prunes: Italian, Pacific, Date.
Cherries—Bing, Black Republican, Black
Tartarian, Lambert, Reyal Anne.

when the days get cooler the mild winter

erowd will have a chanee, and that will cheer

people up. Finally winter will arrive and

will conduct itself as it blamed pleases.—
Spokane Spokesman-Review.
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SI. JOHN’S UNION CHUBCH—NOTES
ANB COMMENTS

In the Apostolic company, St. Peter—
blundering, inconsistent Peter—is the best
type. of the average man, and when he puts

contact with the missionary needs of the
world, without in any way affecting the care
of local requirements. Mrs, Fairbairn and
Miss Mackay were appointed visiting eonveners for the month. The following officers

his questions to the Master we may well for the ensuing year were elected: President,
take heed. They are just the sort of ques- Mrs. J. Innes; vice-president, Mrs. J. Maltions the average fan might ask For ex- lis; secretary, Mrs, H. Graham; pianist, Mrs.
ample, when Jesus was speaking one day, on
the subject of faults, Peter came to Him and

said, ‘‘Lord, how oft shall my brother sin
against me, and I forgive him? till seven
times?’’—-we are impressed, on reflection,
by the generosity of this much-censored dis-

FE’. Smythe; librarian, Mrs. J. Carr; tea convener, Mrs. Haddan. A hearty invitation is ©
extended to all the ladies of the community.
Lhe W. M. S. meets on the second and fourth
Wednesdays of each month.

The first meetings of the Junior Bible Class
ciple. Seven is a far more generous allowance than we have ever given the same of- have been very well attended. This elass will
fender. Sometimes, indeed, we do not even continue to meet until the end of the year
forgive our brother his trespass against us at 6:15 p.m. each Sunday. All friends inonce. We may condemn Peter’s cowardly terested will be made cordially welcome.
betrayal in the vestibule of the palace—we
Rally, Christians, for the right
sould not forget that Peter’s forgiving
spirit puts some of us to shame. May we
Move resistless in God’s might.
never forget the wise, searching answer vf
Soon the day-dawn you shall see,
Day of glorious victory.
the Master to this question of His impetuous
Pastor, Rev. H. Graham.
follower, ‘‘I say’ unto thee, not until seven
o— _
times; but until seventy times seven.’’ We
ST. PAUL’S CHURCH
must go through hfe without being able to
Calendar:
pray the Lord’s prayer sincerely, even once,
if we- cherish any grudge in our hearts Oct. 28—St. Simon and St. Jude’s Day.
against our brother,
Nov. 1—All Saints’ Day.
é¢
12—W. A. Sale of Work.
The Ladies’ Aid announce their annual
‘¢ 22—Sunday next before Advent.
‘¢ 23—Choir Concert.
sale of work for Saturday afternoon, October

24th. It will be held in the new (Quild

Room of the church from 3 p.m. on that date.
Home cooking, fancy work, candy, ete., will

be on display. The co-operation of all our
friends is cordially invited. Afternoon tea
will be served.
The first issue of THE UNITED CHURCH
RECORD AND MISSIONARY REVIEW is
just to hand. It is published once a month,

is well illustrated, and is full of information coneerning the activities of the Churei,
both at home and abroad. The subscription
price, 1n quantities, is 40 cents per year, and
may be ordered through your pastor or any
member of the church: board.
ec +t & &
The Women’s Missionary Society at their
last regular meeting decided on affiliation

with the United Church W. M. §8. to take
effect at the end of the present year. This
action will bring them into more intimate

££

29-——-Advent Sunday.

24

30—St. Andrew’s Day.
Harvest Thanksgiving Services were held
on Sunday, October 4th, and were well attended. Maunder’s Communion Service in

I’ was sung for the first time at the 11 am.
scrvice. Special mvsic was rendered by the
choir in the evening. The church was beautifully decorated and showed how well the

little building really eould look under the

manipulation of artistic hands. Many

thanks to all who helped.
The men’s club is meeting again on Tuesday nights in the church hall, and a good
beginning has been made with target shooting, pling pong and bridge... All men of the
parish are cordially invited to drop in and
enjoy an evening every week.
Lhe Women’s Auxiliary is holding its annual Christmas bazaar in Central Hall on
November 12th in the afternoon. The ustral
display of Christmas novelties,” hand em-
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hbroideries and plain sewing will be on hand

nnd also home-made cooking, candy, etc. The

children’s wants will not be forgotten, and
tea for the older folk will be served.
St. Paul’s Church choir is busy practising
for a concert to be held in Centrai Hall on
Monday evening, November 23rd. The pro-

gramme will be varied and consists of

‘“glees’’ by the choir, quartettes, duets and
solos, short plays and monologues. New

innovations may be looked for. The. provramme as at present formed promises to be

one of the finest given in Powell River.
The Venerable F. C. C. Heatheote, LTh.,
Archdeacon of Vancouver, preached at St.
Paul’s Church on Sunday, October 18th,
morning and evening, and was much appreciated.

In the notiee of the death of Mr. Alfred
Postill, published last month, an error 0«curred which we apoligize for and desire to

The date of the marriage was given
a3: March, 1920, when it should have becn >
correct.

March 20th, 1916.
NIGHT SCHOOL

On Friday, October 2nd, under the direc-

tion of the Powell River School Board, a
Night School was opened in the Public School

with Mr, W. P. Beal in charge.
The following subjects are being taught.

English, arithmetic, algebra, book-keeping, ©
ete.

Thirteen students were in attendance the
opening night, eighteen the end of the first
week, while at the present time there are

Sunday, October 25, will be kept as Chil(iren’s Day. There will be special children’s
hymns at all services and appropriate ser-

twenty-seven.
The school is open on Tuesday and Friday

rOTS.

sires to enter may do so-.at any time.
Andrew Henderson,

REV. N. J. THOMPSON, Rector.

evenings from 7 to 9 and anyone who deSeeretary.

CROSSED THE BOURNE
Mrs. Maud M. Frampton, aged 957, born

Little Women

Aleott, L. M
Barrie, J. M

.Peter Pan and Wendy
Montgomery, L. M......Anne of Green Gables
Montgomery, L. M................Anne of Avonlea
He'di
Royal Jubilee Hospital, Victoria, September Spyri, J.
29th, 1925, buried at Ross Bay Cemetery, The Bobbsy Twins Series, eleven books—By
Laura Lee Hope.
Victoria, October 2nd, 1820. She always said . The Marjorie Dean High School and College
that the nicest and happiest holiday she ever
Series eight books—By Pauline Lester.
hud was the one spent in Powell River the Little Jack Rabbit Books, series of four
books—By David Cary.
summer of 1924, and it was her last. Her
Tom Slade Series, seven books—By P. K.
eldest daughter, Frantes, was matron of St.
Fitzhugh.
Luke’s Hospital for nine years. Miss Mary Roy
Blakeley Series, eleven books—By P. K.
Frampton is at present employed in the ProFitzhugh.
duction and Sales Department of the Poweil The last two series named are approved by
the Boy Scouts of America.
River Company. Friends extend their symNew Books Recentiy Added to ths Library
pathy in this bereavement.
10 Crystal Cup
Atherton, G.

Eton, Bucks, October 25th, 1867, died at

Tr

Arten M. ......

KINDERGARTEN SCHOOL
A school has been started in the hall adjoining the gymnasium, under the instruction

Buchan, J. ..

.These Charming People

_...........80hnn Macnab

Buchan, J. ...........................-The Green Mantle
-The Ancient Highway
Curwood, J. O.

Hay, Ian ...................---.-.--Fald With, Thanks
Kaye-Smith 8.
_The George and the Crown
_........-he Great Pandolfo
Locke, Wm.. J..
Hours, from 9:30 Miine, L. J. ..Ruben and Ivy Sen

of Mrs. O. F. Randall, for children from

four to six years of age.
till noon every day but Saturday and Sunday,

The Kindergarten is an institution for the

progressive development of children by means

of organized play. It fills the gap that

Ships
Ostenso, M, Wud Geese
Norris, K.

Porter, Gene 3S.
Parkhurst, G. .....

Rinehart, M. R.
Sabatini, R.
Sabatini, R.

The Keeper of the Bees

..A King in the Making

ne Red Lamp

..The Strolling Saint

St. Martin’s Summer
exists between the home and the school.
nn nn
Stringer, A.
The tuition fees are four dollars per month | White, S. E. ..........................--Skookum ' Ghuck
for each child, or seven dollars a month for Wodehouse, P. G.

two children in the same family.

Wright, H. B. ..........:........4 Son of His Father
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ACOIDENT RECORD

POWELL RIVER EMPLIWVEES’ SICK BENEFIT SOCIETY
Statement as at September 30, 1925

The following table shows the number of

disabling accidents occurring in the Mill
during August and September, and the days
lost in each department. it should be noted
that the °‘ Days lost’’ are.computed from the
doctor’s estimate.

August Sept.
Log Pond eee

1

Wood Room ..........................

14

Grinders

1

4

Sulphite Dept.

Hospital equipment ..........

.

Cash in bank .__.h.............

Accts. receivable

Supplies on hand.
Petty cash ..................... |
Deferred Charges:
Rent paid in advance...$
Ins. premiums unexpired
a=

-

22,074.71
200.00 —
217.36

Accounts payable .............$ 342.08
Reserve for depreciation... 6,016 55
ad debts reserve

1.40

Surplus 02.0. one
Se SF ES eS LUC OV a ae

Machine Rooms ................. 1 8

Finishing Room, Core
Room and Rewinders......

——__—_—____-—~—-$

330,494.03

HOSPITAL OPERATING AUGUST, 31, 1925
Employees’ nospital fees..$1,428.28
Other income .....................-.-2,004.08
3,432.36
ineomeée=-

1 13

Loss for July .

Wharf and Paper Storage

and ScCows ................-...-.-. 2 24

Steam Plant and _ Boiler

306.80

$ 3,739.16

Kxpense—

>

Salaries = ................................8 1,819.80

House

1,919.3

Operating expenses ............

Generator Room and Elee-

3,129.16

SICK BENEFIT FUND, AUGUST 31, 1925
Kmployees’ Fees ...............$ 9652.1
Income—

trical Department ............

Townsite

Grant from Powell River

Planing Mill, Lbr. Yard

Co., Utd.
Kxpense—

and Carpenters’ Shop......
Machine Shop, Blacksmith

Gain for September

Pound ry _

476.59

——t——-—=—@ | 4298 78

Benefits paid

Shop, Pattern Shop and

543 2R

$85.50

$ 1,428 78

Patients in hosp. as at-July 31s
Admitted during August .........
Discharged during August .
Remaining at August 31st .

Miscellaneous (Yard Crew,

Mill Store, Dept. Store

Teehouse, Avenue Lodge,

CTC.) wees 2 FT 8 18

Benefits paid to 183 members in: September.

Lt otals

Minor aceidents, such as slight cuts, abrasions, burns, etc., have not been tabulated.
nce (J 0)

BIRTHS FOR THE MONTH OF SEPT., 1925
sept. lst. Mrs. J; O’Connor, Powell River—
4

EFFICIENCY OF PAPER MACHINES

No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4

Highest per cent..... 98.3
Lowest per cent.,.... 88.8
Average per eent..... 94.3

517.36

$33 454.03

Liahbilities—_

Sereen Room ........................

Beater Room

$10,861.96

Current Assets:

98.9 100.0 100.0
1

97 9

94.5

OO 9

99.4

OR 6

Oth. Mrs. W. Gretton, Powell River—
daughter.

12th. Mrs. J. Bigold, Powell River—
daughter.

13th, Mrs. H. Anchor, Powell, River—

O—~0—_0 —___—_—_——_-_-—-

HOURS AND TONNAGE LOST, SEPT. 1925
Hrs. Lost Av. Dy. Lest Tge. Av. Dy
33.95
0.53
31.99
1.25

18.25 0.73 43.00 1.72
10.23 0.41 30 37 3.21
18.00 0.72 53.33 913

28th. Mrs. E. Price, Powell River—_
daughter.

‘¢ 628th. Mrs. Alf. Hansen, Powell River
mi (>T).
Oo—0O0—O0O

O00 — Oe

PAPER PRODUCTION, SEPT. 1925
No. ]
No. 2
No. 8
No. 4

1,338.86 1362.35 1,749.54 1,728.14
WEATHER REPORT
September—Average minimu mtemperature

047, average maximum temperature 65.7,

rainfall for month, .653”. Rainfall from
January 1th to Sept. 30th, 18.811”.

LHANKS

The staff of St. Luke’s Hospital wish to
express their appreciation to the churches,

lodges and many thoughtful friends who
have sent flowers. cigarettes, magazines, ete.,

to the patients in the hospital during the
past year.

IRENE SMITH,
Matron of St. Luke’s Hospital.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

‘““MANY HAPPY RETURNS’?
to the following employees on this the month of their Birthday anniversary
2—V. Colonello
K, MeNejl

G E. Watson
o—G. A. Higgins
J. W. Buck
S. J. Smith
o—H. H. Jackson
6—Charlie Wood

Pat J. Carroll
i—G. Biasutti
J: Biasutti
S. B. Hughes
S. Smith
59—Ronald Bradford

D. Piceinni
M. Munn

11—-P. Barioh
B.. C. Dinsmuir

G. Masotti

12—H. Coombee
G. Cooper

H. G. Mureh
Peter Paul

17—J. Cramb
©@

A. Pitton
§$. Roberts
C. Rushant

W. J. Taylor

18—Jessie A. Claridge
C. Gaudet

W. Gretton
19—E. A. Gill

N. Mazzone

R. G. Wait
20—G. A. Chisholm
R. Olympieo
21—A. Bartoli
QO. Brandolini

Hugh Cairney
P. R. Cock
H. E. Donigan
J. MeGregor

22—A. KH. McMaster

23—T. Burke

A. B. Hatch
W. H. Stoney

G. Piccoli

24—H. Bradford
J. Simpkins |
29—Roy W. Foote
C. Jackson

M,. Peloso

<6—D. Cummings

W. S. Pocock
14—H. Charlotte
G. E. Lacey
A. MeKinnon
15—H. Binnie

J. Brantin
Nick Bulley

C. Fleming
W. L. Haynes

Fred Krasikow
A. Lyons
J. W. Mackay
16—J. Cossarin

H. R. Grigg
S. R. Jackson

.W. Loukes

H. Rud

R. C. Mackenzie
27—J. N. H. Ford
N. Qworsk1

28-——F. J. Sweeney

G. 8. Hayden
29—G. E. Ardley
Joe lIasenza

30—J. A. Donkersley.
Wm. Keig
R. Ruegg
31—J. E. Friend
Joseph Tremblay

G. F. Trovinger

POWRKLI RIVER DIGHSTEIR

HOME,

Curling smoke from a chimney low, ,
And only a few more steps to go.

>

Faces press af a window pane,
Watching for someone to come agam,
And T am the someone they wait to see—
These are the jovs that life gives to me.
What has mv neighbor exeelling this—
A good wife’s love and a baby’s kiss?

What if lis chimnevs tower higher?
Pesce is found at our humble fire.
What if his silver and gold are more?
Rest is ours when the day 1s o'er.
Strive for fortune sand slave for fame—
The joy men struggie for stays the sume.
Rich and poor men dream and pray
For a home where laughter shall ever stay,
And the wheels go ’round and men spend
might
For the few glad hours they claim aft night.
Ifome, where the kettle shall gatly sing,

Ig all that matters with serf or king;

Gold and silwer and laureled fame
Are only sweet when the bearth’s aflame
With a eheerful fire and the loved ones there

Are unafraid of the wolves of care.
So let me come home at night to rest
With those who know T have done wy best;
Let the wife rejoice and the children smile,

And Pl Know by their love that I’m worth
while.
For this 1s eonquest and world suecess—

A HOMB where abideth HAPPIN BSS.

—Masontie News.

pn bey WD pies de
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Message From Santa Claus
The Welfare Department has received a
message from Santa Claus stating that he
will make his annual visit to Powell River
for the pleasure and enjoyment of the little
ones.
Lhe children are asked to write Santa
Claus, care of the Welfare Department, and
to be modest and moderate in their requesta.
It is suggested that a second choice should

be made in case Santa Claus has not your
favorite toy.
Those who have arrived at their fourteenth
birthday «do not participate.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

Some Phases of Paper Making Practice
Newsprint, the most inexpensive variety

of paper and the one used in far vreater
quantities than any other, is of eomparatively recent origin. Before giving a deseription of its process of manufacture, therefore,

it would be weil to outline the history of
our present use of paper as well as the early
materials and methods of its preparation.
The first substanees on which the human

race maintained its records were stone,
bricks, tablets of wood, leaves, bark and
specially prepared skins of animals. Following these the Eyvyptians very early produced from the papyrus reed a surface suit-

able for writing upon, and it is from the
name of this substance that our word

is derived.

However, the first conversion of a mass of

felted fibres into 2» sheet similar to that of
present day paper was’7 the work of the
Chinese, who ean thus be ealled the first real

rroduet. A Frenehman named Roberts invented the traveling wire and later sold his
‘mvention to a second Frenehman named
Didot, who in turn associated himself with
two Englishmen, Gamble and Donkin.

In England the first successful paper maChine was built, in 1803, from designs furnished. by Donkin. In 1804 two Fourdrinier

orothers bought the interests in the im-

proved Roberts machine, which was henee-

forth to be known as a ‘*Fourdrinier.’’ It

was similar to the machines of today which
bear the same name except that it was not
equipped w:th steam drying evlinders.
Dating from this period paper came into
its first extensive usage and consequently
the substanees from whieh it was made—
mostly jute and hemp and such rag fibres as
cotton and lnen—beccame inereasingly scarce.
As a result, then, of the papermakers’ search

for more plentiful raw materials, a great deal

makerg of pulp and paper. By the time of
the Christian era the making of sheets by
hand was an established art in China, from
which country it rapidly spread to the western worid. ‘The method used was to soak

of experimenting was done on _ wood, of

strips of bamboo, rags, or other fibrous ma-

the wood and _ preparing from it a pulp

terlal in lime water and to reduce the

treated substance to pulp by pounding. The
paper was then obtained by the same process

as is used today in the preparation of hand
made sheets. This is done by raising a fine
wire sereen through a mass of fibres suspend-

ed in water, allowing the water to drain
away from the closely matted layer which is

formed. The wet sheet is then lifted from

the wire by means of a piece of felt, pressed
between layers of felt, and finally dried.
Aft first the fibres for the making of paper

in Kurope were dcrived entirely from linen
and cotton rags, as these materials were
found to be of a true fibrous nature. Paper
making was then a specialized handicraft,

and paper was naturally expensive and
never very plentiful. In the years 1800 to
1810, however, the invention and development of a continuous wire and then of felts
and rolls for removing the water from the
continuovs sheet produced, gradually paved

the way to a cheaper and more plentiful

which there was apparently a boundless sup-

ply, with the idea of finding in it an imexpensive source of fibre. Finally various
chemical processes were devised for treating

which, when converted into paper, produced
a sheet of fine texture and great durability.

Put even this material, although produeed
wholly from wood, was not yet sufficiently
inexpensive to satisfy the growing demands
of the newspapers. Eventually, however, the

iong-sought material was found, as a result

of the invention, in 1870, of a process for
making mechanical pulp simply by tearing
the fibres of the wood apart through the
action of a revolving cylinder of sandstone.
This new process was soon found to give a
pulp yield of 95% of the wood by weight, in
contrast to the chemical process, which only
gave a yield of some 55%. Altogether, the
cost of gfoundwood production turned out

to be comparatively low and to this fact

is largely due the inexpensiveness of newsprint paper today. Since groundwood pulp,

however, 18 compoced almost entirely of
short, stubby fibres, it must be reinforced by

the addition of a eertain amount of the
longer fibreqd chemical pulp.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
In the case of other varieties of paper this
may be made either by the soda or by the
sulphite process, but for newsprint the sulph-

ite process 1s the only one used. Jhe proynortion of sulphite pulp imelcded 1s usually
from 29 to 25 per cent.
To study the various methods of making
pulp it is first necessary to examine into the
structure of wood, which eonsists of a great
number of little hollow tubes called celis or
fibres, all strongly cementcd together with
an encrusting material. Wood is thus of a
cellular growth and is not a_ homogenous

in treating the wood dissolve out the encrust-

ing materials or change them into so.uble
substances, leaving the cells to fall apart
one from another and thus produce what is
known as pulp. The groundwood process
makes no use of the difference in chemical

Troperties for the cells are simply torn
apart and the enerusting material carried

along with the ecll or bundle of cells to
which it happens to adhere. The pulp ts
thus made up of a great number of broken

and ruptured cells with which arc closely
essociated the cementing substances.

(To be continued)

substance similar to stecl or giass. The fibres
differ not only in size and shape but a'so Jn

structure and arrangement. This fact explains why one kind of wood differs from

another in its phys:eal properties. A eell of
spruce wood is approximately one-eighth ineh
in Jength and 1/800 inches in diameter. Near-

ly all the cells grow in a vertical position in
the tree but there are some which lie in a
norizontal or radial position. The growing
wart of the tree consists of a special layer of
cel's next to the bark. <As these grow they
divide, making more and more cells, all held
together by the encrusting materials. The
cells on the inside deve:op into wood fibres
while those on the outer side form layers of
bark. The growing season is that of spring
and summer. During the spring months the
cells multiply rapidly and are of compara-

tively large diameter with thin walls; during the summer they do not grow so quickly,
ire of a smaller diameter with thicker wualls.
It is beeazse of these different conditions of
growth that the annual rings can be detected,

the spring growth appearing as softer and
nghter in eolor than that of the
denser
“<ummer wood.

The wood cell itself 1s generally considered

to te a chemical compound called cellulose,
nade up of carbon, bydrogen and oxygen;
while the enerusting materials ure composed

OoO——O0O-——O

ACCIBENTAL INVENTIONS

The aceidental discovery which led a
silver refiner to produce silver that will resist tarnish for a considerable period reealls

many inventions of domestic importance

which have been the outcome of chanee rather

than diligent search.
Silver plating, for instance, wag discovered
by two well-known scientists while they were

experimenting with clectricity. During a

certain process in the breaking up of silver
nitrate a wire by which clectricity was being conducted was found to be coated with
silver. The process was continued with great
SUCCCLES.,

Blottine paper is another example of good
fortune resulting from an aceldent. Several
reams of ordinary paper were spoiled at a
mil} and laid aside. One day a newly-written letter came in contact with the outer
sheet, and to the amazement of the writer
the ink was absorbed. Fortunately, the possibilities were realized.
A husband sympathized with his wife in
her inability to keep refractory hairpins in

place. He twisted one, and solved the
trouble.

A workman fell asleep while watching a
pot of brine. It botled over, and when ke

of the same clements, their constitution is awoke the pot was giazed where the brine
more complex than that of ecllulose. Celiulose Is much more resist2nt to ehemieal
action than are the compounds forming the
encrusting materials, and it is upon this fact
that all the chemical processes for ce'‘lulose
are based. The chemical solutions employed

had overflowed

The result was glazed pot-

tery.

In the Aretic during the winter men keep
warm by getting into a heated discussion.
In the warm climes a coolness arises between
friends.
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NEW IBEAS IN PAPER MILL EQUIPNew developments in specialized equipment are constantly being made as a help
foward easier and better operation in the

paper industry. Among. other items the
Pulp and Paper Magazine gives the following:

‘A paper winder drive with automatie

regenerative tension control for sheets jin-

corporating automatic regenerative and
dynamic braking for the winder and tnwinder has been placed in operation. This
permits much faster operation of the winder
snd muenh better control of the finished roll,
as 1€ produces a uniform tightness through-

out. The expense and annoyanee of §frequent replacement of friction brake linings
on the unwinding roll is avoided.
‘*An installation of sectional paper machine

drive for a 175 inch, 1,000-foot per minute

Kraft paper machine has been placed in
operation. This is the largest Kraft paper

machine built to date.

‘“An installation of five automatic grinder
load regulators for the control of as mauv
1,800 bh.p. synehronous motors driving p:Ip
grinders has been placed in operation. The
control of the load on these machines reeves the governors of the power plant of

an cnormous amount of work. It greatly
znproves the frequency and voltage regutation of the entire system.

development of an electric paper
dryer by John E. Alexander, general manager
of the Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Company, has

been continued. Thig electric heating application to a commercial paper machine will
have a wide field where low cost power is
available. The Alexauder Electrie Dryer ap-

at the same time exhaust the saturated air

rising from the driers. Partly on aceount
of the wide spacing of the driers a novel
form of drive has been devised. At the bazk

of the machine one shaft, driven by two
cirect-connected motors, extends the lenyth

of the drier section. Secondary shafts,

driven through bevel gears from the main
shaft, extend diagonally downward. Each
of these carries two worm gears—one left
and one right hand—which envage’ with
worm Wheels on top and bottom driers.

‘The

shafting is fitted with expansion joints and

anti-friction bearings; the gears aro en-

closed and lubricated with oil under pressure. The whole system is expected to give
a qutet, clean and cfficient drive.
O—0—0

Down in the wood mill Charlie Wilson and

Bill Ritchie were joshing one _ another.
Charlie said to Bill:

Bill, let’s see who can make the

ugliest face,.’’

doing,’’ replied Billie,

‘Scoe

what a stuart you’ve got on me.’’
rnc fh} ff}

There have been several lost time and
near accidents sustained by Paper Shipping
employees, in the handling of large rolls on

two-wheeled trucks, in the near past. The
hand truekine of heavy material ealls for
the exercise of great care from the moment

of receiving the load until its delivery.
Balance or poise should never be lost; if the
handles are allowed to tilt up or are lowered
too far, 1t generally ends in an upset and it

is simply a matter of luek if the trucker
vets elear without injury. The moment a

pled to paper mills is the most radical

truck or a wheel barrow becomes damaged,

ueparture from past practice initiated in the
industry for many years.’’
To these should be added the new drier
sections designed by the International Paper
Company for incorporation in the four 164”

your foreman. It is a hazardous practice to

machines now being built for their mill at
three Rivers. In this design the driers are
placed farther apart than the normal amount

in order to allow space for a new form of
ventilating equipment. In this layout meta]

duets will be ren across the machine between

the dricrs, and these will be arranged so as
*o blow hot dry air directly on the felts and

stop using it and report its condition to

use bent nails in place of eotter pins, for
you never know when or where a wheel
might come off and tumble your load. Avoid
the risk of strain or rupture by not handling
Joads that are too heavy for your strength.

See that you wear suitable footwear and
always report to your foreman any bad
places, wet or oily conditions you note in
the runways.—Grand Mere ‘‘Journal.’’
O-—O0—--0

The straight and narrow path is plenty
wide enough for all the traffie it gets.
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PLANT EXTENSION
The first picture this month gives a good
idea of the revision of Nature effected by
the judicious use of steam shovels on the

site of the new Machine Room. It will be
seen that the old Chinese laundry, that

weather-beaten landmark, has fallen a victim

to the wheels of industry, and is no more,
and where once were Oriental ehatter and
dirty sheets will soon be papermaking chatter and a long, clean sheet.
The contractor has finally finished his con-

erete distributing tower, which suddenly
shot up out of the ground like a Japanese
mushroom, and has already commenced pour-

graph, is well over half finished, and work
cn the conerete forms is nicely under way.
The new penstock is gradually growing
downhill. The concrete men have been doing

their stuff very neatly, and are still a few
jumps ahead of the steel crews, who are
pushing them hard. Laying a pipe line
sounds like a simple job, but one may get a
vague idea of the scope of the work by com-

paring the size of the pipe with the height
cf the men in the picture.
Figuratively speaking, the excavation for
the penstock is more than eighty per cent.
complete, the cradles a trifle more than three-

cuarters finished, and nearly seventy per

ing concrete for the machine room founda-

vent. of the steel is in place and riveted.

place, there were some surprising opinions
expressed as to the purpose of the hoisting
ropes. One man figured it out to be a new
radio aerial, while another was responsible

as the rest of the job. Exeavation has been
completed, and forms are going up fast. The
conerete mixers are working at capacity, and
better than forty-six hundred cubic yards of

tions. Before the chute was hoisted into

for the brilliant crack that it was to be a

gereen to keep the fog out of town.
Exeavation, as will be seen in the photo-

The Grinder Room is progressing as rapidly

conerete have been poured to date.

The sea walls have both been completed,

and their fills are nearly finished. The rail-
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_ way system has apparently decided that one

diversion from its straight (7%) and narrow
rath was enough, and has behaved quite
ricely since.

Preparations for the birth of the new
Groundwood and Sulphite Screen Rooms are

being pushed. Excavation on both sites is
finished, and forms and reinforcing steel are
being put in place in the Sulphite Room site.

The piledriver fussing about in the Log
Pond is not fishing, nor is it hunting for
teredos to smash. It is driving toothpicks
that will eventually be the connecting link
between the ground and a new playhouse for

Dad Benner and his teredo hounds—

which is already causing the whole engineer-

ing staff as much trouble, worry and sleeplessnesg as an approaching wedding.

Two of the boys at the Engineers’ office
were having a bit of a tiff over a very trivial affair, and this is the way one of them
addressed the other: ‘‘Well, get this into
your noddle, my friend: when I’m not here
you’re the laziest man in the office.’’

INVENTIONS

An interesting commentary on the history
of all great inventions is found in a quotation taken by the Dallas Morning News from
a book on the early development of the city:
‘¢A proposition in the early part of 1881
to light Dallas with electric lights was openlv ridiculed as both dangerous and worthless.
It was shown that London recently had tried
it and that black darkness would suddenly

come and cover the whole city. It had ut-

terly failed in New York to come up to
expectations and it had failed in the parks
cf New Orleans.’’
In spite of these dark forebodings Dallas
has made good use of electricity since 1882,
and is today supplied from a _ $15,000,000
power and hghting plant.

In our day-to-day contact wouldn’t it be

fine if we could occasionally forget some of

our little rights and think more of the little
rights of the other fellow? We would do a
lot of good if we forgot to be self conscious
and instead were natural.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
ARMISTICE

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

When you are thinking of the Christmas
presents you would like to buy the members
of your family and your friends please bear

this thought in mind: A Christmas present
is a token of love and friendship and these
great qualities have no money value. if we

tried to express our love or our friendship
by money measurement we would all have
to be multi-millionaires, and, as we are not,
let us be reasonable. Spend less and give
more. Make ten dollars buy ten tokens in-

stead of one. A_ simple card with good

wishes and kind remembrances will bring a
glow that money itself cannot buy.
Happiness sees all the beauties of nature,
on her journey; gloom sees only the rough
roads and mudholes.

Radicalism never cleared a farm of rocks
or stumps, never planned or constructed a
railroad, never launched a merchant fleet,

never opened or operated mines for the
production of useful metals, never develop-

ed latent power, never created a new Industry, never provided employment for labor, never successfully operated a factory,
never established a dependable banking
system, never built a city or added to its
beauty, never endowed a great university.
Oo-—-—-0—O0

By the Stock Boy
Thanksgivin is a hollyday that started with

the Pilgrim Fathers. When they landed in
this country and found out how much better

things were here as kompared with what
they had in England and Europe, they gave
thanks. They found so much to give thanks

for that the Pilgrim Governor found out it
was interfering with their regular work of
kultivating krops and shooting Indians so
the Pilgrim Governor said Halt on giving
thanks. Hereafter said the Gov., we will
give thanks once per year. The rest of the
time you Pilgrims must kultivate the krops
and shoot Indians and once a year we will
stop all work and give thanks all day long.
And that is how Thanksgiving Day started.
Later on other feechures were added to the

day such as Turkey eating and _ football
games, but giving thanks still was the big
thing.

The day of splendid memories: November

lith, 1925. The seventh anniversary of the
day when prayers of rejoicing and thankfulness were offered up because of the ending

of the most bitter strife and awful carnage
in human life and property the world had
ever witnessed.

The message of General Sir Arthur Currie,
G.C.M.G., K.C.B., Commander of the CanaGian Corps, to all Canadians, follows:

every Canadian Armistice Day should
be a day of splendid memories. The time
will come when the war will not be even a
living memory, but I believe that its great
lessons of Discipline and Work, Comradeship
and Unselfishness, Tranquil Courage and true

Patriotism should not be allowed to vanish
with the years.

‘$Above all, we must keep before this

generation and before that which is to come,
the lesson of love for the land of our fathers

and the lesson of unshakable faith in the
ultimate greatness of our country.
‘¢‘T would not wish to dignify warfare. I
know too well that no pomp or circumstance,
no waving of banners, no talk of dancing
plumes, can lend true dignity to war. But it

is my profound belief that if the qualities

which I have enumerated above, those qualities which made the Canadians great in war,

were nurtured and applied in peace, our
country would advance unfalteringly to its
rightful place among the nations of the
world.’ ?
O—O-0:.”]]"""

A NEW ISAAC
According to reports Robert [llott, quarter-

master on the Norsal, is one of the most
erdent fisherman on the coast. During the
last year and a half he has been studying
the habits of the finny tribe.

His shipmates
jeelare he has taken a correspondence course

on ‘*‘How to Catch Fish.’’ Hig cash outlay
on his fishing gear must have made considerable inroad on his bank account, for he has
an outfit that an English mi-lord might well

pe proud of. Up to within the last few
weeks Bob has not been very successful at
his chosen sport, but very recently his luck
changed and he ig now making phenomenal
catches. Indeed he is seriously thinking of

entering into a contract to supply Avenue
Lodge with fish while he is in port.
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The Editor’s Page
THANKSGIVING
Thank God for rest, where none molest,
And none can make afraid;
For Peace that sits as Plenty’s guest
Beneath the homestead’s shade.
=

Oh, favors, every year made new!
Oh, gifts, with rain and sunshine sent!
The bounty overruns our due,
The fullness shames our discontent.
— John Greenleaf Whittier.
OoO—0O0—0

Silent a moment, stand with reverent bended head.

Whilst round the Empire:

O’er this silent

host:

A trumpet’s golden throat sings out: our
Requiem for the dead.—Last Post.

Rest in peace; you Empire’s sacrificial dead
Marked by crosses gleaming; poppies glowing
rec;

Enfolding you a garden is, full flow’ring,
gracious, fair,

Thanksgiving is a holy holiday. It 1s a Attended to by loving hands with thoughtful

time when each and all should make mantl-

fest our thankfulness and gratefulness fof
the many blessings bestowed on us.

We acknowledge with humbleness and

truth the great debt we owe the divine hand
of Providence for our lives, our families and

cur friends, for our opportunities and our

possessions, for the will to do and the
strength to accomplish; for our freedom and
liberty, and for the blessed assurance that
when the task is finished and the race 1S

care,

’Neath foreign soil; Nay Thine forever
Thine!

a

Made sacred to you; by that sacrifice sublime,

A lark above you soaring sings; as in those
tortured days
When out from blazing battles din his song
of praise

Sped like a silver arrow; note on rippling
note

Over we may earn the reward of everlasting
life in Him.
In Powell River we have much to be thank-

Kntranced your soul: his joyous song of hope

ful for. Our blessings are many. We state

And kept you true yourself, and to your

a simple fact when we say that we are spe-

cially blessed as to climate. Nowhere in

Confirmed your faith in what you fain
must do,

duty true.

this great North America, and that takes in

Now hoist the flags from half mast; at

Our townsite is an ideal one. We
have the sea at our feet, the cooling breezes

As proudly we salute thee; you dead that

a lot of territory, is there a better climate
than ours.

temper the hottest days of summer, and at
our back rear the mountains to protect us
from the keen and cutting winds of winter;
the surrounding scenery is full of beauty.

We have an abundant list of sports from

which to choose for our leisure hours, and.
as a solid foundation for all the rest, we have

our work. Each his appointed task.
For the blessing of work we ought to be

especially thankful. Work is given and

ordered by God. Without it man would ke
less than the beasts of the field. It is tha

masthead let them fly.
nevey die.

At rest in Franee or Flanders, where’er
gone west mid strife,
By death you cast your earthly bond and
gained eternal life
As promised you by Christ Himself upon
that Calvary Hull.
Hush! Silvery, thinned by distance, a bugle
sounding shrill._—Reveille.

—Maurice Dunn.

o—0—_9——_—__—_—_

OUR COVER

would be no accomplishment, no achievement.

rhe photograph on the cover this month
shows the good ship Norsal in a moderate
seaway, ploughing northward past the ent-

work where the environments and surroundings are such as we possess.

When you play don’t make it work; and
when you work, don’t play.

true test of manhood; without it there
Let us therefore be not only thankful for
our work but be doubly thankful that we

ranece of Howe Sound.
rc Pp {pms (a
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THE SAVING HABIL

‘‘Every little bit added to what you’ve
got makes just a little bit more.’’
The saving of money represents muen more

than the mere accumulation of cash. It

means that the individual who ceaun save has

the ability to govern his desires, to curb hii
appetites, to restrain his impulses; and tne

We recall the seathing remark of a writer
who said that only the fool knew the price

of everything and the value of nothing.

Get the saving habit and a feeling of securty and independence.
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

Get your Christmas shopping over as

practice of these alone is worth much ir

quickly as possible. You will have a bigger

the sum total of character building. Anvone

and better selection of goods to choose from

ean spend money, any fool can waste. It
takes the exercise of will power to refrain
from following the inclination to purchase
the many things we imagine ure essential to
our comfort and happiness. The individual
pradually acquires a sense of value. He or
she becomes acquainted with the vast differ-

ence between the need of a thing and the
want of it. It is just that nicety of discernment between need and want that goes to

and have more time to devote to a choice.
You will also be helping the clerks behind
the eounter.

0-0-0

CONTRIBUTIONS

We destre and invite eontributions and
helpful criticism as to the make-up and sub-

ject matter of the articles published in tne

Digester. If anyone of our readers’ has

swell the figures on the right side of the

something he or she thinks would make geod

savings account.
The possession of a bank account opens up

to the office. We appreciate all the help

opportunities unlimited. Just as the mer-

chant who is able to pay cash for goods and

get the discount, so is the individual enabled to make his money work for him by
buying at the right time and saving money.

We know of instances when the winter’s coal
was bought when the price was low and the

saving effected went a long way toward

stocking up the wood pile for the same period. It is just such occurrences as this that

reading, please write it down and send it in

we can get. Sometimes we are stopped on
the street and told in a very general way of
a happening or an ineident, but dates and
names sare sometimes hard to remember.
Please make notes of such matters and send
in to the office. It is a much better way.
THINK THIS OVER

When you feel unkindly toward the man

you work for—when your neart is full of

bank has a tendency to relieve the mind of

resentment and your head full of revenge,
stop and take a personal inventory.
There are always two side to a Situation.
You are not all wrong; and if this be true,
is it not reasonable to assume that the man
you work for is not all wrong?

workman who saves against a rainy day or
the inability to work when age comes on,
has a mind free from anxiety and he faeces

a single head full of malice and two hands
that are closed like fists.
After you have considered carefully that

illustrate clearly how money will work for
you when intelligently directed. Then there
is another salient feature frequently overlooked by many, and that is the fact that a
eomfortable balance to one’s eredit at the

small worries. It engenders a feeling of
independence and of individual worth. A

No person on earth can do good work with

his daily labor with clear untroubled thoughts,

your hostility is justified—after you con-

On the other hand, waste and extravagance

isfied that you are all right Im every particular—after you feel that the man yeu
work for is wrong in every particular, the
only thing left to do is to resign.

focussing his entire attention on the work
given him to perform.

unsettle the mind and unfit the man for
elear thinking and concentration. The

scientiously weigh yourself and you are sat-

thought of unpaid bills and aceumulating ob-

iigations upsets the mental poise; then
worry ereeps in. Good work and worry

is valuable, but to be able to Keep yeur

were never team mates.

mouth shut in one is semetimes priceless.

The ability to speak in several languages
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HUM@R AND LAUGHTER, N@T WIT

When you hear a man laugh loud and
kindly, make up your mind there is a pathos
down deep in his heart. When you hear a

man laugh at his own wit, decide that this
man is decidedly out of order.

The warm and tender feelings of the man
of humor and laughter are but the outward
evidence of an inside secret worth, some sorrow 2nd a real heart.
How lueky it is that we ean all laugh, for
a laugh defends us from going insane. With
a hearty laugh we save ourselves.
When we laugh at others we are cynical;

but when we laugh with others we are
kindly.
To laugh all alone is pretty good proof of
some intellectual twist. To look sad in the

company of others is testimony that you
have trusted yourself alone too long.
The humorous side of life saves us.

For years it was considered a form of
weakness for a business man to laugh, but

the biggest business men in this country
have a lot of humor.
A day without a good laugh is lost.

To Jaugh at others is ‘‘wit.’’ To laugh

. with others is humor. What a man laughs at,

or laughs with, tells of his heart.

Tears are a vent, and so is laughter. One
prevents sorrow from becoming madness—
the other changes despair into gladness.
Laughter makes the leather features of an

old face look like satin. It stirs the blood,
startles the nerves and commands agreeable
companionship. I mean the laughter of real
rumor.
In a club, or among men or boys, watch the
way they laugh, and you can always tell their
true meaning.

Let a well-meaning fellow make some

double-meaning remark, and the witty man
will laugh at him while the fine-grained one
may smile and regret the error.
What we laugh at shows our wit. What
we laugh with shows our humor.
Seen) —— 1) ——_ 0 OO

Just Ferget—tThat’s All
Forget the slander you have heard,
Forget the hasty, unkind word,
Forget the quarrel, and the cause,
Forget the whole affair, because

Forgetting ig the only way.
Forget the storms of yesterday,

Forget the chap whose sour face
Forgets the smile in any place;

Forget the trials you have had,
Forget the weather if it’s bad,
Forget the ‘‘knocker’’—he’s a freak,

. Forget him seven days a week;
Forget the home team lost the game,
Forget the pitcher was to blame;
Forget the coffee when it’s cold,
Forget the kick, forget the scold;
Forget the plumber’s awful charge;
Forget the iceman’s bill is large;
Forget the coal man and his ways;

Forget the frost in winter days,

Forget, wherever you may roam,
Forget the guy who wrote this poem,

Forget that he in social bliss,
Forgot himself when he wrote this.
0—_9N—_

THE CARE OF THE TEETH
In brushing the teeth we so often put the
paste on and brush for a second or two and

then think they have been properly cared

for. If we should go to the _ dentist he

would tell us the corners were like the corners in sOme houses—neglected.

the proper way to brush the teeth ig up
and down as well as across, inside as well as
outside, and brush for several minutes. Some
dentists advocate brushing the gums also.

A. visit should be made to the dentist at
least once a year, and oftener if it can be
arranged, even if there is no sign of trouble.

Vhere may be small cavities that it is impossible to see on the surface.

It 1s recognized by physicians that the

health of everyone is dependent to a large
extent on the condition of the teeth; therefore we should take the very best care ef
them.

When we anticipate pleasures, it may be

correctly inferred that we are ‘‘dealing in
futures. ’?

Money may not buy happiness—but it sure

seems to be able to purchase a full load of
misery.

The main point is not how many questions
the boy can ask, but how many of them you
Can answer.

Most men will make good if the right kind
of a woman tells him she just knows he can.
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ASK DAD

John Smith’s father would be termed today an old fogy. Apprenticed to a carpenter
at the age of fifteen, he found himself at the

‘old man’s’ now, but his wife says the feod
is something awful.’’
—Printing.
0 —_———

AMBITION

average wife and an earning capacity of
three dollars a day.
‘‘John’s father and mother were frugal
in everything except children. A family of

Mr. Mellon, the Secretary of the Treasury
of the United States, who is a very rich maa,
began his eareer as the son of parents who
knew the pangs of poverty.
Mr. Mellon says:

nine youngsters forty years ago, however, did
not compel the Associated Press to work over-

tain assets to achieve success—not material

age of twenty-two the possessor of one good

time and so it happened that father and

mether Smith raised seven out of their brood

of nine, fed them with plain but nourishing
food, elothed them respectably, educated
them to the extent that they could assimilate

it, bought and paid for a home and had a
few thousand laid away against the rainy
day.

‘‘John, when he arrived at the cigarette

and pool-playing age, always referred to his
father as the ‘old man,’ and while he did not
intend to be disrespectful, he nevertheless
felt that like all fathers who were addicted
to the ‘pay as you go’ plan, he was decidedly
9 hack number.

‘John got through the eighth grade in

fairly good shape, but when he tackled the
high school he found so many things not to
his liking, especially the study part of 1%,
that he finally decided he would ‘accept 27
position,’ provided he could find some banker

or manufacturer who had sense enough to
appreciate his ability and pay accordingly.
After interviewing several of these gentlemen, he found them to be greatly lacking 1
sense, hence he finally and just temporarily,
as he expressed it, annexed a job hustling
freight.
‘*When John arrived at the age of twentyfour, he was drawing $125.00 a month—a
part of which fe earned—and being now in
affluent ecireumstanees he took unto himself
a flapper and a {flivver.

‘When the paint and varnish commence:
to wear off on his two F'’s, he found that the
up-keep on his luxuries, which he, of course,
deemed necessities, far exceeded what he
termed his ‘measly wage,’ hence, and there-

fore, the only thing left for him to do was
to get his co-workers dissatisfied and then
the whole bunch go out on a strike for more
money, and, while they were about it, also
tor shorter hours.
‘“John and his wife are staying up at the

‘<Every boy and every girl must have

assets alone, but assets of character, and
among the most important of these are ambition, industry, personality, and thrift. Ambition is the will to attain something. The
desired object may be knowledge, or honor,
or power, but whatever it 1s, the ambition
to reach 31t must be backed up by the willingness to work for it. Mere wishes accomplisn

little without the aid of earnest application
and industry. The asset of personality is
more elusive and seems to be born in some

people without any effort on their part, but
on the other hand it may be aequired by
everyone who. will concentrate on his eareer
and not iet it be marred by carelessness and
indifferenée. lo save part of what one earns
is another vital element in a successful lize,
Savings are not only insurance against the
turns of fortune, but also a means of seizing
golden opportunities, which are so often lost

through the lack of a small capital. This

brief sketch of some of the necessary qualities should be enough to show that there is

no easy road or short eut to suceess. It

means constant hard work and saving, and
many saerifices, but it is really worth them
all through the ultimate feeling of accomphishment and the lasting happiness which it
brings to its possessor.’’
Lhe plumber worked and the helper stood
helplessly looking on. He was learning the

this was his first day.
‘“Say,’’ he inquired, ‘‘do you charge for
my time?’’
‘*Certainly, boob,’’ came the reply.
business.

** But | haven’t done anything ’’
The plumber, to fill in the hour, had bean

looking at the finished job with a lighted
candle. Handing the two inches of it that
were still unburned to the helper, he said,

witheringly, ‘‘Here—if you gotta be so

damned conselentious—blow that out!??-~Disston Crueible.
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I AM

l am the most desirable thing in life.

‘*‘A GOCGD PLACE TOC WOeRK’’

Bill Jones was looking for a job. At one

Without me no one ean be healthy, happy
or usetul.
J] am the foundation and bulwark of eivilization.

of tne plants he approached, he found him-

The hidden wealth and vast resources of
this earth would have no value without me.

from his past experience with the same
sight. ‘* Worse than that,’’ said the hat
passer, ‘fone of the best workmen died ili
of a sudden, and we are trying to give a

Nothing else has done so mueh for human.

ity as I have. I have saved more people
from despair and suicide than any other one
thing.
I am the great developer of man. No other
agency has ealled forth so many of his hidden
treasures, developed more power of mind and

self stopped by a man with his hat in his
hand in which was a small pile of miscellaneous coins. ‘‘Somebody sick?’’ said Bull

little to help his family.’’ ‘*Any insur-

anee?’’? asked Bull.

‘*Qh, he earried a eounvle

of hundred,’’ was the answer. ‘‘Hew leng
has he been working here?’’ was Bill’s next
question. ‘‘Almost five years.’’

body than I have.
Bill put a quarter in the hat, and being
The only genuine satisfaction that can a thinking man decided not to go near the
come to a human being is to be a real man employment office of that firm, but made
or a real woman, and without me that is his application at another plant after finding out that they were interested enough in
impossible.
If men were compelled to live without me the welfare of their employees to provide
the race would soon deteriorate; Jife would a means of protection that did away with
become vacant and uninteresting; peop'e the necessity of passing the hat whenever
would die of ennui.
lL am the great balance wheel of man’s be-

ing, the centre of his life, around which all

other interests revolve.
The men and women who try to get aleng
without me are characterless, selfish, undeveloped, useless and unprofitable members of
society.

J) am behind every fortune, every art ani
sclenee, every achievement, every triumph
of man. I lift him out of himself, make him
forget his cares and troubles, lead him away

from grief and sorrow and revivify his ini-

terest in life.
Of all the privileges God has bestowed on

man I am the greatest. I make him the instrument through which He, the Omnipotent
One, expresses power and beauty in a multltude of ways.
Rich men and poor men alike who try to
find substitutes for me, thinking thereby io
secure a larger measure of happiness, peace

and satisfaction than their fellowmen, are
always bitterly disappointed. Instead ct
gain, every substitute brings them infinite
loss.

As the Creator is greater than the ereature,

so am | greater than wealth, power, fame,
learning or any other acquired possession or

quality of man, because 1 am the souree
through which he acquired them.
] AM—WORK.

disaster overtook one of their members.
This protection by means of Group insurance made this second organization in Buill’s
mind—and he is representative of the employee—‘‘A Good Place to Work.’’
_——— FU O80

There was 2 man in our town
Who wasn’t so wondrous wise;

He was given a pair of goggles
Lo help protect his eyes.
But when he should have used them,

They were hanging on the wall,

He isn’t working now—poor chap,
IHlis eyes are gone—that’s all.

THE SOFT PEDAL
A. preacher said ‘‘hell’’ s0 softly one day
That a merchant thought he said, ‘‘sell’’:
And a Unitarian over the way
Was sure he said, ‘° All is well.’’
Since never before had the word been heard,

A. teacher was sure he said ‘‘spell’’;
And a woman with attar of roses abroad
Imagined she heard him say ‘‘smell.’’

To the doctor ’twas ‘‘swell,’’
To the patient, ‘‘unwell,’’
To the girl from the seashore ‘‘a shell,’’
When the dear loving man, by a slip of the
tongue,

Permitted himself to say ‘‘hell ”’
—John Paul. ~
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well Gaver

ts bashes sn eh pha deed ees ya wate. Ctr wer ess, see LC e

1. Norma Lorraine Smith
2. Thora Coyle
ds. Mary C. L. Smythe

4. Joan Marjorie Smith
5 Irene K. J. Anderson

6. Andrew Douglas Paterson
7. Jean Marie Watson

8. Malcom Lapp
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lished monthly by the employees of the
Powett River Company Limited, to give
expression to the spirit of harmony
and co-operation existing between
all individuals in our or-

ganization and community.
UC. Lb. CULLIN, Editor

Assisted by others who have at heart the
interests of ali.

Each and every member of the organization is invited to contribute. Copy must be
sent to the Editor, Welfare Office, not later
than the 8th of each month.
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YOUNG MEN

This has been ecalled a young man’s era.
But that is hardly true, because big undertakings have been initiated and completed
by young men since the beginning of recorded history.
Alexander the Great finished his conquests

A. woman is queer, there’s no doubt of that,
She hates to be thin and hates to be fat;
One minute it’s laughter, the next it’s a cry,
You can’t understand her, however you try;
But there’s one thing about her, which every
Ohe Knows,

A woman’s not dressed till she powders her
nose,

You never can tell what a woman will say,
She’s a law to herself every hour of the day;
It keeps a man guessing to know what to do,
And mostly he’s wrong when his guessing
is through;
But this you ean bet on—wherever she goes
She’ll find some occasion to powder her nose.
L’ve studied the sex for a number of years,

I’ve watched her in laughter and seen her
in tears;
On, her ways and her whims I have pondered a lot,
To find what will please her and just what
will not;
But all thut I’ve learned from the start to
the close

of the eastern world before he was thirty.
Cesar was not twenty when he became

Is that sooner or later she’ll powder her

rrominent in Roman politics, and he was the
leading spirit in Roman affairs before thirty.
Peter the Great exhibited wonderful military genius before he was sixteen.
Napoleon was twenty-four when he dlis-

At echureh or a ball game, a dance or a show

tinguished himself at the seige of Toulon,
ond laid the foundation of his future.
Washington was only twenty-three ‘when
he was made commander-in-chief of the
forces of Virginia.
Thomas Jefferson wrote the Declaration
cf Independence when he was thirty-three.
‘Alexander Hamilton was a member of

Congress at twenty-five and a member of
President Washington’s cabinet at thirtytwo.

Daniel Webster entered congress at thirty
and Henry Clay was appointed a senator at
twenty-nine, before he was of constitutional
age.

Livy began his ‘‘History of the Roman
State’’ at twenty-four.
Chaucer was well known at ecourt as a

nose,

There’s one thing about her I know that I
Know,

At weddings or funerals, dinners of taste,

You ean bet that her hand will dive into her
waist,

And every few minutes she’ll strike up «a
pose,

And the whole world must wat1t till

she

powders her nose.
—LHEdgar A. Guest.

It is better to laugh to forget than to foxget to laugh.
nf }——-— (}——-{)

Lhe proper length for a skirt is just above
reproach.

Heard on the baleony of Avenue Lodge,
Sunday, after dinner:
Rert: ‘‘Let’s go up the lake.’’
Jim: ‘*Let’s go for a motor ride.’’

John: ‘**Let’s go to ehureh.’’

Alf,: ‘*Let’s toss up. If it comes down
poet when he was twenty-five.
head we go up the lake. If it comes tail
Moliere finished a comedy, one of his best, we go for a ride. If it stands on edge we
«tf seventeen.

co to church.’’
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CHIPS FROM THE WOODROOM,
As observed during recent meanderings,
Some wit chalked on the wall of an under-

taker’s \establishment in San _ Francisco,
‘Why walk around half dead when the guy
ivside will lot you for thirty-five bucks?’’
Honi soit qui mal y pense. Advertisement

FOOQLOSOPH Y

Sleep like a log, but don’t saw it.
Said the raindrop to the particle of ust:
‘*This settles you. Your name is mud.?’?
|
Ashes to ashes,
Dust to dust,

If it wasn’t for the oil can,
the engine would bust.

|

/

in Seattle P. 1—‘‘Stenographer wanted,
must be fast. Apply Alaska Building.’’

A little mountain dew always helps, the
wild oat crop.
His face was a striking one, and éven

Announcement in Log Angeles paper—‘* A
trainload of Easterners were en route to see

without his clothes people would have turned
to look at him.
There’s many a slip between the cop and
the nip.
Liquid assets nowadays might refer to

America Thirst. ??

Don’t rush, boys. From Los Angeles Examiner: ‘‘Stenographer, age 22, single, attractive appearance and personality. Four
~ years in bonds. A good girl for $110 00.7’
From an Oakland paper: ‘‘Found, Pekinese Pom. All white with black face.’’
OoO—O0— O

A tourist’s comment in the remarks eol-

umn in visitors’ book at Niagara Falls: ‘‘I
came here for a change and rest. The
walters got the change and the hotel got the
resf, 77

}

several things.

‘*If vou refuse me I will die.’
She refused.

Sixty years later he died,
Don’t get hot under the collar. You ask

us what we did with your poem entitled

Ode to Oblivion.’’ The reply is—it
reached its destination.

Stranger: ‘‘Friend, just how much is that
cow worth that 1 saw in your field this morning when I was passing?’’

Joe Dorval: ‘‘Are you the tax assessor,

Traveller explaining things to the erowd
while passing through the Panama Canal.
One of the passengers: ‘‘Culebra Cut—why,
I thought it was some new pipe tobaceo.’?

‘“What do you want?’’ said the young

liusband up on Willow Avenue, to the man
at the door, ‘‘dinner or work?’’
‘*Both,’’ answered the man.
The young husband disappeared, returning with a plate of warm biscuits. ‘* Here,’’

he exclaimed, ‘‘eat ’em and you/’ll have

both. ’?

or have you bumped her off with your ear???

A. word of praise now and then is relished
by the best of men—and women.

Good writers cannot get along without
readers.

you hear about it???’

‘No. ’?

Why,

nood 7?

it happened in your neighbor-

‘Yes, but my wife is away.’’
—_— CS 0-0 -- —0—

IT was just crazy to get married, but I
did not know it till after I was married.
O—_O—_ 2

‘*Does a golfer ever tell the truth?’’

certainly—he sometimes ealls an-

other, golfer a lhar.’’ —Sydney Bulletin.

what does ‘earrying coals to Neweastle’?’ mean??’’?

Pa: ‘°*Well, for example, when a single
man tells a married man his troubles.’?

Can we imagine this occurring in the
Lownsite office? A heated discussion wound
up in this manner:
John MeIntyre: ‘‘Look here, Paul, I heard

you the first time, and you are a friend of

mine and all that sort of thing, but I will
give you just three days in which to pay
your rent. That’s that.’’

Dr. Paul Marlatt: ‘All right, John; if
that’s the way you feel about it I will
take Christmas, the Fourth of July and
Easter. ?’

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

WHAT PEGPLE

Re SAVING
st

THEY SAY

HAT DO THEY oAy~
LET THEM oAY
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT

we are enjoying seasonable weather.
now winter is come, spring must be close at hand.

Hallowe’en was well and .truly observed here with but little material damage.
some secrets may be preserved—but not in alcohol

the town is surely and steadily pushing back the wilderness.
the more we see of other towns the better we like our ‘‘ain Glachan.’?

maybe the elections are over.
huge quantities of _banana oil were spattered around in a generous ecarefrec way.
as usual, about half the voters proved to be bad guessers.
now, aS near as we ean tell, we don’t know where we are.

the *‘*peepul’’ will have their little joke.

we are now in possession of a couple of brand new pups—we speak politically—but, gosh ol’ hemlock, they look kinda spindling.

THAT
one or t’other may develop enough majority to wag its tail right heartily.
THAT perhaps
we trust there will be no more elections until about the end of January.
THAT we have all the diversion we need until about that date.
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT
THAT

Thanksgiving, the Ex-service men’s Stag, Christmas, New Year, and the Chinese
New Year will provide a sufficient number of excuses for about a month.
we have yet to see a police station located in a cemetery.
the police are usually located amidst the live ones.
a law, apart from the ability to enforce it, makes a joke of the legislators.
most law-breakers are deterred by the certain knowledge that the law is being
successfully maintained.

THAT in living we learn just who are our friends.
THAT silk hosiery was invented centuries ago.
THAT only recently has all the stocking been discovered.
THAT

this has_ no bearing on the fact that more men are wearing glasses today than

DO YOU KNOW.--THAT

the Greek, Hero, invented a steam engine and a fire engine; also a slot machine
for dispensing wine and other liquids? |

THAT tuberculosis is not inherited, but the predisposition to its development under
favoring circumstances may be inherited ?
THAT the steam engine had its origin in a kitchen; the modern clock was first conceived

In a eathedral ; our laws of motion were discovered under an apple tree, and
pneumatic engineering had its beginning in a barber shop?

THAT the largest insect that ever Jived was a form of dragon fly having a spread of
THAT

wing over two feet?
water can freeze while it is boiling?

THAT two simultaneous sounds ean produce silence?
THAT a change of temperature puts your plano out of tune?
THAT far more air 1s burned in an automobile engine than gasoline?
THAT as long as 600 B.C. a Greek named Thales discovered that when amber was rubbed

briskly a few times against a garment it attracted to itsclf bits of leaves? This
discovery was of great importance in the field of magnetic science,

THAT every muscular movement in human or animal bodies causes a flow of electricity ?
THAT if a drop of water were magnified to the size of the earth, the molecules in it
would seem as large as baseballs?
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PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT

ous part in the education of the rising gener
SKRTOHES AND CALCULATIONS

I gather the general public is very pleased

Fred Corbett, of the engineering staif,that
1s the management of the Patricia Theatre
back among us once more, having returned,
bas decided to play the National Anthem at
ke says, from his holiday, After taking a the commencement of the show instead of

very careful micro-metric measurementthe
of end. After all, it is symbolieal of the
the length of his hair, we feel constrained
Empire a8 @ Whole and not of any one see:

ation.

Tt seems more or Less logical, too,
The and
junior schoolboys’ class at the Gy

commenced on the afternoon of the 2nd m
no doubt the idea is not new to publicity

and promises to gtow rapidly. It is hop
A child, when he knows his alpha
the membership will permit of tour
bet, loves to look at words andthat
spell
them
teams
being formed, with the bigger bo
ont, and he naturally chooses the
biggest
end most colorful.They

used to be sought
leaders,
tn 80 ‘that the interest in the co

games
will be stimulated. Boys Jo
the spelling book, now they aretive
found
in the

fo admit that neither breaking stones nor tion, Therefore, as such, due respect should

advertisements he stares at on bis way
ap must
homehave running shoes,

be aecorded it, which cannot be done while —
picking oakum is our notion of a real holi-

from scnodl,

day, But any way the offence can't haveeveryone ig attempting to be the first out:
been so very serious as he was away only
qe,
fourteen days.

later on he does understand, he still con:
with the Tuxis Old Boys leading for the me

A good example of the high esteem in

Knowledge

which the profession is neld by laymen wasTalking of our Empire: if 1s sometimes
afforded on Hallowe’en might when two

He probably doesn’t knowThe
theBasketball Leagues are going strong,

with four
teams
meaning of the words, but acquires
sued
A in the men’s and three 20
habit of reading them that, when athe
littlegirls? league, Rivalry is very Kee

most distressing to find how little some

members of our stalf, Holliday and Beaton,
people know about it outside their own pat:
were appointed judges at the faney dress
ticular sphere.Kor instanee: at the Hallow:
ball, Jt goes to prove that people realizee’en fancy dress ball a lady was perfectly
that justice and equity, as well ag adaptabidressed a8 the wife of an Indian Rajah, a

end tho Commercials for the Girls. Two
tinnies to read. Gn it hecomes & case of con:

have been received from
stant repetition ineulcating belief.communications
Thus he
and Westminster team, stating
gequires very generous helping Vancouver
of the
willingness
to come up to Powell R
melange of nonsense dished up their
by the
pre
and meet
gent day publicity agent; and not only
ae one or two of our teams, but the
of accommodation for spectatots makes
quires but awallows it, He more lack
or less

cots the idea “the bigger the letters
it practically
the impossible to get a “‘gate

lity to circumstances, are inherent in the
Ranee, atd one of the above mentioned type

better the cannot really be that would in any way cover the expens

naively remarked that ''she was too well

engineer.

We have it on very good authority that, dressed for a which he took her to

in spite of the present price of electricity,
represent, not realizing, I suppose, that
no extra charge is to be placed against the
there are other dark races besides those of
engineering department for kilowatts used
British Columbia.

rene) {ee

in the drawing office after D p.m. This we

consider to be a great concession, of which
due advantage should be taken.

me) een
PASSING COMMENT

Publicity and

As senerally understood, to educate is to

‘develop or diselpline by systematie instruction,’ That ig a dictionary definition
and like mogt of Mr, Webster’s statements

Hallowe'en has gone and with it all the unequivocally true; but at the same time
attendant joys, mysteries and sorrows, notthis
to particular enunclation does not seem to
return until next year, The ghosts walked, me to express the real meaning, I think
and they must have been very substantial education consists of far more than ean evar

chosts indeed. There was one rock trans:be imported by any systematie method.
ported to the middle of a road that (assum.
System, of course, 8 a necessity in any ore
ing the spectres were humans of immature
panization and is therefore most essential to
aoe) must have taken a dozen to move,
The the mind, and without a doubt the best way
paid spitits also placed ropes and haulks to
of instil thig ito the juvenile mind is to

timber across the road as well, These,
give him
ine g good school training, It sounds
dentally, were the cause of three motor acc:
like platudinizing to say that the training
dents fortunately none of which was serious,
and organizing of a child’s brain starts at

but it’s just as well that ghosts are only

an early age; but it 1s really surprising the

permitted to gambol that way once a year, few people there are who realize how great

as evidently there is no ‘‘national ghostlyan influenee this very ‘‘early education’
safety first association, ”

has on a child,

There are two phases of this training the

good, a8 later on in life if he ever
thebuys
visiting
that
teams, and we have therefo
article he helps to pay for the self-same
hed to let
decline these offers.
tore (Ct. K, Chesterton remarks in one 0! rence menos
hig articles on the “Outline of Sanity’? thal

A few days ago a check for $10.00 w
hag allowed itself to be latgely swamped
by by the secretary from an enthu
received
eommercial advertisement.’” Myself, 1’m

astic supporter, a8 donation to the Fo
inclined to disagree with the first part
ball01
League, This was greatly apprecia
hig statement, as 1 consider real education

by the footballers, and the executive,

has in it such a small percentage of commer:
think it an example that might be safely

cialism as to be negligible; and it certainly
followed by anyone wishing to do 80.
eouldnt have its beginning in commeretaliem.
It takes time and labor to put up and
Riueation is not the mere acquisition oftake down the football nets after the games,

knowledge althongh that is a very and
Importan!
storing them away in a wet state, doe

part of it, It starts from the early, Ife
not al
tend to lengthen the life of the net. A
home and school, aud that which is the
engrafttrouble can be saved if we can prevent

od then stays the longest and becomes the
the youngsters from damaging the nets
most ingrained in the character of the even:
Should any person In pass:
left in position,

tual product, Commercialism at ing
thatnotige
periodthoughtless children clambe
is practically non est; on the otherover
hanc,
or through them, the players and man

I thoroughly agree with the latter part of
agement would appreciate it if they wo
his assertion, It is cettainly a fact that the
speak to them

coming generation is being influenced to creer
an
fore} mene
enormous extent by advertisements, They
seem to be fast approaching the stage al
Badminton players living in or visiting
If they ever
which they really believe them.
this district are cordially invited to a work-

do reach it, what will happen!

out at the Gym. Tuesday nights and Satur

An acquaintance of mine wag reminded combination of which could be sald to con:

very forcibly (in court) the other day thatstitute education—that of. home life and
that of sehool life—and if either of these
not only is a hieense necessary but a pérmit

also, if one desires to indulge in the luxury
were ab all lacking, the education of the

day afternoons, with the possibility of ot
Above all else: to thine own self be true,

Cocuments are necessary even In the caseinto
of consideration, namely, advertising, and

a trapper; which is probably news to some
- this appears to me to be taking a very

periods more convenient for an odd rub

ond it must follow, a8 the day the mght,
thou carist not then be false to any man,

of a pistol, The chap in question is a trap:
child im question was not a8 It could have
heen, Now a third factor has to be taken
per and found to his sorrow that both these

FOOTBALL

is too commercial in origin and

—Shakespeare.

Silence used to be golden. Now it is a
diamond of the first water,

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
ous part in the education of the rising generation. It seems more or less logical, too, and

no doubt the idea is not new to publicity

agents. A child, when he knows his alphabet, loves to look at words and spell them
out, and he naturally chooses the biggest
and most colorful. They used to be sought in
the spelling book, now they are found in the
advertisements he stares at on his way home
from school. He probably deesn’t know the
meaning of the words, but aequires such a

PHYSICAL DEPARTME

The junior schoolboys’ class at the Gym.
commenced on the afternoon of the 2nd inst.

and promises to grow rapidly. It is hoped

that the membership will permit of four
teams being formed, with the bigger boys as
leaders, so that the interest in the competi-

tive games will be stimulated. Boys jolning
up must have running shoes.
The Basketball Leagues are going strong,

with four teams in the men’s and three in

habit of reading them that, when a the girls’ league. Rivalry is very keen,
later on-he does understand, he still con-

tinues to read. So it becomes a case of con-

stant repetition inculeating belief. Thus he

acquires a very generous helping of the

melange of nonsense dished up by the pre-

sent day publicity agent; and not only ac-

quires but swallows it. He more or less
gets the idea ‘‘the bigger the letters the
better the bunk’’—which cannot really be

good, as later on in life 1f he ever buys that
article he helps to pay for the self-same letters. G. K. Chesterton remarks in one of
his articles on the ‘‘Outline of Sanity’? that
“education 1s too commercial in origin and
has allowed itself to be largely swamped by

commercial advertisement.’’ Myself, I’m
inclined to disagree with the first part of

his statement, as I consider real education
has in it such a small percentage of commer-

cialism as to be negligible; and it certainly

with the Tuxis Old Boys leading for the men,
snd the Commercials for the Girls. Two

communications have been received from
Vancouver and Westminster team, stating
their willingness to come up to Powell River
and meet one or two of our teams, but the
lack of accommodation for spectators makes

it practically impossible to get a ‘‘gate’’
that would in any way cover the expenses of

the visiting teams, and we have therefore
bad to decline these offers.
O—0—O

A few days ago a check for $10.00 was
received by the seeretary from an enthusiastic supporter, as a donation to the Football League. This was greatly appreciated
by the footballers, and the executive, who

think if an example that might be safely

couldn ’t have its beginning in commercialism.

followed by anyone wishing to do so.

knowledge although that is a very important

take down the football nets after the games,
and storing them away in a wet state, does

Education is not the mere acquisition of

part of it. It starts from the early. life at
home and school, and that which is engrafted then stays the longest and becomes the
most ingrained in the eharacter of the eventual product. Commereialism at that period

is practically non est; on the other hand,
i thoroughly agree with the latter part of
ris assertion. It is certainly a fact that the
coming generation is being influenced to an
enormous extent by advertisements. They

seem to be fast approaching the stage at
which they really believe them. If thev ever
do reach it, what will happen?

Above all else: to thine own self be true,

and it must follow, as the day the night,
thou canst not then be false to any man.
—Shakespeare.

It takes time and labor to put up and

not tend to lengthen the life of the net. All
the trouble can be saved if we can prevent
the youngsters from damaging the nets when

left in position. Should any person in passing notice thoughtless children clambering
over or through them, the players and management would appreciate it if they would
speak to them.
Oo-—-0——0

BADMINTON

Badminton players hving in or visiting
this district are cordially invited to a workout at the Gym. Tuesday nights and Saturday afternoons, with the possibility of other
Eerlods more convenient for an odd rubber.
Oo— O0—0O

Silence used to be golden.

diamond of the first water.

Now it is a
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MUSIC IN POWBLL RBIVER

able and energetic business action; and it
is particularly happy in having secured the
services of Mr. W. E. Sorrell: as musical:
director, and Mrs. C. R. Marlatt as accom: |
the leadership of Mr. William Hinton. The panist. Mr. Sorrell has had years of expertfact that Mr. Hinton has kindly consented to ence in the musical direetion of choirs and
take hold of the enterprise augurs well for. choral societies, having the honor of being
the success of Powell River’s latest venture conductor of the Mixed Choir at Alexander
in the direction indicated. Following close- Palace, London, England. Mrs. Marlatt, bely upon the organization of the Powell River sides being thoroughly competent to accomChoral Soeiety, which 1s now well under way pany the finished production, has that tact
and practising steadily, the new society helt and patience so necessary in the earlier stages
Of exceptional interest to all mus:e lovers
7g the recent announcement of the formation
of a eoncert orchestra in Powell River under

its first, try-out a week or so ago, the attendance on that occasion being most gratifying,
no less than twenty-two instrumentalists, including a strong string sectiou, being present.
Mr. Hinton, who is thoroughly versed in his
subject, and is the possessor of several dip-

lomas from the Victoria College of Music,
London, England, has let it be known that

He will brook no laxity in the matter of
attendance and strict attenticn to business

of preparation and practice,
With the Choral Society and the still more

recently formed Powell River Coneert Or-

chestra in full swing we are well on the

way to make our community known in yet
another sphere. Let all those who are interested in good music help both organizationg,
either by active work or attendance at performances.
—_—— 2) 0-0

on practice nights, and we feel sure that

TO A LARGER FIELD OF WORK

with his experience and boundless energy
and enthusiasm, the new Powell River Con.

aS matron of St. Luke’s Hospital here to

cert Orchestra will prove a great success and

a source of pride to the community in general. The organizers deserve the highest
commendation for their efforts to improve
the musical tone of the community and the
benefits which most certainly will accrue to
our young players joining the organization

should prove inestimable. It ‘oes without
saying that the organization has the very
best wishes of us all.
Sr ff ae ff rt

A very laudable desire on the part of the
members of chureh choirs in Powell River has

found expression in the formation of a

Miss Irene Smith has resigned her position

take up the duties as matron of the General .
Hospital at Regina, Sask.
Miss Smith’s departure will be a real loss

to Powell River, not only to the hospital,

where she has proved herself a most efficient
matron and is held in highest regard both by
the staff and those who came under her eap-

able ministration, but by the many friends

that she has made during her residence here.

The fact that Miss Smith has been called
to take charge of the Regina General Hospital containing 300 beds is a practical testi-

mony of ability in her chosen profession,

and our regret at our loss is lessened in the

Choral Society. The interest taken is very
gratifying as shown by the steadily increasing attendance at the practices, which are

contemplation of her promotion. Every

being held on Monday evenings at St. John’s
church guildroom, and by the noticeable im-

Mrs. C. Crane, who for over a year was
connected with the staff of St. Luke’s Hos-

good wish for success goes with her.
o0—o—o

provement in the quality of the work done.
The Society has within its scope secular
as well as sacred production. The first production is to be Stainer’s ‘‘The Crucifixion,’’
which is to be given the week before Easter,
and practices are already under way. Other
productions are also in view.
With Mr. E. Corbet, as president, and Mr.

pital, severed her connection on October 31st

C. E. Easterbrook as vice-president, the So-

and fails to abide by it is travelling the

ciety is fortunate in the assurance of cap-

last and has gone to Victoria to take up
residence.

During her stay Mrs. Crane made

many friends, and endeared herself to the
staff! and to the many patients who came
under her capable care.

fhe man wha gives his word too easily
road to chronic forgetfulness.
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WORKING PARTY CONCERT
The preliminaries to the concert started
early the morning of November llth. The
ladies of the committee for the sale of ponpies were out with the lark and stayed on

Hall, under the auspices of the ladies of

were generously rewarded. A detailed statement of receipts and disbursements will be
published, in our next issue.

date programme with good music and a

duty till dusk. Their praisworthy efforts

The doors of Central Hall were opener
shortly after seven o’clock p.m. and long
before eight practically all the seating ¢capacity had heen taken.
The entertainment was a decided success.

Those taking part gave to their endeavors
a whole-souled attention to detail that com-

bined to make all the acts mirthful anc

amusing, and the songs by the different artists were well rendered and very much ap-

preciated. The music was of a very high
class order. Those who had charge of the
affair are to be complimented on the success
crowning their efforts.

Following is the cast of characters, and

synopsis of seenes:

Working Party

‘Private O'Toole A. RAC

HALLOWE’EN DANCE
‘The Annual Hallowe’en Dance in Central
the Eastern Star Order, was a grand suvcess

in every way. The ladies deserve much
praise for the novel and attractive deecora
tions and the orchestra supplied an up-to-

generous response to the repeated encores.
Lhe Grand Mareh began at 10.30 and gave
the spectators and judges an opportunity to

see to advantage the many splendid costumes, original, comical and character.
Light refreshments were served during the

evening and were duly appreciated by the
thirsty crowd of merrymakers.
The prize. winners were as follows: Mrs.
J. Barr, East Indian Princess; Mrs. J. MeLeod, Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour; Mesdames Russell and Howe, most comic; Mr.

and Mrs. W. Patrick, most original; Joe

Loukes, best home-made costume; Don ‘Wellband, comic.
Lhe ecdmmittee wish to thank all those who

s0 generously gave their time towards making the evening such a complete success.

Private Johnson
Private Maleom

WEDDING BELLS
At St. Andrew’s Church, Vancouver, B.C,
on September.29th last, Miss Isabell Harris
Johnston, of Vancouver, and William Ardley,

Private Bill Sykes...........................Geo. Wilson

of Powell River, B. C., were united in the holy
bonds of matrimony. Lhe bride was attended

Private Baker ..............

Private Chaplin Shaw
Doctor Millar, M.O. Doctor Kellog, M.O. ..
Nurse Burke ..........-

.H. M. MeGregor
....R, Shaw
Mrs. E. M. McLaren

Nurse Linder Mrs, BR. Smith

Nurse Grey M8. BR, Shaw
Act 1—A Dugout in France.
Act 2—On Board a Transport.
Act 3—A Ward in a London Hospital.
Joe Haigh and his orchestra furnished the
musie.

We have a copy of a programme of a concert and dance held in Central Hall, November 10th, 1915, the proceeds of which were
devoted to the Comforts Fund for the Pow-

ell River boys at the Front. Of those taking part there are still remaining in Powell
River Joe lLoukes, the Hatch Brothers,
‘¢George’’ Clapp, Walter Patrick, Bob Banham and Mrs. Courtney Powell, who was
then Miss Haslam.

by her mother and the groom by both of

his parents. The young couple have taken
up residence in Powell River. All good luck
and the best of wishes go with them.

Mae King |

Powel Rivver, B. C., 1925

Ottuwa.
Sur,

“he powel rivver digestur inform me I. O.
U. $1485 per capita det taxashun. 1am dam
giad 2 send u check fur this amount an now

don o. u. wan sent. so dont send me any

more taxashun bills all my life. nother
thing i never orthorise u 2 buy any per

capita fur me, so don buy any more. i am.
1 toteller all my life and don see wy I buy
other felloes drinks. this per capita stuff
mus b dam strong stuff 2 cost so much aint it.

Yours luving brother,
Nels Nelson. _
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GOLF .
Golf playing goes on = continuously anil
with enthusiasm in spite of the heavy rains

and Miss O’Hearn to bring the tour-

which at this time of the year begin to fall
with fine impartiality on the ghips loading

semi-finalists were Macken and Plummer, MeLean and Schuler, Rattenbury and Hide, and

at the docks and the golfers plodding around

the course. Wet weather has been a good
toimg for the links, however; the greens are
continually getting in better condition and
a plentiful crop of new grass Is coming tp

nament to 2 deeision.

In the men’s fourball tournament the four

Kyles and Kyle. The latter team advanced
into the lower half of the finals bracket by
defeating their opponents 5 up and 3 to go
mm the scmt-finals. There they are waiting
to meet Macken and Plummer who, in a hard-

on the fairways. The area around No. 9
green now looks particularly hopeful. The

fought battle defeated MeLean and Sehuler

course as a2 whole has been constantly 1m-

prae ket.

proved; it has also been lengthened by 30

yards, the amount reeently added to the
No. 6 hole.

This makes.the total length just

over 2,000 yards, or about two-thirds the
standard yardage, and brings the course well
out of the miniature élass.
A new form of competition recently staged
—a mixed twoball handicap contest against
par—has worked out very well and aroused

a good deal of interest. The teams entered
were paired against each other and given
three-cighths of their combined handicaps
to apply against the par of individual holes.

The difficulty of this form of match lies in
knowing beforehand just what score has to

be made for a half or a win on each hole;
and the contestants soon found that it was
very hard, even with stroke. allowanees, to
stay even with par.

ihe eontest was won by Miss O’Hearn

and J. Schuler, who finished only one down
to par, their last round being succomplished
in a worthy 38. The seores for the first ten
of the twenty-eight teams follow:
Miss O’Hearn and Schulev...................1 down
ee
Mrs. Sehuler and Lang.......
Mrs. C. Pearson and CGC. Meluean.

Mrs. Donigan and E.
Mrs. Shirley and Kyles 6%

3

a4

Miss MeGillivray and Smith. 007 6!
irs. Andrews and Plummer....................7 A¢
Mrs. Plummer and Hide.......
Sg &6
_§ FF
Mrs. Corbett and Rattenbury

¢and 1 to gain a position in the final

Course records have not remained unmolested during the past month. On October
o4th the most brilliant round ever made for
the nine holes was seored by J. A. Kyles,
whose card showed 2, 4, 4, 5, 3, 3, 4, 3, 2—30.

Starting and finishing with a pair of birdie
4's which are always very difficult to get, he

negotiated every other hole in par except
the third, on which he took one over. The
score of one under par for the nine is an
extremely creditable one, especially when
one considers that two of the par 3’s are long

uphill holes in which it is virtually impossible to get on the green with the tee-shot.
Lhe difficulty of the par for our course is
apparent from the fact that the drives get
practically no run after the carry and that
a succession of par 3 holes leaves little possi-

bility of recovering from an error. Al-

though it is dangerous to predict anything in
golf, it would be almost safe to assume that
this score will not be broken as long as our
present arrangement of nine holes is in use.
A very fine 18-hole score for the course was
made on October 27th by the professional—

a 68 made up of a 33 and 35. This is a

creditable seore, but it would be no great
surprise if he were himself to get below this
at any time.
Ihe new 180 yard sixth hole has proved to

be a very interesting shot, calling for an

iron or jigger, although some of the heavier
hitters sometimes get home with a powerful
mashie. When properly trapped later on the

Mrs. Marlatt and MelLeod.................9 ¢6
The women’s handicap foursume tournament 1s getting close to the finish. ‘the four
teams in the semi-finals were: Miss Brett and
Mrs. Ritchie, Mrs. Shirley and Mrs. Peacock,
Miss Sparling and Miss Stewart and Mrs.

‘two was scored with noteworthy precision by
Frank Pumphrey while playing a tournament

Miss Brett and Mrs. Ritchie will mect Mrs.

the ninth hole in a six-sided syndicate affair

Schuler and Miss In the § finals

hole will be a very sporty one. The first
mateh.

ihe reward for the most useful exploit of
the month went to R. Bell-Irving. Playing
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te over-drove the green and found his ball
lodged. almost at the fence.

While his oppon-

ents were speculating as to whose 3 would
take the money, he played a perfeet mashieniblick pitch high up through the branches
of two young fir trees. The shot was a daring one, as it did not touch the sloping bank

at all, but landed squarely on the green.

After a couple of sprightly hops, 1t rolled to
the cup and sank for a 2. This brilliant feat
took all the money, together with the extra
bonus for a birdie. Jt js safe to say that a
hole has never been won with a neater drive
and pitch,
According to latest despatches, the Pulitzer

game had no comparison with the one following, when the Elks and Knights of Pythlas clashed.

This proved a ding dong battle,
each goal being attacked in turn, giving the
spectators, who had hitherto found little to
enthuse over, apart from encouraging’ the

Indians to a forlorn retaliation, something

to watch.
The’ following week was declared vacant,
owing to unforeseen exigencies, a so-called

exhibition gume, which did not all appeal to
the popular faney, being staged. The K. P.’s
und Indians next met, and the latter having
beaten the Elks, who in turn vanquished the

Knights, it seemed that a victory for the

prize for diplomacy goes to M. Smith (not

Indians might be antietpated. The opposite
however was the result, as the K. P.’s after
an enjoyable gume took their visitors into

marked, ‘‘I couldn’t vet a decent vame for

camp by 3-1, but the gume was at least

the one of Prestwick fame), who, when
asking two young ladies to play golf, rethis afternoon, anyway.’

‘CAnd then, my dear, she wrote me the

most insulting letter and I admit I was
going to say something pretty nasty, but Il
remembered that I was a lady, so IL just
wrote, ‘You go to hell,’ dignified-like, at the

kottom of her Ictter, and sent it back to

her.
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FOOTBALI,

even, and the possibility always prevalent
that something might happen. The game
followimg again proved absolutely devoid of
spectacular interest, the St. Andrew’s proving their unquestionable superiority by holding the Elks pointless, whilst they «amassed

six goals, and it must be eonfessed they
might have increased this total.

A resume of the situation to date, then,
tends to show that the Elks, Indians and
K. P.’s are proportionately equal in strength,

Being requested to contribute a few inpressions concerning football, which forms
the centre of attraction each Sunday after-

each having gained similar successes, whereas

noon, buf for some reason is not proving the
success anticipated, I will endeavor to com-

mains, public interest and appreciation can-

ply. To the easual observer the reason for
this lack of suceess is obvious, and unless a
change of tactics is quickly established this

success will be long in materialising. The

opening game, Elks vs. Indians, developed,
2s openers invariably do, a scrappy undefined

scramble, with flashes of individuality rather
than combination; but on the whole interesting and entertaining, with the result apropos

of the play. The following week found the
St. Andrew’s in action, and prelimimary reports as to the strong and capable aggregation they had ecolleeted were not belied in

their initial display, when the Indians were
severely defeated by a lurge score. There
was little comparison between the teams; at
times, indeed, so great was the disparity, it
appeared as if there were no opposition.
irom a spectacular standpoint, however, the

the St. Andrew’s are immeasurably superior

to all three. As long ag this situation re-

not be maintained, as spectators wil not
trouble to witness a match, the result of
which is a foregone conelusion. The absenee
of spectators means the absence of support,

and the decrease of subseription, which the
management of the League are already he-

ginning to loudly lament. Why not endeavor to stimulate popular imterest by providing competitive teams of a more or less equal

calibre, so that the spectators, the majority
of whom are rabid ‘‘soeeer’’? fans if delectable fare be served, will have something to

justify their attendance, and the result be
in anticipation until the final whistle?
None object to the St. Andrew’s having 2
strong and capable representation, all credit
to the management for the foresight in ob-

taining such; but many do object, and
rightly, to the eommon knowledge that
several others, all of whom are players of
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more than average ability, are retained on
the reserve list by this club, and, being unable thus far to obtain a regular position on

POWELL RIVER LAWN BOWLING CLUB
The annual presentation of prizes and

the team—a state which will continue as long
as the present superiority remains so marked

the Central Hall on November 10th, when

presenee would be a decided acquisition to
the weaker clubs, in whose ranks are players

miration from all and sundry, and many were
the congratulations bestowed upon the fortunate recipients. Many also were the reso-

—are relegated to the role of spectator,
despite the fact that they are anxious to
participate in their favorite sport. Their
of acknowledged ability, but who are rap-

idly bowing before the claims of Anno

smoker of the above named elub was held in

upwards of 90 members and visitors attend-

ed. The various prizes, which had _ been
displayed in the store wiudow during the
past week had evoked expressions of ad-

lutions taken by those outside the scleet

lt is understood on good authority that

cirele that next season would tell a different
story, and they themselves would be central
figures upon this auspicious occasion, The
prizes certainly deserved whatever culogy

this phrase of the situation 1s not unknown
to the St. Andrew’s management, who retuliate that they must have reserves should

munity; and the wives of the recipients

Domini, and who doubtless would not be unwilling to make way for younger exponents,
if these were forthcoming.

cecasion require. That is perfectly true,
but there is no reason, especialy in a town
such as this, where both scope and talent
are limited, why these reserves should 1inelude many first-class players whose services

olsewhere would be invaluable. Surely with
their marked superiority so evident, and so

destructive a poliey, a little magnanimity
on the part of the management would not
appear unreasonable, as reserves could al-

ways be obtained from inferior quality
upon the few occasions they may be neces-

sary, and the talent, at present obliterated
through force of circumstances, released for
regular service elsewhere.

Until this is done the League cannot expect increased support from the public, despite their pruning efforts, and the St. Andrew’s will be left with the emptv glory of
retaining the cup in the absence of oppostion.

The average pubhe will support soecer,

«¢ evidenced all the world over, and in this
community, judging by the handsome dona-

tion forwarded to the League from a sip-

porter a short time ago; but they will neither
witness nor support the present fare being

served for their benefit. Soecer will undoubtedly boom in Powell River as in the
past, providing it is properly organized, but
to the present the powers that be have not
shown themselves econversant with the situa-

tion, and the sooner they realize this the
better for themselves and for the future of

the ‘‘king of winter pastimes’’ in Powell
River.

had been bestowed upon them, a finer display
scldom having been witnessed In this ecom-

will possibly aeknowledge that subsequent
compensation affords recompense for the
periods of desertion suffered during the time

luwh bowling was in full swing.

Mr. J. Faleoner, who presided, briefly

reviewed the year’s workings, of what had

undoubtedly been the most successful season
yet experteneed by the club, his remarks, re-

niniscenees and prophetic utterances being
heard with snatisfaetion. Wluilst not in the

prize list himself, he congratulated and
envied those who were, and trusted they
would do as well in the future, though they
would undoubtedly encounter the sternest
opposition.

The reeeption of the toast of the

evening— ‘Our President’’—moved by Mr.
J. Loukes, left no doubt as to the cordial
feelings entertained by the membership towards their president.
In the main event, Dr. A. ELenderson presented the championship cup, donated by him-

self, together with the club bowls and suit,
donated by Messrs. Coppley, Noyes & Randall, of Ilamilton, Ont., all solemnly handed
over to the strains of ‘‘Solomon Levtu’’ from
the orchestra, to Mr. Geo. Paterson, who
proved in happy vein as a raconteur In retaliation, Jughly amusing his audicnee’ by
his reeapitulations of the much maligned
residents hailing from north of the Twecd.
The other presentations for the prineipal
events were as follows:
Lang Cup (Rinks), by Mr. J. T. MeLeod in
the absenee of Mr. N. R. Lang, to Ralph
Moore’s rink.
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whilst the numerous other presentations were
made by various members called upon at ran-

dom by the chairman, mdst of whom were
totally unprepared, the impromptu specehes
and replies being the oceasion of much merrimeut. Refreshments were served = = about
midway, after which the programme was re-

sumed, terminating at a late hour to the

singing of ‘‘Auld Lang Syne.’’ Voeal selections during the evening were contributed
by Messrs. Beecroft, W. Smith, Wardhough
and others, this section having to be sadly
eurtailed owing to the extreme length of the
pProgyrammc.

The orchestra under Joe Haigh greatly enhanced the harmony; their musical quips at
appropriate moments caused much amuse-

ment, and are worthy of special mention.
Ralph Moore, for example, advanced at the

head of his noviee rink to the strains of

ure the boys of the old brigade,’’

whilst ‘Poor Old Joe’’? greeted Joe Loukes’

advent to reeeive ai third prize. ‘fWhere
Did You Get that Hat?’’ was deeidedly m
keeping with the Hat Competition, Bob
Southcott responding that he was) darned

if he knew, or even how he got it, but he
had got it. The best of all, however, wus

when Charhe Lill, rising to respond on behalf of the Mill Carpenters, the winners of

the League Shield, was greeted hy

the vibrant crashing chords of Me the

. Old, Old Story. ’’ Chariie did.

It was a great night.

It was deeidedly interesting to read in the

last issue the tidings of the retirement of

two of Grent Britain’s foremost feminine
golfers, and the reason thereof. There are
some, however, who are not averse to the
opinion that such retirement was of the same

type as Patti’s manifold farewells, and with
Brooks Cup (Doubles), by Mr. J. R. MeIntyre to G. Russell.
MeMaster Cup (Noviee Singles), by Mr.
W. L. Parkin, deputizing in the absence
of Mr. A. KE. MeMaster, to Thos. Cox.
Department Shield, donated by Mr. MeMaster, by J, Faleoner, to the Mill Carpenters, skipped by C. Hill.

Mr. J. R. McIntyre presented the handsome gift donated by himself to H. Young,

the same objcetive.
Possibly, however, had these worthy goifers suspected that the reasons of their retirement would be construed into the substanee
of an attack on the bowling, golfing and hunt-

ing fraternity of Powell River, they would
have delayed such retirement until a more

convenicnt season, but perhaps they would
not, like ourselves, have followed the writer

of Comments’’ to the same conclusion.
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The golfers and .hunters are doubtless un-

disturbed over -the writer’s reminiscences,
but to the bowlers it is distinctly unpalatable
to have their favorite sport classified as a
hability for invoking further appointments

round the townsite, observing the number of

bowlers who curtail their hours of sleep to

attend domestic duties before going to work,
that the evenings may be free for the luxury
of their chosen recreation, would convince
and investigations for Lunacy Commissioners, the writer of ‘‘Passing Comments’’ that his
and they unanimously feel that, before com- suggestions were both unmerited and unwar-

mitting himself, the writer should at least

ranted.

have sought speaking acquaintance with the

DIFFERENCES OF OPINION
Mark Twain, humorist, philosopher an4

facts.

For example, it should be well known that

the Match Committee has no jurisdiction
over the various competitions, whether mul-

tiplicity or divisibility, beyond seeing they

wisest of sages, once gave utterance to the

epigram, ‘‘It’s difference of opinion that

makes horse races.’?

are properly conducted, this being the sole
prerogative of the membership at large at
the general meeting. Furthermore, the va-

This is a fact which most of us fail to
appreciate but which gives all the zest to
life. If we all agreed as to which was the

rious matches, except on very rare occasions,

best horse, or football team, or political party
or club, there would be no contest, no debate,
no interest, no newspapers.

did not congest the greens at all, and it was
seldom that ordinary players could not obtain

a game if desired. Owing to the condition
of the green during the major portion of the
season, there were some rinks better than
others, and some members did prefer sitting
round, soliloquizing and _ ceritizing, rather
than making the best of a bad job and playing these rinks, but the rinks were there for

use if required, and night after night were
untenanted, a fact with which the writer of

the article in question was possibly not

familiar.
All competitions were voluntary, no member being in the least compelled to neglect
domestic duties to partake thereof against
desire, and at the worst, competitions would
only oceupy their attention during the minor
portion of the week. That so many did participate in the entire series speaks volumes
ror the popularity of the game, and the in-

terest of the membership therein. The
winner of one of the most valuable of the
prizes attended the green but seldom, and

yet played the entire series.
Love of the game, therefore, rather than
competition, appears responsible for members

appearing too consistently, but it is an injustice to suggest that household duties are

neglected through this cause. As proof of
this, reference might be made to the annual
garden competition conducted by the Company, where it will be readily noted that by
far the greater portion of the prize winners,
during the last two years at least, were lawn

bowlers. If addicted to early rising, a walk

But all of us can readily see that life

would be a deadly bore were it not for the
people who think, see, speak and act differently from the way we ourselves think, se2,

speak and act, even if they do at times

cause us a great deal of mental and physical
distress.

Opposition begets strength.
Discussion provokes thought.
Contest increases skill.
You owe much to the man who difters with
you and thus makes you study yourself and
, your weakness, thereby developing strength,
confidence and courage, eradicating errors,
correcting viewpoints,
It’s difference of opinion that makes horse
racing, baseball, politics and business interesting and full of romance and fascination.

Opportunities look for you when you are
worth finding.
~
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Water on the brain is seldom due to a
thirst for knowledge.
‘‘Dad’’ Watson was reminescing the other
day about hig youthful adventures. Ho was

telling the boys about the time he had

opened up a store at the corner of two busy

streets in a boom town. One of the boys
made the following remark: ‘‘I suppose
they asked you a lot for the rent.’’
‘¢Yes,’’ answered ‘‘Dad,’’ with a twinkle
in his eye, ‘‘about every other day.’’
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Grade: § A.—1, Gwendoline Longstaffe; 2,

Milly' Orask; 8, Betty McCulloch and Billy
Farnden, equal.

Grade 8 B.—1,: George Samsin; 2, Ethel

Donnenworth; 8, Jack Farnden; 4, John
Hind.

Grade, 7 A.—I1, Ada Russell; 2, Kathleen
Marshall; 3, Rachel Hamilton; 4, Helen Donnenworth.

ST. PAUL’S CHURCH W. A. BAZAAR
A very successful bazaar was held by the

St. Paul’s Church Women’s Auxiliary, :n

Central Hall, Thursday, November 12th.
The different stalls and booths were presided over as follows:

Faney Work: Mrs. Goddard, Mrs. Booth
and Mrs. Barclay.
Plain sewing: Mrs. Graham, Mrs. Hall and
Mrs. Phillip.
a

Grade 7 B.—1, Percy Sandwell; 2, Billy
Mains; 3, Harry Willis; 4, Stanley Johnsen.
Grade 6 A.—Il1, Frank Carney; 2, Hugo

Haigh; 3, Ronald Marshall; 4, Alee MeGregor.

Grade 6 B.—1, Alice Longstaffe; 2, Bessie
Mallett; 3, Irene MeGeachy; 4, Bert Smythe.

Grade 5A*—1, Florente Atkinson; 2,

Helen Toso; 3, Edna Wing; 4, Zelma Clayton.

Grade ’A*—1, Violet Lane; 2, Madeleine
Yipp; 3, Albert Casey; 4, Harriette Kelly.
Grade 5B.—1, Andrew Morris; 2, Annie
Vanichuk; 3, Winona Haigh; 4, Mary Marlatt.
Grade 4A.—1 Victor Poole; 2, Lueille
Donnenworth; 3, Elizabeth Hind; 4, Elsie
Gill.

Grade 45B.—1, Philip Innes; 2, Dorothea
Hyatt; 3, David Milne; 4, Flora Gribble.
Grade 3 A.—1, Jerry Shirley; 2, Ugo Bressonutti; 3, Norman Mains and Lloyd Bolton,
equal.

Grade 3 B*—1, Hilda Howe; 2, Bernice
Casey; 3, Annie Gowdyk and Kathlen Taylor, equal.
Grade 3 B*—1, Marguerite Haigh; 2,
Frank McDonald; 3, Norwood Forte; 4,
Louise Long.
Grade 2 A*—1, Jack Rattenbury; 2, Jessie
Carruthers and Bertie Richardson, equal; 4,
Roy Jacobs.

Grade 2 A*—1, Norma Murch; 2, Eunice
Bolton; 3, John Storey; 4, Irene Johnston.
Grade 2B*—1, Edward Riley; 2, Maurice

Baron; 3, John McDonald; 4, Walter Par-

Candy: Mrs. S. Plummer, Mrs.

Gibson

Pearson, Mrs. Barr and Mrs. Donigan.

Flowers: Mrs Halpin.
Dolls: Mrs. Law, Mrs. E. Hammerton and
Miss Brett.
Doll. guessing competition: Mrs. R. Foote.
Home cooking:: Mrs. A. Henderson, Mrs.

Bichard and Mrs. A. Clapp.
Cake guessing contest: Mrs. Donkersicy
and Mrs. Tom Ogburn.
Cup reading: Mrs. J. N. Mcleod.
Fortune telling: Mrs. Wilson.
Music: Mrs. Howe.
Dipping well: Mrs. Milnes and Misses
Graham and Osborne.

Afternoon tea: Served by Mrs. N. J.
Thompson, Mrs. Douglas Wright and Mrs.
A. E. Watson.
The ladies wish to thank all those who so
kindly helped, in any way, in making the affair such a success,
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Mr. John Norman McLeod, manager of the
Avenue Lodge, was recently approached by
a man who wanted a room very badly. Mr.

McLeod explained that his rooms were all
taken, but that he would take the name and
give him a call as soon as opportunity presented itself.

‘*Oh,’’ said the petitioner, ‘‘ you will have
(Oo give me a room. You see my name is
A{eLeod.?’

John gave him a solemn look and said,
‘‘My friend, that can hardly be taken as a
yecommendation.’’
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Grade 1A.—1, Ernest Gribble; 2, Edward
Tooker; 3,.F. Gowdyk; 4, Bryant Denton.
Grade 1B.—1, Jackie Furness; 2, Gladys
Haigh; 3, Jean Heft; 4, Vera Watson.
* Classes divided.

Son: ‘Father, what is a Sabbath day’s
journey ?’’

Father: ‘‘I’m afraid, my son, nowadays
in many cases it means twice around the golf
course.’ ’
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ST. JOHN’S UNION CHURCH
In this month of November we have observed the seventh anniversary of the Armistice, and the question has arisen, once again,

in most of our minds: HOW CAN WE END

WAR? It is a vital question, for war has
become a thing entirely different from what

it has ever been before. Mr. Thomas Edison

said recently: ‘‘There exists no means of
preventing a flotilla of aeroplanes from flying over London tomorrow, and spreading a

gas that would poison its millions in three
nours.’’ The experts declare that should
‘nother war come, the desolation would be
tenfold the desolation caused by the ast
war. In this scientific age there is nothing

worse than war. If there is, what ig it?
Ihe question must be answered because it is,

literally, a question of life and death. IF
CIVILIZATION DOES NOT END WAR,
WAR WILL END CIVILIZATION.
We cannot end war by merely hating it

and calling it hard names. We all do that.
Millions do that. But what good is accom}:
lished? We cannot end war by appealing to
fear. That has been tried many times. They
used to tell us that science would make the

instruments of war so terrible that men
would refuse to fight. That is not so. We
cannot end war by appealing to prudence.
Norman Angell did that in several excellent
books. He proved that in a great European
war all the nations would be losers. What
he said was true but it did not prevent the
We cannot end war by passing resolutions.

If resolutions could end war it would: have

been ended long ago Nothing is much
easier than passing resolutions.

Strange to say we cannot put an end to
war by prayer. Tennyson was right: ‘‘There
are more things wrovght by prayer than this

world dreams of’’ .

but there are

many things which prayer cannot accomplish,

For instance, it will not raise potatoes, To

raise potatoes a man must work. It will

not keep a man who steps over the edge of

a precipice from being hurt. We are living
in & universe governed by law, and those
laws cannot be suspended or bent by prayer.

It is foolish to pray in one way and act in
another way. _
There is no way to abolish war except by
long continued and arduous work. And this

work can only be done in the spirit of goodwill.

The ladies of the church extend a cordial
invitation to any of the meetings held under
their auspices. For the benefit of newcomers
may we say the Ladies’ Aid Society meets
in the Guild Room of the church on the first
Thursday of each month. And the Women’s

Missionary Society in the same place on

second and fourth Wednesdays

The first conference in British Columb:
of the United Chureh of Canada met in
Wesley Church, Vancouver, on October 2l1st

and continued until November 5th. All the

work of the echurch both at home and abroad

was under review. A special campaign has
been inaugurated to raise a fund of $4,000,000—the estimated budget to meet our responsibilities until March 31st, 1926. B. C.’s
quota is $175,000, which has been allocated
to Presbyterics and congregations. Powell
River’s share is $300. Victory must crown

our efforts just now for the sake of the
whole world.
Recognize God

Pity the man who says he has only himself

to thank for the good things he enjoys!

fie has health—yes, because he has taken
care of himself. He has a home—yes, because he saved his money and bought it.
He has bread—yés, because he earned it:
He needs to learn that:

‘*Back of the loaf is the snowy flour;
And baek of the flour the mill:
And back of the mill is the wheat and the
shower,

And the sun, and the Father’s will.’
m= (} ——— () -——_ ()-—_—_—_—_-_———_

Beauty exists everywhere for those who
have eyes to see. The finest is not always
on the surface, ag those who have mingled
with men and women well know. We lose
much by not cultivating an eyesight and an
understanding for the beauty that lies below
the surface of many people-and many things.

The best thing to do is to pay no attention
to what you have heard about your neighbor.

He may have been hearing the same thing
about you.
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THE GARDEN IN DECEMBER
I cannot leave the subject of fruit without
suggesting that you plant a grapevine in a
sunny spot in your garden, against a wall of
the house or trailing over the porch. A well

cared for vine will yield from 20 to 30
pounds of fruit. Some good varieties are:
Island Belle, Rogers, Niagara and Campbell’s
Karly.

Also against a sunny wall peaches and
apricots would do well. Two good varieties
of apricots are Blenheim and Moorpark;
peaches, Crawford’s Early and Elbert’s.

A garden is not really complete withort
some nuts, and they are the safest thing to

crop that you could grow. Barcelona and
DuChilly are good filberts. Of walnuts there
are Japanese, soft-shelled Engiish, or the
French Franquette to choose from.

It is now the time of year to think of
making a hot bed. In it you can grow a
great deal of produce in a very small space.
It is a device to make heat and keep-it, and

still admit sunlight, which it does through
the sash covering. A good start and rapid

six inches of sandy black loam and bank up
the outside with manure.—E. C. Eddington.
O-~-0-——O0

BE CAREFUL
Tenants of houses with basements wherein
clean-outs for chimneys exist, should be care-

ful to keep all rubbish and firewood away
from this point, as a hot chimney fire might
easily ignite surrounding inflammable material.

7
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Houstholders are advised that should the

electric fuses in the house burn out, they

must notify the Townsite Department to have
them replaced.
Despite numerous warnings regarding this

matter, we find that tenants are still bridging fuses and would advise that this 1s not
only contrary to the regulations laid down
in our house lease, but is also contrary to
the Electrical Code, and proceedings may
have to be taken against those tenants who
infringe this code.
——-—- (1) —_ 0 —__-

growth are necessary for both quantity and
Guality in vegetables, and the hot bed has

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
It should be noted that the privilege of
cutting firewood has been granted to the

as cabbage, cauliflower, tomato, squash and
celery. The former may be grown from now

mission from the City Transfer, and should
such permit be granted by the latter company, stumpage must be paid on all such

two uses. It can furnish a supply of such
early vegetables as lettuce, radishes and
onions, and will give a start to such plants

till the end of March, when the latter group
will be sown and transplanted into the open
in the middle of May.
The hot bed should be p'aced In a warm
sunny spot with its back to a wall. A convenient size is four feet from front to back,
six feet long, two feet high at the front and

two and one half feet high at the back.
This will allow for a foot of manure, from
four to six inches of soil, leaving six inches

of open height at the front and _ twelve

inches at the back for the plants. The manure should be fresh horse manure mixed with

litter. It shorld be fermented in a heap

before being put in the hot bed, and well
trampled in. It will probably take a week
to lower the temperature sufficiently to be
safe for planting. Test with a thermometer.
It will probably go up to 120 deg. F., but
should not be planted till it is back to 90 or
G5 degrees. When it is right put in five or

City Transfer Company. No firewood may be
eut and removed from D.L. 450 without per-

wood cut before same is removed.

POWELL RIVER COMPANY LIMITED.
Powell River, B. C.
October 23rd, 1920.
O0—0-——0--——-———-—-—-—-

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

It should be noted that no house boats
used for habitation permanently or temporarily may be moored within the area of
Powell River between the dam and the
mouth of the river at the shingle mill.
POWELL RIVER COMPANY LIMITED.
October 15th, 1920.
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If when people were charged with their
faults they were credited with their virtues
there would be more good neighbors in the
world.

Among the books with unhappy endings
are cheque books.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
ACCIDENT RECORD

POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEES’ sICK
BENEFIT SOCIETY
Statement as at September 30, 1925

the following table shows the number of

disabling accidents oceurring in the Mill

during September and October, and the days
lost in each department. It should be noted
that the ‘‘ Days lost’’ are computed from the
doetor’s estimate.
September Oct.

Log Pond ee OG
Wood Room
(srinders

lL 4 9 37

Sulphite Dept.

ASsets—.
Hospital equipment ..........

$10,882.31

Current Assets:

Cash in bank ......

$ 7,027.93

Accts, deceivable .
15,299.86
Supplies on hand...
1,135.67
Petty cash
10.00
23,4(3.46
Deferred Charges:
Kent paid in advance....$ 300.00
Ins. premiums unexpired
201.18
501.18

Sereen Room

Beater Room
Machine. Rooms ....................

Finishing Room, Core
Room and Rewinders ........ 1 13 1 7
Wharf and Paper Storage
and Scows ..........................

2

Steam Plant and Boiler

Lia bilities—
Accounts payable ................$

296.66

Reserve for depreciation.. 6,197.58
Bad debts reserve ............. 1,600.00

$34,856.95

HOSPITAL OPERATING, SEPT. 30, 1925

iIncome—

House

Generator Room and Elec-

Other income
Other
trea sPital
........................
fees....§ 1,467.20
i|

trical Department ............

‘Lownsite

Loss for September ........

Planing Mill, Libr. Yard

3,317.28
130.72

$ 3,448.00

Kx pense—

and Carpenters’ Shop......
Machine Shop, Blacksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop and
Foundry
Miscellaneous (Yard Crew,

salaries
peratine expenses
pens

> 3,448.00

SICK. BENEFIT FUND, SEPT. 30, 1925

Mill Store, Dept. Store,

Income—

Icehouse, Avenue Lodge,

Hmplovyees’ Fees

CTC.) 8 13

ee

Grant from Powell
_Co., Ltd. 2.22.22.

Totals

48 7 64
Minor accidents, such as slight cuts, abrasions, burns, etc., have not been tabulated.
Srnec fnew fm)

EFFICIENCY OF PAPER MACHINES

No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4

Highest per cent..... 97.6
Lowest per cent..... 91.4

$34,856.95

98.2 100.0 100.0
KO 3

G4 9

Benefits paid

..§ 978.12

er

489.81

$ 1,467.93

279.90

Gain for September ...... .1,188.03

$ 1,467.93

Patients in hosp. ag at August 31
Admitted during September....
Discharged during September
Remaining at September 30...
Benefits paid to 12 members in September.

O5 2

VITAL STATISTICS

Average per cent..... 95.4 945 988 98.1

Sept. 25—Mrs. G. Templeton, girl.

HOURS AND TONNAGE LOST, OCT., 1925
Hrs. Lost Av. Dy. Lost Tge. Av. Dy

23.00 0.82 54.19 996
. 21.25 0.76 50.07 1.79
6.25 0.22 18.52 0.66
18.00 0.64 53.33 1.90

Leen (1) -—_ 0 —-

PAPER PRODUCTION, OCTOBER, 1925
No. 1
No. 2?
No. 3
No. 4

1,285.11 1,539.36 1,981.25 1,927.24
WEATHER REPORT FOR OCTOBER

Averade Min. COMP. 44,3°

Average max. temp 55.4°

Rainfall for month
1.934”
Rainfall from Jan. lst to Nov. 18th... 23.087”

Antonio Vicelli, girl.

Oct.

Oct. 11—Mrs. E. C. Lee, girl.
Oct. 14—Mrs. J. R. Hall, girl.
Oct. 30—Mrs. S. Wilshire, girl.
Oct.

Nov.

J. Elly, girl.
Raymond Bradford, gir).

Nov. 13—Mrs. C. MeLean, girl.

We are in receipt of a very attractive
quarterly magazine issued by Lister & Company, silk manufacturers, Manningham Mills,

Bradford, Eng. It is printed on excellent

stock and the make-up is a credit to the pubThe reading matter covers a variety
of subjects, including business, social items
Iishers.

and sport, with humor interlarded.
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“MANY HAPPY RETURNS”
To the following employees on this the month of their birth anniversary:
W. Clarke

Ld

GA. H. Booth’

16

A. Culos

17

W. V. Wightman
FC. Parnell

Gatto

MeN. Brown
E. O. Hamerton
Hardy
A. McLean
Hasterprook

J. Jack
W. Rawson .

Coverdale
. Dominici
L. Hastings
Perey Sandwell

Steve Sarak
18

G. Courte
Horace Osborne

19

G Montavani

20

OQ. Laine

21

D. MeGillivray
BK. L. Deller
JI. Gibson

J. Thayehuk
Ww. Benjamin

A. Bidin

o3

A. Schoenaman
BE W. Serle

GF. Henderson

B. Pickles
Toigo
Bolton
Graham

Parnell

K. MeDonald
J, Bichard

C. W. Day

. Mulvena

G, Sweeney

P. Christofoli

OF

Ethel I. Smith
H.W. Wright
E, Pestridge
A. J. Powell

26

o']

Artico

M. Zorchestin

P. Malnik

W. L. Parkin
S.

W. E. MeGillivray
(>.

Walzer

Phyllis Hall
Luca Tisiotto
C, Harry Carruthers

Ae!

Young

V. BE. Beaubien

H. G. Hatch
R. Tacey
CC. W. Hall
Joseph Loukes

At Thought for Armistice Day
There’s but one gift that all our dead desire,

One gift that men ean give, and that’s a
dream,

Unless we, too, ean burn with that same fire
Of sacrifice; die to the things that seem.

Die to the little hatreds; die to greed;
Die to the old ignoble selves we knew;
Die to the base eontempts of sect and creed,
And rise again, Hhke those with souls as
true.

Nay (since these died before their task was
finished )

Attempt new heights, bring even their
dreams to birth,
Build us that better world, oh, not dimmished
By one true splendor that they planned on
earth.

And that’s not done by sword or tongue or
pen.

There’s but one way.

God makes us better

men.

—Alfred Noyes.

North Share@i@Press Limited

POWLIE
DIVED
DIGLOIFD

DECEMBER 19954

AMlessage
Che Barwell River Company

Limited, extends to all its
employees and Eriends the
hexrtiest Grertings fora Merry

Christmas and for the best of

everything in the Wew ear
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SOME PHASES OF PAPER MAKING

distinguish the varieties. Spruce wood is
usually quite white compared to the others

Not all woods lend themselves readily to

the manufacture of pulp. While a _ large
rumber of varieties are reducible by one
process or another, yet there are many of

these which are too scarce or which are of
greater value for other purposes, and many
' for which the cost of conversion would be
prohibitive. Thus the kinds of trees which

can be used for the making of pulp on a
commercial scale are naturally narrowed
down, to those which are most plentiful and

._ of proper size; and the choice is further
limited by the cost of conversion and the
quantity and. quality of pulp produced.

Trees in general are divided into two
main groups—namely, resinous or coniferous,

and non-resinous or broad leaved trees. To
the former group belong the spruce, hemlock,

fir and pine; to the latter, birch, poplar and
maple. Most pulp is made from trees of the
coniferous variety (which are also known as

the soft woods) as they oecur in large
stands and are most easily adapted to the

pulping process. In the manufacture of
newsprint these soft woods are practically

the only ones used. In British Columbia the
_ supply is chiefly Sitka and Englemann spruce,

western hemlock, amabilis ‘fir (frequently
called larch) and, to a very small extent,

cottonwood. This latter timber is of the
non-resinous group. The noted Sitka spruce
(of which the No. 1 grade is well known as
& source of air-plane lumber) comes chiefly
from the Queen Charlotte Islands; the other
woods are found almost anywhere along the
coast. T'o most people the coniferous vari-

eties of trees look very much alike, yet in
the forest many distinguishing features—
such as leaves, cones and bark—can be
found. When cut down and rafted to the
mill, the logs are more diffieult to differentiate and in this condition the bark is the
best means of identification. That of spruce

is thin and scale ilke, whereas the hemlock
bark is coarse and furrowed, showing &@ pro-

nounced red color next to the wood. Amabilis fir (larch) has a hard, thin, smoothsurfaced bark very similar to that of com‘mon alder.. When logs are sawed into lum-

ber’ it’ becomes even more difficult to

and is light and fibrous. Hemlock has a
reddish tone and is quite heavy; amabilis
fir is somewhat similar to spruce, but has a
slightly yellowish color.
Pulpwood is delivered to the mill site in

seveyal different forms. On the Paeific

Coast, where the majority of the logs are of
a fairly large diameter, the prevailing custom is rafting—in flat booms for the shorter
tows and in large wired cribs for the longer
hauls from the Queen Charlotte Islands.

‘Lhe

more familiar flat booms are to be seen
everywhere along the coast. In some cases
the logs are cut and split in the woods into

cordwood of the required size; but this
method is more common in the eastern -prov-

inces, where the trees are of smaller diam-

eter. There it is the custom to bring the
wood down the rivers in log drives at times
of high water.
For the groundwood mill of a newsprint
plant the wood has to be cut into bolts ap7

proximately 8-1n. x 8-in. in size and in

lengths corresponding to the width of the»
pulp stones used. Sizes vary with different
mills, the length used at Powell River being
d2-iIn. The sulphite department requires its
wood reduced to chips approximately %-in.
in length, 5-in. in width and <-in. in thickness. Local conditions and operating practice make slight changes in these sizes. Both
sulphite and groundwood departments require
wood which ig as free from bark as possible;

otherwise the making of clean pulp is very

difficult. Bark entering the process with
the wood cannot be bleached out, nor can it

be made into pulp fibre. Consequently an
attempt is made to remove all bark from the
wood before it is sent through the process, as”
this is much easier and cheaper: than screen-

ing it from the pulp later.

The first progesg in a newsprint mill natu-

rally depends on the ‘manner and form in
which the wood arrives. Here on the Pacifie

Coast the initial department is usually the
sawmill, or, in cases where small logs are
received, the slasher mill. If the wood is
received in the form of bolts, however, it
can go directly to barking and _ chipping
rooms. .In a mill such as ours where large
logs (that is,. all over 12-in.. in diameter)

4
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are delivered, the first process is to cut them
into square timber by sawing slabs from the

Circumference; the square thus formed is

then cut into cants .about S8-in. in thickness.
These are next sent end first, on their sides,
through an edger, which is a. macnine ¢containing several circular saws set on a common

shaft.: The strips from the edger are next
sent sideways through a long row of cireular saws mounted on @q_ shaft. This
set of saws, known as the slasher, cuts the
cants into blocks of the desired length. ‘The

bolts from the squared portion of the log,
being naturally free from bark, are ready to

work than the drum type, thelr use is slow
and expensive and they naturally shave off
much valuable wood with the bari. Bocnuse
of quicker action and large capacity, drum
barkers are usually preferred in the newsprint mill. They have their disadvantages,
however, for the tumbling action brooms the

ends and splinters the edges of the bolts.

In some millg where an extremely clean grade

of pulp is required, the knots are bored out
of the wood for the reason that bark sometimes grows around these knots, which in

themselves cause trouble in the groundwood
mill, It is also sometimes necessary to chop

be made into groundwood or reduced to’ the resin ducts from the wood with an axe,
chips for the sulphite department. Those though both these practices are quite excepfrom the outside of the log, however, have
to be cleaned by a barking process before
being made into pulp. In mills designed to

tional, being distinetly costly.

handle timber under 12-in. diameter, the logs

the cooking acid to attack and dissolve the
encrusting material around the fibres and
so allow them to fall apart. If larger pieces
of wood were used this action would not be
possible, as some littie time is required for
the acid to penetrate into the wood strue-

are sent duireet to the slasher without first

being cut lengthwise, the resulting bolts
being afterwards split to the size.
There are two general processes for barking pulp wood: in one, the bark 1s removed
by mechanical abrasion, and in the other it
@as shaved off with knives. Some mulls reeeive cordwood. which has been previously
barked in the woods, but this practice is not

very common in the West. In the

form of the abrasive method of barking, the
blocks are dumped continuously into a large
hollow cylinder of structural steel, set horizontally and slowly revolved. This evi:nder,
which is known as a barking drum, tumbles
the blocks against each other and against
the walls, rapidly removing most of the bark,
which falls away thorugh the spaces between
the steel sections. Often the bark removel

is assisted by powerful sprays of water.

The wood is discharged over a.dam at the
end of the drum, and any pieces with bark
still adhering are usually sent on to knife
barkers. These latter machines, which are
often used exclusively, consist of cast iron
disks about six feet in diameter set vertically and fitted with heavy knives mounted
radially on one side of the disk. The disk
ig revolved at high speed and the bolt held
against the knives either by hand or me-

chanically. As the bark is shaved off it
passes through slots in the disk and ean be

coHieeted on a conveyor under the barker and
used as fuel. While knife barkers do cleaner

In preparing wood for the sulphite process,
the bolts must be cut into chips so as to allow

ture. The chips are made by introducing

bark-free bolts of hemlock and larch into a
machine called a chipper.

This consists of a

very heavy disk mounted on a horizontal
shaft and fitted with knives set in one face,

something after the manner of the hand

barker. Bolts are fed endwise against the
revolving disk in such a way that slabs of.
the desired thickness are sheared off at an
angle of about forty-five degrees to the grain

of the wood. These slabs are partially broken up by passing through slots in the disk
and are then sorted by means of sereens; all
oversize peces are finally reduced to size by
running them through a machine known ag
a chip breaker. Selected chips are conveyed

to the sulphite plant, and all sawdust, together with bark, decayed wood, and ends
from the sawmill operation, are sent to the
boiler house, where this refuse is burned in

Dutch ovens to help in the production of
steam for general mill usage.

(To be continued)
Young lady to Jack Jones, at the Brooklon
Have you ‘Kissed Me In The Moon-

Store:

light?’ 7? .

Jack: ‘*It must have been either Mallis or
Glass; I have been here only a short time.’’
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Machine Room. Although actually not very
The year about to pass has seen so many

far advanced, the engineers—on paper—have

recognize an old photograph of the works.
The year has witnessed the birth and.consummation of No. 4 Penstock, a mean job,

comprising as it will a modern sawmill,

changes to the plant that it is difficult to

which necessitated the removal of a concrete

slab big enough to build the walls of the
new Machine Room, the razing of a section of

the old forebay, and excavation enough to
bury the plant—not to mention the small and
unimportant details of building forms, pour-

ing cradles, and laying, rivetting and painting a third of a mile of fourteen-foot pipe.
the new Grinder Room, that inconspicuous
job that comparatively few of our population

have seen, is entirely a _ product of 1925.
Work on this job has proceeded steadily but
without fuss or queer and attention-arresting
structures such as clutter up the Machine
Room site. It has progressed to -such an
extent that the big wheels which will provide the motion for the batteries of grinders
have arrived.

The machine room, another product of the

labors of 1925, has not been so shy and
backward about exhibiting its progress and
telling the world about itself. It completely
pre-empted the football ground, sadly daisarranged the heavy automobile traffic, filled
the sky with mysterious and skeleton-like
structures and the alr with noises. Steam
exhausting, gas engines popping, ears Yrum-

bling, men yelling, blasts, and other noises
not so easily catalogued, have all helped to
advertise the fact that our Machine Room
is about to have a younger brother.
The Sulphite Plant, souree of unholy odors,

is also being added to, as those who have
walked up the tram trestle have discovered.
The space between the Wood Room and the
old Sulphite Plant has not eseaped the epldemie of Extensionitis which has strieken our
community. Four more vertical screens will

be installed here, as well as other equip-

ment.

it built, and making sawdust fast. This unit
will be a considerable addition to our plant,
equipped for sawing and handling lumber as
well as pulpwood.

The Steam Plant likewise, refused to be

overlooked in the general bustle, and a crew

is already moving away the part of the hill
left in the big hole beside the present structure, which was left there by the crew when

the present plant was constructed. Four
new B. & W. boilers, with all equipment, will

be installed to take care of the two paper
machines and the two digesters to be installed. This will necessitate the construetion of another stack. Work on the Boller
House is. however, only preliminary as yet.
O-——0-——0

The earliest reference to the manufacture of paper is to be found in the Chinese
encyclopedia wherein it is stated that Ts’a1-

Lun, a native of Kuei-Yang, entered the

service of the Emperor Ho-Ti in A D. 75, and
devoting his leisure hours to study suggested

the use of silk and ink as a substitute for

the bamboo tablet and stylus. Subsequently
he succeeded in making paper from bark, tow,

old linen and fish nets, A.D. 105. He was
created Marquis in A.D. 114 for his long
years of service and his ability.
—R. W. Sindall.
O-—- 0—__:0—? _ =

Ancient Babylonian ruins show they had

flappers in their time. Some of our ruins
show the same thing.

A suggestion has been made that bootleggers should be made to pass a bar ex9min3tion.
O—0-—0

Bim: ‘* What does she talk about?’’
Shim: ‘*She doesn’t say.’’

The Groundwood Screen Room has »not

escaped notice. The space in front of the

O-—0-—0-——

Judge: You are charged with throwing

Machine Shop, formerly occupied by stacks

your mother-in-law out of the window.

more s@ereens.

without thinking of the consequences.
Judge: Tut, man, don’t you see how dangerous it might be for anyone passing at the

of laps, has been dug up and built in, and
moved around to the satisfaction of the
engineers, and will soon blossom forth into

The Sawmill is a new venture, like the

Prisoner: Judge, your honor, I did it

time?
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CREW OF THE YACHT ‘‘NORSAT,’’

CAPTAIN RODERICK McKENZIE

Born in Ross-shire, Seotland, in 1876.
Married and has five children. Served his

CHIEF ENGINEER LESLIE JOHN
MARTIN

Born in Birmingham, England, in 1898.

apprentieeship on boats sailing out of Scottish ports. Salled the Great Lakes for some

Served his appreuticeship with the Canadian

Company was with the Grand Trunk Pacifie
for many veurs., He ts a life-long abstainer

Lieutenant of the ?4th Bitttalion. On his
return he followed his trude in various ships

Being blessed with a very powerful voice he

during one of her Arctie eruises. He is

time, and before joining the Powell River
but admits a weakness for a strong prpe.

can make himself heard a mile from port,
and when navigating inland waters he can
run on his own eceho. He has seen most of
the world and considers B. C. the best place
vo anchor. tle has a very genial disposition
and taking bim all round Is one of the best
Auld Scotland has produced.
| Editor’s Note—Mae has the usual seaman’s
aversion to talking about himself and the

above was gleaned from various’ other

sources, the reliability of which we cannot
absolutely vouch for. |
GEGRGE ILOTT, SEAMAN

Vaeifie Railway at Montreal. Served overseas for fotr years and was promoted to

and before joining the Powell River Company was engineer on the Lady Kindersley

married and the proud father of two children. His engaging personality insures him
a welcome everywhere.

W. J. NELLIS, SEAMAN
Born in Neweastle-on-Tyne, England, in
13875, he holds Second Mate’s papers and in

that capacity sailed on sailing ships and
stermers out of Newenstle. ITis life has
been full of adventure.
CC

{))—_ ()_—_-() ——

WILLIAM CLEGG, STEWARD
Born m Liverpool, England, in 1893. He

Born in London, England, in 1900. He

salled out of Vaneouver on Canadian Pacifie
Railway boats for several years previous to

is married and hes four children. He followed his ealling on South Afriean liners
for many years and was afterwards Chief

Joining the Powell River Company. He is
a fisherman of note and worthy of respect-

Steward on Canadian Pacific Railway boats.

ful recognition by George Bingham and other
local enthusiasts.

self be just.—Dana.,

The trust that’s given guard, and to your-
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{ HARLES E. WRIGHT

m1 CHARLES
AULINE. GEORGE
SUMMER
pment
&PTAINE.DECKHARD
ENGINEER

HarRY lOMPKINS
CAPTAIN.

Fioyo L Kurt7
CNGINEER.
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MARINE MISHAP
On the morning of November 25th last Mr.
§. D. Brooks, advisory admiral of the Kinecome Navigation Company, and Mr. Charles
McLean, superintendent, aceompanied by

Cotonel Montizambert and Mr. <Archie
DeLand, left Powell River, B. C., on the
motor ship ‘‘Greta M.’’ for an exploration
cruise arotnd Theodosia Arm. Just ag they
were about to make the return journey the
boat ran up on an uncharted rock. ‘the tide
was rapidly falling and as the water lowered
the boat careened over at a very dangerous
angle foreing the passengers and erew to
take hurriedly to the dinghy. There was no

time to eollect or. save anything. Mr.
Brooks was wearing at the time of the accicent what is known among seafaring men as

a ‘*lime-juicer’s’’ cap. On his arrival at
Powell River he strode into the Company’s

office with this cap set on his head at a
rakish angle and with a few preliminary
steps of the sailor’s hornpipe started singing:

‘*You’d know I wag a gailor
’Cos I wear a sailor’s cap.’’
Bill’? MeLeod, no doubt attracted by the
singing, eame in at this moment and reminded Sam that ‘‘he was sure some sailor, but
he had no ship.’’
‘The fact that Charlie McLean cannot swim

inclines us to believe that he was impelled
to call to mind that stanza from ‘‘ Pinafore’?
whieh runs as follows:

‘*For I ain’t no sailor bold,

OUR TRADEMARK
The device illustrated on the back cover is

the registered trade mark of the product of
the Powell River paper mill. We have been
asked several times of the signification of
the word ‘‘Teshquoit’’ and would offer the
explanation that this is an adaptation of the
oid indizn name for the river now ealled
Powell River from whieh otr mill derives its
power for the production of news print.
NOTICE TO MOTOR CAR OWNERS IN
POWELL RIVER
several warnings have been issted regard-

ing fast driving on the wharf at Powell

River. During the past week a member of
our community was fined $10.00 and costs
with the option of 14 days imprisonment,
for exceeding the speed limit while driving

on the Company’s wharf. In addition to
this, he was relicved of his white driving
ticket and received a blue ticket in exchange.

We trust that this action by the Provincial
Police Department will be a serious warning
to those who are in the habit of abusing the
privilege that hag been extended to publie
cars using the wharf. Additonal care should

be taken by users of cars on the wharf in
parking their cars in the places designated
for this purpose.

POWELL RIVER COMPANY, LTD.
Dec. 5th, 1925.
O-——0—0

RADIO SETS
Householders are again advised that per-

And I never was upon the sea;
It’s a fact IT cannot swim,

mits must be obtained from the Townsite

It’s quickly to the bottom I should go,

radio set is examined by the Eleetrical Superintendent for approval. Intending purchasers of radio sets are strongly advised to

And if I did fall in,
Oh, ho! ’”?

What might have been a very serious and
disastrous occurrence was averted by the
coolness and prompt action of all on board.

At a later date help was sent and the
M.’’ raised and taken to Vancouver
for an overhauling.
OoO—0-—- 0

MILES OF PAPER
A high-speed Fourdrinier machine, operated

at a speed of 1,000 feet per minute, makes
114 miles of paper in a 10-hour run.
Where high-speed machines are operated

continuously night and day, 273 miles of
paper is produced in 24 hours.

Office before outside aerials may be erected.
Before permit for such aerial is granted, the

apply to the Electrical Superintendent before

making purchase, as eases have occurred
where the sets already purchased have had
to be disapproved of, on aceount of same
being of a manufacture which interferes with
the sets already established in Powell River.
This course is adopted for the benefit of radie
users at large.

POWELL RIVER COMPANY, LTD.

It is only natural to sleep with the eyes
closed, but some men are aslecp when their
eyes are open.

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

‘The Editor’s Page
WORK YOUR PLAN
If you would mount and really count,

Onee again the Digester has the
pleasure and privilege of wishing to
all its readers a very Merry Christmas and bright and happy prospects
for the New Year.
We sincerely believe that the
spirit of the message of ‘‘ peace on

earth, good will toward men,’’ so
much in evidence ut this the festive

seuson, is vrowing’ = cach
succeeding year, and we hope and

pray it will continue so to do.

A MESSAGE OF JOY
(Author Unknown)
What message shall I send thee
On this joyous Christmas morn,
When our hearts are filled with gladness
As we sing a Saviour born;
And the angels’ notes sound forth again
to celebrate His birth,
The song of peace and gladness

Lo all the waiting Earth!

‘Tis Christmas in the pulace,
For a glorious King was He;
And the Christmas bells are pcaling
In the village by the sea.
’Tis Christmas in the lowly cot,
The Lord of all the earth
Lay in a humble munger
When angels sang His birth.

The Christmas joy is thrilling
Ail the world with peace and cheer,

And our hearts with love are filling
For the friends we hold so dear;
And we send you joyful greetings,
The message old, yet new,
With all the blessings Christmastide
Might ever bring to you.

First plan your work, my man;

Then to succeed, with manly deed,
Proceed to work your plan.

A guy must know which way to go,
Before the start is taken;
Not knowing where the course will bear,
Has often lost the bacon.
Get started right; then with your might,
Be off and never stop;
For this is true, it’s Go and Do,
That never fail to cop.
‘* Know How’’ is fine, but sure to pine,
And be an also ran,

if not backed by ‘Old Do or Die’’—
You’ve gotta work your plan.

—N ettieton News.

0O-—— 0-0

BRAINS
It 1s Drains not brawn that lhfts us from

barbarians to elvilization. Train your head
to save your hands. When you are given a
job to do that is a little bit out of the ordinary Jine of work take the time to study it.
Walk around, so to speak, mentally. Figure
out just where it is best to start, then follow
up your reasoning logically to completion.
When you are satisfied then go ahead. This
method saves time and material.
John D. Rockefeller had a man in his em-

ploy to whom he paid a very stiff salary.
When asked what this man’s duties were, he
replied: ‘*Flis duties consist of putting his
feet on his desk, sitting back and dreaming
out new plans to save the company money.
And this man saved his salary many times
over the first vear. He used his brains.’’
Never get so busy that you have not time
to devote a considerable amount of study to
i new problem before you tackle it in reality.
Here again is a chance to use that old say-

ing: ‘*‘Laziness is of no use unless it ig
properly applhied.’’

Did you ever see a pessimistic hen? Did
you every know or hear of one starving to
death waiting for the worms to wriggle t>
the surface?
re Yn 7} ee fh

The sting of reproach is the truth of it.

Senet fe ( Jae}

Keep your ambition to yourself. Don’t
talk about it; otherwise your energy may be
dissipated in conversation instead of action.
—_——__-_—9—-90—9—___-_—___

Don’t worry—try thinking.

P@WELL RIVER DIGESTER

1. Gerden Samuel Bice. 2. Elsie Fester. 3. Bennis. Richardsen.
4. Jehn David
Richardsex. 5. Edwin Rud. 6. Mary Elizabeth McIsac. 7. Leraine Casey. 8. Ed.
ward Jeseph MclIsac. S. Esther Richardsen.
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IME ABILITY TO LISTEN

Extracts frem a talk given by Br. W. W.
Charters, Dean ef the Graduate Scheel an‘
Directer eof the Research Bureau ef Retail

Training ef the University ef Pittsburg—
Listening is a fine art. It 18 net enly a
fine art—it is an extremely useful art. Why?

Fer twe reasens, at least. If we listen we

learn, fer ether peeple besides eurselves de
have geed ideas. I knew a number ef such
peeple. Mereever, if we are geed listeners,

we make ether people happy. Indeed one
ef the best ways te be a pepular hest er
hestess is te ask intelligent questiens, and
let yeur guests de the talking. We all like
te talk when the eccasion is right; eon the
whele we weuld rather talk eurselves than

listen te the ether man; and se if I wish

QUEEN ALEXANDRA

The widew ef Edward VII. had been living se leng in retirement that her death has
hardly areused any interest in the present

generation. There was a time, hewever,
when, altheugh enly the Princess eof Wales,
she was the centre ef nearly as much public
interest as Queen Victeria herself. She mage
a deuble appeal. Net enly was she a beautiful weman, but her face shewed character,
and behind the beauty was a hint of sadness.
The reigning menarch had.ceme threugh ene
great, bereavement when the Prince Conse:t

died, but her streng will and habits ef in-

dustry had preved the mest efficient healixg
influences in the case ef Queen Victeria, and
met ene weuld have theught, en leeking at
her streng, stern face, that she had felt as

te be pleasing te ether people, I should ce
at least a fair share. ef the listening. New

deeply as we knew she did. The far-away
leek in the eyes ef her sen’s wife was pre))ably in great part temperamental; but she

gracieus listening!
Six questions have been asked and these
become six suggestions fer beceming a good

doubtless carried with her a vivid impression

ean we develep the are ef pleasant and

listener. They are:
1. When yeu talk te a friend, hear what
he is saying with yeur mind.
2. Make the ether fellew talk by asking
him intelligent questiexs.
&

3.

When yeu meet strangers, find eut their

interests by getting them te talk.

4. Find eut what ether peeple like te

talk abeut, and talk about that.
5. Ferget yeurself and become interested
in other people. Peeple are more interesting tham anything else in the werld.
6. When you argue try te get at the truth
and be glad te acknowledge that yeur friend
has given yeu a new idea.
Try these suggestions. and see hew pepular
yeu will beceme.

ef the days when her native Denmark was
attacked by the united’ armies ef Prussia
and Austria, and despeiled ef her enly fertile territery while Britain and Framce, temperarily estranged by the wiles ef Bismarck,
leeked helplessiy en. The Princess ef Wales
ceuld enly smile gracieusly and naturally,
theugh her face in repese was always grave.
The mest successful phetegraph which was
ever taken ef the Princess was ebtained by
Lafayette, ef Dublin, when she was wearing

her rebes as Decter ef Music after the degree had been cenferred upen her by the

university during ene ef her visits te Ireland.

The sudden death ef her eldest sen, the
Duke ef Clarence, in the beginning ef 1892

was a blew which struck deep. The Duke had net the pepularity ef his yeunger brether,

eur present King; but he was his mother’s
The stery gees that Myren McLeed was faverite, and it was said that she never leekeut visiting at Michigan last Sunday. There ‘ed the same again after his death.
was a very nice leeking lady caller at the
These ef us whe saw her in the zenith eof
game heuse.
When Myren was ready te her beauty and pepularity will always prefer
eceme back te tewn he effered te drive the eur ewn recellections ef hew she leeked to
yeung lady back with him, and she accepted the later phetegraphs. She was prebably
with a bewitching smile. Just as they were the last conspicueus link cennecting us with
abeut te step inte the machine she asked that Victeria era which is beginning te leek
almest as far away as the days ef George
Myren if he ceuld drive with one hand.
III. ‘But eur memery ef her will stand out.
‘Yeu bet I can,’’ was the quick answer.
nice,’’ replied the young lady, chiefly as that ef a weman ef whem me ene
‘Shere is a levely apple-fer yeu.’’
seemed te think an unkind
Kn —_
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ganization and community.
CC. L. CULLIN, Editor

Assisted by others who have at heart the
interests of all.

Bach and every member of the organization is invited to contribute. Copy must be
sent to the Editor, Welfare Office, not later
than the &th of each month.
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It is fitting that a man should be dignified
in the conducting of his business, and the

rightly balanced man will know exactly

where to draw the line between being dignified and being pompous. When business :s
over it 1s the wise man who ean revert to
being a boy once again, The man who has

the ability to cast away for a short time,
the eares of his oftiee and beeome a bov

again will last longer and do better work
than the individual who continually lhves
with his responsibilities.
o—-—0—_-O

SLEEP

Blessings on him who first invented sleep.

It covers a man all over, thoughts and all,

like a cloak. It is meat for the hungry,

drink for the thirsty, heat for the cold, and

cold for the hot. It makes the shepherd
equal to the monarch, and the fool to the
wise. There is but one evil in it, and that
is that 1t resembles death, since between a
dead man and a sleeping man there is but
little differenece.—Cervantes.

Keep out of debt. Keep your bank bal-

THE SAFETY FIRST IDEA
This is borrowed from one of our exchange magazines and changed to suit loeal
eonditions.

In their cfforts to impress the Safety First
Campaign on the minds of the employees,
those in charge of the work are continually
writing articles warning and cautioning men
Co stop, look and listen,

They have invented
all sorts of eatch phrases and paragraphs to
arrest the attention of the reuder. One 0o7f
the most emphatic reads something like the
following:
°*We have a hospital in town, with a most
competent doctor in charge and a splendid
staff. It is there for your use Do not negieet the small cut, abrasion or burn—it mav
Jead to dire consequences; but remember,
please, neither the doetor or the nurses will
feel sore or neglected if you never meet with
an accident or do not need their professional
services In any way.’’
a

CANADA’S WEALTH

The Canada Year Book estimates the.
wealth of this country at $22,195,000,000.
Savings deposits, according to latest Dominion estimates, total $1,878,212,085,
Exports of Canadian produce for the latest
year exceeded imports for consumption by
$272 ,000,000.

Canada’s is the only currency recently at
a premium in the U.S.A, a striking recovery
since the War.
Definite betterment of business in and with
the West is reported from the East, following
the 1925 wheat crop on the prairies.
In three years Canadian exports have increased from $704,000,000 to $1,069,000,000.

Annual income assessed for Federal War

Tax purposes for the latest year wus
$1,108,027,871.

Last Year’s Inrush
Last year the total addition to Canada’s
population was 161,767. Of these, 37,317
were returning Canadians; of the remainder,

ance a few degrees above zero at all times,
and save what money you ean without sae1ificing your personal appearance or the op-

9/,612 came from Great Britain and the
Irish Free State, while 50,512 came from
other European countries. Besides, 16,228

these things, and if you have your proper

came from the United States, of whom more
than fifty per cent. were of non-Anglo-Saxon
extraction.

portunity to see and be seen. If you do
quota of brains, you’!] find that tangible help

2

is available when you need it. —Through
the Meshes.

Time is money, but money is not time.
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WHAT DO THEY sAy
LET THEM oAY
THAT roses are blooming in Pieardy as well as in the gardens of Powell River.
TILA T in Kastern Canada it is winter; in Australia it is summer; but it is always

time in Hawaii.

love

THAT we have a splendid climate—Raspberries all the vear ’round.
THAT Florida would do well to forsake her grapefruit and California her lemon for the
THAT
THAT
TITAT
THAT

Powell River Raspberry.

we are sorry that we cannot truthfully make it a strawberry.
five babies were born here last month and five of them are girls,
verily we have a lovely climate,
a certain well-known yet mighty flagstaff seldom has the colours at the peak—
‘f‘wha’s mallah, stling bloke.’’
THAT China appears to be suffering from too many hurses—or too many dictators.
THAT the welfare of the sick and hurt 1s a premier consideration in our community,
THEA T'

henee the ten-bed annex to the hospital

sometimes souls are sick and hurt; the successful finaneial drive put over by
one of our loeal ehurches proves that the community is sincere and earnest in
matters religious as well as in the business life.

THLAT in our sister city, Vancouver, there are many children heading for a slim Christmas.

THAT donations may be handed in to the local Postmaster—or sent direct to—sav—
the Provinee Santa Claus Fund.
THAT if you make your ‘‘ante’’ large enough you will get lots of ‘‘kick’’ out of it.

THA'TT

the Powell River children are all in for a good time; various organizations are
preparing to hold Christmas Tree parties.

THAT the Welfare Department is staging its usual community Christmas Tree and it promisegs to be the usual big suecess.
THAT ‘¢‘Dad’’? Watson has volunteered to help us all in making the Yuletide a rmght
merry one.
THLA'y

if we don’t have a white Yuletide perhaps we can have a ‘*wet’’ one.

THAT residenee in British Columbia has manv, many advantages.
THAT in laying levity aside we frankly state: that we are devoutly thankful for the

goodly measure of prosperity enjoved by the community—personally and collectively—sinee last we celebrated Christmas,

TILA T we right heartily wish our friends and acquaintances elsewhere a Merry Christm.'s

and a Prosperous New Year.
LOVE AND LIVE

‘*To give is to hive;
To love is to give.
Then let us be giving

As long as we’re living.’’
O-—0-——0

The man of thrift and self control is wor-

thy of and entitled to reward. The mere

fact that he is thrifty and self eontrolled is
iu virtue and a reward in itself, but apart

from that he is entitled to more, and he
usually gets it.

Safety First. He wouldn’t take third hght
off a match for his cigarette; and he wouldn’t
wear the goggles provided.

Every husband readily admits that his
wife showed good judgment when she picked
upon him.

Waitress: ‘*‘These are the best ovsters we

have had for the last two vears.’’
Patron: ‘Well, bring me some vou have
had a dav or two.”’
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LAND OF HOPE AND GLORY
Dear land of hope, thy hope is crowned,
God make thee mightier yet;
On Sov’ran brows beloved, renowned,
Once more thy crown is set.
Thine equal laws by freedom gained,
Have ruled thee well and long;
By freedom gained, by truth maintained,
Thine empire shall be strong.

Land of Hope and Glory, Mother of the
Free,

How shall we extol thee, who are born of
thee?

Wider still and wider, shall thy bound be set,

God who made thee mighty, make thee
mightier yet,

God who made thee mighty, make thee
mightier yet.

Thy fame is ancient as the days,
As ocean large and wide;

A pride that dares, and heeds not praise,
A stern and silent pride,
Not that false joy that dreams content,
With what our sires have won
he blood a hero sire hath spent
Still nerves a hero son.

Land of Hope and Glory, Mother of the
Free,

How shall we extol thee, who are born of
thee ?

Wider still and wider, shall thy bound be set,

God who made thee mighty, make thee
mightier yet,

God who made thee. mighty, make thve
mightier yet.
O—-——0—_0

EX-SERVICE MEN’S STAG
The ex-Service men of Powell River held
their annual stag in the Central Hall on the
night of Nov. 14th. Nearly three hundred ex-

Service men along with their guests took
seats at the tables as ‘‘Fall In’’ sounded at
S$ pm., and it was with difficulty and extreme

that followed surely each and all quietly resolved that faith would not be broken with
those who sleep in Flanders Fields.

Capt. MeGregor, V.C.. then being introduced, received an ovation that left nothing
to be desired in the way of recognition and
weleome. He then took the chair and acted

as toastmaster for the evening, a ‘‘detail’’
which he filled in a thoroughly acomplished
nanner.

The speeches made during the evening were

snort, pithy and to the point. Numerous ex
soldiers and ex sailors of course had something to say, and all ranks were well represented and equally implicated. To publish a
list of all those who sang, danced or rendered
musical solos, monologues or speeches, im- |
promptu or prepared, would take up too mueh
space indeed—-’twould be better to state that

all took part.
The guests who responded to toasts or tendered a few words of kindly encouragement
were: Mr. A. HE. McMaster, Dr. Hendersen,
Mr. John McIntyre, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Banham,
Mr. George Clapp and Mr, Dugald Donaghy,
M. P.

Mr. McMaster made two good hits, one
being the statement ‘‘that the Powell River
Co. would, all things being equal give the
ex-service man the preference,’’ and that
there was no reason why the percentage of
returned men on the pay roll should remain
as at present at 35 or 40 per cent.
Dr, Henderson stated that ‘‘in the viewing
Cf pension cases the pensioner would receive
the benefit of the doubt.’?

Mr. Donaghy in a few well received remarks reiterated the fact that he was with
the returned boys—all the way.

Thus the night wore merrily through: just
another milestone duly observed and fittingly

noted. It is a fact generally conceded that

this last stag was just a little better than
the previous best; just a little more satisfying, and the programme had just a little more

of a than any of its predecessors.

reluctance that the party disbanded in the
sma’ hours of the morning after.

However, there are always methods of improvement, but these can only be developed

toasted in a right regal manner, the next

make the next stag a better one, and we ean
make it a bigger one if the Powell River Co.

Majesty the King’’ having been in the direct line of experience. We ean

toast was naturally a toast to ‘‘Our Honored

Dead.’’ The assembly stood at attention
whilst the ‘‘Last Post’’ was sounded, and
in the hush and solemnity of the moments

will enlarge the Central Hall and, ineidentally, increase the number of ex-serviece men

on their pay roll.
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A word of hearty commendation is due
Mr. Joe Haig and his orchestra. This newly

formed orchestra of old timers put up a
really splendid performance. The fact that
so much could be done for ‘‘2 dollar ten’’ 18
due in large measure to a friendly gesture on

the part of the Powell River Co., and with
Messrs. Armstrong, Morrison & Co., who genously volunteered to supply all smoking ma-

terials for the evening. an offer which the
committee immediately closed with.
One outstanding feature in connection with

this stag speaks for itself. Powell River is
not ag yet a very large community; it 1s
entirely dependent direetly or indirectly upon

one industrial plant, and that plant runs
twenty-four hours daily. Yet nearly three
hundred ex-service men met on the oceastion

of this reunion. The present percentage of
cx-service men on the local pay roll is indeed

heavy: may the future see it greatly 1increased.

GOD SAVE THE KING.
0—_— 0 OO eee

AN ALPHABET OF GIRLS
Annie is of sober mein
Betty 1s a beauty,

Clara is quite tall and thin
Doreen strong for duty.

Ethel is a gentle maid
Flora plain but handy
Grace is something of a flirt .
Helen strong for candy.
Tsabella loves to dress

Jane is rather flighty
Kathleen just a little dear
Lucky big and mighty.
Mary doesn’t give a darn
Nora dark and handsome
Olive has the bluest eyes,
Prudence worth a ransom.

Queenie thinks she owns the place

Ruth is bright and witty

Sarah wants to go the pace
Thelma’s young and pretty.

Ursula is a winsome girl
Vera due for gold and fame
Winnie 1s a priceless pearl
X——, we cannot find a name,
Yvonne such a sweet young miss,
Zelma we would like to kiss

Winners: Top, Geo. Potter, J. L. Hastings.
Bottom, ‘‘Wally’’ Wilshire, Shield, ‘‘ Charhie*’ Hill (Skip).
THE DEPARTMENT SHIELD
The Department Shield, presented by Mr.
A. E, MeMaster, to the Lawn Bowling Club,
for perpetual competition between the vartous departments, competed for during tae
past season by 18 teams. The Mill Carpent-

ers, finishing equally with the Townsite

Maintenanee and the Department Store, defeated both teams in the play off, and were
declared the first winners The photo showsz
the Shield, together with the victorious team,
Messrs. Geo. Potter, J. L. Hastings, Wally

Wilshire and C. Hill (skip).
$e ne ee (} —$§ OU ——-

OH, YOU @OSTERMOOR!

In days. of’ old when nights were cold,
The people slept contented;
They slept that way—-for in that day
Twin beds were not invented.
O—-0-——O0

Love, laugh, learn; the time may come
when you can’t.
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SECOND NARROWS BRIBGE

community lines. On thinking over my visit
to Powell River I came to the conelusion that

reader to know that during a period of three
weeks, commeneing about the 15th of November last, thirty-four thousand cars erossed the bridge. On Thanksgiving, Day there
were 18,539 pedestrians and 5,665 vehicles

the greatest impression lL took away was,
that never in any part of this country had I]

It will be interesting to many of our

erossed.
nnn (} ——-— —__— ()
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AS WE ARE SEEN BY OTHERS
Editor The Powell River Digester,
Powell River, B. C.
Dear Sir:—

i take a real pleasure in dropping you a
line to tell you how much I enjoyed my visit

to Powell River, and to let you know that
your town impressed me more than any
other in British Columbia.
I eame

l saw.

I was conquered.

In the first place I put off going to Poweil
River because I had a preconceived idea that

I would find a eolleetion of wooden huts

grouped haphazardly round a mill; everything
more or less untidy, tin cans, cte., seattered

about in all directions, In fact I just expected what would have been the case if the
owners had put a plant up and then taken no

more interest in the people who worked for
the Company than to see that they came to
work on time and put in a full day. What I

did find was a very beautiful town with

lovely gardens and all the streets with avenues of trees. You people in Powell River
who came from any one of the countries of
Europe must, and do, I am sure, realize what

wonderful conditions you are living under.
You have what appeared to’ me to be the
ideal climate; you are in an absolutely wonderful location both in respect to health, and
which is as important, magnificence of view,
whilst when you take into consideration the

housing you have, there is little left to desire. I am inelined to think that Canadian
born people are just as keen to appreciate all

the advantages of living in Powell River ag
those foreign born. There are opportunities
for sport and pastimes given to few people in
any community; and [I understand the Powell

River Company do_ everything in -their
power to foster all elasses of healthful

seen a community of more prosperous, healthy
well-eared-for or smartly dressed people, and

withall a people who showed every sign of
living on a higher plane of well-being than
seems usual even in other parts of Canada
where the standard of living is a great deal

higher than it is in any part of Europe;
particularly amongst industrial workers.
When one compares the housing conditions,

say 1n England, or Franee, with their rows
and rows of houses built right on. to one

another, no air space between them for

whole streets, and your homes all built on

their own lots set amid picturesque surroundings in tree bordered avenues, one realizes
from whence comes the self-respecting bearing of your citizens.

The mechanical utility and comfort embodied in the dwellings are such as only the

very well paid professional classes in any
part of Kurope can afford, and, even so, there

are few dwellings large or small that have
tre modern fittings which the town architect
has embodied in the construction of the
houses. This.is, I am sure, the great factor

in keeping the town healthy. When taking

a stroll up the hill one morning I passed two
men in the space of five minutes both ecarry-—

ing guns, one with a brace of duek, the
other with a brace of grouse. On turning .
to go back I met another man coming from

the wharf with three beautiful salmon. It

struck me foreibly that in this land of
plenty, men were very fortunate; anyone can
go out and at httle cost get good sport and

supply the larder with good things to eat
in the way of game. Where in Europe can

anyone under the status of a landed proprietor shoot game such as grouse, duck or catch

the lordly salmon. Certainly not the ordinary business man, much less. the working
man.
Of your working conditions I will say
nothing except that during my stay I was

particularly struck with the fact that although all were working with the one object

in view, viz., that of producing the very

best standard newsprint possible, each and

Before going back to Europe I thought J
should like to send you a few words of ap-

preciation of a great achievement along

every man seemed more free to keep his own

individuality than is usual in towns eontrolled by one company.
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ECHOG ANSWERS WHY ?

I shall always retain a very lively interest

and pleasant memory of Powell River. I

only wish that other industrial plants in the
British Empire would use your town 98 a
model in. planning for the comfort of their
employees. Indeed you are each and every
one a fortunate people.

Trusting you will be able to let me have
copy of the Digester regularly and wishing
your people and plant the best of luck.
I remain, yours truly,
MARK KRISSING,
No. 31 Westmount Rd.,
Eltham,
London, England
DBBIES INCREASED OU oT

We were reading the other day that
coal miner in England made an investigation
of the effect of his employees’ leisure-time
hobbies or pastimes on output.
He found that miners with hobbies worked

more steadily than those who had no particular form of recreation.

Our radiators are the most peculiar things.

I think they get filled up with liquid, as

much as they can drink. Yet on the seoreiing summer days they’re always boiling hot.

But during winter’s chilly blasts you bet
you’re life they’re not.
Our radiators doctor, in other words i
plumber.

Seems to have an awful job to cool them oif
in summer,
And then when winter comes along, it starts
to snow and rain,
He has an even longer job to get them hot
again.

We have it on the best of authority that
the big iron casks outside the Engineers’
Staff Quarters are neither glycerine nor denatured alcohol, as we first thought, to make
an anti-freezing mixture for our radiators;

but are empty. We think they must have

been put there in sight of the oil furnace to
give it a httle encouragement.

He found that men who kept pigeons,
tended their individual garden plots, played
football, or were otherwise wholesomely ac-

tive outside of their working hours, were
superior workmen and showed a _highergrade performance.

The wise boss encourages all his workers
to have a hobby.

If someone were to ask you what your

hobby 1s, what would you answer ?—Lombard
News Letter.
o—~-0—0

Heard in the Brooklon Stores:

Gertie: ‘Would a very long stocking

hold what you would like for Christmas?’’

Lou: ‘*No, dearie, but a pair of socks

would 7’

A pessimist 18 a person who looks for
splinters in a elub sandwich.
O— 0-0

One certain way to become a eynic is to
become a caddie.
———— = (} —— () —()

A crook is a man who has followed the
wrong bent,

A swelling that never hurts is the bump
of good nature.

The recent regrettable aceident serves to

bring prominently to the minds of most
people the necessity of being properly equipped when hunting. It is Just as foolish to go

hunting unsuitably clothed and _ without

eaulked or hob-nalled shoes as 1t would de to

jump out of an aeroplane without a paraenute.

Safety first applies to sport equally as
much as to work.

Whilst on the subject of hunting, perhaps
it would be as well to. remind hunters of one
or two points:

Firstly: Anyone who kills an animal and
does not paek the whole of the carcass (exelusive of entrails) out of the woods, 1s liable
to a fine of $25.

Secondly: The reeognized signal of dis:

tress is three shots fired as soon after one

another as possible. Anyone hearing the
Ss. O. S, signal should immediately reply with

one shot, and the party in distress then, if
possible, fires three more

This is a bird. A Scotchman was obliged to give hig friend a present, so he gave
him a homing pigeon.
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ST JOHN’S UNION CHURCH

Watch-Night Service

Notes and Comments

As in former years a service will be held
in the Guild Room to see the old year out

The Maintenance and Extension Fund of
the United Chureh of Canada challenges the

attention and co-operation of every true

patriot. During. the week of November 22nd
to November 29th an Every Person Canvass.

and the new year in. Plan to be with ts!

Beginning at 11.15 pm.-on Thursday, Deeember 3ist. .
REV. HUGH GRAHAM, Pastor. $= —— ———_ )—_ 0 — 0

cy PAUL’S CHURCH

was undertaken from ‘end to end of our

Dominion—the objective being $4,000,000—
+. maintain and extend our varied activities
both at home and abroad. The quota for the

(Anglican )

Christmas Services: ..Celebrations of Holy

Communion on Christmas Eve, 12 p.m.
Province of British Columbia was set at. Christmas Day, 8.00 am. and 10.00 a.m.

$175,000, and the responsibility for raising
December 27th: Holy Communion, 8 a.m.
this amount was shared, proportionately, by
The Rector wishes everyone a Holy and
every congregation within the bounds of the _ Happy Christmas Day.
B. C. Conference. Powell River’s allocation
was $500. A representative committee, with
Sunday School Xmas Tree
Mr. John Mallis as chairman, visited every
Deeember 23rd in Central Hall.
part of our neighborhood between the dates
Tea for the children at 6 p.m. Senta Claus
above mentioned and provided an opportunity

to many to contribrte as they felt inclined.
Mr. Mallis reports that the appeal has met
with a very gratifying response. Up-to-date
the total sum promised by all the districts—
including -Wildwood, Cranberry and Miehigan—is nearly $700.00. In addition to this,
the Sunday School hopes to give $100, the

Junior Bible Class $50, while the Church
Board and W. M. S. have already sent $75.00
towards the fund. This will bring our grand

total to $900 plus, which. is $400 over our
allocation.
Mr. Mallis and the eolleectors wish to thank

will arrive with the presents after tea. A

cordial invitation is extended to parents and
friends.
Prizes for the year. will also be distributed.
O— 0-0

Choir Concert

A splendid programme was given by St.
Paul’s Choir in the Central Hall on Monday
‘evening, November 23rd, and was much enjoyed by a most appreciative audience. |
Assisting the choir were: Mesdames Kelly
and Ball, and Messrs. Beecroft, Chambers
and Godfrey.
The Choir hopes to continue the practice
of glees for future concerts and will be glad

all who gave for their generous response,
which makes Powell River 4q little more
to welcome new members.
prominent on the Christian map. The fund
Qo—O0—0
will remain open for contributions until] the
Messages for Christmas Day
middle of next March, and we are looking
‘‘The Day spring from on high hath visitfor a few more individual subscriptions
whieh will place us on a par with many other

places in the Province who have doubled
their quota.
The Sunday School is arranging the annual
Christmas-tree and entertainment for Tuesday evening, December 22nd, and we hope
the parents and friends will keep this date
open and so encourage, by their attendanee,
those who are planning the occasion.

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Christmas is far more a spirit than a day.
December 25 is not Christmas if we feel no
love, no good will, no brotherhood. Every
day 1s Christmas that is lived as. Jesus would

live it.

-ed us to give lght to them that sit m
darkness. ”’

‘CA little Child with a heart so wide

Jt takes the whole world in.’’

This is’ God’s message at Christmastide
To the World he came to win.
May the light of Thy love, dear Christ-child,
shine

On every land and race,
That all the world in that Heart of Thine
May find a Resting Place.
Just as the shepherds went to Bethlehem.
and found the stable, and the manger, and

the babe lying in it, so let us go to God's
Altar, quite sure that Jesus, the Bread of
Life, will be there in the Blessed Sacrament.
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Christmas Day
O Holy Child! in swaddling bands,
Sweet Babe on Mary’s knee,

Who drawest with Thine Infant Hands,
The hearts of men to Thee;
High o’er Thy Crib, through wintry skies,
The seraph-music floats,

And all the bells of Paradise
Ring forth their golden notes.
On Son of Mary, Child Divine,
The World is sore beset;
Beyond Thy pure and peaceful shrine
Are strife, and eare, and fret.
The noise of conflict sounds afar,
We watch in grief and pain—
And storm-elouds veil the Pilgrim Star
That lit the Eastern plain.
Yet still the Angel song swells on
The Heavenly joy-bells chime;
And still the Star of old that shone
Lights all the years of time.
Give us the ears of faith to hear, The eyes of faith, to see—

And spread Thine Arms, and draw us near,

Most Holy Babe to Thee!

By Beatrice Rosenthal.
O-——_O—O

LHE GARDEN IN JANUARY
Pruning may be carried out at any time
in winter when the tree is dormant. Lo ensure getting trees well started, one yeur
old stock should be planted. After planting
these should be headed back to within 3
feet of the ground—this’is the first pruning.
During the first summer many side branches

will be produced. If the tree has made
good growth, from 3 to 5 branches should

be saved, and the remainder cut out. In
selecting these, cut out all bad crotches first,

and keep those that come away from the

main stem at a good wide angle. These first
scaffold or primary branches should be well

distributed up and down and around the
main stem. No two branches should start

from the same height. If not possible to

get all the required branches the first season, do not hesitate to cut out all which are
not good, and select the remainder the following year. After making the selection cut

back everything to within 1 ft. from the
stem.

At the third pruning select any further

scaifold branches needed, and cut out all
surplus branchés. During the summer the

ror the New Year

scaffold branches will have produced second-

Face the new year with a dauntless heart,
Pass o’er the threshold with willing feet,
Rejoicing again to take your part

the balance of the tree. Always cut back

In the ventures of faith which the years

scaffold limbs.

repeat:

The veil o’er the future, which none may
move,

ary branches, Save from one to two on
each limb, according to the way they affect.

the secondary branches more than the main

At the fourth pruning cut out all crossiny,
_ interfering and crowding branches. Cut of

from 1-3 to 1-2 of the terminal growth.

And the darkness we cannot understand,
After the fourth pruning, well grown trees
Are but the protection of God’s great Love, should be fairly well formed. | Succeeding
And the shadow of His hand.
—_—_——_——_ 0 —_ 0 —_ 10

ST. JOSEPH’S R. C. CHURCH
Kirst Mass and Instruction—Christmas Eve
(Midnight).
Second Mass—Christmas Day, 8 a.m.

Third Mass—Sliamon, 9.30 am.

. REV, FATHER VAN WETTEN.

ee Qe

Labor saving devices conserve lost motion,
or wasted energy.
rs (meen (mn (nae

The Safety First Movement is built on a
solid business basis. It pays; in life and
property. It is good business to take care
of your property and material, and it is good
to take preeaution against the loss of life.

pruning should be lighter, and consist of
removing surplus branches and heading back

only 1n cases where the growth is gefting
out of bounds.
In young trees heavy pruning . concentrates the growth in fewer branches, and
encourages a stockler more vigorous growth

in the lower limbs. After the end of, the
fifth year little pruning should be done till
the tree is bearing. It should consist of
cutting out crossing and diseased branches,

and keeping the tree thin enough to allow
light to penetrate.
Dwarf apples should.only be pruned very

lightly, as pruning retards the growth of
fruit, and you are not out to build a large
tree.—H, C, Eddington.
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ACCIDENT CONTEST

HUNTING TRAGEDY

The results of the August cup contest for
the best accident record are given and our
heartiest congratulations go to the winners.
It was announced informally at the National
Safety Congress that at the end of August
they had gone 188 days without a lost time

We are grieved to announce that Mr. Jack
Blades, an employee of Messrs. Armstrong
Morrison & Company, met his death while

accident and the runners up 155 days

So much for the past. The ‘‘Paper In-

dustry’’ is offering another cup for a competition to start January Ist, 1926, and to run
six months, ending June 30th. Our mill has
again entered, and it is hoped that we shall

get nearer the top, or rather that we will
bring home the eup.
The rules under which the August competition was held were somewhat complicated
by the application of the equalization factor,

this will not be taken into account for the
new contest. T'he basis of competition for
this one will be the severity rate (i.e., the
number of days lost per 100 employees), regardless of size of mill or operations conducted. The complete rules are not yet to hand,

but will be duly announced on the bulletia
boards.

The competition for this cup will be more
keen as several of the larger mills are going

to enter, and it is hoped that with every-

hunting in the mountains in the vicinity of
Siwash Creek, Upper Powell Lake, as nearly
as can be ascertained, sometime Sunday, November 29th.

Jack left Powell River Saturday nigat

in his gas boat on a lone trip When he did
not put in an appearance Monday, enquiries
were made and as a result a searching party
went fip the lake.
Snow had fallen in the meantime and the
work was made extremely difficult and dan-

gerous. Almost a week went by with no

result. On Sunday, December 6th, another
search was started, most of the snow by
this time having disappeared, and about 11:30

a.m. Kenney Macken and Frank Flett found
the body of Blades at the bottom of a precipice. It would appear that he tried to cro-s

a slide higher up and had lost his footing,
sliding down the mountain side for a distance

and then dropping clear for a couple of
hundred feet. The body was smashed and

death must have been instantaneous.
Others of the searching party arrived and
the body was carried out by Kenney Macken,

body ’s co-operation we shall be abie to lan
the cup here, or at least be within reaching
distanee of it.

Frank Flett, Alf. Hansen and Al. Hatch. The

O-—-0-——0

edge. Ihe party arrived in Powell River

Considering all the elements of security
which it represents we are convinced that no

other mode of investment can provide so
much of assured and available indemnity as

good life insurance. The president of the
United States expresses himself along these
lines. He says, further:

‘‘So far as I have observed there is nothing that can quite serve as a substitute for
life insurance. It 1s used as a guarantee to
qne’s future, and one’s creditors.’
the habit of carrying life insurance, and
particularly of making some sacrifice in order
to carry it, is the finest method with which
we are familiar of cultivating those habits of
thrift and business steadfastness which are so
essential to success.
eee essa (7) exe (7) teen

An ‘ounce of performance is worth a ton
of complaint.

return journey was beset with many diffieulties the whole distanee to the water’s
about seven o’clock at night
Jack was a great favorite in Powell River.
He took a very keen interest in athletics and
was a tower of strength on the basketball
team. Much sorrow is expressed at such 2
tragic ending to a promising young life.
This regrettable incident should serve co

impress on the minds of all, the folly of
attempting to hunt alone in this country,

particularly the upper part of Powell Lake.
The country is very rough and steep and
the going hard. The least mis-step and one
is very liable to come down with a twisted
ankle or a broken limb, and the chances of
getting out are small.

The Irish are blamed for many bulla.

Here is one that may cause a smile: ‘¢This
monument is erected to the memory of Pat-

rick Dooley, who was accidentally shot by
his brother as a mark of affection.’’
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Week-end golfers have been very fairly
dealt with by the Weather Man during the
past month; tournaments as well as friendly
matehes have been going on at the usual
rate in spite of the fact that we are, accord-

tournament play if contestants would arrange
to play off their matches as early as possible

within the time limit set. As it is, the

games are postponed in many cases until
the very last of the period allowed, at which
time bad weather or other difficulties are

ing to the calendar, in the midst of winter.

likely to cause delays. It is usually. as easy

Rains are coming along pretty. well according
to schedule, but the players are still able ‘to
get in many games between the occasional

and in the former case the schedule is much
quicker and more satisfactory to all the con-

downpours. In the women’s foursome tournament, Miss Brett and Mrs. Ritchie entered
the finals by defeating Mrs.. Peacock and
Mrs. Shirley 2 and 1 after 35 holes of play,
the second 18 holes being made necessary
by a tie at the end of the first match. As a
eonclusion to the tournament, however, -the
former entrants were defeated 1 up by Miss
O’Hearn and Mrs. Schuler. The latter team
won the eup in a hard fought finals mateh

which was only concluded on the 18th
preci.

The most recent of this season’s tournaments to get under way is the mixed foursome, a competition which ereated a great
deal of interest and excitement last year. In
the two matches played during the first week

end of the tournament Mr. and Mrs. A, B.
MeLean defeated Mr. and Mrs. Young 2 up
and 1 to play; Miss Seator and R. C. MacKenzie defeated Miss.Legg and Mr. W. A.
McLeod 3 and 2.
—_——_—$_ $e () (2) ——_ 0 rr"

What is easily the most noteworthy golfing feat of this season—and probably one
of the most spectacular siuce the opening of
the course—was achieved by J. 8S. Hide in
negotiating the No. 5 hole in a birdie 2. As
every one of our membership has found to
his sorrow, this hole is an extremely difficult
par 3, as the driving of the green is in itself
an extraordinarily rare accomplishment. On

to arrange to play a match early as late;
testants.

0-——0-—0

A recent item handed to our correspondent is of considerable news value, as it
states that Mr. Maxfli Smith actually wagered 25 cents (practicaly of his own volition )

on the 9th hole, without odds. Hither he
considered his opponent to be in a desperately weakened condition, or else Mr. Smith "8
business acumen is slipping.
7
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Island Trip
What is usually known as an extremely
unlucky number was proven otherwise, when
13 of our enthusiastic golfers journeyed over
to Courtenay as the guests of the Courtenay

Golf Club on Sunday, November 29th. The
party was conveyed in motor cars from the

at Union Bay direct to the links.

Opponents had been arranged for all of our

players and the couples were soon away
from the Ist tee. The Island’s course, while
not a difficult one, is entirely different from
our own, being very flat, which allowed considerable run to a ball, and with the surface

of the ground hard from a heavy frost, the

Powell River golfers found it hard to.
trol their approaches to the greens and in
their putting were very much at sea. The

result of the morning’s play was seven
matehes won and six lost, in favor of the

this one occasion, however, Hide’s ball cleared

After luneh at The Riverside Hotel
play was again resumed, four ball foufsomes

slope beyond the green—to the complete
astonishment of the members of the match
ahead, who were putting at this time—and

bearing on the result of the Inter-Club. match.
After nine holes had been played it. was decided that there would not be sufficient time

the front bank and actually struck the far

then rolled back to within six feet of the
pin. When Hide arrived at the the

excitement he completed his golfing triumph
by sinking the putt.
()—-)-—-0)

The Match Committee wishes to point out
that much. could be done toward expediting

Visitors.

taking the place of singles, but having no

to complete the eighteen, in order that the
party arrive at Comox, where the captain of
the ‘‘Charmer’’ had kindly consented . to

wait until 4 o’elock for the return of the
party. Eleven out of the thirteen arrived

on the wharf at Comox sharp at 4 o’clock,
but two of the wayward ones were all but
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left. Two or three minutes more and they
would surely have had to swim for it, but
they made the boat with a few seconds to

spare, much to their relief, though their

PYTHIAN SISTERS
White City Temple, No. 11, Pythian Sisters,

held a meeting on November 20th. At the
conclusion the members presented Grand
Chief Sister McPhail with a small travelling

actions on arriving on the wharf certainly
did not portray the relief they are sure to. ease with fittings, as a token of appreciation
have felt.
of her work and the interest she has taken
The golfers who made the trip and who
the Order; also as a memento of the honor
thoroughly enjoyed it, were Dr. Henderson in
conferred by attaining the high office of
and Messrs. Plummer, Peacock, Hide, Craw-

ford, Chalmers, Schuler, MacKenzie, MceLean, Lang, Johnson, Smith and Kyle. It is
hoped that some time in the near future the
Courtenay Club will send a party over here
to Powell River for a return match on our
own local course.. Arrangements towards
this end are now being made.
="

ELKS ANNUAL DANCE

With Central Hall very prettily decorated
in the Elks colors, purple and white, the 3rd
Annual Elks Ball was held on Thursday, December 3rd, and attended by a large crowd.
Good musie was rendered by Joe Haigh’s
7-piece orchestra, and the punch bowl presided over by that well-known dispenser of

Grand Chief. Invitations had been extended

to the local brother Knights to a banquet
and a social time at the close of the meeting,

it being the intention to offer congratula-

tions to the Knights of Pythias, Castle Hall

No. 48, on Brother T. S. Fletcher being
elected Grand Master at Arms. A very
pleasant time was spent. Brother Haigh
gave several piano solos. Special mention
might be made of the selection, ‘‘Poet and

Peasant ’’ Brothers Walker and Morrison
assisted with a short dialogue entitled ‘‘The
Twins.’’ Sister Alice Dunn also gave much
pleasure with her singing and playing. Much
eredit 1s due to those who had charge of the
refreshments and decorations.

On November 25th White City Temple,

Refreshments were served at about 11.30
and the dancing resumed at midnight. It

No. 11, held a bazaar in Central Hall. There
was a good attendance. A great many useful and ornamental articles were offered for
gale. The ‘*‘Grab Booth’’ was an unusual -

was the intention to end the dance at 1

novelty and the centre of attention. The

o’clock, but after repeated requests the com-

Flower Booth was most attractively decorated

soft drinks, Jimmie Caw, helped to make the
evening’s entertainment a -huge_ success.

and the merry revellers showed their appre-

and receive a good patronage. The different stalls an] booths were presided over as
follows: Afternoon Tea, Sisters Price and

of the ‘‘Home Sweet Home’’ waltz was

Gray; Plain Sewing, Sisters Parkin and

mittee extended the time until 2 o’clock,

ciation by staying till the very last strains
played.

MECHANICAL MUSICAL RECITAL
The Ampico Recital given in Central Ha!l
on Monday afternoon and evening, November
30th, was a decided success and very much
appreciated by those fortunate enough to be

able to attend. The player attachment is a
marvel of mechanical ingenuity, giving a
wonderfully humane interpretation of music.

When you fight with your conscience and

get the worst of it, you win.
ones | eee | ees | ree

If you are awake during the day it will

Cole; Fancy Work, Sister Anthony; Candy,
Sisters McDougall, Peck and Tapp; Small
Novelties, Sister Jackson; Doll Guessing,
Sister Donkersley; Home Cooking, Sister
Farnden and P. C. Sister Greenfield; Cake
Guessing, Sister Cowley; Cup Reading, Mrs.

Laine. Fortune Telling, Mrs. W. Wilson;

‘*Grab,’’ Sisters Crask and Dunn; Flowers,
P. C. Sister Milnes and Sister A. Hatch.

During the evening a whist drive was

held and refreshments served. There were
23 tables, the winners of the prizes being:
Ladies, first, Mrs. Greenfield; gentlemen,
first, Mr. McDougall; consolation, Mrs. Dar-

ling, Mr. Adey. Mrs. McMaster won the
cake and Mrs, Parkin the doll. Music was

hardly be necessary to sit up nights to court supphed during the afternoon by Mrs. W.
Success
Loukes, Mrs. J. Pickles and Mrs. Crask.
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POWELL RIVER LAWN BOWLING CLUS

The annual meeting of the Powell River
Lawn Bowlers was held on November 18th
last, when the attendance was very disappointing, only forty members attending. In
view of the membership and position now
occupied by this club, so sparse an audience
was difficult of comprehension, this being
the one occasion when the members at large

are privileged to express their views and
introduce matters appertaining to the general welfare of their club, and if this opportunity be not embraced, it is of little advantage to assume an attitude of profound
wisdom during the playing season proper,
and eonfidently advise the Executive just
how matters should be conducted. Even the
Mill Carpenters, whose presence was especially desirable in view of their success in the
Departmental competition, were only repre-

sented by two of their number,

The meeting, however, lost nothing on account of absentees, those present entering
whole-heartedly into the various discussions,
Mr. Joe Falconer, president, who occupied
the chair during the preliminary proceedings,

briefly reviewed the position of the club

during the past season, financially, socially,
and from a playing standpoint. His remarks

were received with interest, and judging
from the applause which followed, undoubt-

ed appreciation. The reports of the secretary, which had previously been individually
circulated, treasurer, and auditors, were received and adopted without a dissenting
voice, a hearty vote of thanks being accord-

ed to all retiring officials for their services.
The Honorary officials were re-elected en
bloc, with the ranks of the Hon. Vice-presidents increased by the unanimous and well
deserved inclusion of the retiring president,
Mr. Falconer, whose two years in office have
been productive of such excellént results to
the bowling fraternity.

The meeting left no doubt as to its preference for the office of president, Mr. D. BS.
Saunders being elected by a. very substantial majority over other nominees, and upon

dency followed, Mr. W. J. Friend narrowly

defeating Mr. R. Moore for this position,
a fitting acknowledgement of his services at
large during the past season. No generous
volunteer being: forthcoming to assume the
duties of secretary, the present Incumbent,
Mr. W. L. Parkin, was unanimously instructed to stay put, whilst Mr. C. H. Smith wags)
elected to succeed Mr. Sandifer as treasurer,

the latter not desiring re-nomination. Mr. .
W. Gretton was re-elected green warden, and

Messrs. Sandifer and Macindoe appointed
&

auditors.

A larger representation on the Gener.

Executive was a distinct necessity, consider-

ing present standing and future prospects,
and after. considerable balloting Measrs.
Moore, Wm. Loukes, Hull, Peacock anid
Clarke were elected to this body. The voting was very close, not at all surprising con
sidering the qualifications. of the defeated
candidates, and it is unfortunate that the
services of all could not be utilized. The
méeting certainly showed considerable diy.
lomacy in selecting the chronic prize-winners
for duty, the assumption doubtless being the

unwritten but frequently practised sense of

responsibility which prohibits executive members from too greatly monopolising the prize

list. This year is to be an exception, however, this body having already determined
that their ranks shall be well and truly represented upon that desirable list. One thing
is certain, that a more capable selection than

the above quintette would be difficult to
find.

-

Despite the recommendation from the previous Match Committee, who recommended

the futility of having but twelve official

skips for eight rinks, and advocated the inerease of this number, the meeting decided
otherwise, and the usual number were appointed, the selected being Messrs. Beecroft,
Peacock, Paterson, Moore, W. Loukes, Faleconer,. McLean, Hill, Caw and Clarke, who,
with the president and vice-president, const1-

tute the requisite number of twelve. With
the steady repetition of hat and draw games

this number will certainly be found inade-

succeeding to the chair at the invitation of
the late president, thanked the membership
for their confidence, undertaking to uphold
the dignity of the office to the utmost, and

quate, and the onus placed upon the Match
Committee to furnish the remainder. Faced

elub. <A spirited contest for the vice-presi-

whose inelination is their strongest asset, to

do* all possible for the well-being of the

by the alternative of calling upon those,
who although fully qualified, have publicly
announced their disinclination, and others
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few of their prizes for himself. He conay
oh tsfying
theagratulated
manifold
and
vastly nothing
contentious individual
opinion—a simthe club upon
their successful seailar situation to last season—the lot of this
body is not a particularly happy one.
A strong recommendation, practically a
mandate, was given the executive to rigidly

enforee the regulations affecting schedule and
substitution, and their intended acquiescence

in this respect will go far towards eliminatng many of. the grievances and handicaps
encountered during the past season. It :s
the intention to post lists calling for entries
to the various competitions, none being considered without personal entry.
The various club competitions for the season, rinks, doubles, singles and novice singles,

will revert to the old system, consolatious
having been found wanting after a fair trial,
whilst the Department League will again
constitute the major attraction. The second
Challenge Week is to .be staged upon a
suitable date, whilst Hat and Draw, played
weekly, will alternate between Wednesday
and Saturday, thus giving all members an
opportunity to participate in both series.
The secretary and vice-president successfully presented the plea for regular monthly
committee meetings, pointing to the advantages of such system, the decision to amend
the bye-laws accordingly receiving but one
dissenting vote. Many other contentions and
interesting matters were discussed, including

@ proposal to engage in home and awav
games with various Vancouver clubs, providing suitable arrangements can be made.
These matters were sufficient to maintain interest until the meeting adjourned after midnight, |

A pleasant interlude occurred during the
evening, when Mr. A, E. McMaster, the mill
manager, personally presented the Department Shield, a very handsome trophy and
undoubtedly one of the club treasures, a pic-

ture of which is shown elsewhere, to the
Mill Carpenters as the initial winners. In
a pleasant speech Mr. McMaster review his
connection with the club, which was not by
any means as active as he would wish, but
circumstances beyond his control had intervened.. He however, assured -all that once
the manifold and pressing claims upon his

attentions had become less acute, if they
ever did, he would be amongst them much
more frequently, and endeavor to carry away

son, and also upon their choice of officials
for the ensuing year, which augured well for
future prosperity. In: handing over the shieid
to the Mill Carpenters, he trusted they woutd
be successful another year, and be able to
retain what they had .won.

Charlie Hill, on behalf of the recipients,
suitably replied, giving the greatest credit
to his teammates for their consistent display,

and asserting their intention to do their utmost to hold the shield against all competition, ethe audience possibly mentally guaranteeing him all the competition desired. The
ceremony concluded by a vote of thanks’ to
Mr. McMaster, the membership spontaneously

rising and expressing their musical (more
or less) opinion of the mill manager.

It was very gratifying, and possibly unique,
to observe tke presence of three of the hon-

orary vice-presidents of the club at one
time, and to find them ‘entering so whole-

heartedly into the discussions, and displaying so obvious an interest in the proceedings,

At a subsequent meeting of the newly-

elected executive, held on November 30th, the

following Committees were appointed for
service during the coming season.

Match Committee—The President, W. J.

Friend, R. H. Moore, E. Peacock, Wm.
Loukes, and the Secretary.
Greens Committee—The President, C. Hill,
A. 8S. Clarke, C. H. Smith, and the Secretary.
Entertainments Committee—The entire Executive.

New Members Committee—The entire Executive.
o—0-—_0

A teaspoonful of mustard added to the

water will remove the smell of fish from the
eutlery and dishes.

A pinch of salt improves coffee in the

making

Rub new boots with a raw potato and they
will take a splendid polish.
About a teaspoonful of turpentine added

to each gallon of water in which white
elothes are being soaked will have a fine
cleansing and bleaching effect..

Never stir sugar candies while cooking; to
do so is to invite granulation.
Colored clothes should be soaked in salt

and water before they are washed. This
will prevent the colors from running.
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POWELL RIVER BASKET BALL LEAGUE
Lhe popularity of the weekly tournaments

staged by the Powell River Basket Ball
League continues to increase as these games

become more entertaining and the positions
of the various teams composing the league
more interesting. The management cordially
welcomes visitors to these games each Wednesday evening, and any persons having a
few leisure moments would be well rewarded
by the programme presented, and an initial

visit would undoubtedly be followed by
others, any observer with a taste for clean
_and vigorously contested sport could not
fail to quickly become a rabid basketball
fan

The Tuxis Boys continue to lead the way

with 10 points, closely followed by the
Gopher Club with 8, whilst the St. Andrew’s
are by no means a negligible quantity. The
fourth team, the All Whites are unfortunate,
inasmuch as they represent a team of raw
material, enthusiastic but inexperienced, who

naturally suffer when opposed to calibre

such as compose the remaining teams. Lhey
are apparently unaffected however, by a suc-

PHYSICAL DEPAR

ENT

The Gymnasium sehedule / was amended
slightly this month to meet the requirements

of members, and is working satisfactorily.
The Senior Girl’ class has been changed from

Friday nights to Tuesday nights to enable
the girls employed in the stores to attend.
This was possible when class was Wednesdays, and attendance dropped off after that
night was taken for basket ball league games,
but should pick up again now that the cause
has been removed. The Senior schoolboys

have been given a period on Friday afternoons, this being necessary owing to the
increase in the junior boys’ class Monday
and Jl'uesday afternoons. Badminton, formerly played on Tuesday nights, goes to
Friday nights, eight pm.
Aecording to Hoyle, the best time to do
the ‘‘daily dozen’’ was in the morning, before breakfast, but in recent years opinions
have differed.

However, a party of members

who find it difficult to get in on the regular
class work and periods, now occupy the fioor

at 7 a.m., and in the words of one of this
party, get a ‘‘mullion dollars worth of exer-

cession of defeats, accepting this as inevit- eise’’ out of it.
able, wisely realizing that each game means
Basket ball 1s without doubt, the major
added experience, and with - practice ’ and indoor sport in Powell River, and the players
perseverance, their enthusiasm cannot but look for no other form of exercise, neither
fail to produce results, and in future seasons do they need it if playing regularly. Both
will do much to discountenance the handicap the men’s and girls’ leagues are going
under which they at present labour.
strong, the interest in the games growing
The -game between Tuxis and Gophers, ” with. every meet The .Puxis. Old. Boys stand
which resulted in the first defeat of the at the top with five games played, four won,
former, was well worth witnessing, produc- one lost, and one won on default; total
points, 10. The Gophers have played four,
ing one of the fastest and most robust games

of the season, with the result always in
doubt right to the end. Similar comment

sultably describes the games between the
St. Andrew’s and the two teams mentioned
above, the increasing rivalry between them
promising some hotly contested struggles
during the remainder of the schedule.
Undoubtedly the Basket Ball League, newly instituted in Powell River this season, has
become a potent force, and is rapidly estab-

ishing itself as a permanent institution.

Annie: ‘‘T don’t see how a girl can marry
a man she’s only known a fortnight.

Fannie: ‘‘I don’t see how she could if

she’d known him longer.’’

won 3, also 1 on default, and lost 1; total

points, 8. This to December 2nd, inclusive,
with more than an even chance that before
this goes to print, the Gophers will tie the
seore of the Tuxis Boys. The Callies ‘are a

good third at the time of writing, with the
All Whites -in the cellar. The latter team,
has been extremely unfortunate in losing
three players during the month, and was
forced to default on their last League game
in consequence. In the Girls’ League, the
Vampires lead with 10 points, the Commercials being second with 6 points, and the Fireflies climbing out of the hole. This to December the 5th inclusive.
The Tuxis Boys team paid a visit to Van-

couver on their own initiative, the end of
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last month, and met their old rivals, the
Wesley Boys.

They report.a good game, and

with the result a tie. It must have been
close.

The changes in the rules are now in

force. Generally speaking, they do away
with a few unnecessary and complicating re-

strictions and go some way to simplify the
game from the referee‘s viewpoint.
An annoymous letter was received by the
Physical Director a few days after the game

lines, has the opportunity to transfer if he
wishes. It is not so much the management
holding on to him, as the ‘‘esprit-de-corps’’
which is very strong, and much to be commended. .
The game has had it’s setbacks this season
owing to change of field of play, and Sunday

work, but ‘‘The powers that be’’ are fully
slive to the situation and are satisfied that
the improvements being made in the present

between the Gophers and Tuxis Boys, played

recently, in which the writer, evidently a

ground, and the personel of the teams, wll
result in a higher standard of football and

strong supporter of the Tuxis Boys, expresses

the best season yet.

a fear that if the Gophers are permitted to
use the rough tactics? they practiced on the
Tuxis Boys in this game, it would mean the
death of one or more of the latter team.
Also, that such play would not be tolerated
in Vancouver.

It is rather interesting to notice a report
of a League game played this month, and

O—0-—0——--—_-”"""—"———
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KING TUT INDOOR BOWLING CLUB

The Indoor Bowling Club 1s away to a
good start and a fair membership. At the
first general meeting a good selection was
made for ofticers. By a unanimous vote Mr.
Jack Friend was elected president. The other

officers are as follows: Mr. Hugh Black,

refereed by a well-known Vancouver man, in
which three of the players received medical
aid during the course of the game, and one
was removed to Vancouver to be treated for
a dislocated jaw!

vice-president; Mr. Allan S. Clark, secretary

turned out to see the games played this
month, and the corresponding inerease in

tesy will be shown visitors or prospective

In the local game we have yet to hear of
a casualty; certainly no player left the floor
as a result of any injury.
Interest in Football, contrary to an opinion
expressed in-our last issue, 1s increasing, if
one may judge by the crowds which have

In the Callies last game with the Elks, the
result was not by any means sure until the
game was over. ‘The score of three-nil, in
favor of the Callies, hardly gives a fair idea
of the game. The Elks missed two goals by
& narrow margin indeed, and the splendid
showing of the new players proved conclusively that the Callies have not ecorralled all
the footballers in Powell River.
In the
opinion of many of the spectators, it was the
best game yet. With a team like the Callies

in the League, with the remaining teams
hustling to attain to their standard of play—and successfully too— the League executive

believes that ultimately we shall have a

*“*Rep’’ team in Powell River second to none
in the Provinee.

Any player-signed on the Callies team,
**kicking his heels in idleness’’ on the sidc-

and treasurer; Mr. George Paterson, Mr.

James Hastings and Mr. ‘‘Charlie’’ Hill,

executive committee. Mr. James Caw, the
retiring president, is ex-officio a member of
all committees. It was deeided that $3 be
the annual: fee for membership. The usual
Christmas Competition has been started.
The first prize is to be two turkeys, and second prize a box of eigars.
The Committee wish to say that every cour-

members and there. are plenty of club bowls
in case anyone wishes to indulge in a game.

A very sincere.invitation is extended to all
interested to visit the Club premises.

Immediately after the New Year a pro:

gramme for the balance of the season. will
be arranged, consisting of club _ singles,
doubles and rinks. The big 25e draw game

every Saturday night is proving very at-

tractive. A small prize is put up by the
elub on these occasions. .

O—-0—_ 0
TO CARVE
Plunge the fork through the breast bone
one prong on either side, with the head of

the bird to the right. Get the wing joints
and separate them. Cut the breast in thin
slices. Then eut the legs at the first joint
close to the body and separate again. <A
good carver will change the position of his
fork about four times.
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ORCHESTRAL CONCERT
In Powell River we have almost everything

that anyone would wish for in the way of
amusements and pleasures; in this we are
fortunate, and now more. so than ever with
the acquisition of a really good twenty-five
piece Concert Orchestra.
On Wednesday, the 2nd of December, the

Powell River Coneert Orchestra issued in-

vitations to about 100 of their friends to

played that general opinion conceded it the

palm of the evening. In responding to the
eneore the first movement was played again.

A violin duet by Miss Phyllis Jenks and
Mr. H. S. Sandifer, accompanied by Miss
Ruth Ketchum, received a gratifying round
of applause.
Franz v Suppe’s Overture was treated ex-

cellently. Mr. Hinton asked to be excused

listen to a practice performance of the work

from the encore called for because the company had no other overtures in hand.

of what can be done by hard work and

Mr. Paul C. Daugherty in a piano solo
entitled ‘‘Chaminade’s Theme Varie,’’ en-

they had undertaken. It was a revelation
conseientious endeavor. Mr. W...H. Hinton
and his associates gave a performance of
orchestral coneert music that would be a
credit to any aggregation of musicians -outside the ranks of professionals. Following

tirely captured the audience, and as an

encore he played Rachmaninoff Prelude in C
Minor.

Papriko Janesi, admirably conducted by

Mr. Bert Watt, brought to a close a most enis the programme:
yoyable evening’s entertainment.
Orchestra—Marech Des Peperes -(Tarelli).
Violin Solo—Selected......................Mr. Liddel >
At the close of the performance Mr. Hinton
Orchestra—Ange D’Amour, Concert Waltz and the members of the orchestra were com(Waldteufel).
pliimented for their very splendid efforts.
Joe Loukes
This action on the part of the guests was
Song—Selected
Orchestra—Suite, Stars of the Desert (Amy deeply appreciated by: the performers.—
W. Finden); No. 1, Stars of the Desert; Contributed.
THANKS
No. 2, You Are All That Is Lovely; No. 3,
The Rice is Under the Water; No. 4, Fate.
Belated but nevertheless very sincere ex-

Violin Duet—Gentle Zephyrs

Misg Phyllis Jenks and Mr. H. 8S. Sandifer
Orchestra—Overture, Morning, Noon and
Night (Franz V. Suppe).
Orchestra—Sourire d’Avril (M. Depret).
Orchestra—Papriko Janesi, Hungarian March
(Chas. J. Roberts).
God Save the King.
At the outset there was some small show-

ing of nervousness which disappeared entirely when Mr. Hinton took his baton and
the company swung into the opening number,

carrying it through to .qa well-rounded conélusion.

The violin solo was rendered by Mr. Liddel in a most pleasing manner, his technique

being excellent. He received the applause

he well deserved.

pression of thanks to the ‘‘ Working Party’’
is tendered in the letter following:
Powell River, B. C.
4-13-25

lo the Editor
The Digester
Dear Sir:-—

held on Armistice night. The thanks, which
was well deserved, was given to the ladies
who sold the poppies, but the party responsible for the write-up had entirely forgotten

to mention the members of the ‘‘ Working
Party,’’ and now I wish to publicly thank
them for their attendance at the many re-

hearsals and for their untiring efforts to
make this Entertainment a succegs.

The Concert Waltz was well given, though

at the start the violins were a trifle fluffy,
but on the whole they acquitted themselves
excellently.

Mr. J. Loukes, accompanied by the Rev.
N. J. Thompson, followed with a song, gaining a deserved encore.
The Suite was in all its four parts so well

7

In your recent issue of the ‘‘Digester,’’ I
note your reference to the Entertainment

-_

Hoping you will find space for this,
I am, Yours faithfully,
GEORGE WILSON.
es () 0 —_ 0 ——————

Jack Phillips: Say, Warren, is that Pekingese dog of your wife’s of high degree?
Harry Warren: Yea, bo, he is indeed; if he
could talk he wouldn’t speak to either of us.
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A CHRISTMAS STORY

Let us tell the wondrous story that the
children love to hear, of a babe that lay
on the fragrant hay, while the angels hovered near:

"Twas Christmas Eve and in the hush of
that holy night I dreamed of far places and
strange fantastic sights, and in my dream I
saw before me an open book. Curiously I
turned the pages, one by one, and there,
written in letters of gold, I found the most

beautiful story in the world, the story of
Christmas Eve, with its never ending wonder,

told for the children of men. Then in my
uplifted vision I saw the twinkling lights of
a small village.

Approaching the door of what appeared
to be a small inn were the figures of a man
and a woman, reaching the door they knocked... ‘* Lodgings for my wife,’’ I heard him
pleading with the reluctant landlord. ‘‘She

is very weary and ill.’’
°*There is nothing here,’’ the innkeeper
declared, ‘‘nothing but yonder manger where
the kine are stabled.’’
Upon the hill beyond the inn stood a grand
and towering residence, Every window was

ablaze with light, and from it the sound of
gay liaughter and music floated down into
the very streets of the village. Unseen, [I
drew near the lofty home and peered within
to view the merry children as they danced

about the great tree that stood glittering

with tinsel and toys. ‘‘Christmas Gift,’’
the children were crying, ‘‘come, Mother, and

take them down for us.’’
A smiling and
tender-eyed woman began to cut down the
dangling drums and dolls, ‘‘Candy for all,’’

she told them, then pausing, ‘‘and a big

round apple for the boy or girl who can tell
me the name of the big star at the top of
the tree.’’
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over the stable beyond the inn. Oh! Mother,
let us go down to see; maybe it is the Christ
Child. 7’?

‘*The lights ye see are in the inn stable,’

spoke a voice. It was the old man who
brought the wood for the fires, speaking.
He had just returned from the village with
a fresh load, and now “stood gazing at the
bright tree and merry children.

‘*Tell us who is down there,’’ eried the

eager young volces.,

‘*It 18 a woman and a.man,’’ quavered the
Old fellow; ‘‘that mean old scoundrel at the

inn told them he had no room but in the
stable, and believe me or not,’’ he econtinued, ‘‘but I heard a young babe erying
as I passed there.’’

‘*¥ told you so, mother,’’ chorused the
children, ‘‘QOh, let us go down there and

share our gifts with them.’’ ‘‘T’ll take my
candy,’’ spoke one, and ‘‘I’ll take my pieture

books,’’ said another. Each little one had
something to give, for each little heart was
over-flowing with love. ‘‘We_ shall take
a basket of goodies,’’ I heard the practical
mother say, ‘‘broth and jelly, and a warm
Dlanket for the baby.’’ ‘‘Oh, mother,’’ the
children babbled joyously, ‘‘this is more fun

than all our toys and far better than our

Christmas tree.
Down into the village I saw them go, following the light of the miraculous moving
star. .Even as certain wise men of old had

followed it. It was the Christmas story
again. Re-told for the children of men—The

sweet old story, that unfolded for me in
the mazes of a dream. Now the scene faded,

and all the voices of the children grew faint-

er and fainter, until it seemed at last that

I stood alone. Gazing with rapture and

with awe at the marvellous picture that un-

rolled before me in the starry skies. The

‘*I know,’’ piped a shrill voice of the Clouds above me had parted and a heavenly

smallest child among them, ‘‘it is the Holv
Star of BethIehem.’’ -‘‘Let us look for it,’’
said the mother, ‘‘Maybe it is shining some-

where in the sky to-night.’’ Awed by the
prospect of sueh a sight, the children erept

to the windows. Pressing their little faces
against the panes, ‘‘there it is,’’ they cried
at last, °“Look, Mother, it is moving over
the village.’’ Faseinated, they continued to
gaze as the great burning star seemed to
pass slowly across. the heavens.

‘CT¢ 3s

stopping,’’ cried. the children, ‘‘yes there

host of angles were revealed to my wondering
faze,

fhen I heard the voices ringing in the

songs of that first Christmas Eve borne down

to me from the very gates of Paradise.

Unable to bear the splendor of such a
sight, I turned my eyes away; and in that
instant my dream was broken. i was awake.
Still it seemed I heard their voices chanting:

Ah! it was the congregation in the little

chureh across the way singing the words of
an old hynin, and my Christmas dream was
gone.

>
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VITAL STATISTICS
Nov. 5—Mrs. Raymond Bradford, girl.
» 1i2—Mrs. Charles McLean, girl.
» o0—Mrs. D. 5S, Bolton, boy.

ACCIDENT RECORD FOR NOV., 1925
Nov.
Oct.

Log Pond

— 89 9 38

Wood Room
(xrinders.........-

Sulphite Dept.

Sereen Room ..

oa

Beater Room .....

POWELL RIVER EMPLOYEES’ SICK

+ 14

Machine Roome ..................-.

Core
Room,
Finishing
Room and Rewinders......
Wharf and Paper Storage

3 22
|7

RENEE T TY

Statement as at October 3list, 10925

]

Asgsets—

Hospital equipment

ANG SCOWS 2 9 D2 7%

Steam Plant and £Bouler
FH
Townslte i“ Cz

om

Planing Mill, Lbr. Yard
and Carpenters’ Shop....-Machine Shop, Blacksmith
Shop, Pattern Shop and
Foundry
Miscellaneous—Yard Crew,

Aects. receivable
Supplies on hand .
Petty cash .... --

Rent paid in advance....$
Ins. premiums unexpired

Liahilities—

Icehouse, Avenue Lodge,

Accounts _ payable +
Reserve for depreciation....
Bad debts reserve

, 64 88
Minor aecidents, such as slight euts, abrasions, burns, ete., have not been tabulated.

EFFICIENCY OF PAPER MACHINES
No.l No.2 No.8 No.4
99.0 100.0 100.0
Hiighest per cent..... 97.4

QO? 4
Lowest per cent..... 82.3 RO 5 OO. }
Qs 7
OX 1
Average per cent..... 94.1 94 9
HOURS AND TONNAGE LOST, NOV., 1925
Hrs. Lost Av. Dy. Lost Tge: Av. Dy

L4.50 0.48 34.16 1.20

. 16.50 0.55 48.88 1.72
16.50 0.55 48,88 1.72
PAPER PRODUCTION, NOVEMBER, 1925
No. ]
No. 2
No. 83
No. 4

1,519.36 $1,587.82 2,005.31 1.959.31
INFORMATION
The area of British Columbia is approximately 372,630 square miles, the equal of 24
Switzerlands.

There are 200,000 square miles

of mountains, and from the southern end of
Vancouver Island north to Cape Fox at the
southern end of Alaska, a distance of about
600 miles, there are 7000 miles of coast line
following the indentations of the shore.

According to the Dominion Census the

population of British Columbia in 1921 was
024,582.

Vancouver Island is about 285 miles long
and from nine to 86 miles wide.

485.00

$36.131.56

Surplus
$36,131.86

HOSPITAL OPERATING, OCT, Sist, 1925

Income—

Employees’ hospital fees....$ 1,486.72

Other income ..-..-......--.......---. 2,419.83 |

3,906.55)

Ex pense—
Salaries ....................................

Operating” expenses ..
Profit for October

3,906.55

SICK BENEFIT FUND, OCT. 81, 1925

Income—

Mmployees Eees ..................$ 991.14
(Grant from Powell River
Co., TetG. ccc cece cece ee 495.57

1,486.71

Ex pense—

benefits paid
> 470.60
(sain for October ........... 1,016.11

1,486.71

Patients in hosp. as at September 380
Admitted during October ..
Discharged during Octobe
Remaining at October 3tst ..
Benefits paid to 11 members in October.
$cc warms fm rr et

DECEMBER RASPBERRIES

there was a display in the window of the
Department Store Monday morning, December 7th, of lovely ripe raspberries, picked in
the garden of N. BR. Lang, on Ocean View

Avenue; and the same day Mr. Ed. Harris,
of Maple Avenue, brought in to the Digester
a most beautiful bouquet of roses and other
flowers, from his garden. There is no necéssity to do any boosting for our climate when

Even when you’ve resigned yourself to
fate, it’s well to keep close to the steering we ean show suehb results.
wheel,

24,206.10

PWeferred Charges:

Mill Store, Dept. Store,

No. 1 ........ 10.50 0.35 94.74 0.87

$11,440.46

Current Assets:
Cash in bank

Papers please copy. What,

| Perrone mm mmm
MANY HAPPY RETURNS
‘To the following employees on this the month of their birth anniversary

,

Kk Bell

1/.

W. Illott
K. J. Church
H. McKie
A. Woodward

L. H. Hicks
W,. S. Hyatt
(5 MM.

@

M, Juley
J. M. Macindoe
N. Morretio.
Arehie W. DeLand
A. Watson
W. FP. Alexander

W, Buttery
W. Haslam

J. Anthony
PP. Klock

li. R. Treherne
J. MeCartney
W. J. Smith
J. Johnson
J. Jones
A. Rose
N. BR, Lang

R. L. Cowan

W. N. Wright
W. Wilson
Dr. I. EB. Brouse

Dicker

I . Loedyk

“J. KR. Hall
, D. Reese ©

R.

Mackereth

Missio
. Missio

. Horbatyk ©
Bendento
Bruzzess!

. Searpolini
R. Riley
. Wilson
. Spanelko
. J, Semple
W,. L. Jones

J. Montoani
(xy, Yacones

GS Wilson
kK. LL. Corbett

Geo. Ford

+. Biasutti
J. KF’. Meilleur
kK. J. MePhalen

W. Craig
W. Ileyes

B. Pike

GQ. Baxter

W. Smelt

A, Juyons

R. Murray

W. Evanichuk
W. RK. Burgess

ey — defacto

